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İbn Battuta
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(d. 770 / 1368-69)
İbn Battuta was the greatest Moslem traveler of
the Middle Ages and he provided important information about the Ahis of the 14th century in
Anatolia in his seyahatname (travel journal). He
was born in the city of Tanca in Morocco on 17
Receb 703 (24 February 1304). His family was of
the Berberî Levât tribe and had migrated from
Berka.
The ancient writers Lisânüddin İbnü’l-Hatîb, İbn
Hacer el-Askalânî and İbn Haldûn spoke of Ibn
Battuta but the primary source of information
about his life and personality is his own seyahatname.
İbn Battuta knew Turkish, Mongol and Maldive
leaders and served as a judge in many countries.
He was given some diplomatic duties because he
acquired various political skills during his travels and he knew both Turkish and Persian. He
was loved by the public and the religious leaders
because of his simple dervish-like dress and modest behavior. Ibn Battuta memorized the words
of the Sufis and ascetics because of the closeness
he felt toward them. And although he looked ordinary his manner was quite colorful and engaging. Although he sometimes didn’t believe what
he was hearing, he would never reject a story that
came from someone he trusted. Ibn Battuta sometimes joined in cihads against infidels and sometimes lived like an ascetic by abstaining from
comfort. He gave up all his worldly goods and
joined the lodge of Şeyh Kemâleddin Abdullah
El-Gârî, but, in his own words, life threw him
back into adventures.
As learned from his seyahatnâme, Ibn Battuta
set out from Tanca on 2 Receb 725 (14 June
1325), during the period of Mağrib Sultan Ebû
Saîd el-Merînî, to make the haj, when he was 22
years-old. Following the shore of north Africa, he
reached Alexandria on 1 Cemaziyelevvel 726 (5
April 1326). Upon the recommendation of Şeyh
Burhâneddin el-A’rec’ he yearned to see eastern
countries like India, Sind and China. From Alexandria he went to Cairo and thento Upper Egypt
(Saîd), where he visited the grave of Şeyh Ebü’lHasan eş-Şâzelî. He intended to travel to Jidde by
sea from Upper Egypt and reached the Red Sea
port of Ayzâb, but because of the political turmoil
in the region he was forced to return to Cairo.
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Interestingly, he noted that the port of Ayzâb had
an international status, he referred to other Egyptian Memlüks as “Etrâk” and identified the area
of Memlük rule with the phrase “Turkish nation”,
like Anatolia. Ibn Battuta did not remain in Cairo long and on 15 Şaban (17 July) he headed for
Syria. After touring cities like Jerusalem, Aclûn,
Akkâ, Sûr, Sayda, Taberiye and Antakya, he reached Damascus on 9 Ramazan and spent the
month there.
İbn Battuta left Damascus in Şevval (September) to make the haj, after which he left Mecca on
20 Zilhicce (17 November) and headed for Iraq,
where he visited Kadisiye, Necef, Baghdad, Basra, Übüşşe, Abadan, Şüster (Tüster) on his way
to İsfahan. After putting on the religious order
crown from the hand of Şeyh Kutbeddin Hüseyin bin Şemseddin Muhammed er-Recâ, he went
to Şiraz and was taught there by Şeyh Mecdüddin İsmâil bin Muhammed. An anecdote about
Mecdüddin’s effect on İlhan Ruler Muhammed
Hudâbende (Olcaytu Han 1314-1316) and the
ruler’s subsequent transition from Şiism to Sunniism is very important for Iranian history in that
it provides information about the adoption of Şiism over time, although the region was heavily
Sunni beforehand.
The information from Ibn Battuta in this portion
about an adventure he had at the behest of Emîr
Çoban’s political ambitions, provides important
information about the diplomatic relations between the three superpowers of the time – the Golden Horde, the İlhans and the Memlüks – and
the distribution of İlhan territory after the death
of Ebû Saîd Bahadır Han. From Iran, he went to
Baghdad and then to northern Iraq via Sâmerrâ
and Tikrît to Cezîre-i İbn Ömer. Then, he went
to Nusaybin, Sincar and Mardin. He writes with
praise for Gâzî el-Melikü’s-Sâlih of the Artukoğullar of this time and about how the sultan opened medreses, lodges and kitchens for the poor,
winning the satisfaction of the public. He returned again to Baghdad and made the haj three
more times (1327-1330).
In 730 (1330) Ibn Battuta left Jidde and reached
Zebîd in Yemen after a stormy Red Sea voyage.
He toured Cebele, Taiz, San’a and Aden and met
with the Resûlî Ruler Nûreddin Ali bin Dâvûd.
From here he left the port of Aden and began to
tour the East African shore. After visiting Zeyla’
and Makdişu (Somalia), he went to Mombassa
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(Kenya) and Kilve (Tanzania) and returned by sea
to the Yemeni port of Zafâr. Next, he went to Nezve,
which today is within Oman, and visited Sultan
Ebû Muhammed bin Nebhân. In this section of
the seyahatnâme, he mentions Yemeni and Omani
cities like Kalhat that overlook the Indian Ocean
and talks about the advanced level of international
trade in Kilve and Makdişu on the East African
coast. After Oman, he went to Hormuz port and
toured the shore region of Iran along the Persian
Gulf. He again went to Arabia and made his fifth
haj in 732 (1332).
After the haj, Ibn Battuta set sail from Jidde for
India but because of a storm his vessel was grounded at Re’süddevâir near Ayzâb and he returned
to Cairo via the Nile. From there he went to Gaza
and then to Jerusalem, Remle, Akkâ en route to
Lazkiye, where he boarded a Genovese ship and
headed for “Turkey”. After reaching Alâiye (Alanya), he began to tour Anatolia, reaching Antalya,
Isparta, Eğridir, Denizli, Tavas, Muğla, Milas and
Barçın. He then made a trio to Konya and Erzurum. Some researchers are skeptical of his trip
from Barçın to Konya and think he did not pass
along this route, relating the experience from what
he heard from others. However, this confusion
cannot be attributed to his not having toured the
region, since he suddenly left Eruzurm and returned west to Birgi. This mistake may be sourced in
the compilation of the writer Ebû Abdullah İbn
Cüzey el-Kelbî. Ibn Battuta toured the lands of the
Eretnaoğullar and in Kayseri he spoke with the
wife of Alâeddn Eretna, whom he said was acting
as the representative there of the İlhan leader. He
speaks of Mevlâna as the “şair shaikh” (poet shaikh) when he saw him in Konya. Leaving Birgi,
he went to İznik via Ayasuluk, Izmir, Manisa and
Bursa. He relates the respected position of Umur
Bey among the neighboring principalities of the
Ottomans, after Umur Bey’s battles with the Crusaders. Ibn Battuta provided broad information
about the political situation, commercial capacity,
Ahilik organization and the spread of Hanefiism
and its status as the main sect in Anatolia at that
time. Next, he went to the Sakarya valley via Mekece, reaching Sinop by way of Geyve, Göynük,
Bolu, Kastamonu. From Sinop he went by sea to
the port of Kerç in the Crimea.
Ibn Battuta toured Destikıpçak to the north of the
Black Sea and met with Sultan Muhammd Özbek Han. He reached the old city of Bulgar in the
area of today’s Kazan. He did not, however, get to
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“Arzızulmât” (the land of darkness, Siberia) but
related what he had heard about it. Ibn Battuta
joined the caravan Beylûn, the third wife of Özbek Han and the daughter of the Byzantine ruler
on 10 Şevval 732 (5 July 1332) and in a journey
lasting a month traversed Ükek, Sûdak (Suğdak), Baba Saltuk (Dobruca?) reached Istanbul,
where he met with Emperor Andronicus Palailogos, whom he referred to as “Tekfur bin Circîs”,
perhaps because he had forgotten his name.
Ibn Battuta left Istanbul and returned to Deştikıpçak. From there he reached the city of Saraycuk,
where the Ural river empties into the Caspian Sea
along the trade route that tied Özbek Han’s nation to China. Next, after a 40-day journey, he arrived at Hârizm (Ürgenç), which he characterized
as the Turks’ most beautiful city. Here he spoke
with Emîr Kutlu Demür and received gifts from
his wife Türâbek Hatun. From there he went to
the northeast of the Ceynun river via Kât (Kâs)
and Vâbkent to Bukhara, where he met Hanefî fakihi Sadrüşşerîa and visited the graves of Buhârî
and Şeyh Seyfeddin el-Bâharzî. Ibn Battuta then
took the Nahşeb road to Semerkant, where he
met with Çağatay Han Tarmaşirin. In his work,
Ibn Battuta included details about Tarmaşirin’s
behavior toward the other Mongol royalty (III, 2732). Next, he went to Horasan’s largest city Herat and then on to Câm, Tûs, Serahs and Bistâm
before heading east to the Hindukuş mountains.
Following the Gazne-Kabul road, he reached the
Indus valley on 1 Muharrem 734 (12 September
1333), entering the territory of the Delhi Turkish
Sultanate. He stayed in Delhi on 17 Safer 743
(22 July 1342) as the guest of Sultan Muhammed
bin Tuğluk and remained there in service for seven years. In er-Rihle (his seyahatnâme), he gave
detailed information about the political history,
financial situation, intelligence service and the
courier system of the Delhi Sultanate.
After leaving Delhi, he went south and visited
Barcelure, Mangalore, Dehfetten along the southwesterd coast before reaching Kalikut. Actually,
the sultan sent him to China but Ibn Battuta was
too engrossed in wars, storms and his wanderlust. He described the very active commercial lives of the Moslems of the Malabar coast and passed to the Maldives where he characterized the
people as religious, gentle and good-tempered,
although the women were not as well covered as
they ought to have been. He provided fascinating
information about their customs and commercial
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traditions, remaining in the Maldives for a year
and a half and serving as a judge there. From
there he went to Ceylan (Sri Lanka), climbed
Serendib mountain, where he saw the footprint
said to be that of Prophet Âdem (Adam). In his
work, he made interesting remarks about this venue, which members of both the Indian religions
and heavenly religions consider sacred, from the
standpoint of the history of religions. From here
he went to the coast of Bangaladesh, providing
information about the country’s history and its
relations with neighboring regions. Next, he went
to Berehnegar and related the strange customs of
this tribe that were seen nowhere else. Although
some researchers at first accused him of making
this up, subsequent studies indicated that this
nation may have been Andaman. From here he
went to Java and then Sumatra. Passing through
the Strait of Malaka, he returned to the port of
Kakula (Malesia; Kuala Terenganu). He then set
out on a sea voyage for a month-long journey before reaching the legendary nation of Tavâlisî.
From the nation of Tavâlisî, which he said was
administered by a princess who spoke Turkish,
he went to China, arriving in the port of Zeytûn
(Tsiatung) in seventeen days. Because he was an
official, he was treated with great respect and
brought to Hanbalık (Beijing). He said that the
Mongol dynasty that was ruling in China behaved well toward Moslem traders and used paper money. He spoke about the Chinese bureaucracy, and Chinese paintings and ceramics, as
well as the silk trade. From China he returned
to Sumatra and then Java. Ibn Battuta headed
to the Malabar coast and then to the Persian
Gulf. Following the Baghdad-Syria road, he reached Egypt and then made his sixth pilgrimage
to Mecca (749/1349). Returning to Egypt he boarded a ship at Alexandria and landed in Tunus
in the month of Safer 750 (May 1349). From
there he went to Sardinia island and next from
the port of Cagliari to Algeria where he landed
at Tenes. Reaching Morocco at the end of Şaban
750 (November 1349), he was received by Sultan
Ebû İnân el-Merînî and finished the first portion
of his journey. In this portion of his seyahatnâme,
with some exaggeration, he praises the Merînî
state and Sultan Ebû İnan, although it is known
that the social services and public works were at
a very high level then.
After he returned from the east, Ibn Battuta stayed for a time in Morocco before going to Granada in Andalusia via Marbella, Mâleka and Ham-
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ma. Returning along the same route, he went to
Merakeş. One of the interesting things mentioned
in this portion of his work is the intense interest
of the Merînî’s in Andalusia, along with the wars
they entered and the fortresses they built or repaired. Seized again by his wanderlust, Ibn Battuta
headed for Mali and from the northwest of the
Great Sahara to the southeast and Nijer, where
he met with Mense Süleyman. Without proceeding further, he was summoned to Morocco in
Zilkade 754 (December 1353) by an order from
the Merînî sultan. He provided very important
information about West Africa in this last section
of his jouney.
When Ibn Battuta returned to his homeland
from the distant countries he had toured and talked about he was met with ridicule and it was
thought that he had made up a lot of it. Ebü’lBerekât el-Billîfîkî, with whom he spoke in Granada, claimed that he had transmitted baseless
information. Although it is claimed that when he
set out on his travels Ibn Battuta was not all that
well educated, the knowledge he gained in his
travels and what he learned along the way made
him an experienced scholar, as he tried to update
the information provided by previous writers. So
when he returned to his homeland he was given
a position as a respected advisor to the sultan’s
court.
Ibn Battuta was, along with Marco Polo, one of
the two great travelers of the Middle Ages and he
even traversed a wider region, reaching the most
important cultural centers on three continents,
so he actually surpassed Marco Polo. Additionally, he mixed in with the social life wherever he
went, marrying and wrote reliably about what he
experienced. Yet, it is known that there are many
made-up stories in Marco Polo’s seyahatnâme.
Ibn Battuta never neglected details and gave the
most attention to the human component in his
work. His detailed descriptions about the clothes, customs and beliefs of various peoples, has
led some researchers to consider him among the
first anthropologists and by others as oe of the
first ethnographers. He also provided detailed
information about the geography and economies of the countries he visited. But because he
was not a classic geographer he did not measure
distances, only relating how many days it took
to get from one place to another. And since people were his primary concern, he made do with
clichés about architecture with phrases such as
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“the buildings are sturdy, the mosque small” or
“it had an old door, the interior of the fortress
was empty.”
His work is known in literature as er-Rihletü Ibn
Battuta and the rough texts he wrote about his
twenty eight years on the road, with some breaks,
were given to secretary İbn Cüzey el-Kelbî, who
summarized some of it and added other small
portions. The the language of the book is generally plain.
A noteworthy aspect of the book is the inclusion
of a not insignificant amount of beyits (couplets)
about various towns. Although the seyahatnâme
is important for shedding light on some obscure aspects of some states and organizations, it is
not on the whole a reliable historical source. For
example, he confuses Hârizmşah Muhammed
with his son Celâleddin and he relates some information from his first journey as if he saw it in
his second journey.
Ibn Battuta toured almost all of the ancient
world, except Europe, and that period could be
considered the Turkish-Mongol century because
most of the countries he visited were ruled by
Turks and Mongols. Of the seven great world leaders, all were either Turks or Mongols, with the
exception of Ebû İnân el-Merînî. Consequently,
the information he provided is very important for
the history of these nations. There is detailed and
first-hand information about the Anatolia of that
period in er-Rihle including: the internal conflicts of the principalities, the Crusader attack
on Umur Bey, the formation of the international
port of Alanya, the lack of confidence felt toward
the Germiyanoğullar, the level of affluence in the
Eretna State, the strategic value of Sinop, the
Turkish tribes battling each other in Erzurum
and Erzincan, the widespread belief in the Hanefî
sect in Anatolia in general, the İlhans’ Anatolia
policy, the Çobanoğulları, the rise of Ahilik, etc.
There is valuable information about Anatolia in
the Arab works like those of İbn Fazlullah elÖmerî and Kalkaşendi but they are not as rich
as Ibn Battuta’s. The Turkish words in the work
have not yet been investigated. There are quite
a few words in the seyahatnâme that could shed
light on the historical development of Turkish.
er-Rihle contains a wealth of information about
social life, customs, beliefs and traditions and so
It is a valuable source for anthropology because
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in the work there is everything from recipes to
holiday and mourning clothes, from politics to
sufiism – in short, information about the people
of the period. Historians like A.L. Sarton and
translator-researchers like H.A.R. Gibb have noted this encyclopedic aspect of er-Rihle. Abdullah Abdülganî Gânım regards Ibn Battuta as one
of the first anthropologists. As Gânim has said,
when the data in er-Rihle is examined from the
standpoint of customs, economy and legal practices, a very detailed and colorful picture emerges.
Ibn Battuta also touched on symbols related to
social status. In China traders would melt down
the gold they earned to specific dimensions and
had it over their front door. A trader who had
five gold forms wore one ring, while one who had
ten would wear two rings. The attire of the Maldive women and their marriage customs were
described in detail. One of the things that most
surprised him was the status of Turkish women,
who rode horses in Anatolia like raiders and who
were in the front lines of bazar trading. The royal
women in the nation of Özbek Han did not play
second fiddle to their husbands at social affairs.
One of his most important anthropological observations was the places that indicated a matriarchal system. In some regions of internal West
Africa, the system established by the Moslem
negroes were based on matriarchy. With regard
to inheritance, the mother and the mother’s family had a definite position and men were attributed not to their fathers but through their mothers to their uncles.
There is mention in er-Rihle about the Ahi units,
with regard to commercial culture. Detailed information is provided about political and commercial activities stretching from the Crimea to
Konya and from Alanya to Sivas. According to
him, Ahilik resembled the fütüvvet system in
Egypt and a similar system existed in İsfahan.
Those who assert that the word Ahi came from
the Arabic “ah” and that this has to be pronounced as “ahi”, want to show Ibn Battuta as a source for this but there is nothing of the sort in his
work. Ibn Battuta tried to explain that the word
resembled the Arabic word in form, not from the
standpoint of meaning.
He related that in China economic activity was recorded on paper and that if the paper money was
ripped or torn it could be brought to the mint for
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replacement. He noted that the Maldive people
and the Africans of Koko had a sea vehicle that
they called “veda” and that salaries were paid to
senior officials in these islands in rice. One of
the interesting things found in er-Rihle was that
the dinar and dirhems of the countries he visited
could be exchanged for dinar and dirhems in the
Mağrib and in Egypt. Thus, the monetary units
of various countries had a genuine exchange value.
er-Rihle has been translated into Turkish (for
example, see Ibn Battuta Seyahatnâmesi, translated by A. Sait Aykut, I-II, Istanbul 2004). The
most comprehensive translation is that of Gibb
(The Travels of Ibn Battuta, I-III, Cambridge
1958-1971.)
Taken as a summary from DIA, (XIX, pp. 361369).

A. Sait AYKUT

İbn
Battûta Seyahatnâmesi
(see er-Rihle)

İbn Battuta’ya
Göre Anadolu’nun
Sosyal-Kültürel ve İktisadî
Hayatı İle Ahilik /
Anatolia’s Social-Cultural
and Economic Life and
Ahilik, According to
Ibn Battuta
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This work was written by Mehmet Şeker and
published in Ankara in 2001. It presents information related to Anatolia’s social, cultural, economic, political and folkloric life, according to
Ibn Battuta’s observations and determinations.
As Ibn Battuta identified the physical characteristics of the settled regions of the Anatolian geography he toured, he couldn’t hide the admiration he for the Ahi traditions and customs. Ibn
Battuta visited Ahi lodges in Anatolia and, in fact,
wherever he went he tried to find these places
and meet with the Ahis. He was very pleased by
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their hospitality and noted that in Denizli the Ahi
lodges just about competed with one another to host
visitors. In addition, from Ibn Battuta’s statements
we know that the Ahis were very observant religiously, they came together on sacred days and nights
to hold ceremonies, held Friday prayers at the largest mosque in their city, visited cemeteries before
holidays and then went to the mosque for prayers,
after which they cut animal sacrifices, had sumptuous feasts and on Friday nights and Aşure days they
gathered at their lodges for readings of the Quran
and to hear sermons.
Working from Ibn Battuta’s notes, Şeker takes note
of the Ahis superior moral characteristics. In this regard, the Ahis were not just good hosts to visitors,
they battled evil and endeavored to create a peaceful
and secure environment for the community.
Concerning the clothes the Ahis wore, Şeker states
that, based on Ibn Battuta’s notes, the Ahis of Anatolia did not have a special outfit but wore a headpiece
that could be considered unique to them. The Ahis
avoided wearing decorative clothes and just as the
Sufis wore the hırka (jacket), the Ahis wore the şalvar (baggy trousers). Şeker touches as well on the
matter of differences between Ahis. For example, in
Sivas Ibn Battuta preferred Ahi Çelebi’s lodge over
the Bıçakçı Ahi lodge, saying that “Ahi Çelebi’s rank
is higher than Bıçakçı Ahis”. The Ahi chiefs had different levels of public respect and to some extent this
was based on the number of lodge members.
The information that Ibn Battuta provided helps us
to know the Anatolian geography and the Anatolian
people of the 14th century and sheds light on the Ahi
organization, as well. The Ahis played an important
role in the Turkification and Islamization of Anatolia
and gained the praise of Ibn Battuta for the superior
moral character of Ahi members and the efforts they
made to create a peaceful and secure community.

Huzeyfe ALKAN

İbn Kalemşah
When Ibn Battuta came to Konya the name of the
kadı – judge – there was İbn Kalemşah, recorded as
“Ahi Taceddin Kalemşah” in Eflâki. He was the head
of the Ahis in Konya in the first quarter of the 14th
century and the shaikh of the dervish lodge he had
built for the Ahis. İbn Kelemşah was famous for his
hospitality and a philanthropist. Today there is a
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mesjid, dervish lodge and medrese with his name
in the quarter known as Gazialemşah, seen in the
documents often as “Kadı Kalemşah”. The Karaman
Mevlevihanesi, known today as Mader-i Mevlâna or
Aktekke, was originally built by İbn Kalemşah as a
Ahi lodge and was called “Kalemî Zaviyesi”. Later,
additions were built on to make it a mevlevihane.
In any event, at the beginning of the 16th century the
Kalmi Zaviyesi was standing. When it fell to ruin,
its foundations were donated to Piri Halife Mosque
in 1530.
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Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

İbn Kalemşah Dergâh /
Dervish Lodge
The lodge was built by Kalemşahoğlu Ahi Taceddin, known as İbn Kalemşah, at the end of the 13th
century. Ibn Battuta stayed here as a guest and noted that it was the largest Ahi lodge in Konya. İbn
Kalemşah was the kadı – judge – of Konya and one
of the leading Ahis there, holding the title of postnişin at the lodge. Although it was a large structure, for some reason in the Ottoman archive documents its name does not show up as a lodge. The
Kadı Kalemşah Mahallesi Mesjid, stands today as
the Gazialemşah Mahallesi Mesjid. The Kalemşah
Medresesi, which is thought to have been built later,
was a part of the same structure and lasted until
the beginning of the 20th century. The domed İbn
Kalemşah dervish lodge was demolished along with
the medrese in the early years of the Republic.
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İbrâhim
In Ahilik, he is accepted as the pir - spiritual leader
– of milkmen and carpenters. It is supposed that he
lived between the 17th and 20th centuries B.C. He
is spoken of often in the Quran as one of the great
Prophets. It is stated in the Kitab-ı Mukaddes – the
Bible – that he was born in Keldani city of Ur in the
north of Syria (Tekvin, 11/28). Other legends say
that he lived in Iraq where the Babil civilization was
established.
Hz. İbrahim’s father was Azer. After he was given
the role of prophet he battled with Nemrut who
fostered paganism. İbrahim left his homeland and
settled in Kenan and had a son named İsmail by his
wife Hacer and another son named İshak by Sare.
He took his wife Hacer and son İsmail to Mecca and
built the Kâbe there. One of İbrahim’s best characteristics was his hospitality. In fact, the phrases
“Halil İbrâhim bereketi” and “Halil İbrâhim sofrası” that are often used today are indicative of his
generosity.
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Ahmet TÜRKAN

İbrâhim b. Edhem
(d. 161 / 778 [?])
Known for his fütüvvet attitude, Ebû İshâk İbrahim
bin Edhem bin Mansûr was born in Belh city of Horasan. There are those who say that he was born in
Mecca when his parents went there for the haj. His
family were member of the Benî İcl or the Temîm
Arab tribes. There is contradictory information
about him in sources. It is understood that he lived
in Horasan until he decided to live a life of pious
asceticism at a young age. There are records indicating that he was the child of a rich and influential
family with servants, before he left his homeland.
There are legends that he may have been the ru-
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ler of Belh or the ruler’s son or grandson. In any
event, he chose the path of asceticism but there are
significant differences in various sources about his
life, with major contradictions about his historic
identity as explained in the legends.
There are some legendary events offered as to why
İbrahim bin Edhem became an ascetic. The most
famous of these is the one that his servant İbrâhim
bin Beşşâr heard from his directly. In this regard,
when İbrahim bin Edhem was hunting as a youth
he heard a mysterious voice that said “is this why
you were created, you’ve been ordered to do this?”.
The third time he heard this same voice from the
saddlebow on the back of his horse, he decided to
abandon all his worldly goods and take the road of
asceticism. He then went with sixty youths, one of
whom was Abdullah bin Mubarek, to Mecca.
Although it was difficult at first for him to leave
all his worldy goods behind, he stood his ground
so as not to return and succeeded in persevering.
His mindset at this time was expressed as follows:
“I’ve had difficult times, but none as bad as leaving
my homeland. My most difficult struggle is with
homesickness.”
He broke off from the group he set out with and
spent many months alone in the desert and, according to the legend, he met someone who taught
him the prayer “ism-i a’zam”. When İbrahim bin
Edhem recited this prayer he met with Hızır said
that the name of the person who had taught him
ism-i a’zam was Dâvud, although, according to
another legend, he said it was İlyas. Hücvîrî said
that it was Hızır who personally taught İbrâhim
bin Edhem ism-i a’zam. İbn Asâkir stated that İbrahim bin Edhem left his homeland because he
was escaping from the Abbasid rebel Ebû Müslimi
Horâsânî. If this is true then he must have left Belh
in 129 (747).
After leaving Horasan, İbrâhim bin Edhem went
to Mansûre (el-Masîsa), Sûr, Kayseriye (the coastal
city of the Damascus region in those days), Humus, Askalân, Beirut, Basra, Kûfe, Mecca, Medine,
Jerusalem, Alexandria, Trablus, Antakya, Tarsus
and Maraş, where he made a living as a gardner,
laborer, mill worker. In Damascus, where he spent
at least twenty four years of his life, he met his homeland friend Şakık-ı Belhî and said that he found
contentment in Damascus that he couldn’t find in
his own homeland. He was in Mecca when he got
word that his father had died so he went home and
gave his share of his inheritance away to the other
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heirs. He then returned to Mecca but, according to
some sources, he married before he left Belh and
had a son. He must have obtained the patronymic
Ebû İshak because of this. As far as is understood
he did not marry again and stated openly that it
was better for him not to have a family.
It is recorded that İbrâhim bin Edhem participated
in land and sea journeys and was killed during his
last sea voyage against the Byzantines on an unnamed island. Although the exact date of his death
is uncertain, most sources give it as 161 (778) or
162 (779). Various places where he was buried are
given as the Damascus region, Askalân, Baghdad,
a Byzantine island, Sûkîn or Sûfenen Fortress,
Egypt and a place where the Lût tribe was burned.
However, it is accepted that his grave as referred
to as “the grave in western soil” by the poet İbn
Künâse, his sister’s son, is in the coastal area near
Damascus.
İbrâhim bin Edhem visited and spoke with Eslem
bin Yezîd el-Cühenî in Alexandria and in Mecca he
met and became friends with Süfyân es-Sevrî and
Fudayl bin İyâz. Also, it is understood that he exchanged letters from time to time with Sevrî and
Evzâî. He also met with Ebû Hanîfe and they became friends. Hücvîrî said that İbrâhim bin Edhem
learned his knowledge from Ebû Hanîfe. Other
close friends of İbrâhim bin Edhem were Ebû Osman el-Esved, Süleyman el-Havvâs, Ebû Abdullah
el-Kalânisî, Şakıki Belhî and Huzeyfe el-Mar‘aşî.
Some of his discussion group friends included
Ebû İshak el-Fezârî, Ali Bekkâr, Muhalled b. Hüseyin, Ebû Yûsuf el-Gasûlî, İbrâhim b. Beşşâr and
Ebû İshak İbrâhim el-Herevî.
It is stated that in some hadis – anecdotes – of
İbrâhim bin Edhem, who told stories about tâbiîn
and tebeu’t-tâbiî, he is a courier and a reliable
person. He got these anecdotes from Ebû İshak
es-Sebîî, Ebû Hâzim, Katâde b. Diâme, Mâlik b.
Dînâr, Muhammed b. Ziyâd el-Cumahî, Ebân b.
Yezîd, A‘meş, Ebû Hanîfe, Muhammed b. Aclân,
Mûsâ b. Ukbe, Evzâî, Süfyân es-Sevrî, Şakıki
Belhî, Şu‘be b. Haccâc and his father Edhem b.
Mansûr. Others came from his servant İbrâhim bin
Beşşar, Süfyân es-Sevrî, Şakık-i Belhî, Ebû İshak
el-Fezârî.
Because he did not choose the path of gathering
hadis, he told few hadis. There were various reasons for him not choosing this path. Foremost
among them was said to be his concern that he
would neglect his work while collecting hadis.
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In this regard, there is a legend that when Ebû
Hanîfe said to him “don’t neglect knowledge for
protecting religion”, he replied “you too should
not neglect working with knowledge and being
busy with worship. When Süfyân es-Sevrî chastised İbrâhim bin Edhem for not collecting hadis,
he said to him “you should make yourself famous
with ‘haddesenâ, haddesenâ’. This shows that he
also avoided collecting hadis for fear of being a
hypocrite.
In his discussion groups, İbrâhim bin Edhem
gave advice to his friends and sent letters to those who were distant. It is worth noting that in his
advice he stressed the importance of proper wealth. He recommended a proper meal to someone
who asked him what was necessary for a prayer
to be accepted and he saw providing sustenance for one’s family as the duty of young men by
means of proper earnings. In his view, the most
generous person was the one with the purest heart. İbrâhim bin Edhem is considered above his
peers because of his generosity and because he
spent time caring for the problems of others. He
was remembered with praise by important people like Ebû Hanîfe, Süfyân es-Sevrî and Şakıki
Belhî.
He generally spent his nights in reflection and
slept little. During the day he fasted and he separated asceticism into three parts – farz, nâfile
and selâmet. Duty was avoiding the improper
and taking modest advantage of proper things.
Selamet for him meant staying away from suspicious things. İbrâhim bin Edhem would go to
the mountains from time to time and establish a
bond with God. Nevertheless, there was no question of him excluding himself from the people. He
advised them to continue religious meetings, say
their prayers, make the haj, join in holy war, but
not to neglect avoiding temptation.
Cüneydi Bağdâdî said about İbrâhim bin Edhem that “the key to knowledge about his road
is in the hand of İbrâhim.” Kelâbâzî characterized him as one of the “murad” Sufis because he
had been warned by an unseen voice. In other
words, God had called him and he was a person
who had seen his inner self. These people first
seen their inner selves and then abandon worldy
things. According to Hücvîrî, İbrâhim bin Edhem
was trained by Hızır. Mevlâna Celaleddin-i Rumî
called him a swimmer in the sea of meanings,
along with other Sufis like Bâyezid-i Bistâmîi
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and Cüneyd-i Bağdâdî and said that the evil of
bandits who cut the religious path of those who
adhered to Ebû Hanîfe were saved from the traps
of false things by these Sufis.
In later sources talk about an order called Edhemiyye that refers to the name of İbrahim bin
Edhem’s father. Also, he has a place in the Çiştiyye order and according to the line, İbrâhim bin
Edhem was a disciple of Fudayl bin İyâz and a
mürşid of Huzeyfe el-Mar’aşî.
Ebû Nuaym, recorded passages that began with
“Merhaben biyevmi’l-mezîd ve’s-subhi’l-cedîd”,
which İbrâhim bin Edhem recited ten times each
morning and evening. When he visited the Kâbe
he would recite six couplets that began with the
words “Hecertü’l-halka turran fî hevâkâ”. His fifty
anecdotes based on desire and fright were collected by Ebû Abdullah İbn Mende and published
by Mecdî es-Seyyid İbrâhim.
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Reşat ÖNGÖREN

İbrâhim b. Şeyban
(d. 330 / 941)
Ebû İshâk İbrahim bin Şeybân el-Kirmanşâhî, a
fütüvvet sufi, was born in Kirmanşah (Kırmîsîn)
in the Cibâl region of western Iran. Although he
is known as Kirmanşahî, he is more well known
as Şeyhü’l-cibâl. He first learned about religious
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matters and learned hadis from Ali bin Hasan
b. Ebü’l-Anberî, Ebû Kılâbe er-Rekkâşî and Muhammed bin Cehm es-Simmerî. Later, İbrahim
bin Şeyban leaned toward sufiism and went to
Dinever, Damascus, Mecca and Medine to enhance his knowledge and experience in this field.
During his travels he became a disciple of Ebû
Abdullah el-Mağribî and served him for thirty years. He also availed himself of the famous sufi
İbrahim el-Havvâs, who was one of the leading
disciples of Ebû Abdullah el-Mağrîbî. After the
shaikh’s death he remained in Kırmîsin and continued as a spiritual guide there until his death.
It is understood that İbrahim bin Şeyban was raised in a religious and sufi family atmosphere.
His father Şeybân gave him his first advice: “learn knowledge in order conform to the etiquette
of zâhir and fear God in order to learn the etiquette of bâtın. Be careful that nothing distracts
you from God because once someone strays from
God it is difficult to return.” He committed himself to learning religion and sufiism well in order
to adhere to this advice. İbrahim said that he learned from his father that being modest meant
eating proper food and being generous to all people without exception. Based on this statement,
İbrahim’s father was a great fütüvvet sufi who dedicated himself to serving all people.
Although there are those who say that İbrahim
bin Şeyban died in 337/948, most sources relate
that he died in 330/941. After his passing, the
people of the region remembered him with respect and as an accomplished scholar, religious
expert and fütüvvet sufi.
Throughout his life, İbrahim bin Şeybân opposed
false Sufis, criticized them and warned the people against them. He gave great weight to living a
meticulously religious life and he called attention
fo the danger of working with licenses, reminding
everyone to link themselves tightly to the book
and sünnet. He also gave the view that modesty
could be realized through inner cleansing and
that hubris could be the source of confusion in
one’s inner peace.
İbrahim bin Şeybân held the view that a sufi had
to live every moment in accordance with God’s
will. With the fütüvvet principle that others’ needs come before one’s own. In other words, prosperity was seen as the basis for friendship. This
shows that he adopted and defended the fütüvvet
morality. As a display of this attitude, he would
hint to those who said “my shoe, my pitcher” that
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they were being haughty and selfish and should
say rather “our shoe, our pitcher”. It was stated
that he characterized people who wanted recognition for doing good works as base and low.
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Erhan YETİK

İbrâhimiye Medrese
Because it is situated on the north side of the
courtyard of the Dabbakhane Mosque in the
Debbakhane quarter of Şanlıurfa, it is known
as the Dabbakhane Medresesi. According to the
Arabic inscription over the door in the medrese
courtyard, it was built by Hacı Kasımoğlu Hacı
İbrahim Efendi in 1136 (1723). A deed for the
medrese was prepared by Hacı İbrahim Efendi in
1139 (1726-27) and an appendix added in 1142
(1729).
According to the deed, the buildings on the north
side of Dabbakhane Mosque were demolished
and the medrese built there. It is understood that
on the west side of the courtyard, there was a top
floor, domed classroom, a room and an antechamber, adjacent to which were two rooms with a
pool in front. On the kıble-south side there were
seven rooms and two toilets, with a Quranic reading room built on the top floor. According to the
stipulations of the deed, Hacı İbrahim Efendi’s
son Mehmed Fazlı Efendi was the trustee with a
salary of 10 akçes per day. Future trustees were
to come from his line, as well, and the medrese
principal should come from his line if there was a
qualified person. Otherwise a scholar and virtuous person would be chosen, on the condition that
he live in the classroom day and night.
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The inscription of İbrâhimiye Medrese

The İbrahimiye medrese, which was of the type
with an open courtyard, was construced in two
stories with cut stones. It is the only two-story
medrese remaining among those in Şanlıurfa.
The main door has a rounded arch on the southern front of the medrese. From here one reaches the courtyard via a low vaulted corridor.
On the west side of the corridor there is a high
antechamber some 0.30 meters above the ground, covered by diagonal vaults. To the west of
the antechamber there is a window on the south
wall of the diagonally arched room. Adjacent to
this room, to the west of the medrese courtyard
there are two rooms with diagonal arches with a
door and a window that open onto the courtyard.
Today they are used as a toilet and bathroom.
The medrese kitchen is in a room on the east
side of the corridor that enters to the medrese.
On the north side there is a arched opening like
a window that was subsequently closed. To the
east of the kitchen there are two rooms and a
large dining room. It is understood that the large
room made as a Quranic reading room above,
along with seven room and two toilets, which the
builder Hacı İbrahim Efendi mentioned in the
deed are in the place of this structure.
On the northeast of the large room today there is
another room that is left over from the old structure. The room is on the east border of the medrese and measures 2.00 x 2.50 meters. It gives
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some idea as to the structures in this section that
no longer exist. The medrese courtyard is between the east side structure and rooms on the west
side. It measures 28.70 x 35.00 meters along
the east-west axis of the medrese. One reaches
the upper floor of the medrese by a staircase in
the northwest corner of the courtyard. The rather large room at the base of the stairs, which is
rectangular-planned, with dimensions of 4.45 x
5.00 meters, is new. Passing through this room
one reaches the domed classrooms in the southwest corner. There is an arch over the classroom
entrance. There are pendentives which ensure
passage to the come and two windows on the south, two on the west, one on the east and one on
the north side, for a total of six windows. One
passes through the classrooms to another domed
area on the east side. This room, which measures 3.40 x 3.30 meters, is the medrese library
and it is lightened by two small windows on the
south and north sides.
The rooms allocated to students in the İbrahimiye (Dabbakhane) Medresesi are for two people
and four akçes per day were provided for their upkeep. Students were preferred to be from
outside the city but capable, unmarried ones
were accepted from inside the city. They were
busy with their lessons day and night, with entrance into and exit from the medrese done with
the knowledge and permission of the trustee. In
1317 (1899) there were thirteen students at İbra-
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himiye Medresesi, in 1319 (1901) twelve, in 1321
(1903) fourteen. During these years Hacı Ramazan Efendi was the principal. Şair Rahmi (18751930) learned literature and Persian from Hacı
Ramazan Efendi (1826-1888) at this medrese and
after finishing here in 1901, he went to Sakıbıye
Medresesi as principal in 1907.
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Mehmet KURTOĞLU

İdris
He is the second of the prophets, after Hz. Adem
(Adam), and is accepted as the spiritual leader of
tailors and scribes in Ahilik. According to most
müfessir (commentators on the Quran), he was
the grandfather of Hz. Nuh’s father. His lineage is
given as İdris / Ahnuh bin Yâred bin Mehlâil bin
Kaynân bin Anûş bin Şit.
In some sources, Hz. İdris was born in the old
Egyptian capital Menuf and he carried the name
“Hermes”, which means king. He left Egypt to see
the world and then returned. Some sources give
his birthplace as Babil and that he learned from
Hz. Şit in his childhood, becoming a prophet when
he grew up. A thirty-page document containing divine information about him has been found.
Hz. İdris had many students and it is said that
he wrote all over the world, discovered iron and
made tools from it, developed agriculture, made
clothes from leather and material, and was the
first person to work with the stars and make calculations.
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İğdiş
The word iğdiş in old Turkish is a noun made
from the verb “igid”, which means “to nourish,
to raise, to educate”. The word is used to mean
different things in Anatolia and Iran. In Persian
the word comes from the word root with the meaning “mixed person” or “mixed horse”. During
the Seljuk and Ilkhanid periods in Iran it was
used to mean “mixed person”. İbn İsfendiyar,
who wrote his work during the first quarter of
the 12th century, took the “ikdiş” word in the form
of “yikdiş” and gave it the meaning “mixed horses”. Reşidüddin Fazlullah used “yikdiş” to mean
a person whose father was a Turk and mother a
local woman.
In the Turkish world, the name İğdiş appears a
number of times in Kutadgu Bilig, which was
written in 462 (1069-1070) by Yusuf Has Hâcib.
In this work the word İğdiş is used to mean “an
educated man”. The word iğdişci also appears in
Kutadgu Bilig and, in fact, a section is devoted
to these. The meaning is given as “animal breeders”. Here it seems that it was probably used to
mean a person who raised horses, in particular,
and other animal such as sheep and camels.
In the period of the Karahanlı’s (840-1212), “iğdiş” was the name given to the social group responsible for providing the food and good needs of
the people and the army. In this way, the İğdiş’s
produced or procured basic foods like milk,
wool, oil, yogurt, cheese and kımız (fermented
mare’s milk), along with yaygı and felt for home
use. The iğdiş’s were seen in the Anatolian Seljuk
period, starting from the end of the 12th century,
and were referred to as “igdişân” in Persian sources and as “egâdişe” in Arabic sources. Their leaders were called “iğdiş başı”, “emîr-i igdişân” or
“emîrü’l-egâdişe”. The iğdiş’s were also assigned
to write and collect taxes, for financial matters.
The Seljuk sultans always held social classes like
the iğdiş’s in high esteem, despite them not being
officials of the state. At time they took advantage
of their authorities. Althoug there is no detailed
information in Anatolian Seljuk sources about
the iğdiş’s identities, origin and duties, they were
one of the four elements of the Anatolian Seljuk
city community. The İğdiş’s participated, along
with the Ahis and all other civilian and military
state officials, in ceremonies concerning the ac-
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cession of the Anatolian Seljuk sultans, obedience, greetings, farewells, congratulations and
mourning.
After İzzüddin Keykavus (1211-1220) was forced to deliver his brother Alâeddin Keykubad to
the Ankara fortress, he had him taken out of the
palace, transferred to the home of an iğdiş and
then appointed people to guard him. Later, when
Alâeddin Keykubad (1220-1237) assumed the
throne this pleased both the Ahis and the İğdiş’s.
Consequently, they considered this assumption
of the throne as the relief for Alâeddin Keykuban
spending eight years in prison. They expressed
this joy very effectively at ceremonies greeting, farewelling and celebrating Keykubad. The İğdiş’s
also formed a militia to protect the cities and they
also helped in city defense and tax collection.
The İğdiş word in this century in Anatolia was
also used for children born of the marriage between Turkish women and local who had accepted
Islam, who were considered the aristocrats of the
city. The İğdiş’s had a military detachment and a
police force that ensured order in the city. There
were Christians among the public representatives from the iğdiş’s and their leaders. There was
an Armenian named iğdişbaşı Hacukoğlu in Kayseri during the Mongol occupation and this person surrendered the city to the Mongols in 1243.
The iğdişbaşı who served in the divan as the representative of the craftsmen in cities was very
active. He would start this duty with a takrir (official document). Although he was chosen from
among the leaders of the public, he was considered a state official. In a sample “takrir-i iğdişan”,
they are seen as assigning and collecting taxes
from the traders and other citizens. It is not clear
how the iğdiş, one of the leading representatives
of the city’s people, performed this duty with the
thought of the public good in his mind.
From a letter that Mevlâna Celâleddin-i Rumî
wrote and an official appointment document arranged toward the end of the 13th century, it is
understood that the iğdiş acted more like a state
official and that this drew complaints from the
public. In the letter, Mevlâna stated that the Sivas iğdiş’s demanded excessive money and taxes
from a famous trader, who was his friend, and
his relatives, and he requested help from the sultan in this regard. The number of iğdiş dwindled
toward the end of the 13th century and their duties were taken over by the Ahis.
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Rıza KURTULUŞ

İhtisâb Kanunları / Laws
İhtisâb is an Arabic word derived from the root
hasb (hisâb), meaning to calculate, count, be
sufficient. The word hisbe from the ihtisâb infinitive, refers to the activities related to general
morals and public order and especially to the organization charged with this. In Ottoman times,
the general meaning of ihtisâb was used to mean
the laws that concerned fixing the price of goods,
foods and services and their supervision. In this
regard, Sultan Mehmed II supervised the setting
of price limits for goods and services, after he
conquered Istanbul. Actually, one of the important state duties was to control prices and to prevent food crises related to food and grain in the
big cities.
The judges were generally the officials with the
authority to set prices and in his service were the
muhtesip or muhtesip ağa’s for this purpose. The
Muhtesip was charged with implementing the
judge’s decisions and ensuring orderly life in the
markets. The judges’ control of prices lasted unti
the second half of the 19th century.
Prices were set for goods and items together with
the craftsmen directors and representatives, with
the judge in charge. Then, laws were arranged
that concerned the rulers for the big cities, in
particular. In this regard, the arranging of the
ihtisâb laws for Istanbul, Bursa and Edirne during the reign of Sultan Bayezid II is noteworthy.
The interesting aspect of these three laws, which
are the oldest ones, is that not just the names of
the goods and their prices were listed in a simple price register, but that along with each price
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there was mention of how the price was set and
supervised.
Additionally, the quality of the goods and products
were linked to a basis that could be considered as
standard with regard to price. It is seen that these laws, which were quite different from the Price Registers which were subsequently arranged,
were promulgated as examples of both form and
method, and as a law, with the stipulation that the
bases be preserved. In this regard, these matters
increase even more the value of these three ihtisâb
laws as original and pure examples.
These laws, which were arranged at the order
of Sultan Bayediz II in 907 (1501) for Istanbul,
Bursa and Edirne, and which were published by
Ömer Lütfi Barkan, can be found in the law journal number 1935, reserved for the sultans, among
the Revan Köşkü books of Topkapı Palace. Summaries of the laws are as follows:
Kanunnâme-i İhtisâb-ı İstanbul
el-mahrûsa: The Istanbul İhtisab Law, which
gives the names of the public’s food and required
items, the type of each product, prices, quality
materials and other details, is comprised of 62
paragraphs, which pertain as follows: the prices
in various seasons for meat, which is foremost
among the basic food needs of the people; measures and celebkeş (cattle driver) taken for the meat
needs of Istanbul; standards for bread and bakers
and bread prices; basic prices for fita (wine casks)
coming to Istanbul from rural areas; standards
for food shops; standards for kavaf (shoes) and
the varieties and prices of the various materials
used in making them; how long shoes should last;
prices for various kinds of leather and köse; calculating the profit of leather traders; measures taken for leather prices not to rise; basic principles
and controls for price setting; fines for tailors who
overcharge; fees for carpenters and wall makers;
principles regarding the length and width of material; the duties of the muhtesip vis-à-vis sarı illnesses; issues to be considered in setting prices
and monthly inspections.
Kanunnâme-i İhtisâb-ı Bursa: The law,
which concerns Bursa, first explains the aim and
reason for the promulgation of the law. Then, there is a determination of the bread prices, considered the most basic of the public’s needs; corrupt practices that are encountered during the
sale of bread; pide and simit prices; meat prices
in Bursa as compared to those in Istanbul and
corrupt practices in meat sales; improper actions
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that marketers take to raise fruit prices and the
marketers’ complaints; the names and prices of
various fruits; measures taken to prevent price
hikes in the markets; conflicts between vegetable
dealers and marketers; types of helva and price
setting for sherbert; prices for various types of
cloth material; and types of clothes.
Sûret-i Kanunnâme-i İhtisâb-ı Edirne:
The paragraphs of the ihtisâb law concerning
Edirne, has the same characteristics of those for
Istanbul and Bursa. In this regard, first meat prices are given; then, types and prices for animal
skins; types and prices for shoes; types and prices of horse saddles; standards for bakers and
cooks; seasonal fruits, their types and prices;
sellers of helva and sherbert; cotton and cotton
goods; standards and principles for jewelers,
coppersmiths, candlemakers and soap sellers.
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İlhan ŞAHİN

İhtisâb Resmi / Tax
İhtisâb is an Arabic term derived from the root
hasb (hisâb), which means “to calculate, to count, to be sufficient”. The person concerned with
ihtisâb was the muhtesib or İhtisab Ağası. Although the ihtisâb taxes were at first an income source for the market place supervisors who were
called İhtisab Ağası, it was accepted that they belonged to the palace and were put up for auction
by the treasury. These ihtisab taxes were comprised of three parts. The first of these was the
ihtisab akçe, which was assessed based on the
size and volume of the work places of the craftsmen working with trade in cities and towns. The
second was the narh akçe, and this the amount
assessed against goods brought by traders from
elsewhere and offered for sale. The third were fines assessed against shopkeepers who broke the
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rules. The taxes were included in a group called
niyabet rüsumu, among the taxes known by the
term bâd-I hevâ. In this regard, the first job of the
İhtisab Ağası was to determine the hans, shops
and baths in the place to be taxed, in cooperation with the kadı (judge) and subdivision chief or
their representatives. Then, an appropriate ihtisab was fixed based on the status and business
strength of the locality and a register prepared.
There was an effort to find new revenue sources
the meet the expenses of the Asakir-i Mansure-i
Muhammediye army, which was formed when the
Janissary Corps was dissolved (1826). In this
regard, new arrangements were made in the ihtisab institution, as well. Accordingly, taxes such
as damga (stamp), kantariye and yevmiye-i dekak
were increased and new taxes were implemented
and management of goods linked to yed-i vahid
was given the the muhtesib, instead of the ihtisab
nazarı. As a result of the raids in 1838, these taxes
were partially removed. When the ihtisab organization was dissolved in 1854, the taxes collected
by it were removed, as well.
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with Orhan Gazi. Ibn Battuta described this Ottoman ruler, who had tied on the belt of Ahi, as
“Osmancıkoğlu İhtiyarü’din Sultan Orhan Bey”.
Orhan Gazi was handsome of face, tall and broad
shouldered, having the perfect human characteristics of the Ahis. He was generous, royal and
just. He was someone who was willing to forgive
and he built mosques, medreses, caravansarays,
lodges and other social structures in the places
he conquered. Because he endeavored to meet
the needs of the people with regard to worship,
education, housing and nourishment he was characterized as “İhtiyarü’d-din”.
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M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

İhtiyarü’d-Din
This is one of the titles used together with the Ahi
names. One of the first sultans of the Ottoman
Principality, Orhan Gazi (died 1361), used this
title as an Ahi.
The title combines the two Arabic words “ihtiyar”
and “din”. İhtiyar means to prefer one thing over
another, to select, to hold superior, to do or not do
something, and to perform a good deed. The opposite meaning is not affording someone the chance to select and forcing something upon another.
When the two words are combined the meaning
becomes “one whom religion holds superior, one
who religion has selected.”
The famous traveler Ibn Battuta stated that Orhan
Bey used this title. When he came to Bursa he met

İhvan
İhvan is the plural of the word “ah”, which means brother, friend, companion, colleague”. The
word “ahi”, which is singular and best translates
to “brother” in Turkish, has gained wide useage.
İslam declares that all believers, whether they be
men or women, are brothers (Âl-i İmrân 3/103;
et-Tevbe 9/11; el-Hucurât 49/10; el-Haşr 59/10)
and the Prophet called on all Moslems to adhere
to brotherhood (Buhârî, “Nikâh”, 45, “Mezâlim”,
3; Müslim, “Bir”, 23, 32).
The Sufis began to look upon one another as
brothers from the early period and as sufiism
took on the established form of a religious order this tendency increased. In all sufi orders the
term ihvan or terms with the same meaning such
as “ah, fetâ, derviş and pirdaş) can be found.
In Ahilik great importance is given to spiritual
brotherhood among those with the fütüvvet sense. In fact, Akiism spread quicky and was easily
accepted because it was reminiscent of “uhuvvet”,
which has an important place in sufiism. Written
in the fütüvvetnames are Ahilik’s principles, morality and commercial rules. Accordingly, members of fütüvvet and Ahis must have love for God
and material benefits, renown and fame should
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not be considered. İhvan’s principles include thinking
well of one another, serving others without expecting recompense, ignoring a brother’s mistakes and
praising his good points, trying to meet needs, being
always respectful and accepting, thinking a brother
right and yourself at fault, being just without expecting justice, sharing the joys and woes of others, and
never straying from loyalty. Additionally, the characteristics required in Ahilik are loyalty, truthfulness,
security, generosity, modesty, advising brothers, being
forgiving and renouncing sin. Behavior such as not
adhering to these rules, drinking wine, committing
adultery, lying and resorting to cheating or trickery,
were grounds for expulsion from the Ahi organization
and from one’s craft.
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Abdürrezzak TEK

İkiz, Mehmet Lütfi
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(b. 1929- d. 2007)
He was the witer (together with Y. Çalışkan) of the
book entitled Kültür, Sanat ve Medeniyetimizde
Ahilik. He was born in Kırşehir on 29 May 1929 and
his father was İbrahim Ethem Bey, his mother Fatma
Hanım. His roots came from the Oğuz clans that settled in Maraş. Lütfi İkiz completed his elementary and
middle school education in Kırşehir and then began
high school in Konya, continuing in Ankara, Yozgat
and Samsun, ultimately graduating in Kayseri.
Lütfi İkiz returned to Kırşehir after high school and
took Arabic and religious lessons from Hafız Osman
Efendi, who was the grandfather of Erol Güngör. In
Kırşehir he also took private lessons from Müftü Mehmet Efendi. Additionally, he received a diploma from
Ermenekli Büyük Saffet Efendi. Maraşlı Rahmi Eray
was also one of his teachers. After more education in
Istanbul, he returned to Kırşehir.
He completed his military service in Bursa and was
then appointed as director of the Nevşehir Library,
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finishing there two years later. Lütfi İkiz then went
to Germany and took courses in writing and book
restoration for two years. Returning from Germany,
he went to the Ankara Türk Ocağı directorate and
worked there together with the chief, Hamdullah
Suphi Tanrıöver, for six years. While serving as director of the Türk Ocağı, he also continued work in
the Eastern Languages Department of the Language
and Literature Faculty. In his last year he left and
was appointed to the Kastamonu Provincial Public
Library. On 24 January 1984, he left the Nevşehir
Provincial Public Library and was appointed to the
Konya Regional Literary Works Library as its director, beginning work in Konya on 19 March 1984. He
served as director in libraries in Nevşehir, Kastamonu, Çorum and Konya. He retired from the Libraries
Directorate in 1988.
İkiz dedicated his life to books and libraries and he
made important contributions to the development of
the collections of the libraries where he served. He
led the way for the construction of the Konya Regional Literary Works Library, presided over its opening
and the establishment there of a book repository. On
24 August 1984 Lütfi İkiz died in Konya and is buried in Üçler Cemetery.
His works: Türkiye Masonları, Komünist Hücrelerinin Faaliyeti, Istanbul 1963; Yusufağa Kütüphanesi Tarihçe Teşkilat ve Katalogu, Konya 1985;
Konya Bölge Yazma Eserler Katalogu, Konya 1985;
Mesnevi’de İslamın Esasları, Konya 1990 (joint);
Türk Tarihi İçinde Ermeniler, Rumlar, Yahudiler,
Konya 2001; Kültür, San‘at ve Medeniyetimizde
Ahilik, Ankara 2001 (joint).

Bekir ŞAHİN

İktisadi Çözülmenin
Ahlâk ve Zihniyet
Dünyasi /
The Moral And Mental
World Of Economic
Contraction
This work, written by Sabri Fehmi Ülgener (Istanbul
1981), has an introduction, a beginning section and
three other sections.
In the introduction, the focus is on abstract concepts
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and models of economic life that are broad, not
being confined by legal and political circles, and
the importance of objectivity in cultural history
research is stressed. In the beginning section,
there is a discussion of the concepts of economic
morality and economic mentality, along with the
Middle Ages world economic morality and its dissolution era mentality. In this regard, the craftsmen and artisans class that in large measure
drove Middle Ages economic life and mentality is
taken up and through an examination of the Ahi
mentality, guilds and various community classes,
place is given to the view that by knowing them
it is easier to express the economic morality and
mentality of the Middle Ages. There is a focus
on the investigation, evaluation methods and
Weber’s views on this matter that can be used in
examinations like these.
The first section concerns the economic morality of the Middle Ages and the mentality of its
dissolution era and the norms that formed this
morality, the main ideas that helped balance and
direct the harmony of the period and the related aspects of religion and faith. In the section,
after the general lines of the Middle Ages morality are discussed, the shopkeepers’ behavior in
the economic framework and the guild morality
are taken up, along with the dormant and closed craft understanding. Also, there is a focus on
the customs and authority tht pertained to the
expression of the dormant, closed craft understanding of the Middle Ages. In the second section, the author investigates what kind of a face
the end of the Middle Ages and, in particular, the
dissolution period mentality manifested. In this
regard, primitive feelings and ihtiras, the upper
class, and its worldly and religious-mystical sides are evaluated in the context of the morality
of the Middle Ages. Next, there is an evaluation of
the middle and lower classes, and a discussion
of the desire for prestigious lineage, profit and
comfort, along with the obsession with gold and
silver. Here the author tries to show the level of
commercial and industrial means and the reasons for the economic contraction. In this regard,
he touches on the closure of external and distant
markets, the contraction in internal markets and
production and the subject of profit from ghost
and trick products.
In the third section, the author describes the the
economy of the Middle Ages and, in particular,
its dissolution, as an economic regime based on
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consumption and expenditure. He looks into one
result of this in the framework of a mentality
and economic regime tied to consumption as being among the reasons for the contraction. In the
concluding portion of the work, a general portrait is drawn aimed at putting forth the outline of
the Turkish person of the dissolution era, especially in terms of being a producer. The author
mentions the cultural and artistic elements of the
period as part of an effort to show the economic
morality and mentality. He stresses, as well, the
expectation that the finer shades and colors of
these characteristics will become apparent as the
result of future research into this morality and
mentality.

Birol MERCAN

İlk Dönem İslam
Toplumunda Çalışma
Hayatı Emevîlerde Esnaf ve
Meslekler /
Work Life in Society in
Islam’s First Period and
Craftsmen and Professions
Among Emevîs
This work, written by Ramazan Altınay (Ankara
2006), examines the socio-economic history of
the initial period of the Islamic community. More
than one hundred professions of the Emevi period that followed the time of the Prophet and the
four caliphs are identified and the work lives, social positions and levels of living, along with the
craftsmen themselves, are taken up. Following
the introduction, there are two sections.
In the introductory portion, there is a brief description of the ancient sources used, such as city
histories, hadis books, sufiism, morality and
class sources, along with modern research. Next,
in an effort to explain the economic structure of
the early period of Islam, there is mention of the
professions of the Prophet and his associates,
their sources of income and their views toward
work life.
In the first section of the work, the craftsmen and
professions of the Emevi period are taken up un-
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der twelve headings. With regard to commerce, the
professions examined are fruit and vegetable sellers,
wheat, rice and slave traders, vinager and pickle sellers, weighers, money changers and grocers. In the
portion related to agriculture, animal breeding and
communication and transport, farmers, shepherds,
baytars, bearers, urgans and seamen are discussed.
With regard to the various professions: construction
work, engineers, well-diggers, canal-diggers, plasterers; for the food and clothing sectors, soup makers,
cooks, confectioners, ice sellers; for the metals sector,
makers of gold and silver jewelry, makers of soil, stone, porceline and glass goods; arrow and armor masters, shield makers; for the religious and education
sector, teachers, translators, story-tellers and preachers, sellers of fine aromas for body health, care and
esthetics, pharmacists, beauty experts; in the entertainment sector, singers, drummers, poets, dancers;
and in professions generally looked down upon, thieves, beggers, loan sharks, counterfeiters, sorcerers,
magicians; along with servants, day workers, carriers, hunters, woodcutters and collectors, are all mentioned. These professional groups and their experts
developed in later Islamic states and continued their
existence. In the second section, the matter of becoming expert in certain professions among the Emevis
is touched upon. Next, information is provided about
various tools and equipment used in the home and
work places. There is a lively discussion of the markets and bazaars where trade was done, the commercial aspects of these place and the principles under
which buying and selling was performed.
The work is important from the standpoint of providing information about the social and economic life,
commercial activities, professions and craftsmen in
the Islamic geography, beginning with the time of the
Prophet and going up to the time of the Emevis.
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ved from İsrailiyat- type legends, the prophet İlyas lived during the time of the sultanate of King
Ahab and Queen İzebel.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Taberî, Târih, I, Mısır, no date, 461-66; İbnü’l-Esîr, el-Kâmil,
Beirut 1987, I, 161; Kurtubî, el-Camî, XV, Cairo 1967, 115;
Fütüvvetname-i Ca’fer sâdık, (prepared by. M. Saffet Sarıkaya),
Istanbul 2008, p. 239; Neşet Çağatay, Bir Türk Kurumu Olan
Ahîlik, Ankara 1974, pp. 180-81; Yusuf Ekinci, Ahîlik, Ankara 1991,
p. 30; Ali Torun, Türk Edebiyatında Türkçe Fütüvvetnâmeler,
Ankara 1998, p. 296; İsmail Yiğit, Peygamberler Tarihi, Istanbul
2004, pp. 542-48; M. Asım Köksal, Peygamberler Tarihi, I, Istanbul 2005, pp. 135-140; Ahmet Lütfi Kazancı, Peygamberler Tarihi, Istanbul 2011, s. 517-25; Ömer Faruk Harman, “İlyâs”, DIA,
XXII, pp. 160-62.

Selami ERDOĞAN

İnalcık, Halil
(b. 7 September 1916-d. 25 July 2016)
Halil İnalcık was born in Istanbul. His father was
an immigrant from Crimea named Seyit Osman
Nuri Bey and his mother was Ayşe Bahriye Hanım. He was educated at Ankara Gazi Mektebi,
Sivas Muallim Mektebi and Ankara Gazi Muallim
Mektebi. His high school education was completed at Balıkesir Necati Bey Muallim Mektebi.
He began his university education at AUDTCF
in Ankara in 1935, graduating in 1940. He received his doctorate in 1942 with his thesis entitled Tanzimat ve Bulgar Meselesi. That same
year he was appointed as a teaching assistant in
the AUDTCF Yeniçağ (New Age) course. In 1943
he became an assistant professor with his thesis entitled Viyana’dan Büyük Ricat’e Osmanlı

M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

İlyas
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He is considered to be the spiritual leader of the
çulhacı’s in the culture of Ahilik. He is one of the
prophets spoken about in the Quran. There is little
about Hz. Ilyas in the Quran but there are various
legends that refer to him in history, tefsir and kısas-ı
enbiyâ books, in which his line is given as follows:
İlyas son of Yâsîn, son of Finhas, son of Ayzar, son of
Harun, son of İmran. According to information deri-
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İmparatorluğu ve Kırım Hanlığı and in 1952 he
became a professor when he finished his thesis
entitled Viyana Bozgun Yıllarında Osmanlı-Kırım Hanlığı İşbirliği. He was invited to the Columbia University School of International Affairs
as a visiting professor in 1953-54 and worked
as a research fellow at Harvard University on a
scholarship from the Rockefeller Foundation in
1956-57. He returned to Turkey in 1957 and began teaching Administrative Organization History
and Revolutionary History lessons, because he
had acquired an expertise in Ottoman, European and American history, at the Political Science
Faculty of Ankara University. In 1972, he retired
from AUDTCF, where he had worked for 30 years. After retiring, he was invited as a revered
professor to Chicago University, where he worked for about 15 years, retiring again in 1986.
İnalcık taught as a visiting professor at Harvard
and Princeton Universities between 1990 and
1992. He was invited to establish the History Department of Bilkent University in 1992, where he
continues to work.
İnalcık has written about 30 books and over 300
articles and with his historical understanding
and methodology he has given a new direction to
research in Ottoman history. He has also played
an important role in understanding of Ottoman
history at the universal level. In general he has
worked on every aspect of Ottoman history but
has focused, in particular, on Ottoman social and
economic history. In this regard, he based his research on archival material and documents, as
well as field studies. Concerning his viewpoint,
he has been influenced by his teachers Fuat Köprülü, Ömer Lütfi Barkan and the Annales school. He has put forth his theories, approach and
analysis with this accumulation of knowledge.
Essentially, in his research he characterizes his
historical understanding as the writing of the
history of the masses and the people. While doing this, though, he has emphasized that he does
not have a doctrinaire understanding of history.
Another important characteristic seen in İnalcık’s
historical writings is his used of interdisciplinary
and comparative techniques. With this historical
understanding, he is considered the polar star of
historians.
In addition to these works of his, Halil İnalcık is
also the driving force behind many projects and
scholarly institutions. Additionally, he is an editor for many publications and on the board of
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many magazines. He is a member of more than
20 scholarly institutions and has received honorary doctorate degrees from more than 20 universities, both in Turkey and abroad.
His works: Tanzimat ve Bulgar Meselesi,
Ankara 1943; Fatih Devri Üzerinde Tetkikler
ve Vesikalar, Ankara 1954; Hicri 835 Tarihli
Suret-i Defter-i Sancak-ı Arvanid, Ankara 1954;
Kanûnnâme-i Sultânî ber Mûceb-i Örf-i Osmanî,
Ankara 1956 (together with R. Anhegger), The Ottoman Empire: The Classical Age, 1300-1600,
London 1973; Gazavât-ı Sultân Murâd b. Mehemmed Hân İzladi ve Varna Savaşları (14431444) Üzerinde Anonim Gazavâtnâme, Ankara
1978 (together with M. Oğuz); Tursun Beg, The
History of Mehmed the Conqueror, Chicago-Minnesota 1978 (together with R. Murphey); Osmanlı İmparatorluğu Toplum ve Ekonomi Üzerinde
Arşiv Çalışmaları, İncelemeler, Istanbul 1993;
The Middle East and the Balkans under the Ottoman Empire, Bloomington 1993; . The History
of the Black Sea Trade: the Register of Customs
of Caffa, Cambridge 1993; From Empire to Republic: Essays on Ottoman and Turkish Social
History, Istanbul 1995; Essays in Ottoman History, Istanbul 1998; Osmanlı’da Devlet, Hukuk,
Adâlet, Istanbul 2000; Turkey and Europe in
History, Istanbul: Eren, 2006; Atatürk ve Demokratik Türkiye, Istanbul 2007.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Halil İnalcık, “Tha Shaykh’s Story Told by Himself”, Paths to the
Middle East: Ten Scholars Look Back, edited by Thomas Naff,
State University of New York Press, Albany 1993, pp. 105-141;
Bülent Arı, “Halil İnalcık ve Osmanlı Hukuku Araştırmaları”,
Türkiye Araştırma Literatür Dergisi, III / 5 (2005), pp. 791-803;
Halil İnalcık-Bülent Arı, “Türk-İslam Osmanlı Şehirciliği ve Halil
İnalcık’ın Çalışmaları”, Türkiye Araştırma Literatür Dergisi, III /
6 (2005), pp. 27-56, Mahmut Şakiroğu, Mahmut Şakiroğu, “Halil
İnalcık Bibliyografyası”, Tarihçilerin Kutbu: Halil İnalcık Kitabı,
Istanbul 2005, pp. 523-560.

İlhan ŞAHİN

İnce, İrfan
He prepared the work entitled Alâmet-i
Fârika’dan Marka’ya/1871 (Ankara 2006) together with Ahmet Kala. His education is in the field
of theology, which he received in Egypt between
1998 and 1992. With his thesis entitled İslâm
Hukukunda İrtidat Suçu ve Cezası, he received
his masters at the Islamic Law branch of the So-
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cial Sciences Institute of Marmara University, which
he entered in 1992, in 1995. Currently, he serves as
a researcher in the Basic Islamic Sciences Department of the Theology Faculty at Sakarya University.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Currently, he is an academician in the History
Department of the Human Sciences Faculty of
Mûte University in Jordan. He is an expert on
the history of the late Ottoman period and moder
Arab history.

http://www.iince.sakarya.edu.tr/tr, (access: 24 Haziran 2014)
https://tez.yok.gov.tr/UlusalTezMerkezi/tezSorguSonucYeni.jsp,
(Erişim: 24 Haziran 2014).
Funda TOPRAK

Îsâr

Caner ARABACI

Îsâ
In the Ahilik tradition, he is considered the spiritual leader of travelers because he made so many
journeys. He is one of the great prophets and it is
estimated that he was born in 4 B.C. When he reached the age of 30 he assumed the role of prophet.
There is information in the Bible that he worked
as a carpenter. He is mentioned in the Quran by
the name Mesih (Messiah). Because his teachings
engendered such unease among the populace it was
decided that he should be crucified. According to
the Quran, these plans went for naught and God
brought him to heaven.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
İbn Kesîr, Hadislerle Kur’an-ı Kerim Tefsiri, V, (translated by Bekir
Karlığa-Bedrettin Çetiner), Istanbul 1989, pp. 1986, 1987, 2001-2002;
Fütüvvetname-i Caʻfer Sâdık, (prepared by M. Saffet Sarıkaya), Istanbul 2008, p. 239; Muallim Cevdet, İslam Fütüvveti ve Türk Ahiliği:
İbn Battuta’ya Zeyl, (translated by Cezair Yarar), Istanbul 2008, p.
338; Cemal Anadol, Türk İslam Medeniyetinde Ahilik Kültürü ve
Fütüvvetnâmeler, Ankara 2001, pp. 103-106; M. Asım Köksal, Peygamberler Tarihi, I, Ankara 2004, pp. 334-335; Ahmet Lütfi Kazancı,
Peygamberler Tarihi, Istanbul 2011, 539-541; Ahmet Güç, “Kur’an’ı
Kerim’e Göre Hz. Meryem ve Îsâ (a.s.)”, Diyanet İlmi Dergi, XXVIII/2
(1992), p. 80; Ömer Faruk Harman, “Îsâ”, DIA, XII, Ankara 2000, pp.
465-471.

Ahmet TÜRKAN

Îsâ Süleyman, Ebu Selim
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(b. 1956)
He is the author of the book entitled Miladi XVIII. Yüzyılın İlk Yarısı Boyunca Dimaşk Şehrindeki
Esnaf ve Meslek Grupları (Amman 2000). He was
born in the Jordanian city of es-Salt and graduated from the History Department in the Literature
Faculty of Jordan University in 1978. He finished
his masters in 1990 and his doctorate in 1996.

The dictionary meaning of îsâr is “preferring or
holding a thing or person over another”. As a morality term the meaning is “someone who used
the means he has at his disposal for the benefit
of others, putting the good of others above his
own.” Cürcânî described îsâr as “someone preferring the betterment of another over himself
or protecting another from harm.” He stated, as
well, that this was the advanced stage of brotherhood in a religious sense. In Turkish the words
‘diğerkâmlık’ and ‘özgecilik’ are used in the meaning of îsâr. It is not a condition, though, for
someone to reach the level of îsâr in generosity
because he himself is in need of what he may offer. The important thing is that even if he is in
need of it, he has the moral understand and the
strength of will to prefer that another receives it
over himself.
Îsâr is one of the basic concepts of fütüvvet and
it is mentioned four times in couplets of the Quran (Yûsuf 12/91; Tâhâ 20/72; en-Nâziât 79/38;
el-A‘lâ 87/16) and used as a term once (el-Haşr
59/9). The word also passes with the same meaning in some hadis. In the âyet that shows the
basis of the term îsâr, the Prophet, who left all
his worldly goods in Mecca after being forced
to migrate to Medine, and other pilgrims were
embraced by the Moslems of Medine who did not
shrink from sharing their goods with them, are
praised and referred to for exhibiting some of the
basic spiritual and moral characteristics of the
Moslem community. Accordingly, Moslems first
give their hearts to faith. Then they care for persons in distress like pilgrims who come to their
city and they do not feel jealousy when their religious brethren get more than they do. Finally,
they prefer to give others what they themselves
may need and give up things that may benefit
themselves.
In the tefsirs, the concept of îsâr is described as
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“to prefer the happiness of others, with the wish of
reaching everlasting happiness in heaven, placing
the needs of others over one’s own.” In sources,
generosity is shown to have three degrees: sehâ,
cûd and îsâr. Accordingly, a person who gives as
much as half of his own goods to another has reached sehâ (sehâvet), giving away most of one’s
possessions is cûd, and depriving oneself of all
goods is îsâr. Gazzâlı described generosity as “one
of God’s aspects” and he stated that îsâr was the
highest level of generosity. In the Quran, it is state
that the Prophet had an exalted level of morality
and that îsâr was one of the moral elements of
Resûlullah. As in other virtuous behaviors, in order to reach the îsâr level of generosity one must
act with no worldly expectations and only for the
will of God and the love of humanity. Because someone who performs good works with the expectation of thanks or reward is not being generous,
but merely trading.
In sources, different views have been put forth
about whether or not it is proper for a person to
have another use means that he himself may need,
leaving himself in want. The view of most is that
for those who can endure difficulties îsâr is better,
and for those who are dissatisfied with their situation or can offer a helping hand, possessing goods (imsak) is better. In this regard, the Prophet
frowned upon someone who gives away everything
only to then request help from others. In addition,
in mind of the order that forbids a Moslem from
bequeathing more than a third of his wealth, one
arrives at the conclusion that it is not right for someone to be so stingy as to leave a family member
in a material bind. In one of the hadis that relate
to the subject of Resûl-i Ekrem, it is said that “it
is better for you to leave your heirs well-off than
to leave them so poor that they covet what others
have. The good deeds you do, to include the bit
of food you put in your wife’s mouth, are worthwhile.”
Although the concept of îsâr is generally thought
of as material benevolence, in some sources it also
refers to “can ile îsâr”, meaning that a person may
consider sacrificing his own peace and contentment, and in fact his own life, for the benefit of
another and that this is even more virtuous than
material îsâr. Consequently, in sufiism love is defined in short as îsâr because giving one’s life for
another is the highest form of love. In sources,
the exceptional love of the wife of a saint in Egypt
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for Hz. Yûsuf is given as an example of this. In
the Uhud Gazvesi, the readiness of some of his
disciples to risk their lives to protect the life of
the Prophet at a time when the Islamic army was
temporarily being routed is given as an example
of îsâr. In this regard, another example offered
is when an associate of the Prophet named Ebû
Talha threw himself in front of Resûllah to protect him.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Abdülkerim Kuşeyrî, er-Risâle, II, Cairo 1385/1966, p. 502; Gazzâlî,
İhyâ (Beirut), III, 257, 260; IV, 299-306; Râgıb el-İsfahânî, elMüfredât, “eşr” md.; et-Ta‘rîfât, “el-îşâr” md.; Wensinck, elMu‘cem, “eşr” md.; Kurtubî, el-Câmi, XVIII, 23-32; İbn Kesîr,
Muhtasaru Tefsîri İbn Kesîr (yay. Muhammed Ali es-Sâbûnî), III,
Beirut 1402/1981, p. 474; Şevkânî, Fethu’l-ķadîr, Beirut 1412/1991,
V, 232; R. Le Senne, Traité de morale générale, Paris 1947; Mustafa Çağrıcı, Gazzâlî’ye Göre İslâm Ahlâkı, Istanbul 1982, s. 139-143;
aynı yazar, “Îsâr”, DIA, XXII, 490-491.

Mustafa ÇAĞRICI

İslam ve Türk İllerinde
Fütüvvet Teşkilatı ve
Kaynakları /
Fütüvvet Organizations
and Sources in Islamic and
Turkish Provinces
The work authored by Abdülbaki Gölpınarlı, the
latest printing of which came out in Istanbul in
2011, is comprised of seven sections and a biblilography. The names of the sections of the book
are as follows: general information about fütüvvet; fütüvvetnâmes, comparisons, analysis and
criticisms, the fütüvvet erkanı; the sect and belief of fütüvvet; the history of fütüvvet and places
where it spread; some commentaries on fütüvvet
erkanı; fütüvvet and the craftsmen organization.
The word fütüvvet means youth, stoutheartedness, generosity. It is essentially based on sufiism
but, at the same time, it has an economic aspect
to it. It is known that the community that adopted
fütüvvet for itself emerged in the second century
after the Prophet. Adherants separated themselves from Sufis from the beginning. They mixed
with the Melameti adherants and, in fact, fütüvvet
was adopted by the Melameti’s. The Melameti leaders were concurrently fütüvvet associates.
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According to the description of the great Sufis, fütüvvet meant dealing, like Muhammed, with the
problems of the people rather than one’s own problems. Other aspects were wanting more for others
than oneself, ignoring flaws and bad behavior, not
hating poverty, presenting a situation to the wealthy, being noone’s enemy, expecting neither reward or justice from anyone but offering the same
to all, living in two worlds. Ahi was the title given to
the shaikhs of those who entered the fütüvvet profession. Like the shaikhs of other orders, the Ahis
were the chiefs of their lodges. The words, legends
and greats of fütüvvet were set with books called
fütüvvetnâme. The oldest known fütüvvetnâme is
the work entitled Kitabü’l-Futuvve by Sülemî, written in the fourth century after the Prophet. In his
work entitled Tabakat-ı Sûfîyye, Sülemî described
fütüvvet as follows: “When some of the Melâmeti
shaikhs were asked who could attain the aspect of
fütüvvet, who could justly be called fetâ, they said
those who sought the virtues of Noah, İsmail, Moses, Eyyub, David, Muhammed’s generosity and the
mercy of Ebubekir, along with the virtues of Ömer
and Osman and Ali then that person would hold
fütüvvet and could justly be called fetâ.”

Halide ÖZÜDOĞRU ERDOĞAN

İstanbul Esnaf ve
Sanatkârlar Odalari Birliği
(İSTESOB) /
Union of Chambers of
Istanbul Artisans and
Craftsmen
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Sultan Mehmed II’s conquest of Istanbul in 1453
began a new era in which Istanbul became an important center not only for administration and politics, but also for religion, commerce, the economy
and culture. In this regard, Istanbul was the strong
and active center of craftsmen and artisans. The
most important characteristic of Ottoman craftsmen was their formation of separate units for all
business, goods and services related to production. These units were formed with expertise and
organization in each branch. For example, for those
dealing with flour and flour products, there was the
flour producer, the baker, the börekçi, the simitçi
and the çörekçi. There was a management com-
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mittee to enforce the rules for organization and the
committee was made up of masters from the craft
in question. The kethüda (the committee leader)
held an important place and the kethüda’s deputy,
the yiğitbaşı, was also selected from among the
craftsmen. Alongside them were officials like the
Ahi Baba, the duacı and the çavuş.
Within this classic structure, the Istanbul craftsmen became the model for the artisan groups and
classes in other regions of the empire. At the beginning of the 20th century the number of craftsmen
units tied to the kethüdalıks in Istanbul was about 300. Shortly thereafter, the Istanbul craftsmen
began to organize in the form of various communities. Similar organizings continued in the early
years of the Republic. However, soon afterwards
the craftsmen and artisans were taken from local
administrations and tied to the central one (1925).
This linkage continued up to 1943 but it was not
a very tight bond. A law passed in 1943 made the
Esnaf Odaları (Craftsmen’s Chambers) the Ticaret
ve Sanayi Odaları (Trade and Industry Chambers)
and the Istanbul craftsmen and artisans were regrouped according to their professions. Then,
through the efforts of Abdullah Caner, the Esnaf
Dernekleri ve Esnaf Birlikleri law was passed
(1949), beginning a new era, with the establishment of the Istanbul Esnaf ve Sanatkârlar Dernekleri Birliği in 1951. Adil Vardarlı, the head of the
Berberler Derneği (Barbers Association) became
the founding chairman but he was replaced in the
same year by Mahmut Erbil. Subsequent chairmen were Yusuf İncegüzel of the restauranteurs in
1953, followed by Abdullah Özaydin and Hüseyin
Kiremitçi in 1957, Yufuf İncegüzel in 1958, Şeref
Özenç in 1960, then Adil Vardarlı, Mecit Çetinkaya in 1962, Hüsnü Çınar in 1969, Suat Yalkın in
1984, and, by a decision of the Board of Directors
on 23 January 2009, Faik Yılmaz. At the 33rd Ge-
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neral Council held on 9 May 2010, Yılmaz was again chosen as chairman, and then again at the 34th
General Council held on 11 May 2014.
Abdül Ersuna’s service and efforts have been key
to the development and integration of ISTESOB
with the public since the 1950s. ISTESOB is one
of Turkey’s oldest civil community and professional organizations. Today there are 152 professional chambers in Istanbul that have combined
their work with their capital. ISTESOB represents
shopkeepers in sectors such as food, textile, metal, wood products, transport and communications
and, together with family members, the number
of people under the ISTESOB umbrella reaches 2
million.
ISTESOB contributes to the commercial and technical development of its members through training
and fights for their economic and social rights. ISTESOB has not just made important studies of Ahilik and Ahi culture, but also regarding Central Asia
where the roots of Ahilik come from. In this regard,
ISTESOB organizes conferences and symposiums
at the universal level and then presents these for
the benefit of the scholarly world. To date, ISTESOB has published around 20 scholarly works
concerning Ahilik and craftsmen and artisans. The
first of these was Cemal Kutay’s Türk Emek Nuru
/ İl Çağlardan Günümüze Esnaf ve Sanatkârlar
Tarihi (Istanbul 1975, 27 pages) and the latest is
CIEPO 19: Osmanlı Öncesi ve Dönemi Tarihi Araştırmaları (Istanbul 2014, I-II, 1081 pages), which
contains many scholarly articles concerning Ottoman craftsmen and artisans.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Sadık Göksu, Kırkambar (Ahilik Ansiklopedisi) Ahilik Tarih öncesi’nde
Başlar, Istanbul 2011; İstanbul Esnaf ve Sanatkarının Birlik Çatısı,
Istanbul 2009, pp. 22-23, 28-33.

Sadık GÖKSU

İstanbul Saraçhanesi ve
Saraç Esnafı /
Istanbul Saraçhane and
Saraç (Horse Equipment)
Craftsmen
This masters thesis prepared by Recep Yıldırım
was completed in 2010 in the Istanbul Research
branch of the Social Sciences Institute of Istanbul
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University. Together with annexes, it is comprised
of 87 pages.
The thesis has an introduction, two sections and a
conclusion. In the first section, information is provide about the historic development of the Istanbul
Saraçhanesi and there is an evaluation of the saraçhane and palace saraçhane in Istanbul based
on archival documents, dating to the 19th century.
In the second section, craftsmen operating in the
saraçhane are introduced. Information is provided
about the saraç profession, debbağ (tanners), and
factors affecting production in the saraçhane such
as fires and natural disasters. In the third section,
using archive documents, topics touched on include the status of the Istanbul Saraçhane in the 19th
century, reforms made during this period, and the
negative effects of technological developments on
the saraçhane and the saraç craftsmen.

Selma TURHAN SARIKÖSE

İstanbul Ticaret ve Sanayi
Odasi Eylül 1923-Mayis 1926
Faaliyet ve Uygulamalarına
Dair Genel Rapor /
General Report Concerning
the Activities and Practices
of the Istanbul Commerce
and Industry Chamber,
September 1923-May 1926
This work was published in Ottoman Turkish
by the Istanbul Ticaret ve Sanayi Odası (Istanbul
Chamber of Commerce and Industry) in 1926. It
was transcribed into Latin alphabet Turkish by
Süreyya Atilla Sağlamçubukçu and Ali Ulusoy and
republished under the editorship of Ali Yılmaz in
Istanbul in 2011. The 973-page work covers commercial and industrial activities between the years
1923 and 1926.
In the first section, information is provided about
the official, private and foreign establishments and
companies registered in the chamber. The second
section concerns the Istihbarat ve Yayın Şubesi (Office of Information and Publication) in the largest
portion of the book, spanning pages 107 to 727.
Included in this 620-page portion are the following:
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Laws related to commerce and industry, transport, post-telephone-telegraph, international
commerce and industry offices, business involving commerce and industry products, the port
of Istanbul, the chamber’s transactions, commissions, industry and maritime trade offices, statistics prepared by the the information office and
exhibitions in Istanbul. At the same time, views
are put forth about the issues and problems of
the chamber. In the fourth section, the accounting
office activities of the chamber are discussed, with
explanations of income, expenses and budgets. In
the fifth section there is information about history, the organization’s structure, and about the
Istanbul Ticaret ve Zahire Borsası (Istanbul Trade
and Grain Exchange).
The work does not have a concluding section.
Since it includes documentary material and views
related to the period, it provides information about the commercial mentality and arrangement, as
well as the the era’s economic potential, for the
first year of the Turkish Republic.

Caner ARABACI

İstanbul Üniversitesi İktisat
Fakültesi Mecmuası /
Istanbul University
Economy Faculty Journal

36

Economy lessons began to be included in the curriculum of the Ottoman educational system as of
the second half of the 19th century. Economics
education was not taught separately but, rather,
was included within different other classes. It was
not until the Republican period that economics
began to be taught separately and in the Darülfün
period there were systematic lessons provided in
economics at the Istanbul and Ankara law faculties. Following the university reforms of 1933, an
“Economics and Society Institute” was established within the law faculties and the economics
professors from Germany who were invited to
Turkey influenced the founding of the Economic
Faculty. On 14 December 1936 the Istanbul University Economics Faculty was established and
the Faculty Councel made a decision to publish a
journal. The aim of the journal was to remedy the
missing elements in the social sciences in Turkey,
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and particularly in economics, and to offer new ideas. The first issue came out in 1939 and by 2014 a
total of 64 issues had been published.
The first 50 issues of the journal came out as four
per year and from then on there were two issues
published each year. The first publishing board of
the journal included well-respected names in the
field such as Fritz Neumark, Şükrü Baban, Ömer
Lütfi Barkan, Sabri F. Ülgener and Orhan Tuna.
These individuals were on the board during the
publication of the journal’s first 30 issues and wrote some articles, as well. Some issues of the journal
were published as gifts, attributed to well-known
and expert personalities.
The journal was comprised of articles in the economics field, as its name would indicate. Although
few in number, articles and writers in various fields
of the social sciences were given space, to include
sociology and history, in particular. As a model for
interdisciplinary exchanges, relationships were established between economics and various fields,
such as economics-history, economics-sociology,
economics-law. Some of the articles that related directly to Ahilik included the following:
Samed Ağaoğlu, “Küçük San‘at Meseleleri,
Türkiye’de ve Başka Yerlerde”, II/2 (1941); Ernst
Reuter, “Beledî Vakıfların Modern Şehir İdaresindeki Ehemmiyetleri”, III/3(1942); Ahmet Hamdi Başar, “Bir Medeniyetin Sonu, Istanbul” IV/3
(1943); Abdülbaki Gölpınarlı, “İslam ve Türk İllerinde Fütüvvet Teşkilatı ve Kaynakları” XII/4(19491950); Abdülbaki Gölpınarlı, “Şeyh Seyyid Gaybî
Oğlu Şeyh Seyyid Huseyn’in ‘Fütüvvet-Nâme’si”,
XVII/1-4 (1955-1956); Abdülbaki Gölpınarlı,
“Fütüvvet-Nâme-i Şeyh Seyyid Huseyn İbni Gaybî”,
XVII/1-4(1955-1956);
Abdülbaki
Gölpınarlı,
“Fütüvvet-Nâme-i Sultanî ve Fütüvvet Hakkında
Bazı Notlar”, XVII/1-4 (1955-1956); Abdülbaki
Gölpınarlı, “Burgazî ve Fütüvvetnâmesi”, XV/1-4
(1953-1954); Franz Taeschner, “İslam Ortaçağı’nda
Füttüvvet Teşkilatı”, XV/1-4 (1953-1954); Halil İnalcık, “15. Asır Türkiye İktisadî ve İçtimaî Tarihi Kaynakları”, XV/1-4 (1953-1954); Ahmet Tabakoğlu,
“Osmanlı Ekonomisinde Fiyat Denetimi”, XLIII/1-4
(1984); Salih Aynural, “XVIII. ve XIX. Yüzyıllarda
Osmanlı Esnafında Üretim Anlayışı ve Organizasyonu”, XLVI (1988).
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İstanbulesnaf Dergisi /
Magazine
The Istanbul Union of Chambers of Craftsmen
and Artisans (İSTESOB), has given great importance to the principles and values of Ahilik and
the Ahi culture since its founding in 1951, organizing scholarly conferences for the practical
and theoretical implementation of these principles and values. İSTESOB also publishes material
and has been behind important projects. In this
regard, İSTESOB, which has more than 250,000
members in 152 professional chambers, regularly publishes material to inform shopkeepers,
who are the silent majority of the community,
and to make sure their voices are heard.
One of these publications is the monthly
İstanbulESNAF magazine, which began in 2009,
concurrent with the assumption of İSTESOB
chaiman duties by Faik Yılmaz. As of September of that year, the magazine began under the
leadership of General Publication Director Fikret
Helvacıoğlu and editor Sedat Yalçın. So far, 57
issues have been published but the magazine is
addressed not only to shopkeepers but to all elements of society. In this regard, İstanbulESNAF
magazine reports to members İSTESOB’s contacts with the offices of the President, the Prime
Minister, relevant ministries and local Istanbul
officials. In addition, the magazine contains news
of each profession’s problems, activities and reporting, forming a bridge each month between
shopkeepers and the public. Besides all of these
activities, each September members are made
aware of news related to ‘Ahiism Week’, celebrated in that month. Articles have been published

The cover of the Istanbul Esnaf Journal
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in the magazine that shed light on the culture of
Ahilik and what might be expected from Ahilik
tomorrow.

Fikret HELVACIOĞLU

İSTESOB
(see İstanbul Esnaf ve Sanatkârlar
Odaları Birliği)

İş Etiği ve Ahilik /
Business Ethic and Ahilik
This is a masters thesis prepared in 2007 by
Zeynep Kantarcı at the Philosophy branch of the
Social Sciences Institute of Atatürk University.
There are two sections, besides the introduction,
for a total of 83 pages.
In the introduction, general descriptive information is provided about ethical concepts such as
fact, value, good, bad, freedom, virtue, responsibility and conscience, along with the source
of morality and its varieties, the characteristics
of moral behavior and ethical problems, descriptive, normative and meta-ethic ethical types.
Also, information is provided about cosmologic,
teologic, anthropologic and sociologic ethnic foundations.
In the first section, the following ethical issues
and their characteristics related to the historical
development of work ethics in the world and in
Turkey are examined: pricing, performance evaluation, work security, product reliability, profit
disputes. Additionally, there is a discussion of establishing a culture on ethical principles, ethical
standards and an ethical foundation, along with
an examination of the ethical principles related
to legal, medical, educational, guidance services
and human resources in the work place.
In the second section, there is a focus on Ahilik
and the subject of business ethics. Here, the etymologic roots of the Ahilik concept are analyzed
and the meanings that developed between the
13th and 20th centuries, based on an historical
process that began in Central Asia. The focal points of these definitions is the social organization
constructed over the work morality of the Ahilik
tradition. Additionally, in this section there is a
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discussion of the Ahilik attitude in the Ahilik guidance and fütüvvetnames that are read at ceremonies to mark the promotion of an assistant to the
rank of master.
In a later portion, focusing on the aims of Ahilik,
there are three main elements: making someone
productive and beneficial from the socio-economic standpoint through education; forming a productive work environment founded on a moral foundation; and creating a business sector based on
mutual respect and trust. At the end of the second
section there is an examination of Ahi Evran’s
work ethic. In this regard, first the source of Ahi
Evran’s thoughts are touched on. This is followed
by a look at his thinking process, especially as it
related to his understanding of education. Stress
is put on the idea that education is not just for a
particular craft but also for morality, religion and
communal integration.

Baykal BİÇER

İzzeddin Keykâvus I.

38

(d. 1220)
He was the eldest son of Seljuk Sultan Gıyaseddin
Keyhüsrev, to whom Nasır Lidinillah had sent the
Fütüvvet trousers. Upon his father’s death, he was
invited to come to Kayseri by the leading statesmen and in a ceremony held in July 1211 he was
declared the Seljuk sultan.
After solving problems created by his brother
Alâeddin Keykubad in regard to his assumption
of the throne, he went to Konya and was met there
by the city leaders, who all pledged their loyalty to
him. In return, the Sultan dressed them in hilats,
returned their property to them and renewed their privileges. Envoys from various countries came
and submitted their congratulations, along with
valuable gifts. Sultan İzzeddin Keykâvûs sent an
ambassador to the Abbasî caliph Nâsır Lidinillah
to announce his assumption of the throne and received a writ for governance of the sultanate. Moreover, he sent Şeyh Mecdeddin İshak to Baghdad
and requested the Fütüvvet trousers from Lidinillah, in regard to joining the Fütüvvet organization.
In reply, the Caliph sent a book – Kitâb-ı fütüvvet
– and the fütüvvet trousers to İzzeddin, accepting
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him into the fütüvvet organization.
The ceremony for the induction of Keykâvûs into
the fütüvvet organization was presided over by
the famous Sufi Şihabeddin Ebû Hafs Ömer esSühreverdî, who visited Konya as the Caliph’s
envoy. Sühreverdî prepared a fütüvvetname at
the behest of the Caliph and presided over the
ceremony at the Seljuk palace, inducting Sultan
İzzeddin Keykâvûs and his statesmen into the fütüvvet organization. As was customary, the following ayet was recited: “If you love God then follow
me and God will love you” (Âl-i İmrân 3/31). Then
the appropriate clothing was put on the sultan.
With Sultan İzzeddin Keykâvûs’s entrance into
the fütüvvet organization, scholars from all Islamic countries,and particularly from Turkistan,
began coming to Anatolia. This flow continued
during the 13th century and the fütüvvet movement was named Ahilik, bringing Anatolia into a
prosperous situation.
After resolving internal problems, the sultan interested himself in certain activities related to the
development of trade in the country. He signed
an agreement with the King of Cyprus Hugue that
enabled European traders to come to Anatolia via
Cyprus. A similar agreement was signed with the
Venetians, allowing their traders to come and go
from Anatolia without hindrance. After the Mediterranean trade had been secured, he turned
his attention to the Black Sea. The ports of Samsun and Sinop on the Black Sea were not just
important for Turkey’s imports and exports, but
for overall international trade. In this regard, he
began to make plans to seize Sinop, surrounding
the city from land and sea and forcing the Greeks
to surrender the port on 26 Cemaziyelâhir 611 (2
November 1214). He sent fermans (orders) from
Sinop summoning weathy and influential persons to come to Sinop. Those who did not want
to leave their land and possessions and come to
Sinop were compensated for their holdings by
the state and brought to Sinop.
After the Sultan had conquered Sinop and organized the religious and commercial organizations
there, as well as the security situation, he came
to Sivas with his army, giving valuable givts and
privileges to thos who had taken part in the victory at Sinop. As a consequence of the victory,
İzzeddin Keykâvûs took the title of es-Sultanü’lGalib and sent fetihnames to the Caliph and the
Moslem leaders. Because Sinop was so impor-
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tant from a political and commercial standpoint,
the Sultan initiated intense improvement activities. The fortress and walls were repaired and
construction started on a medrese and mosque,
which were completed in 612/1215, after only
eight months by the leaders who had participated
in the conquest of Sinop.
A year after the conquest of Sinop, Sultan
Keykâvûs, together with the Maraş Emir Nusretüddin, entered territory controlled by the Armenians and seized some fortresses. The Armenian
king sued for peace after losing a battle near Keban and an agreement was signed in 1218 between the two sides whereby the Armenians again
came under Seljuk authority and some border
fortresses were returned to the Seljuks. When needed the Armenian king agreed to send troops to
the Sultan and would pay him 20,000 pieces of
gold per year. The Sultan bestowed the title of Sis
to Armenian King Leon. By this agreement, the Armenians were taken under Seljuk rule and safety
along the Anatolia-Syria trade route was ensured.
Sultan İzzeddin Keykâvûs died on 7 January
1220. His body was buried in the Dârü’ş-şifa he
had built in Sivas. The Sultan, who was strongwilled and intelligent, was around 35 or 40 when
he died. He administered laws fairly and honored
the rights of all. During his reign there was justice, security, abundance and prosperity. Because of
his policies, Turkey gained coasts and ports that
opened it to the world and the seas. The agreements he made allowed for commercial development. He took great advantage of the Crusaders’
occupation of Istanbul and with his conquests he
made his neighbors feel his influence and power.
The Komnenos, Armenians, Eyyubis and Artuklus
all came under his sway. Like other Seljuk rulers,
he was well-educated, very cultured and even wrote Persian poetry. He supported scholars and poets and always showed them the greatest respect.
The Dârü’ş-Şifâ and Dârü’s-sıhha hospital and
medical school in Sivas were built by him.
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Selçukluları Hakkında Resmî Vesikalar, Ankara 1988; Cl Cahen,
Osmanlılardan Önce Anadolu’da Türkler (translated by Yıldız
Moran), Istanbul 1979; Salim Koca¸ Sultan I. İzzeddin Keykâvus
(1211-1220), Ankara 1997; Emine Uyumaz, Sultan I. Alâeddin
Keykubat Devri Türkiye Selçuklu Devleti Siyasî Tarihi (1220-1237),
Ankara 2003, pp. 9-22, 25, 45, 70; Mustafa Demir, Türkiye
Selçukluları ve Beylikleri Devrinde Sivas Şehri, Sakarya 2005, pp.
39-42; Gönül Cantay, “Sivas Daru’ş-Şifâsı”, DIA, XXV, 353-355.

Abdülkerim ÖZAYDIN
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1979, pp. 314-317, 342, 347, 350, 354; Sıbt İbnü’l-Cevzî, Mir’âtü’zzamân, VIII/2, Haydarâbâd 1951, pp. 593, 598; İbnü’l-Adim,
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s. 38, 58, 82, 93, 111-199, 269; Aksarayî, Müsameretü’l-ahbâr
(translated by Mürsel Öztürk), Ankara 2000; Halil Edhem, Kayseriyye Şehri, Istanbul 1334, s. 33-40; İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, Sivas
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Zamanında Türkiye, Istanbul 1971; Osman Turan, Türkiye
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Kâbusnâme

42

The work, which gives information on various arts, was written in Persian by Keykâvus bin
İskender- the amir of the Ziyarid Dynasty (9231042) that ruled over the north of Iran. The writer
wrote the work as advice to his son Gilan Şah 475
(1082-1083), the heir to the throne. Although the
name of Kâbusnâme was related to his grandfather as is the custom, it is possible the name comes
from the name of “Kavus” of the writer given from
Kavusname. The work is also known with the names of Enderznâme, Pendnâme, Nasîhatnâme
or Kitâbu’n-Nasîhat.
Kâbusnâme, which consists of one preface and
44 titles, is like a summary of the pre-Mongolian
Islamic civilization. In the work, besides information on political, social, scientific, financial and
judicial structure of the time, general information
on art and occupations are given. The topics in
the work can be classified as sermons and advice,
forms of politeness and life, discipline and morality, sciences and science education, physical training, statesmen and their duties, occupations and
trade. Chapters such as buying slaves, house and
field from the point of trade and buying horse,
and titles such as the art of reading poetry from
the points of occupation and arts, the art of musician, clerkship and writing, hunting, farmers and
agricultural affairs and courage.
Kâbusnâme is one of the distinguished Persian
prose works of the time. It was written in the same
age with Siyasetnâme, however; it is older than it
in terms of writing and language. The work generally has a plain expression. The subjects that are
discussed are more understandable through the
ayahs of the Qur’an, hadis, erudite expressions,
proverbs, stories, Persian and Arabic comparisons and metaphors. Between the chapters, erudite expressions and information are quoted from
the old Greek philosophers and other unknown
scholars together with the Muslim savants. Besides the symbolic stories and anecdotes, there are
poems of both the writer and other poets about
the subjects between the chapters.
Kâbusnâme was published by Rıza Kuli Han for
the first time (Tehran 1285). The work, which has
been published many times since then, was published based on the existent oldest manuscript
copy by G. Yusuf (Tehran 1345).
Kâbusnâme, which was translated into many lan-
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guages, has been translated into Turkish five times since the 14th century. The first translation,
in the possession of Eleazar Bimbaum in Toronto is estimated to have been made in the first half
of the 14th century. The copy of the second translation, which was made for Germiyanid Bey Süleyman Şah by Şeyhoğlu Sadreddin Mustafa, is in
the Cairo Library. The copies of the translations
made by Akkadızade with the order or Hamza
Bey, one of the retinues of Sultan Bayezid I’s son
Emir Süleyman, are in various libraries. As the
poetical translation made by Mahmud b. Mehmed (Bedr-i Dilşâd) in 830 (1427) was submitted
to Sultan Murad II (1421-1444; 1446-1451), it is
called with the name of Muradnâme. This work
has partially a compilation feature. The latest
and the best known Turkish translation of the
work was made by Mercimek Ahmed bin İlyas for
Murad II (835 / 1431-1432). Many manuscripts
of this work are in the libraries of Turkey and the
world. Nazmizade Murtaza Efendi put pen to paper for the translation of Mercimek Ahmed again
with the order of Hasan Paşa, the Governor of
Baghdat in 1117 (1705), according to the language of that time. The work has a Chagatai language
translation with its head and end missing. This
translation was issued by Orhan Şaik Gökyay (Istanbul 1944) and Atilla Özkırımlı published this
in two volumes by simplifying partially (Istanbul
n.d.). The translation of Mercimek Ahmed was
issued by favor of Abdülkurun Şirvânî in Kazan
in 1298 (1880). It was also translated into Kazan
dialect by Kayyum Nâsırî and published twice
(Kazan 1884, 1898).
Kâbusnâme was translated by H.F. von Diez into
German (Busch des Kabus, Berlin 1811), by
A. Querry into French (Le Cabous Nâme, Paris
1866), by Reuben Levy into English (The Nasihatnama Known as Kabusnâme, London 1951),
by E. Bertels into Russian (Kabu Na Me, Moscow
1953), by Emin Bedevi into Arabic (Kitâbü’nnasîhat el-ma’rûf bi’smi Kâbusnâme, Cairo 1378
/ 1958).
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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1956, pp. 276-287; Emin Abdülmecîd-i Bedevî, Bahs der Bâre-i
Kabûsnâme, Tehran 1335; Zebihullah Safâ, Tarîh-i edebiyat-ı der
İrân, 1339, II, pp. 898-902; Meryem es-Sâdâtu Es‘adî, “Güftârhâyi İktisâdî der Kâbûsnâme”, Ittılât-ı Siyâsi-yi İktisâd, vol. 257-258
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(1385), pp. 55-72; Hüseyin Hidîvcem, “Kâbûsnâme”, Hüner u
Merdum, vol. 109 (1350) p. 10-15; Zeynep Korkmaz, “Kabusname ve Marzuban-name Çevirileri Kimindir?”, Türk Dili
Araştırmaları Yıllığı Belleten, Ankara 1966, pp. 267-278; François de Blois, Persian literature: a bio-bibliographical survey:
poetry of the pre-Mongol period, V, London 2004, 150-154; Rıza
Kurtuluş, “Keykâvus b. İskender”, DIA, XXV, Ankara 2002, p.
357.

Rıza KURTULUŞ

Kadı
Kadı (Muslim judge) is the legal expert playing a
first degree role in solving the problems related
with the artisans in the districts. The district is
an administrative unity that consisted of a town
or city which became the center of the periphery
with the commercial and cultural superiority and
the villages surrounded a community center. For
this reason, the emergence of the districts occurred in a historical process defined by the economic, social, geographical and cultural conditions.
A great majority of the cities which are the center
of the district were the places which were center of the region in terms of policy, finance and
culture.
The Ottoman State was divided into many district
regions in regards of juridical organization. Each
district unity was connected to the center, in other words, Divan-ı Hümayun (Imperial Council)
directly. Apart from military organization in the

A sample page from a Kadi record
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shape of state-sanjak, there was a district control
completely with a civil character. There was also
a district region remaining within the border of
sanjak most of the time, together with the district
center. But in some sanjaks there could be district region of more than one. All villages connected to the sanjak were connected to the governor
of sanjak in terms of administration-military and
to kadı in terms of district (kazai). Kadı was the
most senior and the most important amir of the
district. Besides his judiciary duty, he had broad
authority in civil, municipal, military, financial
and notary issues.
Kadıs graduated from the highest degree medreses. Kadı nominees who applied to ‘kadıaskerlik’ after graduation waited for the assignment.
First of all, they were appointed to the smallest
district which was mahlûl, in other words escheated. After completing their duties in some small
district, they were promoted gradually and were
appointed to kadılık (kadıship) of the sancak and
boroughs. Their incomes grew as their positions
increased. Kadı could be appointed to his position only for two years, then at the end of two years
he came to Istanbul and waited in mülâzemet,
in other words, wageless service. In this case,
one who was kadı for 30 years had 10 years in
mülâzemet.
Kadıships were divided into definite degrees
according to the condition of the district region
where kadıs worked. These were district kadı
and state-sanjak kadı. District kadıship was in
small centers and kadıaskers could appoint kadı
to here directly. Until the mid-16th century, kadı
was appointed by kadıasker to the big cities such
as Istanbul, Edirne, Sofia, Salonica, Bursa and
Konya, which were seen as Mevleviyet, however;
hence appointment was done upon inhâ (official
assignment decree) carried through viziership by
şeyhülislam. Kadıships which were mevleviyet
were divided among themselves into groups of
150, 300 and 500 akçes according to the wages
which kadıs took. There were also districts connected to them. Senior kadıs in the position of
mollah sent regents here.
Kadı who was the head of the district administration generally lived in the city which was the center of the district and described as nefs. All cases of the villages within the district region were
stood in trial called meclis-i şer’ (the court of
Muslim canonical laws). Kadı was the chief judge legally. The court was set under the mansion
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where kadı lived. If there was not such a suitable
mansion, then legal affairs were carried out in the
biggest mosque of the town. The judgement began
after the morning pray and continued until the
noon. According to the decrees in the records, the
place where libeler and libellee sat must certainly
have been defined. Any kind of dispute and crimes that required penal sanctioning were solved
in the trails in which the kadı became the chief;
without the decision of the kadı, no one could be
punished. Any kind of debt owed and heritage cases and land dispute; all kinds of disagreements
related with ehl-i örf (government officials apart
from ulema), rayah and artisans were settled by
kadı. In fact, ehl-i örf was under the control of the
kadı. Appointments and dismissals of müderris,
mütevvelli and other foundation attendants who
were the members of ilmiye class (the men of pen)
and the ones who benefitted from the foundation
were possible with the demand of the kadı. Attendants such as shaikh, kethüda and ahi baba who
worked in the craftsman’s organizations were also
appointed with the demand of the kadı. Yet the
decision of the kadı could be reversed by Dîvân-ı
Hümâyûn (Imperial Council). For this reason, the
ones who did not like the decision of the kadı could appeal to the divan.
In other respects, kadı was the highest superior
who was responsible for carrying out the municipal services of the city where he lived. He was
also the head of a kind of municipal council that
consisted of persons such as kethüda of the city,
the head of the garbage men, chief architect, kethüda of the artisans, the head of the stallholders
and muhtesib. Kadı also had the duty of officially
fixed price works which could be described as giving certain prices to all kinds of commercial goods sold by the artisans according to the seasons.
Kadı supervised the gathering of customary taxes
called tekâlif-i divaniye. Kadı also had a role in
solving a set of financial problems such as tax farming. Kadı’s responsibility area was not restricted
with these. He was responsible for providing security. He carried these out through subaşı and ases.
Kadı also conducted the function of today’s notaries and all kinds of approvals belonged to him.
Kadı had some officers to help him in the works
of court. Foremost among them was naib (regent). In the absence of kadı, naib carried out the
duties such as to manage the trials and to go to
on-scene to have the trial in place in the village.
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Apart from these, there were attendants such as
subaşı, muhzırbaşı and muhzır, asesbaşı and
ases, mukayyid under his command to help kadı
in the jurisdictional transactions. There was
also a committee called as şühûdü’l-hâl in some
way witness position selected from the notables
of the district with their honesty and righteousness. Şühûdü’l-hâl, which sometimes consisted
of a few people and sometimes 20-30 people,
followed whether the decisions of the kadı was
in accordance with the law. Because, although
kadıs knew the sharia and customary law well,
they could have occasion to hesitate as they were
strangers to the local customs.
In such cases, they counseled to şühûdü’l-hâl or
required fatwa from the mufti of district or şeyhülislam in the issues of fiqh. This case made it
easier for the kadı to take a decision. Yet, kadı
was the representative of the state and did not
have to follow the view of the mufti. But mufti
delivered the opinion of religion on an issue, and
this formed a legitimacy basis for the kadı. Kadı
could ask fatwa from mufti not only on the issues
of sharia but also for customary law.
One of the most important duties of the kadı was
to relate directly with the economy of the district.
Kadı had an important role in the operation of
the artisan organization. Each artisan group had
an organization called guild established among
themselves. The guild had an administrative
body that consisted of six old masters called altılar. They were also called order masters. These six people were chosen from the oldest and
the most honorable masters by the members of
the guild. Altılar had a responsibility to kadı and
muhtesib.
Each artisan community decided themselves on
special principles to which they were tied in the
professional issues and submitted this to the
kadı in writing. Kadı examined this document
called İhtisab Kanunnâmesi to determine whether it was in accordance with sharia and customary laws and customs and after completing the
examination he submitted it to the divan. Following the approval of the divan it became a document and regulation in some way which was
binding for the artisan. The issues such as how
titles such as mastership and journeyman would
be gained, the time of apprenticeship and journeyman, the working conditions, the type and
quality of the goods to be fabricated, the supply
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and distribution of the raw material, the place
and the numbers of the shops, were included in
the ihtisab kanunnâmesi, which was reflecting
the will of most of the masters in the same guild. If there were changes in time, the document
was renewed by appealing to the kadı in the same
way. Kadı made a decision about disagreements
among the guilds and gave punishment to the artisan who acted against the law and regulations.
The determination of the number of the artisans
in the city was also among the duties of the kadı.
Whether the goods to be produced were in accordance with the standards and their quality were
controlled by altılar in the guild administrative
board position. The artisan organization was active under the control of the women and had a
specific feature. Disagreements and cases which
could arise among the artisans were settled in
the organization, and rarely appealed to the court. The guild cared about everything of the artisans who were the member and merged from
drinking to smoking, watched over whether they
were careless for fasting and prayer and interfered if necessary.
One of the six-person administrative board of the
guild was the president. He was called kethüda.
Kethüda mostly was chosen by the artisan. If there was an appointment from the center then the
approval of the artisan was taken. The election
was made within a year and renewed at the end
of the time. The election of the kethüda was made
in front of the kadı. If majority of the artisan were
not pleased with the kethüda, by appealing to the
kadı a new kethüda could be chosen. Kethüda
provided the direct relation of the artisan with other artisan organizations, in other words, coterie
to whom they bought and sold goods and public
authorities. At the top of all kethüda in the city
there was city kethüda. The city kethüda represented city and the city employees, together with
the notables of the city before the city.
Besides the kethüda, a yiğitbaşı who would help
him in the relation within the artisan organization was chosen. Yiğitbaşı provided the required
raw material from the market and controlled their appropriateness and delivered these goods to
the other guilds or the shops. Yiğitbaşı, who was
chosen among the experienced guild masters,
undertook the task of kethüda when needed. Experts who were chosen among new masters and
called ehl-i hibre (legal expert) helped yiğitbaşı
in such works. The election of the expert had an
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importance in the production fields that required know-how and quality control such as silk
fabric. These attendants consisted of the effective
administrative board of the guild in bigger and
more improved guilds. One of the most important functions of the hierarchy of the guild at the
level of city was to deliver the tax liabilities asked
from the guilds by the state among the guild and
guild masters and then by collecting these taxes,
to submit to the state representatives.
Guild system was the most important conducting
and controlling vehicle of the fixing price (narh)
policy practiced by the state. Internal order of
the artisan was based on the mutual control and
assistance basis and privilege and monopoly
methods, an understanding of price stabilization. Goods which were produced and presented
to the market were with the implicit approval of
the kadı. The aim of the fixing price policy was
to prevent the emergence of the mediators and to
achieve the arrival of the goods to the consumers
in the shortest way and at the best price.
Meeting the basic consumption needs of the people of the city and keeping the economic life in
the cities alive were important not only economically but also politically for the state. The guilds
under the control of the kadı played a great role
in the economic lives of the urbanites. Meeting
the basic needs of the palace, army and navy
were also important for the state. Kadıs provided
this by way of guilds. On the other hand, state
collected taxes from the guilds. Kadıs also provided to tax the production and commercial activities in the cities by way of guilds again. Yet via
the guilds, which were indispensable part of the
traditional order, state controlled the economy of
the cities from production to consumption and
the kadı was the executive chief of this policy.
Also saddler, ironmonger, blacksmith, cook,
grocer and many more artisans had to join the
expedition alternately and armed with the army
to meet the various needs of the soldiers in the
army. They were called as army artisan (orducu
or orducu esnaf). State addressed the comments
to kadı in the selection of the army artisan.
One of the most important duties of the kadı in
conducting the economic policy of the state was
to set a fixed price. Kadı had a broad authority
in this issue.
The main principle of the Ottoman State was for
its society to live in peace, welfare and justice.
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For this reason, the state followed an economic
policy which protected the producer and consumer against the prices and adopted an interventionist approach in price policy. State intervened
in each step of a good from its production to
consumption and via kadı controlled the market.
Interventionism appeared in defining the official
rate, in fixing price determined twice in a year and
purchase order practiced for the provisionalism
of the big cities. Even though some of the Islam
Ulama put forward an idea that the policy of fixing price was not in accordance with Islam, most
of them did not find fixing price contrary to Islam. In the Ottoman economy there were definite
factors affecting the price. These could be sorted
as financial necessities, the economic understanding and practice of the state, political and social
events, and, of course, disasters. One important
factor affecting the prices was the money volume
in the market. The abundance of gold and silver
coin in the market decreased the prices, in case
of contrast, prices were increased. The state tried
to control the money volume in the market with
revision of coins from time to time. But in the
time of coin decreasing the amount of silver within the akçe, which was the most used especially
in daily shopping, this affected the prices directly.
The fixing price policy practiced by the state was
one of the most important factors defining the
formation of the prices. The state tried to control
the prices with the fixing price policy because of
its provisionalist approach. Nevertheless in case
of the conditions when the good supply was not
sufficient, keeping the prices at a defined level
was impossible. On the contrary, an official price
of a good and a market price emerged or blackmarketeering began. In other respects, fixing price policy mostly applied to food items and clothes
and various usage materials which were the basic
needs of the people. In the goods, works of art,
fine jewelry business for luxury consumption, the
price occurred automatically.
One of the factors affecting the prices was the
practiced customs policy. The state took customs
duty in definite proportions from the imported
products. These taxes which were taken affected
the price of that product. In fact, because of the
provisionalist policies, to keep high the supply of
the goods in the market, the state followed a facilitator policy for the import and often allowed to
decrease the customs duty in import.
In this context, kadı had important roles in the
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implementation of the import and export policies
of the state. The state imposed an export ban on
products, primarily cereals assessed as the basic
needs of the people within, and such as sheep, leather, copper, iron, lead, cotton, cotton yarn, wool
and beeswax and thus tried not to experience trouble of any product in the market. In return, the
state put taxes implemented in the import as low
as possible and hence sought to provide abundance of product inside of the state. Kadı had the
duty to follow the products of which exports were
banned. On this issue through firman, the list of
prohibited goods was sent especially to the coast
kadıship and the district on the border of Iran.
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Mehmet Ali ÜNAL

Kadı Kalemşah
Mahallesi Mescidi /
Kadı Kalemşah
Quarter Mesjid
It was in Kadı Kalemşah quarter, which is known
as Gazialemşah in Konya today. The founder of the
sanctuary, which is estimated to have been built
in the late 13rd century, was the Kadı of Konya Ahi
İbn Kalemşah, whose name is seen in İbn Battuta.
When Konya was taken under the border of the
Ottomans it remained standing (1467).
Kadı Kalemşah Quarter Mesjid known as Gazialemşah in the public speech and still standing,
is not the original structure. In the foundation
records made by Mehmed II (1444-1446, 14511481) and Bayezid II (1481-1512) two houses’ places had been recorded as the foundation of this
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mesjid. It is understood from the mütevvelli appointments, that Limdeli Mehmed Ağa established foundation to have sections of the Qur’an read in this
mesjid in the mid-17th century.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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His works: Yeniçeri-Esnaf Relations: Solidarity and Conflict, Mc Gill University Unpublished
Masters Thesis, Montreal 1981; Kim Var İmiş Biz
Burada Yoğ İken Dört Osmanlı: Yeniçeri, Tüccar,
Derviş ve Hatun, Istanbul 2009; Between Two
Worlds: The Construction of the Ottoman State,
Universty of California Pres 1995; Turkish Translation: İki Cihan Aresinde-Osmanlı Devleti’nin
Kuruluşu, Istanbul 2012; Suleiman the Second
and His Time, edited with Halil Inalcik, Istanbul
1993; Self and Others: The Diary of a Dervish in
Seventeenth Century, Istanbul 2010.
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http://en.wikipedia.org, (Access: 30.01.2014).
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Kadı Kalemşah Zaviye
(see Ibn Kalemşah Dergâh)

Kadı Records
(see Şer’iye Records)

Kafadar, Cemal
(b. 1954)
Cemal Kafadar, who prepared the master thesis
entitled Yeniçeri-Esnaf Relations: Solidarity and
Conflict, was born in Istanbul. He completed his secondary education in a multi-cultural and language
environment. Kafadar, who was inclined to literature in these years, underlined in many interviews
that he wrotes poems and if he were not a historian,
he would be man of letters. Kafadar completed his
undergraduate education in Istanbul Robert College and made his master and post graduate studies
in Montreal Mc Gill University in Canada. He gave
lectures on Ottoman History in Princeton University
between 1985 and 1989. He has continued his studies in the Department of History in Harvard University since 1990. Kafadar, who worked as a department director between 1999 and 2004, was given
the position of “Vehbi Koç Profesörlük” academically.
Kafadar was the editor of the study entitled Historians of Ottoman Empire and was also a juryman
in Antalya Golden Orange Film Festival and won the
Presidential Culture and Arts Grand Award, which is
conferred every year.

Kağıtjı (Stationer)
Another artisan group with which the tanner artisans were in relation was stationers. Because, the
papers which were produced, were glued to have
a smooth and a durable face. Glue mixed for the
paper material in wood free obtained from animal
wastes. Glues obtained from goat and sheep wastes was light colored and very acceptable. In the
paper houses in Istanbul animal glue was used.
While leathers of sheep and goat were boiling in
water, a little alum was poured inside of the water
and glue was obtained.
For the paper which was produced in Kâğıthane-i
Âmire in Beykoz, giving sheep leather from the
determined price in time from Yedikule, Eyüp,
Kasımpaşa, Üsküdar and Tophane every year because of the regulations was law. It was stated that
to have a durable and undamaged paper to be produced in paper mills which were rebuilt at Hünkar
Pier in Beykoz, a liquid called record ferment was
needed and an essential part of this liquid was gained from the sheep leather.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BOA, C.İktisat, nr. l28; nr.1079; Mehmet Ali Kâğıtcı, Kâğıtçılık
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Türkiye’de Kâğıt, Ankara 1963, p. 41.
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Kahramanmaraş
Bakırcılar Çarşısı /
Coppersmiths Bazaar
It is in Kurtuluş quarter of Kahramanmaraş center, Dulkadirid county. In the area called Bakırcılar (Coppersmiths) Bazaar or Semerciler (Saddlers) Bazaar in the south of the Grand Bazaar it is
in a protected area. The structure does not have
a building inscription, however; as a result of the
material examination, even though it was pointed
to the time of Dulkadirids, it is thought to belong
to the early years of Ottoman hegemony. While
the shops were established firstly in the bazaar
that belonged to Grand Mosque Foundation, it
was then owned by people. The Bakırcılar Bazaar
in the south of the Grand Bazaar consists of the
shops placed in the north-south direction in an
area toward the east-west in a sloping area. Its
length is about 95.00 meters and width is about
5.00 meters. One of the factors making Bakırcılar
Bazaar important is that it includes a part called
“pray dome” inside of it. Pray dome is a tradition
which develops and continues by depending on
the Ahilik tradition. They are places where the bazaar artisans gather together before opening the
shops and pray for the fruitfulness of the day, ridding the place of evil and for the goodness. Then
this place continues its functionality as just a gathering place.
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and on the top of the bedesten, rough ashlar facing and rubble stone are used. Bedesten, which
was built on a sloping land, was built as shopped
from outside and sizeable square plan from inside. The indoor of the building is accessed through four arched doors from the mid point of the
fronts. The bedesten, of which the main door is
in the north, is descended with four steps down
from the level of the ground. Bedesten is covered with nine groined vaults carried by pointed
arches. The building, which was built adjacent
to the Grand Bazaar, has four doors opening to
four sides. Bedesten, which comes to the present
day with several reparations, has protected its
originality to a great extent. The structure was
called by the name Bedesten until 1941, then as
Bonmarşe when it became private property.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Kahramanmaraş
Bedesten
48

Parallel to the development of socio-economic
structure after the inclusion of Maraş into the
lands of the Ottoman Empire as of 1522, it was
built in the north of the Grand Bazaar and became an important commercial center. In the wall

Kahramanmaraş
Demirciler Çarşısı /
Blacksmiths Bazaar
It is in protected areas in Kurtuluş quarter of
Kahramanmaraş center, Dulkadiroğlu county.
Blacksmiths Bazaar consists of the shops keeping on in the direction of the east beginning
from the southern point. In the original while the
bazaar included Old Maraş Bedesten in the west
point and Tuz Han in the south, today both of
them have been destroyed. Instead of Tuz Han,
Döngel site and instead of Bedesten, Butchers
Bazaar has been built. The bazaar, which lost
its originality to a large extent, is a 16th century
building. Some of the buildings in the east-west
direction protect their top cover which is barrel
vaulted. In the place including Çarşıbaşı Mosque
within itself today and called Çarşıbaşı, the craft
of ironworking is still performed.
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Kahramanmaraş
Mazman Çarşısı /
Rug Weavers Bazaar
It is in urban protected areas in Kurtuluş quarter
of Kahramanmaraş center, Dulkadiroğlu county.
The structure, which has no building inscription,
is thought to be dated to the 16th century as a
result of the examinations. It is in the east of the
Grand Bazaar, in the north of Taş Han and in
the west of the Maraş Bazaar. The name of the
bazaar where weaving is done from goat hair; in
other words big gunny bag (haral), feedbag, Rug
Weaving for colons and tents for nomads; these
products are sold called Mazmanlar (Rug Weavers) Bazaar. The shops lie in the east-west direction. In the studies it is found that the only
bazaar organized in the occupation of mazmanlık is in Kahramanmaraş. Another bazaar which
is active in Kahramanmaraş is Kazzazlar (Silk
Sellers) Bazaar. As in many cities, in Maraş too,
because of the importance given to silk, by founding this bazaar it is called as Kazzazlar Bazaar.
These bazaars, which have been overtaken by
the development of time, are called Kuyumcular
(Goldsmiths) Bazaar today.
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Kahramanmaraş
Saraçhanesi / Saddlery
It is in protected areas in Kurtuluş quarter of
Kahramanmaraş center, Dulkadiroğlu County.
It consists of the shops gathered around it and
under the Mosque of Saraçhane. There is no
building inscription on the bazaar. But as is understood from the sources and comparisons, it
has been determined that the mosque was built by Hacı Abdullah Bey from Beyazıtoğulları in
the late 16th century. The bazaar (Sûk-i Maraş)
is in the west of the Belediye (Municipality) Bazaar and in the north of the bedesten. With its
current situation the top of the shops is covered
with barrel and groined vaults. The reason for it
being called Saraçhane Bazaar is the production
and selling of animal harnesses made from thick
leather and normal leather made from stout leather there. As is known, the ones who are occupied with this work are called saraç (saddler), and
the shops where the materials are sold are called
saraçhane (saddlery). The “Saraçhane Mosque”
built fevkani (above) the market.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Kahveji /
Keeper of a Coffeehouse
Coffee has been drunk both in houses and in
coffee houses since the 16th century. It became
popular in the early 18th century. Coffee delight
was a newness that came from Yemen, a popular place with its coffee in the Middle Ages, to
Mecca and then to Egypt with the pilgrims. While
this drink was not known in Europe toward the
late 16th century, it was drunk even in the remote
villages of Anatolia. Toward the late 16th century
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and more often in the 17th century, the name of
the tax called tahmis-i kahve and taken from the
selling of coffee, was among the taxes paid in the
bazaars of big cities. The consumption of coffee
was often banned by the sultan Murad IV because of the fires that occurred often in Istanbul and
the effects of Kadızade, so coffee houses had to
be closed down. Then many firmans were sent
related with banning the smoking and the planting of tobacco in countries and towns. But these
bans were not very effective outside of Istanbul.
The artisans who roasted and grinded coffee beans were called tahmisçi. Coffee makers bought
coffees from tahmisçi. The shops of the tahmisçi
were generally in the Tahmisçiler Bazaar which
was named after them.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Suraiya Faroqhi, Osmanlı Kültürü ve Gündelik Yaşam Ortaçağdan
Yirminci Yüzyıla, (translated by Elif Kılıç), Istanbul 1998, pp. 236,
237, 240; Taha Toros, Kahvenin Öyküsü, Istanbul 1998, p. 6; Ralph
S. Hattox, Kahve ve Kahvehaneler Bir Toplumsal İçeceğin
Yakındoğu’daki Kökeni, Istanbul 1998, p.10; İdris Bostan, “Kahve”,
DIA, XXIV, p. 205; M. Murat Öntuğ, XVII. Yüzyılın İlk Yarısında
Balıkesir Şehrinin Fiziki, Demografik ve Sosyo-Ekonomik Yapısı,
SU Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished Doctoral Thesis, Konya
2003, pp. 248, 249; Tuncer Baykara, Osmanlı Taşra Teşkilatında
XVIII. Yüzyılda Görev ve Görevliler (Anadolu), Ankara 1990.

M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

Kâhyalar Kurulu /
Bailiffs Committee
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Kahyalar Committee, known also as Great Committee, consists of notables of 24 artisans. The
duty of chief of Kahya was to control the behaviors
of the mütevelli (trustee), their general conditions
and whether guilds were gathered or not and to
listen to the complaints about the mütevelli. Kahyalar Committee settled the disagreements which
occurred among the artisans and which could not
be solved by mütevelli without appealing to government and the intervention of the government.
He implemented the punishments given by the guilds and approved by the Kahyalar Committee and
brought to the attention of the government and
the notables of the country the issues related with
the artisans, and gave information on the order
and decisions of the government to the artisans.
In return for this, he relayed the offer and wishes
of the committee to the administrative authority.
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Bekir ŞAHİN

Kala, Ahmet
(b. 1961)
Ahmet Kala, who has many works on the artisans
of the Ottoman period, is originally from a Rize
Kalkandere Dizdaroğlu family. He was born in
Sakarya. After his primary, secondary and high
school education, he went to the Faculty of Economics in Istanbul University and graduated in
1983. He completed his master’s degree in the
Economic History field in 1985 and his doctorate
in 1988 in the same university. He got the titles of
Assistant Professor in 1989, Associate Professor
in 1990 and Professor in 2002. Ahmet Kala, who
has carried out the Istanbul University Turkish
History of Economics and Sociology Research
Center Directorate since 2002, and the head of
the department of Istanbul University Social Sciences Institute Istanbul Research since 2006,
the head of the Economic History of Economics
department in the Faculty of Economics since
2010 and was the head of the Economic History
of English Economics department in the Faculty
of Economics between 2011-2014, is known especially with his studies and publications on the
Ottoman artisans and economic history. In this
context, Kala wrote six important works apart
from the articles published in many scientific
journals and presented them to the world of science.
Besides these scientific researches¸ Ahmet Kala
took part in important projects. Within this context, he put his signature to important works and
publications as the project coordinator, editor
and the member of editorial board in Istanbul
Research Center of Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality where he is the founding president.
Some of these studies were published in Istanbul
Ahkam Defterleri series which is one of the important resources on Ottoman economic history.
Judgments records in this series that belong to
the 18th century are about both the artisan and
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social history of Istanbul and commerce, agriculture, foundation and finance. Apart from this,
many works were jointly brought in the world of
science within the scope of project in sub titles
including the main issues on economics, social,
cultural, health, geography and administrative
of Istanbul in the Ottoman and Republican periods. Another part of the project studies consists
of joint publication under the name of Istanbul
Water Oeuvre. These publications, consisting of
34 volumes about the Istanbul walls, were kept
by Istanbul Su Nazırı (Water Minister) and Su
Nezareti (Water Ministry) since 1453 and include
water books containing 500 year-information.
In addition to these projects, Ahmet Kala took
part in many different projects such as Ottoman
and Turkish World Documentary, Süleymaniye Project, Istanbul 2010 European Capital of
Culture (AKB) Project, Transferring Translated
Foundation Documents into Computer (VAYS)
maintains his studies on Ottoman economic and
social history.
His works: İstanbul Esnaf Tarihi Tahlilleri
İstanbul Esnaf Birlikleri ve Nizamları 1, Istanbul 1998; From Distinctive Signs to the Trademarks, Ankara 2006; Türk Sınai Mülkiyet Hakları Tarihi, Ankara 2007; Osmanlıdan Bugüne
İstanbul’un Şifalı Kaynak Suları, Istanbul 2011;
Debbağlıktan Dericiliğe İstanbul Merkezli Deri
Sektörünün Doğuşu ve Gelişimi, Istanbul 2012;
İstanbul’un Kaybolan Kültür Varlıkları Suriçi
Fatih Camileri ve Mescitler-1, Istanbul 2014.
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Within the Kalemi Zaviye, apart from the mother of Mevlana Mümine Hatun Tomb there are
Mader-i Mevlana Mosque called by her name,
semahane of the Mevlevihane, a medrese and a
grave. The oldest unit of Karaman Mevlevihane
was Mader-i Mevlana Tomb and was built for
Mevlana’s mother Mümine Hatun and his brother Muhammed Alaeddin Çelebi in 1224. Here
there are graves of some people from the Karamanids. According to the record of Şikari, Alaeddin Bey and Süleyman Şah from the Karamanids
were buried here. Kalemi Zaviye was in ruin until
1530. For this, foundation incomes were registered to Piri Halife Mosque. Considering that it
was used later, it was probably repaired after the
16th century. Mader-i Mevlana Tomb within this
structure was repaired many times in the Ottoman period.
Although Kalemi Zaviye was built by Kalemi
oğlu Ahi Muhammed Bey, in order to meet the
needs here various persons, mainly Karamoğlu
Alaeddin Bey, established foundations. Karamanoğlu Alaeddin Bey Vakfiye was the oldest dated.
Apart from this, in the Ottoman period records
there is information that Karamoğlu Süleyman
Bey established foundation for this zaviye, too.

İlhan ŞAHİN

Kalemi Zaviye
Mevlevi Tekke, Karaman Mevlevihane and Aktekke Mosque is known as Mader-i Mevlâna
Tekke as it was built for the mother of Mevlana
Mümine Hatun next to his tomb. It was built by
Kalemioğlu Ahi Muhammed Bey between 13121319. Then, Karamanoğlu Mirza Halil Bey’s son
Alaeddin Bey made additions to this zaviye. In
this case the real founder of the aforementioned
structure is understood to be Kalemioğlu Ahi
Muhammed Bey.

Kalemi Zaviye –lodge- / Mader-i Mevlana Mosque
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A detail of the dome of Mader-i Mevlana

Document on chronologically determined second
foundation institution is Kadı (Muslim Judge) of
Lârende, Mevlâna Seyyid Mehmed Efendi Vakfiye
(endowment). Another vakfiye belonged to cash
foundation and was recorded with name of Hassa Ahır Hazinesi Kâtibi (Imperial Stable Treasure
Clerk) Seyyid Mehmed Efendi Vakfiye.
Foundation immovable property of Kalemi Zaviye
consisted of the following in the 15th century: Selerek village connected to Larende, vineyards around Subaşı Grain mill, meadows and various land
pieces and shop places between Sultan Hamam
(Bathhouse) and Tahıl Bazaar.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fatih Devrinde Karaman Eyaleti Vakıfları Fihristi, (prep. Feridun
Nâfiz Uzluk), Ankara 1958, pp. 31-32; Fahri Coşkun, 888/1483
Tarihli Karaman Eyaleti Vakıf Tahrir Defteri, IU Sosyal Bilimler
Enstitüsü Türk İktisat Tarihi Anabilim Dalı Unpublished Masters
Thesisi, Istanbul 1996, pp. 83-84; 387 Numaralı Muhâsebe-i
Vilâyet-i Karaman ve Rûm Defteri (937/1530), Tıpkı Basım, I, Ankara 1996, p. 109, 120; Karaman Vilâyeti Vakıfları, (prep. Seyit Ali
Kahraman), Kayseri 2009, p. 143; Yusuf Küçükdağ, “Valide Sultan
Tekkesi/Karaman Mevlevihanesi Vakıfları ile Vakfiyeleri ve Karaman
Turizminin Geliştirilmesi İçin Önemi”, Karaman Ulusal Kültür ve
İnanç Turizmi Sempozyumu, 23-24-25 Mart 2012. Hz. Mevlana’dan
Yunus Emre’ye Evrensel Sevgi ve Kültürlerin Kardeşliği Projesi,
Karaman Ticaret ve Sanayi Odası, Karaman 2012, pp. 183-188.

Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ
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Architecture: The structure forming the
mosque-semahane-tomb today carries the 16th
century Ottoman architecture features. The inscription that belonged to the Karamanids is on
today’s existing Ottoman structure’s main door.
From Hatt-ı Hümayun (Imperial Decree) related
to restoration made here in 1817-1820, it is understood that besides tomb-mesjid-semahane of
the structure, it was a complex that consisted of
nine dervish cells, open space room, shaikh house, kitchen, storeroom, coffee house, stable, hay-

The door of Kalemi Zaviye -lodge-

loft, Süleyman Bey Hamam and a forty-three room
inn. From this complex, today mesjid-semahane
placed around by a yard and a structure including
central domed and three part narthex consisting
of tomb and seven dervish cells in the north, burial area in the south and west have remained.
From the burial area around the mosque today
the part in the west and the south has remained.
Here besides the Mevlevi coined grave stones, there are several turban types and grave stones with
fez. The structure is rather stable and used as
mosque-tomb today.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Halil Ethem, “Karamanoğulları Hakkında Vesâk-i Mahkûke”, TOEM,
vol. 11 (1327), p. 709; Ernst Diez-Oktay Aslanapa-M. Mesut Koman,
Karaman Devri Sanatı, Istanbul 1950, pp. 44-45; Yılmaz Önge,
“Mader-i Mevlânâ Camii”, Selamet Dergisi, vol. 111 (1962), pp.
10-11; İbrahim Hakkı Konyalı, Abideleri ve Kitabeleri ile Karaman
Tarihi, Ermenek ve Mut Abideleri, Istanbul 1967, pp. 229-254;
Kerim Türkmen, Karamanoğlu Devri Kitabeleri, SU Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Yayımlanmamış Doktora Tezi, Konya 1989, pp. 99-100;
Hasan Özönder, “Karaman (Larende) Mevlevîhanesi”, Osmanlı
Araştırmaları, vol. 14 (l994), pp. 143-152; Mustafa Denktaş,
“Karaman’daki Klasik Devir Osmanlı Camileri”, VD, vol. 25 (1995),
pp. 130-133; Barihuda Tanrıkorur, “Karaman Mevlevîhânesi”, DIA,
XXIV, Istanbul 2001, pp. 447-448; Osman Nuri Dülgerler,
Karamanoğulları Dönemi Mimarisi, Ankara 2006, pp. 86-87.
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Kalemşah Medrese
It was in Gazialemşah neighborhood in Konya. Zaviye and mesjid are estimated to have been built together by Konya kadı named İbn Kalemşah known
as Ahi towards the end of 13th century. The name
of Kalemşah Medrese or any foundation of it could not be found out until the time of Süleyman the
Lawgiver. In the book of 1530 Karaman province
foundation, the destroyed foundations of Müstevi
Celaleddin Hankah were connected to Kalemşah
Medrese. In another book thought to be 1530,
firstly Kalemşah Medrese foundations and then
Müstevi Celaleddin Hankah foundations assigned
to this medrese were recorded. This case indicates that Kalemşah Medrese was created within the
İbn Kalemşah Dergah and Mesjid in the early 16th
century. The domed medrese made from stone was
destroyed in the 1930s.
The foundations of Kalemşah Medrese in the 16th
century were Karpuzlu Dinek village connected to
Konya, Karun arable land in Konya, eight pieces of
garden, 17 shops in the center of Konya, Karkın
arable land, Karaaslan village, Sudirhemi township, lands around Meram and Meydan and a grain
mill place in Meram.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
387 Numaralı Muhâsebe-i Vilâyet-i Karaman ve Rûm Defteri
(937/1530), I,Ankara 1996, p. 33; Karaman Vilâyeti Vakıfları, (prepared
by Seyit Ali Kahraman), Kayseri 2009, p. 38; İbrahim Hakkı Konyalı,
Âbideleri ve Kitabeleri ile Konya Tarihi, Konya 1964, pp. 361, 844845; Mehmet Önder, Mevlâna Şehri Konya, Ankara 1971, p. 154;
Caner Arabacı, Osmanlı Dönemi Konya Medreseleri (1900-1924),
Konya 1996, pp. 162-163.

Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Kalfa / Assistant Master
It is a status between apprenticeship and mastership. When apprentices had the information to raise the level of assistant master after completing
the time of apprenticeship, they got the status of
assistant master with a successful exam with the
help of their master and master builder. In order to
rise from assistant master to master, they needed
to work at least three years. Assistant master who
had not received any complaints about them within
three years, completed the works in detail, became
meticulous on especially rising apprentices, got on
well with other assistant master, behaved kindly
towards the costumers, could manage a shop and
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were risen to the mastership with a special ceremony. When they could not get the required money
to set up a business in due course, this time could mostly be extended. Sometimes their masters,
notables of the community, primarily yiğitbaşılar
(head of braves) helped the assistant master in
this situation, and thus supported them to get the
degree of mastership.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Refik Soykut, İnsanlık Bilimi Ahilik, Ankara 1971, pp. 33-34; Sabahattin Güllülü, Ahi Birlikleri, Istanbul 1977, p. 131; Nâsırî, “Fütüvetnâme”, (translated by Abdülbaki Gölpınarlı), IUIFM, vol. 2 (1950),
pp. 223-225; Burgazî, “Fütüvetnâme”, (translated by Abdülbaki
Gölpınarlı), IUIFM, XV/1-4(1954), p. 124; Muallim Cevdet, “Ahilerde Ocak Teşkilâtı”, Büyük Mecmua, vol. VIII, p. 122; Mübahat
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Mehmet Ali HACIGÖKMEN

Kaliçeji / Carpet Maker
In several sources, “kali” (diminutive version: kaliçe) forming the original word of carpet, kali (a
kind of precious carpet; rug, prayer rug) which is
both kali in Persian dictionary and has the same
meaning in that language is Turkish and derived
from Turkish to Persian. In the Ottoman period,
kaliçelik, in other words, carpet business, was a
rather important sector and Europe had an intense interest in that sector.
The Ottoman State put some methods and rules to
be fast color and have quality and enduring weavings such as fabric, kaliçe and carpet etc. and to
make the cloth batches in a definite arşın (Turkish
yard). Artisan shaikh and kethüda (chamberlain),
in other words, the artisan committee had the responsibility of having good and stable and an exact
batch of them. Weaving loom and fabric machine
in the state were always controlled. Whoever had
it, permission was certainly required from the administration for the goods to be taken out of the
country. All goods were sold from the narh (officially fixed price) determined by the government.
The weavings to be sent to the foreign countries
were controlled to ensure whether they were stable, had stable colors and were according to the measurements in detail and they were marked with
miri (state, imperial) stamp and thus the protection of their demand in foreign countries was shown
great care. Some precautions were taken by the
state to develop the carpet business and raise the
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standards and quality. Even the design of the weaving was interfered and effort was exerted to catch
the quality and aesthetic in the production as much
as possible. The weavings which were produced on
order basis were made according to the samples too.
Material was carefully chosen in the weavings for the
needs of military and production according to the
fashion was supported in the weaving production in
the country, bad and unqualified dyeing in the dyeing
plants was forbidden and orders were declared in
order not to decrease the quality of weaved carpets.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ahmet Aytaç, Geleneksel Türk El Dokumacılığı Sanatı, Konya 1999;
the same author, “Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi’ndeki Bazı Fonlar ve El
Dokumacılığı ile Alakalı Belgelere Dair”, Turansam Dergisi, V/17, Kars
2013, pp. 1-10; Ahmet Aytaç, “Osmanlı Dönemi Dokuma Çeşitliliği”,
Vizyon Dergisi, vol. 20, Konya 2012, pp. 110-111.

Ahmet AYTAÇ

Kallimci, Hasan
(b. 1949)
He is the writer of Denizli’de Ahilik. He was born
in Sarayköy county located in Denizli. He had his
primary and secondary education in Sarayköy and
went to teaching school in Nazilli. He began school
teaching in 1967. He left his job in 1976 and became the editor-in-chief in a daily newspaper named
Hizmet in Denizli. He returned to school teaching in
1977. Meantime, he completed his associate degree
program in Anadolu University. In the fifth year of
his profession he worked as deputy principal in Denizli Public Training Center. He retired in February
1994.
Following his retirement he dedicated all his time to
writing children’s literature and stories. During this
time, he published works on several issues in various newspapers and journals. He won prizes with
his works in the genre of theatre and novel. He made
folkloric compilations and researches. Kalimci, who
still writes in local newspaper and sites in Denizli,
has around 60 books.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Kantarcı, Zeynep
(b. 1981)
Zeynep Kantarcı, who prepared the master’s thesis named İş Etiği ve Ahilik, was born in Trabzon. After she completed her primary, secondary
and high school education in Trabzon, she began
her undergraduate education at the department of
Philosophy in the Faculty of Science and Letters in
Atatürk University in 1999. She graduated from
the department of Philosophy in 2003 and began
to take master’s degree in the field of Philosophy
History in the Institute of Social Sciences in Atatürk University in the same year. She completed her
master’s degree in 2007. Kantarcı, who began her
doctorate in the field of Systematic Philosophy and
Reason in the Institute of Social Sciences in Atatürk University in 2009, continued her thesis study
titled Nietzsche Felsefesinde Ahlak, Din ve Felsefe
Eleştirisi. She still works as a research assistant at
the department of Philosophy in the Faculty of Science and Letters in Muş Alpaslan University.

Baykal BİÇER

Kapan / Trap, Snare
Kapan means seizure, grasp, forcible confiscation,
trap, arbour, clamp, weighbridge, libra and scales
in the dictionary. The word meaning scales, weighbridge came to Arabic in “kabban” from Persian
from the word of “campana” in Latino is accepted
to pass to Turkish as “kapan”. The one who used
weighbridge in Egypt was called as “kabbani” and
the institution which watched over the buying and
selling agreement was called as “Divanü’l-kabbânî”.
There were wide inn shaped selling houses that belonged to the city where the traders dealt with their works in big cities, exposed their goods for sale
and their stores were placed in Europe. There were
weighbridges called as “city weighbridge” which could be used by all traders in important commercial
centers. The traders dealing with the sea trade built
big stores.
The word of kapan in the commercial and economic life of the Ottoman Empire was the place where
the commercial stocks and goods were weighed,
the prices were formed and the wholesale was
made. Kapan was one of the important institutions
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of the economy in terms of subsistence and taxation in this field. Kapans played important roles in
providing subsistence of Istanbul which was a city
always taking goods from outside especially in the
appearance of “giant city-metropolis” or “mide kent
(stomach city)”. The traders who brought all kinds
of supplies and provisions to kapans were called
as “kapan hacıları or traders”. The attendants who
were appointed by the kadı and controlled the goods that reached the kapan and watched over their weighing and distribution were called “kapan
chamberlain, confident, dignitaries or regnant”.
The one who kept the records required for the control, weighing and distribution of the goods by the
kapan regnant together with the artisan representatives was called “kapan clerk”.
The concept of kapan was used to name places
such as Un Kapanı, Yağ Kapanı etc. with the name
of a material as flour, oil, honey etc. in the Ottoman
Empire where the goods were weighed, and it was
the place similar to stock market where the aforementioned goods were sold wholesale. In order to
meet the expenses of the foundation institutions
such as mosque, medrese, imaret built in the establishment period of the Ottoman State, Kapans
were built next to them. One of the best known
of them was Kapan Han in the west of Emir Han
and Grand Mosque in Bursa in the time of Orhan
Bey. The most famous kapan was Un Kapanı built
in the time of Mehmed II. Besides there were places similar to kapan inn in the Anatolian Seljukid
State, their emergence with all their characteristic
features was in the time of Sultan Mehmed II. In
the practice of kapan beginning after Mehmed II
the purchase of the provisions and other important
food items was done by the hand of the state. Upon
having difficulty in providing the provision and other items because of famine, disasters and war, in
the time of Selim III, some of the provisions were
met by the government and some by the traders.
This development meaning that the state played a
role in the getting the subsistence directly was ended by the establishment of Zahire Nezareti (Provisions Ministry), which had separate cadres and
treasures on 25 October 1793. This ministry both
helped the traders to find plenty and cheap goods
where they were going and to carry these to Istanbul and purchase in the name of the government
directly and stocked the subsistence they obtained.
The production made in township (kaza), being
a basic administrative unit in the Ottoman State,
was consumed there firstly. For this reason, it was
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forbidden to get cereals and other items out of the
kaza and the trade was made within the kaza. The
items outside the needs of the kaza could be the
subject of trade. But here the priority belonged to
the big cities such as Istanbul, Edirne, Mecca and
Medine in normal situations. In this case if there
were good and production surplus and, within the
knowledge of Kapan Regent who knew the need of
Istanbul from the relevant attendants, then this excess could be delivered to the kapan ships by the
kapan traders who obtained permission from the
state.
The system founded to operate the flour kapan was
as follows each production center was connected
to a pier and how many provisions were sold by
the traders of the kapan from which kaza were determined conjecturally. Cereals brought to the flour
kapan from various places were divided into their
types and they were recorded into kapan books.
After the prices of the cereals which could not be
gotten out of the kapan without permission of kapan regent were determined in front of the artisan
representatives such as kethüda (chamberlain) and
yiğitbaşı (head of braves) under the control of the
kapan regent, they were delivered to the relevant artisans. For the traders of oil and honey kapan there
was a commitment system. The amount of the committed oil and honey and who would supply from
where and how much was determined. The traders
did not interfere in their regions. All kapan traders
had a ferman (edict) and tezkire in their hands.
This ferman and tezkire were sent to the related
voivode of the regions. The kapan traders bought
the goods from the market places or piers and paid
the money to the producers in cash.
To submit the goods of the kapan traders according
to the required conditions, they needed to show a
guarantor. Mainly the kadı in the related places and
other attendants needed to watch over this guarantor. For this reason, permission letters of the free
traders (who did not have permanent ferman or
tezkire) who took permission apart from this guarantee were taken from their hands after the goods
were delivered. The goods were sent to Istanbul by
means of renting ships in the places where the goods were bought in the buying and selling with the
state’s own capital. Customs confident in the relevant places arranged the rent contract and the rents
were paid to Hazine-i Amire (Finance Ministry).
In order to prevent tax evasion and collect the tax
in buying-selling in the lump in some way since
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the past, the Ottoman State made their control
and observance in buying-selling. The state made
buying-selling goods in lump in definite places
(kapan, libra, pier, inn, market places etc.) to
provide this and as tax collection officers were
standing ready in these places, when buying-selling was done, the tax was collected immediately
and eda tezkire (proof of payment) was given for
the tax paid.
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rin Anahtarları, Istanbul 2001; Ali el-Vâsıtî,
Hülasatü’l-İksir, Ankara 2001; Ahmed el-Lârî,
Cilâü’s-Sadâ, Ankara 2004; Ahi Evran Kitap
Yazdı mı?, Adana 2011.

M. Murat ÖNTUĞ
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Akdağ, Türkiye’nin İktisadi ve İçtimai Tarihi (1453-1559), II, Istanbul 1974, p. 222; Robert Mantran, 17. Yüzyılın İkinci Yarısında
İstanbul, I, (translated by M. Ali Kılıçbay-Enver Özcan), Ankara
1986, p. 173; Salih Aynural, “Kapan”, DIA, XXIV, Istanbul 2001,
p. 338; Seven Ağır, “Osmanlı’da İaşecilik ve Fiyat Politikaları”,
Osmanlılar, II, Ankara 2010, pp. 111-112, 117; Tevfik Güran,
“İstanbul’un İaşesinde Devletin Rolü”, İ.Ü.İ.F.M. 50. Yıl Armağanı,
XLIV/1-4 (1986), pp. 247-249.

Abdulkadir BULUŞ

Kaplan, Hayri
(b. 1965)
He is the writer of Ahi Evran Kitap Yazdı mı?. He
was born in Çankaya in Ankara. He completed
his primary education in Sokullu Mehmet Paşa in
Ankara and secondary education in Ankara city
center Religious Vocational High School (1984).
He had his undergraduate education in the Faculty of Theology in Ankara University. Then he
took his master’s degree in the Institute of Social
Science in the same university (1995), then had
his doctorate named Fahruddîn er-Râzî Düşüncesinde Ruh ve Ahlak (2001). After he worked as
teacher in secondary school for a while, he joined
the Faculty of Theoology in Çukurova University
in 1999. He became associate professor in the
same university in 2012.
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His works: Ebu Bekr el-Ayderus, en-Necmü’sSâî, Ankara 1996; İzzüddin Ahmed el-Fârusî,
İrşâdü’l-Müslimîn, Ankara 1999; İzzüddîn
el-Makdisî, Sırların Çözümü ve Hazinele-

Karagüllü, Mustafa
(b. 1 October 1928)
Mustafa Karagüllü known by the title of “Ahi
Baba” was born in Medrese quarter in Kırşehir.
His father is Sıddık and his mother is Sariye Hanım. He had his primary education in Namık Kemal Primary School. He went to Kale Secondary
School for his secondary education. But because
of his interest in art, he left from the school when
he passed to second class; he began to continue
in the newly opened School of Art (1942). After
he had education at this school for three years,
he served in the military as clerk at both sergeant
and regiment court in İzmit-Darıca Naval Gunfire Regiment between 1948-50. When he returned from military, he destroyed the inn and hotel
which were inherited from his father, he built a
one-story 40-shop structure with a pool in the
middle (1952). This place, which has been rebuilt, is known by the name “City Bazaar”. It is
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understood that there is influence of philosophy
and principals of Ahilik on building the bazaar
including various professional groups. Karagüllü
who has an office with three rooms discusses all
economic and social problems of Kırşehir here
and takes advices of many experts of various
subjects. Then Karagüllü began the work of landscaping and opening perimeter of the Ahi EvranVeli tomb in the 1960s to make the cultural activities related with Ahilik more meaningful and
extensive. Meanwhile, he got in intimate connection with some scientist in Ankara and started to
organize the introductory meetings for Turkish
elders in Kırşehir. As a result of these meetings,
Ahilik began to come into much more prominence and he conducted scientific meetings related
with Ahilik. Then these meetings began to be celebrated for three days under the name of “Ahiism and Tradesman Festival” and in this context
the establishments of the artisans began to show
attention to the ceremonies in Turkey. Then he
played a pioneering role in the works organized
to raise Ahilik from local to universality in 1986.
In the support and charge of the Ministries on a
regulations which was enacted as a result of this,
Ahilik began to be celebrated at a more universal
level in all cities, and mainly Kırşehir.
Today Mustafa Karagüllü, who is a living history
of the Ahilik culture and known with the title of
“Ahi Baba” in the eyes of the society rightfully has
gained the admiration of many institutions because of his services and won prizes. He still gives
lectures to keep and maintain Ahilik culture and
transfers his experiences and knowledge to the
young generation.
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Karaman Müzesi
451 Numarada Kayıtlı
Anonim Fütüvvetnâme
Üzerinde Bir İnceleme /
An Investigation about
the Anonymous
Fütüvvetnâme which is
recorded with the Number
of 451 in Karaman Museum
It is a masters thesis prepared by Remzi Elver in
the field of Islamic History at the department of
Islamic History and Arts in the Institute of Social
Sciences at Selçuk University in 1997 under the
supervision of İsmet Kayaoğlu (recorded in institute 892 inventory stock, at Selçuk University
Centeral Library, 2483 / 297-K37-1997 nr.)
The thesis, prepared on an anonymous Fütüvvetname recorded at nr. 451 at Karaman Museum,
consists of three chapters. In the first chapter,
general information on fütüvvetname is given. In
the second chapter the full text of the fütüvvetname recorded at nr. 451 at Karaman Museum with
transcript is presented. In the third chapter a general evaluation on the fütüvvetname is made. As
understood from this, fütüvvetname was written
in 1118 (1706). Fütüvvetname which was written
for Şeyh Mahmud b. Şeyh Kemal is understood
to have been written by someone named Hasan
Sadık er Resmi.

Aziz AYVA

İlhan ŞAHİN

Karamanoğlu
Alâeddin Bey Vakfiye

Karaman Mevlevihane
(see Kalemi Zaviye)

It was arranged for the properties endowed to
Kalemi Zaviye built by Kalemioğlu Ahi Muhammed Bey next to Karamanid Halil Bey’s Alâeddin
Bey, Mader-i Mevlâna Tomb. The date of arrangement and record was 769/1367. It was originally
recorded in Konya Yusuf Ağa Library, nr. 10389.
Arabic vakfiye -deed- was written in 47 lines
by a calligrapher on white paper added to each
other. The paper‘s length is 2.75 and width is
0.27 cm and one-piece fabric was attached on
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its back. The first four lines of the main part
belonged to the vakfiye, with the approval and
register records placed at the top. All the village
of Selerek in Bozkuş Farm where the shares of,
aside from the endower Alaeddin Bey, his brother Hızır Bey Çelebi and his other brother who
was not alive during the arrangement of the vakfiye İshak Bey’s heir sons Gıyaseddin Efendi and
Emirşah Çelebi took place was endowed to the
zaviye. Gained income would be spent firstly for
the reconstruction of the village and one tenth
of the remaining income would be given to the
shaikh and mütevvelli who worked in the zaviye
and the income that remained from this would be
spent for the passersby who visited the zaviye.
Showing Nureddinoğlu Ahi Yusufoğlu Ahi Ali of
Larende among the witnesses at the end of the
vakfiye and the founder building the Kalemi Zaviye has an importance in regards of indicating
the relation of the foundation to Ahilik.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
İbrahim Hakkı Konyalı, Âbideleri ve Kitâbeleri ile Karaman
Tarihi, Ermenek ve Mut Âbideleri, Istanbul 1967, pp. 252-254; the
same author, “Bir Hüccet İki Vakfiye”, VD, vol. 7 (1965), pp. 103105.

Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Karapınar
Sultan Selim Külliye Arasta
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Bazaar called arasta was built especially near
the mosque, around the kulliye (social complex)
forming the core of the newly established cities
or districts in the Ottoman State. In this regard,
before starting the building of the Sultan Selim
külliye built for Selim II’s (1566-1574) donation
foundation in Konya-Karapinar, its arasta was
thought and the base of many shops was laid
together with other units. In order to reveal the
bases of this arasta which does not exist today,
excavation was made in this kulliye between
1990-1992 and a trace of an arasta was found.
Arastas were generally covered by vault or a cover on top, and a band of shops lined both sides
of the street. By looking at the traces of the shops
in the excavation, the place of the arasta and the
shape were shown. Accordingly, the shops were
lined on both sides of the street in a way of con-
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between 1993-1996 and thus its old function was
regained. Henceforth maintenance of the arasta
was continued; however lead sheathing top cover
was ruined after a short time. Today it is again in
need of restoration.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Konya Vakıflar Bölge Müdürlüğü Sanat Eserleri ve Yapı İşleri Şube
Müdürlüğü Karapınar Selimiye Külliyesi 2005 Yılı Onarım Dosyası,
no .1, 2; Karapınar Selimiye Külliyesi 1900-2000 Yılı Onarım Dosyası,
nr. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Yusuf Küçükdağ, Karapınar Sultan Selim Külliyesi,
Konya 1997, pp. 69-72, 134-135.

Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ
The Arasta –bazaar - of Karapınar Sultan Selim Külliye –Complex-

sisting a small arasta and their tops were covered
by a leaded covered vault. Because of the reason
that arasta was a structure which brought an income to the foundation, its maintenance was given extra importance. In order to keep the shops
usable perpetually, a master named “mîmâr-ı
ârâsta (arasta architect)” was appointed here.
These masters were interested in the maintenance of the foundation shops on a small scale. But
when an essential maintenance became a matter, kulliye were handled together with the other
units as a whole and repaired under the architect
headship that came from Istanbul. Yet the shops
together with other structures were subjected to
a serious repair in 1260 (1844). This work of repair was firstly given to Torunoğlu Ahmed and
then to Mehmed Efendi, as the aforementioned
person was involved in corruption.
Although the arasta was repaired from time to
time, kulliye like its other structure became useless because of disrepair and the shops were isolated. Yet not seeing the shops among the works
that remained standing in Salname of Konya dated 1332 (1904) shows that they were destroyed
before 1904. The place of the part of the Arasta was used as Vehicle Park and bazaar place
of Karapınar in a day of the week until 1990. In
this case Arasta Street had a feature of being a
commercial center of Karapınar in the past. After
arasta was destroyed, this tradition continued
by setting up an open market. When the traces
of the arasta in Karapınar Sultan Selim Külliyesi were revealed during the excavation made by
Selçuk University between 1990-1992, upon the
old bases, it was rebuilt as vaulted and leaded

Kasap / Butcher
There were butcher’s shops in the cities and towns
to meet the need of leather and meat. The Ottoman
butchers were divided into three groups; killing
and skinning the animals in butcheries, the ones
working in the butcher shops, and the çeyrekçis:
the ones selling meat by walking on the street. The
tools used by the butchers were long and shiny mouthed, straight stubby knives, meat cleaver, knife,
knife sharpener, anchor, yağrık (meat chopping
block), scales and butcher’s sponge. There were
heads of butchers who were chosen as the most
expertise of the masters of the butchers representing them in the central administration and doing
the work of the butchers. The head of butchers had
duties such as preventing corruption, distributing
fairly the sheep and goats brought from outside of
the city by buying at market price to the butchers.
Butchers met the needs of the meat of sheep, goat,
cattle and ox of the city and sold the leathers of
these animals to the tanners, their hairs to mutaf
(gunny knitted or woven from goat hair) and their
tallow to the soap and candle makers, as well.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
M. Çağatay Uluçay, XVII inci Yüzyılda Manisa’da Ziraat, Ticaret ve
Esnaf Teşkilatı, Istanbul 1942, pp. 68-69; Priscilla Mary Işın, “Kasap
Aletleri”, Acta Turcica, (ed. Emine Gürsoy Naskali, Hilal Oytun Altu),
vol. 2, (July 2011), pp. 32-52; M. Murat Öntuğ, “XVII. Yüzyılın İlk
Yarısında Balıkesir Şehrinin Fiziki, Demografik ve Sosyo-Ekonomik
Yapısı”, (SU Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished Doctoral Thesis),
Konya 2003, p. 250; Tuncer Baykara, Osmanlı Taşra Teşkilatında
XVIII. Yüzyılda Görev ve Görevliler (Anadolu), Ankara 1990; Yusuf
Ekinci, Ahîlik, Ankara 2011, p. 301; Yaşar Bozyiğit, Simav’da Ahilik
ve Ahiler, Kütahya 2000, p. 126.
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Kasap Cömert Tekke

(see Ahi Şemseddin Zaviye)

Kasaplar Tekke

(see Ahi Şemseddin Zaviye)

Kasım Paşa Mosque
(see Kurşunlu Mosque)

Kasımpaşa Debbağhane /
Tanning Yards
It consisted of twenty four tanning yards connected to the Kasımpaşa foundation and twelve connected Sinanpaşa Foundation on 1 June 1763.
There were also state (imperial) tanning yards
within these tanning yards and their status partially differed from the others.
Kasımpaşa tanning yards flushed the water they
used into the Kasımpaşa stream. This case was
accepted as the system and was in force since
three hundred years. But upon the order of Gazi
Hasan Paşa to flow the used waste water to the
sea directly through a sewer built underground,
tanners spent ten pockets and built a sewer, and
upon the command to build the sewer in another
place, they spent seven pockets. When the sewers
underground were so easily broken down because
of the acorn wood dust, they requested the waste
water to flow into the Kasımpaşa stream as in the
past by applying on 16 June 1792. After the examination of the request, according to the verdict
(ilam) given on 24 June 1792, it was provided to
flow the waste water that belonged to Sultan Bayezid, Sinanpaşa and Kasımpaşa foundations to
Kasımpaşa stream as in the past and thus enabled the foundations not to be damaged.
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Kastamonu Bedesten /
Covered Bazaar
While the three sides of the bedesten which was
recorded in the busiest commercial center of the
city in Hepkebirler quarter, Nalburlu Street No:
4, are open to the street, its northwest side was
closed with houses. Balkapanı (Pembe Inn) Inn
built by Sultan Bayezid II is located in the south
and in the southeast Kurşunlu Inn is located. The
building of the structure on which there was no
inscription happened at the time when Şehzade
Cem Sultan was the Sancak bey in Kastamonu.
Knowing that Şehzade (prince) was on duty for
four, five years in Kastamonu where he was appointed to Beylik in 874/1469 indicates that the
bedesten was built between these dates and thus
it was called “Cem Sultan Bedesten” or “Karanlık (Dark) Bedesten”. The approximately 23.00 x
23.00 meter sized square planned structure was
covered with nine domes carried by four square
columns raised in the middle freely. The domes
were settled by stone braided columns to brick
worked pointed arches thrown to walls from
them. The inner surfaces of the domes built from
the same material were plastered by lime mortar and the corner joints were enabled through
pendentives. The domes covered by lead from
outside were raised on octagonal pulleys. Main
walls were built by stone and brick in the technique of cut stone at the bottom and alternating on
top, and the stoa was surrounded by three lined
bricks in the shape of sawtooth. The work, which
was surrounded by the shops, had a door on its
four sides. Some of the vaulted shops lined up
besides the low-arched door opened to the middle of the corner of the walls continued their func-

BIBLIOGRAPHY
İstanbul Belediye Library, Muallim Cevdet, nr. B. 10, p. 30; BOA,
MD, nr. 34, 275/575, nr.36, 156/430, nr.74, 96/32B, nr.79, 126/312,
nr.104, p. 274-275; Kepeci, DHK.nr. 70, p. 374; İAD, nr.5, p. 12,
nr.6, p. 60, nr.8, p. 198, nr.11, p. 313, nr. 15. p. 188; C. Belediye,
nr. 936, nr.1215, nr. 5699.
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tions steadyingly, whereas; it could be found that
some of them were in ruin and only the traces of
the vault remained. The front of the shops that
opened to outside were near the half height of the
main walls and here there were randomly concrete reparations. Rectangular windows opened to
the upper sides of the walls made lighting easier
to lighten by sloping inwards.
The access to the interior ,which was a little lower than the ground level, was enabled through a
two-step stair from the south and north and four
step stair from the north. The entrance in the
west was closed. The arch intervals of the structure, of which inner walls with the columns were
covered partially with wooden panelling, were
modified and made into two story and restaurant. The access to the upper floor was enabled
through wooden stairs next to the west wall and
a rest room was founded in the northwest corner. In the sources, there are records that a fabric
trade was made in bedesten in the 1470s and in
the following years rope was sold. It was repaired
after the fire in 1217/1802 and had restoration
work done in 1951 again; then it was used as
wholesale market hall and then rope kapan (scale location). The structure, which became useless
because of the fire in 1970, became abandoned
until 2005. The restoration made by General Directorate for Foundations continues.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Mustafa Cezar, Tipik Yapılarıyla Osmanlı Şehirciliğinde Çarşı ve
Klasik Dönem İmar Sistemi, Istanbul 1985; Gündüz Özdeş, Türk
Çarşıları, Istanbul 1953; Semavi Eyice, “Bedesten”, DİA, V, Istanbul 1991, p. 307; Fazıl Çiftçi, Kastamonu Camileri-Türbeleri
ve Diğer Eserler, Ankara 2012, p. 358-363.
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The family of Kaşgarlı Mahmud went back to
the first Turkish kagan Abdülkerim Satuk Buğra Khan, who chose Islam. He had great support
from the Karakhanid State palace, which accepted Turkish as the official language. He walked
around the Turkish cities for many years and
made compilations from various dialects of Turkish, and left a unique source on the existence of
Turkish language of that time. From this aspect,
Kaşgarlı Mahmud could be thought as a philologist, ethnologist and a sociologist.
Kaşgarlı Mahmud died in Kaşgar. His grave was
found in 1983 and it was in Azak village 35 km
away from the city of Kaşgar in Eastern Turkistan.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Besim Atalay, Dîvân-ü Lûgati’t-Türk Tercümesi-I, II, III, IV, Ankara 2006.

Aziz AYVA

Kavak Ahi Zaviye
It is in Kavak village located in Gelibolu. A person
named Hacı İzzeddin endowed his Kavak Ahisine Ümiz Viranı and farm in Kavak in the time of
Süleyman Paşa. After the death of Kavak Ahi, it
was under the responsibility of Ahi Kutfal. Following his death, it was learned that it was under
the responsibility of his sons Şaban and Ali. No
information could be found on this foundation
after 1475.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Yaşar ERDEMİR

BA, TD, nr. 12, p. 194-195.

İbrahim SEZGİN

Kâşgarlı Mahmud
(b. 1025?-d. 1090?)
Kaşgarlı Mahmud (Mahmud of Kashgar) was
known with the work of Dîvânü Lûgati’t-Türk,
including information on the word Ahi. He was
the first Turkish language scholar grown up in
the time of Karakhanids. Dîvânü Lûgati’t-Türk
which was completed between 1072-1074 was
one of the first sources to use the word of “Akı”,
brought forward as the origin of the concept of
Ahilik.

Kavlî
Kavlîs within the people of fütüvvet in fütüvvetnames were divided into three: kavlî, seyfî and
şürbî. Kavlî was the one who joined among the fütüvvet members because of righteousness, constancy and fidelity and had a strong liking for fütüvvet apart from the soldiers. In Necm-i Zerküb
Fütüvvetnamesi, about the promised issue, it was
declared that the prophets who were supposedly
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constant, veli (saint) and salih (person who has
good manner), the infidels who stood away and
polytheists, fasıks (a person who sins openly) who
promised again after standing away and probably
there are these three groups in prophecy, panislamism, shaikh office, discipleship, ownership and
education. It is said that the reality of this promise is to give kavil (promise). During initiation, the
disciple (mürit) gave this kavl, , that is why it was
described that a promise was certainly given on
the way to fütüvvet and this follower was required
not to break this promise and the ones who gave
promise to the Prophet firstly and kept this word
were related with kavlilik (promising). Burgazi referred kavlilik to the Caliph Ebubekir and stated
that the education was required to be honest by
connecting to sıdka and confess the connection to
the ahi/master.
Within the Fütüvvet organization, how influential
this classification was in the fütüvvetnames written in the 13th century is unknown. Along with these, the branch of kavli is accepted to represent the
craftsman and the expert in the profession apart
from the class of soldier. But the expressions of
Burgazi on the issue give the thought that this
classification was a grade related with the organization. The limitation of “kavliler read until here”
of Necm-i Zerkub in his mahfil (gathering-place)
pray, the expression of Razavi in the beginning of
the mahfil ceremony “Şürbî tarikınca fükenin sağ
eline tuz, sol eline bir tas su alıp duadan sonra
tuzu suya salması” constitute a basis for the thought that this classification was a matter for the
occupational groups. With reference to the information of Razavi, it could be stated that kavliler
were a fütüvvet branch affiliated by the profession
experts and craftsman artisans. In fact it could
be claimed that this classification in the fütüvvet
competent did not take a particular place in the
life of the organization and that everyone who was
a member of the organization took their place in
the Ahi zaviye according to seniority and participated in the activity of the lodge.
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Saffet Sarıkaya, XIII-XVI. Asırlardaki Anadolu’da Fütüvvetnamelere Göre
Dini İnanç Motifleri, Ankara 2002, pp. 53-54.

M. Saffet SARIKAYA

Kaya, Irfan
(b. 1977 )
İrfan Kaya, who prepared the masters thesis entitled
Ahi Evran ve Kırşehir’de Ahilik Üzerine Bir Din Sosyolojisi Araştırması , was born in Kırşehir. He completed his primary and secondary education in Kırşehir
city center and his high school education in Medical
Vocational High School in the county of Mucur. He graduated from the Faculty of Theology in İnönü University in 2000. Following his graduation he completed his
masters with the thesis Ahi Evran ve Kırşehir’de Ahilik
Üzerine Bir Din Sosyolojisi Araştırması in EÜ Social
Science Institute; his doctorate with the doctoral dissertation entitled Sağlık, Kültür ve Din: Gürün (Sivas)
ve Çevre Köylerinde Sağlık-Hastalık Kültürü Üzerine
Bir Din Sosyolojisi Araştırması. He began to work as
Assistant Professor Dr. in the Faculty of Theology in
Cumhuriyet University in 2013.

Hayri ERTEN

Kaybolan Meslekler /
Lost Professions
This 224 paged book of Serkan Özburun entitled Kaybolan Meslekler, introduces the crafts communities
that are mostly lost today but which were influential in
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Razavî, Miftâhu’d-Dekâik fî Beyâni’l-Fütüvve ve’l-Hakâik, Millet
Library, Ali Emiri, Şerʻiyye 902, 39b; Abdülbâki Gölpınarlı, “İslam
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(Persian text, p.147-188, tr, pp. 245-246); Nâsırî, Fütüvvetname,
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the early 18th century, alphabetically one by one and the
list consists of 90 departments of professions.
In the introduction part of the book, information on the
development of the artisan organization in the Ottoman
society in 17th and 18th centuries is given. Then the limitation brought to the artisan life by the organization based
on Tarîk-i Fütüvvet (Fütüvvet path), Esnaf Nizamnâmeleri
(tradesmen charters) ve Esnaf Fermanları (tradesmen
edicts) and organization of artisans are discussed. It is
stressed that in this administrative organization while
shaikhs were in the position of administration formerly,
when guilds were established in the 18th century, masters
of guild came into power through election and then nakips who were from the members in charge being responsible for the administrative too came into power through
election, as well. On the other hand, the descriptions of
artisan sergeants, well-wisher, yiğitbaşı and the artisan
board of alderman are discussed, then the daily commercial life style of that day forming the administrative structure is given.
On almost each page of the book there is a description of
the lost professions in our day, one by one, and pictures,
tableau, miniature and photographs are, thus an attractive shape is presented. A text translated in today’s Turkish
together with a picture of the related document, is included for almost all the professions. The work involves
important information on the professions lost in our day,
but found in the Ottoman period.

k

Kayseri
Urgancılar Arasta /
Rope Sellers Bazaar
Urgancılar Arasta, which is one of the important commercial structures in Kayseri city center, is known as Cıngıllıoğlu, Pirinççiler Bazaar among the society. The building built in 960 (1552) is the oldest of present Kayseri
Covered Bazaars; the most important trade route came
down Boyacı gate of Kayseri wall and passed through this
bazaar.
The entrance of Urgancılar Bazaar is pointed high arched. Bazaar; consists of shops lined side-by-side face to
face. There are windows on the entrances of some of the
shops. Flagstone is used in the floor. The bazaar constitutes two levels. The high elevation level part is thought
to have been built later than the other part. Although the
part next to Kayseri Covered Bazaar is high elevation level in the outer cover system, the ground is at the same
level. For this reason, the ceiling and the arches of the
part built later is higher than the old part. The ceiling,
arches of the old part at much lower elevation is lower
and the windows are made round. The cover system of
the bazaar is made as two-stage and the part next to the
Kayseri Covered Bazaar is at a higher elevation level. The
ceiling cradle vaulted from inside is covered with hipped
stone roof from the outside. These vaults are supported
by reinforced arches.
Urgancılar Bazaar is clearly separated from the other
block of shops in regards of outer cover system and height. The top of the other block of shops was closed down

Çiğdem ÇİFTÇİ ULUSOY

Kayseri, Mehmet İhsan
(b. 1947)
He was the writer of Türk Medeniyeti’nin Dinamiği Ahilik. He was born in Konya. After he had his primary education in Hâkimiyet-i Milliye Primary School, and his secondary education in Konya Trade School for Boys, he
graduated from Selçuk Education Institute. He worked in
local journals published in Konya and became reporter
and director in some national journals. Kayseri has around 10 printed books.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
İhsan Kayseri, Türk Medeniyeti’nin Dinamiği Ahilik, Konya 2002; M. Özgen
Küçükkonar, “Kayseri, Mehmet İhsan”, Konya Ansiklopedisi, V, Konya 2013,
p. 135.
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with stone vault after 1870. In 1935 these vaults
were destroyed and made again in the bazaar restoration in 1989. Also the ground of the Urgancılar
Bazaar has lower elevation than the other shops.
Previously here Asmalı Mesjid dated to the 14th century was destroyed and in place of it this mesjid
was built.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ali Baş, Kayseri Ticaret Yapıları Üzerine Bir Araştırma, Kayseri 1996;
Mehmet Çayırdağ, “Kayseri’de Kitabelerinden XV. ve XVI. yüzyıllarda
Yapıldığı Anlaşılan İlk Osmanlı Yapıları”, VD, v. 13, Ankara 1981, p.
546; Osman Eravşar, Seyahatnamelerde Kayseri, Kayseri 2000;
Fernaz Öncel, Geleneksel Ticaret Dokusu İçinde “Kayseri Hançerli
Sultan Vakfı Bedesteni”nin Koruma Sorunları ve Değerlendirilmesi,
Yıldız Teknik University Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters
Thesis, Istanbul 2007.

Fernaz ÖNCEL

Kayseriyye Bedesten
It is on the north of Ulu Mosque in Cumhuriyet
Street in Mardin. It was built in 1487-1502 in the
period of Akkoyunids. In the historical records it
is written that there were 74 shops in 1526, 80 in
1540 and 99 active of 111 shops in 1564 in the
bedesten. Even though the structure was called
as bedesten, it is much more mated with the plan
schemas of the Ottoman arasta. The indoor is covered with cross vault carried by two lined thick
rank. Although the structure has lost its originality
to a large extent, it still constitutes one of the most
important bazaars in Mardin.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Necla DURSUN

Kazancı Baba Tomb
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AIt was built in Ahi Kemal neighborhood in Kalecik
county of Ankara. It is believed that Sultan Mehmed, tüfekçi başı (head of musketeers) and Rufai
shaikh Kazancı Baba were buried in the tomb. There is no inscription showing the building date on it.
Even though it is not known precisely by whom and
when it was built, in regards of building technique
it is thought to be belong to the 15th century. No information could be found in the sources on the life
and personality of this person known as Kazancı
Baba among the society.
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Evliya Çelebi, who visited Kazancı Baba Tomb, expressed in his Seyahatname (travel book) about the
structure that “Kazancı Baba Sultan visit: the fortress has only one steep way. Below the impracticable way on the way to the door in the west he was
buried in a small place near the bazaar. May the
God have mercy on his secret.”
The tomb, which was built on a sloping land, was
square planned and the top was covered with a
dome. The entrance to the concrete reinforced
room understood to have been built on the front
of the western façade later is enabled through the
room near the south of the eastern façade, and the
entrance to the tomb is provided by a small door in
the west of this. The pulley of the dome passed through square bodied pendentive is rather high and
its top is also covered with a brick covered pointed
roof from the outside. The façades of the tomb whose walls were built from stone and brick in alternate
technique, have no windows.
The door opened to the middle of the eastern façade is straight weft (atkı) stone, rectangular shaped and two winged. On the wall of the structure, of
which the inside is rather plain, a rectangular niche
called “dualık (prayer place)” in the center is built.
The square grave room where the coffin made from
stone and brick is placed is accessed with a space in 0.50x0.50 m width opened in the ground and
being on the left of the entrance. The lightening of
the structure is provided through rounded arched
windows opened in the dome pulley. The windows
in the east, south and north are known to be opened as pointed arch in each faces of the pulley in
the past.
The pulley where the dome is settled is built as one
line stone, three lines bricks in the alternate technique and the top is limited with hedgehog eaves. As
the building material, rubble stone in the base and
walls, cut stone in the dome pulley and brick in the
dome have been used. The liveliness of the structure, which is rather decorative, is provided with
alternate arrangement in the pulley. The door wing
made from walnut tree in the kündekari technique
is divided into three platforms and the upper one is
plain and the others have geometrical decoration.
Even though there are partly ruins on the two winged door painted in the green color in our day, it
could be seen that it was decorated with geometrical passing, multi-way star motifs and ornamental brass-headed stud. The tomb was restored by
General Directorate for Foundations in 1969 and
the following years. The tomb, which does not have
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many visitors, is known to be a place where prayer is said for the wish of healing.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Ahmet YAVUZYILMAZ

Kazzâz / Silk Seller
The silk man artisan who removed the cocoon
of silkworm by untying them and who processed
and made them used in weaving was known as
“kazzaz” or “harirci”. Ibrişimciler (silk sellers),
who were included among the silk man artisans,
made thickly twisted silk thread. The silk especially came from Iran and was weaved by harirci
artisans in Bursa. It is a local handicraft made
from ultrathin 24-carat gold and 1000-carat silver cord which is twisted by spinning on silk or
nylon cord. During the twist of golden and silver cords, by keeping the silk thread remaining
twisted inside twisted, the process of spinning is
actualized. At the head of the kazzazlık products,
necklaces, earrings, wristbands, prayer-beads
and prayer-beads tufts take their places.
It was the time of Seljukids when sericulture
came to Anatolia from Iran. Raw and processed
silk is mentioned among the export goods in
the commercial treaty signed between Alaeddin
Keykubad I with Venetians and these silks were
known with the name of “Turkish silks”. Sericulture showed a great development in the early 16th
century, on the one hand silk trade; on the other
hand silk weaving started the ball rolling for a
big economic development in the Ottoman realm.
Because of the reason that Ottoman State had
wide lands and had an increase in wealth and livelihood towards the mid-16th century, according
to the demand of the courtiers and people for
ornate and heavy clothing, silk weaving became
varied and the ones who dealt with this work increased in every corner of the country. Silk fabric
weaving in the cities such as mainly Bursa and
then Istanbul, Edirne, Amasya, Denizli Izmir and
Konya had increased.
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M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

Keçeji / Felt Maker
Felt could be described as a sort of coarse fabric
formed by interlocking the fibrous texture as a
result of the beating the wool material in a hot
and wet place.
Keçejilik was also one of the important productions in Konya, the capital of Seljukids. The positive works towards the craftsmen and artisans of
the Ahilik organization established in the time of
Seljukids left its place to the guilds in the Ottoman period. Keçejiler had a special place among
the guilds, as well. Given place to keçejiler among
various guilds in the Ottoman Festivals is important. In our day, although the raw material is
sufficient, keçejilik still continues in some boroughs, a little more intense in Afyon, Şanlıurfa,
Konya, Balıkesir, İzmir, Kars and Erzurum even
if just a smidgen because of the reasons such as
intensive-labour, spending time, having a little
income, having a limited use of area compared
to before.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Ahmet AYTAÇ

Kefil / Guarantor
Guarantor, also called joint guarantees, is the
source of environment of confidence keeping for
centuries in production and consumption with
social integrity. Joint surety is the embodiment
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of the holistic life view in practice. Joint surety is
undertaking the responsibility on everyone connected with the result-oriented gradually. In case
of the negligence of the one who is responsible in
the first degree, the one who is responsible in the
second degree has to come into play. According
to what Muallim Cevdet told from İbn Battuta,
naip (regent) could determine his master-builder as “the father in the profession” for the new
master in the putting on a belt (şed) ceremony.
But master has the right to choose someone else
as “father of the profession”. Accepting to be the
father of profession means “acceptance for honour”. The one who belts şed would control the
professional violation to be done by the new master. If the master has a bad character, then the
one who would undertake the suretyship may
not accept to be “father of profession”. But this
rarely occurs. Father of profession takes submissiveness in the most special moment. Submissiveness has a specific form. This is called as “Ahi
tutuşu (grip)”.
In fact, the hierarchy in Fütüvvet and Ahi organization is the formula of the joint surety sequence
at the same time. Şeyhü’l-meşayih is the representative of all coteries. Non-Muslims also fulfil
the agreement like Muslims after vowed loyalty in
front of the general director by paying the shaikh
office fee. But after the Edict of Gülhane, nonMuslims assumed that they were free from liability of dependence of the shaikh of the shaikhs.
Joint surety contains every aspect of life. Artisan
and society have to keep clean the front of the house, shop and the street. Any rubbish would not
be dumped to the street and carrion and waste
water would not be thrown. If they were thrown,
then neighborhood imam from the society, artisan kahyas (butlers) from artisans and at the
end from all Istanbul Kadıship had the responsibility. Firman dated 1894 indicated that the joint
responsibility understanding continued until the
last periods.
First of all, because of the working places, guilds, then bostancıbaşı, aga, aga of janissary and
Istanbul kadısı were responsible for the order
and control of single youths (bekâr uşaklar). Joint surety was kept hold and settled in order to
prevent the gathering of unemployed and swag
men in the city. How many porter-watermen were
in the ports, how many bath attendant-rubbers
were in the hamams and how many “single yo-
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uths -artisan-apprentice” were in the shops, through ihtisap ağalık (head of islamic-ottoman office
for public regularity), trustable persons appointed by the şer’i (Islamic) court of the district and
the names, shape of faces, boroughs and guarantor of each artisans were determined by kahya
and yiğitbaşı and while controlling, sureties were
renewed in case of necessity. If they found to be
hamal, bath attendant, rubber and bath attendant pupil without record and guarantor, they
were brought to the ihtisap ağalık. Following, the
yiğibaşı of bath attendant were punished. Joint
surety brought the practice of sanction.
Joint surety was required to work in and around Istanbul. Gediks were strong obstacles to
the ones who would deviate from the right path
among single youths, and this institutionalized
the joint surety. Gedik was also a limitation for
profession and employee. Vineyard, market garden, grain mill number, working places, hodman,
farm labourer, handmaid working among them
were found out with their numbers. Apart from
these, without creating a new gedik with permission, no one could employ people by opening grain mill and market garden. Each group, such as
building hodman, port workers, bakery butlers,
hamam butlers worked with their own gedik in
connection. Each member of gedik connected
with joint surety in terms of behaviour, activity
and honor. In case of need, by giving information through kahya, newcomer employee from country would take the place vacated by the gedik.
Joint surety or joint responsibility was a product
of thought of keeping awake the civic initiative.
But behind the joint responsibility, there was the
operation of internal check of guild institution.
The control and punishment system of statesmen, mainly sadrazam, representing the central
authority strengthened the work.
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Kemhajı /
Velour Manufacturer
There is no information about when kemha (velour) which is short-nap velvet entered to Turkish
language. It is unknown whether the word kemha was used in the period of Kwharizmshahs.
Zamakhsharî uses the word “yupka kemha”,
namely dough (thin) kemha at his work. In the
book of Dede Korkut “the heavy atlases, European kemhas” are mentioned.
Especially velvet is used in making caftan (robe)
and it is called as “short-nap velvet”. This fabric
was crowned with gold and silver threads.
It was to be woven on a solid color. It is understood as result of investigations that the warp and
atlas (satin) of the fabric is woven with silk, top
row scarf is also woven with silver alloy of gold
or directly silver thread. The most beautiful and
valuable kemhas were woven in Bursa and Istanbul. Evliya Çelebi recorded 17 shops and 19
masters of kemhacı in Istanbul. Figures given by
Evliya Çelebi can be related to the imperial kemhacıs, not tradesmen who engaged in production
in the extent of free market.
It is mentioned the existence of the 1000 silk texture benches only in Bursa in 1500. It should not
be considered that these benches were worked
as a small sulky house-weaving loom. It is witnessed the presence of large enterprises with 5060 looms at that time. These produced Turkish
silk fabrics which were sought both in domestic
and foreign markets through opened large workshops where many workers worked. Some information is obtained from records falling sometimes to the Ottoman courts about kemhajı shop
salesclerk (gedik) who produced velour (kemha)
in Istanbul.
A law suit devolved to the Istanbul Kadıship on 8
Muharram 1214 (June 12, 1799), the ones who
wanted to open new loom shops were forbidden
and it was determined that there were 432 looms
belonging to kemhajı tradesmen in Istanbul. Likewise, in a record of law suit dated 7 Cemaziyelevvel 1222 (July 13, 1807), it is remarked that
there were 467 kemhajı tradesmen manufacturing in Istanbul.
If a person who manufactures a kemha had a
bench, which was called gedik, he could weave
only tamgahane, if he had two benches, he could
weave tamgahane and kaba peten, if he had three
benches, he could weave tamgahane, kaba peten
and bindallı. The ones who had four benches,
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in addition to them, he could do more serious
work, according to the manufacturing conditions, weaved them no more or less, brought these
fabrics to kemhacıbaşı (head of kemhajı) and tradesmen chamberlain to show. They were selling
these fabrics to people through stigmatizing with
vice. It was the law that the foreigners, who had
skill in this art, could not include in tradesmen
through companies or bench sales in every nook
and cranny.
Kemhas, which were the most precious famous
Turkish velvet, constituted the most severe in
terms of quality within the fabrics used in making clothing. It is possible to estimate that they
used to wear on top because of their weights.
Kemhas were preferred rather than as a men’s
clothing. Weft and warp of Kemhas were reinforced with silk, their upper rows were reinforced
with gold or silver thread. The wire used in weaving has a very important role to create the quality of fabrics. Silver wire captured in Simkeşhane (the shop of goldsmiths and silversmiths) are
first gilded with gold, and then it was pulled out.
To confirm the suitability of this transaction, it
was required to be done under the supervision of
kemhacıbaşı (head of kemhajı). Silver and gold
were under strict control because they are precious metals. It was ordered to Istanbul kadıship to not interfere outside to the shop because
it was turned to prosecution that the ones, who
were unreceptive from silver business, brought
silver to the shop through exerting one’s influence with somebody, smelted and silver was wasted
in a large amount. Sırmakeşs (silver-gilt thread
manufacturer or processor) and simkeşs (tinsel
manufactureror processor) were located alone in
Istanbul, Bursa and Thessalonica. Outside these
cities sırmakeşhane and simkeşhane were not allowed to open.
Kemhas needed by the people of the Ottoman
court would not only be supplied from the external and internal markets. There was imperial shop of kemhajıs which was responsible for
weaving kemha to the court. It is estimated that
external purchases were less in the palace because the Bursa-work kemhas met the bulk of
the domestic purchase requirement in the 15th
century. Although it is unknown how many masters, foremen and apprentices there were in the
entourage of kemhacıbaşı (head of kemhajı), it is
understood that there was a shortage of workers
from time to time.
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Kemha interest was undiminished in the 16th century, on the contrary heavier and more valuable
kemhas were made. It is observed that the kemha production expanded in all major cities of the
country.
Besides kemha production, kemha fabric began
to be brought from the eastern and western countries and responses occurred in terms of pleasure
of wear in vogue ratio of people to these kemhas
coming outside. In this context, similarities increased in terms of motif, pattern, and shape; this
also contributed to the change in enjoyment and
culture. Meanwhile, after the 17th century, a kind
of kemha woven in the island of Chios with the
kemha produced in Venice began to enter the country and these productions, cheaper in terms of
price, were in demand by the people. Because the
robe was not worn after Mahmud II’s clothing reform, this fabric began to be used as upholstery in
the rich people’s mansions and palaces.
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Zeki TEKİN

Kerâmât-ı Ahi Evran
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It is a mesnevi which mentions about the legendary life, the virtues, oracles (keramet) and generosity of Ahi Evran who is accepted as the founder of Ahilik and one of the people of Fütüvvet.
All mesnevi written with the prosody (aruz) form
of ‘Fâilâtün fâilâtün fâilün’, are in Turkish and
poetic and have 167 couplets. The mesnevi of
which a copy located between the 65b-71a folios
of a Fütüvvetnâme which belongs to Yahya b. Halil and among the manuscripts of Georg Jacob,
was first published by Franz Taeschner through
the permission of his professor Jacob under the
name of Ein Mesnevi Gülschehris auf Achi Evran
(Kerâmât-ı Ahi Evran tâbe serâhû). It attracted
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notice that Taeschner followed a path like this
while publishing the text of mesnevi. Firstly, there is a short preface about mesnevi written by
Taeschner. Subsequently, based on the manuscript copy, Arabic text of the mesnevi was written
on the even-numbered pages of the book; the
German translation and interpretation is given
on the next, odd-numbered pages. It is remarked
that a blank (…) was left in the German translation side for the words or expressions whose meaning remained unsolvable in the original text. In
this context, there are 11 couplets in every page.
At the end, there is a glossary.
Taeschner refers to several points in the short
preface which he wrote. One of these is that
the author of the work is Gülşehri (d. after
717/1317), who lived in the second half of the
13th century and the first half of the 14th century
and who grew up in Kırşehir. The other one is
that the work belongs to 15th century in terms
of language and was written in Kırşehir. The other point he indicated was that this work, which
related to Ahi Evran who is a historical person,
but his figure turned into legend and determining
his identification gained a challenge, came into
being directly from his inner circle. Mesnevi, in
this regard, occupies a distinguished place about
Ahilik among the other related resources. After
while Taeschner thought that his editing book is
insufficient and also Raif Yelkenci found a more
correct copy of this mesnevi, so he completed the
missing parts and published a new edition under
the name of Gülschehris Mesnevi auf Achi Evran,
den Heiligen von Kırschehir und Patron der türkischen Zünfte.
In the content of mesnevi which was written upon
the death of Ahi Evran, his legendary life, personal characteristics, oracles (keramet), and some
rules about the Ahilik take place. In the work
which was started with basmala according to the
classical composition, firstly Muhammad, and
then Ahi Evran were praised.
In this context, it is worth noting that this edition of Taeschner paved a way to do new research
about Ahi Evran and his mesnevi, and to publish
through Turkish transcription of the mesnevi.
This researches highlight the issues such as death and determination of the date of death of Ahi
Evran, and whether the Gülşehri is the author.
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Kethüdas usually were elected for one year. Expired kethüdas’ re-election would also be possible.
It is understood that the kadıs were quite competent in Kethüdalık contentions. Due to excess
of his works, Kethüdas took help from some officers like the Yiğitbaşı, standard-bearer (sancaktar), guard (bekçi), prayer (duacı).

İlhan ŞAHİN
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Kethüda / Chamberlain
He is the second authorized person after Ahi
Baba in the tradesmen organisations. It is asserted that the word Kethüda passed from former
Pahlavi (Middle Persian) to present day Persian
language. It is used both in this meaning and as
the form of chamberlain. The entry of the word
into Turkish state organisation was 12th century.
Its visibility in Ahilik corresponded to the late
16th century. After this period, kethüdalık had
been replaced in second place after Ahi Baba.
However, this does not mean that kethüdalık lived under a different name of the Ahi Babalık
status. Although Ahi Babalık is an independent
organization born from the Ahi moral tradition, even though it is the religious and political
leadership, the kethüdalık is a semi-official civil
service. The duties related to Ahi Babalık are determined upon the tradition kethüdalık takes its
duties and authorities from the political authority. Although this new situation emerged from
the end of 16th century, it could not understood
to what extent it was adopted by Ahi unions, in
most firmans related to these unions kethüda is
mentioned in addition to yiğitbaşı.
The main tasks of the kethüdas can be summarised to represent artisan class who he managed
against the central government and to inform the
administrative orders to his members, and to
ensure their implementation, to resolve disputes
among the trades without applying to the kadı,
to be present in the admission and promotion
ceremonies of the tradesman, to attend meetings
of the committee that determines officially the
prices of goods and merchandise, to avert unfair
competition among craftsmen and to provide and
to dispense the necessary raw materials for craftsmen and artisans.

Muallim Cevdet, Zeyl ala fasl “al-ahiyya el- fityân et- Türkiyye”
fi er-rıhleti İbn Batuta, Istanbul 1932, p. 344; Halil İnalcık, “The
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135-142; Osman Turan, Türkiye Selçukluları Hakkında Resmi
Vesikalar, Ankara 1988, pp. 13, 62; Neşet Çağatay, Bir Türk Kurumu Olan Ahilik, Ankara 1989, pp. 127-134, 213; Tuncer
Baykara, Osmanlı Taşra Teşkilatında XVIII. Yüzyılda Görev ve
Görevliler, Ankara 1990, pp. 7-9; Musa Çadırcı, Tanzimat Döneminde Anadolu Kentlerinin Sosyal ve Ekonomik Yapıları, Ankara
1991, pp. 38-39, 41-44, 123-125; Sabahattin Güllülü, Ahi Birlikleri,
Istanbul 1992, p. 111; Mehmet Canatar, “Kethüda”, DİA, XXV,
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Mehmet Ali HACIGÖKMEN

Keykâvus b. İskender
He is the writer of the book entitled Kâbusname
in which there is information on different arts.
The details of the life of Keykâvus b. Iskender
are not known, other than the information given
in his book. He was an amir of Ziyârid Dynasty
(923-1042) that reigned in the north of Iran. Because his wife was a daughter of Ghaznavid Mahmud, he lived as king’s courtier for eight years in
the court of Sultan Mevdûd b. Mes’ûd and he participated in the king’s Indian expeditions. After
returning from the pilgrimage, he made inroads
to Anatolia with Ebü’l-Esvâr Şâvur b. Fazl from
the Şeddâdîds; upon the death of Sultan Mevdûd
in 441 (1049) Ziyârî ascended the throne, but he
continued his amirate as the subject of the Great
Seljukid Empire. It is estimated that he finished
Kâbusnâme at the age of 63 years in 475 (10821083) and he died three years after this event.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Kıran Ahisi Tekke
(see Ahi Kıran Zaviye)

M. Saffet SARIKAYA

Kırk / Forty
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It is a number used widely and with fascination in
the context of religion and belief rituals foremost
in the Turkish world, including the Middle East
and Iran. It is seen that there is a very rich culture and tradition related to the number of forty in
Turkey and the Islamic world. This culture and
tradition is reflected largely in the Turkish AhiFütüvvet tradition.
In fact, in the Necm-i Zerkûb Fütüvvetnâmesi,
it is mentioned that the owner of fütüvvet should
move away from forty bad morals, and he should
have forty good morals and there are details about
these features.
In this context, it explains the moral maturity would be completed in forty years as follows: “If the
person was a prophet, he becomes a prophet as a
forty-year-old, if he was a saint (velî), he reaches
to the power (velayet) in that age. When the saint
gained these forty good properties, he has the power (velayet). Thus, it said that if forty Muslims
would be collected in a place, velayet emerged.
Because we could not find a person who has these forty properties, when these forty people came
together, of course everyman has a property so
when the forty people gathered these forty propertied also probably came together and velayet came
into being.” Here it is interpreted the number forty
refers to signs of holiness and maturity.
Similarly, in the Fütüvvetnâmes, as it is counted
the doors of sharia (şeriat), tariqa (tarikat), truth
(hakikat) and marifa (marifet, mystical intuitive
knowledge of spiritual truth), it would have reached totally to forty offices. “Forty Assembly” which
is an important motif in the Alevi culture is implied. In Burgâzî Fütüvvetnâmesi, it is handled in
the section of sema (Alevi Sufi ceremony) and it
mentions as an evidence fütüvvet people’s ritual
called as “gülbank çekmek”.

Kırk Kaşık Bedesten
It is located in the northwest of the Grand (Ulu)
Mosque, near the Nur Mosque neighborhood in
Tarsus. Bedesten, which is also called as Kırk
Kaşık (Forty Spoons) or Beyaz Çarşı (White Bazaar), received its name from the spoon reliefs on
the dome skirts and mouldings. The building is
in a complex with the Grand Mosque and bath,
was built by Ibrahim Bey, son of Ramazanoğlu
Piri Paşa, in 1579.
Bedesten consists of the shops lined up around
an enclosed courtyard. The rectangular planned
bedesten, which has outsides 40.40 x 14.05 m in
size in the east-west direction, has seven domes.
Inside there are 21 rooms. In addition, it includes totally 25 rooms, of which two rooms led up
by two stairs and two rooms exterior on the west
side. In the construction of bedesten, cutting stone in the body walls, bricks in the upper mantle
and transition were used.
There are two entrance gates placed on the same
axis to the east and west of the building. After
the gates it is reached to corridor covered vault.
When Evliya Çelebi visited Tarsus about bedesten he says that “masonry building adjacent to
Nur Mosque has eighty shops. The draper building of this city is here.”
The mid-section of the bedesten is rectangular
dimensions of 39.20 x 5:40 m. Above this section
is planned as a corridor is rested on pointed arches and covered with five domes on pendentives.
The central dome is lantern light and is made
larger. The shops, which were placed side by side
in an east-west direction to the north and south
wings of the hall, have rectangular in 3.50 x 2.40
m dimensions, above the rooms were covered
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with vaults in the east-west direction. The shops
located on both sides of the western entrance
door are closed with half cross vaults. While entrance doors were designed as rectangular and
pointed arches, the entrance of the rooms next
to entrance door’s both sides on the west side is
low arched.
Two shops, placed on either side of the eastern
gate 4.10 x 3.60 m. in size, are vaulting in the
east-west direction. Its entrances, as different
from those in western sides, open into interior
courtyard.
A low-arched main entrance gate in the middle of
western façade is placed providing an entrance to
the bedesten. In two sides of the door, there are
low-arched shops whose gates are opened out.
The dome covered room located above the shops
arranged as fevkani (upper). Both sections are of
brick material, body walls were terminated two
rows of hedgehog eaves.
East side is designed different from west side. By
a dual-span in the east façade main entrance is
provided to the bedesten. Keystones of the door
arches are flushed out from the surface and are
adorned with volutes. One each porthole-shaped
windows, in east sides of vaulted rooms placed in
both sides of entrance door, were placed.
The southern façade shares a courtyard with the
mosque. In the section close to the east of the
side, which is quite plain, one sees a low-arched
door.
North façade has the same features as the southern side. Both sides also included mutual
opening rectangular windows on the upper level
hallway of the bedesten. Each of dome pulleys is
supported by mutual two buttresses in the north
- south direction. In the interim of buttress, one
for each rectangular window is opened.
The building was in a dilapidated condition in
1956 but has recently been repaired by the Tarsus Municipality. Finally, the building, restored in
2004, was opened in 2007. In the shops located
in the bedesten, sale of gift items, comprised of
local foods and crafts, are made.
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Ahmet YAVUZYILMAZ

Kırkambar
Ahilik Ansiklopedisi /
Kırkambar
Encyclopaedia of Ahilik
The first edition of this book, published in 2011
and belonging to researcher-author Sadık Göksu,
consists of 672 pages and is the first encyclopaedic source about organisation and culture of Ahi.
The book, prepared in different ways than in conventional and traditional encyclopaedias, has the
nature of kırkambar (stores) because it included a
variety of issues related to Ahilik; and is composed of foreword, introduction, 25 chapters, appendices, bibliography and index.
Sadık Göksu, served as public relations specialist, consultant and advisor of trades in Istanbul
Metropolitan Municipality for many years, participated in the official ceremonies held at Kırşehir
many times and investigated historical, socio-cultural, commercial, religious, mystical, literary, etc.
aspects of this organization for many years. As a
result, he prepared his book having the nature of
bedside work.
It is emphasized in book that Ahilik begins primarily with humanity’s emergence, socializing and
using writing.
The writer expresses that there were the structures reminiscent of Ahilik in different civilizations
especially in Asia Minor and in Mesopotamia; they
emerged as a necessity of human nature, and its
most civilised case was shaped by the Islamic
culture, it became discipline with the tradition of
writing fütüvvetnâme. In the light of the historical
documents, in the book it is mentioned on various topics such as the rise and the development of
the Ahilik in the Islamic world outside Anatolia,
its undertaking socio-economic functions because
of its religious and mystical influence, its expansion in Anatolia, its enrichment with the tradition of
writing on fütüvvetnâme, the first fütüvvetnâmes,
the opinions of people doing researches on this
topic, the publications, Ahi Evren’s historical and
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religious identity, his influence on Ahis, their influence in the Ottoman administration, organization and functions of the Bacıyan-ı Rum, the sages
of tradesmen, Ahi prototype, confession, putting
on a belt etc.
Although there are different partitioning in the
book, any distinctive criteria has been disregarded. It is a source book for the researchers doing
research on this organization. The index at the
end of the book makes it easier to get a little bit of
benefit from the book. As a result, the book, contains many topics like Ahilik organization from
the historical process to socio-economic effects,
from the emergence to the disintegration, from
Ahi prototype to similar structuring, to references in Islam and the religious books, and it has
a feature that can guide the researchers who are
interested in these issues.

Aziz AYVA

Kırşehir
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It is the city where Ahi Evran spent a significant
part of his life and where he died. In this context, Kırşehir, spiritual center of Ahilik, located
at a height 900 m. above sea level, in the neck
of the north-south trending Kılıçözü water valley reached to the Kızılırmak (Red River) about
990 m from the sea. Its name has been known
as Kırşehri from the Seljuk period. This Turkish
name was given due to its establishment location
and the natural feature of its environment. In this
period, also it was referred to by name Gülşehri. Elvan Çelebi indicates that by the coming and
settling of his father Aşık Paşa, who was a science and Sufism connoisseur, this city turned into
nearly a rose garden and so this feature played a
role in the delivery of Gülşehri name for the settlement. The city name had been mentioned often
as Kırşehri in the Ilkhanid and Ottoman sources;
probably according to the people’s pronunciation
it took the name of Kırşehir in the period of the
Republic of Turkey.
Although the establishment date of the city is unknown, the presence of a masonry mound located
in the middle of the city and called “Castle” indicates that here is the location of an ancient settlement. However, because no archaeological eviden-
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A view of Kırşehir

ce has been found in this hill of conglomeration,
the judgments about the old periods of the city
are nothing more than an assumption. However,
the traces of the Early Bronze Age (3300-1900
BCE / 1800) are found in the region. The region
within the boundaries of the ancient Hittite Kingdom founded in the Kızılırmak arch in 1660 BC,
through this empire was collapsed by the Phrygians or Brigs who came from Central Europe in
circa 1190 BC, it was dominated by the kingdom
of Phrygia. The region, which came under the
suzerainty of Persian kingdom in 546 BC, was
directed by Satrapi as other Persian lands in this
period. Because the Macedonian King Alexander
defeated the Persians in 334-333 BC the region
entered to the administration of Macedonians.
However, the local Cappadocia kings soon became dominant in the region. Remaining in the administration of the Cappadocian King for a long
time, the region passed to the administration
of Rome c. 18 AD. After the split of the Roman
Empire into two parts in 395, it remained in the
Eastern Roman Empire’s rule. This domination
continued until the entry of Turks in Anatolia.
Kırşehir region entered the Seljukid administration after 1071 Manzikert War. However, the city
administration and control changed hands several times among some principalities in Anatolia
including the Seljukids whose center was Konya.
The city, which came under the authority of the
Danişmendids for a while, went back to the Seljukid rule through the annexation of the territory
of the Danişmendids (1173) by the period of Anatolian Seljukid ruler Kılıçarslan II. Probably in
the early 13th century it turned into a fortress-city
and gained political significance.
Indeed, in 625 / 1228, the Seljukid Sultan Alaeddin Keykubat I, who kept the Erzincan-Kemah
wing of the Mengücükids under his rule, gave
Kırşehir as fief to Muzaffereddin Muhammad
b. Behramşah who was from the Mengücükid
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dynasty and delivered Sebinkarahisar without
resistance. Muzaffereddin Muhammed came to
Kırşehir with his family and began to live here.
Subsequent to the Kösedağ War in 1243, after
coming to Anatolia slowly under the Mongolian-Ilkhanid influence, mostly Kırşehir’s north
region looking to Malya Plain and north-western
side became the wintering site of the nomadic
groups who migrated to Anatolia with the Mongols. Meanwhile Cacaoğlu Nureddin was brought
to Kırşehir emirate (659/1261). Towards the end
of the 13th century, when the Anatolian Seljukid
Empire began to disintegrate slowly, beginning to
mint coin on behalf of the Mongol-Ilkhanid khans
in the city, it must also signify that it had commercial and economic mobility in addition to its
entrance to penetrate gradually in the Mongolian
influence. Hamdullah Müstevfî describes that in
this period Kırşehir was a city with large charities and a good climate, and in 1336 the income tax that went to the central government was
57.000 dinars.
Kırşehir placed in the border region of the Anatolian principalities emerged after the dissolution
of the Anatolian Seljukid Empire and subsequently the Mongol Ilkhanid State, and affected the
struggles between these principalities. The city
passed into the hands of the Eretna Principality
in the mid-14th century, during the subsequent
internal turmoil after Eretnaoğlu Mehmed Bey’s
death (1365) it was one of the places which was
exposed to great losses. Then the city entered
the control of a state which was established by
Kadı Burhaneddin Ahmed and whose center was
Sivas (791/1389). Kadi Burhaneddin had repaired the walls of the city located on the border of
the Ottoman Empire and the Karamanids. The
city, plundered by the Karamanids during the
first entry of Timur into Anatolia, passed into the
hands of the Ottomans after Kadı Burhaneddin’s
death (800/1398). After the Battle of Ankara
(804/1402), it was given by Timur to the Karamanids. When Timur withdrew from Anatolia, he
took away an important part of the tribal groups
who came to Anatolia from Central Asia with the
Mongols and settled in the Kırşehir and Yozgat
region and to the summer pastures and winter
quarters which were vacated from them, the
Dulkadirid nomadic Turkmen groups began to
come. This situation played an important role to
enter Kırşehir into Dulkadirid administration. As
a result of this, the Dulkadir dynasty members
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began to rule in Kırşehir. In the period of the Ottoman Sultan Mehmed II, Dulkadirid Alâüddevle
Bozkurt Bey from this dynasty was in Kırşehir.
The Ottomans supported Alâüddevle Bey in the
struggle against the Mamlukids for influence over
the Dulkadirids. The city became an Ottoman
subject during these power struggles, probably
in 1480, the last years of the Sultan Mehmed II’s
reign. In the early years of the Ottoman rule it
was untouched to Alâüddevl Bey’s fiefs. This should be a manifestation of the Ottoman political
understanding.
In Kırşehir and it environs an important event
did not take place under the Ottoman domination. From the mid-16th century, but it was affected
by suhte (medrese students) and Jelali rebellions. At the beginning of the 17th century Tavil Ahmed who was Jelali chief and his brother with
the men that had gathered around him, spoiled
the city and region. A portion of the people during these events was forced to leave their places.
In Kırşehir a serious incident did not occur after
that and it became a city where Mustafa Kemal
Atatürk came (24 Dec 1919) after the Sivas and
Erzurum Congresses. He enthusiastically welcomed and it was one of the places where important meetings in the National Struggle were held.
Although there is a mound known by the name
of Kale as a sign of a former settlement unit in
Kırşehir, from the monuments and inscriptions
it is understood that this place emerged during
the Anatolian Seljukids, and showed a great
improvement in terms of population, physical
structure and architectural works. The monuments such as zaviye, medrese, mosque, mesjid, and tomb built during this period, show that
the city spread physically to the plain created
by Kılıçözü and as the castle became the center
to eastern, northern and north-western directions. The encounter to neighbors’ names such
as Cemaledin Musa, Muhtesib Esed, and Haffaf Rûzbe in the Cacaoğlu Nureddin foundation
dated 670 (1272), and to Melike Hatun quarter
in the Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî foundation
dated 697 (1297) must come to mean that the
city flourished physically greatly in the Seljukid,
then Mongol-Ilkhanid periods. In return, lacking
any quarter record in a tahrir (cadastral record
book) belonging to 890 (1485), first years of the
Ottoman administration, shows that the population structure and physical condition affected in
the extent of change the struggles among the Ere-
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An old view of Kırşehir
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navids, Kadı Burhaneddin Ahmed, Karamanids
and Ottomans. Especially in the framework of the
Ottoman mass housing policy, the migration from
the cities to Rumelia en masse (for example Stara
Zagora, Bolayır) must be a reason for that. In 890
(1485) recording zaviyes and medreses such as
Ahi Evran, Âşık Paşa, Caca Bey, Şeyh Süleyman
Türkmanî and Şeyh Kaya whose establishment
backed to the Anatolian Sejukid Empire’s period, it is suggested that the city had taken shape
physically around these facilities. According to cadastral record book of 1530, there were a total of
nine quarters of Kırşehir. From this information,
it is understood that the city re-entered the neighborhood process physically in 890 (1485). These
neighborhoods were known as Cami, Nasuh (Hacı
Nasuh) Mesjid, Yakup Dede Mesjid, Sofular, Kuşdilli, Medrese (Caca Bey Medrese), Ahi Evran and
Kaya Şeyh. The most crowded quarters were Nasuh Mesjid and Ahi Evra, the least crowded was
Kaya Şeyh quarter.
In 992 (1584), the number of the quarters in the
city increased to seventeen. This situation shows
that the city was crowded more in the 16th century. In the city, new quarters were created between 1530-1584. Their names were Yenice, Cedîd
(Kayabaşı), Cedîd (Lâlâ Camii), Tabağıl, Alaybeyi,
Şeyh Süleyman Sofu, Cedîd (Killik) and Şarkıyan.
Being famous with the name of cedid (new) of the
Kayabaşı, Lâlâ Camii and Killik from these neighborhoods next to their known names, shows that
they had been just established before 992 (1584).
The most crowded quarters in 1584 were Âşık
Paşa and Ahi Evran. The least crowded one was
Kilik neighbourhood. The most important feature
of the quarters in the city was that most of them
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were created around the facilities like zaviye,
mosque, mesjid, medrese and known with their names. Kırşehir had totally seven quarters in
1250 (1834). These quarters’ names, which were
essential and central settlements of the city, were
Kayabaşı, Yenice, Kuşdilli, Âşık Paşa, Medrese,
Ahi Evran and Nasuh Dede. A considerable reduction in the number of the quarters in this date
rather than the end of the 16th century was probably because of joining some slums with other
quarters and the roles of the Jelali rebellions and
natural disasters in the 17th century. The number of neighborhoods in 1256/1840, increased
to eight with the Güldiğin quarter apparently formed after 1834. After this, it is understood that
the city was not exposed to much change in terms
of the physical conditions. However, in the period of the Republic of Turkey and especially after
the 1960s, the city experienced a new physical
change with the construction of public and civil
buildings.
Kırşehir environment, from the earliest period
when the Turks came to Anatolia, witnessed intensive Turkish settlement. However, a precise
knowledge of the city’s population in this period
is not available. In Velâyetnâme of Hacı Bektaş-ı
Veli, it is said that Kırşehir had 18.000 households during Cacaoğlu Nureddin of Kırşehir administrator, the mid-13th century. Although this
figure is quite exaggerated for the period, it indicates the accumulation of a large population
in the city. There were around 1,000 persons of
Turkish population in Kırşehir, in the early years of Ottoman rule in 1485. The population of
the city was 1,600 in 1530. This figure increased approximately to 5,000 in 1584. In this last
date, 550 of the total population were nomads
of the Yüzdepare, Hoca Yörükler and Esbkeşân
(Atçeken) clans. The 250 persons of population
probably belonged to Dulkadirid Amir Osman
Mirzâ. This case is a sign that settlement coming from outside played an important role in
the population growth. There is no information
for the population of the 17th and 18th centuries,
but it had a population of around 4000 in 1834.
Its population was close to 5,000 in 1840. This
shows parallelism to the situation in the late 16th
century, but when the lasting time frame of 250
years is taken into account, this indicates a sluggish process. In the late 19th century, the city’s
population had reached 8,500.
Kırşehir had important commercial and eco-
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nomic functions among cities in Anatolia during the
Anatolian Seljukids. In gaining such a situation of
the city, it played no doubt an important role in becoming the heartland of Ahilik and on the east-west
and north-south main roads. Indeed as an indicator
of these activities which were reflected on the endowment (vakfiye) of Cacaoğlu Nureddin, Kırşehir amir,
dated 1272, it attracts attention that there were many
markets with the relevant various professions as such
the grocery store, hayyat (tailor), butcher, haffaf (shoemaker), neccar (carpenter), saktâ (junk), ketenci (linen
manufacturer), helvacı (halva manufacturer), kassâr
(beater), sekkak (cutler), bezzâz (fabric manufacturer)
ütabî (clothier), and saddler, and a market known as
Türkmenpazarı which formed strong probability with
the arrival of surrounding nomadic Turkmen. Also there was an inn or caravanserai known as Kesikköprü,
which was built by Cacaoğlu Nureddin, Kırşehir amir,
in 667 (1268), and it was near the Kesikköprü bridge
whose name was probably Tırtıklıköprü before, on the
Kızılırmak, on the road from Kırşehir to Konya, capital
city of that period. As an indicator of this economic
vitality of the city, the Kırşehir Mint had intense activity
between the years of 697-738 (1297-1338). Nearly in
1309, the transfer made from the sum of the collected
revenues of the city by the Ilkhanid central authorities to the various spending items was 29,000 dinars.
All of them would indicate that the city was in a lively
commercial and economic activity especially after the
mid-13th century during the Seljukid Empire.
In the census, held in Kirsehir after the entry into the
Ottoman rule, the market or bazaars, the indicator of
commercial and economic activity, was not recorded.
This case can be explained by its being a border town
and destruction in the mid-15th century. In 1485, the
first years of Ottoman rule, it is identified that there
were city people engaged in agriculture, also the existence of a craftsmen class consisting of 69 people under the name of “cemâ‘at-i ehl-i hırfet (community of
craftsman)”. This small number of trades, whose crafts
cannot be fully determined, is an indication of the preOttoman trade and economic activities of the city. In
1584, there were dyeing plants and flaxseed houses.
This case shows that the city was the scene of a very
slow development between the years 1485-1584. The
commercial road leading to east-west and south-north
direction increasingly lost significance.
The city’s most important feature in terms of commercial and economic activity during the Ottoman period,
was the life of Ahi Evran, who was adopted as the founder of the Ahi institution in Anatolia. Towards the
mid-19th century, the number of shops and places of
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business in the city was over 100. These shops
and places of businesses were concentrated at
the foot of the castle, which today is called Uzunçarşı, and Taşhan, which disappeared later.
Among these shops and places of businesses the
number directly dealing with the textile and weaving industry under names such as tailor, draper,
lackey, weaver, the kılcı, boğçacı was greater. This
was followed by locksmith, tinsmith, blacksmith,
welder, horseshoer, nalçacı (shoemaker), chainmaker professions. Besides, there were people
who engaged in the branches of the leather and
leather goods such as saddler, furrier, packsaddle maker, and shoemaker. Also at least four flaxseed shops (bezirhane) were available in the city.
Furthermore the carpet business, which is a handicraft at Kırşehir, had a historical past.
During the Anatolian Seljukid Empire, many scientists and poets lived in Kırşehir indicating that
it had an important cultural potential. Among
them, particularly Aşık Paşa and Gülşehri, who
played important roles in bringing Turkish to a
literary language in Anatolia and wrote works
on this issue, come first. Again, there are many
historical monuments that belong to this period.
The oldest one among them is probably the Melik
Gazi Medrese which was built by the Mengücükid
Melik Muzaffereddin Muhammed bin Behramşah in 644 (1246) and later disappeared. Right
next to the medrese there is Melik Gazi Vault
constructed by the wife of Melik Gazi Malik has
Gazi. Another important medrese in the city is
Caca Bey Medrese which was built by Cacaoğlu
Nureddin, Kırşehir amir, at 671 (1272-73). There
is Lâlâ (Lâle) Mosque between Melik Gazi Vault
and Caca Bey Medrese and its exact building time
is unknown and it was used as a mint in the Ilkhanid period. The predominant aspect of art in
the city and one of the works understood previously to have also zaviye outbuilding is Aşık Paşa
Mausoleum. Likewise, another building, which
had a zaviye outbuilding in the Ottoman period and repair works on various dates, was Ahi
Evran Mosque and Tomb. In addition, there is a
tomb belonging to Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî in
the Imaret district of the city. On the mound, also
known as the castle, the Alaeddin Mosque is located and it was built by Seljukid Sultan Alâeddin
II and rebuilt in 1312/1893. In addition to these
works, it should be mentioned that there is a külliye (complex) which belonged to Hacı Bektaş-ı
Velî in Hacıbektaş district of Kırşehir, and had a
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large outbuilding. Furthermore, there is an inn
or caravanserai which was built by Cacaoğlu Nureddin in 667 (1268) and whose name is Kesikköprü because of the bridge near it. This bridge
was constructed by İzzeddin Muhammed, a Seljukid vizier, in 646 (1248) on the southern side
of the city and the river of Kızılırmak and given
the name as Kesikköprü, but its former name
was Tırtıklıköprü. In the west of city, there is Kalender Baba Tomb, near the Karakurt thermal
spring. In addition, there is a shrine on the southern side of Kırşehir attributed to Yunus Emre.
Kırşehir was an important administrative center
during the Anatolian Seljukid Empire. This city
fell under the influence of the Dulkadirid Principality after the 15th century and it seems that
sometime later it become a place of residence
of persons belonging to the dynasty of the principality. Kırşehir was connected to the Rumeli
State (Eyalet) under the name of Kirsehir province (vilayet) in 1485, the first years of Ottoman rule. The term “province (vilayet)” is used
to meet a certain administrative regions and
reflected more in the transition to a new area
of Ottoman rule. At this time, the total number
of villages in the province was 12. Among these villages, there is today a district whose name
is Hacıbektaş connected to Nevşehir and at that
time it was an important settlement whose name
was recorded under the name of Hacım or Karahöyük as village. The countryside outside the
villages had important nomad elements. These
elements, known by the name Varsak Turkmen,
were spread mostly to Malya Plain in the north of
Kırşehir and to north-western side. Their number under the name of cemaat (community) or
bölük (section) was approximately 120. Among
them, there was a group of nomads, whose name
is Kaman, who were to play an important role
in the emergence of today’s Kaman district by
their settlement in later years. Kırşehir in 1530
was a township connected to Bozok, which was
the sanjak of Rumeli State (Eyalet). Probably the
center of the sanjak of Bozok in these years was
Kırşehir. On the same date, the number of males
who paid tax and exempted from the tax in the
township was 9,222 people. The number of the
villages was 10. In contrast, there were 115 cemaat (community) and 27 bölük (division), that
consisted of the nomads. Besides, the number
of winter quarters, which mostly were used by
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nomads and became their settlement later, was 64.
Meanwhile, the mezraa (arable field) number where
nomads mostly made husbandry was 714.
Being a sanjak of Kırşehir took place in terms of
administrative maintenance in 961 (1554). At this
time, Kirsehir, leaving the sanjak of Bozok, became
an independent sanjak and connected to Karaman
province. In 992 (1584) the sanjak had eight townships (nahiye) with Kırşehir as a center, also Hacıbektaş, Süleymanlu, Konur, Günyüzü, Dinek, Keskin and Çiçekdağı. Each of these townships (nahiye)
included a certain region with units, such as villages
and mezraas (arable field) connected to them. At this
time, the total number of nomad groups and units
within villages and mezraas connected township exceeded 1,400. This shows a considerable expansion
of the boundaries of Kırşehir after being a sanjak.
In 1057 (1647), the sanjak had Kırşehir as its center and in addition to it, Dinekkeskin, Süleymanlu,
Yüzdeciyan, Hacıbektaş and Konur townships (nahiye) were available. Dinekkeskin township here was
formed by the merger of the previously mentioned
Dinek and Keskin townships. Hacıbektaş was formed by Yüzdeciyan nomad groups as a township.
Kırşehir, which continued its status of the sanjaklik connected to the province of Karaman, remained
attached to Konya Province which was formed by
the proclamation of Tanzimat and during the application of muhassallık which was removed in 1841.
In the records which relate to this application, it is
mentioned that Kırşehir was connected to muhassıllık (tax collector) of Nigde for a time and it became muhasallık itself for a time. According to 1867
Provincial Regulation on the administrative organization, the city became a township (kaza) linked to
Nigde Sanjak of Konya Province. Later into Kırşehir,
which was brought to sanjak, was taken from Konya
province and was connected to Ankara Province. In
1294 (1877-1878), the sanjak had four townships
whose names were Avanos, Keskin, Mecidiye (Çiçekdağı) and Kırşehir as center. In 1892, Kırşehir
sanjak had Hacıbektaş and Mucur townships in
addition to these four. Kırşehir sanjak included the
center township Kırşehir, Mucur, Keskin, Mecidiye
and Avanos in 1914 and became a sanjak of Ankara
in 1919.
Kırşehir became a central province during the Republican period. In the first years of the Republic,
there were small factories showing traditional style
of operation in the branch of weaving, construction,
stone carving, sculpture workshops, agro-industry,
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machinery and mining. After the 1960s, factories
and facilities began to set up in the field of feed, wheat, pasta, flour, mushrooms, lime, brick and machine tools. Recently, as the most important industrial
plants Petlas Rubber Factory and a candy factory
were opened. In addition to these facilities in the city
there is a university with the name of Ahi Evran University. Its population was 12,745 during the first
years of the Republic (1927 census), while according
to the results of the 2000 census was 88,105.
In 1925 the center Kırşehir, Mucur, Mecidiye, Avanos, Kaman and Hacıbektaş townships were tied
to the province of Kirsehir. On this date, there were
335 villages belonging to this province. 158 of which
belonged to Kırşehir central township, 37 to Mucur,
86 to Mecidiye, and 45 to Avanos. Kırşehir turned
into a district belonging to Nevşehir, and then became province again in 1957. The city of Kırşehir is
surrounded by Kırıkkale, Yozgat, Nevşehir, Aksaray
and Ankara. In addition to central district it is divided into six districts as Mucur, Kaman, Çiçekdağı,
Akçakent, Boztepe and Akpınar. According to the
results of the 2000 census, Kırşehir with an area of
6352 square kilometres, 253,239 people lived within the boundaries of the province. The density of
the population was 40. According to 2001 statistics
of the Presidency of Religious Affairs, Kırşehir had
totally 453 mosques. 153 of which were in city and
district centers, 62 in the townships and 258 in the
villages. In the city center the number of mosques
is 73.
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İlhan ŞAHİN

Kırşehir
Müzesi’ndeki
Ahilik Belgeleri
(Ahi Şecerenâmeleri,
Beratlar, Vakfiyeler) /
Ahilik Documents In The
Kirşehir Museum
(Ahi Family Tree,
Certificates, Deeds)
This book (Kırşehir, 2008), was formed and
published by facsimiles, transcriptions and
simplifications of the genealogy-epistles, berats
(certificate) and vakfiyes (foundation certificate-charter/deed), and was prepared by M. Fatih
Köksal, Orhan Kurtoğlu, Hasan Karaköse and
Özer Şenödeyici. The total number of documents
published in this work is 12. Among them there are six Ahi genealogy-epistles, three vakfiyes,
and three berats. One genealogy-epistles is in
Persian, all vakfiyes are in Arabic, and other documents are in Ottoman Turkish.
The first item that attracts attention among the
documents published in the book is the vakfiye
of Ahi Evran Zaviye dated 676 (1277). In the vakfiye, there are the establishment of the foundati-
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on, the restrictions of the endower, villages and hamlets dedicated, and eventually witnesses known as
“şühûdü’l-hal”. Among genealogies the names of the
persons like Ahi Musa, Ahi Sinan, descended from
Ahi Evran, their professions and sages are written.
The three berats located in the work are about the
Caca Bey, Ahi Evran Zaviyes and Şah Mehmed Foundation.
The book gives not only the transcriptions and simplifications of the documents, but also their copies in
integrity and this will make it easier for researchers
both for understanding the texts easily and for their
investigations.
The Arasta –bazaar- of Kızlar Ağası Hanı–inn-

M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

Kızlarağasi Hanı Arasta /
Kızlarağasi Inn Bazaar
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It is located on the road that goes to Hisarönü from
Halimağa Çarşı (Bazaar) in Izmir. According to its
inscription, it was constructed in 1156 (1743) by
Kızlarağası Hacı Beşir Ağa who served both Ahmed
III (1703-1730) and Mahmud I (1730-1754) and it is
one of the rare examples which has reached today.
To the yard of the arasta (bazaar), which was twostorey, transition was provided by three corridors
from placing arasta which had U plan around it, and
also by one corridor (totally four) from its western
side looking at street. In the western facade constituting the main front of the building, two gaps provided the transition to arasta and one to the yard, are
emphasized by one each outbuilding supported with
stone consoles on them. Ascending to clear second
story was provided by one each staircase placed in
the western and eastern entrance corridors. Being
the 1086 (1675) of date of fountain, which situated
in southern façade of the entrance, which is arched
placing in the middle of western side forming main
side of the structure and had oyster motif, kavsara
(curved lower surface of the belt) image, stone ornament, shows that it belongs to another structure
when its building date is taken into account and later it was mounted here.
The Arasta structure, as in the classical Ottoman
inns, had courtyard and a two-story plan. As a building material, it used ashlar in the downstairs, alternating stone and brick upstairs of the exterior;

stone and brick as alternate on both floors in the
courtyard sides. Two rows of bricks are circulating round the hedgehog eaves structure. Portico
design, which located both of floors, in porches
wings, a usual practice in the Ottoman inns, has
emerged with a different application at this inn.
While square planned yard, reached by barrel
vaulted corridor passing through the main entrance on the western façade, had a portico which
formed by the vaults carried by the top floor western front columns, the other sides are without
porches in both top and bottom floors. Downstairs spaces, opened directly to the courtyard and
upstairs hallway, are covered by a barrel vault;
the top floor is covered by panelled square vaults. All locations had a door and window linked
by the courtyard.
During the restoration in 1990’s, the entire structure, excluding the north wing, was reconstructed
in concrete from groundwork, and facades covered by stone or stone and brick as alternate. The
kiosk mesjid, located amidst the courtyard and
reflects a tradition from the Anatolian Seljukid
Caravanserai, joint decorations in the eastern
façade above Hisar Mosque and hand-carved decorations, located in one of the north wing arasta
shops were removed completely.
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Kirişji / Catgut seller

Kirişçi Baba Tekke

The craft which made string from stiff rope, to
which a bow was bound and pulled, was called
“kirişçilik”. Bow (arch, violin) is tool, made up of
single or combined elements, drawing chord between two ends tilted symmetrically in both sides
of its grip placed in the middle. The uncovered
oldest examples are one piece. The bow, which
is 118 cm long and was called as “kavs-i Saadet” (kemân-ı Peygamberî, bow of the Prophet) in
the Sacred Relics Department of Topkapi Palace
Museum, was made from a type of cane and in
one piece. The arrow was used as a very effective
weapon of war until the expansion of the rifle in
the Ottoman army.
The arrow and bow of the Ottoman army were
supplied by Cebeci Ocağı (Armorer Association),
the arrows were made by the artisans engaged
in this business in Gallipoli and Istanbul. According to information given by Evliya Çelebi, arrows artisan consisted of 300 persons in the 200
shops and bows artisan is composed 500 persons in the 200 shops in Istanbul. Arrowheads
were made in Edirne.

This tekke –lodge- adjacent to Kirişçi Baba Mosque located in Kirişçi Baba quarter in Karaman
is known also as Yunus Emre Mosque, Yunus
Emre Tekke and Kirişçi Baba Mosque. It is seen
that a large number of officers were assigned in
the tekke in the 18th century. It is noticed in some
Ottoman documents as “Hânkah”. An inscription
showing the construction date is not available. It
is therefore impossible to give a precise figure for
the construction date. If you look at the information given in a hükm (decree) dated 1199/1785,
Yunus Emre established this tekke, foundation
and endowment (vakfiye) while he was alive. The
information about this endowment indicates that
Yunus Emre Tekke was founded in the early 14th
century, during the reign of Karamanid Ibrahim
Bey’s principality.
Yunus Emre Tekke’s other name is Kirişçi Baba
Tekke. Kirişçi Baba, who is not the same person
with Yunus Emre, is the person who dedicated
real estates to this tariqa structure later. The first
record related to Kirişçi Baba foundations was
kept while Karaman province foundations are
writing during the period of Bayezid II (14811512). In this case his foundation allocation to
Yunus Emre Tekke is in the last quarter of the
15th century.
First architectural status of Yunus Emre Tekke is
unknown. The old building was a single-domed
tekke. It had maintained its existence as such
until the last quarter of the 18th century. The other sides of the building, whose dome was split
into two parts, had been also in ruins. For that
reason, it was demolished to be rebuilt from the
ground up. The current building is from the Ottoman times.
The Ottoman Empire provided the requisite assistance for activation of the Yunus Emre Tekkesi
and from time to time there were major restorations undertaken. The first known repair was
done by Abdulhamid I (1774-1789). According
to a tahrirat (official writing) which Karaman
governor Ali Pasha and Larende kadi (Muslim
judge) sent to the defterdar (treasurer) dated
1192/1778, Yunus Emre Tekke’s dome was halved over time, other sides of the building became
ruins and dysfunctional. As a result of the repairs’ an estimate which was made a cost of repairs was calculated at 2,000 kuruş. The governor
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Ahmet AYTAÇ

Kirişçi Baba Fountain
It is near the Kirişçi Baba Tekke located in Karaman city. According to the accounting books dated 1530, water was coming to the fountain from
the foundation water belong to Kirişçi Baba. There is no mention about the fountain in the repairs
of the Kirişçi Baba Tekke.
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reported to the capital that it would be appropriate
that this money would be taken from Larende İhtisab
and Tamga Mukataa. However, in the hükm (decree),
the sultan sent to the governor dated 1194/1780, it
was reported that the money, taken from “Muhallefat
(inheritance)” of Hafiz Mustafa Paşa who died before, was used to repair Yunus Emre Tekke. In another
tahrirat (official writing) of Karaman governor, it was
notified that tekke was “esâsından hedm ve müceddeden inşâsı”, namely demolished and rebuilt from
the ground up.
In the petition (arzuhal) dated 1199/1785, which
Halveti Şeyh Hacı Ismail, who was Şeyh of Yunus
Emre Tekke, sent to the Grand Vizier, Çavuşzade
began to repair the tekke by allocated money of 100
kuruş but it remained unfinished due to his death.
It was estimated that to complete the job another
1,000 kuruş was needed.
In a petition dated 1274/1858, it is highlighted that
“the tekke is prosperous and the poor and dervishes
are residents here all day”. This information shows
that the repair of tekke was completed shortly after
1785. The minaret in the northern side of the building was formerly small and wooden. Today’s stone
minaret was built in the 20th century. Yunus Emre
Tekke was restored in the 20th century. In 2012, it
was restored by the General Directorate of Foundations. Nowadays it is used only as a mosque.
Foundations; tekke had foundations allocated by Kirişçi Baba. The information on the foundations of
Kirişçi Baba was encountered for the first time in the
Karaman province’s cadastral record books during
the period of Bayezid II (1481-1512). According to
that, Kirişçi Baba foundations were as follows: Kirişçi Mill, another non-working mill, one-door Kirişhane, one-door Bezirhane, 10-door home, five-door
shop field, five part field in front of zaviye, two parts
vineyard.
It is understood that there was an increase in immovables’ foundations of zaviye during the period
of Süleyman I (1520-1566). The field shown before
five parts in front of the Tekke multiplied nine parts;
vineyard increased from two to four parts. This indicates that more foundations were allocated to the
zaviye by others.
Foundation revenue’s expenditure method: the information about the location of revenue obtained from
Kirişçi Baba Tekke’s foundations is not old. In 1530,
six persons were serving as juzhan (Kur’an reciter)
in the zaviye on Wednesdays and Thursdays. In the
late 18th century, food was given to dervishes who li-
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ved there and passersby in the tekke called Yunus
Emre. This was part of a stipulation in the vakfiye which mentioned that it belonged to Yunus
Emre in the documents. It is understood from the
documents that a group of dervishes stayed in the
Kirişçi Baba Tekke in the mid-19th century. In the
zaviye, money was allocated from “the Karaman
poll tax (jizya) property for the provisions of residents, almsman and dervishes”. This situation
shows that the foundations of Yunus Emre Tekke
did have the required amount of income to meet
its needs.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BOA. Karaman Ahkâm Defteri, nr. 19, p. 28; C.EV, nr. 405/20515;
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Anabilim Dalı Basılmamış Yüksek Lisans Tezi), Istanbul 1996, pp.
83; 387 Numaralı Muhâsebe-i Vilâyet-i Karaman ve Rûm Defteri
(937/1530), Tıpkı Basım, I, Ankara 1996, I, p. 119; Ahmet Cengiz,
XVIII. Yüzyılda Lârende (Karaman), Şehrinin Fiziki ve SosyoEkonomik Yapısı, Karaman 2009, pp. 62, 105-106; Cemile Tekin,
“Karaman Turizmi İçin Yunus Emre Tekkesi’nin Önemi”, Karaman
Ulusal Kültür ve İnanç Turizmi Sempozyumu. 23-24-25 Mart 2012.
Hz. Mevlana’dan Yunus Emre’ye Evrensel Sevgi ve Kültürlerin
Kardeşliği Projesi, Karaman Ticaret ve Sanayi Odası, Karaman
2012, p. 8.

Cemile TEKİN

Kitâb-ı Fütüvvet
(Radavi Transkripsiyonİnceleme-İndeks) /
Book of Fütüvvet
(Radavi
TranscriptionExamination-Index)
It is master’s thesis completed by Orhan Arsalan
as a partial fullfilment in the Turkish Language
and Literature Branch in the Turkic Studies Institute of Marmara University in 2010.
One of important sources of Turkish vocabulary
in the subsequent period of the 13th century in
Anatolia is fütüvvetnâme. Turkish fütüvvetnâmes
represent a part of the important works demonstrating the Turkish wealth. In the Ahi organization, it is seen that every business line of trades
unions had fütüvvetnâmes. Kitab-i Fütüvvet, registered in Konya Regional Manuscripts Library,
nr. 1616, classified nr. 297.9 and consisting of
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49 folios, does not belong to this business line
and is in the form of a general handbook. There
is only one copy of Kitâb-ı Fütüvvet. It is written with a vowel point naskh. Verses, hadis were
supposed to be written in red ink, but often did
not comply with this rule. Arsal wrote exactly the
verses hadis and prayers with the original texts.
Grammatical properties of the work also shown
in detail. In the vowels section, vowel harmonies,
vowel changes and vowel unifications; in the consonants section, consonant changes; under the
heading of inflectional suffixes, noun inflectional
suffixes and verb inflectional suffixes are given.
The index was prepared for the study, and there
are all words, proper nouns, place names, and
their meanings in the index. A separate dictionary for Arabic phrases was created; in this context, the study became more useful for readers
and researchers.

Hayri ERTEN

Kitâb-ı Fütüvvetnâme
It is registered in nr. 1009/2 of Millet Library. Its
author a person whose name is Mahmud and it
was written in Medine. The work starts with a
hadis that relates to the fütüvvvet’s being comprised of three parts. Subsequently, the explanation
of this hadits is made. In the book it is mention
the Caliph Ali’s sayings about four things which
a lover must abandon and ten features which a
lover must have in Sufism.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Mahmud, Kitab-ı Fütüvetname, Millet Library, nr. 1009/2, 7b-12a.

Bekir ŞAHİN

Kitâbün fî
Haceri’l-Mesâne ve’l-Kilye
It is a book written by Ahi Çelebi on kidney and
bladder stones. Its name is mentioned in some
sources as Risale-i Hasatü’l-Kilye Ve’l Mesâne,
in some others as Risâletü’l Kilyetive’l-Mesâne
or Fâide-i Hasat. The transcribers copy, registered in nr. 45/1 in the Chair of the History of
Medicine in the Cerrahpaşa Medicine Faculty,
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consists of 25 sheets. The work was published
by S. Ergun for the first time in 1948.
Ahi Çelebi wrote his work by using information
obtained from Hekim Altuncuzade, who was one
of the men of pen of the period of Mehmed II and
who had a great knowledge on medicinal plants
and treated retention of urine by making the urinary catheter. He narrates that he was a doctor in
the hospital, discussed with the leading doctors
of his time and increased his knowledge about
medicine, made treatments and gained experience. He says that in order to convey his acquisitions and accumulations to people and for them
to be beneficial to them, he wrote such a work.
The book is arranged in ten sections. In his book,
Ahi Çelebi transferred and filtered the information about the classical Ottoman medicine coming
from İsmail Cürcâni, Ebû Bekir er-Râzi, Muhammed b. Zekeriyyâ and Galen and dwelled on
mainly genitourinary, urodynamics and urinary
tract stone diseases in today’s medicine. He evaluated the topics, which are the basis of classical
Ottoman medicine, and in the context of “humors
theory”, which was called as “humoral pathology”
in the ancient Greek medicine, and as “Ahlat-i
Erba‘a” in Islamic medicine, he examines this
theory of a balance among these fluids - demevî
in the human body, safravî, sevdavî and phlegm
humors. The work, as a classical medical book,
has attracted a great interest among the physicians both in the written and subsequent periods.
Ahi Çelebi claims that kidney stones are seen
rather much among striplings, cold persons and
obese people; but rare in slim people. He says
that there are stones rather much in the bladders
of striplings and adults; but due to the shortness
and narrowness of the mouths of their bladders,
it is less common among women. Also, he gives
the description of the drugs used for kidney and
bladder stones. He tells about the foods that cause the stone and recommends diet from them. He
asserts that drinking laxatives or vomiting would
be useful in passing a kidney stone; it is required to refrain from entering a bath and to avoid sexual intercourse. He says that if the stone,
which will be removed from the bladder cannot
be fragmented then, the right application would
be to split the bladder. According to the stone’s
size, place and shape, he mentions how splitting
and extraction will be made and how the doctor
will act in the possible cases. In the treatment
of kidney and bladder stones, he tells about the
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drugs used in as edviye-i müfrede (single medicines). He mentions the properties of some plants
like marshmallow, black chickpeas, el hummaz /
rumex acetosa, helyun / marcuna / mercev, uskulu
fenderyon / teucrium chamaedrys and their benefits on the kidney and bladder stones.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Kitab-ı fi Hacer el Mesâneve’l-Kilye, İstanbul University Cerrahpaşa
Tıp Fakültesi Tıp Tarihi Kürsüsü Library, nr. 45/1; Ali Haydar
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Meriç GÜVEN

Koçu, Reşat Ekrem
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(b. 1905-d. 1975)
Koçu, the writer of the book entitled Tarihte İstanbul Esnafı, was born in Istanbul. He was the son
of Ekrem Reşat who was an educator and journalist, and Haci Fatma. Resat Ekrem, and he had
been for a while in Konya due to the directorship
of his father in the Konya Industrial School. He
completed his secondary education in Bursa High
School in 1921. Subsequently, he graduated from
Department of History in the Faculty of Letters in
İstanbul University. He became assistant owing to
the insistence of his professor, Ahmet Refik Altınay. During the university reform in 1933, he left
the university with many faculty members.
After leaving the university, until his retirement,
Koçu made the profession of history teacher in
the Kulelî Askerî, Pertevniyal and Vefa high schools. Koçu, who died on July 9, 1975, in Istanbul,
was buried in Sahrayıcedit graveyard.
Koçu, who lived off his pen substantially, had around fifty works and hundreds of articles written
in history field. He started to publish the Istanbul
Ansiklopedisi by fascicles in 1944 and continued
it to middle of “G” letter in 11th volume. He wrote
most of the articles himself in the encyclopedia
released with the financial support of a timber
merchant named Cemal Çaltı. Sometimes he
used nicknames like Ahmet Bülent Koçu in his
writings. Besides, Koçu published by simplifying
and shortening the Seyahatname of Evliya Çelebi
(first 5 volumes), Aşçı Dede’nin Hatıraları, Seyyid
Vehbi’s Surnâme, Haşmet’s Vilâdetnâme, Italian
writer Edmondo de Amicis’ travelling book. Koçu
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illustrated some of his writings, so there is also
his poesy side next to his painting.
Koçu, who affected Ahmet Refik Altınay and Ahmet Rasim, in the last years of his life received
an Anatolian foster child whose name is Mehmet
(Koçu) and brought his daughter and the brothers near himself. Mehmet, who is his heir, liquidated the fascicles of encyclopaedia in a warehouse after his death; sold notes and documents in
the house to the Tercüman newspaper archive,
then his newspapers and archive were sold and
distributed. Koçu, who was a fan of Istanbul, narrated history by pleasure reading, literary, and in
a mellifluous manner.
Works: Hatice Sultan ile Ressam Melling, Istanbul 1934; Eski İstanbul’da Meyhaneler ve
Meyhane Köçekleri, Istanbul 1947; Tarihimizde
Garip Vakalar, Istanbul 1952; Osmanlı Padişahları, Istanbul 1960; Topkapı Sarayı, Istanbul 1960?; Tarihimizde Kahramanlar, Istanbul
1960; Erkek Kızlar, Istanbul 1962; Esircibaşı,
Istanbul 1962; Forsa Halil, Istanbul 1962; Yeniçeriler, Istanbul 1964; Osmanlı Tarihinin Panoraması, Istanbul 1964; Fatih Sultan Mehmed,
Istanbul 1965; Patrona Halil, Istanbul 1967;
Türk Giyim Kuşam ve Süslenme Sözlüğü, Istanbul 1967; Kabakçı Mustafa, Istanbul 1968;
Kösem Sultan, Istanbul 1972; Haydut Aşkları,
1981; Istanbul’un Tulumbacıları, Istanbul 1981;
Cevahirli Hanım Sultan, Istanbul 2003.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Eser Tutel, “Osmanlı Tarihinin Romancısı Reşad Ekrem Koçu”,
Popüler Tarih, Temmuz-Ağustos 2001, http://merakediyorumgrubu.blogcu.com/resat-ekrem-kocu/4995436, (Erişim: 11. 04. 2014);
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Caner ARABACI

Konya Bedesten
The bedesten, which dates to 945/1538, one of
the foremost commercial structures of the Ottoman period that has not lasted until today, can be
viewed through a number of photographs taken
in the 1890s and understood from the inscription bearing inventory number 937 and displayed
in the Mevlâna Museum. Konya Bedesten was
opposite the İplikçi Mosque and in the area of
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current Central Bank and the building of Provincial Assembly. Konya Bedesten, according to the
building inscription engraved by thuluth script in
two rows on the horizontal rectangular marble
slab, 0.36 x 0.76 m in size, in the reign of Süleyman the Lawgiver, was built by Mufti and Kadiasker Mevlana Kadri Çelebi. When considering
the inscription and archival records, it is said
that before 1538 too a bedesten or a commercial
structure similar function was located here. The
first structure the point in question was demolished and replaced by the classical type of a bedesten in nine units built in the period of Sultan Süleyman, the Lawgiver. Indeed in Konya miniature
of Matrakçı Nasuh dated to the 1533-34 year,
in the commercial tissue inside the walls, it can
purport that the building item which is pictured
with four equivalent domes is a bazaar. However,
for this first structure we have, there is no definitive information that can date to the Seljukid era.
Before the renovation that occurred in the 17th
century, it is stated that there were sixty-five
stores within it. Konya Bedesten with sixty-five
shops refers to a medium-sized Ottoman urban
trade area. According to Evliya Çelebi, who visited Konya in 1649, there were very precious
commodities in the bedesten, also there were
stone bedesten’s iron swing doors and lead-covered domes. In the Tulip era, in the bedesten,
he says was mainly used for the textile trade, its
doors were kept closed by the guardian out of the
working hours, and because bedesten was a safe
place, the state treasury and people’s valuables
and money also were stored here in the closets.
Ahmed Tevhid, who saw the Konya Bedesten in
1897, says that the structure had three-doors
and the style of the bedesten in Istanbul. The bedesten was used as the municipality’s warehouse
thereat and had the inscription on the door facing the street. Ahmed Tevhid likened the Konya
bedesten to the Galata bedesten of nine units in
Istanbul. Although the author mentions the bedesten as having three-door, like Istanbul-Galata, Tokat, Kastamonu, Kayseri, Maraş, Merzifon
and Sofia bedestens, it must have had a total of
four doors as opened in the middle of the axes
of north, south, east and west including one for
each of reciprocal. As both travelers state, in the
late 19th century the bedesten was used in the
first steps of museology in Konya as an antiquities store. Abdulkadir Erdoğan and Naci Fikret
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Konya Bedesten

Baştak say that Bedesten was used as “antiquities store” in their articles related to the subject.
In the period of governor of Konya of Grand Vizier Avlonyalı Mehmed Ferit Paşa (1898-1902),
major reconstruction movements were carried
out in the city, particularly Industrial School,
which was built in addition to many social structures. However, the building of Industrial School,
one of the main structures of the First National
Architectural Period in Konya, brought about the
destruction of the 360-year bedesten. The local
administration of the period, for the location of
the Industrial School, in those years used as antiquities store, found appropriate the Bedesten
land and by going to the expropriation of the field, the current structure was removed and demolished in 1316/1898.
It is possible to have information about the plan
of the structure and its cover layout from the
document photographs taken from the southeast and southwest directions of Konya Bedesten. According to the document photos, Konya
Bedesten had a prism mass in the square plan
and it was covered with equivalent nine domes.
Slightly flattened domes sit on the octagonal-shaped high pulleys as close to each other. In the
photographs, it is seen that in the middle of the
southern, eastern and western sides of the structure, access one for each and in the upper level
of the sides, the rectangular windows opened in
the manner of coinciding to middle of the vertical
edges of pulleys. The balances belong to the belt
row, located on both sides of the entry, refers to
the outward liwan type shops. The building has
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a masonry structure. There is ashlar in the front
corners, doors and windows’ jambs, and the predominantly boast and rubble stone braids in other parts. Brick was used in the domes. However,
lead plating, which Evliya Çelebi mentions, must
have been subsequently lost or dismantled for use
in other buildings.
Konya Bedesten, as in other applications of nine
units, there were four axial opened door. As can
be understood from the traces belt seen in the
document photos, liwan- type shops opened outward continued in all four directions and integrated the bedesten with the surrounding commercial tissue. In the Ottoman bedesten surrounded
shops adjacent to the front, it is known that the
outer corners were also considered the shop. In
the center of trade, in the Konya Bedesten located
the value of land in a high position, it is unthinkable that the outer corners would be left empty.
Accordingly, we have also argued that there were a
two-front corner shops obtained by covered over
the elapsing vaults in the Konya Bedesten, placing
one each foot on the diagonals of the remaining
square in the corners. Thus, in the records of
the 16th century, it is said that inside of the Konya Bedesten mentioning as 65 stores, there were
21 case type stores. On the south facade reflected to the document photographs, is seen that
the shops in two sides of the entrance were held
a little higher than those adjoining. The door gap
accentuated by a rectangular block flushed from
front forwards slightly has a second round belt, in
a way that constitutes arched niche in the middle. The absence of any windows outside three for
each rectangular windows opened in every façade,
as stressed by Huart, a dark environment can be
created indoor. In the photos, in triangular areas
remained between pulley fronts and body, prismatic spurs attract the attention. Accordingly, it
is understood that water, accumulated in the pulley recess, was evacuated from the central domed
unit to mahmuzs.
We think that, as in other bedestens, the four
brick-stone feet were linked to one another and to
the load-bearing walls by swelled, pointed arches.
There must have been single or double tie-beams
made of either wood or iron in the open areas of
the arches.However, we don’t have any information about the establishment of the interior closettype shops. It is thought that the inner stores, as
in other instances, are made of wood and for the
storage of more valuable goods and belongings.
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Tolga BOZKURT

Konya Ticaret Teşkilatı:
Dünü Ve Bugünü /
The Konya
Commerce Organization:
Yesterday And Today
The work, published as the 16th book of Konya
Chamber of Commerce Cultural and Educational
Publications, was prepared by Mehmet Emin Eminoğlu. In the work, which is composed of 19 chapters, the meaning and importance which Islam
gave to trade is handled with examples given from
Quran and the Prophet. The work, which examines
in detail some subjects like history of commerce
and trade among the Turks, commercial activities
among the Muslims, Anatolia and Konya in the history of trade; the formation of commerce, artisan,
and chambers in the Seljukid, Ottoman and Republican periods, was published in 1997.
Putting an illustration of the outer walls of Konya
at the beginning of the work, the author mentions
the names of the 12 gates. Under the heading “The
Konya of Three Thousand Years Ago”, he gives the
example of Capadocia to show the economic situation of the geography considered parallel, from
an historical standpoint, to nearby Konya. Then,
he gave information on Konya and its commercial
routes during the Roman and Byzantine periods.
The writer tells with examples the functions of
inns and caravanserais, which were the leading
constructions in the development of trade in Anatolia, during the Seljukid period, the role of Konya,
which was on the trade routes, which the writer
describes as extending like light source, for giving
direction to this trade with its inns and caravanserais.
In addition, after mentioning the transition from
coin to banknote in the Ottoman period, he gives
a place to the fixing the prices and its applications in the market, ihtisap laws and the duties of
muhtesip.
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In the chapter of “from the Ecclesiastical Courts
to the Commercial Courts”, some subjects like
narhiye taken from artisan groups in Konya, artisan groups, commercial judgement in Islamic
law, court registers and receipt system are examined. Subsequently, it is the Konya Chamber of
Commerce is taken up. Lastly, there is mention
of the municipality, downtown-market relations,
transportation and carriage.

Muhammet Ali ORAK

Konya’dan Esnaf
Manzaraları:
İnsanlar ve Hayatlar /
Craftsmen Views from
Konya: People and Lives
This book, which focuses on today’s artisans of
Konya, was written by Raşit Aker and was published in 2008 in Konya. In the book, which has
144 pages, there are no chapters. In the book,
there are biographies of some selected artisans
from Konya and some citations were made from
their memories, the subjects were enriched by
the photographs taken from their archives. The
artisan groups in the book are as follow: tinner,
stabber, confectioner, mechanic, barber, kadayıfçı, typewriter manufacturer or seller, winder,
weighman, hammersmith, saddler, felt manufacturer or seller, glassman, quilt maker, cologne
manufacturer or seller, hatter, watchmaker, grocer, baker, tinsmith, tailor, coppersmith, radio
manufacturer or seller, kebab shop, and perfumer. In the study, photographs of professions in
Konya that have reached today but whose future
is uncertain are presented.

Ayşe DEĞERLİ

Koraltürk, Murat
(b. 1967 )
Murat Koraltürk, who defended his PhD thesis,
entitled Türkiye’de Ticaret ve Sanayi Odalarının Tarihsel Gelişimi (1880-1952), was born in
Istanbul. After he completed his primary edu-
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cation, he graduated from Kabataş High School
(1984), and then Istanbul University, Faculty of
Letters, History Department (1990). He completed his master’s thesis, İstanbul’da Şehiriçi
Ulaşımında Şirket-i Hayriye (1850-1945), in
Marmara University, Social Sciences Institute,
History of Economics Branch in 1992. He took
his PhD Education in the same institute by defending his thesis, Türkiye’de Ticaret ve Sanayi Odalarının Tarihsel Gelişimi (1880-1952), in
1999.
He continued his civil service as an Assist. Prof.
in the Department of Economics, Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences, at Marmara
University and has approximately 20 works.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Caner ARABACI

Koyuncu-Kaya, Miyase
(b. 1976)
Miyase Koyuncu Kaya, who wrote her PhD thesis
entitled 18. Yüzyıl İkinci Yarısında Osmanlı Esnafı: İstanbul ve Bursa Örnekleri, was born in
Ankara and completed her primary and secondary education in the same city. She graduated
from the History Department of Faculty of Arts
and Sciences at the Boğaziçi University in 1998.
She was appointed in Mehmetçik Primary School
in Şereflikoçhisar Distirict of Ankara as English
language teacher by the National Education Ministry in 2000. She completed her masters’s degree by a thesis entitled The Institution of Gedik
in Ottoman Istanbul, 1750-1850 in the History
Department of Social Sciences Institute of Boğaziçi University in 2001. As she continued her
civil service by English language teacher in Mehmetçik Primary School in Mamak, Ankara, she
started her PhD education in Early Modern Period Branch of History Department of Social Sciences Institute of Gazi University. After five-year
teaching life, she took charge in the the primary
school textbook writing commissions within the
body of General Directorate of Primary Education. She was employed as a writer of textbooks of
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primary school 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th class Social Studies
courses and 8th class History of Turkish Revolution and Principles of Ataturk course in terms of
textbook writing project in a mutual organisation of the National Education Ministry and European Union and the counselling of international
specialists. Within the scope of textbook writing
activities, she gave seminars to the teachers and
inspectors. She completed her PhD thesis, entitled 18. Yüzyıl İkinci Yarısında Osmanlı Esnafı:
İstanbul ve Bursa Örnekleri, in 2008. Then she
involved Ottoman Turkish works inventory in the
Ataturk Museum within the body of the National
Education Ministry. She participated in training
programs in Tokyo, Aichi and Kobe cities of Japan in 2011 within the framework of a project entitled “school-based disaster training” performed
as a mutual organization of the National Education Ministry and Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA). She was appointed as an Assist.
Prof. in History Department of Humanities and
Social Sciences in Yıldırım Beyazıt University
on March 20, 2012. She performed her pos-doc
study on the Ottoman-British Trade Relations in
the second half of the 18th Century in Warwick
University Global History and Culture Center in
England between January-December 2013.
In addition to the textbooks, there are two translation books entitled Çocuğunuzu Keşfedin and
Sınıfta Pozitif Disiplin. Her research field is focused on the second half of the 18th century and
there are studies on the Ottoman guilds, foundations, urban history and international commerce.
As a continuation of textbook preparation process
which she saw her second PhD, she has performed works related to history education and took
charges in the scope of TUBITAK (The Scientific
and Technological Research Council of Turkey).
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fronts. The low arched entrance door, located on
the western side, is opened to the main street.
According to the inscription on the western entrance, Helvacızâde Haci Hüseyin Efendi had Master Hacı Ali construct the arasta in 1904.
The structure was built from cut stone and roughly cut stone. The entrance door, reached by
the eight-step staircase in the northern side, is
smaller than in the western one. Three shops are
located on the western face.
Inside the arasta shops ranked extending eastwest direction. Because the eastern side of the
construction has fallen to ruin, the shop numbers are not fully determined, but it is to be thought that there were 16 stores in the original state of the structure. Above its middle section and
the stores there is a barrel vault, this place was
held wider and higher, its lighting is provided
with the windows which have rectangular form
and opened to upper side.
Although the construction protected its originality in terms of its general characteristics, it was
damaged in the earthquake that occurred in Ceyhan in 1998. The western part of the arasta has
reached today in a more robust form than the
eastern part. The upper cover of the eastern section is in a rundown condition.
In the archival documents it is enlisted that there
were shops in which drapers and moneychangers traded in the arasta, which is one of the important monuments of the past of Kozan.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Commission, Türkiye’de Vakıf Abideler ve Eski Eserler, I, Ankara
1983, p. 43; Commission, Medeniyetler Şehri Kozan, Kozan 2010,
p. 17; Çağrı Kürşat Yüce, Kozanın Beşeri ve İktisadi Coğrafyası,
Ankara 2000, p. 129.

Nurcan BAHARGÜLÜ
H. Mustafa ERAVCI

Kozan Arasta / Market
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Arasta (bazaar), located in Kozan district of Adana
city, is in the eastern side of Hoşkadem Mosque,
on Kadirli Street, and in the Aşağı Çarşı (Down
Bazaar). It is mostly called by local people more
the bedesten, but the construction, which has the
arasta feature, has an oblong rectangular plan.
Arasta has two gates from western and northern

Köksal, Mehmet Fatih
(b. 1961)
He is the writer of Ahi Evran ve Ahilik, Kırşehir Müzesindeki Ahilik Belgeleri (with O.
Kurtoğlu-H. Karaköse -Ö. Şenödeyici). He was
born in Talas located in Kayseri He completed
Sarız High School in 1979 and graduated from
the Turkish Language and Literature Department
of Erciyes University in 1988. After teaching for
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a while in Osmaniye and Kayseri, 1996 he was
appointed as a research assistant in the Department of Literature of Faculty of Arts and Sciences at Cumhuriyet University. He completed his
master’s degree in Erciyes University in the same
year. He took the title of the doctor at Hacettepe University with the thesis entitled Edirneli
Nazmî Mecma’u’n-nezâ’ir (Review-Critical Edition Text) in 2001. In 2002, he was appointed as
Assist. Prof. in the Turkish Language and Literature Department of Kırşehir Faculty of Arts and
Sciences at Gazi University. He became Assoc.
Prof. in 2004 and Professor in 2010. Between
2002-2009, he was the head of the aforementioned department and assumed the directorship
of the Ahilik Culture’s Research Center. He is still
serving as a teaching staff in the same department.
Works: Devhatü’n-nukabâ: Osmanlı Toplumunda Sâdât-ı Kirâm ve Nakibüleşrâflar, Sivas
1988 (with H. Yüksel); Kayserili Divan Şairleri,
Kayseri 1998; Yenipazarlı Vâlî Hüsn ü Dil, Istanbul 2003; Dervîş Hayâlî Ravzatü’l-envâr,
Istanbul 2003; Klâsik Türk Şiiri Araştırmaları,
Ankara 2005; Sana Benzer Güzel Olmaz Divan Şiirinde Nazire, Ankara 2006; Ahi Evran
ve Ahilik, Ankara 2006; Evran Manzum Piyes,
Ankara 2006 (with Ö. Şenödeyici); Kırşehir Müzesindeki Ahilik Belgeleri, Ankara 2008 (with
O. Kurtoğlu-H. Karaköse-Ö. Şenödeyici); Klâsik
Dönem Osmanlı Nesri, Istanbul 2011 (with C.
Okuyucu-A. Kartal); Mevlid-nâme, Ankara 2011.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
http://fef.ahievran.edu.tr/dosyalar/ozgecmisler/tde/fatihkoksal_
cv.pdf/erişim tarihi: 19.06.2014; http://www.kirsehirhaberdar.com/
kirsehir/prof-dr-m-fatih-koksal-kirsehir-haberdar-ailesindeh3438.html/erişim tarihi: 19.06.2014.

İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU

Köksal, Mustafa
(b. 1960)
He is the author of the works entitled Ahilik Kültürünün Dünü ve Bugünü (2001) and Ombudsman / Kamu Hakemi (2005). He was born in
Kabaca village of Mucur, located in Kırşehir. In
1980, he began his civil service in Ankara University Faculty of Agriculture, and has been con-
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tinuing it in the Grand National Assembly of Turkey since 1984. He performed the duty of press
adviser of the Ministry of State for a period. He
worked in some professional organizations such
as the Writers Union of Turkey, ILESAM (Professional Organization of Authors (Owners) of Intellectual and Artistic Works of Turkey) and the
Çankaya branch of the Red Crescent. There are
seven books of his in print.

Funda TOPRAK

Kreşevlyakoviç, Hamdiya
(b. 1888-d. 1959)
He is the writer of the book entitled Esnafi i Obrti u Starom Sarajevu. Kreşevolu was the son of
a merchant family. He was born in Saraybosna.
After he completed primary, elementary and trade vocational high school in his birth place, he
graduated from Teachers College. He took lessons from men of letters such as Silvije Strahimir Kranjčević, Ljudovit Dvorniković and Josip
Milaković. He began writing folk tales and poems
in the magazines at the age of 16. He began to
give lessons of history, geography, and pedagogy
in the trade vocational high school and teacher
training college, where he was appointed as teacher from 1912. He published his book entitled
Kratki Pregled Hrvatske Knjige u Herceg-Bosni. Meanwhile, he made interviews with people
living at that time while collecting Ottoman documents and used them in scientific studies.
He toured Bosnia, Austro-Hungary, Germany,
Poland, Greece, Italy, France, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden and Iceland. He issued the book
whose name is Monografija Štamparije u Bosni
za turskog vremena (Monograph on the Printing
Houses in Bosnia during the Ottoman Period).
Then he published Esnafi i Obrti u Starom Sarajevu (Artisans and Arts in Old Sarajevo). From
1916 he gave lessons of geography, history, philosophy, pedagogy and German in Dârülmuallimîn
and Gazi Husrev Bey Medrese, which were the
Muslim educational institutions. He served as
a scientific advisor in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Protection of Cultural Relics Institute until his
death. In 1939, he was elected as a member of
the Yugoslavian Academy of Sciences and Arts in
Zagreb. In 1952, he became a member of the Sci-
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ence Society of Bosnia and Herzegovina. He died
in Sarajevo.
Kreşevlyakoviç, who worked on the history of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, earned a pioneering role
because of his research on the Ottoman history,
especially Sarajevo’s archival documents and court records. Over 350 articles of Kreşevlyakoviç,
who knew Turkish and German, have been published in scientific journals.
Works: Kratki pregled hrvatske knjige u Herceg-Bosni, Sarajevo 1912; Štamparije u Bosni
za turskog vremena, Sarajevo 1920; Iz bosanske
trgovine XIX. stoljeća, Sarajevo1922; Hasanaga Beširević-Pećki, Sarajevo1920; Sarajevska
čaršija, njeni esnafi i obrti za osmanlijske uprave, Sarajevo 1927; Sarajevo u dobaokupacije
Bosne 1878, Sarajevo 1937; Hamami (javnakupatila) u Bosni i Hercegovini 1462.-1916., 23.
sv. Biblioteke Centralnog higijenskog zavoda u
Beogradu, Beograd 1937; Esnafi i obrti u Bosni i
Hercegovini (1463.-1878.) I. dio, Sarajevo; Esnafi
i obrti u Bosni i Hercegovini II. Dio, Mostar, Zagreb 1951; Stari bosanski gradovi, Sarajevo 1953;
Kapetanije u Bosni i Hercegovini, Sarajevo 1954;
Hanovi i Karavansaraji u Bosni i Hercegovini,
Sarajevo 1957; Esnafi i obrti u starom Sarajevu,
Sarajevo 1958; Kapetanijeu Bosni i Hercegovini,
Sarajevo 1980.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Commission, Izabrana djela Hamdije Kreševljakovića objavljena
su u četiri svezka, Sarajevo 1991; Enes Pelıdıja, “Kreşevlyakoviç,
Hamdiya”, DIA, XXVI, p. 291.

Cemile TEKİN

Kuloğlanları
(see Muhtesib)

Kurşunlu Mosque
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It is located in the quarter of Sultan Pasha in city
center of Kütahya. According to its inscription, it
was built by Şeyh Mehmed who was one of the
fütüvvet holders in 779 (1377-1378). The name
of this person, who is understood to have been
a prominent Ahi of that period, is on an inscription found in the tomb of Paşam Sultan (Seyyid
Nureddin).
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It is not known when the structure, which is seen
as Paşam Mahallesi Mesjid in sources, began to
be called Kurşunlu Cami. İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı stated that Anatolian Beylerbey Kasım Paşa
had the structure repaired in 1520 and for this
reason it took the name Kasım Paşa Camii.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Evliya Çelebi, Seyahatname, IX, (prepared by Seyit Ali Kahraman),
Istanbul 2011, p. 24; İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, Kütahya Şehri,
Istanbul 1932, p. 77;Ali Osman Uysal, Germiyanoğulları Beyliği’nin
Mimarî Eserleri, Ankara 2006, pp. 178, 182-183; M. Mustafa
Kalyon, Kütahya’da Selçuklu-Germiyan ve Osmanlı Eserleri,
Kütahya 2000, p. 37; Halil Edhem, “Âl-i Germiyan Kitâbeleri”,
TOEM, vol. 2 (1328), pp. 126-127; Ara Altun, “Kütahya’nın Türk
Devri Mimarisi”, Atatürk’ün Doğumunun 100. Yılına Armağan
Kütahya, Istanbul 1981-1982, pp. 226, 228.

İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU

Architecture: The mosque consists of harim
(sanctuary), whose top is covered with dome and
has a square plan, the three-part narthex located
in the north of harim, and a minaret located on
its north end of the east wall.
The mosque, for which face stone and brick material was used alternately, reached today after
undergoing several repairs. Especially during repairs carried out in the 1950s both on windows
and the dome pulley and in the hedgehog eaves,
several changes were made.
The narthex, which is in the north of the mosque
and reaches in a slit, has a public fountain within
it, divided into three sections with two centered
bearings connected to pointed arches to each
other and body walls. Above the narthex with
closed sides it is covered by cavetto vault in the
middle, domes passed by pendents in the sides.
It is entered to Harim through a gap which has an
obtuse arch with two windows in the two sides.
Above of square-planned harim is covered with a
dome passed by Turkish triangles. The external
lead-covered dome has a high octagonal pulley.
The harim is lit by two each windows opened to
the east side and the narthex and skylights in
the three directions except north. Niche ending
semicircular arches of vertical rectangle mihrap
located in the middle of southern wall has a circular plan. The mihrap, which shows ampir properties, is covered with Kütahya ceramics. The
mosque, whose wooden pulpit is new, is plain.
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Kurumsal Bir Değer
Olarak Ahiliğin
Sosyo-Kültürel Gerçeklik
Alanında Kurumsallaşması
ve Üç Boyutlu
Kültürünün İnşası /
Ahilik’s Institutionalization as
an Institutional Value Within
the Socio-Cultural Reality
and the Construction of a
Three-Dimensional Culture

Kurşunlu Mosque

The square-prism shaped base of the minaret,
which is adjacent to the north end of the harim’s
east face, was built using an alternating stonebrick technique. The underside of the gallery of
the minaret, which is accessed from the interior
of the mosque, has been shaped to appear like a
mukarnes with specially-cut large bricks. In this
section made up of the brick mukarnes there are
glazed bricks of turquoise, green, dark blue and
purple colors.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, Kütahya Şehri, Istanbul 1932, p. 77; Ali
Osman Uysal, Germiyanoğulları Beyliğinin Mimari Eserleri,
Ankara 2006, pp. 178-183; Ara Altun, “Kütahya’nın Türk Devri
Mimarisi”, Atatürk’ün Doğumunun 100. Yılına Armağan Kütahya,
Istanbul 1981-1982, pp. 226-228.

Savaş Aygener’s work was prepared as a masters’
thesis in the Political Science and Social Sciences
Subbranch of Public Administration Branch of Institute of Social Sciences of Gazi University in 2010.
The book examines the Ahilik institution in Anatolia of the 13th century. The study tackles the subject
from a sociological perspective, analyzes the sociocultural reality with an interdisciplinary approach
from the micro level to the macro level.
The thesis consists of preface, contents, symbols
and abbreviations, tables and schema indexes, with
introduction, two chapters, the concluding remarks,
bibliography and appendices. The work, after the
introduction, which analyzes conceptually the viewpoint of the Ahilik phenomenon, focuses on the characteristics of a social structure and the construction of socio-cultural reality based on the science of
sociology in the first chapter. In the second chapter,
Ahilik, as a historical phenomenon, was rebuilt as
a socio-cultural reality. At this point, the fütüvvet
phenomenon, which emerged before Ahilik, is discussed. Conceptual content of Fütüvvet phenomenon is analyzed by stages and concept experienced
and the dimension of Sufism, which is the mystical
form of religion. Meanwhile, Ahi Evren’s life and his
hagiographical personality with the socio-economic,
military and political, religious, moral and educational functions undertaken in Ahilik in the Anatolian
Seljukid Empire are evaluated. In the conclusion of
the study, the transferring of the Ahilik phenomenon to today’s understanding of life as ethical life
detection’s array of values is defended.
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Kuşak Kuşanma
(Putting on a Belt, see Şed Bağlama)

Kuşeyrî,
Abdülkerim b. Hevâzin
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(d. 465 / 1072)
The author, who has views on the Fütüvvet, was
born on Rebiulevvel 376 (July 986) in the region
near today Iran’s border with Turkmenistan. He
lost his father at an early age and grew up under
the protection of Abu’l-Qasim el-Yemânî, his relative. He took his first education under his supervision.
Kuseyri went to Nishabur to learn accounting at a
young age in order to be a finance officer. Here he
joined conversation council of Abu Ali ed-Dekkâk,
the renowned Sufi of that period, and asked his
disciple to be influenced by him. Dekkâk told him
to first become educated. Thereupon Kuşeyri turned to learn jurisprudence, kalam and hadis. He
adopted the Eş’ari theology/kalam by examining
the works of Bâkıllânî in this period. During these
years, in addition to being busy with education,
he tried to complete his mystical education through continuing the conversations of his mürşit
Dekkâk. Dekkâk married him to his daughter Fatima and allowed him to teaching at his medrese.
After his mürşit Dekkâk’s death he initiated to
Sülemî and enhanced his mystical knowledge and
experience so with his beautiful oratory and effective preaching Kuşeyrî gained a great reputation in Horasan. Because Amîdülmülk el-Kündürî,
the manager of the region and Tugrul Bey’s vizier,
was a follower of Mu’tazila sect, he took a stand
against Eş’ari theologians and, persuading Tugrul
Bey, he received permission to arrest and imprison prominent Eş’ari scholars, especially Kuşeyrî.
Kuşeyrî, jailed in the old castle of Nişabur, was
rescued by friends after a while. He went to Baghdad with a group of scholars after this event.
Kuşeyrî, who experienced uneasy lifetime of ten
years under pressure from Kündürî, reached a
state of comfort and harmony after the execution
of the vizier, ordered by Alparslan, who put Nizamülmülk in his place. He returned to Nishabur
and continued teaching to preach in medreses.
After spending his last years in welfare, he died on
16 Rebîülâhir 465 (December 30, 1072) in Nishabur. He was buried in the graveyard of his mürşit
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and father-in-law, Ebû Ali ed-Dekkâk’s medrese.
The grave has survived.
Kuşeyrî, who had extensive knowledge in scientific fields such as Sufism, theology (kalam), hadis, jurisprudence, interpretation, language and
literature, was recognized as more of a mystic. In
the sources, a sect (tariqa) with the name of Kuşeyriyye is referred to him. Kuşeyrî, who affected
Gazzâlî through Abû Ali el Fârmedî, one of his
outstanding students, tried to show that Sufism
conforms fully to faith of Ehl-i Sunnah, so the
controversial opinions of the Sufis were not included in his books.
Kuşeyrî reserved a special place for fütüvvet understanding in his works. On the subject he cited the opinions of the famous Sufis before him
such as Abu Hafs el-Haddad, Cüneyd-i Baghdadi,
Muhâsbî, Dekkâk and Sülemî. He regarded the
followings among the characteristics of fütüvvet:
no one encounters an evil to be met because of
you in both this world and hereafter, preferring
someone else to oneself, ignoring peoples’ faults,
not shaming the enemy because of you and blocking your ear to what people say about you.
According to Kuşeyrî, the essence of the fütüvvet
is being someone on the path of integrity in terms
of his/her every kind of discourse and act. The
example for the people of fütüvvet in the Kur’an
is Ashab-ı Kehf. Prophet Abraham is called feta
due to debunking of idols. The one who does not
give in to the desire of the soul and who broke the
flesh idols, is called fetâ. Kuşeyrî divided fütüvvet
into two - the fütüvvet that is for the God and
the fütüvvet which is shown to God’s creatures.
Fütüvvet, which is performed considering God’s
law, is to obey a person with his/her choice to
God’s commandments without showing any dissatisfaction. Fütüvvet related to the public law is
to respect the law of justice, not to force the people to apologize, to be fair and to renounce vengeance. Kuşeyrî says that one’s degree in fütüvvet
can be measured with his/her altruism, service
and effort towards the people.
Among Kuşeyrî’n books in particular er-Risala,
a Sufi classics, (translated by Süleyman Uludağ,
Istanbul 2012) and Letâifu’l-Ishârât, a commentary book written by İşarî method, (translated by
Mehmet Yalar, Istanbul 2013) are famous. There are also more than 10 works in the form of
pamphlets.
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Abdülkerîm el-Kuşeyrî, Risâle, (translated by Süleyman Uludağ),
Istanbul 1981, p. 305-311; Ebu’l-Hasan Ali b. Osman el-Hücvîrî,
Keşfü’l-mahcûb: Hakikat Bilgisi (translated by Süleyman Uludağ),
Istanbul 1982, p. 272; İbn Hallikân, Vefeyât, III, 205; Zehebî, el‘İber, Küveyt 1960, III, 259; Yâfiî, Mir’âtü’l-cenân, II, 91; Sübkî,
Tabaķāt (Tanâhî), III, 374-423; VII, 153-162; İbn Kesîr, el-Bidâye,
XII, 107; Câmî, Nefehât (translated by Süleyman Uludağ-Mustafa
Kara), Istanbul 1995, p. 621; Süyûtî, Tabakātü’l-müfessirîn, Beirut,
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Brockelmann, GAL, I, 432-433, 556; Suppl., I, 770-772; A. J.
Arberry, “Al-Qushairī as Traditionist”, Studia OrientaliaIoannı
Pedersen, Kopenhagen 1953, pp. 12-20; İbrâhim Besyûnî, el-İmâm
el-Ķuşeyrîsîretühû, âŝârühû, mezhebühûfi’t-tasavvuf, Cairo 1972;
Fritz Meier, “Qusayrī’sTartīb as-Sulūk”, Oriens, XVI (1963), pp.
1-39; Rashid Ahmad, “Abu Al-Qāsim Al-Qushairi as a Theologian
and Commentator”, IQ, XIII/1 (1969), pp. 16-69; Yüksel Göztepe,
Abdülkerim Kuşeyrî’de Hâller ve Makâmlar, (Ankara Un. SSE,
PhD Dissertation), Ankara 2006, p. 337; Süleyman Uludağ,
“Kuşeyrî, Abdülkerim b. Hevâzin”, DIA, XXVI, 473-475.

Abdürrezzak TEK

Kutadgu Bilig
Kutadgu Bilig, in which there appears information about the root of Ahi word, is the first work of
political treatise which was written by Yusuf Has
Hacib, who was of the East Karakhanid Turks
and dedicated to Tabgaç Buğra Khan in 1069.
The work reflects the language features of medieval Turkish period in the Turkish literature in the
kind of prose style.
Kutadgu Bilig, gave very important scientific and
philosophical data and information about Yusuf
Has Hâcib and the environment in which he grew
up. In the work; there are many wise sayings about language, expression, morality, goodness, and
justice.
The word “akı” which is the word root of Ahi, is
matched 33 times in Kutadgu Bilig. Besides; akı
bol-, ay akı, akılık words are also included. The
sample couplets which mention the word of “akı”
from the translation of Reşit rahmeti Arat are as
follows:
Akı: generous, open-handed, displayed
magnanimity
tüzün erdi alçak kılınçı silig
uvutlug bagırsak akı king elig (43th couplet)
(He was noble nature, humble and good attitude;
he was shameful, compassionate, generous and
bounteous)
akı bol bagışla içür hem yitür
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kalı eksüse ur yana al yetür (2053th couplet)
(Be generous, donate, wine and dine; if your property is missing, again struck, get and complete
diminishing)
kişi bar kalın bod boguz agrukı
köni çın bagırsak yok ol ay akı (5095th couplet)
(A crowded mass of people living on around me;
but among them, O generous human, there is no
a right, honest and loyal one.)
ukuşlug kerek hem biliglig kerek
akılık kerek hem siliglik kerek (1951th couplet)
(Bey must be knowledgeable and intelligent; he
has to also be generous and gentle)
akılık kerek begke kodkı köngül
bu kodkı köngül birle kılkı amul (2049th cuplet)
(Generosity and humility is necessary for Bey;
his humility with his nature should be calm)
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Reşit Rahmeti Arat, Kutadgu Bilig, III, Istanbul 1979, pp. 13-14;
II. 1988.

Aziz AYVA

Kutay, Cemal
(b. 1909-d. 2006)
Cemal Kutay, who was the writer of Türk Emek
Nuru / İlk Çağlardan Günümüze Esnaf ve
San’atkârlar Tarihi (Istanbul 1975), was born
in Konya. His father was Tahir Bey who was the
seventeenth child of Bedirhan Bey, the Emir of
Cizre.Kutay, who was forced to take care of his
family upon his father’s death, left Konya High
School from its senior class in 1929 and went to
Ankara. He later completed his secondary education at Kadıköy High School. He began working as a proof-reader in the Hakimiyet-i Milliye
Gazette in Ankara. He founded the Yeni Anadolu
Printing House after returning to Konya in 1932
and published Yeni Anadolu Gazette (1932-1934)
and Terbiye Postası periodical. In 1934, he again returned to Ankara and began working at the
Hakimiyet-i Milliye newspaper which later took
the name Ulus. In 1940, he moved to Istanbul
and published Halk newspaper (1941-1942) with
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Turgut Bayar. Later he made editorship in Millet
(1946-1950) and Hakka Doğru periodicals, which
he owned between the years of 1944-1951. Also,
he issued periodicals like Çağımız, Tarih Konuşuyor, Tarih Sohbetleri (1966-1968). Kutay, who
knew French, Arabic and Persian, died in Istanbul
on February 4, 2006. Kutay penned several articles in newspapers and magazines and had 187
books to his name.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Salhadin Gök, Bir Tarihçi Olarak Cemal Kutay, Hayatı ve Eserleri,
Celal Bayar University, Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished
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M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

Kübreviyye
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It is a Turkish dervish order which has close relations with Ahis. It was founded by Necmeddin-i
Kübra (d. 618 / 1221). Necmeddin-i Kübra, who
completed his medrese education in thirty-fiveyear-old, was enlightened by Ammâr Yasîr and
Ismail el-Kasrî. His dervish order had spread
in Central Asia, Iran, India and Iraq in 13th and
14th centuries. Sultanu’l-Ulema Bahaeddin Veled
(d. 1231) was one of the great caliphs of Shaykh
Necmeddin-i Kübra. Kübreviyye order came to
Anatolia with Sultanü’l-Ulema Bahaeddin Veled, the father of Mevlana Celaleddin-i Rumi (d.
1273). Contacts between the Kübrevis and Mevlevis continued in Konya during the life of Mevlana.
There are many works of Shaykh Necmeddin-iKübra, Kübreviyye’s founder, on Sufism. Mustafa
Kara published Usûlu Aşere, Risâle ile’l-Hâim
and Fevâihu’l-Cemâl, Necmeddin-i-Kübra’s
works, in his own book entitled Tasavvufi Hayat.
Necmeddin-i-Kübra, who mentions mostly advice
for Sufis staying away from wealth, stopped over
in detail the terms of “ascetic” and “seclusion” in
his book Usûlu Aşere. However, he did not express an opinion about the importance of working
for people. He lived his life in a full ascetic way.
The basic idea in Kübreviyye order is to cut oneself off from the world and worldly things.
The relationship between the Futuwwa connoisseur and Kübreviyye dervishes began in Horasan.
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It is known that Necmeddin-i Kübra, the founder
of the Kübreviyye and Evhadüddin-i Kirmani (d.
1237), a shaykh of Ahilik, disagreed with each
other. It is seen that the dispute began in Horasan and later moved to Konya. Indeed, Bahaeddin Veled had deeply influenced his son Mevlana
by his ideas from Kübreviyye; Mevlana, just as
his shaykh Necmeddin-i Kübra, came out against Evhadüd-i-Kirmani who tried to establish a
Futuwwa organisation in Konya, he did not like
his behaviours; Eflakî has told many hagiographies about this issue. Eflakî recounts that Mevlana told those around: “Evhadüddin left a bad
legacy in the world. This bad legacy and the one
who conducts through this bad legacy are at their peril”. Thus Mevlana saw a very poor job of
Evhadüddin-i-Kirmani’s organisation works for
shopkeepers in frame of Sufi idea as establishing
Futuwwa organization in Konya.
Sufis had been operating in the tekke and zaviyes which were endowed by statesmen and wealthy people who believed them.
Mevlevilik had followed the same path; after Mevlana Celaleddin Rumi, foundation incomes, gifts,
oblations which were allocated by statesmen began to be distributed to the dervishes and tekke
officers; some of these incomes were allocated especially to Sultan Veled (d. 1231), Kira, Mevlana’s
wife and Melike, Mevlana’s girl. However, Ahilik,
as different from this approach, prescribed that
its members should have a profession or art,
produce and continue their lives without the
burden on nobody, and tried to spread it in the
community. Ahis gave the utmost importance to
religion, as did Sufis. This new structure, which
was improper to Sufism of Horasan origin and
called as Futuwwa, had disturbed Sufis who were
followers of Kübreviyye, so they began to struggle
with Ahis. Particularly, when the Ahis began to
emerge and organise in the zaviyes, the followers
of Mevlevilik, which was a branch of Kübreviyye,
which had a dominant position in the religious
life of Konya, were disturbed by this development
and so some unpleasant events occurred. After
Mevlana’s death, the situation softened; in this
environment, Sultan Veled praised sporadically
the leaders of Ahis in his work Divan, and came
forward their goodness and virtues in an exaggerated way. This positive atmosphere paved the
way to begin to expand an understanding that the
way of Ahis was indispensable for a civilised society, to feel Sufis sympathy for Ahis as a result.
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Ahis’ close relations with the Mevlevilik, which
was the Kübreviye’s Anatolian version, was developed after the Ottoman conquest of Konya. Ahis
with Mevlevis were seen side by side in almost
every field in the late of 15th century. In the Mevlevi vakfiye of Abid Çelebi (d. 1496) dated 1501,
there are witnessed signatures of Divane Mehmed Çelebi (d. 1529), who was one of the important Mevlevi figures of that period, and his many
Ahi sons. Again, in the Mevlevi Vakfiye of Emir
İshak Bey, son of Abdürrezzak, who belonged to
Şems-i Tebrizî Zaviye, there are Ahis in witness
statute. This convergence over time caused that
the Mevlevis also affected by Ahis to have aprofession, some Mevlevi dignitaries began to open
production work places like Ahis. In fact, Seyyid Şeyh Hacı Mehmed Arif Efendi, son of Seyyid
Abdurrahman Efendi, Mevlana Dergah Postnişin
(leader), took hold felt manufacturing of Konya
by buying many felt shops located in Keçeciler
Bazaar in Konya in 1143 (1730).
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Hocazâde Ahmed Hilmi, Hadîkatü’l-Evliya, Istanbul 1979, p. 236245; Hamid Algar, “Necmeddîn-i Kübra”, DIA, XXXII, Istanbul
2006, p. 498-506; Yusuf Küçükdağ, “Ahiliğin Konya’da Kuruluşu
ve Türk Tasavvufuna Getirdiği Yeni Boyut”, Türk Tasavvuf
Araştırmaları, Konya 2005, pp. 12-17.

Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Küçük Hamam
(see Salhane Hamam)
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aspx?HaberNo=18607; (06.06.2014); Mehmet Koç, Timur’un
Akşehir Günleri, http://www.pervasiz.com.tr/timurun-aksehirgunleri-makale, 423.html, (06.06.2014).

Caner ARABACI

Külahjı /
Cone Hat Maker
It is the cap which was made of felt and worn on
the head. It is a name of the cap which is used
as a tariqa (dervish order) clothing by shaikhs
and dervishes who have reached a certain level
in the sufi road and which is different in shape
and color according to the tariqa. There are quite
different kinds of cones, such as felt cone, Mevlevi cone, the Albanian cone, grandfather cone,
and Tatar cone. When a person was diminished
in rank his kavuk (quilted turban) was removed
and cone was dressed in the Ottoman period.
So the term of “cone dressing” comes here. It is
known that Külahçı shave a place as an occupational profession in guilds.
As the cone is a symbol for the spiritual authority
of its bearer, it was used with respect expressing
titles, such as “tâc-ı şerif, tâc-ı edeb, tâc-ı saâdet”.
In the first period of the Sufism, sufi clothing was
met with cardigan. The top of the cone is called
as “kubbe”, the edge which is worn on the head
and wrapped turban around is called as “lenger”
(asabe), and leading edge is called as “mihrap”.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Küçükakça, Musa
(b.1947-d.2002)
He was the writer of a book entitled Akşehir’in
Folklor İncisi Sıra Yarenleri ve Akşehir Türküleri
(Akşehir 1978). He was born in 1947 in Antalya’s
Serik district. He completed his primary and
secondary education in Akşehir. In his pupillage, he began writing in Pervasız, which is a local
newspaper of Akşehir. After high school education, he began working in a bank in the year 1970.
He died in Akşehir.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Erdoğan Özbakır, Geçmiş Zaman Olur ki, İstasyon, 29 Mart
2012,http://www. istasyongazetesi.com/istasyon/Yazarlar.

Ahmet Aytaç and orhers, Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivinde Türk El
Dokumalarına Dair Önemli Kayıtlar, Istanbul 2014.

Ahmet AYTAÇ

Kültür Sanat ve
Medeniyetimizde Ahilik /
Ahilik in Culture, Art and
Our Civilization
This study, penned by Yaşar Çalışkan and M. Lütfi İkiz (Istanbul, 1983), has 126 pages. The work
was awarded with honorable mention of Ahi cul-
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ture research competition organized by the Ministry
of Culture.
The work consists of 25 major titles. In the first
part; Ahi Evran’s hagiographies, life, miracles, personality and beliefs are focused on. Subsequently,
it touches upon morality, decency, art, honesty, percept of impartialness sophistication and wit of Ahis.
This is followed by the testament of Osman Ghazi, who was characterised as the protector of the
Ahis, to Orhan Ghazi, some of the hadis which guided the Ahis, principles of Ahilik, Ahilik’s clothes
and colors, Ahilik’s origin and safe-deposit boxes
in Ahilik. It is noticed that the various foundations
belonging to Ahis is in the third part. Also, it is mentioned briefly about Mehmed II’s testament related
to medicine and cleaning, Guraba Hospital and
baths, soup kitchens etc. After narrating women
water charity in Istanbul, in the way of Bacıyan-i
Rum, it is told the robots made by the Artukids.
The reflections of Ahilik in life are given under the
becoming çerağ (apprentice), tailoring, guest, sinker ship, salt shopkeepers, bakers’ shopkeepers
and other occupational groups. Subsequently, books describing Ahilik are introduced. In the section
of narrating Ahilik ceremonies, it is stated how the
trades people supported these celebrations. In the
work, also mentioned is the task of the guilds and
how they controlled each other, related with revealing statements.

governmental organizations can take in the protection and sustenance of Ahi culture. Information is given about Ahi Evran, religious moral
dimension, into the path, road progenitor / route brother acquisition (apprenticeship), having
road (journeyman), mastery ceremonies and
standard and quality goods production of Ahi
unions. There is an assessment of the functions
of civil society and non-governmental organizations, which is the second step of the thesis. The
third section is the main part of the thesis. Here
information is given about the role of civil society
in the protection of cultural values, UNESCO as
an international non-governmental organization.
Subsequently, he introduces the national nongovernmental organizations in Turkey. The first
of two non-governmental organizations is the
Ahilik Research and Culture Foundation (Ahilik
Araştırma ve Kültür Vakfı), the other is Ahi Culture Research Center (Ahilik Kültürünü Araştırma Merkezi), a unit of Gazi University.
In the conclusion, Ülker finds it in appropriate
for responsibility for the preservation of cultural
values to be delegated to the Culture and Tourism Ministry. He makes recommendations about work necessary for the support of civil community organizations and for introducing the
culture of Ahilik to the public. Ahi Week Celebrations Regulation is added to the end of book.

Bekir ŞAHİN

Caner ARABACI

Kültürel Değerlerin
Korunmasinda Sivil Toplum
Örgütlerinin Rolü:
Ahilik Kültürü /
The Role of Civil
Community
Organizations in
Preserving Cultural Values:
Ahilik Culture
94
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Abdullah Ülker’s work consists of three chapters and 69 pages. He tries to evaluate Ahilik and
Ahi culture in the first chapter of his book, which
aims to assess what sort of responsibilities non-

Kürkjü / Furrier
Fur is a kind of clothing made from leather of
some animals that have soft feathers. The profession experts, who made clothing from fur, were
called furrier in the Ottoman period. There was
also an inn whose name was Furrier Inn constructed in the second half of the 15th century in
Istanbul. Fur which was treated in the hands of
a master debbağ (tanner) came to fur traders in
a case of skin and was divided into four sections
as back-neck-belly-trotting furrier connoisseurs
of traders. Then it was prepared in accordance
with clothing sections such as shoulders, front,
side lines, and arm and it was called “ferve”. As
ferves covered with valuable fabric they could become fur. The most valuable ones were covered
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by seraser (brocade) fabric. The fur worn by those
in travels was called “serhadli kürkü” and the fur
dressed sleeveless was called as “kaniça”. The most
precious furs used for clothes with an approximate value ranking, black fox, Siberian gray squirrel,
sable, apple cheeks (a fur made the cheek pieces of
fox skins and whose value was close to sable), lynx,
marten and mustela erminea. However, there were
different levels and qualities of various kinds of
furs in the Ottoman financial markets. In the mid17th century, it has been identified for traders various fur types as sable head, sable trotter, Circassian marten, marten trotter, marten throat, mustela
erminea, Rumeli marten, weasel trotters, marten
throat, squirrels, white fox throat, Azov nâfe, Azov’s
black body, fox trotter, fox nâfe from the Göllükesrî,
Bosnia çılkafa, çılkafa from Göllükesrî, Algerian
coyote ridge, Karaman coyote, the Algeria coyote
chubby.
The Ahis who were busy with furriery were divided
into two parts - the ones who stitched fur (postîndûzan) and the other (kürk-fürûşân) who sold it.
Furrier shopkeepers usually made their sales in the
city bazaars. As there were Furrier shopkeepers in
the Old Bedesten (great bedesten / internal bedesten), which was important in terms of fur consumption, Grand Bazaar (Bazaar-ı Kebir) and shopkeepers street alleys, also private furrier inn belonging
to great dealers and wholesalers.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BOA, BEO, Sadâret Defterleri, nr. 356, 121b; Filiz Karaca, “Kürk”,
DIA, XXVI, Istanbul 2002, pp. 568-570.

Ahmet AYTAÇ

Kütükoğlu, Mübahat S.
(b. 1932)
She was the writer of Osmanlılarda Narh Müessesesi ve 1640 Tarihli Narh Defteri. As being the
daughter of Ârif Kemal Bey, veteran of the National
Struggle of Turkey, and Emine Şadiye, she was born
in Izmir, in 1932. She completed Izmir Dumlupınar Primary School, then her secondary education
at the Izmir High School for Girls. In 1951-1952,
she began her university life in the Department of
History in the Faculty of Letters of Istanbul Univer-
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sity. She was taught by such great scholars like
İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, Cavid Baysun, Hamid
Ongunsu, Mükrimin Halil Yınanç, Tayyip Gökbilgin, Zeki Velidi Togan, İbrahim Kafesoğlu, Cemal
Tukin, Afif Erzen, Bahadır Alkım, Sabahat Atlan,
Besim Darkot, İsmail Yalçınlar, Sırrı Erinç in her
undergraduate education. She graduated from
the Chair of Early Modern Period of the Department of History in 1956 with thesis entitled The
Ottoman-British Relations (from beginning to the
end of 17th century). That same year, in the Chair
of Economic History and Economic Geography
at Istanbul University, she started working as an
assistant. During this office, on the one hand she
helped Ömer Lutfi Barkan, her Professor, in his
studies, on the other hand, she was busy preparing her doctoral thesis under the supervision of
Cavid Baysun. In 1958, she was married to Bekir
Kütükoğlu, an Ottoman historian. In 1961, she
won the British Council scholarship of threemonth period and studied related to her doctoral thesis at the Public Record Office, the British
Library and the India Office Library in London.
In March 1963, she took the title of doctor with
the thesis entitled Ottoman-British Economic Relations (from the beginning until Tanzimat). She
worked as a Dr. Assistant and joined the studies at the Institute of Turkish Economic History,
whose head was Ömer Lütfi Barkan, in the years
1963-1972.
Mübahat S. Kütükoğlu continued her studies on
the Ottoman-British relations, which have an important place in the Ottoman history, after her
PhD. In London, where she was for a year from
February 1970, she studied in British archives
and libraries and became Assoc. Prof. through
the thesis entitled “The Ottoman-British Economic Relations (1838-1850) in the 1972. She
began to serve as Assoc. Prof. at the chair of Osmanlı Müesseseleri ve Medeniyeti Tarihi Kürsüsü / History of Ottoman Institutions and Civilization, whose founder and president was Tayyip
Gökbilgin, in the Faculty of Letters in Istanbul
University in 1973. Upon the retirement of Tayyip Gökbilgin, she was appointed as the head of
the chair of Osmanlı Müesseseleri ve Medeniyeti
Tarihi Kürsüsü by the decision of the Board of
the Faculty on October 4, 1977.
Subsequently, the studies devoted to civilization
and institutions started in the period of Gökbilgin, gave speed with her scientific approach,
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devoutness and punctiliousness and she carried
out outstanding projects. In this context, in the
first year her colleagues became Tayyip Gokbilgin, as the head of the chair, Salih Özbaran; after
1976, Mehmet İpşirli, Abdülkadir Özcan, Nezihi
Aykut, Filiz Çalışkan, Arzu Terzi, İlhan Şahin and
Zeynep Tarım, respectively. Although Mübahat
Kütükoğlu’s last assistant was Levent Akgünlü in
the official records, she has always had voluntary
assistants.
Mübahat S. Kütükoğlu, became a professor in
1979, was appointed director of the Tarih Araştırma Merkezi / Historical Research Center in 1984
until her retirement in 1998. Through each year
seminars, traditionally held at the end of May, she
ensured the participation aimed at interdisciplinary studies and communication in the social
sciences. In the meantime, she released regularly
Tarih Enstitüsü Dergisi (the Journal of History
Institute), whose editorship she undertook.
Kütükoğlu, took her university teaching job seriously and engaged in research in this regard,
laid out the most satisfying work known in the
Ottoman diplomatic field by expanding research
and studies related to the Ottoman Paleography
and Diplomatic course. In addition, M. S. Kütükoğlu introduced first time courses entitled ‘Scientific Research Method’ and ‘Scientific Research
Methods Practice’ in the history department for
preparing the students, who demand an academic career, in the best way. The lectures given by
her were directly about her field research and she
gave to the students originally the correct information. In this respect, she expected the students
to take the course seriously. The Ottoman Social
and Economic History course in this regard was
put as a lesson in her time. She was giving the course, which is about the effect of social strata and
artisans on the economic structure, from her own
notes. Besides the courses of the Ottoman Central
and Palace Organization handled the most widely,
she did not repeat the courses, which she gave at
a semester, in other semesters, but she returns to
the same topic after two semesters.
Kütükoğlu read line by line the masters and doctoral studies, did not leave students free in construction of the thesis, she directed the students in
order for them to learn the best way of scientific
methods. She would not have hesitated to refuse
the theses which she believed were not suitable
for scientific methods. She would not accept the
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students whose diligence and honesty she did
not believe, to either elective courses or graduate
programs. On the other hand, she never refused
the requested help and followed the students earnestly in her consultations.
The studies, prepared under the supervision of
Mübahat S. Kütükoğlu, were about her field as
well as the subjects which had the nature of the
project as she encouraged. However, were completed by the team. In this context, Kütükoğlu,
pointed out the importance of ceremonies in the
Ottoman statecraft, procured graduation thesis
to aim to create a series of books based on the
ceremonies. Another important objective of hers
was to publish the Temettü Defters, so the Ottoman social and economic structure could be examined and evaluated accordingly. She gave the
Temettü Defters, used in the studies related to
Western Anatolia apart from the separate articles, as a thesis subject; attempted the subject to
handle by the historians in the scope of a project;
but it could not continue because it can no longer
support. Customs books and international trade
relations have been supported by another thesis
subject of hers and in this area worked since the
beginning of her career she published various other articles in addition to current books.
All studies resulting from the long and arduous
work has been prepared based on original source documents and archives in particular. Her
publications which examine the Ottoman-British
economic relations were prepared and issued
directly on the basis of the archives of two countries. It lasted for many years the preparation
of Narh (Price Fixing) Institution in the Ottoman
Empire and Narh Book dated 1640 (Osmanlılarda Narh Müessesesi ve 1640 Tarihli Narh Defteri), while reading and doing the assessment of the
book she has applied to the old masters of many
professions, and thus presented to world of science by determining the details known only by
its cognoscenti. This work, which contains name
of many substances unknown today, fills an important gap as the source of the Ottoman culture
and history of art studies. She made field researches for many years in the related regions in
addition to using sources for the first time for her
books entitled XV ve XVI. Asırlarda İzmir Kazasının Sosyal ve İktisâdî Yapısı, İzmir Tarihinden
Kesitler ve XVI. Asırda Tavas Kazasının Sosyal
ve İktisâdî Yapısı. Another publication resulting
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from long studies and research was the book entitled XX. Asra Erişen İstanbul Medreseleri. In
this study, all medreses and renovated ruins that
the city inherited from the past have been identified. The work of Osmanlı Belgelerinin Dili shows
the best evidence that Kütükoğlu knows well the
Ottoman archives and documents. Most of her articles are almost of book volume and density.
Kütükoğlu, a member of Türk Tarih Kurumu /
Turkish Historical Society, Ahilik ve Kültür Vakfı / Ahilik and Culture Foundation, Orta Doğu ve
Balkan Araştırmaları Vakfı / the Middle East and
Balkan Studies Foundation (its name during the
establishment: Türk-Arap İlişkileri Vakfı / Turkish-Arab Relations Foundation), the TurkishAmerican Research Association, retired at her
own request on 16 October 1998. The reduction
in course load and administrative jobs in the faculty opened a more productive period in her life;
she found opportunities to complete important
projects and research and publishing.
Mübahat S. Kütükoğlu continued her studies without interruption throughout her life with patience and care. She took every job seriously, kept honesty and grace always at the forefront in human
relations, believed in the importance of science
and art, integrity of the state and country, and is
one of the most distinguished scholars of Ottoman history. Kütükoğlu has over 100 articles and
books in addition to 13 seminar proceedings editing books which were published during her directorate of History Research Center. Furthermore, the book entitled Prof. Dr. Bekir Kütükoğlu’na
Armağan (Istanbul 1991) was been prepared for
publication by her:
Publications: Osmanlı-İngiliz İktisâdî Münâsebetleri (1838-1850), Istanbul 1976; Osmanlılarda Narh Müessesesi ve 1640 Tarihli Narh
Defteri, Istanbul 1983; Tarih Araştırmalarında
Usûl, Ankara 2014; Osmanlı Belgelerinin Dili
(Diplomatik), Istanbul 1994; XX. Asra Erişen
İstanbul Medreseleri, Ankara 2000; XV ve XVI.
Asırlarda İzmir Kazasının Sosyal ve İktisâdî Yapısı, İzmir 2000; İzmir Tarihinden Kesitler (Makaleler), İzmir 2000; XVI. Asırda Tavas Kazasının Sosyal ve İktisâdî Yapısı, İstanbul 2002; XIX.
Asır Ortalarında Tavas Kazası, Istanbul 2007;
Menteşe Sancağı 1830 (Nüfus ve Toplum Yapısı), Ankara 2010; XVI. Asırda Çeşme Kazasının
Sosyal ve İktisâdî Yapısı, Ankara 2010; Balta
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Limanı’na Giden Yol. Osmanlı-İngiliz İktisâdî
Münâsebetleri (1580-1850), Ankara 2013.

Zeynep TARIM ERTUĞ
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Lâlâ Hânkah /
Lâlâ Dervish Monastery

100

It was inside of the Ertaş gate of the Konya Fortress. Researchers have confused it with the Lâlâ
Ruzbe Hânkahı in Konya Ahmedeği that belonged
to the same person, because the builder was Ruzbe, the son of Abdullah and the lâlâ – tutor – of
Sultan Alâeddin Keykubat (1221-1237). In this
regard, İbrahim Hakkı Konyalı wrote in his book
that this was one structure, although in documents the foundations of the two structures are
shown under separate headings and their respective locations are indicated.
Ruzbe, son of Abdullah, had the Lâlâ Hânkahı
built, along with the Medrese-i Lâlâ adjacent to it,
at the beginning of the 13th century. Because there
was probably a school, a medrese and a mesjid
inside, it was also called Lâlâ Buk’ası. During the
time that the Ottomans ruled Konya it was in a
state of disrepair. For this reason, its foundation properties began to be operated as a timar in
880/1475. Sultan Bayazid II (1481-1512) restored its foundation status and Sultan Süleyman,
the Lawgiver (1520-1566), approved the foundation status, as well.
Foundations: Bulcuk in Ilgın district; Dolap
near the zaviye – lodge; lands near Karacığan
and Kabasakal; shop sites owned by Davut oğlu.
Normally, two thirds of the foundation income
was spent for the guests who came to the hânkah.
The other third was given to the shaikh as salary.
When the hânkah deteriorated it was left to the
shaikh in its entirety.
There is a view that, in the time of the Turkey
Seljuks, the hânkah that belonged to Lâlâ Ruzbe,
which was given to the Mevlevis when it belonged to the Ahis, was the sufi structure in Ahmedek. However, Ahmedek must have been built at
the beginning of the 13th century on top of the
Lâlâ Ruzbe Hânkahı. This being the case, it is
thought that the two hânkahs, which belonged
to the same philanthropist, in othe words Lâlâ
Hânkahı at the Ertaş gate, were allocated to the
Mevlevis. It has not been determined whether the
name Lâlâ Hânkahı appears in records after the
time of Sultan Süleyman, the Lawgiver. It must
have been completely torn down at the end of the
16th century.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
888/1483 Tarihli Karaman Eyaleti Vakıf Tahrir Defteri, p. 45;
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Âbideleri ve Kitabeleri ileKonya Tarihi, pp. 732, 883; Tuncer
Baykara, Türkiye Selçukluları Devrinde Konya, Ankara 1985,
p. 95. Mikail Bayram, Ahi Evren ve Ahi Teşkilâtının Kuruluşu,
Konya 1991, p. 116; Yusuf Küçükdağ, “Konya Kalesi’nin Ahmedek Bölümüne Dair”, Konya’nın Fizikî ve Sosyo-Ekonomik
Yapısı, Makaleler, I, Konya 2004, s. 13-22; the same author,
“Osmanlı Döneminde Konya’da Ahîlik ve Ahîler”, Türk Tasavvuf
Araştırmaları, Konya 2005, p. 34.
.
Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Lâlâ Mustafa Paşa Külliyesi
Arasta /
Market in the Lâlâ Mustafa
Paşa Campus
Lâlâ Mustafa Paşa had the arasta – market –
built in Ilgın in 1576. The arasta i comprised of
two large hans adjacent to each other, and open
and closed sections. The campus, built by Mimar
Sinan, is made up of a central mosque, winter
room, soup kitchen, youth school, bath and toilets. It is called the covered bazaar by the public.
The north of the arasta, which completely covers
the north of the Lâlâ Mustafa Paşa campus, opens
to the main avenue, its east and west open to the
street and its south to the interior courtyard. In
the vakfiye – deed – there are 25 shops mentioned, adjacent to one another. These shops make
up the arasta’s covered section and it is thought
that the open section was added to the covered
one in the 17th century. In recent years the open
section has been extended toward the east.
The arasta, with its two rows of shops facing each
other, has dimensions of 110.00 x 17.00 meters.
With doors that open in four directions, it has
connections to the outside and to the other structure of the campus. The main entrances are in the
east and west. The covered section that comprises the middle and western portions of the arasta
is formed of the shops facing each other north
and south in a corridor. The open section, which
is on the eastern axis of the arasta, is made up of
a line of shops running north and south along an
uncovered corridor. The structures in the open
section, which is linked to the covered area along
an east-west axis, are smaller and covered with
gabled vaults. This section was covered during
the restoration that occurred in 2010.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ali Boran, “Ilgın ve Köylerindeki Tarihi Eserler”, Geçmişten
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Günümüze Bütün Yönleriyle Ilgın, Istanbul 2001, pp. 24–57; aynı
yazar, Ilgın Kültür Envanteri, Konya 2013, pp. 110-111.

Ali BORAN

Lâlâ Ruzbe Hânkah /
Lâlâ Ruzbe Dervish
Monastery
The hânkah – dervish monastery – was located
at the site of a garrison called Ahmedek, in Konya. It was an Ahi zaviye – lodge thought to have
been built at the beginning of the 13th century.
The builder was Ruzbe, son of Abdullah and
the tutor of Sultan Alâeddin Keykubad (12211237). It is mentioned in documents that this
person had two hânkahs in Konya and a medrese, along with a han. One of the hânkahs was
in Konya Ahmedeği and the other, together with
its medrese, was the Lâlâ Hânkahı, located at
the Ertaş gate of the Konya Fortress. The Ruzbe/
Horozlu Han adjacent to the Toprak Mahsulleri Ofisi on the Ankara road was built by this
same philanthropist. The foundations of the
two hankahs were separate. In documents, Lâlâ
Ruzbe Hânkahı is shown to have been within
Konya Ahmedeği, which was a separate military
structure. It would not have been possible for
there to be different buildings inside of it. Yet, it
cannot be thought that the hânkah was situated
within this complex but probably Ahmedek was
built on top of a previously existing hankah.
The matter was illuminated by a foundation record of the period of Sultan Süleyman, the
Lawgiver (1520-1566), according to which: “the
hânkah was in Ahmedek from ancient times
but its connection with travelers was cut off.”
In other words, the hânkah that was previously
located there ceased to operate because Ahmedek was built on top of it and travelers did not
come anymore. This being the case, Lâlâ Ruzbe
Hânkahı was there before Ahmedek was built. It
is the spot where today the Konya Municipality
Covered Parking Lot and Museum are situated,
right in back of the Mareşal Middle School.
Lâlâ Hankahı was taken from the Ahis in the
13th century and given to the famous Hüsameddin Çelebi, who was the child of an Ahi family
and who gained fame because of his ties to the
Mevlevis. It was a Mevlevi lodge during the time
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that Konya was brought within the borders of the
Ottoman State. However, it was in a state of ruin.
Consequently, its foundations were annexed to
the Mevlâna Türbesi (tomb) on 7 Recep 926 (23
June 1520). Subsequently, the foundations of
the Lâlâ Ruzbe Hânkahı passed to some individuals. Although the income of the foundations
was supposed to the support of travelers coming
to the hânkah, it went instead to persons having
no connection with the foundation, in violation
of the donor’s stipulations. To forestall this, the
Karaman Beylerbeyi Hüsrev Paşa and the Konya
kadısı (judge) requested that the foundation incomes be tied to the Sâhib Ata Hânkahı in Konya
and as a result, by order of the Sultan, the Lâlâ
Ruzbe Hânkahı foundations were annexed to the
Sâhib Ata Hânkahı foundations. Considering
that the name does not appear in later Ottoman
foundation records, it must have been completely
demolished in the second half of the 16th century.
The Lâlâ Ruzbe Hânkahı had rich foundations.
These included the Fıkralar, Sivrice Höyük villages in Sahraniheyesi, Konya, as well as the Taraşçı farm site; two plots of land in Sahtiyan Budak,
Konya, and one each in Hızır Mesjid, Buzluk,
Ahmedek and Horsa Malı. After 1530 new foundations were added. These included the Karalar
village malikânesi – a large estate, and land at
Ağa, Dinek village, Boruca village malikânesi in
Konya, Lâlâ site near Tarak Church, in Yenitaş, in
Terazu near Yehdân, and in Sadran Balı.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fatih Devrinde Karaman Eyaleti Vakıfları, pp. 22; 888/1483
Tarihli Karaman Eyaleti Vakıf Tahrir Defteri, pp. 42-43; Muhâsebei Vilâyet-i Karaman ve Rûm Defteri, pp. 12, 13, 33; Karaman
Vilâyeti Vakıfları, p. 103; Ahmet Eflâkî, Âriflerin Menkıbeleri, II,
(translated by Tahsin Yazıcı), Istanbul 1993, p. 180; İbrahim Hakkı
Konyalı, Âbideleri ve Kitabeleriyle Konya Tarihi, Konya 1964, pp.
793, 925; Tuncer Baykara, Türkiye Selçukluları Devrinde Konya,
Ankara 1985, p. 95; Mikail Bayram, Ahi Evren ve Ahi Teşkilâtının
Kuruluşu, Konya 1991, p. 116; Yusuf Küçükdağ, “Konya Kalesi’nin
Ahmedek Bölümüne Dair”, Konya’nın Fizikî ve Sosyo-Ekonomik
Yapısı, Makaleler, I, Konya 2004, pp. 13-22; “Osmanlı Döneminde
Konya’da Ahîlik ve Ahîler”, Türk Tasavvuf Araştırmaları, Konya
2005, p. 34.

Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Lambert, j. Malet
(b. 1853 - d. 1931)
He was the author of Two Thousands of Gild Life.
He was born in Hull, England, in 1853, the son of
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Joseph and Jane Hudson Lambert. His mother
died when he was very young. Lambert obtained
a diploma in natural sciences in 1879 from Trinity College in Dublin. He entered the clergy in
the Newland region of Hull in 1881 and continued in this roll for 30 years. In February 1882
he married Rose Harrison, the eldest daughter of
Arthur Harrison, one of the leaders of the region.
Lambert completed work on his masters degree
in 1883 and earned a doctorate in 1885 thanks
to his academic work in the field of law. Then he
worked as an official and made contributions to
the municipal and social planning of the region
where he lived. As a result, he became a director
in Hull’s rural area in 1894, the director of the
city of York in 1900, and the bishop of the East
Riding region in 1917. Lambert was made the
first president of Hull University College in 1927
and he died in 1931. He wrote two books: Gambling: Is it wrong?, Hull 1890; Two Thousands of
Gild Life, Hull 1891.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
http://en.wikipedia.org, (Erişim: 10.01.2014).
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The Vakfiye –deed- of Lârende Kadısı Mevlana Seyyid Mehmed Efendi

turn, would pay the imam of the mesjid for reading
the Yasin suresi after prayers each morning.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

H. Mustafa ERAVCI

Lârende Kadısı Mevlâna
Seyyid Mehmed Efendi
Vakfiye /
Deed Of Mevlâna Seyyid
Mehmed Efendi,
Lârende Judge
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It is the deed of the foundation established for
the mesjid adjacent to the Kalemi Zaviyesi – lodge. It is registered as Karaman Şer’iye Sicili, nr.
278, page 19. Mevlâna Seyyid Mehmed Efendi,
the judge of Lârende, donated 1,350 akçes in
cash to the mesjid of the tomb of the mother of
Mevlâna, located in Ali Şahne quarter, in evâil-i
Receb 1011 / 10 April 1690’da. With a valid pledge, 13.5 would be given as a debt for the management of the mesjid but care was to be taken to
ensure that the money was not lost.
Profit from the foundation money was to be given
annually to Derviş Mehmed Efendi, son of Şaban,
who was appointed as the mütevelli and he, in

Yusuf Küçükdağ, “Valide Sultan Tekkesi/Karaman Mevlevihanesi
Vakıfları İle Vakfiyeleri ve Karaman Turizminin Geliştirilmesi İçin
Önemi”, Karaman Ulusal Kültür ve İnanç Turizmi Sempozyumu. 2324-25 Mart 2012. Hz. Mevlana’dan Yunus Emre’ye Evrensel Sevgi ve
Kültürlerin Kardeşliği Projesi, Karaman Ticaret ve Sanayi Odası,
Karaman 2012, pp. 186-187.

Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Letaif-i Esnaf
The publishing place and year of this work, which is
a compilation of stories about events experienced by
shopkeepers in the latter period of the Ottoman State, are unknown. Based on hearsay, it is thought that
the work was written in the 1860’s. Letaif-i Esnaf
is comprised of 55 pages and its facsimile is recorded in the National Library as EHT 1948 A 2950. In
the work, there are stories about shopkeepers and
craftsmen such as ekmekçi, kasap, bakkal, sebzeci, pirinççi, manav,şekerci, aşçı kadın, mektep
kalfası, su yolcı , kanun ustası, hattab, kömürcü,
attar, çorapçı, tütüncü, sarrac, terzi yorgancı, berber, sahhaf, sarraf, dülger, hamam, saatçi, kürkçü and yorgancı. Although the work has the feel of
an anthology that brings together the sayings and
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proverbs believed to have been generated by the
shopkeepers, it is written in a story format, enriched with dialogues. Not a lot of studies have
been done regarding the work but an article has
been written about the section that deals with sahaflık (sellers of old books).
Letaif-i Esnaf is a work of the Ottoman period
whose importance has been somewhat neglected
with regard to writing style and language. Publication of the text and an examination of the contents are important from the standpoint of the
professional groups of the time and the sayings,
proverbs and words of these professional groups
that are still encountered in our language today.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Arslan Kaynardağ, “Eski Esnaflarımızla - Bu Arada Sahhaflıkla
İlgili Bir Kitap, Letaif-i Esnaf”, Istanbul University Edebiyat
Fakültesi Kütüphanecilik Dergisi, nr. 3 (1992), pp. 67-72.

Funda TOPRAK

Lonca Dergisi /
Lonca Magazine
The first issue was published in Konya in Spring
2000. The publication is put out by the Konya
Industry Chamber once every three months and
contains 64 pages. Lonca profiles well-known
scholars, intellectuals, politicians and industrialists in each issue. With the March 2014 issue,
Lonca published for the 44th time. The magazine takes up a file related to industry in each
issue. As the leadership and administration
of the chamber changes Lonca adjusts but the
magazine’s format and publication schedule have
continued the same way for fourteen years.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Lonca, Bahar 2000, nr. 1; Bahar 2014, nr. 44, Konya.

Caner ARABACI

Loncadan Oda’ya /
From Guild To Chamber
This book is a collective work prepared under
the advice of İlber Ortaylı to commemorate the
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125th anniversary of the Istanbul Chamber of
Commerce. The book has 327 pages and was
published in Istanbul in 2009.
The book is made up of articles from different
authors and has four main sections. In the first
section, under the heading of Tarih-Ticaret-Istanbul (History-Commerce-Istanbul), general information is provided about the history of commerce in Islam and the geography of the East. Then,
after this general introduction, there is an article
by İlber Ortaylı, entitled “Osmanlı Barışı-Fatih’in
Istanbulu” (Ottoman Peace – The Conqueror’s
Istanbul). Ortaylı provides information about
the Conqueror’s (Sultan Mehmed II) new regime that was very religious, contained various
cultures and political traditions and his intent
to achieve social peace. He asked why the third
Istanbul couldn’t be Moslem, after the polytheistic Romans and then the Christians. He felt that
a world-class state could not be based solely on
religion. It had to also include law, institutions,
the public’s social life and culture. Subsequently,
after giving information about the subject of commerce in Anatolia up to the Conqueror, there is
an article by Cengiz İlhan, entitled “Mecelle ve
Hukuk Kültürümüz” (Our Culture of Civil Code
and Law), which concerns Mecelle (civil code),
considered to be one of the basic sources of
modernity and written culture. Next, under the
heading “Yükselen İmparatorluğun Değişen Tarihi” (The Changing History of a Rising Empire),
information is provided about the capitulations
and commercial developments. This is followed
by an article by Mehmt Genç, entitled “Osmanlı Esnafı ve Devlet) (Ottoman Craftsmen and the
State), in which Genç gives information about
the administrative form in the craftsmen organization. Next, Halil İnalcık, in his article entitled
“İmparatorluk Ekonomisi ve İstanbul” (Empire, Economy and Istanbul), discusses the nonMoslem traders who established contact with foreign envoys with titles such as ‘interpreter’ and
who were considered a danger to the the State.
He then provides information about the countermeasures that were taken.
After articles related to commercial developments, the article by Orhan Koloğlu, entitled “Kapitalizme Geçişin İlk Aşamasında (1821-1875)
Osmanlı Basını” (The Ottoman Press in the First
Phase of Capitalism’s Passage (1821-1875) is
presented. Koloğlu provides information about
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the first newspapers in Turkish, such as Vakayi‘-i
Mısriye, Takvim-i Vekayi‘, Ceride-i Havadis,
Tasvir-i Efkâr, and discusses their publications
about the commercial situation of the time.
Under the book’s heading “İmparatorluktan Cumhuriyete” (From Empire to Republic), the Young
Turks, the Committee of Union and Progress, the
Empire’s end and the birth of the Republic are
evaluated. Ahmet Güner Sayar gives information
about the essence of cultural change under the
heading “Modernizasyon Gerçeği Karşısında Osmanlı İktisat Düşüncesinin Dönüşümü” (Transformation of Ottoman Economic Thinking in the
Face of the Reality of Modernization”. Next, the
historic development of the Istanbul Chamber of
Commerce from its establishment up to the multiparty era is explained. The work provides quotes
from some publications, such as Dersaâdet Ticaret Odası Gazetesi and under the heading “Dışa
Açılan Türkiye” (Turkey Opens to the Outside),
information is provided about the economy, commerce and the post-1980 situation, from Menderes to Özal.
The last part of the book is reserved for the Istanbul Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber’s
sense of mission, personalities who have led it,
photographs and a chronologic İTO history and
bibliography are provided.

Caner ARABACI

Lut
In the Ahilik tradition, Lut (Lot) was considered
the spiritual leader of historians. He is one of the
prophets mentioned in the Quran and according
to the Tevrat, he was Abraham’s nephew. The
two went together to Canaan but it is not known
where he lived after he separated from his uncle
nor where he died. Lot was with Abraham during
his long journey and he took on the task of being Abraham’s spokesman during his conversation with the King of Egypt. It is thought that his
speaking abilities led to his being accepted as the
spiritual leader of historians in the fütüvvet tradition.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Taberî, Tarih, I, Mısır, no date, pp. 292-307; Fahreddîn er-Razi,
Tefsîr, XVIII, Beirut 1981, pp. 29-30; Neşet Çağatay, Bir Türk
Kurumu Olan Ahilik, Ankara 1974, pp. 180-81; Yusuf Ekinci, Ahîlik, Ankara 1991, p. 31; Ali Torun, Türk Edebiyatında Türkçe Fütüvvetnâmeler, Ankara 1998, p. 286; İsmail Yiğit, Peygamberler Tarihi, Istanbul 2004, pp. 272-88; M. Asım Köksal, Peygamberler
Tarihi, I, Istanbul 2005, pp. 245-58; Ahmet Lütfi Kazancı, Peygamberler Tarihi, Istanbul 2011, pp. 239-57; Ömer Faruk Harman, “Lût”,
DIA, XXVII, Ankara 2003, pp. 227-29.
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Mader-i Mevlâna Camii /
Mosque

Mahmud Ahi Yusuf Oğlu
Mehmed

(see Kalemi Zaviyesi)

(d. 1575)
He was the son of Ahi Çelebi, a physician in the
Ottoman period, and was famous as Ulema Çelebi. He received lessons from Zeynelabidin Çelebi, the principal of the Murad Paşa Medrese,
his cousin Ahizâde Efendi of the Rüstem Paşa
Medrese in Hayrabolu, and from Kadızâd Efendi. After serving his apprenticeship, he began
to teach at the Molla Hüsrev Medrese in Bursa.
Subsequently, he was appointed as the principal
at Hançeriye Medrese a the Hayreddin Paşa Medrese in Beşiktaş. He was known among the public
as “Allâm-i Şaşı”.

Mader-i Mevlâna Tekkesi /
Lodge
(see Kalemi Zaviyesi)

Mader-i Mevlâna Türbesi /
Tomb
(see Kalemi Zaviyesi)

Mahkeme Kayıtları
Işığında 17. Yüzyıl
İstanbul’unda SosyoEkonomik Yaşam /
Socio-Economic Life in
17th Century Istanbul,
Based on Court Records
This work edited by Timur Quran has 10 volumes. Based on orders contained in 17th century
Istanbul court records, each volume reflects a
particular subject. In this regard, in the first volume relates to shopkeepers and guilds, Christian
and Jewish community affairs and other components. The second volume regards commercial
partnerships, while the third and fourth volumes
address state-community relations. Between the
fifth and eighth volumes the subject discussed is
foundations. The ninth and tenth volumes concern credit markets and interest practices. With
regard to each subject, there is an explanation
of relevant information. In addition, each court
record’s number, date, register and section are
given. Then there are both Turkish and English
summaries, followed by a transcription of the text
of the registry. At the end of the tenth volume there are Turkish and English indexes.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Atayî, Zeyl-i Şakaik-i Nu’maniye, ıstanbul 1269, p. 242; Mehmed
Süreyya, Sicill-i Osmanȋ, III, (published by Nuri Akbayar), Istanbul
1996, p. 984.

Barış SARIKÖSE

II. Mahmud Döneminde
Sivas’ta Esnaf Teşkilâtı ve
Üretim-Tüketim İlişkileri /
Craftsmen Organization
and ProductionConsumption
Relations in Sivas in the
Period of Sultan Mahmud II
In the introductory section of the work written
by Ömer Demirel (Ankara 1989), the civil, religious and commercial structures that make up the
city’s physical infrastructure are discussed.
In the first section, the existing craft groups in
the city, their numbers, proportion to the city population and the Moslem-non-Moslem differential between them are put forth. Additionally, the
leaders of the craftsmen and their impact on city
administration, along with the shopkeepers’ religious and social situations, are taken up.
In the second section, firstly the gedik practice
and shops, with regard to preparation and production activities in Sivas, are addressed. Also
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in this section there a discussion about the effect
of foundations on public life in past times, along
with mention of subjects like guarantees and vouching relating to shopkeepers’ authority and responsibility and the security of markets. With regard to the section’s main topic, production, there
is an examination of service within and outside of
Sivas, production of goods, shopkeeper-state relations and its main link, taxes. In the section’s last
part there is a discussion of financial and industrial developments in Europe and how they affected the Ottoman State and, by extension, Sivas’s
craftsmen negatively, ultimately leading to their
collapse.
In the third section marketing and consumption,
which make up the last link in the subjects of
craftsmen and production, are taken up. In this
regard, commercial roads, vital for marketing,
and their security, along with the traders and their
distribution activities, are discussed. In the portion about consumption, price determination and
controls are addressed, along with the prices of
particular goods.
With this work, Ömer Demirel had produced a
model example regarding economic life and the
shopkeeper organizations in the Ottoman hinterland, and in Sivas, in particular.

Saim SAVAŞ

Mahmut Paşa Bedesten
The bedesten (central part of a covered market)
is located in the Hisar quarter of Ankara, along
the fortress’s southwest slope, in an historic area
known as the At pazarı (horse market) or Hanlar
region. The bedesten has no inscription but it is
accepted that, according to archival records, the
structure was built by Mahmut Paşa, the prime
minister of Sultan Mehmed II, between the years
1464 and 1471. The stone bedesten building’s
main walls are made of local Ankara cut stone,
with brick rows in specific portions of the walls.
The roof is lead-covered over brick work. The
building’s dimensions are 18.00 x 49.00 meters,
along a rectangular, north-south axis. There are
ten domes of equal size that rest upon spiked arches that are linked to the walls. In the center there
are two dome slices cut by triangles. The other
domes are pedantive and two rows of iron tie-be-
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ams are used in the open areas of the arch. There
are four doors of the structure, which open to the
arasta (market). Lighting is provided by small semi-circular windows at the upper level. The arasta is adjacent to the bedesten on four sides, with
shops lined up parallel to the walls. There are a
total of 102 shops. The shops are covered by gables and during restoration the rooms have been
made in accordance with museum standards,
with the covering changed. The arasta corridor
is covered by a vault and there are domed units
in the corners and at the entrance doors. The
arasta’s south wing is two stories, along the slope
of the land.
The bedesten and surrounding market reflect the
bazaar feeling of 18th century Ankara and documents the commercial life based on mohair production. The Mahmut Paşa Bedesten and Hanı
were heavily damaged in a fire in 1881 and remained in a ruined state in the early years of the
Republic. Based on instructions from Atatürk in
1933 for the establishment of an Eti (Hittite) Museum in Ankara, the two buildings were purchased from the municipality and underwent restoration between 1938 and 1968, resulting in their
condition today. Because of budget shortfalls in
the early Republic period, rather than construct
new museum buildings, existing historical buildings were turned into museums in Istanbul,
Ankara and Konya and one of these was Mahmut Paşa Bedesten and Hanı. After the bedesten building, which was turned into the Ankara
Archeologic Museum, in 1951 restoration of the
Mahmut Paşa Hanı was completed and in 1969
both buildings were refurbished to become the
“Anadolu Medeniyetleri Müzesi” (Anatolian Civilizations Museum).
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Gönül Öney, Ankara’da Türk Devri Yapıları, Ankara 1971, pp.
135-136; Commission, Ankara Başkentin Tarihi, Arkeolojisi ve
Mimarisi, Ankara 2004, pp. 132-137; Abdülkerim Erdoğan, Gökçe
Günel, Ali Kılcı, Ankara Tarihi ve Kültürü Dizisi: 2-Osmanlı’da
Ankara, Ankara 2007, pp. 127-129.

Tolga BOZKURT

Mahyajı
The person who strings rope between mosques
with two minarets at night during the month of
Ramazan and other religious holidays with lamps
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that spell out messages or pictures is called the
‘mahyacı’. The practice of lighting lamps during
the nights of holy days, when mosques are kept
open all night for the public to be able to worship,
goes back to the early days of Islam. It is thought
that this tradition of stringed lamps inspired Ottoman architects to hang them between minarets,
although it is not known when this practice began.
However, in the travel journal of German named
Schweigger who came to Istanbul in 1578, there
is a picture of mahya hung between minarets, indicating that the tradition began before this date
and it gained official status with a memorandum
regarding the hanging of lamps on minarets during Regaib and Berat Kandil nights during the
reign of Sutan Murad III. The most beautiful
examples of mahya are seen in the sultans’ mosques in Istanbul and most of the mahyas hung in
Istanbul mosques during Ramazan carry the first
ayet of the Feth süre. Hanging the mahya is a very
difficult and exhausting job and the profession
usually passes from father to son. Mahyacı’s work
during Ramazan and train apprentices during the
remainder of the year. There are rooms for this
allocated in a school in Fatih, Istanbul. Even today
the mahya – messages and pictures – are hung
during Ramazan and religious holidays.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Serkan Özburun, Kaybolan Meslekler, Istanbul 2006, p. 149; Nebi
Bozkurt, “Mahya”, DIA, XXVII, Istanbul 2003, pp. 396-398.

M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

Making a Living in
Ottoman Lands 1480-1820
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This work by Suraiya Faroqhi, who has produced
many on Ottoman economic and social history, is
comprised of thirteen articles that address social
and economic life in Ottoman cities between 1480
and 1820.
In the article entitled “The Anatolian Towns and
its Place within the Administarive Structure of
Ottoman State (1500-1590)”, the Anatolian cities
under Ottoman administration in the 16th century,
their mosques, markets, bedestens and schools,
along with these cities’ relations with Istanbul, are
discussed. In the article entitled “Towns, Agriculture and the State in Sixteenth Century Ottoman
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Anatolia”, there is a discussion about how commercial activities and transportation were realized in Ottoman territory in the 16th century, along
with the subjects of city-village commercial roads
and distances. Craft subjects are taken up in the
article entitled “The Fieldglass and the Magnifing
Lens: Ottoman studies of Crafts and Craftmen”
and an inventory of crafts is presented. Besides
this, there is a discussion of the commercial competition between European and Ottoman traders
and how industrialization weakened the Ottoman
craftsmen. In the article entitled “Ottoman Guilds in the Late Eighteenth Century: The Bursa
Case”, using the example of Bursa at the end of
the 18th century, there is an examination of the
elements, processes and government relations
of these institutions. Additionally, information
is provided about guild organizations setting up
foundations in Bursa and the economic possibilities these foundations afforded to traders.
There is information provided about the ethical
practices of commercial practices in Bursa and
how silk material from other regions was sold in
Bursa in the article entitled “Bursa at the Crossroads: Iranian Silk, European Competilion and
Local Economy 1470-1700”. Here, after the establishment of direct contact between Europe
and the Far East because of geographic discoveries, the problems of the Anatolian trade sector
are identified. In the article entitled “Long - Term
Change and the Ottoman Construction Site: A
Study of Builders’ Wages and Iron Prices”, the
focus is on the wages of construction workers
in the period and iron prices. At the end of the
article, there are detailed lists of worker wages
and a price list of materials used in construction.
In the article entitled “Merchant Network and Ottoman Craft Production (l6-l7th Centuries)”, the
activities of traders and craftsmen in Ottoman
commerce are discussed. Faroqhi uses tereke
records to provide information about the wealth
of merchants in Bursa in her article entitled “The
Business of Trade: Bursa Merchants in the l480”.
Using documents that show customs taxes in the
1660s, she provides important information about Iskenderun in the article entitled “Trade and
Traders in 1660s İskenderun”.
The writings of Evliya Çelebi about the situation
he saw in cities and commercial activities during
his haj journey forms the main source for the
article entitled “Red Sea Trade and Communi-
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cations as Observed by Evliya Çelebi (1671-72)”.
In the article entitled “Seventeenth Century Agricultural Crisis and the Art of Flute Playing: The
Worldly Affairs of the Mevlevi Dervishes (15951652)”, Faroqhi examines how badly the agricultural production of lodges was affected in the
17th century. The effect of migrations to Ottoman
cities caused by the agricultural production crisis of the 17th century is addressed in the article
entitled “A Great Foundation in Difficulties: Or
some Evidence on Economic Contraction in the
Ottoman Empire of the Mid - Seventeenth Century”. The effect of these crises on the Ottoman
foundation system is put forth through a comparison of the foundation records of the Mahmut
Paşa foundation from the 16th and 17th centuries.
In the article entitled “Wealth and Power in the
Land of Olives: the Economic and Potilical Activities of Müridoğlu Hacı Mehmed Ağa, Notable of
Edremit”, there is an effort to explain the noteables of Anatolia as political and economic powers
and Müridoğlu Hacı Mehmed Ağa of Edremit is
used as an example.

H. Mustafa ERAVCI

Maliye Nezareti /
Ministry of Finance
This was the administrative unit concerned with
financial affairs in the Ottoman State. The head
of the unit was called the Maliye Nazırı (Finance
Minister), although in the classic Ottoman period
the prime minister looked after financial matters. Later, a special registry to administer financial matters, with the head being the maliye nazırı, was created where all treasury affairs, along
with superintendants and tax collectors activities
were centered here. Positions for officials included Baş defterdar, Taşra defterdarı, Defterdar-ı
evvel or Defterdar-ı şıkkı-ı evvel. There was a
Defterdar-ı şıkk-ı sani to look after the financial
affairs of Istanbul and Rumeli and a Defterdar-ı
şıkk-ı sâlis to look after Anatolia. Changes were
made to the defterdarlık organization as necessary in subsequent centuries.
During the reign of Sultan Selim III (1789-1807)
there were new tax arrangements created for the
expenses of the Nizam-ı Cedit and this duty was
given to the Defterdar-ı şıkk-ı saniye. During the
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reign of Sultan Mahmud II (1808-1839) the Masarifat Nezareti was created to look after military
accounts and the Mukataa Nezareti for mukataa
administration. In 1834 the Masarifat Nezareti was abolished and split into the Defterdar-ı
şıkkı-ı evvel, Hazine-i Âmire and Mansure Defterdarlığı. The title ‘defterdar’ was dropped in 1838
in favor of Maliye Nezareti and Army Defterdarı
Abdurrahman Nazif Efendi was appointed as the
fırst minister. The Maliye Nezareti was again split
in 1839 into the Hazine-i Mukataat and Hazine-i
Âmire. When Sultan Abdülmecid assumed the
throne in 1839, the name Maliye Nezareti was removed and it became Hazine-i Âmire Defterdarlığı and Hazine-i Mukataat Defterdarlığı. These
two were reunited in 1841 as the Umur-ı Maliye
Nezareti, allowing for all the income and expenditure of the state to be handled by one unit.
In this regard, in 1840 the Meclis-i Muhasebe-i
Maliye was established for discussions about
linking financial affairs to the Maliye Nezareti. In
the Tanzimat period (1839) the duty of the Maliye Nezareti was unified under eight accounts
and eight categories: Muhasebeler; Maliye, Sergi, Ceride, Esham, Mukataat, Evkaf, Zecriye and
Haremeyn; and Maliye Mektubî, Evamir, Ebniye-i
Hassa, Feshane, Cizye, Zahire, Ambar ve Derya.
From time to time changes were made and the
Ceride and Varidat accounts were joined. In 1843
the Ziraat Meclisi was established to aggregate
agriculture and commercial activities. Later, other commissions were set up and linked to the
ministry. After 1851 a commission to organize
assistance affairs was set up within the ministry
and Hıfzı Paşa was assigned to collect money
from Istanbul for assistance.
Together with the establishment of provincial assemblies, defterdars were assigned to the hinterlands, as well. These were abolished in 1859 and
financial affairs were made the responsibility of
the governors. In 1864 the Vilayet Nizamnâmesi
re-activated the defterdarlıks. During the reign
of Sultan Abdülaziz (1861-1876) there were 19
ministers appointed to head the Maliye Nezareti
within 15 years, creating instability in Ottoman
financial affairs. The ministry underwent more
changes during the reign of Sultan Abdülhamid
II (1876-1909). New documentation methods
were introduced and accounts unified, with the
establishment of the Mektubî Kalemi. The Maliye
Nezareti was reorganized during this period and
brought toward European standards.
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In 1912 the Maliye Nezareti was made up of the
following commissions: Kalem-i Mahsus Müdürlüğü, Hukuk Müşavirliği, Memurîn Müdüriyeti,
Muhasebe-i Maliye Müdüriyeti, Muhasebe-i Umumiye Müdüriyet-i Umumiyesi, Düyun-ı Umumiye ve Muamelat-ı Nakdiyye Müdüriyeti, Varidat
Müdüriyet-i Umumiyesi, Emlak-ı Emiriye Müdüriyeti, Vezne-i Umumi Müdürlüğü, Muhassesat-ı
Zatiye Müdüriyeti, Evrak-ı Nakdiye ve Matbua ve
Levazım Müdüriyeti, Heyet-i Teftişiye Müdüriyet-i
Umumiyesi, Islahat-ı Maliye . Additionally, each
directorate had a separate secretariat. The Maliye Nezareti continued to exist until the end of the
Ottoman State.
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Selma TURHAN SARIKÖSE

Mantıku’t-Tayr
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This work, which was named Gülşennâme by
Gülşehrî, who is thought to have been connected
to Ahi Evran, is the translation of Mantıku’t-tayr,
which Feridüddin, a famous Iranian sufi poet
(died 1221), wrote. Even though the Turkish copies show some differences, there are about five
thousand couplets in thirty-one sections. H. Ritter states that the basic story that is the subject
of Mantıku’t-tayr was written previously by Muhammed Gazzalî in both Arabic and Persian in
Risâletü’t-tayr.
The use of the word mantık (logic) in the title means “to speak and explain from the heart”. Although the word tayr means “bird”, it symbolizes
professions in this work and the idea of monotheism is used with the representation of birds.
Simurg, shown to be both abundance and solitariness, is a legendary bird called Anka in Arab
literature. But although there is the name, there
was no such creature.
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The first rhymed translation into Turkish of
Mantıku’t-tayr, which has an important place in
Turkish literature, was done by Gülşehrî n 1317
and it is comprised of 4,438 couplets. And although Gülşehrî took Attar’s work as his basis,
there are many new additions in the translation. There is also a certain amount of freedom
reflected in the choice of stories. According to
some researchers, Gülşehrî added 59 sections of
stories he took from various works to Mantıku’ttayr and he did not include many of the Attar’s
stories. Consequently, a new and original work
emerged. It is understood that Gülşehrî took advantage of Mevlâna’s Mesnevî, Attar’s Erarnâme,
Nizamî-i Gencevî’s Heft Peyker, Kelile ve Dimne
and Kabusnâme.
In the work, the path of right is given the name
of seven valleys - “talep, aşk, marifet, istiğna, tevhit, hayret, ve fakr ü fena” – and he who passes
through them will have no selfishness left within
him. After the characteristics of Simurg, who is
believed to be the sultan of birds, are related, the
main subject is addressed. Various birds such as
bülbül, papağan, tavus, hüma, kaz, doğan, keklik, baykuş and some whose names are not mentioned, are gathered together. Hüdhüd joins them
and tries to persuade them that if they follow him
they will find God. Simurg represents God. The
birds raise some objections to Hüdhüd, which he
answers one by one. The birds pepper Hüdhüd
with questions about “ilim, adalet, gıybet, yalan,
âriflik, şeyhlik, fütüvvet, sehavet, kerem, mürüvvet, vefa, hikmet, şeriat, tarikat and hakikat” and
also ask about “ikiyüzlülük, günahkârlık, mecazi aşk, on iki ilim, nefis, hışım, gazap, aldatıcılık, ölüm korkusu” and whether lives are one
or not. Hüdhüd provides persuasive answers to
all of these. One bird asks how long the road to
eternity is and Hüdhüd replies that since no one
has returned along this road it cannot be known.
Nevertheless, he says that the road is comprised
of seven valleys - talep, aşk, marifet, tevhit, istiğna, hayret, fakr u fena. In the end they take
to the road led by Hüdhüd to reach Simurg and
the work concludes with a person’s relationship
to God and to timelessness and with various recommendations.
Some of the birds are left on the road, some get
caught up in frivolity, and for other reasons they
die along the way. The remaining few birds reach
Kaf Mountain. When they arrive at the sultan’s
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palace they cannot see anyone else except themselves and they understand and are amazed to find out
that Simurg is nothing other than themselves and
they are nothing other than Simurg. In the end, they
perish in Simurg, with neither road nor traveler nor
guide remaining. Because they have passed through
selfishness they have found themselves once again.
Because they have found peace with asceticism they
have found themselves. By having given up worldly
goods they have attained absolute existence. While
with another existence, they now really exist.
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Azmi BİLGİN

Ma‘rûf Kerhî
(d. 200 / 815?)
Ebü’l-Mahfûz Ma’ruf bin Fîrûz Kerhî, of the Bayramiyye dervish order, was born in Kerh hamlet in
Iraq. His family was either Christian or from the
Sâbiî’s of Vâsıt’s Nehreban village. In childhood he
was given over by his family to a Christian tutor but
when he rebelled against being taught the Christian
Trinity doctrine his tutor beat him and he abandoned both his school and his family. During the yearslong separation he met Ali er-Rızâ, the eighth imam
and through him became a Moslem. When he returned home his parents, burning with longing for him,
welcomed him and they too became Moslems. In
some sources, his father’s name is given as Ali and
this leads one to believe that after adopting Islam
he took this name. As Ma’ruf moved toward a life
of asceticism it was the result of his being affected
by conversations he had with Ebü’l-Abbas İbnü’sSemmâk in Kûfe. Among his teachers were Dâvud
et-Tâî, Ferkad es-Sebahî and Bekir bin Huneys.
Ma’ruf Kerhî had a place in many dervish orders
such as Kādiriyye, Rifâiyye, Bedeviyye, Sa’diyye,
Desûkiyye, Mevleviyye, Celvetiyye, Bektaşiyye, Hal-
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vetiyye and Bayramiyye. One of the three main
lines he belonged to brought him to Hz. Enes bin
Mâlik by means of Ferkad es-Sebahî and Hasan-ı
Basrî; to Hz. Ali by means of Dâvûd et-Tâî, Habîb
el-Acemî and Hasan-ı Basrî; and to the third,
known as the hırka (cloak) line, which brought
him to Hz. Ali by means of Ali er-Rıza, Mûsâ elKâzım, Câfer es-Sâdık, Muhammed el-Bâkır, Ali
Zeynelâbidîn and Hüseyin bin Ali. Seven of the
twelve imams were in this line and after Câfer
es-Sâdık he came to Hz. Ebü Bekir by means of
Kasim bin Muhammed bin Ebu Beki res-Sıddîk
and Selmân-I Fârisî.
One of the leading students of Kerhî and with
whom he joined many orders, was Serî esSakatî, the shaikh of Cüneyd-I Bağdâdî. Additionally, different lines were formed after Kerhî
with disciples Şihâbüddin Ahmed Tebrizî, İsrâfil
Mağribî, Ebu Hamza Muhammed el-Bağdadî. Other disciples of Kerhî were Ebu İshak İbrahim
Sayyadî el-Bağdadî, Muhammed et-Tüsterî, Abbas en-Nişaburî, Ebu Bekir es-Sefîd, İbrahim b.
İsâ el-Isfehânî
Some writers claim that Ma’ruf Kerhî did not leave Kerh, that he became a Moslem and donned
the hırka through Ali er-Rıza, and that information to the effect that he participated in discussions with Dâvud et-Tâî were not true. Nevertheless, a number of reliable sources say that Ma’ruf
did in fact leave Kerh.
Ma’ruf Kerhî is in the hadis narrative; he obtained hadis from Bekir bin Huneys, Rebi’ bin
Sabîh, Ca’fer es-Sâdık, Abdullah bin Mûsâ ve
İbnü’s-Semmâk. Those who gained from him
included Halef bin Hişam, Serî es-Sakatî, Zekeriyya bin Yahyâ el-Mervezî, Yahyâ bin Ebî Tâlib,
Meymun bin Muhammed el-Harranî, Ebû Alî
el-Meflûc, Muhammed bin İbrahim eş-Şâmî, Ahmed bin İbrahim ed-Devrakî and Ubeydullah bin
Muhammed.
Some of the important personages of the time
like Ahmed bin Hanbel, Yahya bin Maîn and Bişr
el-Hâfî visited Ma’ruf Kerhî and held discussions
with him. To someone who said that Ma’ruf’s
knowledge was insufficient, İbn Hanbel replied
“Ma’ruf has whatever knowledge can be obtained.” His son asked what Ma’ruf knew and the
reply was “the greatest knowledge, haşyetullah
(fear of God)”. In addition, Süfyan bin Uyeyne
and Abdülvahhâb el-Varrâk spoke of Ma’ruf’s
greatness and kindnesses.
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Ma’ruf Kerhî was one of the leading personages of
the sufi culture in Baghdad. He was known for his
asceticism and because it was believed that his prayer would be accepted, his dergah (dervish convent)
became very popular. His advice to his disciple Serî
es-Sakatî is famous: “if you ask something from God
he will assign Ma’ruf to do it.” It is said that he the
knowledge of letters from Ali er-Rıza.
Classic period Sufis like Ebu Abdurrahman esSülemî and Ali bin Osman el-Hucvirî considered
Ma’ruf Kerhî among the fütüvvet Sufis. Indicators of
this were that he was loyal, praised with expecting
recompense and gave without wanting anything in
return. It is said as well that he was the first sufi to
be described as ‘tasavvufu’ by using the word tasavvuf (Islamic mysticism), which meant “achieve truth
and to have no interest in worldly goods.” Also, it is
said that he was one of the first to speak of divine
love. He would say that love is only God’s kindness
and not something one can achieve. This made a serious impact on sufi thinking.
Although most say that Ma’ruf Kerhî died in the year
200, there are those who say it was 201 or 204. His
grave is in Baghdad and is known as Marûf-i Kerhî
cemetery. Sülemî said that he died while being crushed under a Shiite crowd while he was serving as
watchman at the Ali er-Rıza gate (Tabakat, pages
85) but this information is seen to be inconsistent.
Zehebî commented that probably the watchman
at the Ali er-Rıza gate was another Mâruf and that
Sülemî confused them (A’lâmü’n-nübelâ), IX, 343).
After the death of Ma’ruf Kerhî it was believed that
his spiritual sufiism would continue so his grave was
visited frequently. The quote from early sources that
“Ma’ruf’s grave is a tried and true medicine” was widespread. Evliya Çelebi visited Baghdad in the 17th
century and spoke about the culture that surrounded his tomb.
İbnü’l-Cevzî wrote a book about Ma’ruf Kerhî entitled Menâkıbu Ma‘ruf el-Kerhî in which he praised
his virtues. The fact that İbnü’l-Cevzî, who criticized Sufis and sufi thinking, and İbn Teymiyye did
not criticize Ma’ruf Kerhî probably stems from İbn
Hanbel’s positive views of Kerhî.
Although there is no information in sources about
works that Ma’ruf Kerhî authored, İbrahim Edhem
Girîdî translated a work in Arabic entitled Fütûh-I
Erbaîn that was attributed to him (Istanbul 1312).
The small work (28 pages) is comprised of forty sections and discusses the subject of divine love.
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Reşat ÖNGÖREN

Mecdüddin İshak
(d. 1221)
Mecdüddin İshak brought the Fütüvvetnâme,
along with the fütüvvet shalvar, the symbol of the
fütüvvet organization, to Seljuk Sultan İzzeddin
Keykâvus. His father’s name was Muhammed. His
son Sadreddin Konevî wrote his uncle’s name as
İsmail bin Muhammed bin Yusuf bin Ali Endulûsî.
İbnü’l-Arabî and Mecdüddin İshak were close friends and İbnü’l-Arabî addressed him as “my childhood friend”, indicating that he had a tie to Andalusia. This leads us to believe that he migrated
from Andalusia to Malatya.
After Sultan Kılıç Arslan II (1151-1192) took Malatya in 1178, Mecdüddin went into the service of
the Sultan and when Sultan Gıyaseddin Keyhüsrev
I (1192-1196, 1205-1211) was appointed as melik
of Uluborlu, he was sent there as atabey. When the
aforementioned melik was surrounded by his brother Rükneddin Süleyman Şah he was forced to flee
and, together with Mecdüddin İshak they left Anatolia. When Gıyaseddin Keyhüsrev took the throne
he gave Mecdüddin İshak important duties in forming the state and, in order to establish ties with
the Islamic world, he sent Mecdüddin to Baghdad
as an envoy to inform Abbasid Caliph en-Nâsır-
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Lidînillâh that he had become the head of state.
Mecdüddin İshak went on the haj from Baghdad
in 1205 and on his return in Damascus he met
many scholars and intellectuals such as Evhadüddin Hamid el-Kirmanî, Nasirüddin Mahmud elHoyî, Muhyiddin İbnü’l-Arabî, Ebu’l-Hasan Ali elİskenderanî, Cemalüddin el-Vasıtî and Ebû Ca’fer
Muhammed el-Berzaî, whom he invited to Anatolia. Most of them resided in Malatya and it became
an important center of scholarship. Among this
scholars were Evhadüddin Hamid el-Kirmanî and
Nasirüddin Mahmud el-Hoyî, otherwise known as
Ahi Evran, who were shaiks of the fütüvvet organization in Anatolia. It is stated in legend that Evhadüddin Hamid el-Kirmanî came to Anatolia as the
leader of the Fütüvvet organization, the Şeyhu’sŞuyukı’r-Rum.
When Sultan Gıyaaseddin Keyhüsrev I was martyred at Alaşehir in 1211, his minister Muhammed
el-Gazi Malatî and Mecdüddin İshak played a big
role in bringing one of his sons, Malatya melik
İzzeddin Keykâvus to the throne (1211-1220). In
this period Mecdüddin İshak was the most influential person affecting cultural policy in the Anatolian Seljuk State and he was sent to Baghdad
as an envoy to announce that İzzeddin Keykâvus
had taken the throne and to ensure that he would
enter the Fütüvvet organization. The Caliph wrote
a fütüvvetnâme in this regard and gave a fütüvvet shalvar to Mecdüddin İshak to deliver to the
new Sultan along with other gifts such as “sarık”,
“davul çomağı”, “altın yaldızlı gerdanlık”, “at başlığı” ve “süslü eğer takımı”, which Mecdüddün also
took with him upon his departure from Baghdad.
So it can be said that the purpose of Mecdüddün
going to Baghdad was to ensure the Sultan’s entry
into the Fütüvvet organization.
Mecdüddin İshak was in Malatya during the first
years of Alâeddin Keykubad’s reign (1220-1237),
after he succeeded İzzedin Keykâvus. Although
it has been said that he was held back during
Alâeddin Keykubad’s tenure, this is not true.
When Caliph Nâsır sent Şeyh Ebu Hafs Ömer
es-Sühreverdi, the “Şeyhu’s-şuyûh” to Sultan
Alâeddin Keykubad in Anatolia to tie the shalvar
of the Caliph’s Fütüvvet organization on him, he
planned for Mecdüddin İshak to share this duty.
However, Mecdüddin İshak was ill in Malatya and
could not receive the guests. Ömer es-Sühreverdi
stayed a while in Malatya, awaiting Mecdüddin’s
recovery but ultimately went on to Konya with a
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large entourage without him. Then, the 78 yearold Sühreverdi put the Fütüvvet shalvar on sultan Alâeddin in Konya. Mecdüddün İshak died
around that time, in 1221.
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Mehmet Ali HACIGÖKMEN

Mecmûatü’t-Tevârîhi’lMevleviyye /
Mevlevîlerin Tarihi
(Mevlevi History)
The real name of the book written by Seyyid
Sahîh Ahmed Dede (died 1189/1775), who provided information about the Ahis in the Seljuk
period, is Mecmuatü’l-Tevârihi’l-Mevleviyye.
The original is in Mevlâna Müzesi Library, record
numbr 5446. It was copied out by Ahme Remzi
Dede (660/1267-1363/1945). Cem Zorlu transcribed the work into modern Turkish letters for
his masters thesis and published it in Istanbul
in 2003 with the title Mecmûatü’t-Tevârîhi’lMevleviyye / Mevlevîlerin Tarihi. The work is
essentially about the Mevlevi dervish order and
relates the life of the Prophet from his childhood.
There is mention of events involving the twelve
imams, along with the education and training
of disciples linked to many famous Sufis, whose own educations are discussed. The work is
important with regard to Ahi culture because it
provides information about Seljuk history and
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leading Ahis who live in Konya in the 13th century
such as Ahi Hüseyin Urmevi, Ahi Muhammed Urmevi, Ahi Natur and Ahi Türk.
In the work we have the opportunity to learn about the Ahi personalities of the era and their characteristics. Sahih Ahmed Dede relates famous
historical events, deaths, birth dates even to the
precise day. The book published by Cem Zorlu is
comprised of 381 pages and it has a bibliography
and an index.

Bekir ŞAHİN

Mehmed I
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(b. 788 / 1387-d. 824 / 1421)
Sultan Mehmed I, to whom Ottoman historians
gave the title Sultan Çelebi or Çelebi Sultan and
who was known in Greek and Arab sources as
Kirişçi, was the fifth Ottoman sultan. When his
father Sultan Bayezid I was a prince in Kütahya
and Hamidili subdivision (788/1386 or 789/1387)
he was brought into the world by a concubine named Devlet Hatun. Çelebi Mehmed, the fourth son
of Bayezid, was brought up in areas of the Ahi culture such as Kütahya and Bursa and later, when
he was a prince, in Amasya and Tokat. He had
the basic values of an Ahi, namely “civanmerd,
yiğit, âlî cenap ve cömertlik ile kahramanlık”, evidencing that he was brought up well in this environment. Not only that, but he also made Ahi
Bayezid and Ahi İvaz Paşa, who were experienced
statesmen in Amasya and Tokat, ministers and
in fact his eyes and ears. Especially during the
Ottoman’s chaotic ‘fetret’ (interregnum) period
and afterwards, he used the basic Ahi values in a
diplomatic fashion to handle the religious transformation process and aggressive enemies. It can
be said that the second founder of the state, or in
Hammer’s words “the Noah who saved the ship
of state when the Tatar hurricane plunged it into
danger”, was Çelebi Mehmed. His values were those of his ancestors – Ahi values.
The prince was raised in the palaces of Edirne
and Bursa in a multi-lingual and cultural setting.
He was made governor of Rum province, which
included Amasya, Tokat, Sivas and Ankara, and
which had previously been the territory of the
Eretna dynasty, in June 1399. His tolerant attitude was displayed in practice and while he ruled
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Amasya the area was calm and peaceful, to the
point that with his mature sense of justice there
was no unpleasantness or oppression.
While he was in Amasya the threat from Timur
arose and he became the head of the supplemental forces in the war between his father Sultan
Bayezid I and Timur. In fact, the famous Ottoman
historian Hoca Saadeddin recorded that famous
leaders of Rumeli, such as Ali Paşa, Malkaçoğlu
and Evrenos, came under his command. Bayezid
and his sons put up a stiff fight but shortfalls
in intelligence, strategy and provisions ultimately
led to Bayezid losing the war. Prince Mehmed saw
this and withdrew his forces to Amasya. His brother Mustafa was caught by Timur in 804/1402
and brought to Samarkent; Çelebi Musa was with
his father on the Anatolian campaign until Timur
reached Akşehir; his other brother Kasım remained in Bursa. Süleyman and İsa entered into a
battle with each other for the capital Bursa and
the center of Rumeli, Edirne.
During Timur’s siege of Izmir, a decree was given
to Süleyman making him ruler of the land on the
north side of the straits. Mehmed was summoned to Kütahya to discuss this but he refused the
order, establishing ties with the Turkmen beys in
the Amasya area. These forces, along with Tatar
troops and timar leaders who had Ahi forces at
their command, gave Mehmed a formidable army
and they fought against Musa in 816 /1413. Moreover, after the Battle of Ankara, Kara Devletşah, Kubadoğlu, Mezid Bey and the Taşan family
came into the Ottoman system when Mehmet
accepted subjugation to Timur. All of these developments enhanced Mehmed’s fame in the Tokat
and Amasya region. The person who arranged all
of these relationships for Mehmed was his tutor
Ahi Bayezid Paşa, who was also sent to Timur as
a representative.
According to Turkish rules of succession, each
child had a right to the throne. The one who God
favored in battle was deemed by the people to
be the chosen one. Mehmed at first accepted the
authority of his elder brother Süleyman but then
rejected it. After brother Kasım died, the other
sons of Bayezid battled each other between 1402
and 1413 for the Ottoman throne. İsa Çelebi had
the backing of the West Anatolia beys and Kastamonulu İsfendiyar but was defeated by Mehmed, fled to Eskişehir was captured and executed. Mehmed was able to easily enter Bursa in
8061403-1404 but the same year Mehmed lost
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Bursa and Ankara to Süleyman and withdrew to
Tokat-Amasya. Musa was released by Timur and
urged to go to Rumeli. Accepting an invitation
from Eklak Voyvoda Mircea in 809/1406, Musa
went by sea to Eflak.
Musa’s military and political successes in the
East Balkans forced Süleyman to abandon Bursa for Rumeli. After winning the Yanbolu battle,
Musa was defeated twice but with a new attack he
took Edirne and killed Süleyman. This allowed
Mehmed to sieze Bursa again but Musa began to
act independently. He adopted the border bey’s
aggressive policy and made Serbia and Byzantium his enemies, driving them to Mehmed’s side.
Mehmed lost to Musa twice in 814/1411 but
defeated his rival on 5 Rebiülahir 816 (5 July
1413) and made him irrelevant. Mehmed then
came to Edirne and took the throne and first eliminated any threat that might come from Çelebi
Süleyman’s son Orhan who was being held hostage in Byzantium. He arrested Musa’s beylerbey
Mihailoğlu and sent his brother’s military judge
Şeyh Bedreddin on salary to İznik to serve as an
official there. Mehmed signed peace agreements
with Byzantium, Serbia, Venice and Raguza, as
well as the Eflak Principality and accepted their
ambassadors.
After the Battle of Ankara, the West Anatolia beys
seized their old territories and the Karamanoğulları and their allies tried to take Bursa, considered the Ottoman capital by the Ottoman princes.
The beys followed support or neutrality policies
toward the Ottoman princes, depending on whether the prince would afford them autonomy or
independence. With Timur’s departure, the Karamanoğulları coalition believed that Ottoman
strength and supremacy was still in place so they
pledged allegiance to whichever prince took Bursa. On the other hand, the the vassal states in
Byzantium and the Balkans who had paid tribute
to the Ottomans became independent and took
back some of their land. In the chaotic atmosphere of the fitret (interregnum) they sometimes
supported one Ottoman prince against another
and accepted pleas of asylum. In this regard, the
political maneuvers of Eflak Voyvoda Mircea and
Byzantine Emperor Manuel II had a significant
effect on the battle between the Ottoman princes.
Once the new sultan took Edirne, strengthened
central authority and stopped attacks from the
outside, he then looked to Anatolia to regain
hegemony there. In this regard, Aydın bey Cü-
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neyd abandoned Musa and returned to Izmir in
817 (1414) and seized all of Western Anatolia.
Cüneyd’s aggressiveness, though, drove the Germiyanoğulları, Menteşeoğulları, the Genovese
on Sakız Island, the Midilli Island ruler, and the
knights at Foça and Rhodes to take Mehmed’s
side. In the battle that followed, Mehmed destroyed the fortress the knights had built again in
Izmir. The Menteşeoğulları accepted his rule and
the Sultan, bowing to his mother’s wishes, pardoned Cüneyd and sent him to live in Niğbolu.
In 816/1413 Mehmed advanced toward Musa in
Rumeli but Karaman bey surrounded Mehmed at
Bursa, burning the area around the fortress. The
siege lasted 34 days. Ahi Hacı İvaz Paşa, although wounded, brought word of Mehmed’s advance in Rumeli and kept up morale. When news of
Mehmed’s victory over Musa came the Karamans
lifted their siege of Bursa and withdrew. Right
away, Mehmed turned toward Candaroğlu İsfendiyar Bey, who had promised to send forces to
help in a planned assault against the Karamans.
The Germiyanoğulları, occupied by the Karamans, provided support to the Ottomans.
In addition, prior to the expedition agains the
Karamans, the Sultan sent expensive gifts to the
Memlük Sultan who was accepted as the protector of the Karamans, in an effort to cut off support to the Karamans. Mehmed then defeated
the Karamans and surrounded Konya. The Karamans sued for peace and Hamidili and Saidili
territory became Ottoman lands. However, Ottoman sources indicate that after this Mehmed headed for Canik and the Karamans again attacked
Ottoman territory, forcing the Sultan to march on
Konya again.
In fact, after the rout on the Konya plain, it is said
that Karamanoğlu fled to Taşeli and his son was
imprisoned in the Konya fortress. When the Sultan became ill during the siege of Konya, Bayezid
Paşa contacted Karamanoğlu and pardoned him.
The Sultan’s illness was remedied with medicine
given by doctors brought from the territory of the
Germiyan principality.
With Ottoman administration restored in both
Anatolia and Rumeli, the Byzantine Emperor, the
Pope and Venice began diplomatic consultations
for another crusade against the Ottomans. When
Mehmed in 817/1414 was fighting Cüneyd, Venetian Duke De Naksos did not join with the other Latin chiefs in the Aegean who renewed their
ties. As a result, in 818/1415 Mehmed sent the
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Gallipoli fleet of thirty galleys, commanded by the
captains of West Anatolia and Çalı Bey, against the
places in the Aegean held by the Venetians. In a
surprise attack, though, the Venetian fleet under
Pietro Loredano, destroyed the Ottoman fleet at
Gallipoli. Sea battles between the two sides ensued in the Sea of Marmara but Loredano’s envoys reached Edirne via Istanbul and a peace was
struck between the two states.
Çelebi Mehmed’s brother Mustafa reached Trabzon after being set free by Timur’s Şahruh. At this
time the prince’s men were in talks with the Venetians and the Byzantine emperor. Mustafa came
first to Konya and then to Kastamonu and from
there by sea to Rumeli, continuing on to Eflak.
Aydin Bey Cüneyd, in forced retirement in Niğbolu, joined up with him. As Mehmed’s big brother Mustafa came on the scene, Mehmed’s rabid
enemies in Anatolia and Rumeli went into action,
resulting in another civil war. Mustafa and Cüneyd, although supported militarily by Mircea,
were unable to attract border forces and had to
return to Istanbul. The Emperor then sent them
to Selanika. The Byzantine’s two-faced policy drove Mehmed to declare war on Byzantium. Mustafa
and Cüneyd were forced to seek asylum in Selanika and the Emperor agreed to keep them both
in detention as long as Mehmed lived, receiving
300,000 akçes from the Sultan for this annually.
At the same time he was fighting Mustafa in Rumeli, Mehmed had to deal with an uprising fomented
by Şeyh Bedreddin in West Anatolia and Rumeli.
Eflak Bey Mircea, who protected and actively supported the shaikh, occupied the Deliorman region
in Rumeli. Mehmed had Şeyn Bedreddin captured at Zağra and executed at Serez. Meanwhile
the Anatolian beys went into action, prompting
Mehmed to march against İsfendiyar Bey, who
had helped the shaikh get to Eflak. İsfendiyar accepted Mehmed’s rule and peace was ensured.
Eflak Voyvoda Mircea was the most effective opponent of the Ottomans in the Balkans during the
fetret (interregnum) period and he was supported
by Hungarian King Sigismund. Mehmed’s expedition in 822/1419 against Mircea was related to
Sigismund’s plan to occupy the Balkans. Meanwhile, Mehmed’s allies in Anatolia, the Karamanlı
and Candaroğulları sent support forces under the
command of their sons for this great campaign.
Mehmed had the Yergöğü Fortress built on the
right bank of the Danube and then took Severin
Fortress in the province of Hungary. In the end,
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Mircea surrendered, gave his three sons to the
Sultan as security and agreed to pay tribute.
In his last years Mehmed’s greatest wish was that
his eldest son Murad would take the throne upon
his death without difficulty. Although Süleyman’s
son Orhan had been blinded and locked in a
dungeon, Mehmed’s brother Mustafa was still
a serious rival and some Ottoman leaders saw
him as the rightful sultan, making it possible that
the Byzantine Emperor would release him at an
appropriate time. Supporters of Prince Murad
spread rumors that Mustafa had died and that
the pretender to the throne was one Düzmece
(false) Mustafa. Consequently, Murad would stay
in Edirne as Mehmed’s successor; son Mustafa
was stay in Anatolia; two younger sons Yusuf and
Mahmud would be sent to Istanbul as wards of
Emperor Manuel, who would agree not to release Mustafa. The emperor would get an annual
stipend for looking after the two princes. Çelebi
Mehmed died on 23 Cemâziyelahir 824 (25 June
1421) in Edirne. Murad then took the throne in
Bursa but refused to send his brothers to the emperor.
Çelebi Mehmed was quite a sportsman and took
the additional titile “Güreşçi Çelebi” (wrestling
prince). Besides being someone who was quick
to act, Mehmed was described by Ottoman and
Byzantine historians as just, compassionate, brave, likeable and benevolent. He was well liked by
both the Moslem and non-Moslem public.
The basic problem during Mehmed’s reign was
the reimposition of Ottoman rule in Anatolia and
the Balkans after the fetre (interregnum). Despite
the rout at the Battle of Ankara, the Ottomans
continued to be a strong power in both areas.
Also, the Ottomans were able to show themselves
to the other rulers as the one legitimate ruling
power. So, in the same way they intervened in
the internal affairs of the bickering Serbian princes, the established the perception that the status
of soldiers, pedestrians, administrators, palace
servants was proportionate and the land law was
guaranteed by the central Ottoman government.
Consequently, the tahrir and timar systems were
developed during this period and implemented
all over.
Mehmed had sons named Murad, Mustafa, Kasım, Ahmed, Yusuf and Mahmud. He also had seven daughters. Known for his good deeds, Mehmed had a mosque built in Bursa in 822/1419,
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along with a medrese, soup kitchen and tomb
in 824/1413, all of which he donated to foundations. Additionally, the Eskicami mosque was
completed in his time (816/1413) and as a foundation for this he had a bedesten built.
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His works: With the death of Sultan Bayezid I
in 1403, during the Fetret (interregnum) period
Çelebi Mehmed became the head of the Ottoman
State. In order to reimpose unity in Anatolia he
quickened building activities, primarily in Amasya but also in Bursa and Edirne, and beyond to
the Balkans. Among his works is a medrese and
bath in his name in Merzifon, the Yeşil Mosque in
Bursa, named for the color of the tiles in it, and
a medrese, soup kitchen and tomb that complete the campus there, the İpek Hanı, Eskicami
Mosque in Edirne and the Çelebi Sultan Mehmed
mosques in Söğüt and Dimetoka. We can identify
them as follows:
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Çelebi Sultan Mehmed Mosque: Located in Dimetoka in the West Thrace region of
northern Greece, about 30-35 kilometers from
Edirne. The mosque’s walls, made of regularly
cut stone have dimensions of 32.42 x 29.94 meters. On the north side of the structure, which
does not have a courtyard or a son cemaat yeri
-congregation area- there is the main door sticking out from the wall with a wide inscription
atop the pointed arch that covers the marble gate
with zigzag protrutions. Inside the arch there are
two niches. The inscription is in Arabic and it is
written in a very original and different style that
the mosque was built in the name of Çelebi Mehmed in 823 Rebiülevvel/March 1420. Above the
side door of the mosque there is another inscription relating that Dimetoka kadısı Seyyid ali and
Haslılı (Caslılı) Ali bin Abdullah helped and that
the mosque was completed in 824/1421 by İvaz
bin Bayezid, an expert architect. He was probably
the architect of the Yeşil Mosque in Bursa and
his grave is found in Bursa. He was eventually
raised to the rank of paşa. The windows of the
Dimetoka mosque resemble those of the mosque
in Bursa. Also, the gate formed the prototype for
the courtyard gate of the Üş Şerereli Mosque in
Edirne.
There are differing views about the plan of the
mosque. In today’s structure there are four square feet that rise freely at the center of the nearly
square structure. Ekrem Hakkı Ayverdi researched the matter and in his first article about
the mosque he asserted that these feet support
a main dome in the center and half domes on
the sides. In light of subsequent examinations,
he stated that there are two successive domes
above the niche axis of the structure and that
a three-domed son cemaat yeri -congregation
area- may have been planned for the front of the
entrance. The builder may have abandoned the
old plan when Çelebi Sultan Mehmed died before
the structure was completed and resorted to the
easier one. Semavi Eyice had this to say about
the plan scheme: “in our opinion the mosque was
planned with a big dome in the center but when
the builder (Mehmed) died it was covered over
quickly with a wooden dome and this was hidden
within a pyramid-shaped roof. The octagonal minaret with two galleries on the right side of the
structure may not be original. We think it may
have been added in the 19th century.”
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Evliya Çelebi visited Dimetoka in 1978/1668 and
saw that the mosque had four stone-brick feet
which carried a lead-covered wooden roof, within
which was hidden a dome, and that it had a very
high, decorated minaret.
This important work is third in line after the Mahmut Paşa Mosque in Sofia, built during the reign
of Sultan Mehmed II, and the Filibe Hüdavendigar
Mosque. If while building it the architect Hacı İvaz
had tried to implement the central main dome
structural system, supported with four half domes, then the artistic importance of the mosque
would have been greater. The mosque’s most important historical aspect: the mosque is not used
by the local Moslem population. Instead, it is used
as a warehouse and has been left to its fate.
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untain called a ‘çukur çeşme’ with a spiked arch and
moloz stones. The one-line inscription indicates that
the fountain was built in 813/1410.
It is understood that there is a Kapan Hanı from the
Çelebi Sultan foundation in Merzifon. In a letter sent
to the trustee in 1152/1739 by Kızlar ağası Hacı Beşir Ağa it is stated that there would be an estimated
cost of 2,196 kuruş for the repair of the bath, paint
room and han. The han, though, has not lasted until
today.
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Bath and Fountain: The bath, located
in the center of the city of Merzifon, is from the
group of baths having four liwans and corner rooms that were found in the classic Ottoman period. It is made up of ‘soyunmalık, ılıklık, sıcaklık and külhan’ sections. The bath’s plan is the
most-preferred in Turkish bath architecture – the
walls are covered with moloz stones and supported by pillars. The interior dimensions are 13.16
x 13.25 meters and there is a covering over the
transit links to sections for disrobing, shaving,
warm water and hot water. In the warm water
section there is a round room and it and the shaving area have central domes and two each arches. The polygon-planned hot water area where
the ‘göbek taşı’ (massage slab) is has a dome over
it and a spiked arched door. Above the solitary
rooms are smaller domes and the corner passes
have globular tromps.
The two-line inscription above the bath’s door is
written in sülüs Arabic script and notes that the
bath was built in 818/1413.
On the north side of the bath there is a simple fo-

Medrese: The medrese in the middle of Merzifon
has the characteristics of the early Ottoman period
but also carries traces of Zengi and Memlük architecture. It is known by the local people as the Merzifon
Sultaniyesi. Its open court, four liwan plan continues the medrese tradition of Turk-Islam architecture.
Famous Ottoman scholars like Amasyalı Rükneddin
Abdülkerim, Seydi Şemseddin Ahmed-I Kırımî taught here but it lost its renown in the middle of the
19th century, fell to ruin, was restored and today it is
used as a social facility.
One of the four liwans of the open court medrese is
covered by a dome and has been designed as the entrance, with a monunmental rectangular main gate.
The many-stepped staircase leads to the entrance,
which has a stone arch and is enveloped by dark
brown stones they retreat into the interior. Above is a
protruded parameter with thin handle linked to one
another. The Arabic inscription above the door notes that constructin began with the order of Çelebi
Sultan Mehmed and was complete in 820/1417 by
Umer Bey bin Ali and that the architect was Ebu Bekir bin Muhammed Hamza el Müşeymeş, who also
built the Amasya Beyazıt Paşa Mosque, among other
works in Anatolia, and who was from a architectural
family in Damascus. His son ahmed was the architect of the Ankara Karacabey Mosque. The side of the
open courtyard in the center of the medrese, reached
from the entrance by following a domed liwan and an
arched open passage, is 15 meters and it is surrounded by a portico. In the corners there are “L”-shaped
and in the breaks rectangular-shaped stone feet and
spiked arches covered with colored stones linked to
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The Medrese of Çelebi Sultan in Merzifon

one another. The liwans are arranged opposite the
center of the courtyard sides symmetrically and are
three meters away from the walls. There are a total of
twenty student rooms among these units, which are
square-planned and dome covered. The rooms are lit
by loophole windows and the doors have windows,
as well, that look out onto the courtyard. Each one
has a stove, too. Regular cut stone has been used for
the medrese’s front side and moloz stone and brick
has been used on the other sides.
The clock tower is cylindrical and rises from the liwan where the entrance opens. Amasya Mutasarrifi
Ziya Paşa had it built in 1282/1865. The fountain
that was previously in the central courtyard has been
removed and covered over.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Yaşar ERDEMİR

Eski Cami: The work is located in Sabuni quarter
in the city center of Edirne. It was the first sultan
mosque built after the city was taken by the Ottomans and sits outside the city walls. The structure is
the most important and monumental example, after
the Ulu Camii mosque in Bursa, of the “eş değerde
çok kubbli” mosques of the initial period of the Ottomans. It has a square plan, with dimensions of 50
x 50 meteres, and is covered by nine domes. On the
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north side there is a five-arch portion son cemaat
yeri -congregation area- that is covered in the center
by a dome and vaults on the side. The thick brick
arches sit upon stone feet and the arches are balanced with wooden ties. The mosque’s plan scheme is
that of the late period Seljuk great mosques and the
four stone-brick feet that carry the domes have pointed arches linked to one another. The approximately
13-meter diameter domes sit on octagonal tambours in front of the mihrap and on the other sides
upon cylindrical tamours. The linking elements are
Turkish triangles with eksedra, mukarnas and pandantifs. A light lamp has been made at the top of
the dome in front of the main entrance of the harim,
which is passed with eksedra.
Entrance to the mosque is gained through doors on
the north, east and west sides and it is said that there is a secondary door in the east which opens near
the north corner made out of a window. The main
door in the north is more ornate than the others. It
is within a molded rectangular frame and is under
a spiked arch. There is an inscription over the door
and its kavsara, looking like a wedge, has been filled with mukanas. The inscription shows that Çelebi
Sultan Mehmed ordered that the mosque be built in
816/1413. The west door is more simple than the
main door. There is a three-line inscription over the
arch of the nu door, which is reached by a manystep staircase, which says that the mosque’s architect was İbrahim oğlu Ömer Usta and his assistant
was Hacı Alaeddin. There are cut stone minarets
that rise on the mosque’s east and west sides and
the one-gallery shorter one has an organic unity with
the period. A longer minaret that was added during
the reign of Sultan Murad II on the west side has two
galleries but it is separated from the wall and not in
harmony with the structure. The fountain at the base
of the minaet is rectangularly framed and within an
arched niche – the first implementation of its kind.
There are rectangular windows on the lower part of
the walls and arched ones above, all made with great care by workmen. In particular, the large lower
windows, set within rectangular niches, have a rich
stone decoration on the lintels and frames.
The adornments inside of the mosque are extremely
rich and noteworthy. There is pen work on the plaster on the arches, domes and walls that have various
motifs of the baroque style, to include tree branches of the late Ottoman period, large akantus leaves,
and flower bouquets in the curtain design. There are
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black marks left by the fire. The mosque became
unuseable but there were two major restorations made during Ottoman times – we know this
from inscriptions found in the son cemaat yeri
-congregation area- of the mosque. Sultan Mahmud I had the first of these done in 1166/1752,
according to a 14-line inscription. Another 12line inscription at the entrance shows that Sultan
Abdülaziz had more work done on the mosque
in 1282/1865. In recent years the Vaıkflar Genel
Müdürlüğü has opened the newly refurbished
mosque for worship.
Eski Mosque in Edirne
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writings interspersed to give even greater meaning
to them. The celi sülüs writings on the walls and
feet add another very special aspect to the Edirne
Eski Camii. The writings have various meanings,
with some written in normal script and others
in a symmetrical style. In between them are kufi
passages written with great care and skill. This
makes the mosque the second rich example after
the Bursa Ulu Camii. During restoration work in
1986-1987 scraping of the mosque walls revealed adornments from an early period and some of
these have been preserved.
The marble mihrap is more simple. While it used
to have baroque adornments on its surface, maintenance in 1998 cleaned these off and restored
it to its old state. A small mihrap has ben cut into
the kavsara niche that is filled with mukarnas. On
the side surface that faces the minber there is the
“Rükn-ü Iraki” stone said to have been brought
from the Kabe. Around this stone, which gives the
mosque yet another special aspect, are flower bouquets in the “Edirnekari” style. As opposed to
the mihrap’s simplicity, the stone minber is quite
richly adorned. The geometric cuttings on is side
surfaces have been colored with paint and even its
steps are decorated with different stone geometric
shapes. Above its door there is a one-line inscription in Arabic indicating that the minber was built
in the time of Çelebi Sultan Mehmed but the date
is not given. The women’s mahfel (private pew)
in the harim was added in 1612 and the muezzin mahfel was added in 1762. Both mahfels had
been made with wood and they are adorned with
the “Edirnekâri” flower bouquets, made visible by
maintenance conducted in 2007.
There was a great fire in the mosque in 1748 and
a large earthquake in 1752 caused more damage. It was possible up to recent times to see the
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Yaşar ERDEMİR

Ulu Cami / Çarşı Camii: The mosque is
situated in the center of Söğüt district of Bilecik
province, across from the Government House.
The public mostly refers to it as the Ulu cami
or the Çarşı Camii. It sits on a nearly square,
rectangular site, with its walls made of cut stone and bricks. There are twelve domes carried
by six feet. The external walls are covered with
plaster and there are doors on the north, east
and west sides. The secondary doors are covered
with wooden porticos that rest on two wooden
pillars. These doors are small and simple. The
main door on the north side is not particularly
decorated. There are two rows of windows, the
lower of which are rectangular within round arches, the upper windows are oval in shape.
The polygonal feed that sit on his bases in the
harim are linked to each other with round arches, which are bound to the walls by stirrups.
Above are the domes that are secured with pandantifs. The dome in the center is a bit higher
and larger, with a light lamp above it. The bodies
of the pillars which carry the incremental and
octagonal crosscut bases, are octagonal and the
square heads get wider as they rise. The plan of
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the structure is faithful to the multi-domed style
of large mosques of Ottoman architecture in its
early period. This tradition began with the Bursa
Ulu Camii, continued with the Edirne Eski Cami
and changed with the adornment of the Çelebi
Mehmd Camii in Söğüt. The arches, domes and
windows have baroque-style engraving motifs,
showing a western effect. The mihrap is within
a porphyry stone border and in a simple cylindrical niche. It has been ornamented with exaggerated engravings of vegetal motifs. The open-worked handrails of the minber, its side wings and
door have been embellished with rough vegetal
motifs, while on the mansion section is similarly
adorned with rumi and palmets and finished
with a spiked cone.
The minaret adjacent to the west side has one
gallery and sits upon an octagonal moulded, high
pedestal, which has two rows of bricks and two
rows of stone. With Turkish triangles, a bracelet
passes from the base to the body.
Today’s mosque, which has no inscription, is not
from the period. It is understood from foundation records and documents that it was the old
mosque which Çelebi Sultan Mehmed had built
and the expenditures for it came from the Orhan Gazi foundation. Although no trace remains, the current work was built on the order of
Çelebi Sultan Mehmed on the site of the Orhan
Gazi Camii and linked to its foundations. Today’s
structure was built on the site of the old mosque
during the reign of Sultan Abdülhamit II (18761909). The original architectural elements from
the old mosque that remain today are the base of
the minaret. The structure of today was enlarged
when it was constructed.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Yeşil Cami: The work in the city center of
Bursa is in the quarter that bears its name. It
forms the center of the campus whose construction was begun by Çelebi Sultan Mehmed and is
the richest and lovliest example of backwards
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“T” plan mosques that emerged in the principality period of the Ottomans and were widely seen
in Bursa. This group of mosques, known as the
“Bursa type”, almost all have a son cemaat yeri
-congregation area- but the lack of one in the Yeşil
Cami stems from the fact that Çelebi Sultan Mehmed died and it was left half done. It is understood that this section was planned for the mosque
because one can follow the cuts made in the wall
for the arch feet and it would have been five-sectioned. After the Sultan died, the idea was abandoned but his son Sultan Murad II had at least
the unfinished window adornments completed.
Despite this missing element, with the windows
that open to the regular cut stone walls, its main
entrance and beautiful marble work on the sides,
it is a striking sight. In particular, the interior tile
adornment is peerless. Also, the engravings and
plaster decorations attest to the structures uniqueness.
The two-story main entrance door on the front
side of the mosque opens to the north. The rectangular door sticks out a bit from the face and
rise up to an eave, giving it a monumental appearance. Its marble work is quite striking. The projecting entrance has a colorful marble arch and
an indentation in the shape of a liwan. The mihrabiye next to it is completed with a rich and high
kavsara filled on top with mukarnas. The rectangular door is surrounded by smooth and inbent
profile borders on three sides of the door locks.
The writings in sülüs and geometric characters
with vegetal adornments create a lovely harmony,
giving the face a distinct look. The spiral twisting
branches and leaves of the vegetal adornments in
the corners of the kavsaras with their mukarnas
begin at the top of the columns and rise up stage by stage and are quite affecting. The exterior
of the rectangular windows, which are in profile
mouldings on the sides of the main entrance, hae
mukarnas filling on the inside and kartuş filling
on the outside. The kartuş have next to them
smooth and then at the top curved arches, whose
interiors are filled with botanical motifs. Between
the marble there are turquoise mosaic tiles mounted and these tiles are repeated on the other
windows. The same richness is repeated on the
mihraps between the windows. The ajur marble
lattice work on the balconies of the upper floor of
the wall show very fine workmanship. This same
workmanship is seen on the windows of the other sides, as well.
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The palace mahfils are in the bottom portion of
the two-story entrance section, which is between
the transverse vaulted rooms that were at first
completely separate from the mosque site. Above
is the sultan mahfil and stove rooms along with
other apartments. On both sides of the entrance
hall there are stair halls but they are not connected to the open balconies above, which are accessed by a ladder. After reaching the upper floor of
the main entrance there is a 2.30 meter, narrow
corridor, on either side of which are windows. The
corridor rises with a staircase and ends at vaulted
wing rooms on the east and west sides.
An inscription that documents the date and the
masters who built the mosque is at the main entrance. The three-line Arabic sülüs-style inscription above the projecting arch relates, after a long
introduction, that the Sultan commands the east
and west, that he is the Sultan of the Arabs and
Iranians and that the structure was built in December 822/1419. It is understood from another
one-line Arabic inscription that architect of the
mosque was Ahi Bayazid oğlu Hacı İvaz Paşa.
The interior of the mosque is covered by two domes next to each other on the north and south.
There are one each liwan on the right and left of
the interior space, considered the interior courtyard, which has a fountain and which is covered
by a 13-meter dome. These wings, which form
the “T” plan scheme of the structure, are linked
by one each spiked arches to the central section.
Their tops are closed off by one each 24-slice domes. In the north of the interior courtyard there
is the muezzin mahfil, embellished with tiles, that
runs along both sides of the entrance corridor.
The sultan mahfili is in the upper portion. Above
the central dome that sits on prismatic triangles
there is a light lamp that symbolizes the interior courtyard and right under it is an octagonal-
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planned water-jet pool made from a single marble slab that is just about harmonized with the
structure. The walls of the muezzin mahfils are
covered with tiles up to the Bursa arches linked
to the domed area. The side wing liwan walls are
covered up to a height of 3.50 meters by sextagonal tiles. The tiles are fine and were made with
quality workmanship. They have vegetal adornments and gold guilding. However, during the
latest restoration mistakes were made and the
motifs were spoiled.
There is nothing like the sultan mahfel anywhere. From the ajur lattice work on the front of the
mahfil, which opens to the harim with a large
“Bursa type” arch, to the wall and vault covering,
the tiles made with colored glaze covering all surfaces have no equal in Turkey. The name of the
master who produced these magnificent tiles,
which have a wonderful harmony of color, design
and composition and an organic oneness, is written as Muhammed el Mecnun on the lower wall
of the wide bursa arch in the mahfil. The name
of another master is written here as well, Ali bin
İlyas. He had gone to Samarkand with Timur in
1402 and learned technical intricacies, examined
the works there and then returned to Bursa to
make this improved quality campus. It is clear
that this artist had a major role in preparing all
the stone, marble, tile, wood and plaster decorations. It is understood that all of these, to include engravings, were completed by this master
in 1424.
The dome in front of the mihrap that covers the
interior area and the first dome are separated by
a large arch. This section where the mihrap is
and which is raised by a few steps, is somewhat
simple. The square rooms adjacent on east and
west that are covered with sliced domes each has
a door that opens to the harim. Inside the rooms
next to veiled stoves there are cupboards and niches and shelves. The window covers below are
covered with cut marble on the inside of the windows and there are stylized branch and leave embellishments on a slab of wood. The wings of the
dome areas rise to 3.50 meters and are covered
with sextagonal tiles. The largest tiled mihrab of
Turkish mosque architecture has been made on
the kıble (face Mecca) wall.
The niche of the mihrap, which has mukarnas
kavsara and a height of 10.65 meters, being six
meters wide, is polygonal. There is a written bor-
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der which uses sülüs and kufi Arabic lettering,
mukarnas moulding and a geometric motif border, after which it is framed by a botanical border
and then the most beautiful tiles of theperiod are
on its surface. There is a mirror on top of the
12-row kavsara filled with mukarnas and this
is completed by a palmet crown. Hadis and ayet
have been written in kufi and sülüs mixed intricate style on the outer frame and there is a passage – “Amel-i Üstadan-i Tebriz”- that indicates
that this is the work of, on the left column a man
from Güldeste, and on the right column a master
from Tebriz. Next to the writing there are raised
tiles glazed in white, firuz, lacivert and gold and
on the top the Kelime-i Tevhid is written in very
large sülüs letters in red on a white base.
On all the adornments, and in particular the tiles, the colorful glaze technique known as “Cuerde Seca”, which was used in Anatolia in the
15th century, has made all the work the highest
quality and wonderfully colorful. These tiles are
different from those of the Seljuks and a very
colorful glaze technique was used to make them
resemble mosaic tiles. Other than black to separate the colors, red was used, as well. The color
problems that the Seljuks had was remedied by
this technique, so that yellow, green, white and
purple colors could be used and in fact became
the primary colors. The mosaic tiles used in the
sultan mahfil are more technically advanced than
the Seljuks’ and more colorful, too.
The cut stone covered minarets that rise on the
northeast and northwest sides of the mosque
each have on gallery. The polygonal bodies, which
sit on high bases, are limited by stone bracelets
on top and bottom. There is a small and thin petek (area above the gallery) and a cone sits on the
very top. They were built subsequently.
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Yeşil Medrese: Located in the quarter of
Bursa that bears its name, just north of the Yeşil Cami. Although there is no inscription on the
structure, also known as Sultaniye Medresesi, it
is understood from the vakfiye – deed – that Çelebi Sultan Mehmed had it built in 1419 and that
there was a principal, two tutors, 30 students
and two workers at the medrese. Stone and brick
materials were used together in the almaşık wall
building technique. The medrese is comprised of
an open courtyard and four liwan teaching areas. It has two stories but the upper floor was not
completed because of the death of Çelebi Sultan
Mehmed, leaving only the first floor done. There
is a simple entrance door that opens to the north
side of the medrese. It is in the center of the wall
within a rectangular niche, adorned in places
with tiles. The corridor between the outer door
and the inner door that opens to the courtyard
has been arranged in depth in a liwan form and
is covered by a crossbeam vault. The small dome
over the vault is adorned with turquoise and white tiles. On the walls of the structure there are
large rectangular windows upon the corners and
fronts of which are mounted tiles in the mosaic
technique. The rectangular bricks which form
the horizontal beams between the regular cut
stones add a richness to the wall. The window
frames have been made of sandstone and the
various parts have been adorned with turquoise
and white tiles in membrane style, like a checker
board. The mirrors are noteworthy, as well. The
top of the wall is finished with an eave comprised
of brick lines in the shape of saw teeth.
After the main entrance, one comes to the rectangular open courtyard by means of a liwan covered with a crossbeam vault. The courtyard is
surrounded on three sides by porticos with comes and vaults and in its center is a sprouting fountain 2.60 meters in diameter and 0.30 meters
high. There is a main liwan opposite the entrance
and a total of four liwans along the wall axis. The
portico columns are cylindrical and composite
material was used to make them. Lightly spiked
arches covered with stone and brick are linked
to each other and their legs get balance from
wooden tie rods in the corners. In back of the
portico, which is dome-covered, is the principal’s
office, along with 13 student rooms and toilets.
There is a stove for the students and administrators and there is a chimney with concave vaults
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above. The arched rectangular doors open to the courtyard and there are large windows that allow for light.
The vault above the side liwan is covered with tiles in
an “H” shape and square geometric glazed göbek has
been places at the center.
The main liwan, covered by a dome and across from
the main entrance, has been made into a separate section by moving it outside from the wall proper. The
dome of the approximately 10.00 x 10.00 meter liwan,
which is quite a bit higher than the other elements and
which is reached by a stairs, sits upon an eight-cornered tambour and there is a large window at the back
wall of the liwan. The dome ties have been ensured
with mukarnas filled pandantifs. The liwan’s vault
has been adorned with an eight-sided star made up
of yellow and blue colors, around which there are thin
branches and stylized leaves. The sides of the vault
have been adorned with blue-white tiles.
During Ottoman times scholars such as Molla Hüsrev,
Molla Yegânzâdeler, Yusuf Bâli Fenârî and Alâeddin Ali
taught at the medrese and after the Republic was declared in 1923 it became the Türk İslam Eserleri Müzesi
(Turk-Islam Art Works Museum). Because the medrese
suffered damage from earthquakes, fires, etc., there
were periodic restorations that began in 1572 and continued in 1617, 1670, 1683, 1742, 1767, 1775, 1825
and 1974-75. In recent years there has been further
restoration and the structure has been opened for service.
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Yeşil Türbe: One of the important elements of
the campus and located in the quarter that bears its
name, it is situated to the west of the medrese and a
bit distant. The türbe – tomb – sits on a high platform
and with its beautiful tile work it is one of the richest
tombs of the Ottoman period. It is octagonal-planned
and below is a vaulted funereal section. The coffins on
the ground floor are of the trunk and cover system.
124 The lower portion of the octagonal trunk, which is
arranged in two increments, is covered with turquo-
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ise-colored smooth tiles and the upper portion where
the dome, which is enlightened with small windows
with pointed arches, sits has been left simple. Here it
forms the tambour of the dome and at the same time
has been separated with a profiled stone moulding from
the trunk. The sides of this section, which are covered
with single-colored tiles, have ben separated from each
othe with simple white marble mouldings that cover the
corners. There is a window on the upper and on the
lower portion.
The main entrance of the tomb is on the north side and
it sticks out from the side. The door opening has a colored marble arch and a staircase and is set within an extruded arched rectangular niche. This opening, which
forms an entrance like a liwan has one each mihrabiye
on the right and left sides and it is covered by a kavsara
that resembles a dome. The kavsara is like an oyster’s
shell and some of the mukarnas and ayakkabılık above
the door are smooth and some have beautiful tilework
filled with rumi and palmets with vegetal borders and
raised writings, making them unequaled examples.
These tiles have been made with a colored glaze technique using primarily yellow, turquoise and dark blue
colors. The name of the craftsman who formed these
was Mecnun Mehmed and there is a one-line inscription in Turkish but written in Arabic sülüs letters: “This
is the tomb of the martyred Sultan Mehmed bin Bayezid. He died in Cemaziyelulâsi in the year 824” (1421).
The architect of the tomb was Hacı İvaz Paşa, who also
had responsibility for the entire campus. The door
wings, made of walnut wood, are decorated with a rich
carving technique. The three-level surfaced wings are
arranged according to the arch curve and their surfaces
are separated with horizontal belts, with the exteriors
surrounded by embellished borders. Along with the geometric designs, there are rumi, palmet motifs in the
passes along the wings. Additionally, there are religious
writings and an inscription which relates that the work
was done by Tebrizli Ahmed oğlu Hacı Ali.
The passage from the interior area to the dome has
been accomplished with a kasnak the runs with prismatic triangles in the shape of almond. The walls’ sides
are framed with marble moulding and the marble feet
adjacent to them have pointed arches over them. The
tile inscriptions above the lower windows which have
been set within wide frames of marble are quite affecting. All of the tomb’s interior walls are covered with
tiles. Turquoise sextagonal tiles cover the wall surface
up to a height of about three meters and in the middle
ayets have been written in white within flowers. Next
to them the ceilings of the windows have been covered
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The interior view of Yeşil Türbe –Tomb-

with rosette tiles and between the windows there
are gold lacquered rosettes which for images of
the sun, placed in a vertical position.
Upon entering through the door one immediately
looks at the mihrap and is struck by the coffins
in the center surrounded by the tiled walls. The
rectangular mihrap niche with its rich tiles is opposite the entrance. The mihrap’s top and sides
are framed by rich adornments and crowned by a
palmet top. The interiors of the borders are adorned with stylized vegetal designs and the corner
columns are grooved and its kavsara is filled
with six lines of mukarnas. The colors used are
white, yellow, dark blue and turquoise.
The largest and most ornate of the coffins in the
middle, which have eight corners, marble sides
and are raised on a tiled covered marble base,
belongs to Çelebi Sultan Mehmed and has the
same colors as the mihrap. There is a four-line
passage in Turkish: “This sacred place of sleep is the place where Murad Han oğlu Bayezid,
whom God has pardoned, Sultan Mehmed is
buried. He was the greatest Sultan, the pride of
the world’s sultans, helper of the poor, builder
of cities, destroyer of oppression and duplicity,
warrior for God. May God welcome him to live
in the gardens of heaven. He died Cemaziyel-ula
824 (8 May 1421)”. To the south of this coffin are
those of his sons Musafa and Mahmus and to the
north is that of his son Yusuf. In the back row are
the coffins of his daughters Seljuk Hatun, Sitti
Hatun, Hafza Sultan, Ayşe Hatun and Daya Hatun. These coffins are covered with tiles and have
inscriptions with the dates of death.
Beginning in 1623 of the Ottoman period, the
tomb, mosque and medrese were renovated
many times and in recent years the fallen tiles
have been repaired and the tomb opened to visitors.

M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

İpek Hanı: The work is located in the center of
Bursa, near the İvaz Paşa Camii and is the largest
commercial and dormitory facility in the city. It is
known also by the names Sultan Hanı and Han-ı Harir. The structure has two stories and an open courtyard, in the center of which is a water facility and
above a mesjid. Its low-arched entrance door is set
in a niche with a rounded arch. The upper walls are
made of stone-brick rows and this building technique has been used especially with the arches and the
upper area where the windows are.
The large, nearly square, rectangular courtyard is
reached by a long corridor. The perimeter of the courtyard has a portico on four sides and there is a staircase to the two portico rows on the entrance side.
There is an “L” in the corners which carry the portico,
which is covered with a spiked vaulted cover, and the
thick rectangular feet are linked together by spiked
arches. The square rooms in the back, covered by vaults, have lighting thanks to large windows and each
room opens to the courtyard with an arched door.
The corner rooms are larger than the others and entrance is gained via doors that open to the corners.
The walls of the structure have cut stone on the outside and the feet, mouldings, eaves and vaults in the
courtyard are covered with bricks. The eaves’ bricks
are set in rows like saw teeth. The ground floor arch
surfaces have been built with three horizontal rows
of cut stone and in between are vertical bricks.
The entirety of the upper floor portico, which are linked to one another with spiked arches, are covered
with domes. The rooms, though, are covered with rounded vaults. In all the rooms there is a semicircular
stove and like the rooms below, there is a window
and a door that opens to the portico corridor. Similarly, the larger corner rooms have a door that opens
125
to the corner for communication with the outside.
There is a fountain under the foundation in the
middle of the courtyard and above there is a mes-
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jid. The twelve-sided upper mesjid is reached by
a high staircase and there is a dome over it. Ekrem Hakkı Ayverdi, who made a detailed study of
the work, examined Ottoman records and came
to this conclusion: “All the documents say that the
number of rooms is thirty-eight upper and lower
for a total of 76. The latest calculation is that there are 78 rooms and a 12-sided mesjid with 24
upper windows, four rooms below and a fountain.
Some of the rooms were used as stables.” There is
a document regarding renovation of the han dated
963/1557 and a later document dated 1155/1742
shows that the stables, shops, roof, eaves and 16
rooms, along with a nearby bridge, were recommended for renovation to the Sultan at an estimated cost of 16,632 akçes. There are other records
reflecting renovation work in 1557, 1682, 1742
and 1775. From time to time the structure fell to
ruin but in recent years it has undergone major
maintenance and has been opened for service.
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Yaşar ERDEMİR

Melâmet
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The word melâmet, which has a dictionary meaning of “condemn, slander, shame”, is a term, a
state and a sufi idea widely used in sufi literature.
For those who adopted this sufi way of thinking,
which emerged in the third century (9th century)
in Horasan, which included the cities of Merv, Herat, Belh and Nîşâbur, and which spread widely
in Nîşâbur, in particular, the terms ehl-i melâmet,
melâmî, melâmetî were used and the movement was referred to as Melâmetiyye, Melâmiyye
(Melâmetîlik). In early sources, generally the
words melâmetî and melâmetiyye were used, although this was counter to linguistic rules. In the
Ottoman period a group of members of the Bayramiyye order were named melâmî and their order
was known as Melâmiyye.
Although melâmet is a sufi term and it is tied to
the sufi movement, it can be taken up in two separate planes. The word levm, which is the root
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of the term melâmet, appears in two âyets (elMâide 5/54; el-Kıyâme 75/2). (For other âyets
in which words spawned from the same root
appear see İbrâhim 14/22; el-İsrâ 17/29, 39; esSâffât 37/142; ez-Zâriyât 51/40; el-Kalem 68/30;
el-Meâric 70/30). In the first of these âyets (elMâide 5/54) whose meaning is “Hey believers!
For those of you who turn from religion know
that God will soon bring forth such a community
whom he will love and they will love Him. They
will be humble toward believers and honorable
but violent toward infidels. They will wage war
on God’s behalf and will not fear those who condemn them. This is God’s kindness so do as He
wishes. God’s kindness is broad. He is the one
who knows everything well.”, defines the characteristics of a group of believers and the phrase
“not fear those who condemn them” reflects the
relationship between the words ‘melâmet’ and
‘muhabbet’. The word ‘cihad’ in the âyet appears
in the other âyet where God praises the one who
condems himself (el-Kıyâme 75/2). So in this
context, the terms melâmet and melâmeti mean
being loved by God, loving God, fighting for him
and not fearing those who condemn Him.
A group of leaders of the Hücvîrî sufi movement,
who criticized those who did not adopt this idea,
although they were from the Nîşâbur region, took
to the path of melâmet and they were subjected
to public condemnation. Showing the Prophet as
an example, before the divine revelation everyone considered him a fine example but after he
was anointed by God the people began to ridicule
him as a poet, a crazy person, a soothsayer. The
statement “they do not fear those who condemn”
comes from this âyet. Hücvîrî stated that those
who accepted God were not necessarily accepted
by the people and that this view is supported by
the âyet (el-Bakara 2/30) in which the angels disapproved of Adam, saying “God, will you create
someone who will cause trouple on Earth and
spill blood?”.
With the melâmet idea of bravery, preferring others to oneself, sacrifice within the morally-principled fütüvvet concept, a few modern researchers working on Melâmîlık and its relationship
with the sufi fütüvvet tradition that was a part
of the religious and social life of Horasan, have
concentrated on this subject.
Muhammed bin Hüseyin es-Sülemî, a sufi teacher who stated that melâmet was one of the
states of sufiism, did not give information about
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its humility. Muhyiddin İbnü’l-Arabî, who layed
the basis for melâmet as a sufi state that emerged from the period and the region, separated
the dervishes into three groups - âbidler, sûfîler
ve melâmetîler. According to him, the âbids exhibited behaviors like asceticism, fear of God and
cleansing themselves of bad habits. But there is
no information at all about their condition or their secrets. The Sufis dedicated all their actions
to God and took no credit at all. There was no
difference, though, between them and the abids
regarding asceticism, fear of God and trusting in
God. They didn’t shrink from showing kindness
to people and expressing the degrees of states in
God’s realm.
According to İbnü’l-Arabî the melâmetis were the
highest degree dervishes who were those whom
God had directed toward Himself. God jealously
protected them saying he would keep them close to Him. Only they were together with God and
never for a moment did they neglect worshipping
Him. Because they had occupied their hearts they
would never want to challenge His rule (Fütûhât,
III, 45-46). İbnü’l-Arabî stated that the melâmetîs,
whom he called “ümenâ” (those entrusted with
knowledge), never displayed their inner feelings
and for this reason no one could be aware of their
conditions.
According to him, Hamdûn el-Kassâr or Ebû
Hafs el-Haddâd, known as the founders of of
Melâmetiism, were not its spiritual leaders in the
Horasan and Nîşâbur region, the homeland of the
melâmetîs, whose numbers rose and fell as the
situation warranted, and who lived not in a particular geography and time frame but who lived
timelessly and everywhere. Nevertheless, İbnü’lArabî talks about Ebû Saîd el-Harrâz, BâyezidBistâmî, Şiblî, Abdülkadir-i Geylânî, who lived in
different times and different regions, and the spiritual leaders from Nişâbur as among those who
reached the status of melâmet. İbnü’l-Arabî said
that the melâmet state was the state of proximity,
which was expressed in the âyet (en-Necm 53/8-9)
by the Prophet: “later he came close and leaned
down, in the nature of arrow and bow (the curve of
the Kabe).” İbnü’l-Arabî said that melâmet was the
highest state and that the melâmetîs were at the
highest degreed of holiness. The only state above
it was nübüvvet (prophethood). With these views,
İbnü’l-Arabî evaluated the subject of melâmet in
a completely different way than the sufi teachers
who addressed Melâmiism.
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Nihat AZAMAT

Melâmîlik / Melâmîism
In the 3rd century (9th century), which constituted the founding phase of the Islamic mysticism
institution, when the words ‘sufi’ and ‘tasavvuf’
were not yet widely used, ascetics who desired
a lifestyle of deep religiousity were concentrated in Baghdad, Damascus, Egypt and Nîşâbur.
At this time they began to describe their inner
religious lives and their special thoughts with
words peculiar to themselves. There were two
ascetic movements, one centered in Baghdad,
Iraq, and the other in the Horasan region of
Iran, with Nîşâbur as its center. The name given
to the movement that developed in Iraq was called Sûfiyye and the one of the Horasan ascetics’
movement was called Melâmetiyye (Melâmîlik,
Melâmetîlik).
It can be said that the basic principle of those who adopted the understanding of melâmet,
whose dictionary meaning is “to condemn,
to slander, to shame”, was to struggle against
earthly desires like exhibitionism, conceit and
fame by using the condemnation (levm) approach and thereby becoming pure themselves.
Sufis, in later periods, did not feel the need, as
melâmeti’s, to separate themselves from the people by organizing into orders, living a special lifestyle and wearing special outfits. Nor did they
think it appropriate to appear to be a separate
class within society. Their code was based on
“not fearing the condemnation of the condemner” along God’s path (el-Mâide 5/54) and so
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they gave no importance to having an external appearance just for the sake of winning public approval or for separating themselves from the rest of
the public. It can be said that they were directed to
God by the aim of adorning his worlds of inclination and secrets, and that hiding good works and
exposing evil was their basis. They were strict in
their asceticism and distained hypocracy.
The characteristics of those adhering to the
melâmet understanding were these: to try to develop only one’s heart by abandoning all claims,
meaning in essence “adding something to oneself
that has been missing” within one’s inner self; being disinterested in the faults of others and concentrating on one’s own shortfalls; keeping one’s
relationship with God strictly private and taking
care to keep this secret from others; living with
the people in the market, the bazaar, on the street but being careful to keep one’s spiritual state
hidden from them; acting with the spiritual training method “contact with the people, travel with
God” – in other words act like you are one of the
people but never for one moment neglect God;
forget about one’s worship and meals right after
they are done because not to do so means giving
them value, which causes haughtiness, vanity and
hypocracy.
Muhammed bin Hüseyin es-Sülemî separated those have knowledge and a state into three groups:
the ulema, busy with outward appearance of religious edicts, the ascetics who were apposed to
worldy things, and the Melâmi’s who adorned their inner spirits with oneness and closeness with
God. He said that the Melâmetî’s who attained these distinctions could not be separated from God
henceforth. He stated that God did not want their
spiritual states made known to others and for this
reason he wanted them to show themselves to others outwardly in order to keep their relationship
with Him be secret. God looked at them this way
because when outword appearances were reflected in the inner self then people fell into discord.
According to him, no one adhering t the Melâmet
understanding was at all haughty, because conceit
is the hallmark of ignorance and unreasonableness, from which shortfalls no one can be saved.
The statement “Melâmet was spread from
him”, used for Hamdûn el-Kassâr in Sülemî’s
Tabakatü’sûfiyye (page 123), gave rise to the
view in later periods that he was the founder of
Melâmîism and his name gradually became linked
to Melâmîism. Nevertheless, before him in Hora-
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san and in Nîşâbur it is known that there were ascetics who preferred the Melâmet understanding like
Ahmed bin Hadraveyh (died 240/854), Ebû Türâb
en-Nahşebî (died 245/859), Yahyâ bin Muâz (died
258/872) and, in particular, Bâyezid-I Bistâmî (died
234/848).
Modern researchers like Richard Hartmann, Taeschner, Afîfî, Trimingham and Nasrullah Pürcevâdî
have seriously studied this subject of Melâmîism
and its relationship with the professional-sufi fütüvvet tradition, which was a part of the religious and
social life of Horasan, based on the moral principle
fütüvvet concept of bravery, preferring another to
oneself, and self-sacrifice, as adopted by Baghdad’s
sufiism.
After the first generation of Melâmî that lived in
the 3rd (9th) century, individuals such as Ebû Hafs
el-Haddâd, Şah Şücâ-ı Kirmânî and Hamdûn elKassâr, along with Muhammed bin Ömer el-Verrâk,
Ebû Ali Cürcânî, İbrâhim bin Yûsuf ez-Züccâcî, Ebû
Hamza el-Horasânî, Ebû Abdullah es-Siczî, Ebû Bekir Muhammed bin Hâmid et-Tirmizî and Ebû Osman el-Hîrî, then came those of the 4th (10th) century
of second and third generation Melâmî’s, most of
whom were the students of Hamdûn el-Kassâr and
Ebû Osman el-Hîrî, such as Mahfûz bin Mahmûd,
Yûsuf bin Hüseyin er-Râzî, Ebü’l-Hasan el-Kânnâd,
Ebû Ca‘fer Ahmed bin Hamdân el-Hîrî, Muhammed bin Fazl el-Belhî, Ebü’l-Hüseyin el-Verrâk,
Ebû Bekir el-Vâsıtî, Muhammed bin Abdülvehhâb
es-Sekafî, Abdullah bin Muhammed bin Münâzil,
Mürtaiş, Ebü’l-Hasan el-Bûşencî, Ebû Abdullah etTurûgbezî, Abdullah bin Muhammed er-Râzî and
İbn Nüceyd. In this century, Melâmîism spread to
Mâverâünnehir, Mecca and Baghdad by means of
some Melâmî’s who settled in those places, and it
spread from the borders of Horasan to the entire
world of Islam.
Moreover, in the same centuries, after Melâmîism
was born and developed in the Horasan region,
Melâmî-inclined Sufis such as Zünnûn el-Mısrî,
Sehl et-Tüsterî, Hakîm et-Tirmizî, Cüneyd-i Bağdâdî,
Ruveym bin Ahmed, Hallâc-ı Mansûr, Semnûn
el-Muhib, Ebû Ali er-Rûzbârî, Dükkı and Ali bin
İbrâhim el-Husrî came along. While Muhammed bin
Ahmed el-Ferrâ, who lived in the 4th (10th) century,
adhered to the same line of early Melâmîism, to
mean fighting against earthly desires and hypocracy,
hiding one’s good works and questing for purity,
he and some other Melâmî’s took this principle to
extremes and they wanted to display behavior that
would invite people’s anger and condemnation. This
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attitude became a part of the Melâmî understanding in later periods and formed the basis of
criticism leveled against themselves. In the 4th
(10th) century Melâmîism was influential in the
Mâverâünnehir region as was Islam in the cities
and regions of Buhara, Samarkand and Fergana. Melâmî’s from Horasan and Melâmî Turkish
dervishes who went to Horasan and then returned to their native countries, began to spread
Melâmîism among the Turks.
It is claimed that the emergence of Melâmîism in
Horasan and Mâverâünnehir was related to the
region being a way station for the old Hindu-Iranian mystic tradition that took as its basis the
disavowal of world goods and distancing oneself
from the bulk of the population. But those aspects are not part of Melâmîism, as there is no
approach in Melâmîism that can be understood as promoting distance from the people. The
emergence of Melâmîism in the region where the
old Hindu-Iranian mystic tradition had been was
as natural as the emergence of Islam among the
previously pagan Arabs. The claim that pessimism is a fundamental of Melâmîism and that
this is found also in Zoroastrianism, as opposed
to in Islam, results from the viewpoint given to
the Melâmî attitude.
From the 5th (11th) century onward, after sufiism
spread throughout the Islamic world, the Melâmî
understanding continued to spread its effect as
a separate vein and a element within sufiism. In
the period when dervish orders spread, it affected major order such as Nakşibendiyye, Kübreviyye and Mevleviyye. Melâmîism became a separate but visible element of the Bayramiyye order
founded by Hacı Bayrâm-I Velî in Anatolia in the
15th century.
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Reşat ÖNGÖREN

Melâmîlik ve Melâmîler/
Melâmîism and Melâmîs
This is the only work in this field by Abdülbaki
Gölpınarlı. The last printing is a photocopy of a
previous copy. The book was written at the end of
the 1920s and its first printing was in 1931. The
second printing, in 2011, has a forward by Murat
Bardakçı in which he provides general information about Melâmîism, the Melâmî’s and Abdülbaki Gölpınarlı. The corrections that Gölpınarlı
himself made have been preserved, as have been
his notes in the margins.
Melâmîism emerged in the second half of the second century after the Prophet and consisted of a
secret belief system that was considered the highest state of a portion of the Sufis. Melâmetîism
spread in Horasan as of the third century after
the Prophet. As a result of the influence of Hacı
Bayram, Melâmetî’s fame spread throughout all
of Anatolia and Rumeli (Thrace).
Based on the classification in the book, Melâmîism
can be separated into three eras. In the first era,
Melâmîism was known as “Melâmetiyye”. In
the works Risale-i Kuşeyri and Keşfü’l-Mahcub,
which are important histories of sufiism, the founder of Melâmîism is shown as Nişaburlu Ebu
Salih Hamdûn ibn Ahmed ibn Ammârü’l-Kassâr.
The second era of Melâmî’s began with Hacı
Bayram-ı Velî in Anatolia and the third with Muhammed Nur. There is information about each of
the three eras of Melâmî’s in the book.
Information about Melâmetîism is found in the
book by Sülemî entitled Risaletü’l-Melâmetiyye.
In this treatise, Sülemî separates people having knowledge and a state into three groups.
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In the first group are the ‘fakih’ (Islamic law experts) who derive laws from the religious sources. In the second group are those who focus
on religious knowledge and are able to cut their
ties with worldly things. The third group is the
“Melâmetiyye”, who have become one with God in
the inner world. The Melâmetîs give importance
to generosity. A Melâmetî must be free of any ties
and must link his heart to God. In fact, just as
for them there is no special time and place for
worship, so too they have no etiquette or rites.
Nor in Melâmîism is there any recitation or ‘evrat’.
They regard the world as being unaware of God
but they do not abandon the world with actions
such as suffering and asceticism. Melâmîism only
has love for the guide and it is a culture and custom founded on dialogue and conversation with
one’s heart.
Those who most closely comport with the
Melâmî’s are the Mevlevi’s because there is no
praying among the Mevlevis. The recitation consists of only a few of the names of God. From week
to week they perform ‘sema’ (a whirling dance)
and both the adherants and the dervishes discuss
contemplative life.
According to Gölpınarlı, there has been an ideological melding between Melâmîism and ‘fütüvvet’
over the years. Melâmîism is a thinking system,
and its economic component became fütüvvet.

Halide ÖZÜDOĞRU ERDOĞAN

Melikü’t-Tüccâr
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This term, which means “leader of the traders”,
was first used in the time of the Celayir’s (13401431) and traders were appointed with this title.
It is said that there were traders with this same
title in the time of Timur. As of the Safevî period, officials who carried this title among traders
and who worked under government supervision,
began to come to the fore. However, there is no
detailed information about their functions during this period. The real function of the office
of Melikü’t-tüccâr gained importance during the
Kaçar period.
Because the functions of the Melikü’t-tüccârs increased as of the 19th century they took on important services in commercial life. According to a
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European traveler in 1807, in Iran the melikü’ttüccâr dealt with money-changing issues and would sell his services to the shah for high prices. In
1844 there were melikü’t-tüccâr only in Tehran
and Buşehr but after that the numbers increased
rapidly and there were traders with this title in all
the cities. Doubtless, the traders decided to unite
to survive in the face of Kaçar Muhammed Shah’s
ferman (edict) of 1844 issued in favor of English
traders. Consequently, a melikü’t-tüccâr was appointed in every trading city, resulting is a rapid
increase of this type of organization. In the time
of Nasiruddin Shah the authority of the melikü’ttüccârs were broadened.
The melikü’t-tüccârs were chosen from among the
richest and most influential people in a city. After
approval by the governor, they began duty. Primarily, their duty was to solve disputes between their
colleagues and problems that arose with sellers.
He would also take charge of an arbitration committee formed when a trader fell into bankruptcy.
Among his other duties were ensuring organization in market places and among night watchmen.
Most of the melikü’t-tüccârs had mosques, bridges, caravansarays and covered markets constructed in cities. It is said that some big traders
in cities would not become a melikü’t-tüccâr nor
would they confer with whoever took that position. In cases such as this, these people would be
the unofficial leaders of the traders. So even if
they did not take the title, they still functioned as
if they were the melikü’t-tüccâr.
In big cities like Tehran, the melikü’t-tüccâr would appeal to the commerce ministry of the central government when things went bad and he
couldn’t impose his authority. Also, the melikü’ttüccâr in the capital city would make recommendations t the government on economic and financial matters, acting like an economics expert for
the Shah. This being the case, some semi-official
sources might characterize him as a government
official but the office of the melikü’t-tüccâr did not
have a place within the bureaucratic hierarchy.
They only assumed a mediator’s role as the authorized professional representative to settle disputes among their colleagues and to put things
right. On one hand, they informed their colleagues of government decisions and assumed the
responsibility for these to the government. On
the other hand, they protected their colleagues
welfare and represented them before the govern-
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ment. But despite having a semi-official title, the
melikü’t-tüccâr did not exercise complete authority in the name of his colleagures.
Sometimes there was even no need for an election of a melikü’t-tüccâr, as a leader would emerge
from among the traders. In 1858, a trader named Aga Mir Muhammed Isfehanî in Tebriz was
the natural leader of all the traders and he settled all arguments and disputes in the city. Some
melikü’t-tüccâr had authority enough to close all
the shops in a city with a decision. One of the
melikü’t-tüccârs in Tebriz at the beginning of the
20th century was Hacı Mehdi Kuza.
In Kaçar Iran, although their titles increased, in addition to melikü’t-tüccâr there were
other trader chiefs with titles like müşiru’ttüccâr, mu‘temedü’t-tüccâr, mu‘înu’t-tüccâr and
nâzimu’t-tüccâr. As these were not official positions, they did not assume the duties of the
melikü’t-tüccâr.
The economic situation that developed in the second half of the 19th century affected the relation
between government and the traders. New measures taken by the government to remedy financial straits put the traders in a difficult position,
causing a breach between them and the government. The tobacco preferences of 1890 and new
arrangements prompted the opposition of big
traders and there were protest movements led by
the melikü’t-tüccâr in large cities. Consequently,
the office of melikü’t-tüccâr lost prestice vis-à-vis
the government. With the fall of the Kaçars and
the establishment of new institutions, the functions of the office of melikü’t-tüccâr were completely abolished.
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Memleket Havaları I:
Esnaf Türküleri
This book published in 1954 by Sadi Yaver Ataman is comprised of 32 pages. The book has
been prepared with quite a bare pattern and there is no section that reflects the contents. Besides
the heading “Bir Kaç Söz” (A Few Words) in the
foreword, there is the heading “Memleket Havaları” (Airs of the Country).
There is a terse statement about Ahilik, the basis
of the craftsmen organization, at the beginning
of the book.
“Her seherde besmeleyle açılır dükkânımız
Hz. Hızırdır pirimiz, üstâdımız”
“Our shops are opened with a blessing in each
city
The revered Hızır is our spiritual leader, our
master.”
These four lines are given at the beginning of a
craftsmen’s folk song:
Bâzârı âlemi dolaşan âşık
Meyleder esnaftan bir dilrübâya

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Mirza Hasan Fesâ’i, Farsname- i Nasirî, I (1313), pp. 308-309;
Muhammed Hâşim Âsif, Rüstemü’t-Tevârîh, (published by Muhammed Müşîrî), Tehran 1348, pp. 94, 100; W. M. Floor, “The
Merchants (Tujjar ) in Qâjâr Iran”, ZDMG, CXXVI(1976), pp.
101-135; the same author, “Bankruptcy in Qâjâr Iran”, ZDMG,
CXXVII(1977), pp. 61–76; G. N. Curzon, Persia and the Persian
Question, I, London 1966, p. 450; Süheylâ Turâbî Fârsânî,
“Rihteşinâsî-yi Tabak-i Tüccâr-ı Mukârin-i Cünbeş-i Meşrutiyet”,
Mecelle-i İlmî-Pejuheşî-yi Dânişkede-i Edebiyyât ve Ulûm-İnsânî,
II, İsfahan 1384, pp. 63–88; Nadiya Bergnisi, “Tâcir”, Danişname-i
Cihan-ı İslâm, VI, Tehran 1380, pp. 50-52; G. G. Gilbar, “Malik
al-Tudjdjar” EI, VI, pp. 276-277.
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Sen de sev birini tab’a muvafık
Meraman varise ahzüatâya
The minstrels who wander through the markets
And they have a favorite among the
shopkeepers
You should love one too who is favorable
For the sake of your ancestors.
Under the heading of “Bir Kaç Söz” of the book,
which begins with the notation “all rights reserved”, musicology Sadi Yaver Ataman states that
craftsmen folk songs are an important branch of
folk music and that they reflect the characteristics of the worklife of arts and professions with
an open, sincere and humorous manner. He says
also that it is possible to feel the rhythm, harmony
and actions of the various craft groups in their
folk songs.
Under the heading of “Memleket Havaları”, the notated forms and words of the craftsmen folk songs
are given. In this regard, there are notes about
the folk songs of craftsmen such as “terzi, değirmenci, berber, hamamcı, keçeci, arabacı, balıkçı,
oduncu, kahveci, demirci-kalaycı-sobacı, boyacı,
leblebici, bostancı, helvacı”.
This work of Sadi Yaver Ataman is an important
source for music researchers from the standpoint
of showing the view of verbal folk culture within
folk music.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Sadi Yaver Ataman, Memleket Havaları: I Esnaf Türküleri, [Istanbul
] 1954.

Aziz AYVA

Memleket Toplantısı /
Home District Meeting
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In Ahilik it was a tradition for all the shopkeepers
and craftsmen in a particular place to participate
in festivities arranged on a certain date of the year.
These festivities were much more crowded and
embellished in Istanbul. No professional subject
was taken up at these events. Rather, the ‘kâhya’
(warden of a trade guild) and the ‘kâhyabaşı’ (chi-
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ef warden) offered advice to the craftsmen. Each
class had a standard and a standard-bearer. On
the standard were written ayets and hadis that praise shopping and work life, along with a symbol. At
general festivities these standards were shown in a
ceremony and each class would march as a group.
In some situations there were extraordinary meetings held. When official offices imposed taxes beyond what the people could bear or when clear-cut
decisions of the ‘kâhya’ council were bloked instead of implemented, or when something was done
that was contrary to the normal practices among
craftsmen, the ‘kâhya’ council would convene and
invite three masters from each craft to examine
the issue at hand. If a consensus was reached the
‘kâhyabaşı’ and two other ‘kâhya’’s , along with
two masters, went to see the judge and the highest
government official. If an agreement was reached
then the meeting was concluded. If there was no
agreement, however, then a ‘memleket toplantısı’
(home district meeting) was held the next day.
At this meeting the ‘kâhya’’s and all the masters
would be summoned, along with the leaders of the
home district, the scholars and the wealthy people.
Invitations also went to the judge and the religious
leader. In the event that the judge could not come,
then the ‘kâhya’ council chief would explain the reason for the meeting, announce the government’s
response to the craftsmen’s meeting decision and
note that the government had not acquiesced. If the
meeting attendees liked the council’s decision then
the head of the scholars would step to the “Reisü’lulemâ” podium and read the Prophet’s words “those who do not honor compassion and care for the
poor and those who do not respect our leaders are
not part of us.” Then, after announcing the need
to obey and be faithful to the Sultan, he would say
that it would not be in accordance with religious
law to remain silent in the face of oppression by
the government representative of the town and if
the government representative did not change his
position then he would make a complaint to the
Sultan.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Neşet Çağatay, Bir Türk Kurumu Olan Ahilik, Ankara 1997, p. 152.;
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p.17.
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Menâkibü’l-Ârifîn
This work contains important narratives about
Ahilik and was begun to be written in Persian by
Ahmed Eflâkî (died 1360) in 1318, upon the order of Ulu Arif Çelebi (died 1320). The writer’s
additions were completed in 1353. While writing
his work, Eflâkî, who knew both Turkish and
Arabic, took advantage of the works of Feridun
Sipehsâlâr (died 1312?), Bahâeddin Veled (died
1231), Mevlâna Celâleddin (died 1273), Şems-I
Tebrizî (died 1247?) and Sultan Veled (died
1312). The writer also conveyed events he witnessed or personally experienced.
Menâkıbü’l-Ârifîn was written in a plain and
flowing style. In the work, which is comprised of ten sections besides an introduction,
Sultanü’l-Ulemâ Bahâeddin Veled, Burhaneddin Muhakkik-i Tirmizî (died 1241), Mevlâna
Celâleddin, Şems-i Tebrizî, Selahaddin Zerkub
(died 1258), Hüsameddin Çelebi (died 1284),
Sultan Veled, Ulu Ârif Çelebi, Emir Âbid Çelebi (died 1338), Bahâeddin Veled and Mevlâna’s
children and grandchildren are discussed.
While the narrative contains broad information
about the formation and development of Mevleviism, it also information about the political,
economic, socio-cultural and religious life of the
13th and 14th centuries. In an authentic way, the
work reflects the sufi etiquette and ceremonies
of the period and focuses, as well, on the other
social and religious groups who had relations
with the Mevlevi’s. In this regard, there is noteworthy information about Mevlevi-Ahi relations
and some Ahi personalities.
Based on a written copy, Menâkıbü’l-Ârifîn was
published in India in 1897 for the first time. Publication in Turkey came in 1959, thanks to Tahsin Yazıcı, who copied it from old works. Turkish
translations of the work have been done by Zahid bin Ârif, Gevrekzâde Hasan, Abdülbaki Nâsır
Dede and lastly by Tahsin Yazıcı. It was translated into French by Clément Huart.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ahmed Eflâkî, Ariflerin Menkıbeleri, I, (translated by Tahsin Yazıcı),
Istanbul 1986, pp. 9-67; Abdülbâki Gölpınarlı, Mevlânâ’dan
Sonra Mevlevîlik, Istanbul 1983, pp. 131-132; M. Fuad Köprülü,
“Anadolu Selçukluları Tarihinin Yerli Kaynakları”, Belleten, VII/27
(1943), pp. 422-423; F. Nafiz Uzluk, “XIV. Yüzyıl Mevlevî
Şairlerinden Eflâkî Dede’nin 600. Ölüm Yıldönümü Dolayısıyla
Ahmed Eflâkî Dede”, Türk Dili Araştırmaları Yıllığı Belleten,
Ankara 1988, pp. 284-288; Aydın Taneri, “Türkiye Selçuklularının
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İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU

Merçil, Erdoğan
(b. 1938)
He is the writer of Türkiye Selçukluları’nda Meslekler (Professions of the Turkey Seljuks). Erdoğan Merçil was born in Arap Cami quarter of Istanbul. His father Nuri Bey was an employee of a
French gas company and his mother was Melahat
Hanım, a housewife. He began elementary school
in 1944 at Kuledibi 147 in Galata. After that, in
1949 he entered Beyoğlu Middle School in Kuledibi, ultimately graduating from Atatürk High
School in Taksim in 1956. Next, he entered Istanbul University in the Spring of 1957 with student
number 1304. At first, he took general lessons in
all main branches and then received a certificate
with a thesis in Middle Ages History. In 1961, he
received high marks for his thesis ‘Amr bin al-As’
and graduated from the History Department.
Following graduation, he completed his military
service between 22 September 1961 and 30 September 1962 as a reserve officer. Afterwards, he
began working as an assistant candidate in the
Middle Ages branch of the History Department
of the Istanbul University Literature Faculty on
30 November 1963, based on an invitation from
Prof. Dr. Fikret Işıltan. In December of 1964 he
was officially appointed. For a time he studied
Persian with Prof. Dr. Tahsin Yazıcı, after which
he wrote his doctoral thesis entitled “Ahmed b.
Mahmud’un Selçuknâmesi’nin Kaynaklarının
Tespiti”. At the urging of Prof. Dr. Fikret Işıltan
he went to Tehran for a year to study Persian
in 1968. Upon his return from Iran he earned
his doctorate in 1969. For his thesis for assistant professorship, he chose the little-studied
history of the Salgurlular and Gazneliler. Between December 1971 and June 1972, he studied
language in London and then conducted research in the British Museum’s Oriental section in
connection with the Salgurlular. Returning from
London he published the work entitled Fars Atabegleri Salgurlular, earning his assistant professorship. In order to be appointed to the regular
cadre on 26 November 1973 he entered the cour-
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se “Gazneliler’in Kuruluş Devri” and completed it
successfully. After becoming an assistant professor, the first course he gave was Gazneliler Tarihi
(subsequently, he taught Selçuklu Tarihi, İlk Müslüman Türk Devletleri Tarihi, Türkiye Selçukluları and Anadolu Beylikleri Tarihi).
In order to develop his German and to do research, in 1977 Erdoğan Merçil went to Hamburg
on a 3-month DAAD scholarship from the West
German government. Next, with his work Kirman
Selçukluları he became a professor in 1978 and
wond the Turkey National Culture Foundation prize in 1980 for this same work. To help fill the
need at new universities, he taught at Marmara
University’s History Department in 1983-84 and
then in 1990-91 at Mimar Sinan Güzel Sanatlar
University’s History Department, first giving courses for undergraduates and then for graduate
students.
Erdoğan Merçil held many upper level posts at
universities and in 1983 he was selected as a
member of the Turkish History Council, linked to
the Atatürk Culture, Language and History High
Council. He continued in this service until 2001
and was selected as a honorary member in 2013.
Prof. Dr. Erdoğan Merçil officially retired from Istanbul University because of the age limit in 2005.
He is married and the father of one daughter.
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His works: Fars Atabegleri Salgurlular, Ankara 1975; Ahmed b. Mahmud, Selçuk-nâme,
I-II, Istanbul 1977; Kirman Selçukluları, Istanbul 1980; C. Bosworth, İslâm Devletleri Tarihi
(translated together with M. İpşirli ), Istanbul
l980, “Anadolu Beylikleri”, which forms the eleventh section of the work, pp 269-326, was added
by Erdoğan Merçil); Müslüman-Türk Devletleri
Tarihi, Istanbul 1985; Gazneli Mahmud, Ankara
1987; Gazneliler Devleti Tarihi, Ankara 1989; A
Short History of Turkish- Islamic States / Excluding the Ottoman State (joint), Ankara 1994; Belleten Dizini, III, (XXXVI-LI, nr. 141-200), Ankara
1994; A. Sevim - E. Merçil, Selçuklu Devletleri
Tarihi, Siyaset, Teşkilât ve Kültür, Ankara 1995;
Müslüman-Türk Devletleri Tarihi (Osmanlılar
Hariç), İ. Kafesoğlu, H. D. Yıldız, Erdoğan Merçil,
Istanbul 1999; Türkiye Selçukluları’nda Meslekler, Ankara 2000; Gürcistan Tarihi (Eski Çağlardan 1212 yılına Kadar), published by E. Merçil,
Ankara 2003; Büyük Selçuklu Devleti-Siyasî Tarih, Ankara 2005; Belleten Dizini IV (LI-LXVII, no
201-250), Ankara 2006; Selçuklular’da Hüküm-
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darlık Alâmetleri, Ankara 2007; Selçuklular’da
Saraylar ve Saray Teşkilatı, Istanbul 2001; Selçuklular-Makaleler-, Istanbul 2011.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Emine Uyumaz, “Prof. Dr. Erdoğan Merçil’in Hayatı ve Eserleri”,
Prof. Dr. Erdoğan Merçil’e Armağan, Bilge Kültür Sanat Yayınları,
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Emine UYUMAZ

Meslek Pirleri
(see Esnaf Pirleri)

Mesnevî
Mevlâna’s famous religious, sufi and ethical work
in verse has information related to Ahilik. It is organized in six books, with a total of 26 thousand
couplets. In the Persian work, the meter used is
fâ’ilâtün fâ’ilâtün fâ’ilün and there are a few Arabic couplets, as well. Because his father was a
Ahi chief in Konya, and based upon the wish of
çelebi Hüsameddin Hasan, one of Mevlâna’s disciples, who was known as Ahi Türkoğlu, he wrote
the Mesnevî.
There is no precise information available about
when Mesnevî was begun, although a note in the
second book’s first couplet clearly states that
the second book was begun on 13 May 1264 (15
Receb 662). In addition, after the first book there was a break given to the writing of Mesnevî.
Eflâkî stated that this was because of the death of
the wife of Hüsâmeddin Çelebi and that the break
lasted for about two years. This being the case,
the writing of Mesnevî probably began around
1260/658 and Mevlâna continued to write it and
read it until he died.
Mesnevî is a very important source work on the
subject of the expression of sufi thought, concepts
and terms. Within the framework of religious and
sufi understanding, it is possible to find explanations in Mesnevî for hundreds of words and
terms like “aşk, sabır, gayret, tevekkül, tevazu,
dostluk, ilim, akıl, idrak, hakikat, suret, mana,
hicab, nefis, benlik and taklit”. It is understood
that more than one hundred works were the sources for about 285 hadise, kıssa, hikâye, temsil
and fıkras. There are more than 1,000 proverbs
in it an there are quite a few anecdotes and stori-
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es that go from a few couplets to many hundreds.
Some of these are explained in tens of pages in
a way that encompasses many important subjects. Mevlâna, who said “kıssadan hisse al” (learn from anecdotes), makes references to many
stories and anecdotes with allusions and signals.
There are more than one thousand copies of
Mesnevî in in Turkish and world libraries, and
over two centuries the work has been published hundreds of times in various countries. In
677/1278, Muhammed bin Abdullah of Konya
completed a copy of it and it is registered as record number 51 in the Konya Mevlâna Museum
in Konya. This valid copy was published in Tehran in 1371/1992 and in Ankara in 1993.
New interest in Mesnevî began with the publication of R. Nicholson’s first English volume about
it in 1925. With this complete English translation both the east and the west came to know
Mesnevî.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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he was known with the titles “Molla Hünkâr” or
“Mollâ-yı Rum”.
Mevlâna’s line is based on that of first disciple
Hz. Ebûbekir. His connections with Turkishness
have been related to the following quatrain of his:
“Don’t think of me as a foreigner, I’m from this
place. I’m looking for my home in your quarter.
However much I may appear to be an enemy, I am
not an enemy. However much I speak Hindi, I am
essentially a Turk.” Some people claim that the
work ‘Turk’ here has a different meaning, some
claim that he meant to convey a spiritual closeness
with the Turkish race and still others think that he
meant the Turkish race.
Mevlâna’s father Bahaeddin Veled settled much
earlier in Belh and was a member of a religious
family, bearing the title “sultanü’l-ulemâ”. At the
same time, his family line had ties to Ahmed
Gazzalî. It is said that he was a disciple of Kübreviyye Tarikat (dervish order) founder Necmeddin
Kübra. Bahaeddin Veled’s mother was also from
the Harzimşahlar noble family. When Bahaeddin
Veled in his sermons forcefully criticized Harizmşah Alâeddin Muhammed, who adhered to the
views of scholars like Fahreddin Râzî and Zeyn-i
Kîşî, who had adopted Greek philosophy, he fell
out with a portion of the ulema. Some troublemakers took advantage of this and in hopes of furt-

Adnan KARAİSMAİLOĞLU

Mevlâna
Celâleddin-i Rumî
(d. 1273)
Mevlâna Celâleddin-i Rumî, a contemporary of
Ahi Evran and someone who had close relations
with the Ahis, was born in Belh city in Horasan.
His full name was Muhammed bin Muhammed
bin Hüseyin and his moniker was Celâleddin.
The Arabic title “mevlâna”, which means ‘sir’,
was applied to him as a sign of reverence, the
same way that a sultan is referred to with the
Persian title “Hudâvendigâr”. Additionally, as he
was known in his birthplace as Belhî, in relation
to his birth city of Belh, so too was he known as
“Rumî”, with respect to his life in Anatolia. It has
also been determined that because of his great
knowledge and his service in various medreses,
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hering their political ambitions they claimed that
he was in league with rebels and persuades the
sultan that he must be expelled from the country.
Consequently, Bahaeddin Veled left the city and
went to Baghdad, where they were met by the famous sufi Şihabüddin Sühreverdî. After making
the haj to Mecca, he visited some cities in Anatolia
and at the invitation of Sultan Alâeddin Keykubad
he settled in Konya. According to one view, at this
time Mevlâna was fourteen years old, and another
view is that he was twenty-two years old.
After Mevlâna’s father Bahaeddin Veled served
as principal of the Altunpâ (Altınapa/Altun-aba)
medrese for two years, he died on 18 Rebîulâhır
628 (23 Şubat 1231). Mevlâna took his father’s
place and began to explain to law to the people.
A year later, Seyyid Burhaneddin Muhakkık-ı
Tirmizî, one of Bahaeddin Veled’s disciples and
a childhood teacher of Mevlâna, came to Konya
and met with Mevlâna, telling him that he must
attain the same level of knowledge in sufiism as
he had in outward subjects. Based on this advice,
Mevlâna became a disciple of Seyyid Burhaneddin
and served him for nine years.
A year after meeting him, Seyyid Burhaneddin
sent Mevlâna to Syria to further his outward
knowledge. Mevlâna enrolled at the Hallâviyye
medrese in Aleppo and took lessons from Kemaleddin İbnü’l-Adîm. At the same time, the administrator of the city, İbnü’l-Adîm, took a special interest in Mevlâna and, realizing his special talents,
arranged for extra courses for him outside of the
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medrese. After staying in Aleppo for an undetermined period, Mevlâna went to Damascus and joined
the Mukaddemiyye-i Berraniyye medrese there.
Mevlâna studied Arabic language and literature,
vocabulary, fıkıh, tefsir and hadis to further his
knowledge. He also engaged in long discussions
with leading shaikhs of Damascus such as Muhyiddin İbnü’l-Arabî, Sa’deddin-i Hammûye, Osman
er-Rumî, Evhadüddîn-i Kirmânî and Sadreddin-i
Konevî.
Once Mevlâna returned to Konya from Damascus
he did not neglect his spiritual leadership role, giving sermons, teaching in the medreses and continuing to hold discussions with many leaders and
disciples of the ulema. After continuing these activities for five years a turning point occurred in
Mevlâna’s life – he met Şems-I Tebrîzî (Şemseddin Tebrîzî) in Konya. This person who was called “Tebrizli Kâmil” by the spiritual leaders of the
period and who, because he roamed many lands,
was known as well as “Şems-i Perende”, first served Ebubekr-I Selebâf in Tebriz and subsequently
held discussions with many Sufis.
There are different legends about the incident that
affected Mevlâna some thoroughly when he met
Şems and different views about the nature of the
discussion between the two of them.
Afterwards, Mevlâna cut all of his relations with
the people, dropped his lessons and teaching at
the medrese and began to spend all of his time
with Şems. The disciples were angry and jealous
with Şems, whose origins were unknown, for separating them from Mevlâna. Also, rumors spread among the people when they were deprived of
Mevlâna’s sermons. They even marched in opposition to Şems, hurling threats and insults at him.
When this happened, Şems suddently abandoned
the city. Seeing how badly this affected Mevlâna,
his disciples sought Mevlâna’a forgiveness.
Mevlâna learned from a letter Şems sent him from
Damascus that he was there and he wrote him a
very heartfelt letter asking him to return. During
this period of separation, he had a ferecî (openfront hırka) made from so-called hindibarî material that the mâtemli’s wore, put a cap made of
honey-colored wool on his head and wrapped a
‘şekerâviz’ type of turban, as well. He put Mevlevî
shoes and boots on his feet. He made his previously four-room ‘rebab’ into six rooms and began
to hold ‘semâ’ gatherings. Later, he sent his son
Sultan Veled to Damascus and with an insistant
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invitation Şems returned to Konya once again.
This time Mevlâna and Şems spent six months
in solitude. Besides Sultan Veled and Şeyh
Selâhaddin-I Zerkûb, no one else could come near
them. At this time Şems married with Mevlâna’s
adopted daughter Kimya Hatun, prompting the disciples and the public to again engage in gossip, insolence and disturbances. Şems told Sultan Veled
that he wanted to break from Mevlâna and that no
one would be able to find him henceforth. He disappeared and the date of Şems-i Tebrîzî’s second
disappearance occurred in 645 (1247). Accoring to
Eflâkî, prior to his disappearance there was an assassination attempt against Şems. While Mevlâna
and Şems were together in solitude a seven-person
group tried to lure Şems away, prompting Şems to
say to Mevlâna “they’re calling me so they can kill
me.” They plunged a knife into Şems who screamed and fled. There was no trace of him besides a
few drops of blood (Menâkıbü’l-ârifîn, II 684).
Mevlâna searched for Şems for forty days but upon
not finding him he changed his white turban to a
smoke-colored one, had a ferecî made of Yemen
and Hind materials and used this outfit for the rest
of his life. Hoping to find Şems, Mevlâna went to
Damascus but failed and returned. He went again
a few years later and stayed for months but still
could not find him.
After Mevlâna gave up hope of reuniting with Şems-i
Tebrîzî, he summoned his son Sultan Veled, had
Konyalı Şeyh Selâhaddîn-i Zerkûb (jeweler) take
Şems’s place and told his disciples to get along
with him. He said that he would no longer act as
shaikh. Şeyh Selâhaddin, a jeweler, was a disciple
of Seyyid burhaneddin Muhakkık-I Tirmîzî in his
youth and then formed a link with Mevlâna. When
Şems-i Tebrîzî came he participated in discussions
with him. As he had done with Şems, Mevlâna began to go into solitude with Selâhaddîn-i Zerkûb,
prompting some disciples to object, saying that
he was ignorant and could not act as a shaikh.
Mevlâna, who was comforted by Şeyh Selâhaddin
after Şems, had his daughter Fatma Hatun married
to his son Sultan Veled, creating a bond between
them. Mevlâna and Selâhaddîn-i Zerkûb remained
together for ten yars, after which the shaikh became ill and died.
After Selâhaddîn-i Zerkûb, Mevlâna promoted
Urmiyeli Hüsâmeddin Çelebi. The emergence of
Mevlâna’s most influencial work Mesnevî came
at the urging of Hüsâmeddin Çelebi and Mevlâna
complimented him for this, saying “since you were
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the starter of Mesnevî, then if this is to increase you’ll be the one to do it.” Mevlâna named it
Hüsâmînâme after that. The disciples were more
at ease during the time of Hüsameddin Çelebi and
it can be said that they gave up their jealousy and
disturbances.
Mevlâna died on 5 Cemaziyelahir 672 (17 December 1273). He decreed that there would be no
crying or wailing at his funeral and because the
day he died was the same as the snynodic revolution, the day came to be known as şeb-i arûs,
which means wedding night. In accordance with
Mevlâna’s wishes, he wanted the funereal prayers
said in front of his coffin but Sadreddin Konevî
fainted at this time and the prayer was recited instead by Kadı Sirâceddin.
Mevlâna’s disciples were mostly from among the
people and those of all crafts and professions joined in his sema assemblies. He also had close relations with the leaders of the period, mostly in
the form of advising them, because he took care
to avoid involvement in the political struggles
among them. Leaders of the Seljuk State who had
great respect for Mevlâna included Sultan İzzeddin Kaykâvus II, Celâleddin Karatay, Konyalı Kadı
İzzeddin, Emîr Bedreddin Gevhertaş, IV. Rukneddin Kılıcarslan, Muînüddin Pervâne, Mecdüddin Atabek, Emînüddin Mikâil, Tâceddin Mu’tez,
Sâhip Fahreddin, Alemüddin Kayser, Celâleddin
Müstevfî, Atabek Arslandoğmuş, Kırşehir judge
Cacaoğlu Nureddin and chief doctor Ekmeleddin
en-Nahcuvânî. Among his disciples were Gürcü
Hâtun, the wife of Muînüddin Pervâne, and Gömeç
(Gumaç) Hâtun, the wife of IV. Rukneddin Kılıçarslan.
Because Mevlâna made some pronouncements
about the Mongols, with whom he did not have
direct relations as he did with the Seljuks, some
claims were made that he had Mongol sympathies.
Yet Mevlâna’s views about the Mongols were entirely based on his sufi perspective. In this regard,
he acknowledged their place as the super power of
the time but noted that their reign would be shortlived because of the oppression they brought. At
the foundation of all his comments was his way of
finding a positive aspect to even the most negative situation. In this way, as Mevlâna foresaw, the
Mongol commander Baycu, who encircled Konya,
did not attack the city and the Mongols subsequently became Moslems.
Mevlâna had a close relationship with the famous sufi Fahreddîn-i Irâkî, who joined in Mevlâna’s
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sema ceremonies when he was participating in
Sadreddin Konevî’s lessons in Konya. Although
Mevlâna’s relations with Sadreddin Konevî were
at first unsettled this changed over time. Sadreddin Konevî was opposed to the sema but later changed his attitude and saw Mevlâna as his
friend. Among those who held discussions with
Mevlâna were the founder of Kübreviyye Necmüddin Kübrâ’s disciple Necmüddin Dâye, Haydariyye founder Kutbüddin Haydar’s disciple Hacı
Mübârek Haydar, famous poet Sa’dî-i Şîrâzî, and
famous scholars Kutbddîn-i Şîrâzî, Hümâmüddin
Tebrîzî and Hoca Reşîdüddin.
His thoughts: Mevlâna was someone who
had the characteristics of scholar, sufi and poet
in perfect proportion. The education he began
at his father’s side was completed in Aleppo and
Damascus. It is understood that his first sufi training came from his father. His father Bahaeddin
Veled, known by the name Sultânü’l-ulemâ, was
said to have been a disciple of Kübreviyye founder Necmeddin Kübrâ and to have become a
halif from the order series coming from Ahmed
Gazzâlı. Mevlâna was educated subsequently by
his father’s disciple Burhaneddin Muhakkık-I
Tirmizî. It is known that lastly he met with Şems-i
Tebrîzî and that he held discussions with sha-
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ikhs whom Şems considered to be Kübreviyye
and whom others considered to be Sühreverdiyye. Mevlâna absorbed both outward and inward knowledge from his youth and over time he
prepared the way to converge the two in sufiism.
Within himself he had the sufi understanding
based on sünnîism emanating from the Kübreviyye order and also the sufi understanding that
came forth from the love and rapture spread by
mystics like Senâî and Attâr, following Ahmed
Gazzâlî. Along with a sufi understanding based
on asceticism and fear of God, he reached the
highest level of this inherited love and raptue
through exhilaration with Şems-I Tebrîzî.
The source of Mevlâna’s religious-sufi thinking
was the Quran and Sünnet. He would say “I’m a
slave to the Quran deep down in my soul. I am
on Muhammed’s path…” There is some debate
about whether or not Mevlâna’s sufi thinking was
affected by the views of Muhyiddin İbnü’l-Arabî.
Some researchers consider the thought systems
of Mevlâna and İbnü’l-Arabî to have been poles
apart, while others say that Mevlâna was able to
accommodate the difficult views of İbnü-l-Arabî
directed at certain special people and bring these
views down to the level of the public. Still others
opine that there was a partial effect.
According to Mevlâna, however much there appears to be separation, there is in fact unity. Opposites like faith-unbelief and benevolence-evil are
in our minds. As far as God is concerned everything is one. Bad cannot be separated from good.
If there was no badness it would be impossible
to flee badness. Similarly, without unbelief there
is no religion because religion is abandoning unbelief. The creators of these are one. According
to him, rescue from division is realized when a
real human being peels off his existence. Togetherness is not unity or transmigration, it is the
transition of a person from his existence. Next to
God, there cannot be two “I”. In connection with
this, to say “you say ‘I’. He says ‘I’, too. Either you
die or He dies, this division cannot endure. But
since it is impossible for Him to die, the dying
is left to you.” is akın to saying “don’t die before
you die.”, in a jocular way. According to Mevlâna,
when a person rids himself of selfishness he really achieves free will because the will of someone who frees himself of himself means reaching
God. Then his will and freedom are the same as
God’s. At this stage a person is freed from predestination. However, in his view rescue from
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individuality and imputing this to God is a lie.
On this point, he criticized Cebriyye and Mutezile
and defended the view of sünnet.
Mevlâna saw philosophers who give importance
only to the mind as flawed, stating that comparison and reason would plunge a person into mistakes. In his view, the mind is useful for worldly
affairs and it may help in reaching truths of faith and God. But for spiritual travel faithful love
is essential. One of the fields where the mind is
insufficient is love and circumstances. The command in the Quran is “God loves them and they
love God.” Consequently, love’s source is faith.
Because of his pronouncements about the creation of man, some people asserted that Mevlâna
was the first to announce the view of the evolutionist Darwin and to defend metempsychosis.
He said that “From the sky to elements, from
elements to the lifeless and to plants and to the
living. Finally father and mother were able to gather through birthing. Before this, there were elements in the sky and before that God. God and
man are the same. Man comes to this form and
matures in this world and then returns to the
world of formlessness, reaching absolute existence.” In this regard, he also said “I was soulless,
died and was saved, developing into a being, a
plant. From thence I was seen as an animal and
then a human. Why should I now fear death? I
will try again, die and open my arms to the world
of the angels. After becoming an angel jump in
the river and lose the angel persona.” These statements reflect not evolution but “transition”. This
understanding is concerned completely with biological evolution and valid for taking one part of
soil from the two in man’s make-up. So this evolution is biologic for inanimate things, plants and
animals but the man-God link is a transfer from
the angels to the Creator. As the body meets the
soil in death, the soul reaches absolute existence.
Consequently, there is no connection between the
theory of evolution and metempsychosis.
In his famous work Mesnevî, Mevlâna praised
those who have fütüvvet, which means giving
something away for no reason and without compensation. Preferring another over oneself is the
highest degree of bonding morality and the one
with real fütüvvet expects nothing in return, doing only what God wants.
His books: Mevlâna’ poems and letter were in
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Arabic but some works were in Persion, too. Two
of his works are verse and the others in prose.
Dîvân-ı Kebîr (Dîvân-ı Şems-i Tebrîzî):
This work of Mevlâna’s contains gazels and quatrains and because it is so large it is called by the
name Dîvân-ı Kebîr. Since in the gazels use the
names Şems and Şems-i Tebrîzî, they are known
as Dîvân-ı Şems or Dîvân-ı Şems-ı Tebrîzî. Most
of the poems are from the period after Mevlâna
met with Şems.
Mesnevî: It is known by this name because it
was written in the mesnevî style. All subjects of
sufi thought are contained in it and it is considered one of the most important works of Islamic culture. The writer defined the book as one
that explains and investigates symbols and signs
that discover the inner self meanings of the Quran and he stated that it was a spiritual guide
for those seeking the right path. In order to separate it from other menevî’s, the work is also
known as Mesnevî-i Mevlevî, Mesnevî-i Manevî
and Mesnevî-i Şerîf. The author himself called it
by names such as Keşşâfü’l-Kur’ân, Fıkh-ı Ekber,
Saykalü’l-ervâh and Hüsamînâme.
Fîhi mâ Fîh: This work is comprised of discussions recorded by Mevlanâ’s son Sultan Veled
or his other disciples. In written copies various
names are applied to it: Esrâr-ı Celâl, Esrârü’lCelâliyye, Kitâbü’n-nesâih li Celâliddin, Risâle-i
Sultan Veled.
Mecâlis-i Seb’a: This is a journal, probably
collated by his disciples, of Mevlâna’s mosque
sermons and discussions. The relevant âyet and
hadis is mentioned based on the subject discussed and the poems of poets like Senâî and Attâr,
some stories related in Mesnevî and poems from
Dîvân-ı Kebîr are included.
Mektûbât: Comprised of letters Mevlâna wrote
to various individuals for different reasons. While
most of the letters were written to close friends,
his children and disciples, others were written
with the aim of passing along the requests of the
needy to officials.
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Mevlevi Tekkesi /
Mevlevi Lodge
(see Kalemi Zaviyesi)

Mevlevihane
(see Ahi Musa Zaviyesi)
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This book was read by Ahis on important days
and nights. Süleyman Çelebi (died 1422) wrote
about the life of the Prophet in verse. He wrote
Vesîletü’n-Necat Mevlid Kitabı because he was
upset by an incident that occurred while he was
serving as an imam at Ulu Cami. According to Âlî,
a preacher of Iranian origin mixed up the 285th
ayet of Bakara sure with the 253rd ayet of the
same sure and misinterpreted them, saying that
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the prophets were all equal and that Hz. Muhammed was no different from the others. Süleyman
Çelebi was affected by this incident and wrote his
work in 812/1409 with the aim of proving that the
Prophet was superior to his predecessors.
Süleyman Çelebi wrote the work entitled
Vesîletü’n-Necat in mesnevî-style verse and in plain 15th century Turkish. The verse style used was
“fâilâtün fâilâtün fâilâtün fâilün”. He was the first
to take the lead on this subject in the Ottoman
community. For this reason Âlî noted that poetry
was not given importance in the Ottoman State
prior to Süleyman Çelebi but that after him value
was given to versal poems. Âlî stated, as well, that
Süleyman Çelebi’s grandfather was a poet but because he did not write poems he gained no fame.
Latifî stressed that Süleyman Çelebi’s book was
the first work to take up the subject of Mevlûd-ı
Nebevî in Anatolia, a thought echoed by Fuat Köprülü, who characterized Vesîletü’n-Necat as having been written sincerely without any material
trappings. Köprülü said that it was the first Siyer
Kitab of verse written in the Ottoman State.
By writing his versal Mevlid Kitabı, Süleyman
Çelebi opened a new trend and afterwards many
more Mevlid Kitabı appeared. None, though, were
considered by people to be as sincere as his so
they did not gain traction. Latifî examined about one hundred Mevlid Kitabı but found none of
them to have the qualities of Çelebi’s. He said that
this was the reason that none of them was accepted or became famous. It can be said, also, that
this did not change in the Republican period and
that the work even gained more fame.
Mevlid was published scientifically by Ahmet Ateş,
Faruk K. Timurtaş and Necla Pekolcay. In particular, Pekolcay’s study is important. She examined
Mevlid from the perspective of language and literature, took into consideration newly arranged
copies, commented and republished it.
Mevlid was composed in the Ottoman State, based on earlier writings. It was read for worship on
celebratory days and nights in the Ottoman nation, particularly in Anatolia and the Balkans. The
Ahis would hold Mevlid ceremonies on the 10th of
Muharrem and offer food to the people who gathered outside the cities and towns. Foundations
were established for this.
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Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Mevlid Kitabı /
Book of the Prophet’s Birth
(see Mevlid)

Mevlid Merasimi /
Mevlid Ceremony
The word mevlid means “birth, coming into the
world, time and place of birth”. Because 12 Rebiülevvel is said to be the birthday of the Prophet,
in the Islamic world this day is called mevlid.
The mevlid ceremony was not done during the
Prophet’s time, nor during the time of the Emevi
and Abbasid’s. It was done officially in the first
Fatımi State during the Muiz-Lidinillah period
(972-975). The ceremony began with chanting
from the Quran and then proceeds with different
activities. Later, it became a tradition in Sunni
states and large crowds of people participated.
In the second half of the 12th century, a ceremony
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was held for the Prophet’s birthday and birthplace in Mecca and in the Memlük State the Quran
would be read after ikindi prayers and official
celebrations begun. Then meals would be served
to the participants. Research has found that officially the Eyyubi’s did not conduct mevlid ceremonies, although local celebrations were held. It
has been determined that Muzafferüddin Kökböri (1190-1233), who was the Erbil Atabey and the
brother-in-law of Selahaddin Eyyub, celebrated
mevlid with large ceremonies.
It is known that among the Ottomans, mevlid
ceremonies began as of the time of Osman Gazi
(1302-1324). They took on palace protocol status in the time of Sultan Süleyman, the Lawgiver
(1520-1566), and were officially recognized during the reign of Sultan Murad III (1574-1595) in
1588. The minarets of all mosques and mesjids
would have candles lit in them during the time
of this sultan. Later, detailed procedures for the
ceremony dictated that the sultan, prime minister, şeyhülislam and ministers, together with all
military and community leaders and the ulema
would gather at Sultan Ahmed Mosque in their
official dress. Mevlid ceremonies were conducted
in all parts of the Ottoman empire.
In this regard, mevlid ceremonies began to be
held in the Hejaz region, North Africa, the Balkans, Istanbul and Anatolia. It became an official
holiday in the Ottoman State in 1910 but this was
abolished in the Republican period. However, on
kandil nights this tradition was continued with
readings from the Quran and Süleyman Çelebi’s
(died 1422) work in mosques and homes.
Mevlid ceremonies have a particularly important
place in sufi life. During the time of the Eyyübi’s,
the Erbil Atabey Muzafferüddin Kökböri arranged mevlid celebrations that were attended by
the ulema and leading Sufis. On 12 Rebiülevvel
Sufis would gather in dervish lodges and recite
from noon till the next morning. In the Memlük
period, dervish order members participated
in the ceremonies, with every order reciting its
own prayers. Mevlid was important for the Ahis,
who had a sufi leaning. In particular, on 10 Muharrem they would hold mevlid ceremonies in
their lodges and then offer meals to those who
came. There were foundations established for
this. This subject was mentioned with importance in the deed of the Konya Ahi Evran Lodge in
1097/1686. On 10 Muharrem in the 14th century
the Ahis in Anatolia celebrated by reciting the Qu-
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Mevlid Ceremony

ran, and they also read Vesîletü’n-Necat, known
as the Mevlid Kitabı, written by Süleyman Çelebi
in the 15th century. This shows that by adopting
Turkish customs and traditions they developed
their organization.
There is no information now that reflects that the
Ahis arranged Mevlid ceremonies on 12 Rebiülevvel. However, once a year they would gather
outside the city or town, dance, have lunch and
dinner, and then read the mevlid after ikindi prayers.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Neşat Çağatay, Ahilik Nedir, Ankara 1990, pp. 89-90; Ahmet Özel,
“Mevlid”, DIA, XXIX, pp. 475-479; Mehmet Şeker, “Mevlid”,
(Osmanlılar’da Mevlid Törenleri), DIA, XXIX, pp. 479-480; İsmail
Durmuş, “Mevlid”, (Arap Edebiyatı), DIA, XXIX, Ankara 2004,
pp. 480-482; Hasan Aksoy, “Mevlid”, (Türk Edebiyatı), DIA,
XXIX, Ankara 2004, pp. 482-484; Nuri Özcan, “Mevlid”, (Mûsiki), DIA, XXIX, Ankara 2004, pp. 484-485; A. Necla Pekolcay,
“Mevlid”, DIA, XXIX, Ankara 2004, pp. 485-486.
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the market in 1940 and gave it the present look.
In the beginning, it was called Valide Çarşısı or
Yeni Çarşı but because so many of the goods sold
there came from Egypt, as of the middle of the
18th century it began to be known as Mısır (Egypt)
Çarşısı. In the early period, the shops in the market were allocated to herbalists and cotton traders but in the 1970s the herbalist shops rapidly
decreased in number, ushering in new sellers
who offered a variety of goods.
Generally, stone and brick was used for a meshed wall system. There are two market rows,
one south-north and one east-west, making an
“L” plan, giving it more of a covered market look.
The structure has some architectural aspects
that are unique to it but generally it reflects the
characteristics of Ottoman markets.
Today the market has two large doors and four
smaller ones, some of which are not in use. The
large doors were designed as the main entrances
at the beginning of two streets. There are shops
covered by a portico below and the upper section
was layed out as a two-story structure composed of warehouses covered by a dome. The street
sections between the shops are closed off with
high spiked arched vaults. Light is brought in
via rectangular windows that open just above the
stirrup point of the vaults. There is a prayer area
covered by a crossbeam vault at the point where
the streets intersect. An ‘ezan’ (call to prayer) place has been hung on the wall here.
The two sections that form the “L” are similar
to each other but they have differences, as well.
While the north-south section is rather symmetric, it cannot be said that the east-west section is
symmetric.
The market’s north-south section is longer than
the other, and there are 23 shops on either side,

Mısır Çarşısı
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Located in Eminönu, Istanbul, it is a part of the
campus of Yeni Cami. The campus’s construction was begun by Imperial Architect Davud Ağa
in 1598 and completed by his successor Mustafa
Ağa in 1663-1664. It is the second biggest market in Istanbul and it was built to provide income
for Yeni Cami. The market suffered from two big
fires in 1691 and 1940, losing most of its original character. The Istanbul Municipality restored
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Mısır Bazaar plan and crosssection

for a total of 46 all together. The front of the
shops, all of which are square and dome-covered, are entered from the street.
The smaller east-west section’s shops are square-planned and dome-covered and there are two
rows of 18 shops, for a total of 36. The shops
on the south of the street have the same characteristics as the shops on the long streed but the
same is not true for the north shops, which are
in two rows. The second row of shops is adjacent
to the outer wall of the shops that open to the
street. They are completely independent of the
street and their entrances are outside. The walls
between these shops, which were previously designed as separate sections, have been taken out
to make way for wide spaces. As for the covering
system, the ones here are different from others in
that they are covered with vaults.
Around the prayer area at the intersection of the
two streets which for the “L”, there are six more
shops that are dome-covered. All totaled, there
are 88 shops in the market.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Turhan Baytop, “Mısır Çarşısı”, Dünden Bugüne İstanbul Ansiklopedisi, V, Istanbul 1996, pp. 449-450; Ahmet Vefa Çobanoğlu,
“Yeni Cami Külliyesi”, DIA, XLIII, p. 441; Doğan Kuban, İstanbul
Yazıları, Istanbul 1998, pp. 140-143; Lucienne Thys-Senocak,
“The Yeni Valide MosqueComplex at Eminönü”, Muqarnas XV:
An Annual on the Visual Culture of theIslamic World, (ed. Gülru
Necipoglu), Leiden 1998, pp. 58-70; Gündüz Özdeş, Türk Çarşıları,
Ankara 1998, pp. 80-81 (35-36); Ali Saim Ülgen, “Yeni Cami”,
VD, II, Ankara, 1942, p. 396.
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kish, was written by Seyyid Muhammed bin Seyyid Alâuddin el-Hüseyin er-Razavî (died after (?)
931/1524-1525) and contains a wealth of information about the basic principles and ceremonies of fütüvvet. Probably because of its contents
it is known by the name Fütüvvetnâme-i Kebîr
(The Great Fütüvvetname).
The work’s contents are discussed firstly in the
preface of the Fütüvvetnâme. In this regard, the
following subects are mentioned: tevbe almak (to
repent and ask God’s forgiveness) – a practice
implemented among fütüvvet adherants, acquiring a path guide and a path companion, tying
the belt, conditions of the belt, basic principles,
cultivating students, preparation of helva (sweet),
cooking, sharing, moving from one city to another, requesting something from an authority. In
addition, the following are discussed: the degrees
of fütüvvet, those who are excluded from fütüvvet, acts that cause removal from fütüvvet, virtues of fütüvvet holders, prophets who had fütüvvet
and Hz. Ali’s tying of the belt, the Gadîr-i Hum
event. The work ends with a question-answer
chapter. In order to show his mastery of the field,
the author mentions the different practices of various professional groups, prayers, translators
and he gives the Turkish versions of the call to
prayer and sometimes the Persian ones, as well.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Razavî, Miftâhu’d-Dekâik fî Beyâni’l-Fütüvve ve’l-Hakâik, Süleymaniye Library, Izmir 337, 67; Hacı Mahmud 2916, vr. 20; Yazma
Bağışlar, 851, vr. 38; Millet Library, Ali Emiri, Şerʻiyye 902, vr.
79; Selim Ağa Library, Kemenkeş vr. 94; F. Taeschner, “Futuwwa”,
EI2, II, 967; Abdülbaki Gölpınarlı, “İslam ve Türk İllerinde Fütüvvet Teşkilatı”, IUIFM, XI, nr. 1-4, 1949-1950; Neşet Çağatay, Bir
Türk Kurumu Olan Ahilik, Ankara 1989, pp. 38-41; Muallim
Cevdet, İslam ve Türk Ahiliği: İbn Batûta’ya Zeyl, (translated by
C. Yarar), Istanbul 2008; M. Saffet Sarıkaya, XIII-XVI. Asırlardaki
Anadolu’da Fütüvvetnamelere Göre Dini İnanç Motifleri, Ankara
2002; Rahşan, Gürel, Razavî’nin Fütüvvet-namesi, Marmara University Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished Doctoral Thesis,
Istanbul 1992.

M. Saffet SARIKAYA

Miftâhu’d-Dekâik
Fî Beyâni’l-Fütüvve
Ve’l-Hakâik
This work, which is the most commonly encountered copy of Fütüvvetnâme’s written in Tur-
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Millî, Tarihî, Dinî, İçtimaî,
Siyasî, İktisadî ve İdarî
Bakımlardan Alevîlik,
Ahîlik ve Bektaşilik /
Aleviism, Ahilik and
Bektaşiism from Their
National, Historical,
Religious, Social, Economic
and Administrative
Perspectives
This book (Ankara 1950) was written by Cemal Bardakçı and contains 104 pages. Bardakçı focuses on
Aleviism, Bektaşiism and Ahilik in the work and relates ideas, recollections and observations about the
following subjects: the ancient belief system of the
Turks and its qualities, the sources of Aleviism and
Kızılbaşism (a sect related to the Alevis), Iranian
and Alevi propaganda, differences between Turkish
Aleviism and Iranian Shiism, characteristics of Ahilik and it role in building social life, the character of
Hacı Bektaş Velî and his ideas and statements, the
establishment of the Bektaşi dervish order and its
effect on Turkish social and religious life, the Alevis
and the Ottoman State, Alevis and their view toward
Atatürk, the role of women among Turks, the role of
women in the Alevi community. The work is based
in large part on a dialogue between Ali Cemal Bardakçı and Cemallettin Çelebi Efendi, the postnişin
of the Hacı Bektaş-ı Velî Türbesi (tomb) in the Hacı
Bektaş district of Nevşehir. Additionally, the book
is based on what Ali Cemal Bardakçı observed about the Alevi-Bektaşi communities in regions where
he was officially posted and the determinations and
analyses he made regarding the religious and ethnic
structure he witnessed. It is understood that the researcher was nourished by the idea of Turkishness
since national identity was at the forefront of his determinations and analyses.

Mehmet ÇERİBAŞ
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Mimar-ı Arasta /
Architect of the Market
The architect assigned to the care and maintenance
of the shops in the arastas (markets) was known
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as the “mimar-ı arasta”. In the Ottoman period, the
“mimâr-ı ârâsta” was in charge of the technicians
who looked after the structures in the campus. These workers were separate from the menders known
as “meremmâtî” in foundation records of the 16th
century.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Yusuf Küçükdağ, Karapınar Sultan Selim Külliyesi, Konya 1997, pp.
69-72, 134-135.

Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Muallim Cevdet
(1883-1935)
He is the writer of İslam Fütüvveti ve Türk Ahiliği İbn-i Battuta’ya Zeyl and was born in Bolu. He
gained fame as Muallim Cevdet but his real name
was Mehmed Cevdet. After the surname law went
into effect he took the surname İnançalp. He was
the child of a family that migrated from Niş to Bolu
during the ’93 War (1877-1878). His elementary and
middle school education was completed in Bolu
and Kastamonu, after which he went to the Hukuk
Mektebi in Istanbul. When his father became ill and
could not pay tuition, he was registered to the literature section of Dârülmuallimîn, which gave him a
scholarship of one gold piece per month.
After completing Dârülmuallimîn, Muallim Cevdet
taught at schools like Dârüşşafaka, Robert Kolej and
Şemsü’l-Mekâtib. He went to Baku in 1907 at the invitation of the İslâm Cemiyet-i Hayriyesi and stayed
there for thirteen months, working at the Füyuzat
teachers school there. He wrote article in the newspaper put out by Ağaoğlu Ahmet. He was influencial
in the awakening of the Azerbaijani Turksand in the
elimination of religion-party quarrels. He learned
Russian at this time and in 1909 he attended course and conferences in subjects such as pedagogy,
history, philosophy at Geneva and Sorbonne universities. After returning to Istanbul in 1910 he was
assigned as a pedagogy teacher at Dârülmuallimîn.
He then gave lessons in high and middle schools in
history, Turkish and Persian. The reason for his moniker “Muallim Cevdet” (Teacher Cevdet) was based
on his service between 1910 and 1931.
When his health began to fail, he left teaching in
1931. He brought the matter of the sale of archival
documents to Bulgaria to the agenda and became
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the head of the Prime Minister’s Office’s Investigation Council for Historic Documents in 1932. He
classified 216.572 documents from between 1553
and 1904, covering 17 different subjects. This is
how the Cevdet Tasnifi (Cevdet Classification) came
to be in the BOA (Prime Minister’s Office’s Ottoman
Archives). Thanks to his efforts, the government issued an order taking all archival documents under
protection in 1935. This essentially made him the
founder of the Turkish archives. On 15 April 1935,
as his illness advanced, he retired from service but
he served as the head of the Istanbul Libraries Classification Commission for a time before his death.
He also served on the commission that examined
the books, maps and architectural drawings of the
Topkapı Palace Library.
Muallim Cevdet donated more than 10,000 books
and archives to the Istanbul Municipal Library.
He died in Istanbul and was buried, as he wished,
in the Edirnekapı Cemetery, next to the grave of
Babanzâde Ahmet Naim, whose life he had chronicled. His grave was transferred to the Edirnekapı
Martyrs Cemetery in 1970.
Muallim Cevdet was someone known as a great master of both Eastern and Western thought. He felt that
we could only remain standing as a community by
preserving the values of our civilization. For this reason he wrote the book Askerî Din Dersleri (Military
Religious Lessons) in opposition to Sadrettin Celâl
(Antel)’s writings calling for the removal of religious lessons in schools and Abdullah Cevdet’s antiIslam writings. At a time of rapid cultural change he
conducted important research that about our culture. He wrote “Türklerde Spor” (Sports Among the
Turks) in 1928 as an addition to the work Spirit of
Sport, which had been translated from M. Sauton.
In 1919 he published research entitled “İslam-Türk
Teşkilât-ı Medeniyesinden Ahiler Müessesesi” as a
series in Büyük Mecmua (April 1335-May 1335), pages 5-8). Then, he wrote an Arabic addendum about
Islamic Fütüvvet and Turkish Ahilik to the section in
İbn-i Battuta’s Seyahatnâme about the Ahilik Organization. After his death some of his important writings about educational institutions were collected
in a book entitled Mektep ve Medrese.

His works: Zamanımızda Usul-i İnşa ve Muhabere, Istanbul 1341/1925; Şark İlyadası Şâhnâme,
Istanbul 1928; Askerî Din Dersleri, Istanbul 1928;
Zeyl-i ‘alâ Fasli’l-Ahiyeti’l-Fityani’t-Turkiyya fîKitabi’r-Rıhle li-İbn-i Battûta, Istanbul 1351/1932;
Müderris Ahmet Naim, Istanbul 1935; Mektep ve
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Medrese, 1978; İslâm Fütüvveti ve Türk Ahîliği
İbn-i Battuta’ya Zeyl, (translated by Cezair Yarar),
Istanbul 2008.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ahmet Güner Sayar, “Muallim Cevdet”, DIA, XXX, pp. 313-314;
Muallim Cevdet, İslâm Fütüvveti ve Türk Ahîliği İbn-i Battuta’ya Zeyl,
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Caner ARABACI

Muğla Demirciler ve
Bakırcılar Arasta /
Muğla Ironworkers and
Coppersmiths Market
The “Demirciler” (ironworkers) and “Bakırcılar”
(coppersmiths) markets, in a place where Muğla’s
old caravan roads intersected at a north-south and
east-west point, and where commerce was quite intense, are still known by the same names today.
In both markets the shops are arranged in two rows
opposite each other on an open-air street. The front
faces of the shops, which generally have a rectangular plan, have some slight differences. Alongside
some shops that have large wooden windows there
are those that have smaller windows on their faces.
As of the 1980s, the region’s community life changed
for various reasons and the city center moved south.
Because there were not enough new masters to take
the places of the old masters the area began to lose
its importance. However, efforts at reviving the historic Arasta Çarşısı by the Muğla Governor’s Office
and the Municipality are now aimed at rejuvenating
the area’s old importance and uniqueness.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
http://www.sondakika.com/, (Erişim: 20.12.2012).
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Muhammed (Hz.)
(d. 632)
He is considered the spiritual leader of merchants
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in the Ahilik tradition. Born on 12 Rebiülevvel
(20 April 571), Hz. Muhammed was a member
of the Kureyş tribe on both his mother’s and his
father’s side. His father was Abdullah, his mother
Âmine and his grandfather Abdülmuttalib. His
father died before Hz. Muhammed was born and
he stayed with his wet-nurse Halîme until he was
four years-old. At age six he lost his mother and
at age eight his grandfather, after which his uncle
Ebu Tâlib, a merchant, looked after him until he
was twenty-five years old. When he was nine or
twelve he went to Syria with his uncle on business. Between the ages of fourteen and twenty he
participated in the Ficâr war with his tribe and
in the aftermath of this devasting war he joined
the Hilfü’l-fudûl community, formed to establish a
new order and a group that Hz. Muhammed would later praise.
Hz. Muhammed began in commerce by helping
Ebû Tâlib, who dealth with material and grain.
While his uncle was alive he worked in this sector and went into partnershipwith a person from
Mecca, making some trips elsewhere during this
period. Thusly, he was able to meet other people
in Arabia and learn their languages and dialects,
religions, and political and social situations. Because he was known for his virtuousness, bravery, compassion and love of people, as well as
beign trustworthy in business, he was given the
title “Muhammedü’l-emîn”. When he began to receive offers to join commercial trips he married
Hz. Hatice.
After going on a trip to Busra with his uncle Ebu
Talib, he worked in commerce until he became a
prophet, never straying from righteousness and
honor. Even afte he became a prophet he made
room in his life for commerce. He took the necessary measures to conduct legitimate trade in
the Medine Pazar in a spot that he identified for
himself. The only reason he dealt with commerce
was to make a living. He had no desire for wealth
and the trappings of it.
In the month of Ramazan 610, Hz. Muhammed
got his first revelation and became a prophet. For
three years he invited those around him to join Islam secretly. Those who believed in him gathered
in the home of Erkam bin Ebü’l-Erkam. As of the
fourth year, he began to openly invite people to
Islam, beginning with his close relatives. He did
not, however, receive the expected response and
when his followers were subjected to oppression
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and torture he allowed some Moslems to migrate
to Ethiopia (615-616).
In order to neutralize Hz. Muhammed the Kureyş tribesmen boycotted the Moslems socially
and economically for three years (616-619). Nevertheless, Hz. Muhammed continued spreading
his word and those coming to Mecca for various
reasons aimed to obtain an invitation to Islam.
In this regard, he held various discussions with
the people of Medine during the years 621-622,
after which they headed for Medine as a convoy of
Moslems. The Müşriks, fearing danger for themselves from Hz. Muhammed in Medine, decided
to murder him, but without success. Hz. Muhammed and his entourage reached Medine on
24 September 622, a Friday. The migration had
enabled Hz. Muhammed to conduct his mission
of prophesy in better conditions and to spread
Islam. Resûl-i Ekrem had the “Suffe” constructed to shelter poor Moslems and for his followers
wanting knowledge, adjacent to the mosque that
would be called Mesjid-i Nebevî in Medine. Immediately after the migration he declared the
migrants from Mecca and the Medine Moslems to
be brothers. Then he determined the conditions
for the organization of a city-state where Jewish
tribes, non-Moslem Arabs and Moslems could
live together in peace and security.
During the period in Mecca, Hz. Muhammed preached patience and so neither he nor his followers confronted the Kureyş tribe that was their
enemy. At this time, some journeys were organized to the region along the Red Sea coast in order
to cut off the caravan route with Syria that was
essential for the müşriks of Mecca. On one of these trips there was a confrontation with a müşrik
army from Mecca sent to protect its caravan. The
battle at Bedir ended in a decisive victory for the
Moslem army (624).
This success improved the Moslems’ reputation.
Although Hz. Muhammed showed tolerance toward the Jews, the Benî Kaynuk Jews of Medine
were jealous of the Moslem victory at Bedir and
began to cause trouble in violation of the Medine
agreement. Consqeuently, they were forced out
of Medine. A year after their defeat at Bedir the
Kureyş tribe marched on Medine and at Uhud
the Kureyş were forced to retreat. However, the
archers that Hz. Muhammed had positioned
on a hilltop abandoned this spot, changing the
trend of the battle (625). The Benî Nadîr Jews,
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who had egged on the Mecca müşriks against the
Moslems and who tried to kill Hz. Muhammed,
were expelled from Medine. In 627, the müşriks,
with support from some Jewish tribes, attacked
Medine and surrounded it, prompting Hz. Muhammed to heed the advice of Selmân-ı Fârisî
and have trenches dug in the vulnerable north
of Mecca.
This battle, known as “Hendek Gazvesi”, resulted
in the withdrawal of the forces allied against Hz.
Muhammed. At the same time, the Benî Kureyza
Jews, who attacked the Moslems from behind in
the Battle of Hendek and who helped the müşriks, had to be punished. Hz. Muhammed, missing Mecca and the Kâbe, left for there with 1,500
followers on Zilkade 6 (March 628) but he was
stopped at Hudeybiye by the Kureyş müşriks as
he approached the city. A ten-year agreement was
signed that at first glance seemed not to be in the
Moslems’ favor. However, the Kureyş tribe had
agreed to deal with the Moslems so this paved
the way for Islam to spread rapidly across the
Arabian peninsula. A year later, Hz. Muhammed
went to Mecca with his followers on a pilgrimage.
After returning from Hudeybiye, he sent envoys
to the Byzantine and Sâsâni emperors, leaders of
nearby countries and tribal chiefs, inviting them
to Islam. At this time, the Benî Nadîr Jews at
Hayber and other Jewish tribes showed enmity
toward Medine and together with the müşriks of
Mecca and some other Arab tribes they marched
on Hayber with a force of 1,500, conquering it in
628. When some of the envoys Hz. Muhammed
had sent north were killed by tribes that supported Byzantium there was a battle at Mute between
the army of Islam and the Byzantines, along with
some Arab tribes in 629. The Islam commanders
were martyred one by one in this battle and when
Haid bin Velîd took command the Moslems retreated to Medine. The Hudeybiye Agreement had
been broken by the Mecca müşriks before two
years had passed.
Without giving the müşriks a chance to resist, Hz.
Muhammed and a 10,000-man army conquered
Mecca in 630 and declared a general amnesty.
Right away, though, the Hevazin tribe living in
Taif and their cohorts the Sakif tribe, resisted.
Battles at Huneyn and then Evtas resulted in the
certain defeat of the Sakif tribe. And although after the victory at Huneyn the encirclement of Taif
was unsuccessful, the Sakif tribe became Moslems a year later. In 630, the Byzantine emperor
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secured the help of some Christian Arab tribes
and marched on the Moslems, who met them at
Tebük. There was no clash with the Byzantines
but the Christian and Jewish tribes in the area
were subdued.
In 632 there was a farewell haj which more than
120,000 Moslems joined in and this cemented
the practice of the haj worship. The ayet concerning the completion of the religion of Islam descended during this haj. Hz. Muhammed made his
famous speech here, in which he proclaimed that
all must obey God, submit to his will, the outlawing of interest, security of life, property and honor, outlawing of blood feuds, rights of spouses,
the brotherhood of his followers and avoidance
of internal fights. After the farewell haj he returned to Medine and passed away on 13 Rebiülevvel 11 (8 June 632), a Monday.
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Mehdin ÇİFTÇİ

Muhammed b. Seyyid
Aliyüddîn Fütüvvetnâmesi/
The Fütüvvetnâme of
Muhammed bin Seyyid
Aliyüddîn
This work by Muhammed bin Seyyid Aliyüddin
is recorded as 1009/3 in the National Library. After a short ‘hamdele’ (pronouncing the formula
Elhamdülillâh) and salvele (prayer for the Prophet), the Fütüvvet begins with the author’s name.
On 12b-13b there is a kind explanation section.
The author relates that in the work the important principles spoken and heard among holders
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of fütüvvet are written and that he has taken the
most solid of the legends of these ‘eren’ (those
who have arrived at the divine truth) and the ones
most in line with sünnet. He wish Fatiha for those who read it. In the Fütüvvetnâme answers are
provided for ayet and hadis and for other various
questions.
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Bekir ŞAHİN

Muhtesib
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In Anatolian cities the kadı – judges – undertook,
in the name of the Sultan, the duty of supervising
the shopkeepers in the district, along with the
market prices and the weights and measures of
goods. The person who helped the kadı in this
duty was the muhtesib, known as the “İhtisab
Ağası” or the “İhtisab Emini”. He oversaw the buying and selling of goods in the markets, checking
prices, weights and measures. He was tied to the
kadı of the district and responsible for checking
prices and quality of goods.
There were certain conditions attached to the
position of muhtesib, to include being a male
Moslem, being just, wise, God-fearing and moral, smart and pleasant-faced – so that if he acted
contrary to the laws his embarrassed red face would be clearly visible. The term of duty was generally one year for which he would obtain a privilege and pay the state a payment known as ‘bedel-i
mukataa’ in cash. This payment would allow the
muhtesib to collect revenues from the shopkeepers known as ‘rüsum’ ‘bac’ and fines known as
‘cerîme’. These revenues and fines collected from
the shopkeepers were based on the craftsmens’
financial conditions. After a year, the muhtesib could again request appointment to this duty.
The religious, judicial, economic and social duties
and authorities of the muhtesib were spelled out
in the ‘kanunnâme’ (legal document). Accordingly,
the muhtesib would determine prices in a neighborhood and bring recalcitrant merchants before
the kadı and punish them. Among his duties was
ensuring that horses, mules and donkeys did not
roam without shoes, did not carry excessive loads
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and that weak animals were not overworked. In
the event that a muhtesib colluded with shopkeepers and allowed them to post prices below the
norm then he himself would be punished. His
other duties included collecting taxes, issuing licenses, checking for tricks in weights, measures
tools and units, uncovering fraud and ensuring
that debts were paid on time. Also he was charged with settling commercial and social disputes.
Among his old duties were confronting crimes
against common law and commerce and supervising the adherence to religious law.
For example, in a law related to public order at
market places in Istanbul in the 16th century, the
muhtesib was charged with ensuring that people
fasted during Ramazan and imposing sanctions
for animals that strayed onto graves. Drunks,
gamblers, grave-squatters, those who ridiculed Moslems or who did not adhere to norms
of public order and respect were all subject to
interrogation by the muhtesib. In later periods,
though, the duties of the muhtesib were changed
and further restricted. After the 16th century, the
muhtesib’s role in the cities was focused more
on punishing shopkeepers who bilked their customers.
The fact that in the Şer’iyye Sicilleri (registries)
the muhtesib’s duties were confined to checking
prices, weights and measures and supervising
the market place, confirms this. The muhtesibs
would supervise the shopkeepers on a regular
basis, to include bakers, grocers, soap and candle sellers and butchers, and those found to be in
violation of regulations would be brought before
the court.
One of the muhtesib’s duties was ensuring that
shopkeepers adhered to the set prices. Craft
representatives and the public would assist the
muhtesib on this score, with the muhtesib checking the weighing scales for veracity. As for bakers, their bread would be checked for freshness
and weight and for whether chickpea flour had
been used. Soap sellers would have their soap
checked for freshness and those selling felt were
continually under scrutiny. Violators would first
be warned and, if they persisted, they would be
banned and severe sancitions imposed on them.
The muhtesib was also responsible for ensuring
that non-Moslems, soldiers and state employees
wore the correct outfits, that children were protected and well-raised, that the poor were assis-
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ted and that roads, streets and sidewalks were
maintained.
Assisting the muhtesib was a specialist in weights and scales. There were also other expert
witnesses called ‘ehl-i hibre’ who would help the
muhtesib in court during the trials of those who
had violated regulations. Individuals called ‘kuloğlan or koloğlan’ would collect the fees owed
by shopkeepers. These kuloğlans could check
market prices and production standards, ensure
security in markets and bring violators to court.
When the Janissary Corps was abolished during
the reign of Sultan Mahmud II in 1826, in the İhtisab Ağalığı Nizamnâmesi issued that same year
the title of İhtisab Ağalığı was turned into İhtisab
Nazırlığı, the İhtisab institution became the İhtisab Nezareti and Kuloğlanlığı became the İhtisab
Neferliği. The new ministry’s duties were rearranged and the ihtisab individuals turned over
their duties to the municipal ‘zabita’ officials.
With the declaration of the Tanzimat, the minister became a member of the Meclis-i Vükelâ and
the Meclis-i Âlî-I Umûmi. New duties were added
to his purview, including supervision of the affairs of Protestants who were Ottoman citizens. In
1851 the İhtisab Nezareti was dissolved and its
duties turned over to the ‘zabtiye müşirliği’. But
it was reestablished soon afterwards only to be
abolished on 25 july 1855. Its duties were then
handed over to the Şehremâneti, the predecessor
of today’s municipalities.
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Mumju / Candlemaker
Candlemakers used to make candles from suet
they obtained from butchers. While candles
were used for lighting in homes at night, they
were also indispensable for lighting the mosques, mesjids and other structures in cities. In his
Seyahatnâme, Evliya Çelebi recorded that there
was a great candle factory in Eminönü, Istanbul, in the second half of the 17th century. There
were one hundred masters, assistants and apprentices working here and candles were produced here for all the sultan mosques of Istanbul,
for Topkapı Palace and the homes of ministers.
Candles were made at the factory from beeswax
and suet. Candles made from pure beeswax were
of high quality and various materials were added
to them to affect their smell while burning.
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M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

Murad I
(b. 726 / 1326- d. 791/1389)
Sultan Murad (1362-1389) was an Ottoman Sultan who had close relations with Ahi statesmen.
His father was Orhan Bey and his mother Nilüfer Hatun, the daughter of the Yarhisar ‘tekfur’
(Christian prince). In sources and in inscriptions
he was known by the following titles: “bey, emîr-i
a‘zam, han, hüdavendigar, padişah, sultânü’sselâtîn, melikü’l-mülûk”. In Ottoman history
we was known widely as Gazi Hünkâr and
Hudâvendigâr. In Serbian and Bulgarian sources
he was referred to as Tsar and ‘büyük emir’ and
in a Genovese document as “dominus armiratorum Turchie”. His older brother Süleyman was
born of the same mother. His other brothers,
Sultan, İbrâhim, Halil and Kasım had different
mothers. When he took the throne İbrâhim and
Halil were living.
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Prior to moving toward the conquest of Izmit
(737/1337), Orhan Bey gave him the Bursa Bey
subdivision. At the age of twelve, Murad was sent
to the Bursa Bey subdivision with “Şahin, his tutor since childhood” and İdris. After the conquest
of Izmit he was moved to the Sultanöyüğü (Eskişehir) subdivision and upon the death of his brother Süleyman Paşa, known as the ‘Rumeli fatihi’,
he was sent with his tutor Şahin together with a
large force to Rumeli (758/1357). He remained
there until 1362 as a prince and made conquests.
In Ottoman chronicles this activity is recorded as
having after he took the throne and the mistake
has made modern historians fall into wrong assumptions.
The very capable commander Lâlâ Şâhin, along
with Evrenos and Hacı Bey, under Prince Murad’s
command, prevented the movement of the Crusader and Byzantine fleet toward Lapseki and the
Gulf of Saros in 760/1359. But his younger brother Halil was taken prisoner by Greek pirates and
brought to Foça so while his father Orhan sought
an agreement with Emperor Yuannis Paleolog V
for Halil’s freedom, military operations in Rumeli ceased for a time. After Halil was rescued and
delivered back (Şevval-Zilkade 760/SeptemberOctober 1359), conquest activities were renewed
in 1360-61, according to a definite plan. First, in
order to cut off military aid intended for Edirne
raiders were sent as far as the walls of Istanbul.
Fortresses along the Edirne-Istanbul road were
seized, to include Bantoz (Panados), Çorlu (Tsurullos), Misini (Mosunopolis), Lüleburgaz (Verguli) and Babaeski (Bulgarufigon). Additionally, the
Keşan fortress at the South Thrace road intersection near the Meriç river, and the Dimetoka (Didymoteikhon) fortress, the second largest center in
Thrace, were both taken (761/1360 or 762/1361).
Thusly, Edirne was cut off from all aid.
In the Spring of 762 (1361) Prince Murad gathered his Rumeli forces and marched on Edirne, establishing his headquarters at Babaeski, 55 kilometers east of Edirne, with the army commanded
by Lâlâ Şahin. He met the Edirne tekfur at the
head of the Sazlıdere valley, routed him and forced his retreat to Edirne. The tekfur then escaped
to Enez by boat via the Meriç at night. The people
of Edirne surrendered the city (28 Cemaziyelahir
762/5 May 1361) as Murad entered through the
Kum Kalesi gate. Next, in order to make Edirne
secure, he went with Lâlâ Şâhin toward Filibe and
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A miniature of Murad I

Eski Zağra and the Yukarı Meriç valley in Bulgaria. At this point, though, word came from Bursa
kadı Çandarlı Kara Halil that Sultan Orhan had
died (Cemâziyelevvel 763/March 1362).
Forces supporting his brothers İbrâhim, then six
years-old, in İznik, and Halil (sixteen years-old)
in Eskişehir, moved to take the throne in Bursa
in the name of the princes, with support from
Karaman and Eretna armies. Bahtiyar Bey, one
of the emirs of Amasya saw this opportunity and
seized Ankara and Karamanoğlu occupied the
Sivrihisar region that had been taken by the Ottomans in 757/1356. Murad left Rumeli in the
care of Lâlâ Şâhin and reached Bursa, where
he conferred with Çandarlı Kara Halil, who had
kept the throne ready for Murad to assume. At
the same time, Lâlâ Şahin took control of Eski
Zağra and Filibe, an important city in the Meriç
valley that fell in 765 (probably in the spring or
summer of 1364). In 767/1366, Şahin began raids on İhtiman and Samakov.
After Murad took the throne in 766/1365, he remained in Anatolia because of the threat from
Karaman and Eretna. Karamanoğlu Alâeddin put
Eretnaoğlu Mehmed on the throne and made an
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alliance with Bahtiyar Bey, who had taken Ankara. They then attacked Ottoman territory. After
Murad had spent the winter of 1362 in Bursa he
set out on an expedition with a strong army the
next spring. He routed Eretna’s Mongol forces
(Barmbay and Samagar tribal forces) around Eskişehir and sent the Karaman army to flight. The
Ahis of Ankara, which was surrounded, delivered
the keys to the city, and thus the Karaman and
Eretna dangers were eliminated.
In 1364 a Crusader expedition against the Turkmen units in Anatolia and and the Memlüks in
Egypt was in preparation. In Safer 767/October
1365, Alexandria was seized by 16 galleys and 68
boats carrying 10,000 troops of Cyprus King Pierre. The prosperous Egyptian port was sacked
and burned, prompting rejoicing in Europe as a
great victory against Islam. The next year Savua
Count Amedeo VI led an expedition against the
Ottomans and took Gallipoli in Zilhicce 767/August 1366.
Murad had gone to Rumeli in Receb 767 / March
1366 to preserve his victories against the Byzantines and Crusaders there and move towards
Istanbul, passing across the Gallipoli strat to
Malkara. According to İdrîs-i Bitlisî, Murad, who
remained in Rumeli for five years, scored many
conquests in Byzantine and Bulgarian lands during this time frame. He sent a force to Çirmen
(Çirmianon / Tshronomen) near Edirne, taking
the fortress there. Murad summoned forces under Lâlâ Şahin and Gazi Evrenos to Malkara and
then sent Şahin to Ferecik (Fire, Vira) at the mouth of the Meriç to protect that flank, while he
himself moved against the Byzantines. He surrounded İncüğez near Istanbul, headed for the
Burgaz mountains and seized fortresses at Çatalburgaz and Küçükçekmece. After taking Ferecik,
Lâlâ Şahin joined Murad and together they marched to Polunya (Apolunia, Sozopol, Süzebolu) on
the Black Sea coast but they were unsuccessful.
According to the Savua chronicle, Amedeo took
the fortress from the Bulgars in October 1366
and Ottoman ships were burned at Skafida. The
Ottoman siege must have occurred between October 1366 and April 1367 while the fortress was
in Amedeo’s hands. Anonymous histories relate
that Murad layed siege to the fortress for 15 days
but the retreated in disappointment to Devletlü
Kabaağaç (on today’s maps, Devletliağaç, some
100 kilometers west of Sozopol). While in Rumeli
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he first lived in Dimetoka and ordered a palace to
be built in Edirne, where he moved in 770/1369.
When Murad first moved against the Byzantines
in 1366, Bulgar Czar Aleksandr was with him
because the Byzantine emperor wanted to seize
the Bulgarian fortresses at Sozopol (Süzebolu),
Mesembria (Misivri) and Anchialos (Ahyolu).
Amedeo took these fortresses and turned them
over to the Byzantines who then made a deal
with the Czar. Consequently, Murad’s alliance
with the Czar was finished and Ottoman forces
attacked Bulgar territory, beginning with a significant Ottoman drive in eastern Bulgaria in the
spring of 1368. Murad marched against Aydos
(Aetôs), which controlled Balkan mountain passes, and the Karin (Karnobat/Karinâbâd) plain,
both of which were easily taken. From there he
retuned to surround Sozopol where he had suffered defeat and been forced to retreat. He took
Sozopol (the date 779/1377 is wrongly given in
Ottoman legends) and in the winter of 770/1369
he remained in the palace at Edirne. In the spring
he moved against Byzantium once more, taking
Pınarhisar, Kırkkilise (Kırklareli) and Vize fortresses on the slopes of the Istıranca (today Yıldız) mountains in Thrace. This created panic in
Istanbul and Emperor Yuannis V, at the price of
recognizing Catholicism, decided to go to see the
Pope in hopes of having a Crusader army save
him (Halecki, pages 169-212).
While Murad moved against Bulgaria and Byzantium in 1368-69, he sent Kara Timurtaş Bey to
Kızılağaç Yenicesi (Elhovo) and Yanbolu (Yamboli) in the Tunca valley and Lâlâ Şahin to Samakov
and İhtiman (probably the spring and summer
of 1369). Timurtaş succeeded and brought great
treasure back to Edirne. Lâlâ Şahin layed siege
to historic Kapulu-Derbend (Trayan-Kapısı, Kapucuk on 19th century maps), between the Rodop
and Balkan ranges. He then descended to the
İhtiman plain and took it under Ottoman sovereignty. He then turned south and marched on
Samakov, engaging in a fierce fight with a large
force of Serbian (Laz) soldier at Çamurluova.
He took Samakov where there was an important
iron mine. This opened the road to Sofia, which
Lâlâ Şahin would later send raids. Byzantine
diplomacy pressed for Crusader help against the
Ottomans and when Urban was chosen as Pope
(1362-1370), there was intensification in this regard. Nevertheless, the Byzantine Emperor, who
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spent two years in Italy (August 1369-April 1371),
was unable to secure any assistance against the
Turks.
Actually, Amedeo’s seizure of Gallipoli and its delivery to the Byzantines (14 June 1367) caused a
crisis for the Ottomans in Rumeli and strengthened the West-Catholic party that saw cooperation
with the Pope and the Latins as essential. Murad
put pressure on to gain Gallipoli back and when
the Serez Despot Uglyeşa’s envoys came to Istanbul prior to the Battle of Çirmen, Murad offered
peace to the Byzantines with the return of Gallipoli a stipulation. Murad’s conquests between 13671370 in Thrace had scared Istanbul, promting the
Emperor to sue for peace. According to Kydenos,
the Turks had an important portion of Thrace,
including Rodop, in their hands. The people of
Istanul were “in jail or in a cage like animals”. A
Serbian delegation that came to Istanbul from Macedonian Serbian Despot Jovan Uglyeşa wanted
to form an alliance against the common Turkish
enemy. The requisite money and soldiers could
only come from rich nations like Italy and Hungary. In any case, Murad insisted on the return of
Gallipoli and most of Istanbul was willing for this.
Kydenos and the Latins, though, were against an
agreement so ultimately the Serbs’ proposal was
accepted.
Emperor Yuannis Paleolog V and the Serbian
Despot Jovan Uglyeşa wanted to expel the Turks
from Thrace. Uglyeşa saw Evrenos’s advancement
in the south and Hacı İlbey and Lâlâ Şahin’s in
the Meriç valley in the north as dangerous. Since 1360, Turkish raids had come as far as the
Athos monasteries region. After the death of the
Patriarch Kallistos he eagely pursued an alliance
with the Byzantines (Ostrogorski, page 127) and
he sent the Iznik metropolitan to Serez to seek a
pact with the new patriarch Phlotheos from Istanbul. An agreemet was signed in 1368 and in 1371
the unification of the churches was announced.
Uglyeşa realm was limited to the Greeks and
Turks around Serez. His brother and ally King
Vukaşin’s territory included Prizren, Üsküp and
Prilep. According to Ostrogorski, Vulkaşin’s participation in the battle would be of great importance for the Battle of Çirmen, from the standpoint
of the Serbs. The decision to attack was made in
the spring of 772/1371 and the Serbian army was
comprised of native Greek and Serbian forces
from the region stretching from Thrace to Albania.
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Lâlâ Şahin requested assistance from Murad in
Bursa against the Serbian army’s march, as the
Serbs were able to advance to the left bank of
the Meriç up to Çirmen. Edirne was under threat so Murad gathered his forces in Anatolia but
because of the Byzantine occupation of Gallipoli
he could not cross the straits. Additionally, there
was Karabiga (Pegae) on the Bursa-Lapseki road
to deal with and the Ottomans made the decision
to take the Pegae Fortress. The army attacked the
fortress’s huge walls from the land while the Ottoman fleet under the command of İldutan (whose grave and mosque are in Edincik) from the
base at Aydıncık (Edincik) moved from the sea.
The encirclement certainly occurred in 1371 (not
766/1364-65, as Ottoman legends say.)
According to Ottoman legends, the Battle of Çirmen or Sırp Sındığı (15 Rebîülevvel 773/26 September 1371) was concluded with a lightening
raid by Ottoman forces under the command of
Hcı İlbeği. The Serbs went after one another in
the resulting confusion, with most of them drowning in the Meriç. Details of the battle are found
in Ottoman sources attributed to Âşıkpaşazâde
and Neşrî, where it is referred to as Sırp Sındığı.
In the anonymous tevârih-i Âl-i Osmânlar, Hacı İlbeği is acknowledged as having routed the Serbs.
The date of the battle is given as 766/1364-65 in
Ottoman sources but Christian sources provide
the correct date – 26 September 1371. According
to Serbian monk İsaiya, Despot Uglyeşa gathered all the Serb and Greek troops in the region
and together with his brother Vulkaşin set out to
drive the Turks from Macedonia (Thrace). There
were 60,000 Serbian and Greek troops but, again according to İsaiya, the Serbs did not adhere
to God’s orders and the defeat was the result. No
help came from Christians in the West. In the meantime Murad had surrounded Biga in Anatolia.
After the battle, Serbian princes, Vulkaşin’s son
King Marko, Despot Dragaş and his brother
Konstantin all bowed to Murad and agreed to
pay tribute. His family did not protect Uglyeşa’s
territory and the Byzantine Emperor gave Byzantine citiıes that had been “saved from the Serbian yoke” to his son Manuel Paleologos. In 1373,
Rum Alexios in Kavala told Venice that he had
taken some cities from the Turks and the Serbs
and he became a Venetian citizen the next year.
The Pope only learned of the disaster in the
spring of 1372. In an historic letter, Pope Gregor
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XI told the Hungarian King that the Turks had
taken “Serbian magnats”, opening their way to
Hungary, Serbia and Albania, as far as the ports
on the Adriatic Sea. He said that the Turks had to
be expelled from Christian borders.
A dispute arose with regard to the legacy of Vulkaşin after his death during the Meriç war. Georg Balşic seized Prizren in 1372 and Jupan was
attacked by Nikola Altomanovic. Duşan’s empire
was divided up between rival princes. Murad’s
position in the Balkans was solidified, making
expeditions against the Danube and the Adriatic
easier. In a letter sent from the Pope to Venice
on 13 November 1372 he characterized the Ottoman victory as one over the Byzantines and the
Serbs. In a previous letter noted that Murad had
attacked Byzantine territory, including the conquest of the Kırkkılise-Vize fortresses. The Pope’s
words leave no doubt that the Byzantines were
allied with the Serbs. Upon learning of the defeat
at Çirmen, the Pope wanted to bring Christian
governments together at Thebes (Livadia) for
preparations for a Crusader expedition. Venice,
Genoa, Cyprus, the Latin states of Greece and the
King of Aragon were invited. At that time the Western Latins in the Levant controlled Pera, Izmir,
Athens, Rhodes, Cyprus, Antalya, the Aegean islands and Mora. However, the meeting for discussion of stopping the Turkish invasion ended
without a result.
Pope Urban V, a feverish Crusader who had agreed with the Byzantine Emperor against Murad,
died in 1370, resulting in the collapse of Crusader planning against the Turks. The emperor, in
debt and accompanied by a small force of mercenaries, returned to Istanbul, only to learn of
the defeat at Çirmen. The Emperor, with all hope
lost, saw no alternative to an agreement with the
Ottomans. He agreed to pay tribute to Murad
in the winter of 1372, in the amount of 15,000
“hyperper” (1 hyperper = half a Venetian gold
piece), and to participate in the Sultan’s expeditions as a vassal state. This was a very important
success for Murad and it allowed for safe passage across the straits at Gallipoli, bringing Rumeli
under Ottoman sovereignty.
Rome greeted the news with amazement. In the
fall of 775/1373 bypassed his elder son Andronik and made his younger son Manuel his coemperor, which may have bee a result of the agreement with Murad. The Emperor sent word to
the Pope that his agreement with Murad was only
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temporary and that the Hungarian king had not
kept his promise to support Byzantium. He urge
the Pope to move the Hungarian king to action.
Without delay, the Pope related this to the Hungarian king and in 1375 the Pope was very fearful
that the Turks would occupy Istanbul. Without
grain from Anatolia, the Latin colonies in the Aegean could not survive so it was now vital for the
papacy to prevent the Turks from advancing in
the west. The Pope excommunicated Christian
traders doing business with the Turks and, according to an observation made by a bishop who
came to Istanbul from Tebriz, many Turks had
come into Istanbul, as if the city was under their
occupation. Murad, though, was not at all worried about developments in the West.
The Hungarian king was being thought of with
regard to a Crusade against the Turks in the Balkans. Hungarian King Louis said in a letter that
he sent to the Pope that after the Turks’ Meriç victory the Turks had taken much territory in Bulgaria and Serbia, threatening Hungarian lands.
He said that he would act in May 1374. The
Serbs, Bulgars and Bosnians were as concerned
about the Hungarians, who had outpost on the
southern bank of the Danube, as they were about
the Ottomans. Before long, the King declared war
on his rival in Dalmacia, the Venetians. Actually,
though, the King’s ambitions along the Danube in
the northern Balkans worked to Murad’s advantage. Although the Emperor had agreed to pay
Murad tribute, he was still in close communication with the Pope. Both Istanbul and Salonica
were under siege. The Emperor, who had had
Gallipoli under his control since 1367, proposed
to the Pope that two galleys should continually
patrol the straits to maintain control between
Anatolia and Rumeli and that this should be paid
for by the concerned states.
According to İdrîs-i Bitlisî, after the Çirmen victory Murad scored many important conquests in
Rumeli between the years 773-775/1372-1374
(the victories between 1366-1370 in Thrace have
been incorrectly shown in sources as having occurred in 1372). If it was the spring of the year of
the Prophet 773 that would equate to 1372 but
if it was the spring of 775 that would equate to
the spring of 1374 (expeditions were always conducted in the spring season). According to İdrîs-i
Bitlisî, Lâlâ Şahin won the Battle of Sarıyar in
772/1370 and after subduing the people of Rilya
(Rila), he returned to Filibe. His pardon for the
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monks of Rila Monastery was likely given for the
first time on this date. So raids on Sofia were initiated (the Sultan was in Bursa at this time). Lâlâ
Şahin occupied some places in Kostantin-ili (Köstendil) and, according to this same source, in the
spring of 773/1372 Murad came to Rumeli with a
large army to complete Lâlâ Şahin’s victories. The
Velbujd ruler marched on Konstantin, the tekfur
surrendered and turned over the fortress’s keys.
Murad took tribute and left the region to him. In
791/1389 when Murad moved against Kosova the
Köstendil ruler Konstantin gave provisions to the
Sultan’s army. On 10 April 1372 Ottoman forces
layed siege to Salonica for the first time but withdrew. Murad was not willing to let the Serbian leaders and the Byzantines take advantage of the
Ottoman victories by having them avail themselves of Uglyeşa’s legacy. Probably in 1372 and 1373
Murad was in Rumeli. The Emperor, paying tribute, joined the Sultan’s forces. There is concrete
evidence in Byzantine and Western sources about
the revolts of Andronikos and Savcı Bey, who had
been left in Istanbul and Bursa, respectively. The
date of Savcı Bey’s revolt is wrongly given in Ottoman sources as 787/1385. Emperor Ionnnes’s
elder son Andronikos Palaiologos and Prince Savcı Bey acted at the beginning of May in 1373, with
Savcı Bey proclaiming himself sultan in Bursa
and Andronikos announcing in Istanbul that he
was the emperor. According to Byzantine sources,
the were both defeated at Pikridion in Boğaziçi
on 25 May 1373 and Andronikos was delivered
to his father on 30 May, while Savcı Bey escaped
and sought refuge at the Dimetoka Fortress. He
stayed there until 7 September. Ottoman sources
tell a different story: when Savcı Bey rose in revolt in Bursa, Murad was in Edirne. Hearing of
the revolt, Murad crossed the straits and went to
Biga. He pretended he was unaware of the revolt
and summoned his son to come hunt with him.
With the provocation of those around him Savcı
Bey had raided the treasury and had a hutbe read
in his name. Savcı Bey ignored his father’s summons and prepared for battle. Murad then marched on Bursa and captured his son on the plain
of Kite, with his cohorts put to the sword. Murad
was ready to forgive his son but he was met with
resistance so he blinded Savcı Bey. According to a
Byzantine source, though, Savcı was able to avoid
his father for ten months and ten days, after which
he returned to Bursa from Dimetoka. Therefore,
the confrontation at Kite occurred in the spring of
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1374. In the spring of 1373, Murad told Ionnes to
prepare ships for war (14 July 1374). There is no
doubt that the Sultan was with Ionnes in Edirne
in 1373. The details of the Kite battle in Ottoman
sources seem to complete the rest of the story.
According to Ottoman sources, Murad was with
Çandarlı Kara Halil Hayreddin in Rumeli in June
1373. He ordered Hayreddin and Gazi Evrenos to move against Serez and sent Lâlâ Şahin
to western Bulgaria. Hayreddin Paşa took three
centers in Gümülcine (Komotini) and Evrenos
Bey pacified Buri (Borukale, Pôros) and İskeçe
(Xanthi) before moving further west to Marulya
(Maronia, Avrathisarı). Because the fortress’s ruler was a princess the Turks called the fortress
Avrathisarı. Kara Balaban, whom Hayrettin Paşa
had sent to Serez, could not take it and encircled
the city.
According to İdrîs-i Bitlisî, Murad went to Rumeli for a third time and marched against Bulgar
Czar Şişman (Susmanos), who promised to pay
tribute to Murad and to join in his expeditions.
Murad spent the winter in Rumeli and then returned to Bursa, making Timurtaş the “bi’l-istiklâl”
beylerbeyi. Timurtaş implemented important reforms in Rumeli between 1375 and 1381, giving
timar to Christian soldiers with the stipulation
that they serve in the Ottoman army. This was a
crucial step in the Ottomans’ Balkanization process, heading off resistance by the local military
groups. An Ottoman Balkans army of Christian
and Moslem soldiers was formed, giving Murad
a distinct advantage over his rivals in Anatolia.
Arabs, Iranians and Turks from other countries came to serve the Sultan and these ‘kapıkulu’
soldiers were similar to the Byzantine emperor’s
palace guards. A more important reform was the
change to the timar system: whereas before the
timar of a soldier who died was given to someone
else, now it was distributed among his sons.
At this time the most important issue for Ottoman diplomacy was the return of Gallipoli. In
August 1376 Andronikos IV (blinded but getting
better) took the throne again in Istanbul with the
help of the Genovese and Murad. Andronikos
had his father and brothers thrown in the dungeon. Although he promised Tenedos (Bozcaada) to
the Genovese, the Venetians occupied the island,
prompting war with the Genovese. Gallipoli was
given over to Murad in 779/1377. Murad then
changed his policy, getting Ioannes V freed from
the dungeon and meeting with him at Üsküdar,
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where Murad extracted a promise from him for
the surrender of Philadelphia (Alaşehir). Andronikos sought refuge with the Genovese in Pera
and continued to resist until 1381 when he reached an accommodation with his father.
As the Venetians and Genovese fought for control
of Tenedos, with its commanding position at the
head of the straits, Murad backed the Genovese.
In the Venetian-Genovese war of 1352-1355, the
Ottomans had also backed the Genovese, giving
them access to Ottoman ports and offering provisions. The Venetians, who made great investments in the port of Istanbul, were always on the
side of the Byzantines. With the Torino Agreement of August 1381, the Venetians reminded the
Genoves of the Ottoman threat to the island whose fortresses’ destruction had become an issue.
In 783/1381 Murad made a diplomatic move to
bring all the Anatolian beys under his control.
A great wedding was held at Bursa and Germiyanoğlu Süleyman supported Hamîd-ili Beyi İlyas against Karamanoğlu, who wanted to seize
Hamîd-ili. Murad sought to broker a deal and
had his son Prince Bayezid marry Süleyman’s
daughter. Murad came from Edirne to Bursa in
the fall or winter of 1381 for the wedding.
The wedding was held in the spring of 784/1382.
Called to the wedding were Anatolian beys Karamanoğlu, Hamîdoğlu, Menteşeoğlu, Tekeoğlu,
and Saruhan and Aydınoğlu from western Anatolia, along with İsfendiyar of Kastamonu. The
Memlük Sultan, who had great influence over
Karaman and southern Anatolia, was not neglected and the Egyptian envoy was given higher
status than the other ambassadors. At the wedding, Murad’s daughter Nefîse (Melek) Hatun
was engaged to Karamanoğlu Alâeddin Ali Bey.
Evrenos, coming from Rumeli, startled the Anatolian beys with his wealth and there were some
Rumeli Christian tribute-payers at the wedding,
as well, but Ottoman sources only mention Brankovic (Vılkoğlu). Important diplomatic business
was done at the wedding: as a present to Bayezid, Germiyan gave the border region with Karaman (Kütahya, Simav, Eğrigöz (Emet), Tavşanlı)
and the prosperous Gediz Şaphânesi. Prior to
returning to Rumeli, Murad was going to have
Bayezide settle in Kütahya with Timurtaş. This
Ottoman tactic of using marriages for diplomatic
purposes in Rumeli and Anatolia was initiated by
Murad and was used often.
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The wedding brought the Anatolian beys under
Murad’s sway and put him at ease prior to his expedition against Lazar. Now in a strong position
for his Rumeli moves, Murad received assistance from the beys. In a second initiative made at
the wedding, he obtained the lakes region from
Hamîdoğlu, bringing Murad right to the west border of Karaman. Hamîdoğlu Hiseyin came with
his army to Kütahya in the spring of 1382 and
Murad put his own men I Akşehir, Beyşehri, Seydişehri, Yalvaç, Karaağaç and İsparta. For a long
time, the Karaman bey had claimed sovereignty
over the area and the Karamanoğulları considered the lakes region to be their own, never accepting the Ottoman occupation. When the Karamanoğulları moved on the region in 1385 while
Murad was in Rumeli, Murad found this to be a
reason for war, which he began in 788/1386.
After putting matters in Anatolia in order between 1381 and 1383, Murad returned to Edirne for
the fourth time in 785/1383. There was no unity
among the Serbian princes in the west Balkans
against the Ottomans. Knez Lazar in Kruşevac
(Alacahisar) could not control the other Serbian
beys. Lazar’s lands included Novabrdo (Novaberda), Rudnik and Braniçevo, where there were
rich silver mines, in the Morava river valley. Vuk
Brankovic (Vılkoğlu) ruled in Priştine, Trepça,
Vulçitrin, Zveçan, Prizren and Üsküp. In light of
Vılkoğlu being invited to the weddin in Bursa in
1382, he must have been paying tribute to Murad. Lazar’s agreement with the Hungarian king
could be considered a serious measure against
the Ottomans. Upon the death of Hungarian King
Louis in September 1382, Murad was freed from
his biggest rival in the Balkans and so the Ottomans quickly took Niş, Epir and Albania in the
western Balkans.
When Murad went to Rumeli for the fourth time
in 785/1383, he sent Çandarlı Hayreddin Paşa to
Serez and Salonica (under siege 1383-1387). The
Ottoman conquests of 1371-1381 had stopped at
the Serez-Vidin line, where Anatolian migrants
were settled and new timar regions were created.
Murad, Hayreddin Paşa and border bey Evrenos
moved on Kavala (Hristopolis) from the land,
while the fleet under Azeb Bey attacked from
the sea. Without help from the Venetians, Kavala
was forced to surrender and Serez was taken at
this time too, on 19 September 1383. The people of surrendering cities were given protection
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but those who resisted were taken prisoner and
their towns sacked and pillaged. The historic Via
Egnatia road, stretching from Edirne to Draç (Durazzo) on the Adriatic, allowed Evrenos to move
forward with conquests. Serez became Evrenos’s
center, while Hayreddin Paşa continued the siege
of Salonica after 785/1383. As Evrenos progressed, he moved his headquarters to a Moslem town
he established, Yanice-i Vardar, in western Macedonia. At this time Yörük nomads from Saruhan
(Manısa) were brought to Evrenos’s border region
Vardar and to the Serez plain for settlement.
Murad sent Rumeli Beylerbeyi Timurtaş against
Albania and Bosnia. Timurtaş took Pirlepe )Prilep, marching from there to Manastır (Bitola) and
conquering it after a fierce battle. Then, Ottoman
forces took İştip (Ştib) and Timurtaş conquered
the Epir region between 1383 and 1385. Timurtaş then passed through the Devol valley to the
Savra (Muzakiye) plain in southern Albania, where he defeated Balşa in 787/1385, marking the beginning of Otttoman sovereignty in Albania. It was
probably then when the south Albanian senors
Thopia and Araniti opposed the Serbian Balşas
and accepted Ottoman rule. Leka and Paul Dukagin, at the head of the mountain tribes in northern
Albania, made peace with Curac Balsic II in north
Albania and agreed to Ottoman sovereignty.
In 1384 Murad returned to Bursa and then went
back to Rumeli for a fifth time in 787/1385. According to İdrîs-I Bitlisî, Lazar moved his people and good into fortresses, fortified mountain
passes and prepared for war. The Ottoman army
marched for four months but could not find Lazar. As winter approached, the Anatolian soldiers
wanted to return to their homeland. Lazar had
holed up in the Semendire (Smederovo) Fortress
on the Danube. Murad was in a difficult position
but decided to march on Niş, where a fierce battle at the head of the Morava valley ensued. The
city was taken and sacking and pillaging followed.
With Niş taken, the Morava valley was defenseless
so Lazar agree to pay tribute in the amount of 150
okka silver, with another 50 okka given annually.
He also pledged to provide one or two thousand
armored soldiers for Murad’s expeditions. Murad
then returned to Bursa in 1385 to prepare for the
expedition against Karaman and Serbian soldiers
were part of Murad’s army in the 1386 battle with
Karaman. Meanwhile, after the victory at Niş, raiders moved into the Morava valley and brought
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Lazar’s center Kruşevac under threat. Sofia, an
important strategic site, must have been taken by
Murad in 1383.
When Murad returned to Edirne from the Serbian expedition in 1385 he learned that Karamanoğlu Alâeddin Bey had attacked Hamîd-ili
territory. After wintering in Bursa in 788/1386,
he set out in the spring of 1386 for one of the
most decisive battles in Anatolian history. Details
of the battle appear in Ahmedî’s Gazânâme. The
battle took place at a location called Frenkyazısı
and the incompetence of the tribal forces was no
match for the disciplined and orderly Ottoman
army. Defeated, Karamanoğlu retreated to Konya
and Murad followed him there, putting the city
under siege. The Serbian soldiers who ignored
Murad’s order not to pillage were executed and
this was to be one of the reasons for Lazar’s subsequent revolt. Murad’s daughter Nefise Hatun,
who was the wife of Karamanoğlu Alâeddin Bey,
pleaded for mercy for him from her father, who
demanded that her husband come, kiss his hand
and turn over his lands. Murad then left Konya
and took Hamîd-ili (Beyşehri-Süleymanşehri).
He demanded obeisance from Tekeoğlu, the bey
of Antalya and İstanoz. When he resisted, Murad
seized these areas, as well.
At this time, developments in Amasya and Kastamonu in 1383-1384 forced Murad to head in
this direction. His interest was primarily the
Tebriz-Tokat-Amasya-Bursa silk caravan road. In
addition, Sivas ruler Kadı Burhaneddin was in a
struggle to add Amasya, which the Dânişmendiye
considered theirs, to his realm. He eliminated
Amasya Emir Hacı Şadgeldi and surrounded
Amasya. The Kastamonu Beyi Kötürüm (crippled) Bayezid was also interested in the AmasyaTokat region and was at war with Kadı Burhaneddin. Kötürüm Bayezid and his son Süleyman
were at odds so Süleyman sought refuge with
Murad (winter 1383-84), as the son of the Amasya emir had done previously. Murad, backing the
Amasya emir this time, sent an army against Kötürüm Bayezid, who fled with his son İsfendiyar
to Sinop. Süleyman became the ruler of Kastamonu, while Murad seized the eastern regions of
Kastamonu for himself. Osmancık, on the Iranian
silk road, recognized Ottoman sovereignty. Then,
while Murad was in Rumeli, Süleyman rose up
against the Ottoman occupation but when Kötürüm Bayezid regained the throne in Kastamonu,
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Süleyman again sought refuge with Murad, who
then sent forces to Kastamonu (786/1384), had
Süleyman married to Sultan Hatun, the daughter of his cousin Süleyman Paşa. This wedding
can be considered the start of Ottoman rule over
Kastamonu. Murad was in an alliance with the
Egyptian Sultan Berkuk against Kadı Burhaneddin and Karamanoğlu and in 1388 Murad and
Berkuk exchanged envoys. Actually, the Memlüks
and the Ottomans had been allied against Cursaader attacks since 1365 and this continued until
Murad’s martyrdom.
According to Byzantine and other Christian sources, Selonica, which had been under siege by
Çandarlı Hayreddin Paşa since the fall of 1383,
fell in April 1387. Hayreddin Paşa directed
Selonica’s governor Manuel to surrender the city
or face a sack. Although talks failed, the population was inclined to concede defeat and departures by sea increased. Venice, from which Manuel
had sought help, tried to broker peace between
Murad and Manuel but Manuel was forced to flee
to Midilli island on 6 April 1387 and three days
later the Turks took the city.
The same year, İşkodra ruler Curac Balşic, under
threat from the Bosnian king, together with north
Albania chief Kavala Şahin (confused in Ottoman
sources with Lâlâ Şahin), went to Bursa to propose independence to Murad (winter 789/1387).
Balşic considered himself to be from the line of
Serbian kings and he wanted to march on the
Bosnian king with Şahin to bring him to heel.
Murad told Şahin to raid Bosnia. Kavala Şahin
had been active in north Albania when Timurtaş
was there in 1382-85. Şahin had settled in north
Albania in 1385 after the Bosnian king’s defeat.
Balşic’s successor Curac Balşic II was forced to
leave south Albania to the Albanian senor Thopia (Topya) and retreat to Zeta (İşkodra) in north
Albania. Western sources attest that at the start
Balşic and Şahin were jointly opposed to the Bosnian king (Emmert, page 39) but Ottoman sources say that Balşic betrayed Şahin by warning the
Bosnian king and the Serbs about Şahin’s raids.
Kavala Şahin was routed by the Bosnian army
under the command of Vlatko Vukovic at Biletsa (Bileca), north of Trebinye (26 or 27 August
1388). There are interesting details contained in
the Gazânâme about the rout, to wit Şahin organized a 20,000-man army, urged on by the tekfur
of İskenderiye (İşkodra, Şkoder), to march against the Bosnian king. When they entered Bosnia
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most of the soldiers went off to sack and pillage,
leaving Şahin with only 1,000 men. At this point
he was confronted by “30,000 infidels” and Şahin
waited in vain for support in a steep valley. The
Ottoman soldiers were broken and taken prisoner.
Ultimately, Şahin had to retreat to north Albania
with 5,000 soldiers.
After sending Şahin to raid Bosnia (spring
789/1387), Murad came to his Yenişehir palace.
Yazıcıoğlu, the envoy he had sent to Egyptian Sultan Berkuk, had returned with good news. There
were great ceremonies in Yenişehir that summer
as Murad wed one of the emperor’s daughters and
had two others married to his sons Bayezid and
Yâkub. Also, Murad had three sons circumcised
and the Genovese ambassador came from Pera to
renew the 1352 commerce agreement.
The following year, Kavala Şahin’s defeat brought
further developments in the Balkans. Knez Lazar
Hrebeljanovıc was the most powerful among the
Ottoman vassals, continually taking land from the
neighboring Serbian princes. With aid from Hungarian King Louis he defeated his main rival Nikola Altomanovic and seized the rich silver mine region in the upper Morava valley (Plana, Zaplanina,
Trepça, Novobrdo). He was earning great profits by
having the silver mined by Saxons and sent to Italy
via Dubrovnik. With this treasure he supported
churches and monasteries, primarily Ravanıca,
raising the Serbian church to the patriarch level. It
is recorded in the Gazânâme that Lazar gathered
Frank (Catalan), Hungarian, Czech, Albanian and
Eflak soldiers on the plain at Kosova and this was
no doubt possible because of Lazar’s wealth.
In the Gazânâme it is stated that Lazar’s son-inlaw Vılkoğlu and Bosnian King Tvrtko persuaded
Lazar to revolt in 1387, no doubt heartened by Kavala Şahin’s defeat in Bosnia. Vuk Brankovic, ruler
of Kosova and Üsküp, Bosnian King Tvrtko and
Bulgarian King Şişman allied and Lazar felt strong
enough to challenge Murad. He stopped paying tribute and began to address Murad as “my brother”
in correspondence. Hungarian King Sigismund
was influenced by all these developments. Refugees began pouring in from Turkish border regions, letting Lazar unite the centers of the Duşan
Serbian empire with his own. The Serbian church
began to address him with title “great leader” (samodrzac).
Kaval Şahin’s defeat in Bosnia had led to the revolt
of the tribute-paying states in the Balkans between
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1381 and 1385, although Vidin Bulgar Czar Stratsimir and Köstendil ruler Konstantin Deyanovic,
in eastern Rumeli, remained loyal to Murad. Leaving Timurtaş with 5,000 troops to defend Anatolia against Karamanoğlu, Murad set out for
Rumeli for the sixth time. There he gathered his
Christian vassals against Bulgarian King Şişman
and Dobruca rulers Dobrotic, with Konstantin joining the Sultan’s army at the İhtiman plain. In the
winter of 1388-89, Murad sent Çandarlı Ali Paşa
and Yahşi Bey, Timurtaş’s son, against the Bulgarian Czar and Dobrotic with a force of 30,000.
After quickly subduing Bulgaria, the decision was
made to press on to Kosova. Ali Paşa’s strategy
was to seize fortresses quickly and either capture
or force Czar Şişman to surrender. He reached
Şumnu and made it his headquarters, and when
he learned that Murad and his army had arrived
at Yanbolu they conferred there. In Ottoman sources, Şişman came to Yanbolu to pledge fealty to
the Sultan, who pardoned him. Şişman promised
to surrender the fortress at Silistre on the Danube
so Murad ordered Ali Paşa to go there. But Şişman did not give up the fortress and fled first to
Tırnova and then to Niğbolu Fortress. Ali Paşa’s
pursuit of the Czar and the fortresses he took are
shown in detail in the Gazânâme.
The one force that could stop the Ottomans in the
Balkans was Hungary but King Sigismund had
put Lazar and the Bosnian King at each other’s
throats over control of the Danube. This worked
to Murad’s advantage on the eve of the Battle of
Kosova. According to the Gazânâme, the Serbs
decided to send an envoy to learn about Murad’s
plan and his military situation. Murad was angered by Lazar’s attitude and marched with his
army through the tight mountain pass at Kiçi Morava, descended to the plain of Kosova and set up
his camp at Gümüşhisar (Lipljang).
The Battle of Kosova resulted in a decisive victory
by Ottoman forces. At first, the Ottoman left flank
collapsed but victory was ensured by the great
efforts of Sultan Bayezid I on the right flank. According to the Gazânâme, Murad, while surveying
the bodies with some of his bodyguards, was attacked with a dagger by Miloş Kobilovic who was
lying among the bodies. Shortly thereafter Murad
died. His internal organs were removed and he
was buried where he died. Then, when Sultan Bayezid I took the throne he had Murad’s body and
that of his son Yâkub bey, whom he had executed,
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brought to Bursa and interned in a tomb at Çekirge. A tomb called Hudâvendigâr Meşhedi was
built at the place where Murad had been killed
(according to Western sources, 19 Cemaziyelahir
791/15 or 28 June 1389).
In sources, Murad is described as having been
of average height, round-faced, ram-nosed and
a good, just ruler who dedicated his life to cihad. In Byzantine sources he was described as
a man who talked little but when he did it was
with beautiful words. He was an avid hunter, tireless, merciful toward Christians but intolerant
of mistakes and always victorious against his opponents. There are four sons mentioned in sources – Bayezid, Yâkub, Savcı and İbrahim. The
deed he had arranged for Kaplıca İmareti (soup
kitchen) was prepared in the middle of Cemaziyelahir 787 (July 1385).
Murad’s death at the Battle of Kozova was met
with joy in Istanbul. Venice had still not received
certain word by the end of July and sent messages of condolence to both Bayezid and Yâkub. In
Paris in October 1389, Philippe Meziéres wrote
that the Turks had been routed at Kosova and the
Sultan, his son and many soldiers had been killed. The defeat at Kosova is to this day a national
legend for the Serbs. Subsequent Serbian accounts had praised Knez Lazar and spoke of a Serbian victory. But Lazar’s successor Lazarevic’s
biographer Konstantin Filozof clearly acknowledged the Kosova defeat. In the Gazânâme, it
is recorded that the Serbs’ initial advance was
successful but that “the Sultan’s son Bayezid gathered the troops and won the battle.”
News of Murad’s death, Bayezid’s battlefield
assumption of the throne and the execution of
Yâkub reached as far as Sivas, sparking rebellion among Murad’s vassals there. Bosnian Kink
Tvrtko I, who had sent Vlatko Vukovic to the
battle, characterized the result as a victory, sending a letter on 1 August to the city of Trogir that
mentioned the rout of the Turks. Two months later he made the same claim in a letter to Florence, talking about “twelve heroes who split enemy
lines and reached Murad’s tent with swords in
their hands.” This became the source for the
subsequent legends about Murad’s death. Prior
to the battle, Miloş had declared in front of Lazar
that he would sacrifice himself to kill Murad.
Murad had made six trips to Rumeli and his ba-
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sic aim there was to impose sovereignty over the
Balkans. Murad considered himself to have been
given this duty by God. For example, when he was
forced to march against Karaman in 1386 he characterized it as “erkân-ı saltanat” (duty of the sultan). When he became sultan, Bursa Kadısı Çandarlı Hayreddin had played an important role and
it was his key diplomatic moves that brought the
Paleologs to a tribute-paying vassal in the end. With
Murad’s building in Edirne he made it a second capital, along with Bursa. From Edirne he sent Lâlâ
Şahin, Timurtaş and Hayreddin Paşa to the gain
conquests in the borderlands. He had Yörüks from
Anatolia sent to settle Rumeli, either voluntarily or
otherwise. Evrenos and Lâlâ Şahin played vital roles in the settlement of Rumeli between 1360 and
1370. The campuses, hans and lodges they had built in Malkara, Gümülçine, Yenice-i Karasu, Yenice-i
Vardar and Filibe spread Ottoman culture there.
During the Murad period Rumeli became the second homeland for the Ottomans and the title Gazi
Hudâvendigâr recognizes his expeditions and his
founding of the empire. The ideology of ‘gazâ” (cihad) would be used as an example by all Ottoman
sultans as a reason for expanding into Europe.
Some of Murad’s diplomatic tactics involved taking
girls from Christian dynasties and marrying them
to Anatolian beys to create alliances. As the result
of settlements in Thrace and the eastern Balkans
during his reign his forces were augmented by soldiers from there and they helped him to ensure his
superiority over his rivals in Anatolia. The Yörüks
sent to the border regions constituted a raiding force and a Janissary army was created from the prisoners Çandarlı Hayreddin captured (1363-65?).
The ‘kapıkullar’ are mentioned with regard to the
Battle of Kosova but the Yaya forces established by
Orhan Bey still constituted the most important portion of the army.
In the 14th century, the cannon industry in Dubrovnik supplied cannon to both the Serbs and the
Ottomans and there is no doubt that both sides
used cannons at Kosova. The fleet that Orhan established between 1324 and 1360 was an important element for Murad, playing a vital role in the
sieges of biga and Sozopol. Gallipoli and Aydıncık
(Edincik) were the main fleet bases and when Gallipoli fell Aydıncık became the naval base. According to the deed of 787 (1385), in which Murad is
characterized with the title “emir-i kebîr-i a’zam,
melikü’l-Arab ve’l-Acem”, in Çekirge, Bursa, he had
a campus consisting of a mosque, medesse, soup
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kitchen, and a guest house built, along with the
Hisar Camii (mosque) next to his palace. He also
had mosques built in Bilecik and Yenişehir. In
his mother’s name, he had a soup kitchen built
in İznik at the beginning of 790/1388. His palace
at Edirne was constructed in 1369 and the great weddings were held at the palace in Yenişehir
in 1387. It is known that he stayed in Dimetoka
until his palace at Edirne was completed. In Yenişehir the lodge he had built for Postinpûş, Orhan
Bey’s dervish, was dedicated to Murad. His palace in Bursa was opposite the Şehâdet Camii and
according to the 1278 (1861-62) plan, it was surrounded by a wall with fourteen towers. After the
conquest of Edirne the church there was converted to a mosque (Halebî (Ayasofya) Camii). Other
mosques attributed to Murad are Hudâvendigâr
Camii in Ayvacık, Hudâvendigâr Camii in Filibe,
Murad I Camii in Karaferye. Murad’s coins were
of the Seljuk type, with the el-Melikü’l-Âdil title
on them. It has been determined tht Murad had
various foundations made for the dervishes and
Ahis in Gallipoli, Malkara and Bolayır.
Among the basic sources for the Murad period are Turkish chronicles, in particular. The
Yahşi Fakih Menâkıbnâmesi, which covered
the period up till Bayezid’s time, has been lost
but it was summarized in Âşık paşazade’s history. Contemporary sources about Murad include Esterâbâdi’s Bezm ü Rezm and Ahmedî’s
Gazânâme within Neşrî’s Cihannümâ. Neşri, who related Ahmedî’s Dâstân ve Tevârîh-i
Mülûk-i Âl-i Osmân, Âşıkpaşazâde’s Târihi,
Rûhî ve Takvimler with few alterations, but who
turned the chronology into chaos by giving all
the Serbistan expeditions from 1366 to 1385 in
one fell swoop, nevertheless provided a verbatim
account of the Gazânâme of Ahmedî, who was
probably alongside Bayezid at the Battle of Kosova. This portion begins with “Hikâyet-i Feth-i
Niş” and ends with “Cülûs-i Bâyezid Han”. It has
been determined that this text was written by
Ahmedî and the same couplets and statements
are found in his great work İskendernâme. While
writing Gazânâme, which can be considered the
first Ottoman ‘şahnâme’, Ahmedî took advantage of witnesses like Vezir Çandarlı Ali Paşa, Gazi
Evrenos, Sultan Bayezid I and even the Serbs.
Letters claimed to have been from the Murad
period, though, are made-up texts, according to
information in the chronicle.
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His works: Bursa Hudâvendigâr Camii: the
mosque has no building inscription. According to
Ottoman chronicles, it has been dated to between 767 and 787/1366 and 1385. Differing views
have been put forward about the architect and
masters whom Sultan Murad Hüdavendigar had
build the mosque. It is generally accepted that
local and foreign craftsmen worked together on
the construction.
The mosque is on the lower floor, with a medrese
above. The structure is of the type having “four
liwans, with a courtyard in the center.” It is considered to be among the certain examples of the
“lodge mosque type”. The mosque level has four
liwans that open four ways to the domed courtyard. There are three rooms on the east side and
three on the west side and a five-section son cemaat yeri -congregation area-. The south liwan’s
dimensions are 9.70 x 12.60 meters and it is covered by a concave vault two stories high. It is
reached by a four-step staircase from the ground.
This main liwan stretches in depth with a concave vaulted niche to a small medrese site with
dimensions of 2.50 x 4.20 meters, covered by a
come. Its face is formed by a five-sided extrusion.
At the northeast corner of the mosque there is a
one-gallery minaret.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Tolga BOZKURT

Murad Hüdavendigar
Temliknâme /
Murad Hüdavendigar
Brief of Ownership
The temliknâme (brief of ownership) was written by Ottoman Sultan Murad Hüdavendigar
(1362-1389) gurre-i Receb 767/14 March 1366
in Turkish. The original is recorded as nr. 1 in
the Yemen fatihi Sinan Paşa section of the Topkapı Palace Museum Archive. The work consists
of 51 lines written on thick paper and it begins
with the words “Hüve’l-mu’izz”, followed by a tuğra (sultan’s imperial signature) of Murad bin Orhan. There is a note on the back indicating that
the land in question was inspected in 1020/1611.
According to the information in the temliknâme,
Murad gave a parcel of land in Malkara township
to Ahi Musa, who held fütüvvet. After his death,
the land was to be passed to his heirs from generation to generation. Sultan Murad Hüdavendigar tied the belt on Ahi Musa that had been tied
on him by the Ahis, with his own hands. Then
he assigned Ahi Musa to Malkara as an Ahi. In
the temliknâme, Sultan Murad Hüdavendigar assigned Ahi Musa to confer the Ahilik diploma to
one of his relatives, saying “after us you be the
Ahi here.” In the event that Ahi Musa’s children
and sons-in-law died the land could be given to
another Ahi but the land could not be given to
someone who was not an Ahi.
The land in question came under Ahi Musa’s
name as of the date of the temliknâme. In the
event that the land was somehow taken from the
Ahi, his descendants and daughters by trick or
game, then the kadı and beys would report this
to the Ottoman Sultan and the land would be returned to the rightful Ahi, in accordance with the
temliknâme.
Anyone who dared to give away or sell this land
would be cursed by the angels and Sultan Murad
Hüdavendigar would seize them by the collar on
judgement day. No one could transgress upon the
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borders of this land nor give it to anyone else.
No subsequent sultan would allow the land to be
used for purposes other than as stated and anyone who harmed “these Ahis of mine” would be
considered to have harmed Sultan Murad Hüdavendigar. Anyone giving trouble to Ahi Musa or
his heirs would be the subject of curses.
Ahi Musa and his descendants who managed this
land henceforth would be exempt from certain
taxes and duties and in return they would pray
for the continuation of the state. This temliknâme
was written gurre-i Receb 767/14 March 1366.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Mustafa Safî Efendi ve
Gülşen-i Pend Mesnevisi

The brief of ownership of Murad Hudâvendigâr

Mûsa / Moses
He is accepted as the spiritual leader of shepherd
in Ahilik and was one of the great prophets. It is
estimated that he lived in the thirteenth century
B.C. He was given the Tevrat and he spent a good
part of his life fighting with the Pharoahs.
When Moses was a teenager an incident caused
him to leave his homeland. He went to Medyen
and met Şuayb there, for whom he served ten years as a shepherd and whose daughter he married. After leaving Medyen he gave himself up to
being a prophet and the liberation of the Israelis
in Egypt. According to what has been related, he
invented the Hebrew script and war machines.

Gülşen-i Pend Mesnevisi, in the class of
Fütüvvetnâmes, was done as a masters thesis
by Mehmet Sait Çalka (Mustafa Safî Efendî ve
Gülşen-i Pend Mesnevisi, Celal Bayar University
Social Sciences Institute, Turkish Language and
Literature Branch, Unpublished Masters Thesis,
Manisa 2007, 366 pages.).
The Nasihat-nâme tradition, which reflects the
socio-cultural structure of Anatolia, began with
the work Kutalgu Bilig (written 1069-70) written
by Yusuf Has Hâcib in the 11th century and continued with the nasihat-nâmes of written under
various names up until the 19th century. One of
these works is Gülşen-i Pend Mesnevisi, done as
a masters thesis by Mehmet Sait Çalka.
In the introduction, after Çalka provides abridged information about the political and literary
condition of the Ottoman State in the 18th century, he tries to explain the life and literary personality of Mustafa Safî Efendî in the first section. In the second section of Gülşen-i Pend there
is an evaluation of the advice given to sultans,
ministers, judges, students, book sellers, secretaries, calligraphers, poets, singers, minstrals,
preachers, shaikhs, sufis, doctors, sürmecis,
surgeons, soothsayers, cifircis, vekkâfs, ledünis,
chemists, money-changers, traders, orphan guardians, foundation trustees, hatips, imams, muezzins, property owners, villagers, herbalists and
other craftsmen and shopkeepers. In the third
and last section there is a transcription of the
text of the Gülşen-i Pend mesnevisi and an Arabic and Persian dictionary for the words of those
languges that appear in the text.
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Orhan Kemal TAVUKÇU

Mutaf /
Spinner of Goat Hair
Those who weave and make items from goat hair
are called mutaf (muytâb). The goat hair string is
used to make bags, saddlebags, horsecloth, rope,
feed bags, halters, fetters, nose ropes and other
goods. The goat hair is obtained by the mutaf
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from butchers. The goat hair obtained would be
distributed among the mutafs by their kethüda
and yiğitbaşı. The goat hair would first be sent
to the kazılhane (workshop), where it would be
cleaned and made into thread. A mutaf master
would be aided by an assistant and an apprentice during this process. The thread would then
be brought to the shop to be made into sacks
and bags. These would be sold at the bezzâzistan
(market hall). Among the places where goat hair
was obtained in great quantities were Edincik, in
the Karesi subdivision, Manyas, Erdek and Mihaliç in Bursa.
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A scene of bookbinders
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Mücellid / Bookbinder
Craftsmen who bound books are called mücellid.
Ottoman volumes were known by names such as
deri, kumaş, ebru, murassa, lake, şemseli, zilbahar, yekşah, zerduz, çeharkûşe, depending on
the material used and the decorative technique.
Up until the period of Sultan Mehmed II the style
of the Anatolian Seljuks was used for Ottoman
bookbinding and after this century an Ottoman
style took over. The tools used by mücellids for
bookbinding were: Bıçkı, an ax-like tool that old
mücellids used to cut leather; Gildırgıç, a tool
like a shaver which helped in cutting the sides
while the books were being bound; Kalıp baskısı, a tool mücellids used to print the decorative
motifs on the book skin; Muşta, the printing tool;
Nevregân, a tool used to cut the pastboard and
leather, it was curved and quite sharp; Nokta demiri, the name of the iron struck on points; Sakal, the sparse haired, wide brushes used by the
mücellids to hold the gold documents and paste
them. Today this profession does not carry its
former importance.

Mücevvezcilik
(Turban-Making)
A head covering worn by Ottoman statesmen
in regiments and in the Divan-ı Hümayun, the
mücevveze’s upper portion was broader than the
part that covered the head and had a cylindrical
shape of a type of half-mesured turban. The top
had a protruding effect like a walnut. In Turkish
the word kavuk means “empty inside”. In the Uigher language it has the form of “kağuk” and means “mesane”. Kâşgarlı Mahmud mentioned the
meaning “head covering” for the word. In Sultan
Mehmed II’s kanunnâme, the following statement
occurs: “Hizmetkârlarına mücevveze giydirmek
vüzerânın ve kazaskerlerin ve defterdarların yoludur ve beylerbeyiler ve sancak beyleri üsküf yürütmek gerekir”, meaning that some officials had
to wear the mucevveze, while other officials were
required to wear other headgear.
The mücevvez was 30-35 centimeters in size,
and made in a round shape that broadened toward the top. A white muslin cloth was wrapped
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around it. At the top there was a walnut-shaped
piece made of red material, which is how the
turban got its name. The turban called “selîmî”,
attributed to Yavus Sultan Selim was 65 centimeters. Officials of various classes had turbans peculiar to them. The craft of making turbans was
a profession among the Ottomans up until the
time of Sultan Mahmud II. In the minatures in
Surnâme-i Hümâyun drawn by Nakkaş Osman
in 990/1582, turban masters such as takyecis,
felt cone-makers, turbanmakers, arakçin-sewers
are depicted. The picture in the miniature of fired bellows being used by one of the masters in
his workshop indicates that the turbans were formed with heat.
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Mümine Hatun Türbesi
(Tomb)
(see Kalemi Zaviyesi)

Mürüvvet / Generosity
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Mürüvvet means humane and virtuous behavior
and it is one of the concepts that form the basis
for fütüvvet. Mürûet, which comes from the route
mer’, with the dictionary meaning “man”, essentially means “complete manhood” or “perfect humanity” (Lisânü’l-Arab, “mre” md.; Tâcü’l-arûs,
“mre” md.). In his work ez-Zerîa ilâ mekârimi’şşerîa (page 143), Râgib el-İsfahânî stated that humanity and mürüvvet had meanings very close to
one another, after he said that a person who had
extraordinary virtue was a person of humanity.
The word mürüvvet does not appear in the Quran
but the subject of mürüvvet was taken up in many
sources, making references to various âyets of the
Quran that included the virtues that fall within
the concept of mürüvvet. Râgib el-İsfahânî stated
that the âyet (en-Nahl 16/90) “for certain, God orders that one be just, generous and helpful to his
relatives, and that shamelessness, badness and
bullyin are forbidden”, reflects the exact meaning
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of mürüvvet (see ez-Zerîa ilâ mekârimi’ş-şerîa, page
144; Muhâdarâtü’l-üdebâ I, 301). As Ebû Mansûr esSeâlibî recorded in Mir’âtü’l-mürûât, when Sufyân
bin Uyeyne was asked “you mentioned many subjects
in the Quran, was mürüvvet one of them?”, he read
the âyet with the meaning “choose the easy, order the
right, turn away from the ignorant” (el-A’râf 7/199),
because this âyet is like a summary of good behavior
and moral virtues. In this work âyets that summarize
forgiveness, putting forth constructive behavior, fixing badness with good works, giving goodness in return for goodness, saying nice things to others, avoiding haughtiness, spending wisely, using one’s wealth
for good for now and the next life equate to mürüvvet
(pages 73-75). According to İbn Hüzeyl’s interpretation, forgiving those who do wrong and behaving well
toward disciples are characteristics of good people;
those who keeps an eye on his relatives and is careful not to transgress on God’s separation of the good
and the bad, not even looking at evil and preparing
oneself for eternal life. Turning away from ignorance
is a sign of patience, staying away from oppression,
avoiding association with low types of people and not
falling into ignorance (Aynü’l-edeb ve’s-siyâse, pages
132-133).
In true sources the word mürüvvet occurs in only one
hadis: “Kişinin onurlu oluşu dinini, mürüvvetli oluşu aklını, soylu oluşu ahlâkını yansıtır” (el-Muvatta,
“Cihâd”, 25; Müsned, II, 365). İbn Hibbân explained that the combination of mind and mürüvvet in
this hadis puts the mind on the right path and saves it from making mistakes (Ravzatü’l-ukalâ and
nüzhetü’l-fuzalâ, page 229). Although the word mürüvvet does not occur in it, there are many hadis that
are written in the scope of mürüvvet, advising generosity, love, gifting, helping, putting good works first,
keeping one’s word, trusting all, being modest, refraining from foul language and offering hospitality (for
example see Ebû Mansûr es-Seâlibî, pages 81-85).
Many definitions of müruvvet note that it is more
concerned with worldly matters than religious ones,
strengthening a person’s social situation. The passage in many sources that advises “embrace müruvvet
and be saved from the troubles of the world; embrace fear of God and protect yourself for eternity.” is
indicative of this separation (İbn Hüzeyl, page 131).
Yahyâ bin Hâlid el-Bermekî’s definition of mürüvvet
as “having a big house, lots of workers, strong sexual
drive and a nice life lets one do good for others and
offer much to friends.” indicates that he saw it as a
concept that covered worldly matters (Ebû Mansûr
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es-Seâlibî, page 95). Mürüvvet’s worldly meaning
is also seen in Abdullah bin Mukaffa’s Kelîle ve
Dimne and in İbn Kuteybe’s Uyûnü’l-ahbâr, and in
Câhiz’s el-Beyân ve’t-tebyîn.
As was noted in the first work, those without
mürüvvet are like dogs who find a bone, busying
themselves with insignificant matters. Those with
mürüvvet, though, are concerned with things that
befit them and avoid trivial matters (Kelîle ve Dimne, page 132: see also pages 133, 138, 139, 140).
Abdullah bin Mukaffa’s mürüvvet was a word associated with smart and sold views and especially
in the early period it carried an intellectual content. Consequently, virtues that make a person
honorable and respectable come from intellectual
sources. Mürüvvet is definitely associated with behaviors that engender honor and respect and behaviors to be avoided are listed: praising oneself,
eating in the street, making money off something
given to t a friend, disrobing among others, speaking badly of others (İbn Hibbân, pages 233-234;
Ebû Mansûr es-Seâlibî, pages 174-179). The definition of mürüvvet by scholars such as Nûşirevân
and Muhammed bin Ali are mentioned in many
sources (for example see Ebû Mansûr es-Seâlibî,
page 89; Mâverdî, page 315).
İbn Hibbân showed many moral virtues within the
scope of müruvvet, giving twenty-three different
definitions of mürüvvet that help a person develop
his social situation. He advised avoiding attitudes
that God and Moslems shunned and tend toward
virtues loved by God and Moslems. In addition, he
noted that the best tool to help in showing mürüvvet was clean wealth (Ravzatü’l-ukalâ ve nüzhetü’lfuzalâ, pages 230-232.) In many other sources,
too, there is mention of mürüvvet’s connection to
wealth and in fact mürüvvet is found in nine of ten
dinner tables (İbn Hüzeyl, pages 133-134)
One of the most important works of the maturation period of Islamic moral culture was Mâverdî’s
Edebü’d-dünyâ ve’d-dîn, in which there is frequent
mention of mürüvvet. Mâverdî essentially made
the work an explanation of mürüvvet, defining it
as a person knowingly avoiding bad behavior to
become like the loftiest angels. The stipulations
for mürüvvet in the work call for avoidance of bad
things, cleansing of sins, being just and honest,
avoiding injustice, blinding oneself to wrongful
things, not to back honorless people against honorable ones, not to cover up sinful or unjust situations, and avoiding slanderous statements.
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Mâverdî noted that mürüvvet is not given at
birth and must be earned. In his work in which
Mâverdî examined müruvvet’s conditions and
requirements from the standpoint of individual
and social morality, he puts forth in a perfect
way the rich moral content that the mürüvvet
concept gained throughout history. Mürüvvet is
accepted as one of the five conditions required
for one wanting to be well read in hadis scholarship. Avoiding behavior and words that harm
reputation from the standpoint of customs and
traditions, in religious and moral measures, and
being responsible before God, behaving well in
society and reaching moral maturity is what mürüvvet means. According to the definition that
mürüvvet means “keeping oneself from badness
and avoiding behavior that people deem wrong”,
one must not bring shame on oneself, associate
with bad people, not dress like the opposite sex,
nor open places considered confidential. Such
behaviors constitute a rejection of and lack of
confidence in the requirements dictated by mürüvvet. While some scholars do not want to include mürüvvet among the conditions of justice,
claiming that it changes based on time, place and
sex (Şemseddin es-Sehâvî, I, 291), according to
hadis scholars, one who acts contrary to mürüvvet is unwitting or in violation of religious order
and deprives himself of the true meaning of mürüvvet.
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These were the craftsmen’s administrators. This
Arabic word comes from the root “n-q-b” and means “to research, examine, pierce and add”. The
Nakîb was the chief, leader and knowledgeable
person who assumed responsibility of a community or a group. He oversaw all the activities and
conditions of the community he led and craftsmen of the Fütüvvet order gave this title to him.
He monitored all the affairs of the shopkeepers
and assistants who made up the order. In craftsmen units where religion was a priority in Fütüvvet activities, the nakîbs, shaikhs and prayer
leaders were the religious ones. The nakîb had to
have a profession and be well-respected among
the other craftsmen.
The emergence of the nakîb in a commercial sense is quite old. Sources mention the existence of a
nakîb as the head of the craftsmen of Baghdad’s
Kerh quarter in the Abbasid period of the 10th century. In Horasan during the same period there was
a nakîb in each city. There were nakîbs among the
leaders of craftsmen units in the Anatolian Seljuk period and they were linked to the şeyhü’lmeşâyihe. The nakîb came just after shaikh in
rank in the Ottoman period and was the shaikh’s
assistant during ceremonies. Evliya Çelebi wrote
about nakîbs that “there are three hundred nakîb
craftsmen. The spiritual leader is Cabir-i Ensârî.
Hz. Ali tied their belts so all the nakîbs of the order are based on him.”
When someone entered the Fütüvvet order the
nakîb guided the person and directed the ceremony. The applicant sat in the center facing Mecca
and in front of all the Ahi elders. The nakîb would
take the hand of the applicant in his ledt hand
and in his right hand he held the gifts for those
present. Then the Fütüvvet Hutbesi (sermon) was
read, after which the nakîb would announce the
reason for the meeting to those holding Fütüvvet.
At the end of the ceremony Fatiha was read and
God praised.
The nakîb, as the representative of the shaikh,
would attend ceremonies, pray, tie the belt and
look after affairs at the lodge, in addition to supervising the craftsmen. The nakîb directed the
apprentice and assistant ceremonies. As the effect
of the Fütüvvet order began to lessen the nakîb
was replaced by the yiğitbaşı, who monitored relations between the government and the craftsmen.
In Egyptian guilds the vice-chairman of the orga-
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nization was called nakîb up until the beginning of
the 19th century.
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Rıza KURTULUŞ

Nakibü’n-Nukaba
In Ahilik, he was the official with responsibility
above that of the nakip. Islamic prophets selected
twelve people as nakip from among the people of
Medine during the Second Akabe Biatı, prior to the
Prophet’s migration. The nakip concerned themselves with the Moslems in Medine, invited newcomers and monitored events there. Zürâre oğlu
Es’ad, the representative of the Neccâroğullar, was
appointed as the nakibü’n-nukaba, the chief of these twelve people. Upon Esad’s death in 623, when
the Neccâroğullar offered to make him nakip he
pleased them by saying “you are my uncles, I am
your nakip. In the Abbâsi period, the Abbasoğullar
and the nakips who came from Hz. Ali’s line united
with the Nakibü’n-Nukabalık above them and over
time this person gained the authority to appoint
nakips to settled areas. They were knowledgeable
people and as a sign of the level of the office they
were given titles like er-Rıza, el-Murtaza, Nurü’lHudâ, Murteza zü’l-Mecdeyn and et-Tahir. The looked after the affairs of members of the Prophet’s
line and recorded births, deaths and generations.
The office of nakip was present among the Seljuks,
as it was in other Islamic states. The commander
of the cavalry that protected the Sultan at the palace and the officials of the communications-postal
organization were nakips. In the 12th century in
the Fütüvvet organization the nakip had a special
place, with three of them coming after the Şeyhü’şşüyûh, the shaikh and the disciples in rank. One of
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the nakips was the chief and the other two his assistants. The nakips had to have a profession and
their spiritual leader was Abdullah oğlu Câbir/
Câbir-i Ensarî, whose belt was tied on by Hz. Ali.
There was a resemblance between the nakip of
the Fütüvvet organization and that of the Ahis,
with their duties and rank very much the same.
In Ahilik, the nakip was the shaikh’s representative among the craftsmen, artisans and traders.
He guided apprentices in dealings with masters
and shaikhs and exercised a kind of control. The
nakip was elected by the craftsmen and he would
stand for the shopkeepers when necessary.
Because the nakip was a remnant of the Fütüvvet tradition, he had religious authority over the
craftsmen. His seven duties were: supervising the
craftsmen, representing the shaikh at ceremonies,
reading prayers at masters ceremonies, tying the
towl on new masters, inviting craftsmen the shaikh
wanted to the lodge, transmitting the craftsmen’s
wishes to the shaikh and looking after matters at
the lodge. The nakips assumed the fourth, fifth
and sixth of these duties in Ahilik and one of them
was the Nakibü’l-eşraf. He was charged with looking after the affairs of those who were members
of the Prophet’s line and made sure that they did
not enter inferior crafts. In the time of Evliya Çelebi there were three hundred people known as
“esnaf-I nakîbân-i ehl-i hıref”.
In Ahilik the Nakibü’n-Nukaba had responsibility
above the rank of nakip and to hold this rank he
had to have a very high degree of experience. Someone who had served seven classes was sought
for this position. The seven classes were: 1. Ruler,
king, prince, minister, literary person; 2. Ulema:
kadı, müftü, müderris,vaiz; 3. Shaikhs and the
poor; 4. Wealthy people who fed others; 5. Ağa,
wealthy land owners; 6. Traders; 7. Craftsmen
and artisans. All of them had different traditions
and ceremonies and the Nakibü’n-Nukaba had to
know about all of their activities.
Above the Nakibü’n-Nukaba was an Ahi who was
the representative of the shaikh, given the name
kaimmakam. Above the Ahi and the disciples was
the shaikh.
As time went on, the place the leaders of the craftsmen like shaikh, nakip, prayer leader and sergeant were replaced in authority by the kethüdas.
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Caner ARABACI

Nalçajı
Nalça, which means small horseshoe, is the name
given to the light iron pieces that are struck into
shoes like sandals and boots. Nalçajı and pabuçcu
craftsmen had relationships especially with the eskici (collector of old things) who would fix poorly
sewn shoes and have the nalçacı nail them.
The nalçajı’s had shops all over Istanbul. Anyone
else who tried to open such a shop without authorization was prevented from doing so. In order that
shops other than nalçajı shops not be established
orders were issued in this regard.
So that the nalçajı craftsmen could operate in peace, only a craftsman who purchased a ‘gedik’ (license) could operate a nalçajı shop. While the nalçajı
was pursuing his craft he needed particular tools,
which were referred to as the nalçajı shop ‘gedik’.
As of 20 October 1726, there were 103 nalça craftsmen operating in Istanbul and its districts. This
number did not include those who cut nalça pieces
but with them the total would be 132. There were
62 nalça craftsmen who had their own shop and
another 41 second masters without ‘revan’. Of the
nalçajı shop owners, 45 were in Istanbul, 8 in Galata and nine in Üsküdar. 32 of the masters without
‘revan’ were in Istanbul and nine were in Galata.
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Zeki TEKİN

Narh
Narh was the upper limit price established by the
state for goods and services. Islamic scholars have
differing views about narh. While some consider it
to be appropriate, others assert that it incites the
black market. Ideas about narh in a hadis, to the ef-
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fect that God lowers or raises prices, have had an
impact. Nevertheless, the matter of narh was very
important in Ottoman times. Although not always
implemented with the same care everywhere, sultans and their ministers gave great importance to
the matter of narh. In fact, the ministers would
determine each Wednesday would check on the
quality and prices of shopkeepers’ goods to see
if they were up to standards, and violators would
be punished.
In Ottoman times, there were daily and seasonal narh but new prices were determined in the
event of war, blockade, scarcity, natural disaster
and monetary adjustments. The seasonal narh
showed the prices for food goods and prices for
bread, meat, milk and other products were different in winter and summer. The first lamb was
slaughtered on Hıdrezzez, 6 May, and a few days
prior the narh for meet was set. After the harvest,
when new wheat was brought in, the price would
be re-set. Since bread was the most important
food item, the price was set in relation to the flour
used.
Similarly, in determining the prices of some goods the amount and quality of the raw material
was reviewed. The same procedure was used for
the price of valuable cloth. The date for giving
the narh for food goods was announced in the
ihtisab-ı kanunnâme issued by officials. Vegetable and fruit prices were set according to the season and, just like today, at times when there were
not any greenhouse products and during the first
and second turfanda (early fruit or vegetables)
when they were plentiful the prices would be different and so in the spring and autumn there would
be a new narh set almost every day. Ramazan had
an important role in the implementation of narh
and prices would be announced a few days before
or on the first day of Ramazan. Sales of almost all
foods were based on this.
During times of military expeditions and other
extraordinary periods the producers would accompany the army in exchange for tax relief or
costs and this would create shortages in the market, raising prices and making it necessary to
announce a new narh. In the middle of the 17th
century, when the Venetians blockaded the straits and in the 19th century when the English did
the same thing, goods could not reach Istanbul
and the Black Sea ports from the Aegean and
Mediterranean Seas, making price adjustments
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inescapable. Other causes for price adjustments
included grasshopper infestation, floods, earthquakes and droughts. And as the amount of silver
in Ottoman coins decreased this sometimes cause
very high price rises. Ultimately, the state had to
intervene and re-adjust the coin value, after which
all prices were readjusted, as well.
It was necessary to keep track of market prices in
order to set the narh and the official who did this
was the mhutesib, who, together with his ‘koloğlanlar’ (assistants) would check the markets. They
were the best advisors to the kadı, who would set
the narh. In fact, since the muhtesib was so closely
following market activities it was thought in come
circles that he would be the better one to set the
narh. But the muhtesib was forbidden from setting
the narh without the approval of the kadı. Once
the narh was set, the shopkeepers would voice
their opinions. There would be discussions held
with the kethüdâs and yiğitbaşıs of all the shops
and if necessary items would be tasted and the raw
materials determined, with the price being set accordingly. Meat, milk and food item prices were
determined at a meeting between the Janissary
Ağası or the sekbanbaşı and the royal butcher with
the farm owners and the butchers’ kethüda. As for
bread, there would be a price-setting meeting between the grain minister and the bakers’ kethüda.
Similarly, with regard to customs goods, the customs emin would participate in the meeting.
However, since there were so many different kinds
of items sold at the market, it was impossible for
the kadı to set prices for all of them, especially after coinage adjustments. So after particular goods’
prices were set the others would be left to the discretion of the concerned shopkeepers and there are
some examples of this in the narh registers from
1050/1640. For example, the narh for devatçı (pen
makers) was one of these. The price of goods coming from afar was set at the point of origin and
the narh set accordingly. There were four kadı in
Istanbul – “nefs-i İstanbul” (within the city walls),
Eyüp, Galata and Üsküdar. The narh was set by
the Istanbul kadı and the others were notified
about this. The remaining kadıs would inform the
courts in their jurisdictions and münâdis (criers)
were sent to the markets to announce the prices
to the public. The rural areas were notified about
the Istanbul prices and they in turn sent theirs to
Istanbul. The narh in the rural areas was determined by the kadı through talks with the noteables
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and the shopkeepers there. Depending on the
size of the settlement, approval was sought from
the governor or guardian and then announced.
Prices differed between the providing wholesaler
and the local retailer and for most goods there
were two different prices. The shopkeepers’ legal
profit varied between 10% and 15% andint the
ihtisab-ı kanunnâme this was stated in this way
“onu on bir” (10-11%). For goods whose production was difficult and required much work the
profit margin could rise to 15%. Some goods
requiring skill special prices were given for the
work of masters and these were given a sort of
patent right. There are examples of this in prices determined after the coinage readjustment of
1640.
The kadı’s duty of giving narh and narh control
lasted until the 19th century. Although the Es’ar
Ministry was established in 1851 to deal with
narh matters, since it was not very effective the
Es’ar Assembly tied to the İhtisab Ministry was
set up in 1854. Shortly thereafter the İhtisab Ministry was dissolved and the şehremâneti (prefecture system) was established and the narh
was then set by the şehremâneti. But it was seen
that in the two years after the founding of the
şehremâneti the meat narh was set by the kadı in
the spring. After 1856 there is no record of narh
found in the registers. Actually, a few years later
the narh for vegetables and fruits was done away
with, and this was followed by a similar elimination of narh for other goods, except meat, as
free-market practices set prices.
When kadı registries are examined, the narh records are generally found in the back pages of
the registers. There was a different system in Istanbul, though, and narh records were kept in a
separate notebook. Of the narh registers arranged after the coinage readjustments, only those of
1009/1600 and 1050/1640 remain today. There
is one copy of the 1600 register and two of the
1640 register and they each have their own different characteristics. The 1600 register allows
for a comparison of before and after prices and
the 1640 register was prepared in an extremely
comprehensive manner. For example, in cloth
woven with gold and silver, known as serâser,
in addition to a determination of the amounts of
gold and silver, the type and amount of thread
was given, as well.
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When it came to the material used for ready-made goods, the selling price of the various measurements was even shown. Consequently, besides
the price the standard for the good was put forth,
as well. The 1640 register did not just contain
prices for food, clothing and required materials. It also gave prices for services and hygiene
requirements. In this regard, it was the perfect
example of an ihtisab-ı kanunnâmesi. There was
a separate register for regular prices given in Istanbul. However, those of these dating to before
1190 (1776) have either been lost or have not yet
been opened for examination. Narh prices given
from this date until the elimination of narh, together with the related orders and commands,
have been gathered in one register so they are
written back to back.
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Akhisârî ve Devlet Düzenine Âit Eseri Usûlü’l-hikem fî nizâmi’lâlem”, Tarih Enstitüsü Dergisi, nr. 10-11 (1981), pp. 239-278;
Ahmet Tabakoğlu, “Osmanlı Ekonomisinde Narh Uygulaması”,
Kaynaklar, nr. 3, Ankara 1984, pp. 73-79; Sabri Sürgevil, “İzmir’de
Fiyat Hareketleri ve Narh (1914-1918)”, Tarih İncelemeleri Dergisi, nr. 3 (1987), pp. 79-113; Mustafa Öztürk, “Bursa’da Hububat
Fiyatları (1775-1840)”, TTK Bildiriler, XI (1994), pp. 1715-1743.

Mübahat S. KÜTÜKOĞLU

Nasırî Fütüvvetnâmesi
It was written in 1290 in Persian and in the Mesnevi style. It is estimated that the writers were
either from Tokat, Sivas or Aksaray. The work is
among documents 89a-100a of the 1597 journal
in the Istanbul Köprülü Library. It was translated
by Abdulbaki Gölpınarlı.
The Fütüvvetname begins with an introduction,
describes a fütüvvetname and mentions those
referred to in the Quran as fetâ. Then, the twelve people, who cannot be considered as having
had fütüvvet, and their characteristics are taken
up. After discussing the etiquette customary for
all Fütüvvetnâmes, the relationship between the
Prophets and Fütüvvet is explained and the twenty
acts that cause one to fall from Fütüvvet are listed.
Detailed information about the principles of the
seyfî (military) and kavlî arms is provided. In the
last section, conversation, dining, food and meeting conditions are explained based on Fütüvvet
etiquette.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Nâsır-Lidînillâh
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(b.1158-d.1225)
He was the Abbasid caliph (1180-1225) who is
considered to be the founder of the Fütüvvet organization. Ebü’l-Abbâs en-Nâsır-Lidînillâh Ahmed
bin el-Müstazî-Biemrillâh el-Hasan el-Abbasid’s
father was Halife Müstazî-Biemrillâh and his mother was a Turkish concubine named Zümrüt Hatun. After his father’s death, he became caliph on
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2 Zilkade 575 (30 March 1180). Nâsır-Lidînillâh
began efforts in the fields of politics, military, society, administration and intellect to restore the
rule of the Abbasid caliphate, which had lost its
great centuries-old strength in the face of, first,
the Büveyhî’s, and then the Seljuks. In 583/1187,
asserting that the old Seljuk palace in Baghdad,
the center of his caliphate, was a symbol of the
legacy of foreign rule, he had it destroyed.
In the years 585-587/1189-1191, when Acre was
under siege by the Crusaders he did not go to the
aid of Selâhaddîn-I Eyyûbî, who was defending
the city, but, instead, he expanded his own borders to the north and south, seizing Selâhaddin’s
birth place Tikrît and taking the settlements on
the banks of the Euphrates under his rule. Probably because of this opposition to Selâhaddin
by the Caliph, after Jerusalem was taken back
from the Crusaders in 583/1187, he was concerned that Selâhaddin would attack his own lands.
In 618/1212, the Caliph called for help from
el-Melikü’l-Âdil’s son el-Melikü’l-Eşref, of the
Eyyûbî’s, in the face of the Mongols advancing from Horasan. However, the Eyyûbî’s did
not respond so the Caliph sent his advisor
Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî to the Eyyûbî ruler
el-Melikü’l-Eşref (621/1224) to form an alliance
against Celâleddin Hârizmşah, but in vain. NâsırLidînillâh remained on the throne as Caliph for
45 years and when he died on the last night of
Ramazan 622 /5 October 1225), his place was
taken by his sone Zâhir-Biemrillâh (1225-1226).
Nâsır focused all of his political activities and
dedicated himself to the ideal that the Abbasid
caliphate would be recognized by Moslems as the
single worldly and spiritual center. In order to achieve this, he became close with sects having different politics and beliefs and, in fact, united with
them. His policy of forming alliances with Moslem and non-Moslem rulers was one of the activies he pursued toward this goal, along with reforms in the administration field, re-organization
of the fütüvvet organization and bringing it under
his control and systematically issuing fermans to
the Islamic world. Through these actions, he was
able to restor the caliphate to its former esteem.
Nevertheless, in the years after he allied with the
Mongols the stage was set for the collapse of the
Abbasid State and a great tragedy for the Islamic
world. In 578/1182, Nâsır-Lidînillah joined the
fütüvvet organization is a ceremony and he estab-
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lished contact with other Sufi groups. The Caliph’s
connection with the sufi arm of the organization
and the public’s loyalty to him ensured the spread
of fütüvvet throughout the country.
During these years, Nâsır-Lidînillâh sought to take
control of social life. For example, for the sport of
archery he stipulated that permission to engage in
it must be taken from himself. By controlling the
raising of pigeons, he brought communication under his purview. In the year 590/1194 he had all
adult pigeons kılled so that the public would have
to get pigeons from him in order to communicate.
These pigeons flew on designated routes and all
letters would pass through him or his trusted assistants before flight. In order to gain an audience
with the Caliph one had to buy a pigeon from him.
For this reason a saying developed in Baghdad: buying a pigeon from the Caliph, joining fütüvvet and
engaging in archery made it impossible to tell a lie.
As of 599/1203, Nâsır-Lidînillâh ordered all rulers and governors to join the fütüvvet organization. In this way, he confirmed himself as its legal
and absolute leader and increased the ties of the
rulers and governors to him. Since all of a ruler’s
subjects were automatically brought into the organization, this was aimed at ensuring unity in the
Islamic community. The Caliph issued a ferman
in 604/1207 reforming the fütüvvet organization
anew. The ferman declared that Hz. Ali was the foundation of fütüvvet and Nâsır was identified as a
person taking the role of Ali, who was the starting
point for all legal decisions. In his work Tuhfetü’lvesâyâ, the Shiite writer of the period Hartebirtî
stated that Nâsır-Lidînillâh had extended the line
of fütüvvet starting with Adam and on through the
Prophet and Hz. Ali, and had become the sole authority for conferring fütüvvet titles and awards.
Nâsır-Lidînillâh, who became the supreme authority, aimed to establish a link that bound all the
sufi groups between sharia and fütüvvet. To do this
there had to be grounds for an agreement between the Shiites and the Sunnis. The Caliph found
common ground between the two sects and tied the
fragmented fütüvvet groups to himself, creating a
social solidarity centered in the caliphate. Consequently, his caliphate was accepted as the Islamic
center for all religious and political groups in both
a worldly and spiritual sense. In the aftermath of
the dissolution of the Seljuks he had headed off
foreign rule. The re-organiztion of the fütüvvet organization had given new life to the caliphate and
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even expanded it. This new form of the organization would continue with Nâsır’s successors.
Hülâgû’s seizure of Baghdad in 656/1258 and the
collapse of the Abbasid caliphate, brought an end
to state-sponsored fütüvvet organization.
Nâsır-Lidînillâh was able to have Şehâbeddin
es-Sühreverdî put the fütüvvet organization on a
political foundation and found an effective propagandist. Sühreverdî supported unity between
Sunniism and moderate Şiism and between fütüvvet and sufiism. Sühreverdî accepted fütüvvet
as an arm of sufiism and his theory of caliphate
formed the conditions for the possibility of the
implementation of the caliphate into sufiism.
Sühreverdî put the caliph in a position that resembled the shaikh-disciple relationship and
saw the caliph as having been appointed by God
to establish a link betwee God and the people.
According to him, the caliph was God’s representative on Earth. This ran counter to the Sünnî
caliphate theory so this brought him closer to the
Shiites, who saw the imam as exempt from concord because of his authority and charisma.
Sühreverdî and Nâsır-Lidînillâh used the concept
of caliphate in both a sufi and a political sense,
practically and theoretically. After years of being
insecure about the political power he possessed
due to sufiism, Nâsır-Lidînillâh achieved political result because of Sühreverdî’s ideas. During
his caliphate the public was officially directed
toward sufiism. Sühreverdî said that the caliphate was a register and sufiism a section of it
and that the reverse was true, as well. Asserting
that the caliphate contained sufiism, good works
and good morality, he symbolized the caliphate
as containing both sufiism and fütüvvet. In doing so he called to mind that it had been formed
in degrees composed of Islamic law, dervish orders and truth. This brought Islamic law and the
caliphate into unity and Sühreverdî was thusly
able to head off criticism, creating conditions for
a broad group of people to accept him. NâsırLidînillâh thought about giving up power midway
through his reign and dedicating himself to sufiism and working with the texts of hadis. However, he soon abandoned this idea and returned to
his administrative affairs.
Nâsır-Lidînillâh sent envoys to Syria, Egypt, Anatolia and Iran to spread his religious and political views. His policy on this subject was quite
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different from the attitude of his father MüstazîBiemrillâh, Nüreddin Mahmud Zengî and
Selâhaddîn-i Eyyûbî. He considered the İsmâili’s
approach to the Sunnis as good, in the time of
Alamut ruler Celâleddin Hasan and he made his
favorable attitude toward the Shiites and the followers of Ali official during his caliphate. He had
close relations with the nakibs of the Ali partisans,
appointing members of the İmâmiyye Şîası to high
positions in his administration. An inscription on
the Gaybetü’l-Mehdî Türbesi that he had restored
in Sâmerrâ shows that Nâsır identified himself as
the protector of the Shiites’ sacred trusts.
It is understood from his domestic policy, that
Nâsır-Lidînillâh did not view the Shiites as a
danger. However, philosophers and their sympathizers, thinking about a possible civil war, took
measures to head off such a war by pressuring
some people, conducting raids, destroying philosophical literature and burning libraries. One of
the most important works of this period that still
exists today is Sühreverdî’s anti-philosophy work
Reşfü’n-nesâihi’l-îmâniyye ve keşfü’l-fedâihi’lYûnâniyye. The most noteworthy aspect of the
work, which is a defense of the Abbasid caliphate
according to Nâsır’s understanding, is that it avoids a polemic against the İsmâili-Bâtınî’s, identified as “supporters of Greek scholars”. Probably
the switch by Celâleddin Hasan, the Bâtınî leader
of Alamut, to Sunni Islam in 606 (1211-1212)
was influential on this matter. When the imams
changed over to Sunni Islam the Bâtınî’s no longer
constituted the Abbasids’ most dangerous threat.
Bringing the Bâtınî’s over to his side was one of
Nâsır-Lidînillâh’s greatest successes.
Sünnî historians accuse Nâsır-Lidînillâh of being
a Shia partisan but his tolerant attitude toward
them and the political necessities of the day explain this. Making the Abbasid caliphate an influential force could only happen if the needs of half the
population – the Shiites – were addressed. Nâsır
was successful on this count and the longstanding
Sünnî-Shia clashes in Iraqi cities diminished significantly during his reign.
Nâsır-Lidînillâh reformed the educational institutions in Baghdad. As the worldly caliph or sultan
he ended the ulema’s control of religious-spiritual power as he tried to consolidate both religious
and worldly power in his hands. One reason he
wanted to reform education was to take control
of incomes that sparked clashes. With help from
Sühreverdî, Nâsır not only redirected education,
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but took it under state control, as well. Whereas
during Seljuk times subjects taught in medreses
included only religious ones, along with literature and the basics of mathematics, now religious
subjects would be taught both in medreses and
in mosques, medicine in hospitals and sciences
like mathematics, physics and philosophy in special schools. Nâsır worked to reinvigorate ribât
(lodge-school), which had lost influence with the
emergence of the medreses. Ribâts, which had
the quality of an official institution during the
time of Müstazî-Biemrillâh, were reintroduced to
Baghdad’s science life and six new ones were built in the first half of Nâsır’s reign.
During Nâsır’s time medrese students took lessons at ribâts and the subject addressed in these lesson affected the lessons at medreses. The
Caliph attended scholarly meetings regularly and
met the needs of the students living at the ribâts
who had come from afar. The emergence of dervish orders was parallel to his move toward ribât
institutions and the restructuring of fütüvvet. In
589/1193 Nâsır had the Nizâmiye Medresesi restored and expanded. He had a library built and
named it after himself – Nâsıriyye. He had the
Ma’rûf-i Kerhî Türbesi restored and a mosque
added to it. He had a portico built around the
perimeter of the courtyard of the Mûsâ Kâzım
Külliyesi and had the coffins in the tomb covered
with ebony wood. Nâsır sent a green cover to the
Kâbe in 579/1183 and a black one toward the
end of his reign. Thus, the white silk cover that
Me’mûn had brought was changed to black and
this situation continues today.
Nâsır-Lidînillah was very concerned with scholarship and related the el-Müsned of Ahmed bin
Hanbel to Hanbelî scholars in the framework of
the semâ assemblies and seventy hadis that he
gathered to the representatives of four Sünnî
sects. He put together a book of moral information and commands, warnings against worldly
temptations, requirements for fulfilling obligations and hadis texts that related to the hereafter.
He called the book Rûhu’l-ârifîn and sent it as
propaganda to Iraq, Syria, Egypt, Seljuk Anatolia, Iran, Mecca and Medine. Süyûtî said that the
book was political and criticized it, arguing that
the work did not conform with the measure of hadis criticism. Abdüllatîf el-Bağdâdî wrote a commentary about Rûhu’l-ârifîn and, together with
other hadis that Nâsır collected, had come down
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to today with the title Fütûhu’l-vakt. The commentary that Sıbt İbnü’l-Cevzî prepared has not lasted
until today. Most of the other hadis that Nâsır collected can be found in Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî’s
Reşfü’n-nesâih.
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Nazır, Bayram
(b. 1967)
He is the writer of the work entitled Dersaadet’te
Ticaret (Istanbul 2011). Born in Gümüşhane, he
attended elementary school in Yukarı Çayırardı village and middle and high school in Gümüşhane.
He graduated from the Science-Literature Faculty’s
History Department at Atatürk University in 1991
and then finished his masters thesis in 1993. That
same year he began work as a researcher in Yüzüncü
Yıl University’s Education Faculty. His doctorate was
completed in the Social Sciences Institute of Atatürk
University in 1999. He was appointed as an academician in the History Department of Dumlupınar
University in 2003 and began serving in Gümüşhane
University in 2009. He became an assistant professor in 2011.
His works: Ottoman Hospitality and Its Impact
On Europe, Istanbul 2007; Osmanlı Devleti’ne Sığınanlar Macar ve Polonyalı Mülteciler, Istanbul
2007; Osmanlı Misafirperverliği ve Avrupa’daki
Yankıları, Istanbul 2008; Dersaadet Ticaret Odası
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Tarihi, Istanbul 2010; Şehbender Raporlarına
Göre I. Dünya Savaşı Öncesi Osmanlı Ticareti,
Istanbul 2010.
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Necm-i Zerkûb
Fütüvvetnâmesi
The real name of this person who owned the Persian Fütüvvetnâme recorded as the 19th treatise
of journal number 2049 in the Ayasofya section
of the Süleymaniye Library, was Necmüddin Ebû
Bekr Muhammed bin Mevdud Tahrîr-i Tebrizî’dir
(died 712/1312). As is evident, he was from Tebriz and was a scholar and ascetic in the service of Şerafeddin Anterî et-Tebrizî. There is not
much information available about his life. The
Fütüvvetnâme, which is found among documents
218b-235a of the journal, is an abridged work
according to a note from the author, and is important from the standpoint of its principles.
The work was separated into an introduction, six
chapter and a bâba. In the first section there is
a description of Fütüvvet and the requirements
for achieving Fütüvvet are listed. Then there is
detailed information about the arms of Fütüvvet
– kavlî, seyfî and şürbî and their forms of adherence. How şerbet is imbibed and how the Fütüvvet shalvar is worn are both explained. In the last
section there is a list of reasons why someone
might not gain Fütüvvet. The work ends with the
etiquette required for giving water and food and
for breaking abdest.
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Niğdeli Tahirî
(see Âşık Tahirî)

Nîmetullâhiyye
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It is a dervish order that Evliya Çelebi considered among the fütüvvet groups and it was founded
by Şâh Nîmetullâh-ı Velî Muhammed b. Abdillâh
el-Hüseynî el-Kirmânî (died 834 / 1431). He was
born in Allepo on 14 Rebîülevvel 731 (26 December 1330) and his line reached to İsmâil bin Câfer
es-Sâdık. Because he was a seyyid (descendant of
the Prophet) and stayed in Kırman for a long period he was known as Şah Nîmetullâh-I Kirmânî.
It is said that he had a major role in Turkmen
becoming Moslems and their interest in sufiism.
In a menâkıbnâme about him written by Sun’ullah
it said that in one day Nîmetullâhî converted about 900 Turkmen. In this regard, he said “I have
hundreds of thousands of Turks/wherever I go I
go like a sultan”.
Nîmetullâh-I Velî lived about the last twenty years
of his more than 100-year life in Mâhân, 34 kilometers southeast of Kirman, where he died on
22 Receb 834 (5 April 1431). In Ottoman sources there are personalities who bear names like
Ni’metullâh-ı Velî Ahi Evran, Ni’metullah Mahmud, Ni’metullâh-ı Nahcıvânî and Ni’metullâh
Velî, who was one of Emîr Sultan’s disciples
and these are confused with those called Nîmetî
or Nîmetullâhî. In some libraries some works
of his are recorded in the name Nîmetullâh-I
Nahcıvânî. In sources 500 works are registered to
Ni’metullâh-ı Velî.
The Nîmetullâhiyye dervish order line reaches
by way of Abdullah bin Es’ad el-Yâfiî to Ebû
Medyen el-Mağribî, one of the shaikhs ordained
by Muhyiddin İbnü’l-Arabî. Harîrîzade said that
the Yâfiiyye dervish order attributed to Abdullah
el-Yâfiî, was a synthesis of Kadiriyye, Medyeniyye, Ekberiyye, Rifâiyye and Şâzeliyye. However,
he does not mention Nîmetullâhiyye, despite its
being a branch of Yâfiiyye. Mâsûm Ali Şah, though, considered the order to be a branch tied to
Mârûf-I Kerhî.
In both its beginning and later stages,
Nîmetullâhiyye was an order that came from
a melding of many sufi aspects. However much
Nîmetullâh-ı Velî and his family were Sunni, the
fact that he was a seyyid who came from the
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line of İsmail bin Ca’fer es-Sâdık played an important role in the order easily adopting Shiite
parties in the period after him. After the death
of Ni’metullâh-ı Velî, his son Şah Halîlullah-I
Kirmânî and grandson Seyyid Nûrullah spread
the order’s activities more in the Indian subcontinent. Seyyid Nûrullah became a spiritual guide in
the Deccan upon the invitation of the Deccan Sultan Ahmed Şah Behmenî, while Şah Nîmetullah
was alive, and married the ruler’s daughter. After his father’s death, Şah Halîlullah left his son
in his place at the Mâhân dervish convent and
went to the Deccan with his sons Habîbullah
and Muhibbullah. He died there in 860/1456.
Nîmetullâhiyye was continued in India by Muhibbullah, who replaced his father, and by his son
Mîr Şah Kemâleddin (died 914/1508). Family
members, thanks to the relative relationships
they established with the Behmenî palace, maintained political and spiritual powser until the
Behmenî’s were destroyed by the Kutubşehî’s in
934/1527. The order spread among the İsmâilî’s
in the Kutubşâhî period.
Nîmetullâhiyye was spread in Iran by Mîr Şemseddin, the son of Şah Halîlullah who did not
go to India but who stayed in Kirman, and his
grandsons. Family members had good relations
with the Safevî dynasty that took political power
in Iran and there were family ties between the
two groups. The fact that Şah İsmâil appointed
Mîr Nizâmeddin Abdülbaki, from the line of
Nîmetullâh-ı Velî, as “sadr” was an indication of
the respect he had for this family. Nîmetullâhiyye
became thoroughly Shiite during the Safevî period and merged with elements of Haydarî, Safevî
and Kalderî. They adopted the vahdet-i vücûd
view, referred often to onomancy symbols when
explaining their understanding of existence, and
ignored what the public said about them. The
preferred to roam rather than settle and it can
be said that the twelve imams and the mehdî belief were among the common understandings of
these elements.
It is known that as of the 15th century Nîmetullâhî’s
were active in Ottoman territory. When Celâlzâde
Mustafa Çelebi returned from the Budin expedition of Sultan Süleyman, the Lawgiver, in
949/1542, he noted that the Nîmetullâhî’s were
among the dervish groups who participated in
their being greeted at Edirne. The first Otto-
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man writer who mentioned Şah Nîmetullah was
Atâî who said that the Nimetullâhî dervishes
were prone to roam and that the shaikhs at their central lodge at Mâhân descended from the
Prophet’s line. Evliya Çelebi also considered the
Nîmetullâhî’s to be a fütüvvet group and he recorded that Şah Nîmetullâh-ı Velî’s crown was gree
and had twelve seams. Paul Ricault, who traveled through Ottoman territory in the 17th century,
stated that the Nîmetullâhî’s had come to this territory in the time of Çelebi Sultan Mehmed (14131421). Hammer considered the Nîmetullâhî’s to
be among the dervish groups in Anatolia at the
time of the establishment of the Ottoman State.
M. Fuad Köprülü noted that the spread of Safevî
culture in Anatolia was due in large part to the
Nîmetullâhî dervishes. Today it is seen that some
Nîmetullâhî motifs have merged into Bektaşiism.
Among the saints mentioned in Bektaşi gülbanks
is Şah Nîmetullâh.
Although toward the end of the 18th century
Ma’sûm Ali Şah Dekkenî, accepted as the second
spiritual leader by the Nîmetullâhî’s, returned to
Iran from India and tried to revive his order, he
was met with a negative reaction from the Shiite ulema and both he and his successor Nûr
Ali Şah were killed during this period. After the
deal of Meczûb Ali Şah, who continued the order, in 1238/1823, it was divided into branches
named Kevseriyye, Safî Ali Şahiyye, Şemsiyye,
Gunâbâdiyye and Mûnis Ali Şâhiyye. Today the
last two continue to be active in Iran, the United
State and in some European countries.
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Mahmut Erol KILIÇ

Nîşâbur Mektebi
Nîşâbur was one of the important centers of sufiism in the 9th century in the Horasan region
and it came to be known as a center for fütüvvet
and melâmet, in particular. Among the Sufis who
represented this school were Ebû Hafs Haddâd,
Yahya bin Muâz Râzî, Hamdûn Kassâr, Ebû Osman Hîrî, Ebü’l-Kâsım İbrahim Nasrâbâdî, Ebû
Abdurrahman Muhammed bin Hüseyin Sülemî,
Ebû Ali Dekkâk and Abdülkerim Kuşeyrî.
Ebû Hafs Haddâd (died 260/874) was born and
lived in Kurdâbâd village near Nîşâbur. He was
known as “haddâd” (blacksmith) because of his
profession. Sources relate that he awed Sufis
with his ideas on the subject of fütüvvet. According to Ebû Hafs, fütüvvet consisted of elements
such as sacrifice, unselfishness, justice and tolerance. Haddâd insisted that fütüvvet was not
just a word but was expressed through work and
action, recommending that we “treat others with
justice but not expect justice from them”. He considered fütüvvet to be doing good toward others
without segregation, treating all with kindness
and generosity and feeling pain as one.
Yahya bin Muâz Râzî (died 258/872), who spent
most of his life in Nîşâbur, was the first sufi to
talk about the state of seyrü sülûk. In his words
in sources one sees the traces of the transition
from the zühd (asceticism) period to the sufi period. Fütüvvet and civanmerdlik were deemed to
mean expecting nothing from the public but yet
serving the public.
Hamdûn Kassâr (died 271/884) was another representative of the Nîşâbur school and he is accepted as the first representative of the trend call
Melâmiyye which reacted violently to formalism
in sufiism. According to Hamdûn el-Kassâr, who
defined fütüvvet as protecting the truth, the basic
characteristics of a brave man who took this path
were sincerity and humility, rejection of worldly
temptations and working without breaking away
from life. Hamdûn Kassâr’s thoughts and beliefs
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quickly crossed the borders of Nîşâbur and Horasan and affected Sufis living elsewhere. His party
was known by the name Kassâriyye.
Ebû Osman Hîrî (died 298/910) was one of the
great Sufis who led the spread of sufiism in
Nîşâbur and who was a representative of the fütüvvet and melâmet movements. There is a legend
about Ebû Osman with regard to his holding fütüvvet and melâmet: he insisted in participating in
Ebû Hafs discussion even though he was chased
away, he gave thanks that when ashes were dumped on his head it had not been fire, and a person
who invited him to dinner turned him away at the
door three times just to test him. His view of fütüvvet and melâmet was knowing one’s faults and
not blaming others, not being greedy and practicing good heartedness.
Ebü’l-Kâsım İbrahim (died 367/978), who was
born in Nîşâbur’s Nasrâbâd neighborhood, was a
disciple of Ebû Bekir Şiblî. Because of his special interes in hadis knowledge, he roamed Iran,
Iraq, Syria and Egypt. After a long time away he
returned to Nîşâbur and initiated discussion groups in which he began to spread his views. The
Nasrâbâdî, who was considered among Sufis who
practiced rapture and ecstacy, saw mürüvvet as a
branch of fütüvvet and they defined mürüvvet as
turning away from the world and eternity to do
God’s will and not surrendering to worldly things.
According to this, someone who truly had fetâ and
fütüvvet was someone whho disowned goods, his
family and nation for his faith and Ashâb-I kehf
was the example of this.
Ebû Abdurrahman Muhammed bin Hüseyin
Sülemî (died 412/1021), who wore the hırka
from Nasrâbâdî, was the first sufi to write a work
on the subject of fütüvvet. In the work entitled
Kitâbü’l-fütüvve, he states that there is a strong
link between fütüvvet and sufiism, asserting that
the etiquette, morality and qualities in fütüvvet
are those found in a sufi. Sülemî described fütüvvet as being “repentant like Adam, good like Noah,
loyal like Ibrahim, honest like İsmail, sincere like
Moses, patient like Job, generous like David, merciful like Muhammed, zealous like Ebû Bekir, just
like Ömer, modest like Osman and wise like Ali.”
In this way he loaded the basic moral values and
virtues to the word fütüvvet.
According to Ebû Ali Dekkâk (died 405/1015),
another famous Nasrâbâdî disciple, the morality
of fütüvvet in the perfect sense cannot be found in
anyone other than the Prophet because on judge-
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ment day, thinking himself to be all of mankind,
he will ask forgiveness from everyone. Abdülkerim Kuşeyrî (died 465/1072), who was both the
son-in-law of Ebû Ali Dekkâk and his disciple,
said that the essence of fütüvvet was acting sensibly toward God no matter what. According to
him, there were forms of fütüvvet for God and
for people. For God, one had to perform his orders without any show of displeasure. Fütüvvet
toward people involved being just and abandoning vengeance. Kuşeyrî considered the summit
of fütüvvet to be “not putting anyone in difficulty
either on Earth or in the hereafter because of
oneself.” He ignored the mistakes of his friends
and pretended not to hear when his enemies said
things to him in order to spare them embarrassment.
Although Sufis of he Nîşâbur school were affected by the Basra school, they remained more under the influence of the Horasan school.
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Abdürrezzak TEK

Nizami Gencevi
Ahiism and the philosophy of Ahilik left its mark
not just on the geography of the Anatolian Seljuks and the Ottomans, but also on Azerbaijan.
It is possible to see this mostly in the works of
Azerbaijani poets, one of whom was Nizami Gencevi of the 12th century.
In studies made of Nizami Gencevi there is ample
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evidence of Ahilik in his life and environs. The
main source for this is Tezkire-i Devletşah.
The sentence “Şeyh Nizami was a disciple of Ahi
Ferec-I Zencani” in Tezkire had been debated
among researchers, with some saying that this
Ahi was his guide and others saying that they did
not live during the same period. A.Eç Krımskiy
stated that he was a disciple of Ahi Evran and
like other great Sufis he renounced the world and
chose solitude. Bertels also touches on Gencevi’s
Ahi connection and in this regard claims that he
was a disciple of Ahi Farruh Reyhani. M.H. Heyderov talks of Nizam when he touches on the Ahi
organization and craft units of the city of Gence,
saying that he was an Ahi. R. Hüseynov also provided valuable information on the connections of
Nizami and other to the Ahi organization. Mehmet Emin Resulzâde accepts the supposition that
the aforementioned were Ahis in his tezkire and
in their own works.
The views found in a number of sources, as well
as in Nizami’s work, about the social structure
and communal situation and craftsmen’s units in
Gence in the 12th century, strengthens his relationship with Ahilik. It would only be natural for
the poet to reflect his surroundings in his literary
works. From this angle, the supposition that Nizami Gencevi was an Ahi is reflected in the mention of activities, the literature of the poet and
in his thought system, all of which were affected
by his surroundings. The fact that his probably
contemporaries were Mehseti Gencevi and Hakani Çirvanı makes the Ahilik connection even
stronger and may be proof of his tight tie to this
organization.
In Nizami’s works that include “Hamse”, and
especially in Mahzenü’l-Esrar, Heft Peyker and
İstkendernâme, he includes communal subjects,
his sermons and advice to rulers and recommendations for communal and individual happiness.
Most of the time, these recommendations reflect the principles and rules of Ahilik. There is
another noteworthy issue regarding this subject
in Mahzenü’l-Esrar, which is the first large work
in Nizami’s “Hamse”. With the statement “nefs
itdir, onu çek dara / Ruzi için açma el alçaqlara”, the poet makes recommendations about an
Ahi, not leaving anyone hungry and making one’s
own living. Additionally, in the work there are
two didactic stories, “Tuğlacı ihtiyarın bir gençle
hikâyeti” and “Süleyman ve ihtiyar çiftçi”, which
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Nizami Gencevi

contain advice that tracks with Ahilik. Even if Süleyman were a sultan but lived on the earnings
of others, he would be nothing in the eyes of the
poet and the farmer who sweats in jhis dry fields.
In the fifth article entitled “Müşevveş Durumlar
Karşısında İnsanın Güçsüzlüğü ve Aczinden”,
again the virtue of hard work as reflected in Ahilik is the subject: Quduz nefsi yaraşmaz. Ey Ahi
– qardaş, sene / Haram süfre başında haramdı
bardaş sene.
The advice to Ahis in the work may be proof that
during the time that Nizami lived this organization was extant in almost all regions of Azerbaijan
and made up a certain section of the populace.
According to information provided by Hüseynov
and Heyderov, there is a tomb called “Cömert Kasap” (generous butcher) in Gence and the tomb’s
name has a connection with Ahilik. In fact, the
word “shaikh” (şeyh) in front of the poet’s name
puts forth the possibility that he it was used to
refer spiritually to an Ahi başçı (seller of sheep’s
heads): “It is quite possible that Nizami took the
title shaikh not because of scholarship but because he was an Ahi guide. Because Nizami’s contemporary in Asia Minor Ahi Evran Hoyi had the
same title.”
Hundreds of nazire (imitative poems) were written for Nizami’s works. One of the works done
under the influence of the Genceli poet was
“Kerâmât-ı Ahi Evran” by Gülşehri who praised
the famous Ahi Şeyh. Gülşehri was an Ahi him-
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self and one of the famous names in Turkish literature in the 13th and 14th centuries. According
to some, Gülşehri wrote the legend “Büşrnâme”,
which includes Mantıku’t-tayr, under the influence
of Nizami’s Büşr ve Meliha (“Heft Peyker”).
Cihad and fighting for God’s sake had a major
role in Ahilik, and the idea of resignation was
opposed. Bertels takes up this idea in asserting
Nizami’s ties to Ahilik. Mehmet Emin Resulzâde
agreed with this view, stressing that the objection
motifs in Nizami’s works were contrary to sufiism
and came from Ahilik.
In the İskendernâme, the last work in Nizami’s
“Hamse”, he provides a solution to the question
of how there can be a just and happy society like
the one mankind and thinkers envision. Individual, state and communal problems are reflected in
all of the poet’s works but especially in the last
one, in which a utopian state is discussed and the
paths that lead to order and happiness are offered. Natually, since his views are based in Ahilik,
the poet notes that were such a state to form it
would take advantage of the conditions and principles of Ahilik. According to Bertels, this state
would be an Ahi state. In the work, the poet takes
İskender to various countries and after showing
him the problems there and the reasons for them,
he offers an ideal communal example. Even if the
city where this community lived did not have gates of iron and walls of stone there would be stiff
rules, which would have all living there get along
with high moral values, equality, togetherness,
and brotherhood.
In the chapter “İskender’in Kuzeye Ermesi ve
Yec’uc Seddini Kapatması”, İskender is met with
great hospitality in this city and although he gets
advice from famous philosophers like Socrates
and Plato who have seen the world. One of the
issues that has been the subject of studies of late
is the convergence of ancient Greek philosophical teachings with Ahilik. Before Nizami takes İskender to the city where the Ahis live he has him
converse with these Greek philosophers. One of
the subjects that overlaps between the two is hospitality.
Ahiism aims for quality in commerce and production as the result of a person’s hard work. The
worker essentially becomes one with the work he
produces. Poor and broken production is forbidden. For social security the Ortak Sandığı (bank)
was established. In the city İskender comes to the
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people have social security and when one person
is in dire straits the community rallies around
him and provides support through the Ortak
Sandığı.
The most important aspects of Ahilik were
brotherly solidarity among soldiers, producers,
works and shopkeepter to make the state strong
and ensure justice and social security. In this
regard, Gencevi used the following statement:
Oğrudan qorxmarıq, biz ne şeherde / Keşikçi qoyarıq, ne de çöllerde / Oğurluq elemez bizde bir
nefer / Oğurlaya bilmez bizden özgeler / Ne zencir, ne qıfıl görer qapılar / Gözetçisiz otlar bizim
mal-davar.
The tenets of being an Ahi were: “holding one’s
tongue, not gossiping, not slandering, ignoring
wrongs, avoiding bad looks at others and not
harming anyone else’s hornor or good name”.
The people of the city had these moral characteristics. Gencevi’s statement in this regard was:
Haberçilik bilmez bir neferimiz / Özgenin eybine
göz yumarıq biz / Birini qezebli, acıqlı görsek /
Ona meslehetle elerik kömek / Heç kesi pis yola
esla çekmerik / Fitne axtarmarıq, qan da tökmerik.
Even if the community is open to everyone, those
who did not comply with the strict rules would be
exiled. Even those who entered Ahilik and tied on
the masters belt would be exiled from Ahilik for
poor behavior, drunkenness, adultery, sodomy,
deviant behavior, bullying, slander and perfidy.
In the community that Nizami depicted the same
rules applied. In the İskendernâme, one of the
most important characteristics of a community
was “for no one to take more from someone else
and for everyone to be content with their own situation”. This indicates that people should have
equality in their goods but it in no way bears any
relationship to socialism, which rejects religion
and takes as its basis class warfare.
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Nuh / Noah
He is accepted as the spiritual leader of the carpenters in the Ahilik tradition. He is also known
as the second father of mankind after Adam. It is
estimated that he lived in the 22nd or 21st century
B.C.
When Noah began to build his ark his tribe laughed, saying “we didn’t know you knew anything
about carpentry…too bad you didn’t start this
work earlier. Look! You’re better at carpentry
than you are at being a prophet.”, ridiculing his
work and his prophethood. Noah finished building the ark and his believers boarded. Shortly
thereafter a great rain began to fall enveloping
everything in a flood as the ark floated away. Those who had boarded the ark were saved.
There are two noteworthy points about the commentaries and history books related to the ark
that Noah built. The first is that Noah was the
first person to build a boat and the other is the
structural characteristics of the ship. The ark
had three stories, with the wild animals in the
lower floor, the middle floor carrying humans
and the upper floor for birds. This information
indicates that Noah was a good carpenter, which
is why those engaged in this craft in the Islamic
world consider him their spiritual leader.
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Ocak, Ahmet Yaşar
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(b. 1945)
He is the author of Türk Sûfîliğine Bakışlar. He
was born in Yozgat. His father was Hüseyin, a craftsman, and his great grandfather was a noteable
and shaikh of the area named Molla Osman. The
family surname Ocak is related to Molla Osman,
who was called “ocakzâde” by the people, whom
he tended when they were ill. His elementary and
middle school education was in Yozgat, after which,
in 1963, he entered the Istanbul Yüksek Islâm Institute. He went on to Bakırköy Lise from where he
graduated and he then entered the History Department of Istanbul University’s Literature Faculty. He
took lessons there from famous teachers like Tayyip Gökbilgin, Nejat Göyünç, Fikret Işıltan, Cengiz
Orhonlu, Şehabettin Tekindağ, Münir Aktepe and
Oktay Aslanapa.
Ocak taught professional courses at the Osmaniye
İmam Hatip Lisesi for a short while after graduation and in 1972 he passed the assistantship examination, entering the History Department of Hacettepe University’s Literature Faculty. He earned
his masters degree with the thesis entitled Osmanlı
İmparatorluğu’nda Zâviyeler (17.Yüzyıl) and went
to Strasbourg on a scholarship in 1974 for doctoral work, which he completed with the thesis entitled Babâîler İsyanı. In 1978 he returned to Hacettepe University.
He began to teach undergraduate and graduate level classes in Islamic history and civilization, along
with classic period Ottoman history. In 1983 he
became an assistant professor with his thesis entitled Bektaşi Menakıbnâmelerinde İslâm Öncesi
İnanç Motifleri and he became a full professor in
1988. After serving in the History Department of
Hacettepe University for many years and educating
many students, he retired in 2013. He still serves
in the History Department of TOBB Economy and
Technology University.
Ahmet Yaşar Ocak has conducted many scholarly
studies on important problematic problems that
can be identified with the general heading of “Türk
Tarihinde İslâmiyet” (Islam in Turkish History).
One can say that he is the successor of a line that
began with M. Fuad Köprülü and continued with
Abdülbâki Gölpınarlı and Irene Méleikoff. In this
regard, Ocak examined esoteric religious subjects
and classes with his interrogative and analytic methods, and investigated the sociologic, folkloric and
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historical infrastructure of these subjects, together
with their communal effects and remnants today.
His works: Babâiler İsyanı, Istanbul 1980 (expanded version 1996); Veysel Karanî ve Üveysîlik,
Istanbul 1982; Bektaşî Menâkıbnâmelerinde İslâm
Öncesi İnanç Motifleri, Istanbul 1983; La Revolte
Baba Resul, Ankara 1989; Türk Folklorunda Kesikbaş, Ankara 1989; İslâm ve Türk İnançlarında Hızır Yahut Hızır-İlyas Kültü, Ankara 1990; Osmanlı
İmparatorluğu’nda Marijinal Sûfîlik: Kalenderîler,
Ankara 1992; Kültür Tarihi Kaynağı Olarak
Menâkıbnâmeler, Ankara 1992; Elvan Çelebi,
Menâkıbü’l-Kudsiyye fî Menâsibi’l-Ünsiyye, Ankara
1995 (with İsmail Erünsal); Türk Sûfîliğine Bakışlar,
Istanbul 1996; Osmanlı Toplumunda Zındıklar ve
Mülhidler, Istanbul 1998; Türkler, Türkiye ve İslâm,
Istanbul 1999; Sarı Saltık, Ankara 2002; Türkiye
Sosyal Tarihinde İslâmın Macerası, Istanbul 2010;
Osmanlı Sufîliğine Bakışlar, Istanbul 2011; Ortaçağlar Anadolu’sunda İslâm’ın Ayak İzleri, Istanbul
2011; Yeniçağlar Anadolu’sunda İslâm’ın Ayak İzleri, Istanbul 2011; Dede Garkın & Emirci Sultan,
Istanbul 2011; Perspectives and Reflections on Religious and Cultural Life in Medieval Anatolia, Istanbul 2012; L’Autre Visage de l’Islam dans l’Historie
Sociale de Turque, Istanbul 2013.
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Haşim ŞAHİN

Odabaşı, Zehra
(b. 1980)
She is the author of the book entitled Bir Ahi Dostu:
Franz Taeschner, Hayatı ve Eserleri. She was born
in Germany and after finishing Dalheim elementary
school, Özel Elmas Kız Lisesi and İmam Hatip Lisesi, she entered the History Department of Selçuk
University’s Literature Faculty. After graduating, she
completed her master degree in Selçuk University’s
Social Sciences Institute with her thesis Franz
Taeschner’in Hayatı ve Eserleri in 2004. She earned
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her doctorate degree at the same university in
2012 with her doctoral thesis entitled Selçuklu
Devleti’nde Mühtedi Vakıfları: Celâleddin Karatay
Vakıfları Örneği.
His works: Bir Ahi Dostu: Franz Taeschner,
Hayatı ve Eserleri, Ankara 2008.
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is important from the standpoint of bringing a
different perspective to Ahilik and the role of the
ombudsman.

Bekir ŞAHİN

Ordu Pazarı

Cemile TEKİN

(see Orducu Esnafı)

Ombudsman Aranıyor /
Seeking an Ombudsman
This work (Istanbul 2002), written by Galip Demir consists of five sections. In the first section
there is a comparative look at the role of the om-

The cover of the book
entitled Ombudsman
Aranıyor

budsman in Seljuk and Ottoman institutions. In
the second section, Ahilik is evaluated as a basic institution that emerged in Anatolia. There
are analyses about the role of an ombudsman
in the third section and the claim is made that
the concept of ombudsman reached Europe from
the Turks. In the fourth section, attention is paid
to the difference between the name ombudsman
and the meaning of the concept. The claim is
made that the ombudsmen of various countries
are like those in Ahi culture: the Parliamentary
commissar in England, the mediator in France,
the citizen protector in Canada, the civil rights
defender in Italy, the people’s advocate in Austria and the citizens rights protector in Poland.
In this regard, it is explained that the Ahi Baba’s
had the functions of an ombudsman. The work

Orducu Esnafı /
Provisioners of the Army
There was a need for a few officials to meet the
requirements in various fields when the army set
out on an expedition. These individuals were generally called “orducu” or “orducu esnafı” and,
occasionally, “ordu pazarı.” Shopkeepers looking
after the provisions for the army were organized
with a ferman, written by the officers assigned by
the government called “Orducu ağası” and “Orducu başı”, which was sent to the kadıs.
There were “ordu pazarı” functionaries in the
old Turkish-Islamic states like the Gaznelis and
the Great Seljuks, and also among the Iraq and
Anatolian Seljuks, the Eyyubis and the İlhans.
Among the Ottomans, “orduculuk” service was
perceived as an avarız kind of taxing, implemented as aynî and nakdî. Aynî required that the
individual personally provide the service he was
responsible for doing. In time of war, if there was
a need felt for setting up a market for those working for the government, the state would announce with a ferman how many shopkeeper groups
and how many tents should be sent. This ferman
was sent to the kadı of the district, in connection
with the concerned ordubaşı. In turn, the kadı
would contact the guilds’directors, such as the
kethüdas, yiğitbaşıs and their reserves, and determine the craftsmen who would go on the expedition, their names, class, amount of money they
would get for the journey and their guarantors –
all of which was recorded in a register. The identified individuals had to be masters of their professions. The acceptance and receipt of money
by those who would be orducus was recorded in
court with the orducu craftsman’s kethüda and
the other masters as witnesses.
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The selection of the masters who would go on the
expedition was done with great care in order to
avoid heavy penalties, because of the craftsmen
kethüda and yiğitbaşı guarantor system. The cash
money given to an army craftsman was collected
from the other masters in the craft unit of the
district and this money was used to obtain the
necessary material for production during the expedition. After serving for a specific period in the
entourage of the orducu başı with his tools, the
craftsman who went on the expedition would return with the army at the conclusion of the trip.
The orducu esnafı met the clothing, food, health,
weapons, outfitting and repair needs of the soldiers on the way to the battle, at the site of the
conflict and on the way back, in exchange for a
charge. The people living along the route that the
army traveled could also sell their goods for set
prices to the army members at a designated site.
After the Janissary Corps was dissolved in 1826,
the Sanayi Alayları (industry regiments) were established in the new military structure and the
orducu organization was eliminated.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Bekir ŞAHİN

Orhan Gazi

186

(b. 1281 - d. 1362)
Orhan Bey was the second sultan of the Ottoman State and was known by the titles “Ulu Bey”,
“Sultanu’l-guzat”, “Şucâüddin”, “Seyfeddin” and
“Bahadır-ı Zaman”. His father was Osman Gazi,
the founder of the Ottoman dynasty and his mother was Mal Hatun, the daughter of Ömer. Although his date of birth is disputed, the accepted
date is 680 (1281-82). Most of Orhan’s childhood and youth was spent with his father and his
comrades-in-arms on their conquests and in the
midst of the actors whose thoughts and actions

Orhan Gazi sitting on the throne

established the state. Undoubtedly, the leaders of
the social class we call Ahiyan-ı Rum who were
his father’s military comrades and intellectual
friends, played an important role in his upbringing. In this regard, it is easy to see almost all
of the Ahi values in Orhan’s character. With his
bravery and derring-do he participated in the
battles agains the tekfurs on the border and was
married to Nilüfer, the daughter of the captured
Yarhisar tekfur, when he was eighteen years-old
(699/1299).
Orhan, who joined in his father Osman Gazi’s
Bilecik-Yanişehir conquests, was sent to Karacahisar, known as Sutanönü, together with atabey
Gündüz Alp in order to increase his administrative experience. Orhan participated in Osman
Gazi’s siege of İznik (701/1302) and the Battle of
Dimboz (702/1303). During the Lefke expedition
(703/1304), he stayed in Eskişehir-Karacahisar
with Saltuk Alp and Köse Mihal, whom his father
trusted against the Germiyanlılar threat. In particular, when Çavdar Tatar from the Germiyan
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territory raided the “Karacahisar market”, Orhan
pursued the looters and seized the looted goods
from them at Oynaşhisar, which was in ruins. He
also captured Çavdar Tatar’s son. Osman Gazi
arrived and made an agreement with the captive. Later, while Osman stayed in Karacahisar to
confront the Germiyan-Çavdar attacks, he sent
Orhan and his comrades Akça Koca, Konuralp,
Gazi Abdurrahman and Köse Mihal to Sakarya
(705/1305). Âşıkpaşazâde wrote that this was
the first expedition that Orhan commanded and
he seized the fortresses at Karaçepüs, Karatigin
near İznik, and Absu at the Geyve Pass. He forced
İznik, the target of the expedition, to surrender
by cutting off its supply routes.
Orhan gained military experience on this expedition and as his father aged and became infirm,
Orhan became more and more administratively
and militarily experienced. As of 1320, Orhan
had essentially become his father’s successor
and it is clear that after this date state affairs
were in Orhan’s hands. Because sources give
conflicting information, it is not clear whether
Osman turned over control of the state while he
was still alive or upon his death. However, a common opinion is that in 724/1326, while his father
was still alive, Orhan Bey was at the head of the
state. Orhan commanded the last expedition of
his father’s reign.
When Orhan assumed the throne he stormed the
two big centers of Byzantine Bitinya, namely Bursa and İznik, forcing Bursa to surrender in the
spring of 726/1326. Once the tekfur abandoned
the fortress, Orhan and his commanders TurgutAlp, Köse-Mihal, Şeyh Mahmud, Ahi Şemseddin
and Ahi Hasan entered it (2 Cemaziyelevvel 726/6
April 1326), holding Friday prayers in a monastery. Âşıkpaşazâde wrote that “Ahi Hasan stood
stiff on the tower at Pınarbaşı and thereafter the
Moslems were put there.” Orhan ordered that
his soldiers not sack the city but allowed them
to accept money from the tekfur’s ministers who
chose to remain in the city. Orhan had the fortress restored and placed guards in front of it and
after engaging in a number of building projects,
he obeyed his father’s death bed wish and buried him in a tomb called Gümüşlü-Künbed within
the fortress. Ahi Hasan and his followers played
an important role in the building projects. In this
regard, Neşri wrote that “the bey had a lodge built
near the palace”, indicating that he participated
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in the city’s construction. Ahi Hasan’s lodge became the center of Ottoman administration, policy
and its direction. From Âşıkpaşazâde’s statement
“ol zamanda olan azizler bilece cem”, we know
that Ahi Hasan was an important political player. When Osman Bey died, his sons Alâeddin
and Orhan Gazi gathered at Ahi Hasan’s lodge,
together with other leaders of the state, and read
Osman’s will, distributing duties between his
sons. Information such as this in sources, confirms the important role of Ahi Hasan and his
followers.
After Bursa fell, Orhan’s forces surrounded İznik, striking fear in Istanbul that all of Bitinya
was being lost. Byzantine Emperor Andronikos
Paleiologos III advanced toward İznik to break
the siege via the water crossing at Eskihisar near
Gebze. The Emperor met with Mesothenia, an
experienced soldier, and the Kocaeli governor
Kontofre, and pressed on. The Battle of Pelekanon is not well chronicled in Ottoman sources
but in the first stage of the battle Orhan employed a classic Ottoman technique by drawing the
Byzantine army toward a rough area and routed
them the next day. The Byzantines fled in panic
toward the shore fortresses and to Filokren, in
particular. Orhan’s forces took most of them prisoner, while the Emperor escaped to Istanbul.
Orhan took Kocaeli, leaving the people in İznik
in despair and the city surrendered on 2 March
1331. This victory brought fame to Orhan and he
became friendly with the Iraq Celâyir Sultan Hasan. The traveler İbn Battuta saw Orhan at this
time and referred to him as “Sultan Osmancık
oğlu İhtiyârüddin Orhan Bey” and characterized
hims a the greatest of the Turkmen sultans with
his wealth, land and military might.
As of 1329, Orhan was at war with the Byzantines and he found an ally in Aydınoğlu Umur
Bey, meeting with him at Saruhan in 730/1330.
The decided on a joint effort against Byzantium
to take the Gallipoli Fortress, which was cutting
off raids from Anatolia. At this time, Konuralp of
the border area was raiding Akyazı and Mudurnu
and in the Bolu region Uzuncabel came to Tuz
Pazarı in Akyazı. Meanwhile, Gazi Abdurrahman
settled in Karaçepüş and Absu along the Geyve
Pass. In the west, Akça Koca took Kandıra and
Ermini-ili from the Byzantines. Concurrently, Samandıra was conquered and there was a battle
with Byzantine soldiers at Aydos. After the Pele-
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kanon victory in 1329, the land from Hereke in
Kocaeli all the way to Üsküdar was in Ottoman
hands. In 733/1333, when Andronikos III was
coming from Chalkidike he got word that Orhan
had laid siege to İzmit with a great army and catapults. The Emperor rushed to aid the besieged
city but an envoy from Orhan reached him and
offered peace talks but warned that Orhan was
ready for battle. An agreement was reached, with
the Emperor agreeing to pay Orhan 12,000 gold
pieces annually to lift the siege of İzmit. This marked the first time Byzantium had been forced to
pay tribute.
Nevertheless, in 1337, while the Byzantine Emperor was fighting rebels in Albania, Orhan saw
an opportunity to lay siege to İzmit. According to
Âşıkpaşazâde, “the ruler of İzmit was a woman
who had a relationship to the Istanbul tekfur. The
woman surrendered the city to Orhan, after which
he assigned soldiers from Aydos to guard the city.
Churches were converted into mosques and Prince Süleyman was made governor of İzmit. Defense of the İzmit-Yalova Marmara shore was given
to Kara Mürsel and troops were stationed in the
Kandıra region to head off any Byzantine attack.
The Akmeşe region was given to Yahşi Bey and the
Kandıra region to Ak-Baş. Orhan made other appointements aft er the conquest of İzmit, putting
his second son Murad in charge of Bursa and calling the area a “Bey sancağı”. He appointed his cousin Gündüz Alp to Karacahisar near Eskişehir.
After this new administrative restructuring, Orhan went on the offensive. Süleyman Paşa brought
Taraklı Yenicesi, Göynük and Mudurnu into Ottoman hands. According to sources, Süleyman was
a just ruler and many of the conquered people became Moslems. Meanwhile, the Byzantine historian Gregoras spoke of an attack by Orhan against
Istanbul at the end of the summer of 738/1337,
while the Emperor was in Edirne, with a fleet of
thirty six ships. The incident sparked fear in Istanbul, where Ottomans were seen for the first
time and this must have dissuaded the Byzantines
from any action at İzmit.
Cooperation between the Ottomans and the other
principalities of West Anatolia were generally based on cihad but this cooperation involved mostly
border units. Naturally, the Ottomans’ ambitions
caused competition with Karesi and the Germaniyanoğulları. In this regard, during Orhan’s time,
tension developed between Karesi beyi Demirhan
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and Aclan, causing Demirhan to come to an agreement with Andronik III in 1328. The Germiyan
beys were intent on exercising hegemony over
all the Anatolian principalities but the Ottomans
were an obstacle for them reaching Byzantine territory. But as the Ottoman principality gradually
became the center of gravity in the region, this
turned the regional populace toward them. For
example, the Karesi fighters wanted to join with
the Ottomans against the Byzantines. Demirhan’s
youngest son Tursun, who sought refuge with
Orhan, wanted to support Karesi and Hacı Bey
and the Karesi aristocrats invited Tursun when
Demirhan died. At this time Orhan included the
Moslem state of Karesi into his realm and he
gave Behramkale and the rich salt income state
of Kızılca-Tuzla to Tursun. According to Ottoman
chronicles, Orhan took Ulubat under his wing
and left the tekfur to rule there. He seized the
fortresses around the lake, marched on Balıkesir and then surrounded the Bergama Fortress.
Tursun was killed by an arrow as he talked with
his brother beneath the fortress. Enraged by this,
Orhan used all his forces to conquer the fortress
in 735/1334. He then appointed Süleyman Paşa
to Karesi sancak and made Biga its center. Süleyman took Kapıdağı, Aydıncık, Biga, Kemer,
Lapseki and Byzantine Pegae Fortress along the
Bursa-Lapseki road. This was very important
strategically because it was the route taken by
fighters, migrants and traders from Anatolia to
cross over to Rumeli.
Kantakuzenos’s forces were comprised to an important degree of Turkish fighters on East Roman territory. Actually, at this time many Turks
were in the service of the Byzantines and Latins
as mercenaries so Kantakuzenos’s alliance with
the Ottomans was quite natural for the times because prior to this he had entered into an alliance with Gazi Umur Bey. In this context, in 1346,
Kantakuzenos gave his daughter Theodora in
marriage to Orhan and Kantakuzenos recorded
the details in his memoir, noting that his daughter had not accepted Islam. But Kantakuzenos
was thinking more of the military aid he could
get from Orhan and a year later he entered Istanbul with 1,000 men, surrounded the palace and
became co-ruler with the young emperor there.
At this time, Serbian King Duşan surrounded Selanica so Kantakuzenos, Orhan and Umur prepared a plan against Duşan. In the spring of 1348
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Orhan sent a large force against the Serbs under
the command of Süleyman Paşa and a 22-ship
Turkish fleet came to the mouth of the Strumca/
Stymon river. But with the death of Aydın beyi
Umur Bey (Safer 749/May 1348), Kantakuzenos’s
plan against the Serbs went for naught. Süleyman could advance no further when Kavala fell
into Serbian hands and he returned to Anatolia.
The Serbs then occupied northern Greece, Tesalya and Epir. Emperor Ionannes Palaiologos V
then surrounded Mattheos at Edirne and Kantakuzenos lost his hold on Istanbul, forcing him to
make peace with the Genovese. He moved against
Thrace with a Turkish force. Against him was
a blok consisting of Ioannes Palaiologos V and
Serbian and Bulgarian forces (autumn 1352).
Orhan decided to support Kantakuzenos’s son
and so Orhan had an important role in the war
against Mattheos. Serbian and Bulgarian soldiers
camped along the banks of the Meriç but the 1012,000-man cavalry force that Orhan sent under
his son Süleyman won the day, with a victory at
Empithion in the winter of 1353.
In 1348 the plague was raging through Rumeli.
The death of Duşan (20 December 1355), who
was trying to rid Thrace of Turks hoping to settle
there and who was preparing a last ditch effort to
take Istanbul, opened the way for Ottoman permanence in the Balkans. At this time in Istanbul there was a powerful group that hoped for a
Crusader expedition against the Ottoman occupation and which was made up of intellectuals
who leaned toward unification with the church in
Rome. Additionally, The palamism (hesychasm)
religious movement supported by Kantakuzenos
was working against the Papal forces in Istanbul.
In short, the internal difficulties among parties in
the Balkans and Istanbul made it easier for the
Ottomans to carry out their plans in both places.
With the fall of Gallipoli in 755/1354, which aided Süleyman Paşa’s settlement in Thrace and
and Turks passage to the Balkans, the palace
members and intellectuals in Istanbul saw that
Kantakuzenos’s policy was bankrupt and he
was forced to relinquish the throne in December
1354. Meanwhile, the Ottomans supported his
son Mattheos, who had 5,000 Turkish fighters
from the Anatolian principalities who wanted
nothing more than the right to pillage. Mettheos
unleashed them on Bulgaria and the Serbs. Now
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the Ottomans who had reached the shore opposite Istanbul began to move toward Istanbul in
Thrace. The strictly Orthodox populace was against Catholicism and this was a factor in the spread of the Ottomans, who let the populace convert
and so the people saw accepting Ottoman rule
as their best and only hope. These conversions
made the patriarch in Istanbul very nervous.
After this, Süleyman Paşa had his soldiers settle
in the Tzympe (Cinbi/Çimbi) Fortress for the winter. At this time Süleyman conquered the Kapıdağı-Aydıncık-Lapseki plain and he then set out
from Kemer to take Bolayır. In the Düstûrnâme it
is written that the son of the Gallipoli tekfur Esen
was captured and he took the Moslem name of
Melik Bey. This person continually supported
Süleyman for the conquest of Rumeli and ships
built in Lapseki transported soldiers by night. In
1354 Orhan took Gallipoli and rejected the peace offers coming from the Byzantines. The ageing Orhan began to delegate power to Süleyman.
Many groups of civilians were then transported
to Gallipoli and one was Ahi Musa, who built a
lodge in Gallipoli. The name Ahi Musa, who lived
during the reigns of Orhan and Murad, first appeared in a temliknâme dated Receb 767 /March
1366. The temliknâme was recorded by Sultan
Murad Hüdavendigar and it reflects Ahi Musa
receipt of land in Malkara and the tying of the
belt on Murad by the Ahis at an earlier time. Also
noted in the temliknâme is tax relief for Ahi Musa
and his family.
In 758/1357 Orhan learned that his younger son
Halil had been taken prisoner by “pirates” in the
Gulf of İzmit and brought to Eski Foça. Actually,
in 1329 Andronikos III had evicted the Genovese
from Sakız island ant made Leo Kalothetos the
governor there. As events proceeded it became
clear that Halil’s kidnapping was a ploy by the
Byzantine palace to force Orhan to make peace.
In the event, Orhan appealed to Empress Theodora to free his beloved son and this victory for
Byzantine diplomacy resulted in Orhan signing
a peace agreement. In light of the agreement, the
Ottomans abandoned their cooperation with the
Kantkuzenos family and a period of waiting an
retrenchment ensued. Ionnes V made the pact
with Orhan, while at the same time hoping that
the Pope would send him a Crusader force. The
Byzantine strategy was for a Crusader fleet to cut
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off the straits and eliminate the Turks in Rumeli.
This put the Ottomans in a difficult position. At
this time, Mattheos Kantakuzenos was taken prisoner by the Serbs and delivered to the Emperor
in 1358. In this way, Istanbul turned the situation in Thrace in its favor, while the fighters of
Islam were in a precarious position. The Karesili
fighters were sternly opposed to vacating Rumeli
because after the Çimbi and Gallipoli conquests
people from Karesi had moved to Rumeli and had
begun to establish villages there. Orhan suffered
another setback at this time when Süleyman died
as the result of either an accident or an assassination (758/1357).
The Byzantine Emperor moved on Foça with three
galleys in the spring of 758/1358 to rescur Halil.
Orhan’s friend İlyas, the Saruhan bey, marched
there by land and surrounded the city. However,
there was no result and the Emperor returned
to Istanbul without consulting with Orhan. Eski
Foça’s ruler Kalothetos was trying to secure a large amount for Halil . Orhan threatened to break
his agreement with the Emperor, who relented,
returned to Foça but again without a result. In the
spring of 760/1359, Orhan came to Üsküdar and
met with the Emperor on Arkla (Kızkulesi) island.
The Byzantines wanted to get all they could from
Orhan and he ended up paying 30,000 Venetian
gold pieces for Halil’s freedom. Meanwhile, Ioannes Palaiologos V’s appeal to Pope Innoncent in
1355 for assistance against the Turks finally bore
fruit in 1359 and an army made up of soldiers
from Rhodes, Venice, Genoa and England, aboard Venetian boats, set the port of Lapseki, used
by the Turks to cross the straits, afire. But the
Crusaders were ambushed by the Turks as they
returned to their boats and most of them were put
to the sword. After this the Ottomans took Edirne,
their most important victory in Thrace. In Ottoman chronicles the date of the Edirne conquest is
given as 1363, 1364, 1369 and 1371. According
to İnalcık, Edirne was seized by Prince Murad and
Lâlâ Şahin in 762/1361.
After the conquest of Edirne, Orhan, by now quite old, died of the plague in Cemâziyelevvel 763/
March 1362 in Bursa. His tomby is next to that
of his father Osman Gazi . When Orhan died, of
his five sons – Süleyman Paşa, Murad, İbrahim,
Halil and Kasım – only Murad, İbrahim and Halil were alive. It is known that when Orhan Bey
conquered Bursa in 727/1327, he had coins min-
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ted in the style of the İlhans. Five types of these have been identified. The bureaucracy came
into being during Orhan’s reign and according
to Hüseyin Hüsâmeddin, the first minister was
Kemâleddin oğlu Alâeddin Paşa of the ulema,
whose name appears in the deed of Asporça Hatuh. Âşıkpaşazâde recorded that during this founding period of the state besides four classes,
the fakih and others from the ulema established and ran the state. Of these there was those who were very capable and knowledgeable in
Islamic law and administration, like Alâeddin,
Sinâneddin and Çandarlı (Çendereli) Kara Halil.
In addition, in order to train kadı’s, Sultan Orhan established the first medrese in İznik under
the care of Dâvûd-i Kayserî (731/1331). During
Orhan Gazi’s reign the military organization was
reformed, as well.
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H.Mustafa ERAVCI

His Works: Bursa Orhan Mosque: According
to a restoration inscription over the main gate of
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the mosque, construction was ordered by Sultan
Orhan Bey (1326-1360) in 740/1339-40. There is no information about the architect of the
mosque. The mosque, which has a lodge, has a
mihrap that measures 8.75 x 9.40 meters, side
areas that open to an enclosed courtyard and a
five-section son cemaat portico. In the northern
portions of the side areas there are small rooms
of rectangular plan that stretch east-west. There
is an entrance are in front of the courtyard. The
mihrap area is covered by an oval dome that has
triangular prism tromps. The courtyard and side
area have pendentive domes above them. These
areas, which are like liwans, open to the courtyard in the middle, are at ground level and the
mihrap is a bit above this. In the northeast corner of the mosque there is a one-gallery minaret
that has been included in the structure.
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Tolga BOZKURT

Orta Sandık
The Orta Sandık (common bank) was an entity
established and managed for use a vehicle for Ahi
units to arrange their economic lives in accordance with Ahilik thought, continue their economic
activities, ensure solidarity among shopkeepers
and artisans and support craftsmen in times of
need. Since old times there has been a mutual
assistance and social security ‘sandık’ (bank)
among the Turks in Anatolia, known by the names “Esnaf vakvı”, “Esnaf sandığı” and “Esnaf
kesesi”. In this regard, a common bank was set
up for the Ahilik organization. The Orta Sandık
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was established in a city or a town separately for
each main profession. The sandık was run by the
shaikh of the craftsmen, while the kethüda and
yiğitbaşı provided supervision and inspection.
These officials were responsible to the guild as
the representatives of the Orta Sandık. The accounts would be checked regularly and any master
who wanted to check the account could come at
any time to do so. Among the important services
of the Orta Sandık were protecting the shopkeepers agains loan sharks, obtaining raw materials,
ameliorating damage suffered by shopkeepers
and helping craftsmen when they were sick or
could not work for some reason.
There were six kese (bags) in the sandık of each
shopkeeper unit, as follows: atlas (satin) kese,
where the valuable documents and bonds of the
craft foundation were held; yeşil (green) kese,
holding the property and foundation title deeds
of the craft; örme (knitted) kese, cash money for
use in times of need; kırımız (red) kese, bonds
for money given for operations; ak (white) kese,
for all expenditure bonds and approved sandık accounts from previous years; and the kara
(black) kese, holding bonds not paid on time and
related documents.
The income for the Orta Sandık came from:
monthly payments from craftsmen, celebrations
arranged for the Sultans, shopkeepers’ rents,
interest on accumulated money in the sandık,
donations, promotion money paid by shop owners or masters when members were promoted,
money collected for families whose member sons
had gone to military service, a portion of shopkeeper sales, common tours, and money collected from invited shopkeepers for the expenses
of weddings and circumcision events. Expenditures from the Orta Sandık included: expenses
for shopkeepers’ social events, money spent to
obtain raw material for distribution the member
craftsmen, repair, taxes and monthly payments
for foundation property, salaries, money for good
works, help to the poor, the infirm, for burials
and for shopkeepers experiencing difficult time
and those who wanted to expand their business.
Thanks to the Orta Sandık, members of an Ahi
unit could continue their lives honorably and
with economic and social security if they were
unable to work for any reason.
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M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

Orta Yol Ahilik /
Ahiism as A Middle Road
This work was published by Refik Soykut (Ankara 1971) and consists of an introduction and
seven sections. The work was written with regard
to mankind’s search for a path and a return to
oneself.
In the introduction the writer provided information provides some recollections from the 1950’s
and some details about Kırşehir’s place in history.
He then takes a critical look at those who adore
foreigners and talks about getting back to one’s
origins. Following this he discusses Kırşehir’s history and culture from the Anatolian Seljuk period, the medreses, Turkish literary works like Âşık
Paşa’s Garibnâme and Ahi Evran, the founder of
the Ahilik organization in Anatolia. With regard to
the history of Ahilik, he mentions fıkıh, fütüvvet,
the coming of fütüvvet to Anatolia and the place of
economy in Ahilik. He then brings to the fore the
three important elements of Ahilik: morality-intelligence-knowledge.
The writer takes up the traditional and legal practices related to the Ahilik institution in a separate
section and he characterizes the members of the
institution as the middle class of the community.
In the final section he looks at the basic principles
of Ahilik as they relate to today’s world.
The work is intended for the public to read and
in the concluding section the writer stresses that
Ahilik philosophy is nurtured by morality and
intelligence and strengthened by knowledge and
hard work.
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Osman I
(d. 724 / 1324)
According to Ottoman sources, Osman, the founder of the Ottoman State and its dynasty (13021324), was the son of Ertuğrul Gazi, a member
of a Turkmen clan that came to Anatolia and settled in the Söğüt border region. İbn Battuta, who
provided important information about the Ahis,
used the name Osmancuk. His origin and family
tree are given variously in sources. The legend
about Osman’s father’s tribe coming to Söğut, in
the Sutanöyüğü (Sultanönü)region, and when is
uncertain and contains mistakes. In a recod in
Neşrî, a 15th century Ottoman source, it is related
that after roaming the Anatolian and Azerbaijan
region up to Sürmel Çukur (Aras valley), Ertuğrul settled in Karacadağ, near Engüri (Ankara).
(today the Turkmen village of Yaraşlı is on the
slopes of Karacadağ, to the south of Ankara. Its
former name was Gülşehri and important archeologic research has been conducted there.)
The legend that Ertuğrul aided Seljuk Sultan
Alâeddin in a battle is unsubstantiated historically.
In this regard, in the period of Ionnes Vatatzes III
of the İznik Laskaris rulers, war raged with the
border Turks especially between 1225 and 1231
and Alâeddin Keykubad I came to the border
region of Bitinya (Bithnia) to do battle. Byzantine sources and the Syrian chronicler İbn Nazîf
provided definite details about the expeditions
of Alâeddin, noting that Alâeddin took some
fortresses from Vatatzes. The story in Ottoman
legends that Sultan Alâeddin conquered Karacahisar gains credence within this framework.
According to İbn Nazîf, in the Byzantine-Seljuk
battle Alâeddin took some fortresses in 1227 but
Vatatzes eventually routed the Seljuk army and
the war was inconclusive. In 1229 as war continued, Celâleddin Hârizmşah threatened Seljuk’s
eastern territory (Battle of Yassıçimen 1230). The
next year, when the Mongol army reached Sivas
Alâeddin Keykubad sued for peace (1231). There are records that Alâeddin came to the Ankara border area in 622/1225. The inscription on
Akköprü has the date 619/1222 and there is a
mosque in the Ankara Fortress that is attributed to Alâeddin, who also built mosques in Şereflikoçhisar and Beypazarı when he came from
Konya to Ankara (622/1225). There is mention of
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Ertuğrul coming with Sultan Alâeddin to this regions
in the work Yazıcızâde.
The tale that Sultan Alâeddin Kdykubad gave Ertuğrul land, first at Karacadağ and then at Söğüt, because he helped in the battle is probably a memory that
stayed alive among the Turkmen group who fought
in the war against the Laskaris forces. Karacadağ
was taken for the first time then, but later abandoned. It is understood that Ertuğrul left the AnkaraEskişehir border region and that he was given land
in Söğüt and a winter pasture in Domaniç. It is clear
that in the middle of the 13th century the Turkmen
in the Sultanöyüğü region lived in villages but still
carried on with nomadic life. As in other West Anatolia Principalities, the fighters organized cihadist
raids. One of these fighters was Osman, who began
participating in raids in 683/1284 – the conquest of
Kulaca. The situation on the Eskişehir border was
this: the border with Byzantium began at Bilecik and
the three tekfurs between Sultanöyüğü and Bilecik
recognized the Seljuk sultan, with the Turkmen in
the area living in peace.
According to a story in Neşrî, Osman was living
with his father Ertuğrul in Söğüt and Osman had
an adventure with a woman from İtburnu (İtburnu
is recorded in the Sultanönü land registry. On maps
İtburnu is located close to Beştaş, between Yukarı Söğüt and Aşağı Söğüt.) The adventure tells of Osman’s
friendship with İnönü bey and the war between the
beys of Eskihisar and Eskişehir, reflecting the political situation in the area around 659-679/1260-1280.
Eskihisar was on Şarhöyük (mound) near Eskişehir
and had been the scene of cultures from ancient times. The bey of the place was tied to the Eskişehir
bey. Cacaoğlu, a Seljuk-Mongol naip live in the Moslem Eskişehir in 1260 and Eskişehir was quite developed during his time. Turkmen in the region lived
in the villages of Eğriözü, Göçözü, Alıncaki Sevindik,
Sarıkavak and Direkli. The rivalry between the beys
of Eskişehir and Eskihisar is proved by the deed of
Cacaoğlu and Osman was on one side of this clash
and in the deed there is mention of a farm given to
Ertuğrul, which is the first official record of Ertuğrul
in documents.
There is an argument over which clan Osman and
his father Ertuğrul belonged to. The Kayı (Kayıg)
clan came to Anatolia like other Oğuz clans in the
11th century in large numbers. There were villages
with the names Kayı or Kayı-ili in the Sultanönü region where Osman’s family emerged. The Kayı seal
was used as a symbol of hegemony on coins and
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important items. According to M. Fuad Köprülü,
the Kayı were the first ethnic seed of the Ottoman
State, although there is no historical proof of this,
just legends and tales. Paul Wittek asserted that
the Ottoman dynasty had no link with the Kayı tribe, saying that Osman’s tie to Oğuz Han came out
during the time of Sultan Murad II. Kadı Burhaneddin in 1380 claimed derisively that Osman was
the son of a boatman and Timur made a similar
insult in a letter to Sultan Bayezid I and this argument carried on with Timur’s son Şâhruh. When
Timur departed Anatolia he gave all the Anatolian
beys specific boundaries but Şâhruh sent letters to
Mehmed I and Murad II demanding they submit to
him. Ali of the Yazıcıoğlu family, which was close to
the Ottoman palace, wrote in response in Târîh-i
Âl-i Selçuk (written 840/1436-37) that Osman was
linked to the Kayı and that Oğuz Han’s eldest son
Gün Han came from the Kayı clan. This was an
effort to refute the claims of Timur and Şâhruh.
There were 24 clans of Oğuz Han, who gave preference to his son Gün Han, whose clans were
Kayı, Bayat, Akaevli and Karaevli. Âşıkpaşazâde
in Târîh took Osman’s line back to Oğuz Han. The
Ottoman sultans feverishly adopted this theory
and the Oğuz tradition was firmly planted.
On the other hand, there are those who say that Osman Gazi was a shepherd but this is mistaken. Osman was a fighter and these ‘alp subaşı’s’ are mentioned by Eflâkî toward the end of the 13th century
and by Âşık Paşa in his Garibnâme in 730/1330.
Osman’s Byzantine contemporary Pachymeres referred to Osman as a fighter linked to the Çobanoğullar of Kastamonu. Yazıcıoğlu Ali, writing in
840/1436, said that Osman’s grandfather’s name
was Gökalp and that Sultan Alâeddin Keykubad I
had given the border regions to Çoban of the Kayı
clan and to Ertuğrul, Gündüz and Gökalp. According to Şükrullah’s Behcetü’t-tevârîh, Osman’s family tree went like this: Oğuz, Gökalp, Kızıl Boğa,
Kayaalp, Süleyman Şah, Ertuğrul, while Karamânî
Mehmed Paşa and Âşıkpaşazâde gave slightly different orders. Ertuğrul’s three sons were Saru
Yatı, Osman and Gündüz. The Düstûrnâme, another source, gives Ertuğrul’s father as being Gündüz Alp, whose father was Şahmelik, the son of
Mîr Süleyman Alp. Also in Düstûrnâme there is
mention of a Tatar raid from Altın Orda on the opposite side of the Black Sea and this is historically
proven. The hypothesis of Heywood that Osman
was in fact Ataman (Pachymeres), who came from
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Kıpçak, north of the Black Sea, is far-fetched. It is
interesting that Osman and his comrades-in-arms
were characterized with the title ‘alp’, which the
Seljuks used, as well for their fighters.
From the beginning, the conquest policy of the
border beys was based on two principles: holy
war and ‘istimalet’ (persuasion). In the first phase
of war against the Christian nations at the border,
raids, conquest and settlement resulted in the establishment of the ‘gazi’ principalities in the border region. Contrary to what might be thought, the
aim was not to make the populace Moslems. In
fact, those who became Moslems under pressure
were not considered Moslems by the Ottomans,
who referred to them as “sahariyan” or “ahriyan”.
Non-Moslems living in conquered areas had a status called “ehl-i zimme” under Islamic law and all
Moslems were obliged to accept this. The border
gazi beys tried to have their religious leaders enforce these rules. In this regard, Edbalı and Dursun Fakih were Osman’s advisors.
With his victories, Osman Gazi became the commander of the border region, with his comrade
alps known as “yarar yoldaş” and “nöker”. When
Osman became the ruler of the area from Eskişehir to Bilecik and Yenişehir (698/1299), he gave
İnönü to his son Orhan Bey, Yarhisar to Hasan
Alp and İnegöl to Turgut Alp. Saltuk, Hasan and
Konur were among Osman’s primary comrades.
They and their families would take important
posts in the administration and later formed the
Ottoman aristocracy. Osman divided up the lands
to the gazis. For example, in 720/1320 Karaçepüs went to Konuralp and Absu (Hypsu) Hisarı
to Akçakoca. This feudal system would later be
applied in Rumeli, as seen with Evrenosoğulları,
Mihaloğulları and Paşayiğitoğulları in the border
regions there. Nevertheless, during Orhan’s time
this feudal system changed over to a more centralized, bureaucratic system to apply hegemony to
the hinterland.
These alps and their gazi fighters lived alongside the abdals, bâciyân and ahis during Osman’s
time. Known alternately as nöker, this military
group can be compared to “commendatio” and
“hommage” in Western feudalism. Many of them
had been prisoners who swore loyalty to their new
commanders. In Osman’s time Köse Mihal was
one of these nökers. Osman Gazi was doubtless
an alp gazi at first but he matured under the tutelage of Edebalı of the Vefâî-Babaî dervish order,
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who came to the border region. The Byzantine
historian Pachymeres identified Osman as the
most effective of the raiders menacing Byzantine territory, thanks to support from the alps and
nökers. In 703/1304, during Osman’s Sakarya
expedition, the tekfurs Lefke (Osmaneli) and Çadırlı promised to obey him and they became his
special nökers. Later, this system would become
the slave system in the Ottoman State known as
the Janissary Corps.
The Ahis and fakihs were Osman Gazi’s spiritual
supporters and organized things legally and socially. Once Osman conquered an area he would
ask the fakih for religious advice. The fakih were
experts in Islamic law, Sunni doctrines and Islamic institutions. Osman and Orhan gave the
Ahis and fakihs many villages and farms and this
is reflected in the cadastral land registers of the
time. The most famous of the fakihs was Dursun
Fakih. It was thought that the Ahis were more
favored in Osman’s time but the land registries
indicate that the fakih were more influencial.
During that time, the religious groups were very
tight with the rulers but in any event these fakihs
and Ahis played a major role in the organization
and social life of the principalities, essentially becoming the first ministers. At the end of Osman’s
time, Alâeddin Paşa was in fact a minister.
Osman gathered various military, social and religious groups around him and his activity in Sutlanöyğü can be seen in light of events in inner
Anatolia. In the period from 684-690/1285-1291,
the Turkmen revolted against the Seljuk Sultan
and the Mongols. Osman participated in the seizure of the fortress of the Karacahisar tekfur in
687/1288. The tekfur was paying tribute to the
Seljuk Sultan. There may have been a relationship between Çoban, one of Osman’s sons, and the
Ilkhanid Emir Çoban, who first came to Anatolia
against Sülemiş in Şaban 698/May 1299. After
defeating Sülemiş he turned toward theMemlüks
on the Syrian border. The second time the Turkmen revolted in 714/1314, he came to Anatolia
again with a large army and made his winter quarters at Karanbük (Karabük), far from Osman’s
territory. There is no record in Ottoman chronicles of any expedition at this time by Osman or
Orhan. The Seljuk historian Aksarârî lists the
obedient ones as the “Etrâk” beys Hamîdoğlu,
Eşrefoğlu, Karahisar bey, Germiyanoğlu, Süleyman Paşa from Kastamonu but he does not
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mention Osman. At this time Osman was living
in harmony with the tekfurs in the border region
and he was not a problem for the İlhans.
There must be a close relationship between the
start of Osman’s cihadist raids agains the local
tekfurs and the Byzantines and the increase in
the resistance of the Turkmen in Anatolia against
the Mongols. Activity agains the Mongol administration included Sultan İzzeddin Keykâvus’s revolt and that of the border Turkmen in 659/1261.
The Egyptian sultans were trying to rid Moslem
Anatolia of the Mongols by entering into cooperation with the Turkmen. These included the Togaçar (694/1295), Baltu (696/1297) and Sülemiş
(699/1299-1300) revolts. At this time, Osman
began significant raids against the tekfurs on the
border near Sultanöyüğü. The Sülemiş revolt
received support from the border Turkmen and
like all the Turkmen beys, Osman was with Sülemiş, which was supported by the Memlük Sultan. The fact that Osman named one of his sons
Melik Nâsır is not a coincidence (Memlük Sultan el-Melikü’n-Nâsır Muhammed bin Kalavun’s
sultanate years were 1293-1294, 1299-1309,
1310-1341). The Sülemiş revolt occurred during
Muhammed bin Kalavun’s second reign. While
Sultan Alâeddin Keykubad III (1298-1302) and
Osman together surrounded Karacahisar, Bayıncar Tatar came to Anatolia, destroyed Ereğli (Karaman), prompting Alâeddin Keykubad to march
against him, with Alâeddin’s victory coming at
Bigaöyüğü. The story shows Alâeddin doing battle against Bayıncar but actually Gâzân Han had
sent Bayıncar and Boçukur with a great army to
defeat Sülemiş, but Sülemiş was victorious and
Bayıncar murdered. The noteworthy aspect of
this is that at the time of these events in 1299,
Osman conquered Bilecik and declared independence, according to Ottoman lore.
The Bilecik tekfur was the strongest of those in
the region paying tribute to the Seljuk sultan. According to Âşıkpaşazâde, early on Osman showed him “mudârâ” (feigned friendship) and the
reason for this goes back to the nomadic time of
the Osman tribe in Söğüt-Domaniç (684/1285).
The Turks needed the tekfur’s permission to drive their herds on his territory. Osman gave the
tekfur gifts to ensure his protection for the herds
on the İnegöl plain. Problems developed with the
İnegöl tekfur and an small skirmish ensued at
Ermenibeli (on the Söğüt-Domaniç road which
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leads to the İnegöl plain). Afterwards, though,
Osman took up the cihad with help from Edebalı
and became active in raiding the region’s tekfurs,
taking the Kulaca Hisarı near İnegöl in a raid one
night.
When Osman took Kulaca the Greeks in the region began to worry and sought support from the
Karacahisar tekfur. At the time, Osman’s people
had settled in Söğüt but were still summering in
pastures in Domaniç. There was a great battle
near İkizce in 685/1286 and Osman’s brother
Saru Yatı lost his life here. Two years later Osman
took another fortress from the Karacahisar tekfur. Studies conducted at Karacahisar revealed
that ancient civilizations settled there: Şarhöyük,
where remains from the antique city of Dorylaion
were found, the Moslem city of Eskişehir on the
Odunpazarı slope along the Porsuk Çayı and the
Byzantine fortress at Karacahisar, strategically
situated along the İznik-Istanbul road. According to Neşrî, by sending his nephew Aktimur to
Konya, Osman was acknowledging that he had
taken the region in the name of the Seljuk Sultan
in 1288. In later land registers, the Sultanönü
sancak was made up of Bilecik, Eskişehir, İnönü
and Seyitgazi districts, along with the towns of
Karacaşehir and Günyüzü. There is no trace of
non-Moslems in Eskişehir in the register, it being
a Turkish Moslem town from the start. According
to legend, Osman had prayers read at Karacahisar to lay claim to his independence. The town
became the principality’s center, with mosques
and markets set up so imams, hatips and kadıs
were required. The Seljuk sultan sent Osman a
standard to wave in battle. Osman asserted that
his great grandfather Süleyman Şah was the first
to come to Anatolia and that he was from the line
of Gökalp. According to Âşıkpaşazâde, Osman
named himself a han, issued laws and appointed
his comrades as leaders in the conquered areas.
Generally when the Ottomans conquered a place
they first appointed a kadı, a subaşı (police chief)
and set up a market. Neşrî claimed that with the
death of Seljuk Sultan Alâeddin Keykubad, the
Seljuk dynasty ended and Osman’s began. Actually, Alâeddin was taken to Tebriz by the Mongols
in 1302 and the last Seljuk sultan was Mesud II,
up until 1308. It was not until 1335, when Ebû
Said Bahadır Han died and the Gengiz line ceased, that the leaders of Anatolia declared their
own sultanates with pronouncements and coins.
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Today historians consider 1299 to be the start of
the Ottoman dynasty. In Turkish tradition a state is founded when a charismatic han who had
received God’s blessing declares so. However, in
the Islamic tradition, for a state to be established
there must be a hutbe (sermon-oration) and coins
minted.
The conquest of a fortress long under the control
of a local tekfur had importance from two standpoints. First it meant that peace with a tekfur paying tribute to the sultan had been breached and
cihad proclaimed. Secondly, it meant that now
Osman had a strategic fortress like Karacahisar
under his control. People came from far away,
from Germiyan for example, to settle there making Karacahisar a Moslem town. So instead of
being in remote Söğüt in 1288, Osman was now
headquartered in a central point right beside Eskişehir and he became known in the region as a
‘gazi’, rising to the rank of Seljuk sancak governor, like Çobanoğulları in Kastamonu.
Osman’s next target was the area east of the Sakarya river. According to Ottoman sources, Osman
directed nöker Köse Mihal to raid Taraklı Yenicesi. Köse Mihal, the tekfur of the Harmankaya-Göl
region, had information about the tekfurs of the
central Sakarya and the area roads. His expeditionary plan; pass through Beştaş, cross the Sakarya
river at Sakarya (Sarıcakaya) and take control of
Mudurnu-Göynük and Taraklı Yenicesi, the silk
caravan route to İznik. Word was sent to Samsa
Çavuş of the same tribe for cooperation. As the
expedition began, Osman first stayed at the Beştaş lodge and asked the lodge director for the best
spot to ford the Sakarya (Sarıcakaya, where today there are two bridges, one old and one new.).
Samsa Çavus met Osman there and took them to
Sorkun on the north side of the Sakarya. The Sorkun Greeks pledged allegiance to Osman and avoided pillaging and captivity. Moving northward via
Mudurnu, Osman came to and conquered Göynük and Taraklı Yenicesi. He then moved south
through the mountains to Göl-Flanoz (Klanoz?,
today’s Gölpazarı). Here, with his guides, passing
through Mihal’s Harmankaya, he crossed the Sakarya and returned to Karacahisar. The purpose
of the expedition was to collect loot but it also sent
a message to the region’s tekfurs that there was a
new ruler at Karacahisar.
In the period 1288-1299, Osman took the areas
controlled by tekfurs paying tribute to the Seljuk
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sultan, from Karacahisar to Bilecik-Yenişehir,
and eliminated the local tekfurs in Göynük, Gölpazarı, Bilecik, Yenişehir, İnegöl and Yarhisar. He
then began to move against Byzantine Bithniya.
According to a legend in Neşrî, when Ertuğrul
died some of the people wanted Osman to succeed him, while others wanted his uncle Dündar.
Osman won the election and in 1299 Dündar
became Osman’s kethüda (a sort of minister).
This was the year that Osman’s policy changed.
Up to this point, Osman had friendly relations
with the Bilecik tekfur and Osman had been force to ally with the tekfurs around Eskişehir and
Bileck to ward off Germiyan attacks. After Karacahisar, though, Osman’s raids targeted the more
distant Mudurnu-Göynük tekfurs. Together with
Dündar, Osman co-opted the Köprühisar tekfur,
who had risen up against the Bilecik tekfur. But
Osman’s and his uncle’s paths separated here,
as Dündar wanted to get along with the local tekfurs, whereas Osman felt this presented obstacles to his advancement. So he shot Dündar with
an arrow and killed him. (According to Neşrî,
this occurred prior to the conquest of Bilecik.)
Toward 1299, Osman moved the battlefield from
Karacahisar-Söğüt west to Bilecik-Yenişehir. The
fact that he moved his capital from Karacahisar
in 1299 to Bilecik and then to Yenişehir, closer to
İznik, is evidence of his future goals.
Undoubtedly, the most reliable source about
Osman was his contemporary, the Byzantine
historian G. Pachymeres. There is quite a bit
of information about Osman in regard to his siege of İznik in 701/1302 and the Bapheus war.
E.A. Zachariadou estimated that the period that
Pachymeres referred to was the time of Osman
relationship with Çobanoğulları , 689-692/12901293. C. Imber puts these events in the 1300s.
Pachymeres talks about Cobanoğlu Yavlak Arslan and Ali of Kastamonu as being active in cihad against Byzantium. In the 1290s, Muzafferüddün Yavlak Arslan of the Hüsâmeddin Çoban
lin e was ruling Kastamonu. The Seljuk source
Kerîmüddin Aksarâyî clarified Pachymeres confusing information, explaining that after Sultan Keykâvus’s sons returned to Anatolia from
Crimea, one of them, Mesud II, took the Seljuk
throne from Argun Han and he settled his brother Rükneddin Kılıçarslan in, probably, Akşehir.
After the death of Argun Han and the election of
Geyhatu on 22 July 1291, during the fight for the
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throne among the Iranian Mongols Anatolia was
in tumult. The Turkmen rose up and Kılıçarslan
revolted against his brother Mesud. When Geyhatu Han’s army came in Zilkade 690/November
1291, Kılıcarslan headed for Kastamonu and
gathered the Turkmen there, also killing Mesud’s
long-time ally Yavlak Arslan. Sultan Mesud, sent
by Geyhatu , defeated Kılıcarslan (Pachymeres
mistakenly put Masur, meaning Sultan Mesud,
in place of Melik Kılıcarslan). Then, thanks to
Mongol support, Mesud was victorious (December 1291) and although Kılıcarslan escaped he
was eventually tracked down and killed by Yavlak Arslan’s son Ali, who then began to attack
Byzantine lands to the west, scoring conquests
up to the Sakarya river and beyond. Later, though, he made peace with the Byzantines. At the
time, Osman was at Söğüt, at the opposite end
of the Sakarya valley. According to Pachymeres,
Ali’s partisans joined Osman to continue the raids. So Osman was essentially conducting a war
on the border under the auspices of Çobanoğulları, making him the defacto leader there. Osman
now began to threaten İznik. Pachymeres knew
nothing of Osman’s Karacahisar period (12881299) but Osman’s name, rendered as Atmanes,
appeared for the first time in a contemporary source. Pachymeres identified Osman as the most
effective and energetic of the raiders, referring
also to Konuralp, Akça Koca and Turgut Alp. The
Byzantine chronicler also added another note not
found in Ottoman sources: Osman was a fighter
under the orders of the Kastamonu border chief
Çobanoğulları at the beginning.
Osman settled in Yenişehir as his headquarters
for raids on Byzantine territory and left his family in Bilecik, directing all his activites toward
İznik, which he soon surrounded. A Byzantine
unit moved to rescue İznik and was met by Osman on 27 July 1302, according to Pachymeres, (Ottoman sources say it was 701/1301-02)
at Bapheus (Koyunhisar) – Yalakova in Ottoman
lore. Yalakova is a flat area that extends into the
sea at the Hersek peninsula near the Yalakdere.
One follows the Yalakdere valley to Koyunhisar
on the road from İznik. Today there are ruins on
the hill just before Yalakova.
Pachymeres related the details of this important
battle. Osman left the İznik area and passed through mountain passes to the Halizôn nation. Prior
to this, about 100 Turkish raiders had stormed
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Télémaia (Koyunhisar Fortress) and were pursued with their look by the Byzantines. The Turks
defended themselves with arrows and were supported by fighters from Meandre (Büyük Menderes). Hearing of this success, Emîr Ali (son of
Yavlak Arslan) abrogated his agreement with the
Byzantines. Osman appeared at Yalakova along
with fighters from Kastomonu who had fled the
tumult there. The Byzantine commander Léon
Mouzalôn had about 2,000 troops but their morale was weak. Many of the Greek troops fled the
battlefield. The Turks were left to pillage and take
food from the local people, who sought refuge in
a tower and then Istanbul. Meanwhile the Turks
sacked the countryside all the way to Edremit,
although seaside areas such as Achyraous (Akira
near Balıkesir), Kyzikos (Kapıdağı), Pégai (Karabiga) and Lopadion (Ulubat) were spared. The
pillaging reached all the way to the gates of Bursa
and İznik with every place layed waste in just a
few days.
This information, in large part, is confirmed by
records in the Anonim Tevârîh-i Âl-I Osmân. A
relief force from Istanbul set sail and reached
Yalakova to save İznik but was ambushed by
Osman’s forces, thanks to a spy’s information.
Köprühisar was taken first, at the crossroads of
the routes from Bilecik and Yenişehir, at the head
of the Kızılhisar-Derbend (these villages exist today) valley. Osman blockaded İznik and tried to
starve the population into submission. He had
a fortress build and put Taz (Dirâz) Ali in command (today there is a Diraz Ali village and Diraz
Ali Pınar on the road from İznik to Yenişehir).
The record in the Anonım history that the people
of İznik despaired at this point is wrong. İznik
would eventually be taken by Orhan in 1331. Nevertheless, Osman’s fame spread to Paflagonya,
according to Pachymeres. Orhan succeeded Osman without a rival. In any event, 27 July 1302
is accepted as the date of the establishment of the
Ottoman dynasty and the Ottoman State.
With the Bapheus victory, Osman became a threat to all of Byzantine Bithniya. In order to stop
Osman, the Byzantine emperor offered a Byzantine princess to Gâzân Han in Iran and, after he
died, to Olcaytu Han. He also tried to incite the
Mongol army. Nevertheless, Pachymeres recorded that Osman’s fighters raided as far at the
Bosphorus. Between 1302-1307, Byzantium was
in a bad way around Mesothynia (Kocaeli), with
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the populace fleeing the raiding Turks. Finding a
ship, the Turks made their way by sea to Istanbul
and attacked the towers at Chélé (Şile) and Hiéron
(Yoros) on the hill at Anadolukavağı. Istanbul was
filled with fleeing refugees and the streets were filled with the hungry and sick.
Before laying siege to İznik, Osman raided Marmaracık and Koyunhisar but after the Battle of
Bapheus the tekfurs around Bursa united against
Osman. Âşıkpaşazâde gives the date of this battle
as 702/1303. The tekfur army marched on Yenişehir and met with success. The battle continued
at the narrow Dimbos pass. Among the dead was
Osman’s brother Gündüz Alp’s son Aydoğdu (his
tomb in on the road from Dimbos to Koyunhisar).
Ultimately, Osman was victorious and the Kestel
tekfur was killed in battle, while the Bursa and
Adranos (today’s Orhaneli) tekfurs fled. Osman
pursued the Kite tekfur up to the Ulubat bridge,
where the tekfur sought refuge in the Ulubat fortress. Osman demanded the tekfur’s surrender
and then executed him in front of the fortress.
In the aftermath of the Dimbos battle, the Bursa
plain as far as Ulubat and Uludağ was opened to
Turkish settlement. Bursa itself would resist siege
for another 23 years. Osman had fortresses built
at Aktimur and Balabancık to manage the siege.
The Turkmen villages on Uludağ and the Kızık villages on the slopes of the mountain were probably
founded betwee 1303 and 1326.
Osman was emboldened by the Bapheus and
Dimbos victories and drew fighters to his side
from Paflagonya and Anatolia, reaching a total of
5,000. He initiated new expeditions to secure the
fording points on the Sakarya for the fall of İznik
and to prevent aid from coming from Istanbul.
The most detailed account of the 704/1304 expedition comes from İshak Fakih-Yahşi Fakih and
Âşıkpaşazâde included this in his work. Osman
took Leblebücihisar (Kabakluca/Koubouklia?),
then Lefke (Leukai), Çadırlu and Mekece. At Akhisar, the tekfur put up resistance but lost and
fled. Osman went to Geyve (Kabakia) and took the
vacant fortress there. After that he seized Tekfurpınarı and stayed there for more than a month.
Looking at the lay of the land, it is understood
that these historic accounts are accurate. Before
he left Karacahisar, Osman summoned Mihal and
invited him to become a Moslem. The shortcut to
Lefke passed through Mihal’s territory, through
Harmankaya (today’s Harmanköy) and Gölpazarı
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to the Sakarya valley. The valley is quite steep
from Lefke to Mekece and turns north, reaching
the Akhisar plain (today’s Pamukova). During
this expedition Osman was unable to take Karaçepüç Fortress and the next hear he sent Orhan to take this fortress and the one at Karatigin
(today’s Karadin).
An atmosphere of panic now prevailed in Istanbul and İzmit was left without much food or water. The populace of the area including Bélokômis
(Bilecik), Angélokômis (İnegöl), Anagourdy (?),
Palatanéa (on the Bursa-İznik road), Mélangeia
(Yenişehir) and the surrounding areas fled, leaving the region lifeless. Kroulla and Katoikia
were even worse off and when the Turks took these fortresses the road from Byzantium territory
to İznik was cut off. During his 1304 expedition
Osman took Geyve, Mekece, Absu (Hypsu) and
Lefke. In order to reach İznik only the Kios/Cius
(Gemlik) road remained open.
Also in 1304, Çavdar Tatarı sacked the Karacahisar market. Beginning on 24 July 1305, Osman
sent Mihal and his other capable commanders
with Orhan to seize the Karaçepüş and Karatigin fortresses, in order to isolate İznik from this
direction. While Orhan was focusing his rancor
on İznik, Osman stayed at Karacahisar against
the prospect of another attack there by Çavdar
Tatarı. Orhan took Karaçepüş and left Konuralp
in charge there, while Akça Koca took charge of
Absu. Karatigin was taken and the tekfur executed. The Absafi-Bıçkı mountains blocked the
way to İznik and the only approach was via the
Sakarya valley. In 1305 Orhan made Akhisar his
headquarters and began raids on Byzantine Akyazı to the east and İzmit and Adapazarı, south
and north, respectively, of the Sapanca (Sophon)
lake. Thus, with Osman’s 1304 expedition and
Orhan’s in 1305, Ottoman control of the İzmit
and İstanbul roads was ensured, preventing any
aid from reaching İznik. Konuralp fought a pitched battle with the Byzantines for two days and
two nights before taking Uzuncabel and made
Tuzpazarı the new center of the border region.
Akça Koca and Osman’s nephew Aktimur raided
Kocaeli and in the east Konuralp seized Akyazı,
Konurpa, Mudurnu and Bolu. Gazi Abdurrahman settled at Karaçepüş and Absu and began
raids against Akova. Based on Âşıkpaşazâde
accounts and those in Neşrî, most of this action
took place after the 1305 expedition. So in 1305
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all roads leading to İznik were in the hands of
Osman Gazi.
According to Pachymeres, in 1305 the Byzantine
Emperor sent Sguros, who held the title “stratopedark”, against Osman with money to raise a
local army. Sguros came to the Katoikia region
but 5,000 Ottoman fighters seized the roads to
the fortress there and Pachymeres and Ottoman
sources agree that the Karaçepüş Fortress was
Katoikia and that the Turks took it and burned
the city. According to Ottomans sources, Bilecik
was seized in 1299 and Bursa was taken under
siege after the Battle of Dimbos.
Osman ruled with the other members of his family. His brother Gündüz was the police chief of
Karacahisar and he consulted his uncle Dündar
on important political decisions. He gave one of
the fortresses built for the siege of Bursa to his
nephew Aktimur and he sent his trusted commanders Akça Koca, Konuralp and Köse Mihal
along with Orhan, whom he was grooming as his
successor. As Osman grew ill in his later years,
Orhan became the defacto ruler.
There is no mention of any activity by Osman in
early Ottoman sources after 1305, when he essentially retired because of a foot ailment. The
date of Osman’s death can be determined by the
Asporça Hatun and Mekece deeds. He was alive when the former was written and dead when
the latter was prepared. Consequently, Osman’s
death can be given as 724/1324 when he was 69
years old. He reigned for 27 years, so his birth
date must have been 1257. At the time of his death Orhan was busy with the siege of Bursa. In
light of Osman’s will he was buried at Tophane
“under the dome in the monastery”. The monastery, called Gümüşlükubbe, was destroyed
in an earthquake in 1271/1855 and the current
plain tomb was build by Sultan Abdülaziz in
1280/1863. Osman in his will instructed Orhan
to adhere to Islamic law, watch over his subjects
and be compassionate. In the 1324 Mekece deed
the witnesses, besides Orhan, included his sons
Çoban, Melik, Hamid, Pazarlı and his daughter
Fatma Melek. Another witness was Mal Hatun,
the daughter of Ömer Bey. In chronicles Mal Hatun is recorded as the daughter of Şeyh Edebalı.
Another son mentioned is Alâeddin Ali. Orhan,
having been the expeditionary commander since
1305, took the throne on his father’s death without incident.
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The most important document from Osman’s
time is the Aspoça deed, prepared in Ramazan
723/early September 1323. In the document Asporça Hatun, the wife of Orhan, the son of Osman Gazi bin Ertuğrul, appointed Alâeddin Paşa
as the representative for her foundations. Osman
donated the villages of Narlı and Kıyaklı (Kapaklı?) to Asporça Hatun. Her two sons Şerefullah
and İbrahim Bey, and their descendants, would
have the rights of the foundations, according to
the deed. Asporça Hatun gave trusteeship to her
son İbrahim. Also, there are mentions about the
Osman period in the land registers of Sutanönü
and Âşıkpaşazâde’s Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osmân is the
primary source of information about the early
Ottoman era. It is based on the writings of Yahşi
Fakih, the son of İshak Fakih who was Orhan’s
imam. The stories about Osman and Orhan in
the work came from Ishak Fakih, in other words
from a contemporary narrator. The facts about
the history and geography in the stories have
been confirmed. It is clear that Yahşi Fakih’s
work has been used first by Âşıkpaşazâde and
then by Neşrî, Rûhî Çelebi (or Oxford anonimi
(anonymous) attributed to him), other anonymous authors, Oruç bin Âdil Tevârîh-i Âl-i
Osmân and in Ahmedî’s gazavât-style verse work
Tevârîh-i Mülûk-i Âl-i Osmân. Fifteenth century
histories took material from Âşıkpaşazâde, who
shortened Yahşi Fakih’s work, or from copies that
have not reached today. It is understood that in
shortening Yahşi Fakih’s accounts, Âşıkpaşazâde
has skipped over some points, including the battle of Bapheus, the İznik blockade and the 1329
battle of Pelekanon). This is evident in Anonim
Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osmân and to some degree in classic compositions by İdrîs-i Bitlisî and İbn Kemal.
Hoca Sâdeddin’s Tâcü’t-tevârîh is essentially
comprised of a Turkish summary of İdrîs’s Heşt
Bihişt. Many times, western historians, who used
the Italian Bratutti’s translation of Sâdeddin, did
not use İdrîs. Some of them used Leunclavius’s
translation. These must be used judiciously
so as not to make serious mistakes about this
early period. With regard to Turkish sources for
Ottoman history, the first step is to read Yahşi
Fakih’s menâkıbnâme via Âşıkpaşazâde, Neşrî
and the anonymous authors but with a critical
eye. Âşıkpaşazâde’s text as published by Atsız
(Istanbul 1949) is full of mistakes. Kemal Yavus and M.A. Yekta Saraç’s Turkish version,
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Âşıkpaşazâde: Osmanoğullarının Tarihi (Istanbul 2003), should not be used for scholarly purposes. It is easy to look at the folkloric material
included in these historical works, consider them
fairy tales and claim that there is a “black hole”
with regard to early period history. Undoubtedly,
Tevârîh-i Âl-i Osmân, which takes up the period of
Osman, has its shortfalls but many details can be
obtained from the Byzantine historian Pachymeres, who was alive during the time of Osman.
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Halil İNALCIK

Osmanlı Çalışma
Hayatında Ahilik Teşkilatı /
The Ahi Organization in
Ottoman Working Life
This work was done as a masters thesis by Ömer
Bosnalı in 1986 in the Labor, Economy and Industry Relations branch at the Istanbul University Social Sciences Institute. Besides the forward and introduction, the work is comprised of
two sections.
In the forward it is sated that a warm, family-like
atmosphere should be created between employee
and employer by taking advantage of scientific
methods. The view is put forth that when the human element is broken then the economic policies and systems cannot be successful. There must
be a moral structure formed in work life for a
Turkish person to be gratified in the work place.
In the introduction it is stressed that a brand
new work morality and entrepreneurial ideology
can emerge based on the community’s adoption
of the values passed down from the Ahi organi-
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zation, which crystalized religious and historical
authorities.
In the first section there is an examination of the
sources of Ahilik, which, beginning in the 13th
century, had a profound effect on the craft and
communal classes during the Anatolian Seljuk
and Ottoman Turkish States. The effects of Fütüvvet and Byzantium are revealed as being part
of the formation of the organization. There is also
reference made to the âyets and hadis of the Quran and sünnet that were part of the principles
on which the Ahi organization was based. There was an apprentice-assistant-master hierarchy
among the members in a father-son manner and
craftsmen were established on a sound footing.
The system was organized for the craftsmen and
artisans to make quality goods and avoid disputes with each other.
In the second section, the organizational structure of Ahilik is explained and the duties of the
apprentice, assistant, master, yiğitbaşı and kethüda are discussed, along with working conditions. There was a common bank set up for each
craft called the Orta Sandığı, which was under
the supervision of the kethüda and yiğitbaşı. The
capital of the bank was collected from the craftsmen, based on their ability to contribute.
In the conclusion, it is explained that the masters had responsibility for the behavior of those
working at their sides. But monitoring the bad
behavior and actions of members was in fact the
responsibility of those at every level. The view is
put forth that our work life today should take lessons from Ahilik and be re-formed.

Cemile TEKİN

Osmanli Devleti’nin
Kuruluşu ve Ahilik /
The Founding of the
Ottoman State and Ahilik
This book was written by Galip Demir (Istanbul
2000) and comprised of an introduction and four
sections. In the introduction, the social, econo-
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The cover of the book entitled
Osmanlı Devleti’nin Kuruluşu ve Ahilik

mic, religious and other elements brought about
the Ahi units but in order to be able to understand
the functions of this broad research is required.
In this regard, after information is provided about
the Anatolian Seljuks and the Principalities, the
conditions under which the Ottoman State was founded and the role of the Ahis are analyzed.

Aziz AYVA

Osmanlı Ekonomik
Hayatında Fütüvvet
Teşkilatlarının Yeri /
The Place Of The Fütüvvet
Organization İn Ottoman
Economic Life
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This is the masters thesis written by Ender Boğazlyan in 1999 in the Economics Department of
the Middle East and Islamic Countris Institute of
Marmara University. The 87-page thesis has an
introduction, followed by three sections.
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In the introduction there is a discussion about
the religious, linguistic and cultural elements
that communities applied to the formation of
economic history. In this regard, Ahilik, which
passed from Seljuk to Ottoman times, played an
important role in the founding of the Ottoman
State. There is reference made to the Fütüvvet
organization seen in Turkish-Islamic and Islamic
states prior to the Ottoman State and the statement is made that Ahilik is an extension of this.
In the first section, the definitions and terminology of fütüvvet are examined. After it is explained
that the root of fütüvvet is rooted in the morality
and teachings of sufiism, the more economic dimension of the ideology among craftsmen organizations is discussed. Subsequently, the historic
development of Fütüvvet from the early Islamic
period is touched upon and sample texts from
fütüvvetnâmes are evaluated.
In the second section, there is a definition of Ahilik and an examination of the term’s Arabic and
Turkish roots, from an etymological perspective.
Then, by analyzing the socio-economic and socio-cultural structure extant in the 13th century
and the first half of the 14th century in the framework of the Ahilik perception in Anatolia, the
basic factor that affected the formation and development of Ahilik are explained. In this regard,
there is a brief biography of Ahi Evran, followed
by the general organizational structure of the Ahilik organization, the conditions for entering and
a description of the typical characteristics of the
members. The craft groups in Ahilik, their spiritual leaders, the basic function of Ahilik and the
decline of Ahilik and the transition to guilds are
touched upon.
In the third section, the socio-economic role
played by Ahilik in the founding era of the Ottoman State is taken up. The sacrifices, holy wars
and warrior aspects of Ahis during this period
are explained and the effects of the craftsmen’s
organization on the state’s establishment is discussed. In the conclusion, the Fütüvvet-Ahiism
relationship is touched upon and the general position of Ahilik, which spread its roots in Anatolia is evaluated.

Yakup KAYA
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Osmanlı Esnafı: Ticari ve
Sosyal Hayat (Belge ve
Fotoğraflarla) /
Ottoman Craftsmen:
Commercial and Social
Life (Documents and
Photographs)
The work was written by Ergin Taner and published in Ankara (2009). It is comprised of 17
headings and a total of 345 pages. 1. Fütüvvet
– general information; 2. Ahilik – Ahi Evran’s life
and training and mastery in Ahilik, principes, organization, quality and standardization, effect on
social life, arrangement of Ottoman craftsmen’s
activities; 3. Guilds and penalties meted out in
guilds; 4. The gedik system; 5. Ottoman craftsmen regiments and supervision, along with the
profession census of 1636; 6. Principles of Ottoman economy; 7. Ottoman trading system; 8.
Non-Moslems and trade; 9. Ottoman commerce
and the economy prior to the 14th century.
10. Social life in Ottoman times - Moslem and
non-Moslem family, neighborhood and homes,
Istanbul’s neighborhoods in the period of Sultan
Mehmed II, avariz banks, establishment of the
muhtar system, Istanbul’s bridges and dogs;11.
Special days, Ramazan markets, Sultan’s review of craftsmen in Ramazan, holidays, Muharrem month, the surre (gifts for Mecca) regiment,
craftsmen’s weddings and discussion groups;
12. Parks in Istanbul neighborhoods and types of
enjoyment; 13. Photographs of various Istanbul
neighborhoods like Üsküdar, Haliç, Eyüp, Hasköy, Karagümrük, Zeyrek, Samatya, Yedikule,
Kazlıçeşme, Galata and Pera and a letter from
Saffet Paşa concerning craftsmen; 14. Bachelor
quarters; 15. Markets; 16. Discussion of about
100 craft-shopkeeper groups, including arabacı,
cambaz, yazmacı, hattat, sahaf, mahyacı, dilenci,
berber, hokkabaz, kayıkçı, kasap, dondurmacı,
terzi, hallaç, sütçü, tenekeci, halıcı, nakışçı, muhallebici, çinici, kahveci. In the final section information is provided about the Şirket-i Hayriye
(ferry system).

Ayşe DEĞERLİ
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Osmanlı Öncesi ile
Osmanlı ve Cumhuriyet
Dönemlerinde Esnaf ve
Ekonomi Semineri /
Seminar on Craftsmen
and the Economy in
pre-Ottoman, Ottoman and
Republican Periods
This work (Istanbul 2003) contains the texts of
the papers submitted for the seminar organized
between 9-10 May 2002 by the History Research
Center of the Literature Faculty of Istanbul University and the Istanbul Craftsmen and Artisans
Chambers Union (İSTESOB). There are 34 papers in the work, published in two volumes. As
will be understood from the title, the seminar
focused on craftsmen, who make up an important portion of the population, and the economy,
which concerns everyone in the community. The
papers are arranged in the order they were presented at the seminar and relate to subjects from
pre-Ottoman, Ottoman and Republic eras.
The work is arranged in a chronologic fashion,
starting with the trade organizaitons of the Assyrian trade colonies in Anatolia; trade, craftsmen
and artisans in the Hittite period; economic reforms in the Roman Empire period; six papers
about the craftsmen, economy and guilds in
Byzantium in the 10th and 11th centuries. Then,
a paper about the crafts and their characteristics
in the work Kutadgu Bilig written by Yusuf Has
Hâcib in the 11th century, followed by one about
the economic and commercial lives of the Turkish tribes living north of the Black Sea between
the 10th and 13th centuries; slave trade and commercial routes to the Middle East from Asia and
the Caucasus; economic life, crafts and professional groups in the Anatolia Seljuk and Ilkhanid
periods and Ahilik and the Ahi principlethat guided these groups; and trade routes, caravansarays and bridges were the subject of ten papers.
The remaining 18 papers relate to the Ottoman
and Republic periods: the terms bâc-ı bâzâr,
kâhya and kethüda, migrants in the Ottoman
economy, first Ottoman craftsmen and artisans
in Cyprus, medical organizations in Ottoman times, the Istanbul Covered Bazaar, quilt-makers,
craftsmen of Trabzon, craft foundations in Ma-
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nisa, the city shopkeepers of Uşak, the 1873 International Vienna Exhibition, soap-maker craftsmen, banknotes of Ottoman banks, craftsmen of
Macedonia, craftsmen-artisan organization in the
Republican period and Ahilik.
One of the noteworthy issues in the published
seminar book is the historical path of craftsmen
and the economy. This is very important from the
standpoint of establishing the historical ties between the craft terms and terminology. Another
important issue is the excellent collaboration between the Istanbul University Literature Faculty’s
History Research Center and İSTESOB, which represents the silent majority of the civil community
in organizing such a seminar.
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lished in various places of the country after the
opening of the Mühendishane-i Bahri-i Hümayun
in 1773 and the Mühendishane-i Berri-i Hümayun
in 1795, and some photographs from the Yesilköy
Tayyare (aircraft) Mektebi that began operating in
1911. In the section about facilities, there are photographs of dams, banners, and water and wind
mills. Then, there are pictures of coal operations
and the oil pools of Mosul. Here there is special
mention, with reference to Sultan Abdülhamid’s
ferman of 1898-99, of the transfer of the oil lands
at Mosul and Kerkük to Hazine-i Hassa (royal treasury).

Caner ARABACI

İlhan ŞAHİN

Osmanlı Ticaret ve Sanayi
Albümü /
Ottoman Commerce and
Industry Album
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This work (Istanbul 2012), published to celebrate
the 130th anniversary of the founding of the Istanbul Chamber of Commerce, has eight main headings and 319 pages. In the introduction, information is provided about subject that directly affected
economic life in the 19th century such as Ottoman
goods, the process affecting the structure of the
economy, Balta Limanı Trade Agreement, Ottoman
industrialization effort, the Islah-ı Sanayi (industry
reform) Commission and the 1863 International
Sultanahmet Fair, foreign debts, the Düyun (public
debts) Administration, railroads, money adjustments, and the Capitulations.
The first portion of the photograph album concerns agriculture and animal breeding, while the
second relates to commerce. Alongside photographs from the period when trade caravans made
up of camels carried on trade before the railroads,
there are photographs of makets and bazaars. Special attention is paid to the first covered market of
the world, the Kapalı Çarşı (Covered Bazaar).
In the professional training section there are photographs of the craft and artisan schools estab-

Osmanlı’dan Cumhuriyet’e
Esnaf ve Ticaret /
Craftsmen and Commerce
From Ottoman Times to the
Republican Era
This work contains the texts of the papers submitted for the symposium arranged by the Atatürk Principles and Revolution History Department of Yıldız Technical University on 15 October
2010. There are 228 pages and 10 articles in the
work: Yavuz Cezar’s “Material Elements of Trade
in the Otttoman Empire”, Cengiz Kırlı and Betül
Başaran’s “Istanbul Craftsmen Quantitatively and
Qualitatively”, Nalan Tuna’s “Craftsmen-Janissary
Relations”, Aziz Tekdemir’s “Ministry of Commerce and Administrative Units”, Alp Yücel Kaya’s
“Commercial Life and the Status of Traders in Izmir”, Cihan Osmanağaoğlu Karahasanoğlu’s “NonMoslem Shopkeepers and Traders, Foreign State
Citizenship”, Fehmi Yılmaz’s “Tobacco Shopkeepers in Istanbul”, Sact Kutlu’s “Ittihat ve Terakki
Cemiyeti (Committee for Union and Progress) and
Craftsmens Organizations”, Arzu Terzi’s “Price Policies in the Mütareke Period of the Ottoman State”, and Nevin Coşar’s “Consumer Habits from Ottoman Times to the Republican Period”.

Yaşar SEMİZ
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Osmanlılarda Narh
Müessesesi ve 1640 Tarihli
Narh Defteri /
The Narh (Price-Setting)
Institution and
the 1640 dated
Narh Defteri (Register)
From Ottoman Times
The narh defterleri (price registers) are one of
the important sources for the history of Ottoman
economic, craft, culture and civilization. This
work published by Mübahat S. Kütükoğlu (Istanbul 1983) contains the Ottoman narh (price) institution and the text of the 1640 narh defteri. In
this regard, in the work there is an introduction
and a text section.
In the introduction the narh institution is taken up, along with its history, narh in Islam
and among the Ottomans, determining, applying and supervising prices. Then, the “ihtisab
kanunnâmes” that defined the basics of the materials and goods produced, manufactured and put
up for sale, and the characteristics of the narh
defters are discussed.
Subsequently, using a copy of the 1640 Narh
Defteri, there is a broad analytical section that
attempts to explain the value of the register from
the standpoint of price setting, culture and the
history of civilization. The classification of goods
and services, and the craft groups and masters
are given here.
The second section of the work contains the text
of the 1640 Narh Defteri . The text is made up of
a comparison of two issues and the differences
between the issues are show with footnotes. There is a dictionary added at the end which gives
the meanings of the words that appear in the text.
Finally, there is an analytical index that makes it
easier to use the work.
This work is a model for the study of the narh
defteri. It is an important source for the names,
origins, prices and geographic distribution of
many products and produce from Ottoman territory and elsewhere that wer sold in the Istanbul
marketplace in the 17th century.

İlhan ŞAHİN
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Ottoman Craftsmen and
Their Guilds
This work written by Burçak Evren (Istanbul
1999) contains 370 pages. It was translated into
Turkish by Ali Otoman with the title “Osmanlı
Esnafı” (Istanbul 1999).
The work covers the craft terms used during the
Ottoman State, along with a description of the
unparalleled skills of the craftsmen, the street
vendors, engravers, liver-sellers and other craftsmen and shopkeepers. The common thread
among these different professions were the guilds and gediks (licenses). The guilds were civil
organizations that defended their rights vis-à-vis
the central authority. The hierarchy in the guild
system, whose roots were based on dervish orders and to religion and religious ceremonies,
was represented by people chosen from withing
the system. Within the guilds’ area of authority
was promoting apprentices and assistants, solving disputes between shopkeepers, assigning
penalties and awards, and making professional
requests of the central authority.
The gedik was a kind of monopoly or closed
structure, with the opening or closing of a shop,
and its location and sales, subject to the gedik
regulations. The holder of a gedik could pass it
along to his heirs upon his death. In the 16th century, in particular, the craftsmen guilds, gediks
and supervision of these was in a very developed state. In the guilds, a number of religious
ceremonies were conducted to strengthen the
organization consciousness and to take advantage of the attractiveness of presenting awards.
The most interesting of these ceremonies was the
promotion of an apprentice or an assistant. Religion was put foremost in the ceremonies and this
encouraged the craftsmen toward honesty, with
some spiritual pressure. In this research, only
the variety of craftsmen is presented. For example, “lülecilik” (pipebowl making), the most splendid of the hand crafts that is today completely
forgotten, and the short-lived “sedyecilik” (stretcher bearing), which required arm strength, are
brought together in the work. The uniqueness
of the book comes from its richness with regard
to the quantity and quality of the visual material
presented in it.
In the Ottoman State the word “esnaf” had a
very broad scope that stretched from artisans to
craftsmen. Those providing services, producers,
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creators and workers were all “esnaf”. Masters who
made tespihs (prayer beads), “sebilci”, the barefoot
water sellers who cried “it puts out the fire of love”,
the “lüleci” (pipe-makers), “tulumbucu” (firefighters)
and “hamal” (bearers) are all taken under the microscope via Burçak Evren’s pen.

H. Mustafa ERAVCI
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Örgütsel Vatandaşlık
Davranışı ve Ahilik Kültürü
Arasındaki İlişki /
Organized Citizenship
Behavior and the
Relationship with the
Ahilik Culture
This work, which was prepared by Arzu Tokgöz
as a masters thesis, Beykent University, Social
Sciences Institute, Management Administration
Branch, Hospital and Health Institutions Administration branch, in 2012, consists of four chapters and 101 pages.
After the introduction, the first part is based on
five dimensions including organizational citizenship behavior given organizational citizenship
and characteristics, altruism, conscientiousness,
informing based on courtesy, civic virtue, gentlemanliness and volunteerism. In the second part,
the organizational culture and characteristics of
Ahilik are analyzed.
The third part consists of the organizational citizenship behaviors with theoretical comparison of
the basic rules of Ahilik culture. The fourth part
examines relationships between the organizational citizenship behavior of the employees and the
applicability of the Ahilik basic rules
In the conclusion, the determination is made that
the Ahilik culture dimensions coincide with the
dimensions of organized citizenship behavior and
that workers implement the principles of Ahilik
culture in the organization, within the scope of organized citizenship behavior.
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of History at Anadolu University in Eskişehir. He
worked as a history teacher in the Ministry of National Education. Then he continued to work on
many issues. In his works, he conducted research especially on Kemalist thought, social movements, social problems being of historical origin
and issues and environment of Alevism where he
lived. He wrote articles in many newspapers and
journals. He prepared textbooks and preparation
books for schools. He has around ten books.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
https://eksisozluk.com/baki-oz--896191, (Erişim: 24 Haziran
2014).

Bünyamin AYHAN

Özburun, Serkan
(b. 1970)
Serkan Özburun, who prepared a book entitled
Kaybolan Meslekler (Istanbul 2006), was born
in Nevşehir. He completed his primary, secondary and lycee education. He then read theology
at Ankara University. Since 1990s he has worked as proofreader, redactor, translator and editor in various publishing houses. Özburun, who
has around ten books, is engaged in publishing
works.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
http://www.kaknus.com.tr/new/index.php?q=tr/node/212;http://
www.kitapyurdu.com/kitap/default.asp?id=53205; http://searchworks.stanford.edu/view/9621781; (Erişim: 09.05.2014).

Çiğdem ÇİFTÇİ ULUSOY

Caner ARABACI

Özcan, Tahsin
Öz, Baki
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(b. 1949- d. 2002)
He is the writer of the work entitled Bir Alevilik
Yolu Ahilik. He was born in the village of Eşmepınar connected to Erzincan. After he completed his
primary and secondary education, he graduated
from the department of Social Science at Atatürk
Education Faculty in Istanbul and the department

(b. 1967)
He is the writer of the work entitled Fetvalar Işığında Osmanlı Esnafı. He was born in Akıncılar connected to Erzincan in 1 October 1967. He
graduated from the Faculty of Theology in 1989.
He made his master and doctoral studies in the
field of economic history. He began his career as
an associate professor in the Faculty of Theology
where he undertakes administrative tasks.
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His works: Vakıf Medeniyeti ve Para Vakıfları, Istanbul 2010; Osmanlı Para Vakıfları Kanûnî
Dönemi Üsküdar Örneği, Ankara 2003; Fetvalar
Işığında Osmanlı Esnafı, Istanbul 2004.

Kazım ÜRÜN

Özdemir, Rifat
(b. 1951)
Rifat Özdemir, who is the writer of the book entitled Antakya Esnaf Teşkilâtı (1709-1860), was
born in Afyon. After he made his primary education at İmam Hatip Ortaokulu in the township
of Balçıkhisar belonged to Şuhut and secondary
education at Afyon İmam Hatip Lycee, he graduated from Afyon Lycee. In 1977, he completed his
higher education in the department of History at
the Faculty of Language, History – Geography (Dil
ve Tarih-Coğrafya Fakültesi), Ankara University.
First of all, he made his master thesis entitled
171 nolu Ankara Şer‘iyye Sicili in the Institute of
Social Sciences of the same university from which
he graduated, and he then received the PhD degree with his dissertation entitled XIX. Yüzyılın
İlk Yarısında Ankara Fizikî, Demografik, İdarî
ve Sosyo-Ekonomik Yapısı (1785-1840) in the
same university in 1985. He worked as a master
in the Museum of I. TBMM Museum and Ankara
Ethnography Museum which belonged to the Ministry of Culture for a while. He was appointed
as an associate professor to Fırat University in
1985. Rifat Özdemir specializes in the contemporary history of Ottoman history and his major
works are related to the city history, family institution, foundation system, guild organization,
city architecture and city demographics. He has
many articles and books written on these topics.
His works: XIX. Yüzyılın İlk Yarısında Ankara Fizikî, Demografik, İdarî ve Sosyo-Ekonomik
Yapısı (1785-1840), Ankara 1998; Antakya Esnaf Teşkilâtı (1709-1860), Antakya 2002; Osmanlı Vakıflarının Kurulması ve Yaşatılmasında Devlet Kurumlarının İşleyişi, Ankara 2005.

M. Murat ÖNTUĞ
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Özdemirli Medrese
The medrese was constructed adjacent to the
Diğin Mosque of the tanners in the Konya Debbağhanesi (tanners workshop). It was a medrese of the Ottoman period, famous for developing
calligraphers. The site was adjacent to the Diğin
Mosque in Debbağhane quarter of Konya, whose old name was the center of Ahilik. The tanners shops in the Konya Debbağhanesi were active at the time the medrese was established. It
was known by the name Uzun Hoca Medresesi
because of the nickname of its initial builder.
Hacı Mustafa Efendi of the Konya ulema had the
medrese built before he died in 1843. Architecturally, it is typical of the medreses in Konya during
the Ottoman period. Along the perimeter of the
courtyard there are student classrooms made
of adobe. In 1848 there were 15 student rooms,
but by 1890 there were only four, along with a
classroom. The rest had been demolished. In
1890, Başaralızâde Seyyid İbrahim Hakkı Efendi
(1829-1891) expanded the medrese with support
of the people and the number of student rooms
rose to 14, together with three classrooms. A foundation was established to support the medrese.
Foundations: Seyyid İbrahim Hakkı Efendi donated two thousand kuruş in 1890. According
to the deed, the two thousand kuruş would be
extracted from eleven and a half. The income obtained was spent for the repair of the medrese
and the remaining income went fo the wages of
the principal and the trustee. While he remained
alive, Seyyid İbrahim Hakkı would be principal
and trustee. After his death, his oldest and most
righteous son would take his place, after which
the trusteeship would be granted familially. If the
income dwindled over time whatever was left would be given to the poor.
After the First World War, Özdemirli Medresesi
was used as a training facility for the preparatory
section of another medrese. Between 1918 and
1924, preparatory students of the Konya branch
of the Dârü’l-Hilâfeti’l-Aliyye Medresesi were taught here.
In addition to being a normal medrese, Özdemirli Medresesi operated as a school to train calligraphers and there were principals who helped the
school gain fame in this art form. The first principal who focused on calligraphy was the founder
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Hacı Mustafa Efendi. After him Başaralızâde İbrahim Hakkı Efendi, Başaralızâde Rasim Efendi
(1843-1907), Başaralızâde Şeyhü’l-Hattatîn Hasan Fevzi Efendi (1873-1946), Kadızâde Ömer
Sadık came along. A Quran prepared by calligrapher, ‘hafız’ (one who knows the Quran by heart) and principal İbrahim Efendi was presented
to Sultan Abdülhamid (1876-1909) as a gift. The
Sultan liked it so much that he awarded a 500
kuruş salary for life to this Özdemirli principal.
A foundation established in the name of the Diğin
Mosque, which served as the medrese’s place of
worship and which was adjacent to it, belonged to
principal Kadızâde Ömer Sadık Efendi and nine
shops were donated by way of the deed dated 6
Rebiülevvel 1319 (23 June 1901).
The Özdemir Medresesi, fell to ruin over time and
only the Diğin Mosque, its place of worship remains standing.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
VGMA, nr. 2004, s. 457, sıra: 257; Caner Arabacı, Osmanlı Dönemi Konya Medreseleri (1900–1924), Konya 1998, s. 361-367.
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Öztürk, Hüseyin
(b. 1959)
Hüseyin Öztürk, who is the writer of the work
entitled Tarihin ve Medeniyetin Beşiği Çarşılar,
was born in Ankara. He comleted his education
in Ankara. He started his professional life as a
photo journalist and passed news of political
parties. He worked as a cameraman in several
documentaries for a while. He then selected the
cinema. In this regard, he was an assistant director and production coordinator, and reviewer of
cinema and television films. He did press consulting in a variety of media organizations. He
worked in public relations, units of social and
administrative service. He took education in the
field of personal development programs. He gave
personal development seminars related to the
body language inside family communication in
various institutions.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Hüseyin Öztürk, Tarihin ve Medeniyetin Beşiği Çarşılar, İstanbul
2011, s. 4; http://www.biyografi.net/kisiayrinti.asp?kisiid=3859,
Erişim: 22 Haziran 2014.

Caner ARABACI
Caner ARABACI

Özkaya, Remzi
(b. 1948)
Remzi Özkaya, who is the writer of the work entitled Dünden Bugüne Ahilik, was born in the
district of Olur in Erzurum. He completed his
primary and Sanat (Art) school in Erzurum. He
then graduated from lycee called İzmir-Tire Erkek
Sanat Enstitüsü. He entered to the high school
called Ankara Erkek Teknik Yüksek Öğretmen
Okulu in 1966 and graduated from there in 1971.
Following this, he began to work as a teacher in
some vocational schools. He is currently working
in the Keçiören-İncirli Technical and Vocational
High School.
His works: Dünden Bugüne Ahilik, Ankara
2011.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Remzi Özkaya, Dünden Bugüne Ahilik, Ankara 2011, s. 4; www.
mebk12.meb.gov.tr (Erişim: 29.01.2014).
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Pabucu Dama Atılmak /
Throw the Shoe to the Roof

212

In the Ottoman State as of the 13th century there
were a few rules that exhibited the institutional
identiy of the state, which arranged social, economic, religious and cultural life. These rules were
developed with the aim of organizing the guild institution and Ahi units which the craftsmen and
artisans belonged to, and also to check the internal dynamics of the state. The emergence of the
saying “pabucu dama atılmak” (literally “the shoe
was thrown on the roof”, figuratively ‘to lose favor,
fall from popular esteem.”), which is widely used
even today, was the result of just such an internal
supervision.
The guild and craftsmen institution developed the
following procedure to keep the quality of goods
high, to produced according to standards, to ensure customer satisfaction, to preserve business
and trade morality, to prevent black market activities, to set master-apprentice relations and
train masters, to inculcate the craftsman understanding as described in the fütüvvetnâme and to
accomplish all of these activities with discipline.
Each craft supervised its own members to ensure
customer satisfaction and prevent fraud. One of
the professions most amenable to this supervision was shoemaking. Let’s say that you bought a
shoe or had one repaired and the shoe was faulty.
In this situation, the customer would follow the hierarchy of shaikh, warden, yiğitbaşı, etc. to make
a complaint to the concerned individual. The craft
shaikh would look into the situation to determine
whether the fault had resulted from customer use
or a craftsman’s mistake. Then a committee of elders would be formed and if the fault had come
from the craftsman then the cost of the shoe would be returned to the customer. The committee
would then have the faulty shoe thrown on the
roof of the store to show the mistake to the public
and as a lesson against poor quality workmanship. This was quite a serious penalty, tainting his
reputation. Customers coming to the market would thus know who produced good quality work
and who did not. In fact, if deemed necessary the
offending craftsman would be temporarily or permanently barred from the profession.
As a consequence, the shoemaker would be deprived of a living and his esteem lowered in the eyes
of the public.
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The craftsmen institutions that perform the duty
of today’s trade and industry chambers, professional organizations and units provide internal
supervision though similar practices to keep social life orderly and to form the seeds of quality
standards for ISO, TSE, etc.

Aziz AYVA

Pancal Çeşmesi
The name of the Pancal Çeşmesi (fountain) situated in back of the Küçük Medrese near the
Cakova Kirena river in Kosova that is mentioned
in Ahi works, comes from the word “penc/beş”
(five). The structure is located at the junction of
five roads and was mentioned in Ahi works.
The fountain is mostly underground today, except for its front portion. It was made of stone
blocks and had three bowls. The fountain is plain
and above one of thebowls there is a 35 x 20 centimeter horizontal, rectangular stone upon which
there is a six-branch flower motif.
The fountain is currently in ruins and is not in
use.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Mehmet Zeki İbrahimgil-Neval Konuk, Kosova’da Osmanlı Mimarî
Eserleri, I, Ankara 2006, pp. 135-136
.

Mustafa ÇETİNASLAN

Paşam Mahallesi Mesjid
(see Kurşunlu Cami)

Pazar / Market
The original of the word is the Persian “bâzâr”
(market). The word came to Turkish as “bazar”
and is spoken as “pazar” by the populace. In
related languages like Kyrgyz, Kazakh, Uzbek,
Turkmen and Uighur it is pronounced “bazar”. In
English “bazaar”, in French “bazar”, in German
“basar” and in Italian “bazzara”.
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The pazar is an element of eastern civilization
and the place where goods were bought and sold.
In this regard, the markets were the places in
cities, towns and even villages where social and
religious life came together. So, the markets were
generally located near the mosque, together with
coffeehouses to make the religious and social life
unite. In Ottoman times, cities and towns would be referred to with the saying “Bazar durur,
Cuma kılınır” (the market and mosque are colocated). These markets were open-air, with plain
stalls that could be put up and taken down. In
Seljuk times the Yabanlu Market between Kayseri
and Pınarbaşı was set up in the beginning of May
and lasted until the middle of June and had the
feel of a fair. It is also worth noting that markets
were set up in the time of Osman Gazi, the founder of the Ottoman Principality.
In Ottoman times, for the establishment or opening of a new market the public’s comments were
noted and the central government would make
a decision. The operation and running of the
market would be held at an open-air site one day
each week, although there were some exceptions,
and the kadı (judge) of the district would be the
responsible party. In this regard, the goods coming to the market would not be variably priced.
Rather, they would be sold at a price would be
determined by the kadı in consultation with the
concerned shopkeepers, trader and craft leaders
and the leaders of the populace. This fixed price
was known as “narh”.
The most important aspect of the markets was
their being set up at a particular place and a
particular time. There was a fixed site for the
market and this came to be known by the populace as the market place. Most of these markets were opened once each week and usually
carried the name of the place where they were
located. In Ottoman times, though, the markets
might be known by the day they were active, such
as “Tuesday market” or “Wednesday market”.
Examples of markets that took the name of their
city were Düzcepazarı (Düzce) and Adapazarı in
Anatolia. There were also markets set up in the
mountain pastures where nomads would meet in
the spring. For example, at the Melendiz summer
pasture in Niğde there was a Çarşamba (Wednesday) market that was active each week on that
day. Both the nomads and the local people would
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brings goods for buying and selling. In Konya and
Akşehir there were horse markets, reflecting the
importance of horse breeding in those areas.
Although some markets carried the name “pazar”, they were different from normal markets.
These markets in big cities were made of stone
and had numerous entrances and exits, sold all
sorts of goods and were open throughout the
week. Generally, these markets were set up at the
intersection of two streets so from the Persian
words “çar” (four) and “sû” (side) the word “çarsı” emerged. Among these, the Kapalı Çarşı (Covered Bazar) and Mısır Çarşası in Istanbul can be
mentioned, along with the Hân el-Halili in Cairo,
the İsfahan Pazarı in Iran that dates back to the
Seljuk and Safevî times there, and the Tehran Pazar from the Safevî era. These kinds of markets
carried the concept of market or market bazaar,
more than a once-a-week market. .
There were three groups of goods bought and
sold at the markets. These were fruits and vegetables, dry food and textiles. These types of markets were prevalent in Ottoman times and are found all around Anatolia today. Fresh produce is
brought to the markets and produce that comes
before the season is referred to as “turfanda” by
the sellers. The word comes from “turfanda yemiş” (pre-season food) that was included in the
regulations of a district that reflected the economic and commercial principles determined by
the central government and the populace in the
Ottoman era. The word “turfanda” comes from
the farthermost point of Asia, the Turfan region of China, where the Uighur people live and it
came to Anatolia via the ancient Silk Road. The
city and the region are under sea level and among
the hottest places on Earth. However, because of
the canals that bring water from the Tanrı Mountains to the north the region is quite agriculturally fertile. Consequently, the combination
of plentiful water and hot weather allow for the
early ripening of fruits and vegetables. The use
of this term in Anatolia, the westernmost point
of Asia, shows the the historical and culture ties
that exist with the far eastern location of Turfan.
Other than the widespread markets that sold
vegetables, fruits, food and textiles, there were
slave markets in the Ottoman period, along with
second-hand markets call “bit pazarı”, and “womens markets” where only women were involved
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ner and give the owner a document. This practice was not just administered in Ottoman times,
even today in Central Asian markets the same
practice is employed. For example, in Kyrgyzstan
animal owners are given a “möör” (seal) stamped
on their receipt relating to 25 som for each head
of cattle and 15 som for smaller animals. Whether the animals are sold or not, the owner must
pay the money and show the stamped document
when he leaves the market. This practice calls to
mind the “iltizam” practice of Ottoman times and
the individuals known as “mültezim” that carried
it out. Similar practices are used in Anatolia even
today.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
A bazaar in the Ottoman period
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in the activity. There were other markets that took
their names from the animals sold there, such as
fish, bird, horse, and other related goods markets. Markets for the sale of cattle were called
“mal pazarı” or “hayvan pazarı” in Turkish and
these are widely known as “mal bazarı” in Central
Asia.
In Ottoman times, goods brought to market were
not sold at random prices. A price was fixed based on the season and was set by the kadı (judge)
and the shopkeepers of the area. The set price
was called “narh” and it was monitored by the
kadı’s “muhtesib” and his “kol oğlanlar” who would roam the market to check on prices. Women
were their most important sources of information
and this situation endured until the beginning of
the 19th century. With regard to regulating narh,
the Es’ar Nezareti was established in 1851 and
then the Es’ar Meclisi that was tied to the İhtisab
Nezareti in 1854. When these ministries were dissolved, the matter of checking narh was given over
to the şehremaneti” (local municipality). Eventually, though, the narh was lifted for goods other
than fruits, vegetables and bread and prices were
left to the function of the free market.
Neither did good randomly show up at the markets. There were officials at the entrances and
exits at markets such as the animal market, where the officials would count the animals. The reason for this was that based on the number of
animals entering the market, officials would take
a related amount of money from the animal’s ow-

Ömer Lütfi Barkan, XV ve XVI inci Asırlarda Osmanlı
İmparatorluğunda Ziraî Ekonominin Hukukî ve Malî Esasları, I,
Kanunlar, İstanbul 1943, pp. 46, 48, 394; Suraiya Faroqhi,
Osmanlı’da Kentler ve Kentliler (translated by Neyyir Kalaycıoğlu),
İstanbul 1993, pp. 69-73; İlhan Şahin, “Urban-Rural Relations in
the Transition Period: The Case of an Animal Bazaar in Kyrgyzstan”,
The Post-Soviet States: Two Decades of Transition & Transformation, eds. Ajay Patnaik & Tulsiram, New Delhi 2012, pp. 189-200;
Mübahat S. Kütükoğlu, “Narh” (Osmanlılar’da), DIA, XXXII,
390-391; Hikari Egawa-İlhan Şahin, “From Bazaar to Town: The
Emergence of Düzce”, Kyoto Bulletin of Islamic Area Studies, 3/1
(July 2009), pp. 293-309; İlhan Şahin, Osmanlı Döneminde KonarGöçerler (Nomads in the Ottoman Empire), İstanbul 2006, s. 72-72,
102-103; Sato Tsugitaka, İslam Hayatı ve Teknoloji (Japonca),
Tokyo 1999, pp. 31-33; C. A. Bayly, Rulers, Townsmen and Bazaars:
North Indian Society in the Age of British Expansion 1770-1870,
New Delhi 2010; Tahsin Özcan, “Pazar” (Osmanlı Dönemi), DİA,
XXXIV, s. 206-209.

İlhan ŞAHİN

Peştamal kuşanma
(see Şed bağlama)

Pîr / Spiritual Leader
The Persian word “pîr” has a dictionary meaning
of “old, white-bearded, experienced person” and
it is used to refer to a mürşid (guide), velî (saint)
and shaikh in sufiism. According to this useage,
the pîr is the one who provides guidance to the
person taking sufi training. The word pîr with its
sufi meaning was used for the first time in the
3rd and 4th century (9th and 10th centuries) among
the Sufis of Horasan and especially among the
Nişabur melâmetî’s who initiated fütüvvet. Horasan sufi Abdullah bin Muhammed bin Münâzil,
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who lived in Horasan in the first half of the 4th
(10th) century was known as “pîr-i ehl-i melâmet,
pîr-i melâmetiyân”. The word shaikh gained currency among the Horasan Sufis after the 5th (11th)
century. One sees that the words shaikh and
pîr are used with the same meaning in the first
Persian sufi classics Hücvîrî’s Keşfü’l-mahcûb’
and Muhammed b. Münevver’s Esrârü’t-tevhîd’
(Nasrullah Pürcevâdî, V, 892-893). The Horasan Sufis were known by their geographic region
or their birthplace, together with the word pîr.
For example, Ahmed Yesevî was known as “pîr-i
Türkistan”, Hâce Abdullah Ensârî, the author of
Menâzilü’s-sâ’irîn, was known as “pîr-i Herat”
and Şeyh Nâsûr as “pîr-i Gûhistân”.
The person who had completed to rise to pîr as
a “seyrüsülûkü” (expert in religious training) guided others in the path to righteousness (İsmâil
Rusûhî Ankaravî, page 28). This useage comes to
mean that the pîr was the shaikh of a dervish order. Pîr could also be an abstract personality or
a spiritual and faith-based principle. This is the
“inner man” meaning. When Mevlâna Celâleddin-i
Rumi said “the pîr is your love, not just a whitehaired and bearded man. He is the one who protects thousands from hopelessness.” (Mesnevî,,
V, 278) was using the word in its spiritual and
literal meaning. The use of pîr as a guide in both
the spiritual and literal senses refers to those
who are modest in their worldly life and because they can provide guidance to people about the
next life. So Cebrâil (Gabriel), thinking, “kutub”
(God’s chief of saints on Earth), “gavs” (cry for
help), and Hızır share the meaning of pîr. In this
regard, in Hüseyin Vâiz-i Kâşifî Fütüvvetnâme-yi
Sultânî (page 61), Cebrâil is identified as the pîr
of Hızır’ı-Mûsâ.
In all professional groups there is a spiritual
master of that craft among the fütüvvet experts
and in the Ahi organization and that person is
called the pîr. For example, Hz. Âdem (Adam) is
the pîr of farmers, Nûh (Noah) of mariners, İdrîs
of tailors, Dâvud of ironmongers and armorers,
Lokman for doctors and Selmân-ı Fârisî for barbers. Ahi Evran is considered the pîr for tanners.
Hallâc-ı Mansûr is accepted as the pîr of cotton
fluffers. In Fütüvvet and craft organizations, the
person who ties on the belt is called “pîr-i şed”.
In olden times it was a tradition for shopkeepers
to hang a sign with the couplet “Her seherde bes-
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meleyle açılır dükkânımız/Hazret-i (Şâzelî dır)
pîrımız üstadımız” written on it, with reference
to the pîr of that craft.
From he standpoint of holy law, dervish order,
skill and truth, the pîr term has four classifications. The four pîr’s of holy law are Hz. Âdem,
İbrâhim, Mûsâ (Moses) and Hz. Muhammed,
whereas the four pîr’s of dervish orders are
Cebrâil, Mîkâil, İsrâfil and Azrâil. Fefîddüddin
Attâr, Hâfız-ı Şîrâzî, Şems-i Tebrîzî and Mevlâna
Celâleddin-i Rumî are the pîr’s of skill. According
to another classification, there are five pîr’s for
skill: Şah Kasım-ı Envâr, Mevlâna CelâleddinRumî, Şems-i Tebrîzî, Ferîdüddin Attâr and
Sa’dî-i Şirâzî. Hz. Hasan, Hüseyin, Kümeyl bin
Ziyâd and Hasan-ı Basrî, to whom it is believed
Hz. Ali gave the cloak of disciple, are known as
“çehâr pîr”.
After a dervish order was established the pîr
concept took on an institutional meaning and
the founder of the order was known as pîr or
pîr-ı tarikat. For example, Abdülkadir-i Geylânî
for Kadirism, Ahmed er-Rifâî for Rirâîism,
Şah Bahâeddin Nakşbend for Nakşibendîism,
Ebü’l-Hasan ş-Şâzelî for Şâzelîism, Mevlâna
Celâleddin-i Rumî for Mevlevîism, Hacı Bektaş-ı
Velî for Bektaşîism, Hacı Bayrâm-ı Velî for
Bayramîism. This meaning of pîr is more widespread than the other meanings. As in the examples
of Halvetîism and Mevlevîism, the founder of the
order was known as “pîr-i evvel” and his successor who renewed thought, etiquette and basic
principles of the order was known as “pîr-i sânî”.
For example, in Halvetîism, Ömer el-Halvetî is
the pîr-i evvel of the order and Yahyâ-yı Şirvânî
was the pîr-i sânî. The name given to the dervish
convent where the pîr’s grave is located is called “pîr evi, pîr makamı, huzur, huzûr-ı pîr.” The
pîr’s virtues are explained with some likenings,
some of which were “summer season, spring
coolness, pearl of the moon”. For the pîr accepted as the master of spiritual alchemy, “kibrît-i
ahmer” (ahmer, a red material used in alchemy
to turn copper into gold.) was another name for
Ferîdüddin Attâr.
In sufi literature, the word pîr was used in various ways that were turned into figures of speech that carried different meanings. Examples
include: “İlâhî aşk şarabını sunan kâmil mürşid” to mean “pîr-i meygede, pîr-i meyfürûş, pîr-i
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bâdefürûş, pîr-i meyhâne”; “sâlikleri ilâhî aşk ateşinde yakan insân-ı kâmil” to mean “pîr-i mugan”;
“kalenderî ve melâmetî tavrın baskın olduğu şeyh”
to mean “pîr-i harâbât”; “ledün ilmiyle manevî zevkler veren, kâinatın ezelî ve ebedî neşesini sağlayan
kimse” to mean “pîr-i dihkan”. The term pîr was
used to refer to the leader of religious movements.
In Zoroastrianism, the religious leader was known
as “pîr-i mugan”. In Christianity, the monks of monasteries were known as “pîr-i deyr”. These terms
were also used figuratively in sufi poetry. Nizârî
İsmâilî’s, inspired by Iranian sufiism, gave their
dai’s, imams and hüccets the title pîr.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Safi ARPAGUŞ

Protestan İş Ahlâkı İle
Ahilik İş Ahlâkinin
Karşılaştırılması /
Comparison Between
Protestant Work Ethic
and the Ahi Work Ethic.)
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This study was done in 2007 as a masters thesis by
Musa Gelici in the Theology Science Branch, Religion Sociology Science Branch of the Social Sciences
Institute at Marmara University.
In the first section of the study there is a focus on
economic ethics and its religious relationship and
in this regard, there is an effort to put forth the
relationship between the economy and religion,
economic work morality, the economic morality of
religions and Islam’s view toward economic life. In
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the second section, the capitalist economy and
Protestant morality are taken up. Starting from
the work of famous sociology Maz Weber entitled
Protestant Morality and the Soul of Capitalism,
he tries to explain the Protestantism and its work
ethic. Max Weber’s thoughts about the relationship between capitalism and its soul, and Protestantism and the principles of Protestant work
morality and some determinations are made.
Then, space is given to a systematic criticism of
Weber’s views. In this regard, there is a discussion centered on whether the attitudes of Kayseri
entrpreneurs are based on Calvinism and Protestantism or the guild organization whose roots are
found in Ahi culture and traditions.
In the third section, the work morality of Ahilik
and the fütüvvet organization are taken up. The
traditional Ahilik organization, Ahilik’s historic
development and the Ahi unit organization structure are explained. In the fourth section, there is
a comparison of Protestantism’s work morality
and that of Ahilik. Although there is a common
area betwee the two work moralities, in addition
to what Protestantism offers, Ahilik has a connection to Islam that puts morality first, profit in
a secondary position and has an approach that
sees both positive and spiritual knowledge as important. In the conclusion, Ahilik is characterized as a craft and morality school.

Hayri ERTEN

Püf Noktası /
Fine Points of a Craft
In Ahi Evran’s time, the skill required for a profession and craft was outlined with specific regulations and rules of morality. According to the
tradition of craftsmanship, an apprentice who
did not obtain permission from a master could
not open his own shop or set up his own work.
According to a legend, there was a glass master in the central Anatolian region. The master
practiced Ahilik, teaching his apprentices all the
relevant skills , along with the etiquette of craftsmanship. He would say “you became one” to his
old apprentices whose time came, helping them
and wishing them well.
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One of the last of the glass craft apprentices asked for permission to leave his master, who thought it better for the apprentice to remain for a
while and sharpen his skills. The apprentice waited but again asked for permission, prompting the
master to say “my son, you haven’t yet learned the
“püf noktası” (fine points) of this profession. Stay
a bit longer!” The apprentice, though, could not
wait any longer and, risking everything, he left the
master and went to a neighboring town and set up
his own shop. However much he tried, however,
he couldn’t make a go of it. All of the glassworks
he made, like dolls, candleholders and decorative
items, would crack after a while. The young man
could stand no more, declared bankruptcy and
returned to the master “I was wrong, please don’t
you be.” and winning over the master, he returned
to work for him.
After a while the master said to him “you’re ready. I’m giving you my blessing. Now you can
open your own shop but as a last gift I’ll show
you the “püf noktası” of this job and then you can
go.” The master pointed the apprentice toward a
dark room he had never entered before. The master took one of the stacked hot products in the
corner of the dark room and turning a light ray
clinging to the ceiling in a left-to-right manner, he
blew on the glass product saying “püf” “püf”. The
apprentice began to understand the secret of this
dark room that he had never entered before and
he said to the master “master what are you doing?
Why are you blowing the glass? In reply the master
said “look son, there are tiny little air bubbles in
the glass that I’ve held up to the light. Before the
glass cools I blow on them to break them so no air
remains in the glass! Now do you understand why
your glass cracked?” The apprentice was amazed
at what he heard and he had learned the mistake
he had made, along with an important secret about his craft. The master said to the apprentice “so
have you learned the “püf noktası” of this job?”
The master patted him on the shoulder and sent
him on his way.

Aziz AYVA
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Radavi
According to his own record in his fütüvvetnâme,
he was Seyyid Muhammed bin Seyyid Alaiddin elHüseyni’r-Radavî. There is not much information
available about his life but it is supposed that Radavi’lived during the end of the15th century and
the beginning of the 16th and that he was a kadı
(judge) in Bursa. He himself stated that he was
from the Şafi sect but based on the attitude reflected in his fütüvvetname, the fact that there are
Shia-sourced claims related to İmamet raises the
prospect that he wanted to hide his Shia identity.
The work Miftahu’d-Dekayık fî Beyani’lFütüvvet ve’l-Hakâyık, known as the Radavi
Fütüvvetnâmesi, was completed in 1524. Compared to other examples, this work is much more
dense and detailed, and it is refereed to, rightly, in
other fütüvvetnâmes as Fütüvvetnâme-i Kebir (the
big fütüvvetnâme). There are tens of copies that
have been distributed to various libraries. According to his own notations, besides this there are
various pamphlets such as İrşâd-ı Talibîn, Risal-i
Bayrak, Risal-i Habbazân.
A humorous translator said of the fütüvvetnâme,
“let’s write in Persian or Arabic so our book is that
much more decorative.” We understand from this
that being able to write verse in Turkish, Arabic
and Persian reflects fluency in all three languages.
For a person serving as kadı to be fluent in the
three main languages of Islam is reflective of the
level of scholarship of the time.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ali Torun, Türk Edebiyatında Türkçe Fütüvvet-nâmeler, Ankara
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Ali TORUN

er-Rıhle
This work contains the travel notes of the great
Moslem traveler of the Middle Ages İbn Battuta
(Muhammed bin Abdillâh el-Levâtî et-Tancî, died
770/1368-69), who provided important information about the Ahis in Anatolia. The work’s full
name is Tuhfetü’n-nüzzâr fî garâibi’l-emsâr ve
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acâibi’l-esfâr and in literature it is known by the
name Rihletü Ibn Battuta.
With only a few breaks, İbn Battuta traveled for
about 28 years and conveyed his raw texts to secretary İbn Cüzey el-Kelbî, who made some edits
and minor additions. The foreward to the book
was written by İbn Cüzey el-Kelbî and at the end
of the book two different dates are given. It is understood that İbn Battuta last wrote his memoirs on 3 Zilhicce 756/9 December 1355 and Ibn
Cüzey’s work on the text was completed in the
month of Safer in 757/February 1356.
The work was written in Arabic and covers various subjects. In it there is broad information about the political situation and commercial capacity
of Anatolia in those days, as well as information
about the Ahilik organization. The work is the
number one source regarding the rise of Ahilik
in the Anatolian geography. Reflected in the work
are contacts with Ahi units with regard to the
commercial culture and there is detailed information concerning the political and commercial
activities from the Crimea to Konya and from
Alanya to Sivas. According to him, Ahilik resembled the fütüvvet system in Egypt. There was
a similar likening made to this system in İsfahan.
Those who support the view that the word ahi
came from the Arabic “ah” and that it should be
read as “ahi”, assert that Ibn Battuta witnessed
this but there is no such indication in the work.
Ibn Battuta tried to explain the word not from the
meaning of “ahi” but rather from the form of it.
M. Cevdet prepared a supplement in Arabic for
the portion relating to Ahilik in er-Rihle and
its title is Zeyl alâ fasli’l-ahiyyeti’l-fityâni’tTürkiyye fî Kitâbi’r-Rihle li’bn Battûta. He compared the Ahilik organization to the fityân of the
Arabs and explained its historic development,
training and ceremonies, military and sufi aspects and the services in various branches of
industry, together with documents and figures
(Istanbul 1351/1932).
Ibn Battuta toured through most of the old world,
besides Europe, and most of the countries he visited were ruled by Turks and Mongols so this
can be considered the Turk-Mongol century. The
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seven great rulers of the time included Ebû İnan
el-Merînî, but besides him all the others were
either Turkish or Mongol. Consequently, the information he provided is very important for the
history of these nations.
From an anthropological standpoint, too, erRihle is a very important source as it includes a
wealth of information about social life, customs,
beliefs and etiquette. This is because the work
contains details about the life styles of the people of the day, ranging from food recipes to holiday and mourning clothes, and from politics to
sufiism. The writer Ibn Battuta also touched on
symbols related to social status and one of the
things that most surprised him was the status of
Turkish women because the women of Anatolia
could ride a horse like a raider and were in the
first ranks of market trade.
Ibn Battuta personally said tht from time to time
he took advantage of guide books, quoting İbn
Cübeyr in this regard. There are some exaggerations about a number of incidents and he fails to
touch on some subjects that other travel writers
mentioned when describing some cities, yet Ibn
Battuta is considered accurate by most translators and in fact in the latest research Ibn Battuta
is deemed more realistic than other travelers, having had a very acute memory.
The first work related to er-Rihle was prepared
by Muhammed bin Febhullah el-Beylûnî. One
copy of this summary, which Zebîdî also touched
on, was published by Brockelmann and there is
another copy in the National Library (nr 1753),
along with one in the Arik Hikmet Library in Medine (Tarih, nr. 231). It was only after this work
was publicized in Europe and word spread about the value of er-Rihle that it was published in
the Islamic world. There is a Turkish translation
by an unknown writer in the Istanbul University
Library (nr. 508). The first orientalists to take
up er-Rihle were the German M. Kosegarten and
his student H. Apetz. Samual Lee translated the
text that Beylûnî prepared into English and J. de
Santo Antonio Moura translated the work into
Portuguese, based on an handwritten copy found
in Morocco in 1797.
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C. Defremery and B. R. Sanguıinetti worked long
and hard to translate the entire Arabic text into
French under the title Voyages d’îbn Batoutah,
enriched with footnotes and published in four
volumes. (Voyages d’Ibn Batoutah, Paris 18531858, Frankfurth 1994. The translation, with a
foreward written by Ernest Renan in which he
heaps praise on Ibn Battuta and his style, has
been used since its publication as the basis for
investigations, comparisons and criticisms.
H.A.R. Gibb pubished a book entitled Selections
from Ibn Battuta, by selecting passages from the
work, and combined these with very worthwhile
notes (London 1929). The richest translation of
er-Rihle done in the second half of the 20th century was Gibb’s (London 1994). The book was
translated into Italian with the title Viaggiotori
Arabi Viaggi ibn Battuta by F. Gabrielli (Cagaliari 1961) and into Spanish with the title A traves
del islam by Serafin Fanjul and Federico Arbös
(Madrid 1987).
In the Arab world, other than the most recent
Abdül-hâdî et-Tâzî neşri (I-V, Rabat 1417/1997)
and a few serious works, there has not really
been an original work with detailed information
and compatively-based study regarding er-Rihle.
In Turkey in the 1860s interest in the work increased and the first translation was done based
on a poor and incomplete copy and published
in the Takvîm-i Vekayi newspaper (May 1862).
Terceme-i Seyahatnâme-i Ibn Battuta, a translation by an unknown writer, was published in
1290 by the Süleyman Efendi Matbaası.
Mehmed Şerif Paşa translated DefremerySanguinetti’s copy of er-Rihle under the title
Seyahatnâme-i İbn Battuta in three volumes
(Istanbul 1315-1319). Additionally a committee
assigned by the Ministry of Education translated
the Defremery-Sanguinetti copy in 1917. This
study has a 26-page introduction and a detailed
index. It is in five volumes. The faulty aspect of
this translation, which is in the Istanbul University Library (nr. 4904) is that some names in the
index have been misspelled.
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er-Rihle was translated into Urdu by M. Hüseyin
(Lahore 1898) and into Persian by Muhammed ali
Muvahhid (Tehran 1337 h/1958, 1348hş./1969,
1370 hş./1991).
The most recent publication is Sait Aykut’s Turkish translation, examination and notes, entitled
Ibn Battuta Seyahatnâmesi (Istanbul 2004).
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Taken from DIA (XIX, 361-368).

A. Sait AYKUT

Rifâiyye
When Rifâî fütüvvetnâmes are examined it is seen
that Rifâîism was at the same time the path of
fütüvvet. The Rifâîyye dervish order emerged in
the Bataih region of Iraq together with Seyyid Ahmed er-Rifâî (d. 578/1182). In the centuries when
Rifâîism was formed it was tied to the same ideals
as sufiism and linked to the Iraqi Sufis, just as in
Iran, Horasan and Maveraünnehir. There was a
very close relationship between sufiism and fütüvvet in the Kadiriye, Rifâîyye, Bedeviyye and Kübreviyye orders. Şihabüddin Sühreverdî, the spriritual leader of the Sühreverdiyye order, made the
ideas and qualities of sufiism and fütüvvet overlap
with each other in Baghdad and there is a strong
possibility that the Iraq-based Rifâîyye and Kadiriye orders supported this.
According to late period Rifâî sources, the fütüvvet geneology line in which Seyyid Ahmed er-Rifâî
took his place went like this: Mûsâ Kâzım, Seyyid
İbrahim Mücâb, Seyyid Hüseyin, Seyyidânî elKasım Muhammed, Seyyid Mehdî, Seyyid Hasan,
Seyyid Mûsâ, Seyyid Ahmed es-Sânî, Seyyid Ali,
Seyyid Hâzım, Seyyid Sâbit, Seyyid Yahyâ, Hasan
Sultan Seyyid Velî, Kutbu’l-ârifîn Hz. Şeyh Seyyid
Ahmed er-Rifâî.
In the work entitled Minhâcü’l-müridîn related to
the Sa’diyye order, it is said that the Prophet tied
the belt on Imam Ali, who tied the belt on Ashâb
and others, and that Selmân-Fârîsî was given
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permission to tie the belt and he did so to seven
people and that later these were the seven ‘kutba’ (aktâb-ı seb’a/seven leaders). Among these
seven was Sa’deddin Cebâvî and Seyyid Ahmed
er-Rifâî. In other sources it is said that on Arafat
in the presence of the seven people a belt with a
length of seven şeriat ariş was tied to the waist of
Hz. Pir Seyyid ahmed Rifâî by guide Seyyid Ali.
The clearest proof of the belief in Rifâîism that
sunniism and love of the Prophet’s family, in other word that it comes from the same tradition as
fütüvvet and sufiism, was that it emerged along
with the fütüvvet virtues in Anatolia in the early
period of the 13th century. This sufi understanding, which was nurtured by the principle that
fütüvvet was inclined toward both Sunni sufiism
and Aleviism, was adopted in Anatolia in the 13th
century. The relationships between shaikhs and
their disciples in the lodgs were tied to the fütüvvet principles. It is said that the doctrine of
Mahmud Hayrânî (died 667/1269), a disciple of
Seyyid Ahmed er-Rifâî , came as a Rifâî shaikh
to Anatolia and settled in Akşehir and that his
dervishes used the tenure, palhenk, elifî nemed
and other similar garments. It is thought that the
spread of Rifâîism among Turks in the early period was an effect of its relationsip to the fütüvvet
tradition.
When the Rifâî fütüvvetnâmes are examined one
sees that Rifâîism, a sufi path, is at the same time
a fütüvvet path. As of the 16th century, Rifâîyye,
which was represented with separate individuals in Istanbul, began to engage in dervish order
activities with a lodge and an âsitâne (main dervish convent) belonging to Mehmed Hadîdî (died
1756). Fütüvvetnâmes such as Fütüvvetnâme-i
Yasin er Rifâî, written by one of the disciples of
Yasin eş-Şâmî er-Rifâî, who was the disciple of
Mehmed Hadîdî, Tarîkat-i Rifâîyye, which is thought to have been penned in the 19th century and
which resembles a fütüvvetnâme, Şeyh Mehmed
Selim Efendi’s (died 1976) Rifâî Fütüvvetnâmesi,
and Usûl-i Tarîkat-ı Bedeviyye, which contains
the common virtues of the Bedevî, Rifâî and Sa’dî
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orders, show that Rifâîism manifested the fütüvvet principles in Anatolia and Istanbul.
There are many common elements shared between Fütüvvetnâme-i Yasin er-Rifâî and classic
fütüvvetnâmes. In the work, which begins with an
explanation of the şerbet ceremony that is the essence of fütüvvet principles, information is given
about a dervish wanting to enter the order and
the related seven ingrediants of şerbet, which
are air, vinegar, milk, black grapes, hurma, pure
water and olive oil. Then, under the heading
“Sûret-I Ahd ü İnâbe”, and after a description of
the obedience and connection ceremony, there
is information provided about the offices of the
order such as çavuş, sancaktar and nakip and
the ceremonies where they are appointed. Under
the heading “Fütüvvet Yolunun Beyanı” there is
a discussion regarding the hadis-i şerifler, where the Prophet spoke in praise of Hz. Ali. Then,
after a description of the belt-tying between the
Prophet and Hz.Ali and Hz. Ali’s tying of the belt
to seventeen people, along with Selman-ı Farisî
tying on the belt, with the permission of Hz. Ali,
to fifty-five people, the names of the belted people
are listed. There are pictures of the seven types
of belt-tying and their names. This section ends
with mention of the family tree of Seyyid Ahmed
Rifâî. Under the heading “Hilâfetin Beyanı” there
is an explanation of ceremony for putting the hırka (cloak) (ilbâs-ı hırka). First the cloak, folded
twelve times, is prayed over by the shaikh and
the cloak is wrapped on the head of the disciple.
Then other prayers are said for the putting of the
cloak and eventually the belt is tied on and its
knots undone.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Derya BAŞ

Rind
Rinds are mentioned mostly in connection with
Ahilik. The root of the word rind, which means
wanderer, well-meaning, familiar, goes back to
Abbasid times. During this period some social
classes that were virtuous, brave and generous,
as in the fütüvvet understanding, were known
with the names fityân, ayyâr, sâtır and rind. These groups were known for their irregularity and
shunned by the populace, coming to be known by
one of these names depending on the their time
and place.
The rinds, whom İbn Bibi sometimes called
“rünûd” and other times “evbaş”, “reziller” and
“serseri”, were involved in many indicents in large cities during the time of the Anatolian Seljuks.
Their numbers increased especially during the
period of Mongol hegemony. Many youths in large cities who couldn’t find work in craftsmen’s
organizations, migrated toward being a rind and
this posed a serious danger for social order. In
this regard, members of the rünûd class in the
Anatolian Seljuk capital of Konya had close relations with the Hânkahs (dervish convents), which
were a sort of headquarters for certain ideas, and
in fact some Hânkahs began to be defined based
on the scope of influence of their rünûd leaders.
It is not known how many rinds there were during the Seljuk period. Nevertheless, Ahmed
Eflâkî noted that there were thousands of rinds
under the sway of an Ahi named Ahmed Şah and
this indicates that theirs was a populous class.
Because of this special feature, the rinds were
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often used as a military force in political battles
among statesmen, especially after the defeat at
Kösedağ.
In sources from the period rinds are mostly mentioned together with Ahis, who took advantage
of this rough force known for its bravery, when
circumstances dictated. But this does not mean
that the rinds were members of the Ahi organization. This is because the Ahis were known for
their crafts, their philanthropy and getting along
well with others. The rinds, on the other hand,
were marginal characters who lived a rough life.
So the philosophy and attitude of both were quite
far from one another. Moreover, this class of unpredictable fellows even killed Ahi leaders.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
İbn Bibi, el-Evâmirü’l-Ala’iyefi’l-Umuri’l-Ala’iye, I, (prepared by
Mürsel Öztürk), Ankara 1996, pp. 139; II, pp. 91-93, 102, 118, 148,
205, 209-210, 213; Anonymous, Selçuknâme, (translated by F. Nafiz
Uzluk), Ankara 1952, pp. 33, 59-60; Ahmed Eflâkî, Ariflerin
Menkıbeleri, I, Istanbul 1986, pp. 197-198; II, Istanbul 1987, pp.
57-58, 133, 174-175; M. Fuad Köprülü, Osmanlı İmparatorluğu’nun
Kuruluşu, Istanbul 1986, pp. 153-154; Mustafa Akdağ, Türkiye’nin
İktisadî ve İçtimaî Tarihi, I, Istanbul 1995, p. 43; Tuncer Baykara,
Türkiye Selçukluları Devrinde Konya, Ankara 1985, pp. 132-133;
Neşet Çağatay, Bir Türk Kurumu Olan Ahilik, Konya 1981, p. 9;
Yusuf Küçükdağ, “Anadolu Selçuklu Devleti’nde Ahî Teşkilâtının
Kurulması”, Türk Tasavvuf Araştırmaları, Konya 2005, pp. 3-4;
Şemseddin Sami, Kâmûs-ı Türkî, Istanbul 2005, p. 671; Franz
Taeschner, “İslam Ortaçağında Futuvva Teşkilâtı”, IUIFM, XV/1-4,
p. 18; Claude Cahen, “İlk Ahiler Hakkında”, (translated by Mürsel
Öztürk), Belleten, L/197(1986), pp. 591-601; Ahmet Yaşar Ocak,
“Fütüvvet -Tarih-”, DIA, XIII, Istanbul 1996, p. 261.

İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU

er-Risâle
This is a classic book that Abdülkerim el-Kuşeyrî,
who gave room to the fütüvvet understanding in
his works, wrote with regard to the sufiism of
the mature period of his life. The book was written in Nîşâbur in the years 437-438/1045-1046
and it is known as Kuşeyrî Risalesi, with a nod
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to the author’s name. Besides the introduction,
there are fifty-five sections. In the introduction
Kuşeyrî criticizes the Sufis of the period, saying
that even though they are not Sufis the number
of these faux Sufis is rising. He notes that these
same people are indifferent to religious rules, seeing no difference between the good and the bad,
disdaining worship, enjoying the temptations of
life and living a life of negligence. In the first section of the work, the words, behaviors, condition
and legends of eighty-three Sufis known for their adherence to religious rules are taken up. In
the second and third sections sufi subjects such
as kabz, bast, heybet, üns, fenâ, bekâ, havâtır,
tevbe, halvet, uzlet, zühd, hafv, recâ, şükür, tevekkül, zikir, rızâ, velâyet and kerâmet are explained. In the last section the etiquette of disciples
is discussed.
Kuşeyrî, who talks at length about the fütüvvet
understanding in the work, begins with the âyet
“Doubtless they are stalwart youn men who are
faithful to God.”(Kehf,18/13) and he identifies
Ashâb-ı Kehf as having held fütüvvet. In this regard, he conveys the views of many predecessor
Sufis, such as Ebû Hafs el-Haddâd, Cüneyd-i
Bağdâdî, Muhasibî, Amr b. Osman el-Mekkî,
Nasrâbâdî and Fudayl b. İyâz and in some places
he gives his own views. In particular, there is a
detailed treatment of the words of the guide Ebû
Ali ed-Dekkâk and of Muhammed bin Hüseyin
es-Sülemî.
Because a sufi understanding in the framework
of Ehl-i sünnet is put forth in er-Risâle, it was
read with trust among even religious people who
were not Sufis. It was because of this characteristic that it was influencial in the spread of sufiism. Hücvîrî Keşfü’l-mahcûb, Gazzâlî İhyâ and
Ferîdüddin Attâr Tezkiretü’l-evliyâ’all took great
advantage of Kuşeyrî. For a great number of sufi
writers such as Muhyiddin İbnü’l-Arabî, Ebû
Hafs es Sühreverdî and Abdurrahman-ı Câmî,
er-Risâle was their guide book.
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There are several Turkish translations of er-Risâle
and it has been translated into many other languages, including English, German, French and Persian.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Risale-i-Diğer der
Bareyi Esnaf
This is a journal, number 7544 belonging to Seyyid Nakşali Şah, in the Tehran University Central
Library. There is a difference between Risale-i
Der-Beyane-Esnaf and this pamphlet, in which it
is written that most of the founders of crafts are
prophets or famous people from the Semite tribe. It is noted, though, that the founders of some
crafts are unknown.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Afşârî Mehrân, Fütüvvetnâmenâ ve Resâyil-i Hâksâriye, Tehran
Afşârî Mehrân, Fütüvvetnâmenâ ve Resâyil-i Hâksâriye, Tehran
1382, pp. 227-229.

Abdürrezzak TEK
Ziver HÜSEYİNLİ

Risale-i der
Beyane-Esnaf
This pamphlet gives general information about
craftsmen and is in pages 34-35 of the 4419 handwritten papers in the Tehran University Central
Library. It was written in 1145/1732 and its author was Muhammed Ali Şerif Yezdi Şahrudî. In the
beginning of the pamphlet, seventeen craft leaders
from the line of Hz. Ali are identified and information provided about their names, lives and the places
where they are buried. Then, there is mention of
the leaders of other classes from the line of Hz. Ali
in other cities.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Afşârî Mehrân, Fütüvvetnâmenâ ve Resâyil-i Hâksâriye, Tehran 1382,
pp. 219-225

Ziver HÜSEYİNLİ

Risale-i Fütüvvetiye
This Ahilik work was written in Persian by Seyyid
Ali Hemedanî (died 786/1384). There are many
copies of the work and the writings in the book
about fütüvvet are different from those of other books. In the work the author first explains the term
“Ahi” and then the system of the fütüvvet organization, its meaning, goals, moral and social benefit,
customs and traditions and the value of the “Hırka
Silsilesi”. For this reason it is an important work
that shows that there were fütüvvet holders in Iran
in the 14th century and it shows how they behaved.
Space is also given to what Ahi elders and Hz. Ali
had to say about fütüvvet. The work is written in
plain language, with ayets from the Quran in the
text, along with the Prophet’s hadis, and the word
and poems of famous Sufis.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fütüvvetnâme, Târîh-i Âyîn-i Âdâb ve Rüsûm be-İnzımâm-ı Risâlei Fütüvvetiyye, (published by Mîr Seyyid Alî-yi Hemedânî), Tehran
1382.

Ziver HÜSEYİNLİ
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Risale-i Goşiriye
This work was written in Arabic by Ebülkasım
Ebdülkerim Goşirî-yi Nişapurî (died 465/1073).
It is one of the Fütüvvetnâmes written for mystics
and wise men. Consequently, it has been one of
the best-liked and most-read works since it was
first written.
Risale-i Goşiriye is comprised of two chapters
and fifty-four sections. In the first chapter the oneness and qualities of God are given. In the second
chapter’s first section there is mention of eightythree wise men and the second section discusses
sufi terms. In the other sections the mystic state,
its traditions and customs are written about in
flowing prose. Without exception, all sections begin with one or two ayets from the Quran and a
few hadis. Then each continues with the words
and stories of spiritual leaders. In some of them,
as examples, beautiful poems are presented.
Mevlâna and Attar, along with other famous
mystic writers, mentioned this book in their
works. Many scholars wrote about the explanation of the book. Abdülkasım Goşirî’s student and
disciple Ebu Ali ibn Ahmed Osman translated it
into Persian for the first time.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ebü’l-Kasım Kuşeyrî, Tercüme-i Rîsâle-i Kuşeyriyye, I, (published
by Bediuzzaman Füruzanfer), Tehran, 1374, p. 835.

Ziver HÜSEYİNLİ

Rûhanî, S. Kâzım
(b. 1944)
S. Kâzım Rûhanî, who prepared the doctoral
thesis entitled XVI-XVII Yüzyıllarda Osman ve
Safevî Esnaf Taşkilâtı (Ottoman and Safevî
Craft Organizations in the 16th and 17th centuries), was born in the city of Rudsar in the Caspian
Sea region. His primary and secondary education
was in the city of his birth and he went to high
school in Tebriz. For university he went to Teh-
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ran University’s Literature Faculty (1967). After
completing the masters program at the same university (1969), he completed his doctorate with
the thesis entitled XVI-XVII Yüzyıllarda Osmanlı
ve Safevî Esnaf Teşkilâtı at Istanbul University’s
Literature Faculty’s Ottoman Institutions and Civilization History Professorship (1976).

Saim SAVAŞ

Rüstem Paşa Bedesten
It is estimated that, from an architectural perspective, the bedesten, which is located just west
of the Rüstem Paşa Mosque in the city center of
Tekirdağ, is a 16th century work. It is claimed to
be from the Rüstem Paşa foundation, which has
the most important and richest campus in the
city. There is no construction or renovation inscription on the structure but its importance is
major from the standpoint of it being the oldest
commercial center in the city to reach the present
day, along with Rüstem Paşa Mosque.
The bedesten stretches from southeast to northwest with dimensions of 19.00 x 25.00 meters.
There are six domes that sit upon two thick columns. Other than the north side, all the other
sides are made of unhewn stone material, using
the stacked wall technique. The north side, though, has unhewn stones and brick beams on the
lower part of the wall and stone and bricks mixed
in the upper portion. On the north and south sides of the structure there are two each windows
and on the east and west sides there are three
each windows. The rectangular windows are encircled by stone borders. Each side of the work
has a door, each of which resembles the other design-wise. In the interior space the two elephant
feet that carry the roof system are linked together
by spiked arches and the domes above are secured with pendentive passes.
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The plan and six-dome design of the
bedesten,which is one of the important structures of the campus, resembles the bedestens
in Gallipoli, Tosya, Bergama and Beyşehir. The
structure was used in the 1950s as an equipment
depot by the Education Directorate and was then
restored in 1972. The external shops that went to
ruin over time have been replaced by new ones.
In recent years the modern shops around the bedesten have been removed and the area opened
up.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Hikmet Çevik, Tekirdağ Tarihi Araştırmaları, Istanbul 1949, pp.
68-69; Semavi Eyice, “Bedesten”, DIA, V, Istanbul 1992, p. 309;
N. Çiçek Akçıl, “Rüstem Paşa Külliyesi”, DIA, XXXV, Istanbul
2008, p. 294.
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Saatçi /
Clock Maker, Horologist
Human beings have used several methods to
learn the time since the old times. The clock of
which oldest example is found as the sundial, divides into five as sundial, water clock, hour glass
and mechanical clock in history. There were muvakkithanes defining the time in the entrance
parts of the big mosques in the Ottoman period.
Here the attendant was called muvakkit (person
attached to a mosque whose chief duty was to
determine the time for ezan, call to prayer). The
muvakkits in Istanbul were the first clock makers and did their works by sitting at muvakkithane in the entrance of the mosques. Muvakkits
were responsible for the repairs, apart from time
signal. Large pendulum clocks were put to the
muvakkithanes next to the big Istanbul mosques,
of which number increased since the end of the
18th century, to help define the prayer times. It
is known that the clock towers seen in Italy for
the first time in Europe became widespread since
the beginning of the 15th century. In the Ottoman
Empire, clock towers had just become a current
issue in the time of Abdülhamid II (1876-1909).
The interest towards the clock in Istanbul firstly
began in the Ottoman Palace, attracted attention
among the notables of the state and the rich and
then became popular among the people.
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M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

Sa‘d b. Ebu Vakkas
(d. 675)
He is accepted as the sage (pir) of archery in the
Ahilik tradition. He was born in Mecca in 592.
As his grandfather was the uncle of the mother
of the Prophet, the Prophet called him “maternal
uncle (dayı)”. By virtue of the Caliph Ebubekir, he
became Muslim at a young age.
Sa‘d is recorded to be the first person shooting
an arrow to the Kureyş caravan. He joined in all
almost wars with the Prophet Muhammad. Each
arrow he shot at Uhud War reached the target,
while the Prophet was giving the arrows which he
would shoot, it was told that the Prophet complimented him by saying “ my parents will sacrifice
for you, O! Sa‘d shoot the arrows!”
Sa‘d supreme military command on the Iraq
front in the time of the Caliph Omer and he
overwhelmed the Sassanians in the Kadisiye War.
He conquered the capital Medain (636). Then he
won the Celûlâ Battle. With the conquests in the
region he exterminated the dangers which would
come from the Sassanid Empire. Afterwards he
established the city of Kufe with the order of the
Caliph Omer. In the time of Caliph Osman, he became the governor of Kufe for about one year. He
became neutral in Cemel and Sıffin wars. He died
in Akik and was buried in Cennetülbaki (675).
Sa‘d is said to be one of aşere-i mübeşşere, in
other words, the twelve persons heralded with
heaven. He took part in the six-person council
chosen by the Caliph Ömer before his death for
the caliph nomination. He had a simple life and
took place among the prominent commanders in
Islamic history with his martial tactics and the
bravery he showed. He made tiny distinctions in
the transfer of Hadis. 271 hadis were transferred
from him.
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p. 30; İskender Pala, “Nasihatnameler”, DIA, XXXII, pp. 409-410;
Mahmut Kaplan, “Türk Edebiyatında Manzum Nasihat-nâmeler”,
Türkler, XI, pp. 794-798; Mehmet Sait Çalka, Mustafa Safî Efendî
ve Gülşen-i Pend Mesnevisi, Celal Bayar University Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Türk Dili ve Edebiyatı Anabilim Dalı Unpublished
Masters Thesis, Manisa 2007; the same author, “Safî Mustafa
Efendi’nin Osmanlı Esnaf ve Sanatkarlarına Nasihatleri”, Ahilik,
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Mehdin ÇİFTÇİ

Safî Mustafa Efendi
(d. 1120 / 1709 ?)
He was a scholar and poet known with his poetical work named Gülşen-i Pend in the genre
of Fütüvvetname / Nasihatname written in the
beginning of the 18th century. From the limited
information on him only from the Ahlak Kitaplarımız of Bursalı Mehmed Tahir and Gülşen-i
Pend of him, it could be said for him that he lived
during the sultanate of Ahmed III (1703-1730)
and the administration of Sadrazam Damat Ali
Paşa (d. 1716).
Mustafa Efendi understood Arabic and Persian
languages very well and used the nickname of
“Safi” in his poems. Giving advices to the professional experts in the Nasihatnâme, having
an extensive knowledge on these professions,
using the Qu’ran, Hadis, Kalam, Belagat (rhetoric), Kısasü’l-enbiya (Stories of the Prophets) to
describe these advice, apart from these, using the
term of profession fields such as especially medicine, chemistry, alchemy, astrology, surgery and
music indicate this. Also spoken of the thought of
Sufism in his work and presenting advice to shaikh and followers show that Safi Mustafa Efendi
was competent in Sufism. Yet Mustafa Efendi,
besides the sufi expressions such as menzil (destination), insân-ı kâmil (the person who has reached perfection), ayne’l-yakîn (to know as if seeing
through eyes), ilme’l yakîn (to know with knowledge) and hakka’l-yakîn (to grasp the essence of
the truth) in his Gülşen-i Pend; used the terms
of follower, guide and shaikh and drew attention
to the importance of joining in a thing, and these
strengthened the possibility that he was a member of a tariqa (dervish order). But no information could be found to support this.

Mehmet Sait ÇALKA

Salhane Hamam /
Bathhouse
It was in Kirişhane next to Mezit Bey İmaret
(alms house) in Edirne. As Edirne Salhane (slaughter house) had been here before and it was
opposite of Salhane Bathhouse and Yeşilce/Mezit
Bey Mosque, it was known as Yeşilce Bathhouse.
The founder was Gazi Mustafa Paşa. The bathhouse was destroyed in time.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Osman Nuri Peremeci, Edirne Tarihi, Istanbul 1939, p. 98.

Cemile TEKİN

Sâlih
He was known as the sage (pir) of the cameleer in
the Ahilik tradition. He was sent to Semud (Thamud) peoples as prophet. According to what is
told in the Qu’ran, his people asked him to take a
camel out from a rock as miracle and when this
event happened, some believed and some continued their curse. A furious group among them
killed the camel given as miracle to the Prophet
Salih soon after, as a result of this, they had the
divine wrath.
Bloodline of Salih prophet is seen as Salih b.
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Ubeyd b. Esif b. Mâşih b. Ubeyd b. Hâzir b.
Semûd b. Âmir b. İrem b. Sâm b. Nûh in the Islamic sources. The Prophet Salih who is the member of the most honorable family of his people,
is described as trustable, visiting the patients,
taking care of the weak and poor and making
charities.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Mehdin ÇİFTÇİ

Sanayi ve Ticaret Bakanlığı/
The Ministry of Industry
and Trade
(see The Ministry of
Customs and Trade)

Sancak /
Flag, Banner, Standard
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Sancak” used widely in administrative and military terms in the Ottoman period, was also used
as the representative for each artisan group with
the colors and logo on it. The word sancak is understood to be derived from the verb of “sanç”
in Turkish which means “planting like a flag and
plume especially in land, flag permanently waving on the ship or a monument and indicating
symbol, the right side of the ship in navigation,
and a region in the Ottoman State or has brought
income”. The word of which several derivations
are seen in many branches of Turkish and in this
regard, seen as “sanç- /sançı- /şanç- /çanç-” forms
meaning “lance” in the old Turkish inscriptions
and it is understood that its most widespread
form is “sanç-” as seen in the example of “altı
erig sançdı / altı adamı mızrakladı (six men were
lanced)”. “Sanç-” used with the conjugation of
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“sançdım”, “sançdımız”, “sançdı” means nudge,
bite and defeat in Kaşgarlı Mahmud in the 11th
century. Verb steam meaning stick, stab, pass in
the expression of “yigirmi kaznı bir şişke sançar” in the Kipchak language is seen with the
form of “sanç-”. The word is seen as “şanış-” and
“çanış-” in the Altaic language and in the Bashkurt language seen as “säns-” meaning to stick
pointed something in a place, stick by nudging;
hurt and ache; to stick the needle in fabric in
the tailoring; to lift up the tail for animals, perk
up; orally annoying, saying hurting words. In the
Uzbek language, it is used as “sanç-” like in the
old Turkish inscription and has the meanings to
put, squeeze, stick into, tuck in a sharped end
vehicle by pressing or strike and to have ache like
a sharped tool put in a human body or annoying
orally metaphorically. The verb version of the
word in the Kirghiz language has the meaning in
one hand “çanç-” meaning drilling and sticking in
other side; in the Kazak language the version is
“şanşı-”. While in Contemporary Uighur language
the word of “sancak” means flag and plume, “the
word of “sancıtmak” derived from the same root
means to stick and stab. “Sancımak” means to
stab a pointed and sharped things by using force, have ache like stabbing a pointed thing into
the human body and make innuendos metaphorically.
The word which has a wide range of uses in Anatolian Turkish is seen to have the versions like
“sançmak, sancımak” / stab, “sancış” /war, “sancışmak” / süngüleşmek, “sancılmak” / sting, “to
solve sancak” / unfurl sancak , raise flag, “sancak
urmak” / plant sancak etc. The word of sancak
entered in other languages, in Persian, means
“nişan”, “alem”, “cap like “leçek” (eleçek in the
Kirghiz language) worn by the women and ornamented needles used to hold them on the belt. In
Modern French the word of sancak means “pin”
differed from the sewing needle. Some sources
give the variation of “sancak” in the form of “sancuk”. This variation indicates the word has the
meaning of sharpened and pointed. In all these
meanings sancak is widely used “the flag or flag
represented a military unit, administrative regions composed of them”.
The coterie of artisans was the foremost of the
non-governmental organizations to use the
sancak at the level of flag. Each artisan group
which generally has an organization in the city
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and towns, has a sancak that belongs to them.
This sancak which is rather from green satin has
ayahs written on it and the emblem of that artisan takes place at the end of the cord made from
white or red silk. This sancak is carried by hanging up at the end of a long post. Sancak which
has been seen as the alem-i şerif since the early
periods of the Islam, according to the tradition, it
became one of the signs of dispositions of especially the first Ottoman sultans towards the end
of the Seljukid hegemony in the Anatolia. It is
known that in the first Ottoman periods, after the
conquest of Karacahisar by Osman Gazi, Anatolian Seljukid Sultan Alaeddin Keykubat III sent a
set of flag to the nephew of Osman via Ak Timur
to celebrate this conquest. In this regard in the
spiritual center of Ahilik, Kırşehir, sancak which
is the sign of the artisans, is known as “Ahilik
Sancağı”.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
İlhan Sahin, “The Term Sanjak and Sanjak in Ottoman”, International Journal of Central Asian Studies, 16 (2012), p. 21-37; the
same author, “Sancak”, DIA, XXXVI, p. 97-99.

İlhan ŞAHİN

Sancakdar /
Standard-Bearer
Ahi unions being the member of the artisan organization used sancak and alem in the ceremonies
made for various reasons. The one who carried
these at the ceremonies was called sancakdar
and alemdar. Sancak and alem were given to the
shaikh of the coterie of the profession. Giving
“tuğ and alem” is mentioned in the Fütüvvetname
talking about the ceremonies of the competent
of Fütüvvet. It was recorded in a Fütüvvetname
that the Prophet gave 12 persons from his companions by giving them tuğ and alem. In the old
Turkish culture tuğ and alem is the signal of the
freedom. It is more accurate to make a batıni
(esoteric) comment such as tac (crown) and hırka (cardigan) for the alem and sancak used in
the zaviye. They had also their apprentices. They
were called Bayrak Çırakdarı.
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O. Nuri Ergin, Mecelle-i Umur-i Belediyye, I, Istanbul 1922-1338,
p. 511; Radavî Fütüvvetnâmesi, Süleymaniye Library, İzmir 337,
86b; Anonim Fütüvvetnâme, DTCF Library, M. Con, A. 352, 56a;
Anonim Fütüvvet-nâme, IU Library, Division of Turkish Hand
Writings, nr. 6520, AF, pp. 23-27; Ahi Sinan Türkçe Şecerenâmesi,
Kırşehir Museum, 118. line.

Mehmet Ali HACIGÖKMEN

Sandal Bedesten
It was built in 1520-1566, in Istanbul by Sultan
Süleyman, the Lawgiver, to be a place where precious fabrics were sold. It is called Yeni Bedesten
(New Covered Bazaar). Today it is one of two bedestens in the Grand Bazaar and the other is İstanbul Cevahir/Eski bedesten. The structure, in
the center of the bazaar, is surrounded by other
commercial structures. Bedesten is covered with
four domes on one side, five on the other and totally by 20 domes. These domes are made from
brick. These domes are carried by bedesten main
body wall and twelve columns. The walls are built
from rubble and cut stones.
Sandal Bedesten has one gate on each side. These entrance gates are placed in the middle of the
main body walls. The lighting is provided by small
windows on the main body walls. Inside of the
Sandal Bedesten there is no a cistern or cell as in
Cevahir Bedesten. Like Cevahir Bedesten, Sandal
Bedesten has thick forged iron gates. There are
totally four small iwans (liwans) on both sides of
two entrance porticos of the bedesten. By filling
the inside of the bedesten with small shops where
goods such as accessories and clothings were sold
later, although to a lesser extent compared to Cevahir Bedesten, space perception was weakened.
The main body walls of the bedesten are surrounded by shops from outside. Differing from other
bedestens, Sandal Bedesten has a marble fountain
in the center. Bedesten, which is in good condition, is among the liveliest structures of Istanbul
historical and touristic centers today.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fernaz Öncel, Geleneksel Ticaret Dokusu İçinde Kayseri Hançerli
Sultan Vakfı Bedesteni’nin Koruma Sorunları ve Değerlendirilmesi,
(Yıldız Teknik University Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü Unpublished
Masters Thesis), Istanbul 2007.
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Saraç / Saddler

Saraçhane / Saddlery

Saddler is described as the artisan who makes and
sells saddles; by embroidering silver-gilt thread on
leather, and who provides the usage of these in different fields.
Saddlers were settled in the vicinity of Bezzazistan
when Istanbul was conquered. Sultan Mehmed II
built Istanbul Saraçhane in the place called saraçhane today to enliven and revive the surroundings,
which were empty when he built the mosque.
Beginning from the conquest of Istanbul, Sultan
Mehmed II defined the rules and orders which the
saddler artisans would be subject to. For a long
time the same rules and orders had been kept. Accordingly, the saddler artisan could only sell and
make themselves the goods and materials which
belonged to them. These privileges given to Istanbul saddlers by Sultan Mehmed II were recognized
and the renewal berats were given by following sultans.
Following the declaration of Tanzimat, abolishment
of the inhisar (monopoly) destroyed the order and
the saddlers were scattered in various places. The
saddlers were also added to the precautions taken
with the establishment of Şirket-i Debbağiye (Company of Tanners) and Şirket-i Sarraciye (Company
of Saddlers). For this reason, saddler goods had
recorded considerable progress by capturing the
European quality. When the Company of Tanners
was broken up, then the status of saddlers was
shaken.

Saraç (saddler), which is written as “serrac” in
Arabic, means “the one who makes and sells saddles and other sets for horses and produces various
materials by embroidering silver-gilt thread and
silk on leather and shagreen”. Saraçhane (Saddlery) is the work place where saddler artisans who
are occupied with this work are present all together. In the Ottoman period, there was saraçhane
like debbağhane (tanning yard) in many cities.
This case was one of the basic structures of the
Turkish bazaars. For this, saraçhane was built in
newly seized cities in a short time. Hence, when
Istanbul was conquered, saddler artisans were
placed in the vicinity of Bezzazistan immediately.
Soon afterwards the building of Fatih Mosque, a
saraçhane was built in the place called Saraçhane
today around this kulliye (complex); saddler artisans were settled here as a whole.
Saraçhane was at a status of the biggest craft establishment of the Ottoman cities. The biggest
saraçhane of the Ottoman State was especially
in Istanbul. Evliya Çelebi who mentioned about
this subject under the title of “Esnâf-ı Muazzez-i
Sarrâcân-ı Makbûlân”, wrote that there were 1,084
shops in Istanbul Saraçhane.
Saraçhane generally was out of the city walls, next
to debbağhane and near the rivers. For example;
Edirne Saraçhane was on the beach of Tunca River. In some cities, they were in the bazaar within
the wall. Thus Konya Saraçhane was within the second wall in the vicinity of Kalecik quarter.
In fact saddlers had to settle as a whole in shops
in saraçhane in the Ottoman cities. To those who
did not respect this, the sanctions were applied.
Mostly in the shops and rooms in the vicinity of
Sipahi Bazaar, Bitpazarı, Tavukpazarı, Divanyolu
and Ayasofya-i Kebir, the saddlers who produced,
bought and sold goods and services against the order were forced to produce, buy and sell goods by
hiring shops within the saraçhane by the state in
1167 (1754) and 1173 (1759).
There were the shops of the craftsmen who were
not saddlers but occupied with leather works.
Hence debbağ (tanner) artisans had shops at the
bottom of the mosque within the saraçhane in Istanbul. They put the materials such as leather, stout leather, cowhide leather and shagreen required
by the saddlers in the work place; sold to the saddler, kırbacı and sandıkçı artisans in the saraçhane.
But this case was not taken kindly by the sadd-
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BOA, İstanbul Ahkam Defteri (İAD), nr. 3, p. 277; nr. 5, pp. 170-171;
Mühimme Defteri (MD), nr. 115, p. 351, h.1507; HH, nr. 21370;
Kepeci, DHK. nr. 71, p. 706; İAD, nr. 7, p. 244; C. Belediye, nr. 5186;
Cevdet Dahiliye, nr. 12995, 2240, 12913, 12867, 16077, 6077; ŞS
İKM. nr. 32, 66a, nr. 17, 29b, nr. 43, 4a-b, nr. 30, 92b; nr. 41, 12a; nr.
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1975, p. 132; Hayat Ansiklopedisi, V, p. 2801; Uğur Göktaş, “Saraçlar”,
Dünden Bugüne İstanbul Ansiklopedisi, VI, İstanbul 1994, p. 459;
Evliya Çelebi b. Derviş Muhammed Zillî, Evliya Çelebi Seyahatnâmesi, (prepared by Orhan Şaik Gökyay), I, İstanbul 1996, p. 284;
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lers and they caused the tanners to move from the
shops they settled in. As a result of the struggle between saddler kethüda (chamberlain) and artisans
in Rebiülâhir 1179 (September-October 1765), tanners were removed from saraçhane; and replaced
by saddlers. In the same way, on 2 Rebiülâhir 1177
(10 October 1763) saddler kethüda founded four
or five shops within the saraçhane and began to sell
the shagreen, leather and cowhide leather bought
by the tanners; because this case was against the
rule, he was litigated by the artisans. The shops
of which number were raised up to ten for a while
were abolished as they were opened illegally.
Some crafts in the saraçhane could perform by depending upon the saddler artisan. Hence in Istanbul Saraçhane basket-maker artisans carried on
business within the saddler artisan, too, because
they were subjected to the saddler artisan from the
past. For this, the appointment of kethüda and yiğitbaşı of basketmakers were made under the control of the saraçhane masters. Basketmaker artisan
made their other works under the control of the saraçhane masters. They were so one within the other
that in Şevval 1192 (November 1778) basketmaker
artisans wanted to separate from the saddlers; but
this request was rejected by the court.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
M. Tayyib Gökbilgin, XV-XVI. Asırlarda Edirne ve Paşa Livâsı, İstanbul
1952, p. 39; Yusuf Küçükdağ, Lâle Devri’nde Konya, SU Sosyal
Bilimler Enstitüsü Tarih Anabilim Dalı Unpublished Doctoral Thesis,
Konya 1989, pp. 27-28; Zeki Tekin, “Saraçhane”, DIA, XXXVI, Istanbul 2009, pp. 111-113.

Zeki TEKİN

Saraçhane Çeşme
The çeşme -fountain- in the Baba Timurtaş quarter
in Edirne city center was built by Sinan Ağa in 1080
(1669).
The fountain takes its name from the Saraçhane
Bridge near it and was settled on a square block.
The building inscription could not be reached to
the present day. The three-sided fountain, which is
5.50 m in height and 3.70 m in width, has one a
piece of pointed arch niche in the north, south and
west fronts. The eastern side is plain.
The real face of the structure opened to the street
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in the western side is arranged as pointed arch
niche 1.30 m in width and 0.35 m in depth. There is a relief rosette design on the cincture keystone and there is an ornamental slab made from
marble in the niche. Watering hole in the western
side was abolished because of the rising route
level and the current watering hole is made by
building a barrier from the concrete form in front
of the niche. The northern and southern fronts of
the fountain are in the repeat shape of the western front.
In the fountain, right below the fringe, there are
pointed arch deaf niches lined side by side in the
horizontal axis and surrounded all fronts. The
fringe is enlivened with straight and profiled moldings. The structure, of which reservoir cover
is pyramidal stone roofed, has a watch window
0.50 x 0.50 m sizes in a place near the fringe in
the eastern front.
Differences are seen in the ornamentation compositions in the ornamental slab within the front
niches. In the middle of the ornamental slab in
the western front there is sliced deaf bay of an
arch and at the center there is a big rosette. Below
the rosette ornamented with grapevine branches
with grapes on both sides, between the grapevine
branches with grapes, modern tap bob is placed
later, in the deaf arch corners one a piece of star
motifs with eight branches is embroidered. At the
side border framing the ornamental slab there
are cartridges added to each other in the vertical
axis and they are completed with cap stone on it.
In the border seen in the ornamental slab uppermost, there is a vegetable composition composed
by lining palmette and lotus alternately.
The fountain, which belongs to the Edirne Municipality, is in the flowing situation today. Water
connecting to the underground water supply is
given to the structure in the three- sided square
fountain situation by the municipality and tap is
added to both fronts and thus it has been made
to flow.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Saraçhane Köprü / Bridge

236

The bridge near the Saraçhane in Edirne was built by Şahabeddin Paşa, one of the viziers of the
Murad II and Sultan Mehmed II periods, on the
Tunca River in 855 (1451). For that reason, in regard to the founder, it is known as Şahabeddin
Paşa Bridge. One is building the other is reparation inscription and thus totally the building has
two inscriptions. However, its building inscription
is taken from its place and removed to the museum. The reading of the building inscription in the
museum is as follows
-Büniye
hazihil-kantarati’lmeymuneti’lmubareketi, sahibü’l-hayrati
-ve’l-hasenat el-vezirul-azam ve’d-düsturülmuazzam
-el-müştehiru’l-medevvu bi-Şahabeddin Paşa Edrekehullahu ma-yeşa.
-Min-zamani’s-Sultani’l-mücahid el-Gazi Murad
Han
-İbn Muhammed Han min-nesl-i Osman.
-Senete hamse ve hamsine ve semâne mietin
-hicriyetin hilaliyetin 855
The reparation inscription on the building is dated 1113 (1702). It is written in the inscription
that the bridge was repaired by Sultan Mustafa II
(1695-1703). During this reparation the building
inscription of the bridge was removed and the
work began to be called Sultan Mustafa Bridge.
The reparation inscription of the bridge is as the
follows:
-Padişahı Heft kişver şehriyari bahr-u-ber
-Hazreti Han Mustafa Şahinşehi Nusret Liva
-Edirne şehrine teşrif idecek emreyledi
-Çün bu cisri yapmağa ol daveri ferman reva
-Hamdü-lillah bir metanet üzre bünyad oldu kim
-Çeşmi Dünya görmemiştir böyle bir muhkem
bina
-Şevketiyle günbegün ömrünü efzun eyleyip
-Böyle çok hayra muvaffak eyleye bari Hüda
-Faika tekmil olunca didiler tarihini
-Eyledi ferman bu cisri yaptı Sultan Mustafa.
-1113
It is written in the inscription that the bridge was
repaired by Sultan Mustafa. In the time of Sultan
Abdülhamit the bridge was repaired again and the
bridge was enlarged on both sides in order to bear
the overflows better.

Saraçhane Köprü–bridge- in Edirne

The bridge is 120 m in length and 5 m in width
and has nine piles and 10 arches. The arch shape
of the bridge, which is made from stone material,
is pointed. The building, of which flood splitter
is in triangle prism shape, has a beautiful historic mansion in the shape of mihrab and a diwan
made from stone to sit inside of it. There is a balcony with marble railing and balustrade opposite
the mansion. The bridge had a more thorough
restoration in recent years and continues to function today.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Oktay Aslanapa, Edirne’de Osmanlı Devri Abideleri, Istanbul 1949,
s.127; Oral Onur, Edirne Türk Tarihi Vesikalarından Kitabeler,
İstanbul 1972, pp. 156-158; Rıdvan Canım, “Edirne’nin Köprüsü
Taştan”, Edirne: Serhattaki Payitaht, İstanbul 1998, pp. 382-384;
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Sarıkaya, Mehmet Saffet
(b. 1964)
He is writer of the book entitled XIII-XVI. Yüzyıllarda Anadolu’da Fütüvvetnâmelere Göre Dinî
İnanç Motifleri. He was born in Afyon. He completed primary school in various places of Anatolia
and secondary school in Afyon and Imam Hatip
High School in Bolvadin. He graduated from the
Faculty of Theology in Atatürk University in 1985.
After he worked as teacher in Sivas Yıldızeli Imam
Hatip High School (1986-1987), he was appointed
as the expert of history of Islamic sects to the faculty from which he graduated. He completed his
doctorate in the Department of Islamic Sects in
1993. For a while he worked as an academician
in the Faculty of Theology in Atatürk University. In
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1998 he was appointed to the Faculty of Theology in
Süleyman Demirel University and in the same year
he became Associate Professor. He became professor in 2004. He still works as academician in the
same university.
His books: XIII-XVI. Asırlardaki Anadolu’da
Fütüvvetnâmelere Göre Dinî İnanç Motifleri, Ankara 2002; Anadolu Alevîliğinin Tarihi Arka Planı
(XI-XIII. Asır), Istanbul 2003; Seyyid Hüseyin ibn
Seyyid Gaybî, Şerhu Hutbeti’l-Beyân, İncelemeMetin, Isparta 2004; Fütüvvetnâme-i Cafer Sadık
(İnceleme-Metin), İstanbul 2008; İslâm Düşünce
Tarihinde Mezhepler, Istanbul 2009.
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Ankara 2008; Türk ve İslam Geleneğinde Erdem ve Olgunluğun İfadesi: Ahilik ve Ahiler,
Eskişehir 2009; 800. Doğum Yıldönümü Anısına Hacı Bektaş Veli, Ankara 2009; Kalenderi, Alevi ve Bektaşi Kültünde Önemli Bir AlpEren Gazi: Şücâ’eddîn Velî (Sultan Varlığı) ve
Velâyetnâmesi, Ankara 2010.
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Say, Yağmur
(b. 1963)
He is the writer of the book entitled Türk ve İslam
Geleneğinde Erdem ve Olgunluğun İfadesi: Ahilik
ve Ahiler. He completed his primary, secondary and
high school education in İncirli in Ankara. He graduated from the Faculty of Language History and
Geography in Ankara University in 1986. In 1991
he had his master’s degree with the thesis entitled
Osmanlı Sağlık Kurumları (the Ottoman Medical
Institutions) and in 1999 his doctorate with the
thesis entitled Seyyid Battal Gazi Külliyesi at the
Department of History in Hacettepe University. In
2000 he was appointed to the History Department
in the Faculty of Letters in Anadolu University. He
retired from the same university in 2014.
His books: Top ve Topçuluğun Tarihsel Gelişimi: Mühendishane-i Berri-i Hümayun, Polatlı 1995; General Trikupis’in Hatıratı, Polatlı
1995; Seyyîd Battal Gazi-Şücâeddîn Velî-Üryan
Baba, Ankara 2003; Seyyid Battal Gazi ve Külliyesi (Anadolu’nun Türkleşmesi ve İslamlaşması
Sürecinde Gazi-Veli-Evliyaların Rolü), Istanbul
2006; Alevi-Bektaşi Tarih Yazıcıları ve Anadolu
Alevilerinin Tarihi (Alevilik-Ali-Kerbela), Istanbul
2007; Hutbetü’l-Beyan (Hz. Ali’nin Hikmetleri),

Sehl Tüsterî
(d. 283 / 896)
Sehl Tüsteri, who described the fütüvvet as not
obeying the sunna, was born in the city of Tüster connected to Huzistan in the south-west of
Iran. With the support and suggestion of his uncle Muhammed b. Sevvar, he leaned to sufism in
his childhood. In his early ages, he set about searching for the persons who would lead him in
the way to God. For this purpose firstly he went
to Basra and met with scholars here. Then he
went to Abadan and was influenced by Ebu Habib
Hamza el-Abadani and served him for a while and
benefitted from his knowledge and science. Later
on he returned to Tüster. During the period when
he went on the pilgrimage, he met Zunnun Mısri
and joined among his followers.
Because of the struggle for power among the Abbasids, Saffarids and Zencids in the region of
Huzistan, Sehl Tüsteri had to settle in Basra in
263 (887). Some sources based his leaving from
his hometown on the political conditions and
religious-sect activities and discussions carried
out against him, as well. Sehl Tüsteri died in Basra in 283 (March 896) and was buried there.
Sehl Tüsteri called as sufi is known for his tough austerity and asceticism life. He described
obeying the sunna as fütüvvet and stated that
working and earning and living with halal (lawful
spouse) gains was the base of this path. Approaching people with affection and compassion, not
hurting anyone and being rush to pay the right of
rights holders are among the basic principles of
fütüvvet understanding of Tüsteri. His many mi-
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racles are mentioned in menakıbname. Besides
this, he perceived the transformation of bad habits into good ones as the biggest miracle.
According to Sehl et-Tüsteri, the Sufi is the person
who is close to God. As such person is redeemed
from sufli (servile) desires, his heart is clear and
in the eyes of him the ground and gold are equal.
He perceived the any peace and stillness of sufism
as the way gained through God. In the eyes of him,
tevekkül (trust in God) is to not ask something
from a person, to get rid of what is given; ihlas
(purity) means to accept any invitations of God
immediately. Tüsteri, who described zühd (ascetism) and takva (piousness) as avoiding secular
passions and demands, stressed that leaning to
God occurred later in full.
The most famous students of Sehl Tüsteri who
brought up many students and followers are
Hallâc-ı Mansûr and İbn Sâlim. A fırka (sect) named Sehliyye is correlated with Tüsteri in sources.
This fırka has been divided in several branches in
time. One of them is the branch of Salimiyye correlated to İbn Salim and Hevvariyye correlated to
Ebu Bekir b. Hevvar. Salimiyye, which is a sufistic
kelam ecole, spread much more among the many
Maliki-influenced mutasavvıf, mainly Ebu Talib
Mekki.
Besides his sufistic identity, Sehl et-Tüsteri, who
had a word on sciences such as kelam and tefsir, had works over ten. Tefsirü’l-Kur’ani’l-azim is
seen as the first işari tefsir example among these.
The work has various publications (Cairo 1326 /
1908, Beirut 1423/2002) including sufistic interpretation of one or many ayah of each sure.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ebû Tâlib el-Mekkî, Kûtü’l-kulûb, III, Cairo 1932, pp. 113, 114,
120, 185, 186; Ebû Abdurrahman es-Sülemî, Tabakāt (published by
Nureddin Şerîbe), Cairo 1986, pp. 206-211; Ebû Nuaym el-Isfahânî,
Hilyetü’l-evliya ve tabakâtü’l-asfiyâ, X, Cairo 1979, pp. 189-212;
Abdülkerîm el-Kuşeyrî, Risâle (translated by Süleyman Uludağ),
İstanbul 1981, pp. 108-109; Ali b. Osman el-Hücvîrî, Keşfü’l-mahcûb
(translated by Süleyman Uludağ), İstanbul 1982, pp. 232, 242, 308,
474; Herevî, Tabakât, pp. 113-118; Gazzâlî, İhyâ’ü ulûmi’d-dîn,
Cairo 1358/1939, III, 72, 80, 86, 94, IV, 155, 220; Ebü’l-Ferec
İbnü’l-Cevzî, Telbîsü İblîs (publ. Seyyid el-Cümeylî), Beirut
1414/1994, p. 192; Attâr, Tezkiretü’l-evliyâ (translated by Süleyman
Uludağ), İstanbul 2005, pp. 289-304; İbn Hallikân, Vefeyât (Abdülhamid), II, 149-150; Münâvî, el-Kevâkibü’d-dürriyye (published
by M. Edîb el-Câder, Beirut 1999, I, 634-647; İbnü’l-İmâd, Şezerât,
II, 182-183; Süleyman Ateş, İşârî Tefsir Okulu, Ankara 1974, pp.
65-73; Mustafa Öztürk, “Tüsterî ve Tasavvufî Tefsiri Üzerine Bazı
Tespit ve Değerlendirmeler”, Tasavvuf, nr. 9, Ankara 2002, pp.
239-265; idem, “Sehl et-Tüsterî”, DIA, XXXVI, 321-323.
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Sehliyye
(see Sehl Tüsterî)

Selâhaddîn-i Zerkûb
(d. 657 / 1258)
He was Mevlevi from people of fütüvvet. His real
name was Selahaddin Feridun. He was born in
the village of Kamil on the lake shore of KonyaBeyşehir in 582 (1186). The name of his father,
who was a member of the family earning life
with fishing in the lake, was Yağıbasan and his
mother’s name was Latife Hatun (d. 652/ 1255).
Selahaddin came to Konya from Beyşehir and
learned the art of jewelry. When he was forty,
he rose to the level of the shaikh of the jewelers
by the compenent of fütüvvet in Konya. He was
called with the names of “Selâhaddin-i Zerkûb”,
“Selâhaddin Zerkûbî”, “Selâhaddin-i Zerrinkûb”
(Jeweler Selâhaddin) by the society. Besides jewelry, he was occupied with viticulture.
The first participation of the sufistic way of
Selâhaddin-i Zerkûb was with the hand of
Mevlana’s shaikh Seyyid Burhaneddin Muhakkik
Tirmizi. After Seyyid Burhaneddin migrated to
Kayseri from Konya by leaving Mevlana as caliph,
he became affiliated with Mevlana as the second
guide. According to Sipehsalar, this affiliation
actualized when Selâhaddin-i Zerkûb passed in
front of his shop in the bazaar of jewelry in Konya, Mevlana fitted in with the harmony of the voice of the hammer beat the golden lamination and
began semaa with love and cezbe (ecstasy) and
because of this solemnity, Selâhaddin decided to
become affiliated with Mevlana.
Besides shaikh-disciple (mürid) relation between Mevlana and Zerkubi, there was also a close
family contact. Mevlana, who gave the lessons of
Qur’an to the first daughter of Zerkubi, Fatıma
Hatun, had her married to his son Sultan Veled
in 644 (1246).
After the second and last loss of Şems-i Tebrizi in
645 (1247), Mevlana chose Selahaddin as caliph
to guide the dervishes and asked Sultan Veled
to be subject to him. Selâhaddin-i Zerkûb, who
performed the duty of guidance given by Mevlana
for ten years, died on 29 Deecember 1258 (1 Muharrem 657) following a serious illness and was
buried to the left of Sultânu’l-ulemâ Bahâeddin
Veled in Konya Mevlana Tomb in company with
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sema already. In place of Selahaddin-i Zerkûb, Mevlana appointed Hüsameddin Çelebi to be responsible of the administration of dervishes.
In the first Mevlevi sources, Selahaddin-i Zerkûb
was described as the victor of zahiri (exterior) acts
over the batini (esoteric) conditions, being asceticism mostly, finding out the secrets of the inner
worlds of the people, being seen as the commons in
zahir (external) and a mutasavvıf who was a fütüvvet
competent from the coterie of intellectuals in batın
(interior). It is told that Seyyid Burhaneddin gave the
fluency of speech inherited to him from Bahaeddin
Veled to Mevlana and beauty of state to Selâhaddin-i
Zerkûb. According to Mesnevi interpreter İsmail
Rüsuhi Ankaravi, Seyyid Burhaneddin was a kamil
mürşit (perfect human being) hiding his fakr (poorness) and fenâ (annihilation, to die before one dies)
states by wandering in the costume of Ulama and
investigator shaikh; whereas Selâhaddin-i Zerkûb
was an arif (enlightened in mysticism) person who
was evident in fakr and bad states and his secrets
mostly were observed by everyone. Yet in the answer
to the question addressed as “Who is Arif?” Mevlana
stated “Arif is the one who when you are silent talks
about your secret and state. And those are Şeyh
Selâhaddin.” Sultan Veled recorded that Mevlana likened Şems-i Tebrizi to the sun and Selâhaddin-i
Zerkûb to the moon and Hüsameddin Çelebi to the
star. Mevlana mentioned about Selâhaddin-i Zerkûb
over seventy times in his gazelles in the Divan and
this is one of the indicators of his fondness for him.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ferîdûn Sipehsâlâr, Mevlânâ ve Etrafındakiler-Risâle, t translated by
Tahsin Yazıcı, İstanbul 1977, pp. 131-138; Ahmet Eflâkî, Âriflerin
Menkıbeleri, Istanbul 1989, II, pp. 120-152; Sultan Veled, İbtidânâme,
translated by Abdülbâki Gölpınarlı, Ankara 1976, pp. 79-80; 87-93;
105-109; 137-143; Mevlânâ Celâleddîn, Dîvân-ı Kebîr I-VII, translated
by Abdülbâki Gölpınarlı, Ankara 1992, II, pp. 28, 36, 57, 58; III, pp.
100, 285, 289, 388, 422; IV, pp. 62, 89, 172, 189, 258, 275, 292, 298299; V, pp. 131, 137, 155, 204, 229, 340, 404, 408, 417, 484; VII, pp.
196, 202, 205, 217, 309, 312, 374, 418, 424, 435, 465, 512, 605, 626;
the sam author, the same book, İstanbul 1957, I, pp. 135, 251, 281; the
same author, Fîh-i mâ Fîh (translated by Ahmed Avni Konuk, published
by Selçuk Eraydın), İstanbul 1994, p. 89; Devletşah, Devletşah Tezkiresi I-IV, translated by Necâti Lugal, İstanbul 1977, II, pp. 250-251;
Sahih Ahmed Dede, Mevlevîlerin Tarihi, prepared by Cem Zorlu, İstanbul
2003, pp. 151-176; İsmail Rüsûhî Ankaravî, Şerh-i Mesnevî, İstanbul
1289, II, pp. 209-210; Abdülbâki Gölpınarlı, Mevlânâ Celâleddin,
İstanbul 1952, pp. 103-112; B. Fürüzanfer, Mevlânâ Celâleddin, İstanbul
1997, pp. 249-267; Fuad Köprülü, Türk Edebiyatında İlk Mutasavvıflar,
Ankara 1991, 224-226; Franklin Lewis, Rumi:Past And Present, East
And West, Oxford: Oneworld 2000, pp. 205-214; Semih Ceyhan,
“Selâhaddîn-i Zerkûb”, DIA, XXXVI, pp. 340-341.
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Selanik Bedesten
Bedesten (covered bazaar), which was built by
Sultan Beyazıt II in 1481-1512, is rectangular
planned and its interior has been divided into six
equal parts with two big columns and it composes with totally seven arches. The cover system
covering its top consists of six domes. These domes are carried by main body walls and two footings in the center. The domes of the bedesten, of
which walls are built from stone and brick, are
covered by lead and brick has been used in the
roof except for the places in the dome. Arched
twin windows in the shape of semi-circle are opened at the domes later. Selanik Bedesten survives
today.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fernaz Öncel, Geleneksel Ticaret Dokusu İçinde “Kayseri Hançerli Sultan Vakfı Bedesteni”nin Koruma Sorunları ve
Değerlendirilmesi, (Yıldız Teknik University Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters Thesis), İstanbul 2007.

Fernaz ÖNCEL

Selimiye Arasta
Arasta (bazaar), which was made to be a gain to
Selimiye Külliye (campus) in Edirne city center,
was built by Architect Sinan’s master-builder
Architect Davud Ağa in the time of Murad III. It is
thought that Architect Sinan designed the arasta.
However; upon the death of Selim II before the
completion of the building and the return of Sinan to Istanbul, it could not be done.
Arasta, which was built from stone and brick
material, and whose street part was closed, extended in the north-south direction in the west
of the mosque and consisted of totally 124 shops
within it. The street in 225 m length was cut with
a narrower corridor in the center. The corridor
jutting out towards the outside in the west was
ended with a door opened to the mosque without
jutting out in the east. The center of the place intersected the street with this corridor pray dome
and other parts were covered by cradle vault. The
pray dome was decorated with windows with motifs. Sıbyan Mekteb (children’s school) was built
in the direction of west in order to include two
shops in the west of the corridor. This mektep
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Selmân-ı Fârisî

Selimiye Arasta –bazaar- in Edirne

(school) destroyed the integrity of the bazaar and
uncovered an asymmetric plan.
The street was held higher than the shops and
its top was covered by barrel vault. The street is
lightened through the windows opened on the joist hanger points. While the top of the vault was
covered by lead in the past; these leads were sold
in 1874 and the bazaar was repaired with that
money and the top was covered with brick. In later periods these bricks were removed and it was
covered with lead again.
The shops in the style of iwan without window
were square planned and their tops were covered
with barrel vault. Entry-exit to the bazaar is provided with 4 different doors. Two of them are at
the end of the street’s two side and the other two
are at the end of both side of the corridor in the
center. The door in the north of the street was built more monumental compared to the others. The
door in the east of the corridor is opened to the
yard of the mosque.
Evliya Çelebi stated that here was a Kavaflar (shoe
seller) Bazaar and various shoes were sold and
the shop owners promised and prayed to work
rightly and not to deceive any one each morning
under the prayer dome of the arasta.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Oktay Aslanapa, Edirne’de Osmanlı Devri Abideleri, İstanbul 1949,
pp. 137-138; Gülru Necipoglu, The Age of Sinan, Architectural
Culture in the Ottoman Empire, London 2005, p. 244.
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Murat KARADEMİR

(d. 656 [?])
Because of shaving of the hair of the Prophet he
was accepted as the pir (sage) of the barbers in
Ahilik. His real name was Mâhbe b. Bûzehmeşân
b. Mürselân b. Yehbûzân. He was born in Ramhürmüz in the south-west of Iran as the child
of a wealthy and honorable family who was the
member of Zoroastrians and he passed his early
childhood there. In his early ages he migrated to
Şehristan with his family. While he was at ateşgede (the fire-temple) of Zoroastrian he began
to search for a new religion. In spite of serious
opposition of his family, he adopted Christianity
and fled to Dımaşk/Damascus. Then he went to
Mosul, Nusaybin and Ammuriye. Upon the information given by a priest on the last prophet here,
he set off on a quest of finding the Prophet. During the hegira he became Muslim after he saw
the Prophet in Kuba. Selman-ı Farisî who became the first Iranian origin sahabi (companion)
adopting Islam joined all the wars following the
Hendek Battle (Battle of the Trench). During the
caliphate of Ömer he joined in the Kadisiye Battle
and the conquest of Medain, Celula and Belencer,
then became governor of Medain. It is estimated
that he died when he continued his duty of governorate in the caliphate of Hz. Osman. His tomb
is in Selmanıpakad near Baghdat. He told hadis
from the Prophet.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
İbn Sa‘d, Kitâbü’t-Tabakâti’l-kebîr: et-Tabakâtü’l-kübrâ, IV, Cairo
2001, pp. 69-87; İbnü’l-Esîr, Üsdü’l-ğâbe fî ma‘rifeti’s-sahâbe, II,
Beirut 1996, pp. 510-515; Zehebî, Siyerua‘lâmi’n-nübelâ, I, Beirut
1995, pp. 505-557; Cemal Anadol, Türk-İslam Medeniyetinde
Ahîlik Kültürü ve Fütüvvetnâmeler, Ankara 2001, pp. 103-106;
Adem Apak, İslam’ın Örnek Şahsiyetleri: Ashâb-ı Kirâm, Istanbul
2013, pp. 211-217; İbrahim Hatiboğlu, “Selmân-ı Fârisî”, DIA,
XXXVI, Ankara 2009, pp. 441-443.

Mehdin ÇİFTÇİ

Semerji / Saddle Maker
It is the name generally given to the artisan who
makes saddles for the animals. The seat prepared according to the back of the mount and with
the rider’s comfort in mind, is called saddle. The
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shape which is prepared to carry loads with draught animals, is called as palan and those who are
expert in this profession are called semerci/palancı.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
M. Murat Öntuğ, XVII. Yüzyılın İlk Yarısında Balıkesir Şehrinin Fiziki,
Demografik ve Sosyo-Ekonomik Yapısı, SÜ Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü
Unpublished Masters Thesis, Konya 2003, p. 252; Yaşar Bozyiğit,
Simav’da Ahilik ve Ahiler, Kütahya 2000, pp. 108-111.
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Serrac Sinan
He lived in Ankara in the first half of the 13th century. He had a mesjid named for him. This work
is one of the first mesjids built in Ankara. According to the inscription at the door, it was built in
987 (1288). In the same inscription it was mentioned that it was built by Hasanoğlu Yusuf. This
person must be Serrac Sinan.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Özer Ergenç, XVI. Yüzyılda Ankara ve Konya, Konya 1998, p. 171,
dipnot 105; Mübarek Galip, Ankara Mescidleri ve Camileri, I,
Istanbul 1341, pp. 49-50; Gönül Öney, Ankara’da Türk Devri
Yapıları, Istanbul 1971, pp. 41.

Serez Bedesten
Bedesten, which was built by Çandarlı İbrahim
Paşa in 1493-1497, has a rectangular plan. The
space was divided into six equal parts with two big
carrier feet and consists of totally seven arches.
The cover system is comprised of totally six domes.
These domes were carried by main body walls and
two footings in the center.
The domes of the Serez Bedesten were covered by
bricks in Turkish style. Rectangular- planned stone inner walls of bedesten were built from rubble
stone and there were windows orderly arranged
at the top of the main body. Serez Bedesten had
four doors opened to its four sides like in Kayseri
Bedesten. These doors were placed in the right of
middle of the main body walls. In the inner walls of
the Serez Bedesten there were places for “cupboard”. These places for cupboard were in the shape
of niche and the goods for sale were exhibited here.
When Serez Bedesten was built for the first time, it
is known that there were small sized shops adjacent to the four walls of the outer main body walls
of the bedesten and roughly at the half height of the
these walls. Bedesten has remained standing today,
however its shops have not reached to the present
day.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fernaz Öncel, Geleneksel Ticaret Dokusu İçinde “Kayseri Hançerli
Sultan Vakfı Bedesteni”nin Koruma Sorunları ve Değerlendirilmesi,
(Yıldız Teknik University Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters Thesis), Istanbul 2007.

Fernaz ÖNCEL

Mehmet Ali HACIGÖKMEN

Sevâkibü’l-Menâkib-i
Evliyâullâh
It is a work including information on Ahilik. Menakıbname (hagiography) entitled Menâkıbü’lÂrifîn was written by Ahmed Eflaki, by summarizing in Persian again, as if was rewritten
by Abdulvehhab bin Celâleddin Muhammed
Hemedanî and the name Sevâkıbü’l-Menâkıb-ı
Evliyâullâh was given to this. Although it was the
repetition of Eflaki, it is one of the main sources
of Mevlevilik with its designed style and miniatures. Information and miniatures related with
Ahilik and Ahis were given in the book.
Sevâkıbü’l-Menâkıb-ı Evliyâullâh was completed in 1540. It consists of one mukaddime
(preliminary) and nine chapters called as “zikr”.
Each zikr is separated for Mevlevi elders such
as Bahaeddin Veled, Mevlâna, Şems-i Tebrizî,
Selahaddin-i Zerkub, Çelebi Hüsameddin, Sultan Bahaeddin, Çelebi Ârif, Şemseddin Emir
Çelebi. Especially Bahaeddin Veled has been
described extensively. The work has many manuscripts. Among those, the copy which was copied in 1577 in Topkapı Palace Museum Library,
Emanet Hazinesi, nr. 1194 was a precious work.
A while after it was written, it was translated into
Turkish. The first of these translations belonged
to Derviş Halil Senai and was presented to Kanuni (1520-1566). There are two copies apart
from this in Süleymaniye Library Halet Efendi
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addition, nr. 49 and 50. The second translation,
which belonged to Mesnevihan Derviş Mahmud
Dede, was completed in Konya in 1590. The copy
in Topkapı Palace Museum Library, Revan, nr.
1479 was published with the name Mevlâna’dan
Hâtıralar: Sevâkıb-ı Menâkıb together with its
miniatures by Süheyl Ünver in 1973.
Sevâkıbü’l-Menâkıb-ı Evliyâullâh; consists of
nine chapters, after the mukaddime. There is also
a hatime (epilogue) at the end. Abstract information on the book and the aim for the preparation of
the work are given in mukaddime. The first chapter is about Bahaddin Veled; the second is about
Burhaneddin Muhakkik; the third is about Mevlana Celaleddin-i Rumi; the fourth is about Şems-i
Tebrizi; and the fifth is about Şeyh Selahaddin
Konevi. Information about Çelebi Hüsameddin is
given in sixth chapter and Sultan Bahaeddin Veled
in the seventh chapter. The biography of Celaleddin Feridun, known as Çelebi Arif, is in the eighth
chapter. The ninth chapter is dedicated to Çelebi
Şemseddin Emir Abid and Sultan Veled. Hatime
also includes the date of finishing the book and
invocation and the advice of the writer.
The events told in the book are livened with miniatures, as it were. 22 pieces of miniatures here
belonged to the end of the 16th century and were
important documents in terms of Turkish painting art. But there are no signatures of the muralists who did them. The color harmony in the
embroidering and the expression in the faces are
different and have deep meanings.
Miniatures are important in regards to the thought of the people about Mevlana in the 16th century and clothing and mirror the living styles of
that period. The events told in the sagas reflects
the realities of the past centuries to the present,
however they resemble to the extraordinary factors. There are many miniatures telling about the
different subjects in the work.

Bekir ŞAHİN

Seyfî / Men of the Sword
242

The people of fütüvvet are divided into three
branches under the name of seyfi, kavli and şurbi in fütüvetnames. Seyfis constitute the military
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class as understood from the root of the word.
The meaning of “bravery” in the term of “fütüvvet” implies this. Necm-i Zerkûb stated that “Seyfi fütüvvet people are those who accepted Islam
by the sword, became Muslim, they finally got
a taste of Islam. They accepted the service of
Emirü’l-Mu’minin Ali (kv) and fought as his friends, while they are at war with themselves in
spiritual world.” In other words, while the people
of fütüvvet who were seyfi fought in the holy war
with the sword in the appearance, in fact he waged war against his desires. Nasırî also supported this view with the same expressions. Burgazi
stated “the purpose of “Seyfi” was to serve; Ali
became the pir (sage) of the seyfis with his services to the Prophet.”
In Fütüvetnames it is described that upon a talib (pupil) promising to master, he drank salty
water on behalf of him, seyfilik was actualized
by giving sword to him. Nakkaş Ahmed thought
of the military coterie as the member of the fütüvvet organization. This case probably began in
the time of en-Nasır Lidinillah. The ceremony of
sword girding of the Ottoman Sultans is seen as
an example for the participation to seyfilik.
Possibly until the transformation of fütüvvet organization into guilds (the 15th century), the soldier compromised of the arm of seyfi. Köprülü
described the relation between Gaziyan-ı Rum
and Ahiyan-ı Rum in that regard. On the other
hand, when it is taken into consideration those
who were professional experts joining the army
during the expedition after the transformation of
fütüvvet into guild exclusively, it is possible to say
that seyfilik continued by transforming relatively.
Yet teaching the sports such as sword and weapon usage, archery, shooting, wrestling ,which
prepared the person in Ahi zaviyes, the description of Evliya Çelebi on tasking of the profession
groups how many persons with expedition while telling about “artisan regiment” and the titles
like “Levâzım-ı İhtiyat-ı Sefer (reserve supplies of
expedition)” in Fütüvvetnames, could be said to
indicate this.
Together with these, this terzetto classification
constitutes a specific place in the life of the organization in the competent of fütüvvet. Everyone
who was member of the organization participated in the gathering place by taking their places
in Ahi zaviyes according to their levels.
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M. Saffet SARIKAYA

Seyyid Hüseyin
Fütüvvetnâme
After Burgazi Fütüvetname, it is Turkish Fütüvvetname written in Anatolia. This fütüvvetname of Seyyid Hüseyin shows a great similarity with the Fütüvvetname of Burgazi. But it is broader than Burgazi
in terms of principles.
The work begins with hamdele (saying the name of
God). The praise to the sultan and the reason for
writing the book follow it. Then it is told how Fütüvvet came, how it was inherited from the prophets
Adem called as Çar-Pir, Nuh, İbrahim, and Muhammed in the Fütüvvet tradition with anecdotes became famous in the history of Islam. Gadiru Hum
event in which the Prophet Muhammad declared
The Caliph Ali as veli (saint) and varis (heir) by putting on a belt, seventeen belt-bestes of the the Caliph
Ali, kardaşlaşma and helva-yı cüfne topics, which
did not have a place in Burgâzî Fütüvvetnâme, are
discussed widely. The conditions of Fütüvvet, 124
sections of manners and question-answer are given
place.
There are various copies of Fütüvvetname in some
libraries in Turkey. If scribal mistakes will be set
aside, there are not many differences among these
copies in terms of type-setting and topic.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Abdulbaki Gölpınarlı, “Şeyh Seyyid Gaybî oğlu Şeyh Seyyid Huseyn’in
Fütüvvet-nâme’si”, İÜİFM, XVII/1-4 (1955-1956), pp. 27-155; Ali
Torun, Türk Edebiyatında Türkçe Fütüvvet-nameler, Ankara 1998, p.
51.
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Seyyid Sahih Ahmed Dede
(b. 1115 / 1742 - d. 1229 / 1813)
The most reliable and detailed information on the
life of Seyyid Ahmed Dede is in the work entitled
Mecmûatü’t-Tevârîhi’l-Mevleviyye, which provides
information related to the Ahis after Ahmed Eflâkî.
Accordingly, his grandfather was Ahmed Efendi
from Halveti shaikh (d. 1151 / 1738). His father
was Seyyid Ömer Dede (d. 1187 / 1773), who was
a Mevlevi and one of the lovers of Sakıp Dede. His
mother was Hatice Hatun who was the wife of Pirli son’s İmam Ahmed Efendi. Seyyid Sahih Ahmed
Dede was born in Kükürtlü village located in Kütahya Köprüviran in the beginning of Recep 1155 (1-10
September 1742).
Seyyid Ömer Dede went to Konya with little Seyyid Sahih Ahmed in 1157 (1744) and told about a
dream seen on Seyyid Sahih Ahmed previously to
Pehlivan Dede and Çelebi Hacı Mehmed Arif Dede
who were tomb keepers in Mevlana Dergah and by
accepting twenty-two month Ahmed to Mevlevilik
and made him wear a sikke on his head. He became shaikh to Yenikapı Mevlevihane of his uncle
Seyyid Ebu Bekir Dede in Istanbul in 1159 (1746).
The life of Seyyid Sahih Ahmed, which began in
Kükürtlü village connected to Kütahya Köprüviran,
began to continue in Istanbul since he was five years old. A short time after 1191 (1777), he went to
Kütahya and served Şeyh Halis Dede in Mevlevihane for a while. Seyyid Sahih Ahmed Dede decided
to get married in 1200 (1785) at the age of 46 and
got married with Şerife Emine Hatun, the daughter
of Hakkak (Carver) Seyyid Hacı Ahmed from the
notables of Istanbul. From this marriage he had a
son named Mehmed Kudretullah and then became
shaikh in Galata Mevlevihane. Following Seyyid
Sahih Ahmed Dede continued to serve as cook in
Yenikapı Mevlevihane. His uncle Seyyid Ebu Bekir
Dede, the shaikh of Yenikapı Mevlevihane, gave his
son Ali Nutki right after his birth before being put
in the cradle to Seyyid Sahih Ahmed Dede who he
saw as his adopted child with the will and wish
of educating. Seyyid Sahih Ahmed Dede occupied
with the training and education of his uncle’s son
Ali Nutki.
When Seyyid Ali Nutki was 14 years old his father
Ebu Bekr Efendi died. Thereupon he was appointed as the authority of shaikh which had been left
empty from his father in Yenikapı Mevlevihane by
Ârif Çelebioğlu Ebu Bekir, the postnişin of Konya
Mevlana Dergah. Seyyid Sahih Ahmed Dede was
next to him during this time. On the one hand,
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he was occupied with the education of dervişes
(disciples) and dedes and the management of the
dergah, and on the other hand, he continued to
educate the young shaikh who was entrusted to
him. Afterwards his uncle’s son Ali Nutki Efendi,
who was trained by Seyyid Sahih Ahmed Dede,
removed him from the Yenikapı Mevlevihane in a
style which was incompatible with appreciation
and he died at the age of 74 in Istanbul.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Seyyid Sahih Ahmed Dede, Mevlevilerin Tarihi/Mecmûatü’tTevârîhi’l-Mevleviyye, (prepared by Cem Zorlu), İstanbul 2003, pp.
27-29.

Cem ZORLU

Seyyid Şemseddin
Ahi Yusuf
His personal record is Ebu’t-Takvâ. His grandfather was Ahi Şemseddin of Ankara and his father
was Ahi Hüsameddin. According to his personal
record, he must have been a famous person with
his piousness, ascetism, morality, truthfulness,
reliability and piety. He died at the age of 82 and
his tomb is in Ankara.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Mübarek Galip, Ankara II, Kitabeler, İstanbul 1331/1928, pp. 13,
15-16, 18, 21; Gönül Öney, Ankara’da Türk Devri Yapıları, Ankara 1971, p. 112.

M. Ali HACIGÖKMEN

Seyyidim Zaviye
(see Ahi Paşa Zaviye)

Sırçalı Mesjid
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The building, which was within the border of Konya tanning yard in the past, is in the south of İsmet Paşa Primary School in the county of Karatay.
As it has no inscription, it is not exactly known
from whom and when it was built, however; its
architectural features, materials and decoration
style indicate that it was built in the second half
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of the 13th century. In the Ottoman time it was
repaired by Müderris Sarı Hafız Süleyman in
1275/1858, and also near the building a medrese
with 25 rooms and two training centers were built and its vakfiye -deed- was arranged. Medrese
was destroyed in 1931.
The building which was among the most developed examples of square-planned and one- dome
mesjids, became popular in Konya in the time
of Seljukids and had a foundation consisting of
harim, narthex and minaret. Because of the ceramics, it took the name of “Sırçalı Mesjid” and
because of the reason that there were tanning
yards here in the past and the house of worship
was used by the tanners, it was called as “Debbağlar Mesjid (Tanners Mesjid)”. The narthex
and the parts under the minaret were built from
cut stone and the upper sides from brick and the
north, south and west fronts of the mesjid from
rubble stone. The upper side of the bedplate of
the minaret was surrounded with fringes in the
shape of sawtooth made from brick in two lines
with walls. After the garden surrounded by walls
was accessed by stairs and then the narthex of
the mesjid was reached through the rectangular
gate in the east surrounded by profiled marble.
The top of the narthex in the shape of portico framed with three pointed tangential arches in the
east and of which northern, southern and western sides were closed, was covered with brickbuilt pointed vault. The front and inner faces of
the arches were decorated with ceramics in the
mosaic technique. During the ceramics restoration made in 2007 pouring parts of the ceramics
ornamentation with geometrical composition,
of which a very little part has arrived today, and
ranged within the arch were renewed depending
on its original appearance later. It took attention
that in this renewal, the poured ceramics spaces
were plastered and painted by drawing patterns
on it as in the past, as ceramics were not used
the plaster filling destroyed the appearance and
tended to be destroyed in a short time. The right
of the door in the frontage of the arches, starting
with the ongoing writing belt of bismillah earned
a move to the surface. At the base of the writing
written with Seljukid thuluth there were turquoise colored vegetable motifs. From the text at the
end of this writing belt it became clear that Sure
Al-Baqarah (Bakara), 256th ayah was written.
As stated above, there was a door framed rectangular harim door at the end of the north of
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the western front of the portico of the narthex of
which north and south sides were left deaf, and
at the top there was a lightening window with geometric patterns from pointed tangential plaster
decorated the frontal with ceramic mosaic. Apart
from this, the inside was lightened with two windows on the left of the door including pointed
tangential arches at the top and one rectangular
window on the right. The same windows were
repeated in the northern, southern and western
fronts of the mesjid without frontals. Three more
big windows having pointed tangential arched
spaces at the upper side on the right, left and
middle were opened in the western front. Minaret
with brick body and one balcony in the corner
of the north-south of the mesjid was in asperity
which closed the narthex in the north. Mihrap
was carved as a rectangular niche in the kıblah
wall of the house of worship. Ceramic mosaic
mihrap decorated with written, geometrical and
vegetable motifs and included tiled berm on the
right and the left was among the unique examples
of its time. Its perimeter was taken in a rectangular frame surrounded by borders from three sides and the muqarnas-filled kavsara was decorated with geometrical patterned colorful ceramics
cut from little parts. In the written border those
surrounded the niche, with Seljukid thuluth, the
Sure of Ali İmran’s 18th, 19th and 26th ayahs were
written and the translation in the meaning is as
the following: 1- “Allah witnesses that there is no
deity except Him, and [so do] the angels and those of knowledge - [that He is] maintaining [creation] in justice. There is no deity except Him,
the Exalted in Might, the Wise.”, 2- “Indeed, the
religion in the sight of Allah is Islam”, 3- “Say,
“O Allah , Owner of Sovereignty…”. “Maşallah”
was written in two circles on the right and the
left on the top of the ceramic filled arch niche of
the mihrap. There was a plaster shelf which was
constituted by jutting the three lines muqarnas
continued along the northern wall of the harim
from the wall. The top of the mesjid was covered
by a brick dome passed through Turkish triangles. The ceramics at the center of the dome were
completely destroyed. The building, which is
opened to worship, has been ruined in time and
has had wrong reparations. However; compared
to its equals, it has protected its originality to a
large extent and arrived to the present day with a
better condition.
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Yaşar ERDEMİR

Simav İlçesi ve Çevresi
Yaren Teşkilâtı /
The Yaren Organization of
the District of Simav and
Surroundings
It is a doctorate thesis prepared by Tülay Er at
the Department of Ethnology in the Faculty of
Language and History Geography in Ankara University and was published as a book in Ankara in
1988. The work, which is a product of the compilation and research made in the county of Simav
and it’s surroundings, consists of four chapters
and 142+VIII pages.
In the first chapter, the introduction and the
structure of the yaren organization, its similarities in our country and distribution, the aim of the
study and limitedness are stressed. The second
chapter tells about the method of the study. The
third chapter bases on the findings and the comments. Information on the history, geography,
demographic, administrative, economic and education situations of the research region are given.
Then the history of the yaren organization, the
establishment of the organization and its operation, principles needed for joining the yarenlik
and its levels, yaren meetings and clothings, the
manner of eating, yaren entertainments and court are emphasized in detail. This chapter is given by categorizing according to the yaren rules
and subjects in other parts. The functions of yaren organization on education, cooperation and
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public law and the reasons why the yaren organization in Simav did not gather in 1982-1983 are
expressed and the subject is discussed in terms of
martial law, economy, television and the social relation. Lastly, the important events and the changes
experienced by the yaren organization are told. The
fourth chapter consists of the Results and Suggestions, Bibliography and Appendices. There are interview forms prepared on the yaren organization,
background information of the source persons, 12
musical notes collected by Tülay Er, the shapes indicating how yarens are placed in the rooms and
festivals, news about Simav yaren organization in
the local press, record on Mor Zeybekler Yaren
Teşkilatı Hatıra Defteri belonging to the years of
1971 and 1974, which comprised the subject of the
research of the thesis in the appendices.

Ayşe DEĞERLİ

Simav’da Ahilik ve Ahiler /
Ahilik and Ahis in Simav
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This work written by Yaşar Bozyiğit of Simav (Istanbul 2000) includes the interviews of the writer
in Simav where the tradition of Ahilik is trying to
be maintained by the artisans, includes his observations and assessments. The work consists of
five chapters as is. In the first part, the history of
Ahilik, Ahi Evran and Simav is given; the second
part is about the artisan groups gave place to the
historic pictures of Simav; the third part is about the Simav Tekke and the activities; the fourth
part is the life of the shaikh of tariqa lived in Simav
and; the fifth part is about the fountain, şadırvan
(water-tank), bath, laundry and graveyards and the
pictures related with them.
The first part of the work discusses the history of
Ahilik, the life of Ahi Evran and the short history
of Simav. In this context, the board of directors of
Simav artisan, the sanjak of artisan, the pir of the
artisans, talking meetings, mastership ceremony
and the relations with Ahilik and Rufai Tariqa are
handled. Then Simav Bazaar and arastalar are told
according to the Evliya Çelebi Seyahatnamesi. In
the second chapter where the artisan groups in Simav are analyzed in detail, the artisans of plate,
yemenici (hand-printed head scarve maker), wax
maker, halva maker, jeweler and barber are intro-
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duced. In this regard, information on many subjects such as the place of the artisan groups in Simav, their heads, the board of directors, their talks,
cooperation, apprentice-master builder-master relations, social and common activities, vakıfs and
the number of the shops and master are separately
given. Due to oral history studies, important information arisen on the artisan and profession expert
in Simav is given attention. The finding of the place
of the tekke is made in the third chapter related
with the tekke in Simav. Afterwards, the zikr (invocation) ceremony made in tekke connected to Rufai
Tariqa is discussed. In this regard, during the zikr
organized twice a year, the ceremonies such as put
skewer into body and cooking egg inside the mouth
are expressed in all detail with living witness. In the
fourth part, the lives of the shaikhs of the tariqa
who lived in Simav, stories about them and their
activities in the time they lived are told. In the fifth
part, the buildings used the water in Simav, fountains, şadırvan (water-tank), bath, laundry and graveyards are introduced. In this context, the functions
of the laundries which were intensely in the region
and the architectural features are given attention.
This work, in which the subjects are gathered in
a disorderly and messy way, and which is hard to
comprehend, is nevertheless important in terms of
defining the importance of the oral and visual history sources on artisan and profession experts and
is not to be ignored.

M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

Simitji / Bagel Seller
Simit comes from the the Arabic word samıd,
which means pure white flour. In Ottoman times,
when pure white flour came from Bursa to Istanbul
it was distributed at the palace by the “simitçibaşı”
and the holding place was known as the “simithane”. In 16th century documents it is not clear wheterh simit was used to mean ring simit, eaten today,
or bread. In the 17th century simit and simit bakers
were separated from the bakers of other flour-based foods. In his Seyahatnâme, Evliya Çelebi noted
that the spiritual leader of the simitci bakers was
Reyyân-ı Hindî but there is no information about
this person. Evliya Çelebi wrote that there were two
kinds of simit at this time – simit as large as the
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Sofya Bedesten
Sofya Bedesten is among the bedestens which
have not reached to the present day and it was
certainly unknown by whom and when it was
built. The square-planned building was covered
with nine domes and the domes were carried by
main body walls and four footings and twelve arches. The bedesten had gates on each side and the
gates were in the center of the main body wall.
The same situation is seen in Kayseri Bedesten.
When the structure was built for the first time, it
is known that there were small-sized shops adjacent to the outer four walls and at approximately
half height of these walls.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

A mobile simitçi –bagel seller-

wheel of a cart and the other hand-held ring simit.
The simit known today is this small type. It is stated
that in the Ottoman State there were three kinds of
simit – sukkeri/şekerli (sugared) ringed, susamlı (sesame) ringed, and the simit we know today. So there
were simits of prices of 5, 10 and 20, with the least
expensive being thin and the others increasingly larger. Besides these there was “Kadıköy simidi”, which
was round, flat and empty inside. The hamur (dough) used by the simitçi contained less yeast than
bread dough. After the dough was rolled into club
form the two ends were brought together, sesame
spread on it and then it was cooked in an oven until it blackened. The simitçi masters figured the size
and the grams based on their years of experience.
Today there are modern simit palaces that have opened on boulevards and in markets, taking the place
of the roving simitçis, the “tablakâr”, who used to
ply the streets carrying their circular trays of simit
on their heads.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Evliya Çelebi Seyahatnâmesi Kitabı I (prepared by Robert DankoffSeyit Ali Kahraman-Yücel Dağlı), Istanbul 2006, p. 231; Yusuf Ekinci,
Ahîlik, Ankara 2011, pp. 301, 312; Neşet Çağatay, Bir Türk Kurumu
Olan Ahilik, Konya 1981, p. 113; Fahri Dikkaya, “Evliya Çelebi
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(2011), pp. 73, 74; Serkan Özburun, Kaybolan Meslekler, İstanbul 2006,
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M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

Fernaz Öncel, Geleneksel Ticaret Dokusu İçinde “Kayseri Hançerli Sultan Vakfı Bedesteni”nin Koruma Sorunları ve
Değerlendirilmesi, (Yıldız Teknik University Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters Thesis), Istanbul 2007.

Fernaz ÖNCEL

Sokullu Mehmed Paşa
Arasta
(Havsa)
Arasta (bazaar), which was in the county of Havsa in Edirne, was in the kulliye (campus) that
Sokullu Mehmed Paşa had Mimar Sinan build
for his dead son Kurt Kasım Paşa (Kurt Bey) in
1577-78 and it constituted the center of a big
programmed menzil külliye together with mosque, inn, medrese, imaret (soup-kitchen), double
bath, tekke, tabhane (homeless shelter), fountain, bridge and infant’s school. The bath next to
mosque, which was one of the units of the kulliye
that partly survives; the others were destroyed.
Only the prayer dome from the arasta could reach to the current day. Havsa külliye had a settlement plan similar to Lüleburgaz Külliye. Here
the part of arasta was placed in the middle of
the structures of the kulliye and the prayer dome
was built on the street of arasta street in front of
the gates that opened to the direction of mosque
and caravanserai. While Evliya Çelebi mentioned
about Havsa, he must have meant that 300 masonry arched shops including the valuable goods
were the arasta.
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The Arasta –bazaar- of Sokullu Mehmed Paşa in Havsa

With the condition of the structure before being
destroyed, it was seen among the open air arasta.
The on both sides of the street lined up in the
direction of nort-south, were rectangular-planned
and their tops were covered by cradle vaults. With
this form the arasta formed the center of the kulliye as seen in the arasta of Lüleburgaz and Payas Sokullu and provided the functional relations
with other units.
In the restitution examples of the arasta it is estimated that the arasta lined up to the north-south
direction and was about 125.00x25.00 m. The
prayer dome placed somewhere around the southern end lined parallel to the narthex of the mosque at the same time.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Gülru Necipoğlu, Sinan Çağı Osmanlı İmparatorluğunda Mimari
Kültür, Istanbul 2013, pp. 596-597; Fatih Müderrisoğlu, “Sokullu
Mehmed Paşa Külliyesi”, DİA, XXXVII, Istanbul, 2013, p. 360;
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Menzil Yapıları Hakkında Bir Deneme”, VD, vol. 21, Istanbul 1990,
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Murat KARADEMİR

Sokullu Mehmed Paşa
Arasta
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(Lüleburgaz)
There were medrese, mosque and infant’s school
in the south; double bath in the south-east; caravanserai in the north of the arasta constituting an
important part of the kulliye (campus, complex)
built by Sokullu Mehmed Paşa in Lüleburgaz in
1560-1570. The structure placed in the center of
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the kulliye lined up to the east-west direction and
consisted of the range of opposing shops. Both
the caravanserai in the north and medrese in the
south were accessed through the spaces in the
north and south of the prayer dome placed in the
center of the arasta. While Gündüz Özdeş evaluated Sokullu Mehmed Paşa Arastası as among the
opposing two lined shop arastalı kulliye on one
line built with ground floor, Mustafa Cezar placed
the arasta among the open air street group.
Each of the shops was in the size of 5.30x4.55 m.
32 shops from the arasta, comprised of 59 shops,
have reached to the present day. The entrance to
the shops covered with cradle vaulter oriented to
the north-south direction, was provided through
a rounded-arched gate. The prayer dome was
placed in the same axis with the mihrap of the
mosque in the center of the arasta and sat on
four pointed arches, covering a square place in
the size of 9.00x9.00 m. The dome passing on an
octagonal pulley was provided with pendentives.
The southern arch of the prayer dome was opened to the mosque and medrese, the northern
arch to kervansaray, eastern arch to bath and the
shops of the arasta and the western arch to the
shops of the arasta again and the bridge. Rounded-arched, large-dimension one a piece of niche
was opened in the northern and southern walls
of the dome. One a piece of building inscription
was put on the two crown gates opened to the
integrity of the prayer dome to the caravanserai
and mosque-medrese. In these inscriptions the
founder and the date of the building of the kulliye
were emphasized. Because the artisans of the bazaar came together under this dome every morning and returned to their works with pray, it was
called the prayer dome.
In regards to the ornamentation, the building
was rather simple and the most attractive part
of the fronts was the prayer dome because of its
height and the dominance on the structure. The
prayer dome and arasta structures were completely built from stone and brick materials.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Gündüz Özdeş, Türk Çarşıları, Istanbul, 1953, pp. 55-58; Yılmaz
Önge, “Türk Çarşılarında Dua Kubbeleri”, Önasya, sy. 63, 1970,
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Mimarisi, Istanbul 2007, p. 400: M. Fatih Muderrisoğlu, 16.yuzyil Osmanlı İmparatorluğunda İnşa Edilen Menzil Külliyeleri, HÜ
Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished Doctoral Thesis, Ankara
1993, pp. 557-559; Gülçin Küçükkaya, “Mimar Sinan Dönemi
İstanbul-Belgrad Arası Menzil Yapıları”, VD, XXI, Ankara 1990,
pp. 204-206, 232-233, 249.

Ahmet YAVUZYILMAZ

Sokullu Mehmed Paşa
Arasta
(Niğde)
It is in the north-east of the mosque, which is
called by the same name, in the place between
Niğde Castle and Sungurbey Mosque and has an
inscriptions space in the frontal of the southern
gate; however its inside is empty. From the vakfiye dated 981 (1574), it is understood that its
founder was Sokullu Mehmed Paşa. According to
the vakfiye (deed) the building date is accepted
as 1574.
It was saved from ruin by restoration of Sadrazam Bayram Paşa in 1047 (1673). It was taken
under the repair by the Directorate of Foundations in 2007 and it was restored by cleaning the
plaster, concrete and asphalt remains on the cover system left from the previous restoration.
The structure called bedesten has a design convenient to the type of arasta, in fact. The southern
end of the structure, which is among the longest
arasta, and in the size of 15x80 m from out to out
is placed by breaking a bit towards east because
of the location of the mosque placing in this direction. Yellow and black colored thin and rough
free cut stone is used in the walls of the structure; brick in the arches and the cover systems;
black and yellow colored straight free stone in
the main door in the north, south and east. The
cover system the top of the arasta street covered
with lead lately is covered with cradle vault kept
about three meter high from the roof level of the
shops. The eastern front of the arasta in the flat
place gained by arranging a sloping land in the
east-west direction is under the level of the road
depending on the risen of the road level in time
together with Sungur Ağa Mosque. Today the entrance is accessed by stairs.
The structure has fifty-two shop spaces opened

The Arasta –bazaar - of Sokullu Mehmed Paşa in Bor

to the interior of the arasta street one a piece in
the east end of the northern front and the west
end of the southern front and thus totally fiftyfour shop spaces.
The entrance to the structure is provided with
three gates with pointed surrounding arch in
the mid of the northern, southern and eastern
fronts. The entrance spaces of all gates are with
low arch and jamb. The gate in the east is jutting
out and the jamb of the gate is built from onepiece block stone.
In the north-east of the arasta, there are totally
48 shops; twenty of them in the west and twentythree in the east in the corridor, 8.70 m in width
and covered with pointed cradle vault supported
by seven supporting arches. The size of the shops
covered with vaults in perpendicularly directed
to the main vault is one stair higher than the ground. One a piece of cell placed symmetrically on
both sides of the northern and southern entrances is assessed as shop again.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Halil Edhem (Eldem), Niğde Kılavuzu, Istanbul 1936; Oktay
Aslanapa, Osmanlı Devri Mimarisi, Istanbul 1986; Mustafa Cezar,
Typical Commercial Buildings of The Ottoman Classical Period
and The OttomanConstruction System, Istanbul 1983; Albert Gabriel, Monuments Turcs D’Anatolie: Kayseri-Niğde, I, Paris 1931;
Mehmet Özkarcı,Niğde’de Türk Devri Mimarisi, Ankara 2001;
Enver Behnan Şapolyo, “Bedestenler”, Önasya, III/32 (Nisan 1968),
pp. 12-13; Nusret Çam, “Arasta”, DİA, III, Istanbul 1991, pp. 335336; Semavi Eyice, “Bedesten”, DİA, V, Istanbul 1992, pp. 302-311.
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Sokullu Mehmed Paşa
Arasta

250

(Bor)
It is aligned as two corridors in north-east direction at the base floor of Sokullu Mehmed Mosque in
the county of Bor in Niğde. It is understood from
the vakfiye -deed- dated 981 (1574), that the founder of the structure, which has no inscription,
was Sokullu Mehmed Paşa. The building date of
the structure, whose architect is also unknown,
is accepted as 1574, according to the aforementioned vakfiye.
The building, which is formed from two places
side by side and covered with cradle and cross vaults, reached to the present day with several reparations and changes. From two parts making the
building, those all in the south and some in the
north could reach today as remained standing.
Some western part of the arasta in the north was
destroyed to build road and tea garden in 1938.
The structure is called bedesten (covered bazaar)
in some sources and the vakfiye indicates completely an arasta (bazaar) identity, in fact. Because
arasta is arranged as a street with one or two corridors and is described as small sized covered bazaar. The parts both in the north and south have
been arranged as an arasta street; however, the
north part has been arranged by one line cell.
In the northern part there are six shops in the
inner side and three in the outside, and in the southern part there are eighteen shops in the inner
side and two in the out. During the restoration carried out by the Directorate of Foundations, a gate
was placed to the western front and the walls of
the indoor shops were plastered with whitewash.
The wooden works are completely new. Both ends
of the cradle vaulted street of the arasta opened
to the street were closed with gates and windows.
Generally the brick is used in all arches and cover
system of the building and cut and rough ashlar
material are used in the body walls. The supporting arch at the end of the cross vaulted part in the
south east is from cut stone.
The adjacent two arastas that make up the bazaar in the south are larger than the one in the
north. There are totally three gates - two original
in the eastern and northern fronts and one which
was opened later in the western front. A muhdes
(created later) gate in the west must have been
transformed from the arch space that emerged
while the north part was being destroyed. Low
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arch entrance space is placed inside a deep niche
with pointed arch and surrounding arches made
movable by using black and yellow colored stones alternately. The main entrance space placed
inside a large niche again with pointed arch and
being in the eastern front of the structure is low
arch. A transversely rectangular window is opened during the reparation upside the entrance
space. In both sides of the gate; there are totally
four shops; two of them opened to the main entrance place and the other two to the out and there are also two more small shops opened to the
street and placed symmetrically in the inner place of the gate. All shops are covered with cradle
vault. There are totally nineteen shops opened to
here directly and placed symmetrically on both
sides of the corridor of the arasta in 7.20x27.40
m size aligned to the east-west direction. Nine
of those shops are in the south and eight in the
north and here is assessed as the entrance place
of the ninth place at the end of the west. The top
of the part where the west gate of the street is
opened is covered with cross vault and the other
with cradle vault. The corridor of the big arasta in the north is lit with four porthole windows
opened to the south foot of the cradle vault.
The arasta in the north coinciding under the
narthex of the mosque at the upper level consists
of six shops opened to the corridor in the size
of 6.20x23.75 m. The shops are a stair higher
than the ground and the arasta street is covered
with the cradle vault and the arch frontals of the
shops are built from brick. Below the stairs providing the access to the mosque and placed in the
southern outer front of the arasta, there are three
shops with cradle vault.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Evliya Çelebi, Seyahatnâme, (tr. Z. Danışman), V, Istanbul 1973;
Albert Gabriel, Monuments Turcs D’Anatolie: Kayseri-Niğde, I,
Paris 1931; Avram Galanti, Niğde ve Bor Tarihi, Istanbul 1951, p.
64; Mustafa Cezar, Typical Commercial Buildings of The Ottoman
Classical Period and The Ottoman Construction System, Istanbul
1983; Mesut Dündar, “Niğde-Bor’da Türk Mimari Eserleri”, (AÜ
Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters Thesis), Ankara
2001, pp. 142; Nusret Çam, “Arasta”, DİA, III, Istanbul 1991, pp.
335-336; Semavi Eyice, “Bedesten”, DİA, V, Istanbul 1992, pp.
302-311; Mehmet Tunçel, “Osmanlı Mimarisinde Bedestenler”,
(AÜ Dil ve Tarih-Coğrafya Fakültesi Yayımlanmamış doktora tezi),
Ankara 1980; idem, “Osmanlı Mimarîsinde, Makedonya’daki
Arasta ve Bedesten Binaları”, Prof. Dr. Halûk Karamağaralı
Armağanı, Ankara 2002, p. 322.
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Sokullu Mehmed Paşa
Arasta
(Payas)
Sokullu Mehmed Paşa Kulliye (campus, complex)
in Payas consists of mosque, medrese, inn, arasta (bazaar), tabhane (guesthouse), imaret (soup-kitchen), infant’s school, two fountains and
bridge. In the inscription on the gate providing
the entrance to the caravanserai from arasta the
date of 982 (1574) is written. But the inscription
spaces on the entrance gates of the arasta, mosque and bath have been left empty. Evliya Çelebi states that the kulliye was completed in 1007
(1598). According to the inscription of the caravanserai and the vakfiye (endowment) of Sokullu
Mehmed Paşa dated 1574, it could be claimed
that it was built in later years than this date.
Gündüz Özdeş assesses the arasta within the
kulliye with arasta including opposing two lined
shop on one line and built with ground floor. In
the east there are inn, imaret and tabhane; in the
west there are mosque, infant’s school and bath.
The arasta is placed between these two units.
The arasta lined to the north-south direction is in
the size of 115.00x15.00 m. The arasta has one
a piece of entrance gate opened to the north and
south. 48 shops of which tops are covered with
vault are placed as opposing. One a piece of low
arch gate is opened from the north and south of
the arasta. The lighting of the arasta is provided
with upper windows opened in the eastern and
western sides, at the top of the vault. There is a
prayer dome passed through pendentives settled
on the pointed arches in the center of the arasta.
A rectangular window is placed on the entrance
of the prayer dome opened to the west. The dome
is plastered from inside and has malakari-style
decoration.
The arasta, which constitutes an important unit
of the kulliye, is among the important structures
that Sokullu Mehmed Paşa had the Architect Sinan build, along with the architects and masters
working in his team.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Gündüz Özdeş, Türk Çarşıları, Istanbul 1953, pp.55-58; Yılmaz
Önge, “Türk Çarşılarında Dua Kubbeleri”, Önasya, vol. 63, Ankara 1970, pp. 4-5; Metin Sözen, Türk Mimarisinin Gelişimi ve
Mimar Sinan, Istanbul 1975, pp. 178, 183, 222, 232; Mustafa Cezar,
Tipik Yapılarıyla Osmanlı Şehirciliğinde Çarşı ve Klasik Dönem
İmar Sistemi, Istanbul, 1985, pp. 194-197; Oktay Aslanapa, Osmanlı
Devri Mimarisi, Istanbul 1986, pp. 267-270; Ali Saim Ülgen,
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Madran), I, Ankara 1989, p. 27-28, figures 90-94; Doğan Kuban,
Osmanlı Mimarisi, Istanbul 2007, p. 400; M. Fatih Müderrisoğlu,
16. Yüzyil OsmanIı İmparatorluğunda İnşa Edilen Menzil Külliyeleri, (HÜ Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished Doctoral
Thesis) Ankara 1993, pp. 615-617; idem, ‘Osmanlı
İmparatorluğunun Doğu Akdeniz’deki İskelesi Payas ve Sokullu
Mehmet Paşa Menzil Külliyesi”, 9. Milletlerarası Türk Sanatları
Kongresi II, Ankara 1995, p. 517.

Ahmet YAVUZYILMAZ

Sosyal Güvenlik Öncüsü
Ahi Evran Veli ve Ahilik /
The Pioneer of Social
Security Ahi Evran and
Ahilik
The work, which belongs to Adil Gülvahaboğlu,
was published in 1991. The work, consisting of
totally 341 pages, gives short information on the
life of Ahi Evran-ı Veli in the introduction part
and then about his works.
In the part on economic and social environment’s
historical development, it is emphasized on the
conquest of the Anatolia by the Turks, social classes in the time of Turkish hegemony in Anatolia,
urban life in that time and fütüvvet and Ahilik. In
the part related with the social units, information
on Gaziyan-ı Rum, Ahiyan-ı Rum, Abdalan-ı Rum
and Baciyan-ı Rum from the social units in the
time of Ahi Evran is given. The chapter discusses
the Babai Revolt, which was one of the important factors for the emergence of Ahilik, and then
Mongolian trouble, and in the Ahilik chapter, Kösedağ Battle and the social, political results that
arose from the Mongolian problem that occurred
after the battle are mentioned.
In the part of the Ahilik sources, Turkish culture and civilization and Yesevilik and then Ahilik
tradition within the scope of Islam and Islamic
thought are handled. At the end of the related
chapter, Bektaşilik, Mevlevilik, Bayramilik and
Babailik thought of generation being one of the
other tariqas and movements of thought are evaluated within the scope of Ahilik. Also Ahilik and
the basic principles of the Ahilik morality, working branches of Ahilik, code of conducts, education, the level of vocational education, work
ethics, Ahilik and social ethic rules and their
reflections to daily life are discussed. In the four
main programs in Ahilik, information on Şeri-
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at Kapısı (Gate of Muslim Canonical Laws), Tarikat Kapısı (Gate of Sect), Hakikat Kapısı (Gate
of Truth) and Marifet Kapısı (Gate of Knowledge)
described as the constitution of Ahilik is given
and then it is emphasized that the social order
is shaped by the legal rational sanctions from the
individual to the society and society to the state.
In the part on the institutions related with Ahilik
and social security, the relations between Ahilik
system and current social security institutions
are revealed and it is stressed that Ahilik system
constitutes the base of the current social security
system. Following the relevant part, in the part on
the Turkish Standards Institute and Ahilik institution, it is emphasized that the first examples
of the standardization and quality control system
used around the world today were actualized by
Ahi guilds. In Ahilik and Kemalism, it is discussed that Ahilik and Kemalism are complementary
to each other in terms of various cases. Aforementioned relations taken place in the chapter are given within the context of the national sovereignty,
social-state-social security, protecting and developing the Turkish culture and Turkish language,
democracy-Republican administration, fine arts,
the protection of women and women’s rights, social cooperation and the cooperative system, independence and freedom and the protection of the
artisan, small industrialist and traders.
In the last part related with the cultural dynamics
of Ahilik, the important influences of the cultural richness within the Ahilik system, literature,
poetry and philosophy on the cultural identity of
the Ottoman, the state tradition and administration ethics are given and a general evaluation is
done in consideration of the literary works of the
period.

Birol MERCAN
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Sosyal ve Tarihî Boyutlarıyla
Ahi Evren-Mevlânâ
Mücadelesi /
The Struggle of Ahi
Evren-Mevlana within
Social and Historical
Dimensions
The book written by Mikail Bayram consists of introduction and six chapters. The writer, who criticizes the Ahilik studies in Turkey in the introduction,
scrutinized the sources known until today on Hace
Nasıreddin and Ahi Evran/ Hace Nasıreddin.
Then the first chapter is about the life of Hace Nasıreddin / Ahi Evran and in the second chapter the relations between Mevlana and Ahi Evran in detail from
the frame of Mevlana. In the third chapter, the event
of the killing of Şems by Ahi Evran Hace Nasıreddin
Mahmud and Emir-i Dad Nusretüddin is handled.
The fourth chapter is about the killing of Ahi Evran
and Alaeddin Çelebi, the determination of the date
of their death and the political events developed in
this frame. The fifth chapter is about the historical
process of the struggle between Mevlana and Ahi Evran. Here the writer claims that the differentiation
between the Anatolian Turkmen sufistic understanding with Persian sufistic understanding of Iranian
origin is the main reason for the struggles between
Mevlana and Ahi Evran.The sixth chapter is about
how Nasıreddin Hoca impersonates the imagination
of the people and from which sources the epigram on
Nasıreddin Hoca is told.

Aziz AYVA

Sosyoloji Açısından Ahi
Birlikleri /
Ahi Organizations in
Regards to Sociology
The book completed as a doctorate study by Sabahattin Güllülü in 1973 was published in Istanbul in
1977. The work discusses Ahilik in terms of sociology and consists of the following five chapters: Ahi
Organizations within their First Appearance, The
Syntheses of Ahi Organization, the Establishment
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and the Structure of Ahi Organization and the Development of the Ahi Organization and the Disintegration of Ahi Organizations.
The work aimed at revealing the process of the historical development of the Ahi organization discusses
a synthesis unique to the Anatolian Turkish society
and is leaned to define the possible factors comprising this synthesis.
The writer makes valuable analyses related to the
birth of Fütüvvet and Ahilik, cultural environments
playing a role in shaping this institution. The writer
discusses the topic with an objective and a scientific
approach and bases the first information on Ahi organizations on what İbn Batutta going around Anatolia in the 1300s. According to Batutta, these organizations were in almost all cities, towns and villages
in Anatolia. It is an original synthesis of the effects
coming from a large geographic area and a long history period. The factors joining this synthesis reach
on the one hand to the ages when Islam emerged and
the structures of the Islamic society in those ages,
and on the other hand to the society of Rome and
Byzantium and the structure of Central East Asia.
The factors joining the aforementioned synthesis are
divided into two, according to their features. Those
are Historical-Ideological and socio-economic. The
historical-ideological factors; could be discussed in
three groups such as Fütüvvet, Batınilik and Melamilik, Şamanizm and old Turkish traditions; the socioeconomic factors as remaining from the Byzantine
guilds and the difficulties of the settled life. Within
these factors the rule that every human being should
earn with his own labor is an important rule of Melami ideology passing to Ahi organizations.
Ahiism is the general name of the organizations organizing within the artisan and craftsmen coteries
comprising the production sector apart from the agriculture in the Seljukian and the Ottoman societies.
According to the writer, before understanding the
Ahi organizations it is not possible to describe the civilization of the Anatolian Seljuks and the Ottomans.
Because, one of the works founded and developed
by the Anatolian Turkish society and being unique
to them were Ahi organizations. These organizations
integrated the religious, ethical and economic differences within a strong cooperation in the way which
any society has.
The dimensions of production and consumption are
limited with people in the Ahi tradition. The aim and
the measure in both of them is people. By producing,

k

people produce to live its humanity. The consumption is far away from the greed and tam; it
is according to the need and in the extent of need.
The writer, who discusses the disintegration of
the Ahi organizations, claims that the disintegration of this organization is a parallel phenomenon to the disintegration of the Ottoman society.
The development of western industry, the struggle for having the raw material sources of the Ottomans, capitulations and the sovereignty of the
West that arose in the Anatolian bazaar are the
external causes. After the groups described as
capitalist missed the transit commercial opportunities they benefited from the disorder in Anatolia and leaked into production area. Thus they
became reason for the collapse of the integration
of capital-labor being valid in Ahi organization.
Hence the rule for the convenience of the production to the specific standards transforms into the
rule of minimization of the cost and the limited
profit motive into the highest profit motive.

Halide ÖZÜDOĞRU ERDOĞAN

Sources and Studies on the
Ottoman Black Sea Vol. I
The Customs Register of
Caffa, 1487-1490
The work written by Halik İnalcık involves both
the sources and the studies on the Ottoman
Black Sea and Kefe (Caffa) customs book being
an important port city in the north of the Black
Sea.
Kefe, which has a wide hinterland in the Crimean Peninsula in the north of the Black Sea and
connection with the trade routes, went under the
administration of the Ottomans in 1475. Kefe,
which was brought to the sanjak status in the
Ottoman administrative organization, and which
was ruled by the sultan’s sons appointed from
the center, for a while in regard to the consequences became an important transit center and customs region in the Black Sea in the time of the
Ottomans because of its commercial function. In
this regard, the documents and records on Kefe
customs has a containing important value. Thus,
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a customs book that belonged to 1487-90 reflecting the lively traffic of Kefe and its port, was published in the name Sources and Studies on the
Ottoman Black Sea vol. I The Customs Register
of Caffa, 1487-1490 (Cambridge 1996) by Halil
İnalcık. The work published among the publications of Harvard University Ukrainian Research
Institute, consists of four chapters.
In the introduction of the first chapter of the work,
information on the introduction (Kâmil Kepeci
Tasnifi, nr. 5280 duplicate) of customs book written in Ottoman Turkish and being in the Prime
Ministry Ottoman Archives and in this context the
writing system of the book, the characters of the
writings and the numbers which were used and
particular terms sometimes written in different
shapes in the book and had same meanings (pp.36). Following the original text of the book, which
was rearranged with the alphabet of Ottoman Turkish (pp. 9-51) and then the English translation
of the Ottoman Turkish text (pp. 53-77) and the
index of the text (pp. 79-87) take place. The second chapter of the work involves a writing series written on the trade of the Black Sea (pp.
91-139). These writings are related with the Ottoman customs system and the trade of the Black
Sea; the ship owners, captains and the traders in
the Black Sea in the dates between 1487-1506;
the goods and materials imported and exported
in Kefe according to the record Kefe customs in
1487-1506; the imports of the Crimea in 1750;
goods and materials imported exported in Kili in
March-September 1505; and Kerş and the trade
according to the 1541 legal code. In the last chapter of the work apart from the pictures and the
texts of some documents; the weights and measures of Kefe, Akkerman, Crimean, Caucasus and
Nogay, dictionary (pp. 141-196) and some papers
and documents at the end take place.
As understood from this important work of Halil
İnalcık, the biggest share among the incomes of
the sanjak of Kefe belonged to the Kefe customs.
But İnalcık analyzes and evaluates the records related with the trade of the Black Sea and the case,
not only the customs of Kefe. In this regard, new
records and the evaluations on the import and export of Crimean and the trade of the Akkerman,
Kili and Kerş in the identity of an important settlement and port city are given. In this context, the
pictures related with the ship owners, captains
and traders in the Black Sea, weights and measures; currency units which were used and etc.; dic-
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tionary on the idioms and terms could be example
for the studies to be carried out on this topic.
Under the frame of aforementioned cases, the
work reveals how the Black Sea became a trade
region in a short time in the time of the Ottomans
and not only the Ottomans but also the countries
and the people in the north of the Black Sea benefited from these trade opportunities in maximum.

İlhan ŞAHİN

Soykut, Refik H.
(b. 1921-d. 1998)
Refik H. Soykut, known for his work on Ahilik
and Yunus Emre, was born in Kırşehir. After he
completed his primary and secondary educations,
he went to military college and graduated in 1941.
Following his service in the Polatlı Topçu School he
had duties in some units in Turkish Armed Forces.
He became first lieutenant in 1944. Voluntarily he
joined the Korean War in 1951. With the title of lieutenant in 1961 he began to work in Tuzla in Istanbul. When he was in the grade of colonel in 1963
he left the army and became the Mayor of Kırşehir
in the election he joined. He resigned from his duty
one year later. Then he worked as the director of
broadcast in Turkish Air Association. Some of his
wage he took from Korea and the income of the
book he wrote in the return of Korea endowed to
the Kırşehir Higher Education Youth Association.
He became the founding member of the region
and center union of the Credit Cooperative of Trades and Craftsmen which was reshaped in 1972.
During this time, he participated to the works on
Kırşehir, Ahilik and Yunus Emre and played an
important role in the organization of the meetings
and conferences related with Ahilik organized in
Kırşehir. He also brought to light the Tomb of Yunus Emre in Ziyaret Tepe in Ulupınar together with
Mustafa Karagüllü and provided the building of the
tomb. He died on 24 December 1998.
His books: Ahi Evran, Ankara 1976; İnsanlık
Bilimi Ahilik, Ankara 1980; Orta Yol Ahilik, Ankara 1980; Emrem Yunus: Ahiliği-Kültürü-Yurdu,
Ankara 1982

Mustafa KARAGÜLLÜ
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State and Society in the
Market Place: A Study of
Late Fifteenth Century
Bursa
The writer İklil Oya Selçuk prepared this work as
a doctorate thesis in the department of the Studies of the Middle East in the Faculty of Science
and Letters in Harvard University. The work of
Selçuk, whose doctorate supervisor was Cemal
Kafadar, consists of 307 pages and the language of the thesis is English. In the introduction of
the work which could be translated as “Pazarda
Toplum ve Devlet: Geç XV. Yüzyıl Bursa Üzerine
Bir Çalışma” in Turkish, the historical background, approach and the sources are scrutinized.
Under the subtitle of the Building of Bursa of the
Ottoman the first chapter of the work is about
subjects such as kulliyes and neighborhoods
that belonged to the Sultan, the characters of the
time of Bayezid II, changes in keeping the official
records. Under the title of “Bursa’da Bozahane
Meselesi Üzerine Bir Vaka Çalışması”, the 15th
century court records on Bozhane in Bursa, the
public interaction, entertainment and a point of
the crime as Bozhane are discussed. In the third
chapter, in regards to the organization of rural
products in Bursa in the 15th century, hand craftsmen and workers are analyzed. Especially in the
light of the court records, the artisan and Hirfet
organization in Bursa, slave workers, the emancipation of the slaves and the effects of workers
in the social life of Bursa are studied.

H. Mustafa ERAVCI

Sultan Ahmet
Külliye Arasta
The arasta (bazaar), which was founded as a part
of Sultan Ahmet Kulliye (complex, campus) in
Istanbul, was built by Sultan Ahmet in 1617 to
Sedefkâr Mehmet Ağa, the chief architect of the
period. Today the building, called “Arasta Pazarı”, or with the touristic name “Arasta Bazaar”, is
in the southern place of Sultan Ahmed Mosque,
and advances with a slight bend in the east-west
direction, with the stores lined up on both sides
of an uncovered street. As the shops lined up opposing on both sides of the street up to a certa-

The Arasta –bazaar - of Sultan Ahmet Külliye –complex-

in level, the shops extending to the south of the
street in the east are interrupted, the shops in
the north continue in a straight line. The shops
were built as the domed structure in the period in which they first made, and as a result of
several fires and damages the domes could not
last until today. Arasta, which had 200 shops in
a period, was greatly damaged in a fire in 1912.
Between 1980 and 1985, 82 shops were repaired
and then opened for touristic purposes. The nine
shops located on the north end of the street were
built as two-story. Again, this second floor are
among the units which did not last until today.
The facades of shops facing the street exhibit an
appearance in the style of the antechamber with
arched structure. Brick material in the construction of arches, alternating mesh system which
used ashlar and brick material in the construction of the wall, which is located in the arch, the
legs and the perimeter were preferred. The shops
in the rectangular plan scheme are covered with
barrel vaults in its current form. In the spaces
that have rather austere surface and in the walls
opposite the entrance there are arched windows.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Zeynep Ahunbay, “Sultan Ahmed Külliyesi”, Dünden Bugüne
İstanbul Ansiklopedisi, VII, pp. 55-56; Mustafa Cezar, Tipik
Yapılariyla Osmanlı Şehirciliğinde Çarşı ve Klasik Dönem İmar
Sistemi, Istanbul 1985, pp. 186-187; Erol Çetin, “Sultanahmet
Arastası”, Rölöve ve Restorasyon Dergisi, vol. 6 (1987), pp. 69-119;
Ahmet Vefa Çobanoğlu, “Sultan Ahmed Camii ve Külliyesi”, DİA,
XXXVII, Istanbul 2013, pp. 501-502.

Şükrü DURSUN

Sultan Veled
(b. 1226-d. 1312)
Sultan Veled, who was gave information in his Divan about many Ahis living in Konya in the Anatolian Seljukid period, was born in Lârende (Ka-
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Sultan Veled
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raman). His father was Mevlâna Celâleddin-i Rumî
and his mother was Gevher Hatun, the daughter of
Şerafeddin Lâlâ. As a tradition, the same names
of the grandfathers were given to the first grandson, Mevlâna gave him the name of his father, too.
Mevlana and his relatives called him Bahaeddin.
However, he is known rather as Sultan Veled.
Sultan Veled, who spent his early life near his
grandfather Bahaeddin Veled, took his early education from his father. He learned medrese knowledge especially from his father and, in addition,
several scholars in Konya and in Damascus. He
came into close contact with many Sufis like Seyyid Burhaneddin Tirmizî, Şems-i Tebrizî, Hüsameddin Çelebi and scholars and poets of the time,
thus he advanced in science and Sufi path. His father had a big impact in his upbringing, shaping his
beliefs, perception in the thinking and style.
Sultan Veled became a disciple of Şems in his youth and after the death of his father, became the
disciple of Hüsameddin Çelebi. After the death of
Şeyh Salâhaddin-i Zerkûbî, Mevlâna elected Hüsameddin Çelebi as his caliph among the disciples.
Sultan Veled, who obtained necessary religious
and mystic information from Mevlana, tried to not
only learn it but also to make it useful and to teach
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it to other people. He was married to Fatma Hatun, the daughter of Selâhaddin-i Zerkûbî.
In the tabakat books about the Hanefis, Sultan
Veled is regarded among the most famous canonists. Although he wrote his works in Persian,
there are also Turkish poems. In this respect, he
is a pioneer in Anatolian Turkish literature with
Ahmed Fakih.
Sultan Veled ensured Mevlevilik to transform
into a systematic order. Indeed, in the Mevlevi
mukabale (reciprocal reading), conducting the
“Devr-i Veledî” allusion, which consists semahane is rotated three times, is referred to him. The
first shaikh of the sect became Hüsâmeddin Çelebi, on his death in 1284, Sultan Veled passed
in his stead.
Sultan Veled, who died in 1312, is the first poet
who wrote ode in Turkish in the slightly real
sense. Although there are some shortcomings in
terms of being the first, this poetry is important
in the literary aspect. He appealed to the community in his odes under the influence especially of
his father.
Sultan Veled’s works are divided into two as verse and prose like Mevlana’s works. He wrote a
Divan, like his father, three mesnevis and a prosaic Maârif’.
It is understood that Sultan Veled, whose poetical
works’ total verse number reaches 30.000, was a
poet who wrote many works in his period.
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Bekir ŞAHİN

Sûrnâme
It is a name given to the works placing the information on artisans in the ceremonies. It is
a term which consists of a combination of two
words. The first word is “Sûr”, which means
festival, banquet and invitation; and the second
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word “nâme”, which means letter and historical
document. As a work type, Sûrnâme is the work
which gives information on wedding, banquet,
velime (feast), celebrations, and entertainment
ceremonies in the Ottoman palace. These works
written in verse and prose give detailed information about participants in those ceremonies. These works are essential sources describing trades’
duties with the economic and social functions as
well as the everyday life of members of the Ottoman palace and entertainment history.
The trades’ annual ceremony in front of the Ottoman sultans and dignitaries in attendance is also
provided. Artisans were invited to the ceremonies of the return of the sultans from conquest, the
military campaign, the acceptance of foreign ambassadors and the announcement of the crown.
In particular, the participation of trades as an
element of the economy in the ceremony held
in front of representatives of foreign states, was
crucial to show the state’s economic strength and
power. All trades were attending the ceremonies
in Istanbul with their own clothes.
Sûrnâmes’ description of the palace ceremonies
in general, of artisans and the place and functions of other profession experts in these ceremonies, made them important sources for the
history of trades. Indeed, Sûrnâmes give detailed
historical information on the artisans and trades
who lived at that time. For example, adorning by
miniature and ornamentation, Sayyid Lokman’s
Sûrnâme describes clothes and items carried by
trades during the parade in a perfect way. This
reflected the distinction of being the basic visual
source of the book in terms of recognizing the
clothes and items of artisans of the period. Also
in the works, the Persian definitions and phrases
like “âmeden-i cemâ‘at-i delv-furuşan”, namely
coming of the bucket dealers, are also important
to show the impact of Persian in these works.
Looking at Sûrnâmes in terms of the trades definitions, it is seen that artisans and craftsmen of
its time came forward. Passage place of the trades in front of the Sultan in the state ceremonies
and the protocol of how trades pass before were
mentioned. For example, in the time of Murad II
(1421-1444; 1446-1451), right of way belonged
to the shoe-dealers. These works are evaluated in
the economic history in terms of the trades and
craftsmen and demonstrate their political and
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social aspects. Although it is unknown how often and in what order tradesmen and craftsmen
participated in such ceremonies, during the festivities after the 18th century, their pariticipation
was noted.
Among the parades of trades regiment in the ceremonies, the festivals of 1582 had an important
place. In this ceremony, which was conducted
by Murad III for his son Mehmed and lasted for
fifty two days at the At Meydanı (Horse Square)
in Istanbul, the artisans exhibited their skills and
works, made demonstrations for their professions. In two Sûrnâme texts, written on the 1582
festival, the parade of trades regiments was an
important element of the events related. In these
regiments the trades came superiority compete
with each other. Each makes an effort to show
itself more powerful and technologically most
surprising about their profession, preposterous
inventions. In this regard, the evaluation of trades regiments is important to examine that in
what stage the Ottomans they were in terms of
not only art, but also technology in those centuries. At the end of the ceremony, each artisan group gave to the Sultan valuable gifts/pîşkeş related
to their professions, according to a predetermined size and format. In Sûrnâme-i Hümâyûn
penned by a Bosnian writer, whose pseudonym
is İntizamî, the number of trades that participated in the ceremonies was shown as 148. In this
Sûrnâme, written with an ornate text, 110 trades
were painted with miniature. When the trades
came in front of the sultan, he wished them well
and prayed, according to the possibilities they
offer gifts to the Sultan, in return he gave them
gifts or money in the value 100 akçes. İt is known
that during the defile, a hoca (teacher, man of
pen) addresses the Sultan as spokesman for the
trades, the entourage participated in it with the
“Amin” voices, and the defile was completed in
this way.
Sûrnâmes were written especially for studies of morality and decency. Among this kind of
works written from the 16th century onwards,
Sûrnâme-i Hümayun, Feyzullah Arif Çelebi’s
Sûrnâme, Sûrnâme-i Seyyid Lokman, Sûrnâme-i
Hüseyin Vehbi and Abdi’s Sûrnâme are the most
important ones written about it. The method of
giving information of the Sûrnâmes depends entirely on the author’s point of view.
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Rıza KURTULUŞ

Sühreverdî
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(d. 1234)
Şehabeddin Ömer Sühreverdî, who had important
contributions to the establishment and spread of
Futuwwa organization, was born on 1 Şaban 539
(January 27, 1145) in Sühreverd located in Zencan. He was known as Sühreverdî referring to his
place of birth, as Bekrî or Kuraşî referring to the
Caliph Ebu Bekir. His father was Ebû Câfer Muhammed, his uncle was Abdülkahir - the famous
Sufi Ebü’n-Necîb Ziyâeddin Abdülkahir. When his
father was executed because of a slander during
his Sühreverd kadı, Şehâbeddin was a six month
old baby. When he was a teenager, under the tutelage of his uncle (d. 563/1168), he was taught
from different teachers in Baghdad and studied
under the auspices of various teachers. He was taught Şâfiî jurisprudence by Ebü’l-Kâsım b. Fadlân
and Ebü’l-Muzaffer Hibetullah b. Ahmed eş-Şiblî.
He took the education of hadis, fıqh (Islamic jurisprudence) and other religious disciplines from
the theologians such as Ebü’l-Feth İbnü’l-Battî,
Ma‘mer b. Fâhir, Ebû Zür‘a el-Makdisî, Ebü’lFütûh et-Tâî. Although he was interested in the
science of kelam at the beginning, he renounced
it through the guidance of Abdülkâdir Geylânî (d.
561/1165-66) who was Kâdiriyye pîr (sage) and
his uncle’s friend. After the death of his uncle and
Abdülkâdir Geylânî, he went to Basra to search
for his master (guide). Here he continued the courses of Ebû Muhammed Abdullah el-Basrî for
a while. It is told that Sühreverdî met with the
saints who were called Abdal in Abadan, talked
to Hızır and lived in solitude for a long time. He
arrived again in Baghdad from Basra, and he began preaching and guidance services in his uncle’s
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tekke on the edge of the Tigris river and Makber
quarter. Through touching conversation he drew
the attention of large masses and many people
became his disciples.
Şehabeddin Sühreverdî who is the founder of the
Sühreverdiyye, one of the greatest sects, had a
meeting with Evhadüddîn Kirmânî ve Muhyiddin İbnü’l-Arabî who were his contemporaries.
Bahâeddin Zekeriyyâ el-Mültânî, who provided
his sect to expand in regions of India and Pakistan, and Necîbüddin Ali b. Büzgaş eş-Şîrâzî,
who is the founder of Büzgaşiyye branch, were
the most important caliphs for him. Iranian poet
Kemâleddîn İsfahânî, after his initiation to Şeyh
Sühreverdî, lived a long ascetic life, he returned
to Isfahan upon the death of Sühreverdî. Şâfiî canonist İzzeddin b. Abdusselâm was also one of
his disciples. It is told that Sa’dî Şîrâzî visited
Sühreverdî when he came to Baghdad in order
to educate.
Nâsır-Lidînillâh who was one of the Abbasid
caliphs, appointed Şehâbeddin Sühreverdî as
the shaikh in the tekke, which was built on his
own behalf (Nâsiriyya). Şeyh Şehâbeddin who
was given the shaikhdom of the Bistâmiyye and
Me’mûniyye tekkes was commemorated with the
title of “şeyhü’ş-şüyûh”. He greeted Bahâeddin Veled, who is the father of Mevlâna and descended
from the Caliph Ebubekir himself, with a public audience, when he came to Baghdad in 617
(1220). In 628 (1231), while he was in Mecca for
pilgrimage, he was acquainted with sultânü’lâşıkin İbnü’l-Fârız. He clothed cardigan to İbnü’lFârız’s sons and some people from the Egyptian
men of pen. Although Sühreverdî lost his eyes
and became paralyzed, he continued to do the
Friday sermons. He died on 1 Muharram 632
(September 26 1234) and was buried in a tomb
in the Verdiye distirict.
The caliph Nâsır-Lidînillâh benefited Sühreverdî
greatly in organising futuvvet in order to recover the crumbling Islamic unity. In particular,
he had him write a treatise with the name of
Fütüvvetnâme and appointed him as an ambassador between the caliphate center and the principalities. From this perspective, Sühreverdî had
a relationship with fütüvvet and Ahilik in both
theoretical and practical aspects.
In the book of Avârifü’l-maarif, Sühreverdî wrote
firstly by his Sufi identity, he gave place to fütüvvet. According to Sühreverdî, fütüvvet idea in the
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Kur’an: “They extremely preferred/altruism the
others, if they even find themselves in need” (elHaşr, 59/9). Here the term of fütüvvet “is directly
related to the concept of îsâr (altruism)”. Indeed,
the Bayezid Bistâmî’s saying as “when we could
not find, praise, we distribute to others when we
find”, he evaluated in the form of the real îsâ (altruism) and fütüvvet. His description, which he
narrated from Fudayl b. Iyaz as “fütüvvet is to
tolerate the faults of your co-religionists”, is also
in line with the basic principles with brotherhood
in Ahilik. According to him, fütüvvet is avoiding
the preparation which causes strain in entertaining a guest, and is to be content with what you
have at home.
One small (13 pages), the other being bigger (54 pages), Sühreverdî had two Persian
fütüvvetnâmes. Putting on paper Fütüvvetnâmes
in Persian by Sühreverdî is because the state
and science language was in Persian during the
time of the Great Seljukids and Anatolian Seljukids. Spreading of Fütüvvet and Ahilik in Iran
and Turk regions, rather than in Arab lands, caused that these works to be written in Persian
language. Among the fütüvvet ve Ahilik treaties
(pp. 89-166) is one which was published with
the name of Resâyil-i Civânmerdân by Murtaza Sarrâf ve Henry Corbin (Tehran, 1973), the
work of Sühreverdî was in the first place and it
reveals the basic principles of fütüvvet and Ahilik. Accordingly, fütüvvet has twenty principles
as six are external/zâhir, six are internal/bâtın.
The external principles are as follows: Putting on
Shalwar (pantalets)/preserving the waist, protecting stomach against forbidden bite, protecting
his tongue from gossip, slander, empty promises
and lies, protecting eyes and ears from the forbidden things, protecting hands and feet against
forbidden, not falling into the greed and ambitions trap. These six principles in Ahilik include
“to protect your hand, tongue and waist”.
The internal principles of Fütüvvet are: to give
without asking, to give without indebtedness, to
be humble, to be forgiving, to destroy the sense
of self, to be on the alert in destination (vuslat),
proximity (kurbet), searching for the right way
(hidâyet) offices.
Sühreverdî uses the term of Ahi in the description of this concept with “that required for ahi”.
Sühreverdî bifurcates fütüvvet and Ahilik as seyfî
(sword) and kavlî (verbal). Seyfî line is seen to be
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related with right and accrual cardigan, and kavlî
line is seen to be related with teberrük (abundance and happiness occasion) cardigan.
The second epistle of Sühreverdî consists of five
chapters and covers the general principles of fütüvvet and Ahilik. The author indicates that the
fütüvvet movement spread to the four corners
of Islamic world with four roads starting from
Baghdad. One of them is to Mecca, the other to
Damascus, the other to Rum-Anatolia, the other
to Azerbaijan.
Sühreverdî indicates that the fütüvvet movement
is not just a class act; on the contrary, the members of fütüvvet is composed of Arab, Persian,
Turkish, Tajik, mob, soldiers, artisans, merchants, and in every class. He expresses that fütüvvet is an ongoing tradition since the Prophet
Adem and continued with the great prophets like
Şit and İbrahim. He indicates that both Imam Ali
and the Caliph Ömer had important places in fütüvvet.
Şehabeddin Sühreverdî’s other works include: Nuğbetü’l-beyân fî tefsîri’l-Kur’ân;
Reşfü’n-nesâihi’l-îmâniyye ve keşfü’l-fezâihi’lYûnâniyye; İrşâdü’l-mürîdîn ve mecdü’ttâlibîn; İ’lâmü’l-hüdâ ve akîdetü erbâbi’t-tüka;
er-Rahîku’l-mahtûm li-zevi’l-ukûl ve’l-fühûm;
Risâletü’s-seyr ve’t-tayr; Vesâyâ; Cezbü’l-kulûb
ilâ muvâsalâti’l-mahbûb; Evrâdü’s-Sühreverdî;
Sünûhu’l-fütûh bi-zikri’r-rûh; el-Makâmâtü’ssûfiyye; İdâletü’l-iyân ale’l-bürhân.
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Hasan Kamil YILMAZ

Sühreverdiyye
It is the sect (tariqa) established by Sühreverdi,
who contributed to the foundation of Fütüvvet.
Sühreverdiyye, which is an influential sect of Islamic world, was founded by Ebû Hafs Şehâbeddin
Ömer es-Sühreverdî (d. 632 / 1234) in Bagh-
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dad. Due to the important role of his uncle and
the shaikh, Ebü’n-Necîb es-Sühreverdî, in Ebu
Hafs’s entry into the mystical path and growth,
there are people who attribute the founding of
the sect to Ebü’n-Necîb. Indeed Takiyyüddin
Vâsıtî attributed the sect to Ebü’n-Necîb and recorded the name of the sect as “en-Necîbiyye esSühreverdiyye” as well as Sühreverdiyye. Murtazâ
ez-Zebîdî also mentioned that the sect took the
name of Şehâbiyye founded by Şehâbeddin and
recorded it as a branch of Sühreverdiyye attributed to Ebü’n-Necîb. On the other hand, Zebîdî
asserts that one of the shaikhs who Ebü’n-Necîb
took the Caliphate was Abdülkadir-i Geylânî and
also mentioned that Sühreverdiyye is one of the
main branches of Kâdiriyye.
If Sühreverdiyye is deemed to be established by
the Ebü’n-Necîb, the Ebheriyye and Kübreviyye
sects should be considered as a branch of Sühreverdiyye. Because, as Kutbüddin el-Ebherî, who
was the founder of Ebheriyye, was one of the caliphs of Ebü’n-Necîb, Ammâr-ı Yâsir el-Bitlisî and
İsmâil Kasrî, who were the shaikhs of Necmeddin
Kübrâ who was the founder of Kübreviyye, was
also among his caliphs.
Sühreverdiyye succession, after Ebû Hafs
Şehâbeddin, through his uncle Ebü’n-Necîb esSühreverdî, one branch upon Ahmed el-Gazzâlî,
the other one upon Kâdî Ömer Vecîhüddin b.
Muhammed, both sects reached to Cüneyd-i
Bağdâdî. After Cüneyd-i Bağdâdî, through Serî esSakatî, it reached to Mârûf-i Kerhî; from him one
branch through Hasan-ı Basrî, the other one through twelve imams lines reached to the Caliph Ali.
Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî, the founder of sect,
continued his services in the earlier stages in the
dergah (dervish convent) built on behalf of his
uncle Ebü’n-Necîb near the Tigirs in Baghdad.
As a result of developing close relations with the
Abbasid Caliph Nâsır li-Dînillah, he became the
special adviser to the caliph and helped him in
the reconstruction of fütüvvet organisation. He
met with the Seljukid Sultan Keykubad I, the Ayyubid ruler el-Melikü’l-Âdil I, and The Kwhrazmshah Alâeddin Muhammed as a diplomatic representatives of the caliph; he undertook the task
to resolve the problems that occurred in some
cities like Damascus and Erbil. The Caliph built
for him Merzebâniyye Dergâh (Şeyh Şehâbeddin
Ribat) and beside a bath and the house with a large garden to stay on Isa riverbank in Baghdad.
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It is related that he made conversation with the
caliph at length in the abovementioned dergah.
Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî also became the
shaikh of Zevzenî, Nâsıriyye, Bistâmiyye and
Me’mûniyye tekkes (lodge), and attached many
people to his sect. He founded many convents
(dergahs) in several cities outside Baghdad, especially in Damascus and Aleppo. Among the people
who wore cardigan from Şeyh Şehâbeddin, who
had thousands disciples, there were such as Şâfiî
canonist İzzeddin b. Abdüsselâm and Sâinüddin
Hüseyin b. Muhammed, canonist Nûreddin Abdülkadir who was known as “Hakîm (judge)”,
poet Kemâleddîn-i İsfahanî, historian İbnü’s-Sâî,
Kâdî Sadreddin b. Ali, Muhammed b. Ruzbihan
el-Ferîd, Fahreddin Ahmed eş-Şâşî, İzzeddin Muhammed b. Ruzbihan, Muhammed b. Ahmed
es-Semerkandî, poet Necmeddin Muhammed b.
Sivar b. İsrâil, İbn Meymun el-Kaysî, Şerefüddin
Mahmud et-Tüsterî, Reşîdüddin Muhammed b.
Ebü’l-Kâsım es-Sûfî, Abdürrahîm ed-Demîrî, Safiyyüddin Ali el-Mûkânî, Zahîrüddin ez-Zencânî.
Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî provided for the sect
to spread to wider geography by means of sending his caliphs to regions like Iran, India and
Turkistan. After him, sect services in Baghdadwere continued by his son İmâdüddin Muhammed who took over from him in the Me’mûniye
dergâh, and then his grandson Cemâleddin Abdurrahman. Necîbüddin Ali b. Büzgaş’s efforts
were effective in spreading Sühreverdiyye in Iran
and around and incorporating some important
personalities. Şeyh Şehâbeddin sent his caliph
Necîbüddin Ali and his friend Şemseddin Sâfî to
his hometown Şiraz and charged them to wear
each twenty cones which he gave both of them
to the people whose names were written. This
means that the sect began to spread in the region while Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî was alive.
Necîbüddin Ali, who founded his tekke in Şiraz,
developed good relationships with the rulers of
the period like his shaikh Şehâbeddin. In this
context, he won the confidence and esteem of
Atabeg Ebû Bekir, the ruler of Şiraz, was visited
by many rulers and scholars, firstly the Mongol
ruler Engiyânû, in his tekke. As a result of the
activities of Şeyh Necîbüddin, many people joined the sect of Sühreverdiyye, like Saîdüddin
Fergânî, Kutbüddîn-i Şîrâzî, Şehâbeddin Zerkub Şîrâzî, Ahmed b. Kannâd, Şeyh Ahmed b.
Abdullah, Şeyh Fahreddin b. Şeyh Şerefeddin,
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Şeyh Bahâeddin Ebû Bekir b. Cemâleddin, Şeyh
Hasan b. Abdullah, Seyyid İzzeddin Ahmed b.
Ca‘fer, Mevlâna Nûreddin Abdülkadir.
The famous poet Sa‘dî-i Şîrâzî, who took the
Sufi Caliphate from Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî
in Baghdad, also founded his tekke in Şiraz.
Among the people who took Sufi diploma from
him, there is also İbrahim Zahid-i Geylânî, the
Pir (sage) of Zâhidiyye Sect. On the name of Sühreverdiyye, tekkes were established in many cities like İsfahan, Kirman, Kâşân, Sâve in addition
to Şiraz. Iranian Sufi-poet İmâd-ı Fakîh (İmadüddin Ali Kirmânî, d. 773/1371) was thought
to have made guiding activities for many years as
Sühreverdî shaikh in dergah built in Kirman by
Şeyh Nizâmeddin Mahmud.
With Necîbüddin Ali b. Büzgaş, a branch whose
name is Büzgaşiyye (Necîbiyye) came into being
in Sühreverdiyye sect; and the line continued at
least with three different paths, as the first one
was with Necibüddin Ali’s son Zahîrüddin Abdurrahman and his grandson Muînüddin Nasrullah, the second one was with Nûreddin Abdüssamed Natanzî and the third one was with Hâce
İmâmüddin Muhammed. Murtazâ ez-Zebîdî,
who took the Sufi Caliphate from these first two
paths, recorded the names of the shaikhs up to
him in İkdü’l-Cevher. Also Zebîdî and Harîrîzâde
gave place to several different versions of the ongoing line with Nûreddin Abdüssamed. In some
of them, the Egyptian scholar Abdülvahhâb
Şârânî also appear to take place. From the one
of the ongoing lines with Nureddin Abdüssamed, Zeyniyye branch emerged in the 15th century, from the other one the branch of Âdiliyye
(Bedriyye) emerged in 16th century. The branch
of Zeyniyye sect which was founded by Zeynüddin el-Hâfî (d. 838/1435) spread to the wider
community in Horasan, the Hijaz, Syria, Egypt,
Anatolia and Rumelia. Âdiliyye was established
by Bedreddin Muhammed el-Âdilî (d. 970 / 1562)
of Mecca. İbrâhim ed-Desûkî (d. 676/1277), the
founder of Desûkiyye sect, also wore a cardigan
from the Sühreverdiyye sect through Nureddin
Abdüssamed and his caliph Necmeddin Mahmud İsfahânî. Nûreddin Abdüssamed is shaikh
of Abdürrezzak el-Kâşânî and his course-mate İzzeddin el-Kâşî, who were the important representatives of the school of Muhyiddin İbnü’l-Arabî.
From the line continued with Hâce İmâmüddin
Muhammed after Necîbüddin Ali b. Büzgaş, the
branches of Pîr Cemâleddin Ahmed Ardistânî (d.
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879/1474-75) of İsfahan and Pîr Cemâliyye were
born in the 15th century. This branch also has
a line that reached to Bahâeddin Zekeriyyâ-yı
Multânî, who was the caliph of Şehâbeddin esSühreverdî in India over Fahreddin Irâkî.
Sühreverdiyye sect entered to India via the caliphs of Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî in the first
period of Delhi Sultanate (13th-16th centuries).
Hamîdüddin Nâgevrî (d. 643/1246) and Nûreddin
Mübârek Gaznevî (ö. 632 / 1234) in Delhi region,
Ebü’l-Kâsım Celâleddin Tebrîzî (d. 641/1244)
in Bengal region, and Bahâeddin Zekeriyyâ-yı
Multânî (d. 661 or 666/1267) in Multan were active. Although Hamîdüddin Nâgevrî of Bukhara,
who was known as “Nâgevr kadı (judge)” because
he was kadı in Nâgevr district of India like his father, was complained about sometimes to the Delhi Sultan Şemseddin İltutmış due to organizing
sema councils, he convinced the sultan to say
that sema is permissible (lawful) for the spiritual
education of the dervishes (disciples) and developed good relationships with him. It is related
that Iltutmuş, who was recorded to support and
lead the Sühreverdiyye members to state staff,
sent his nephew Sa‘deddin to Şeyh Hamîdüddin
in order to include him in this sect. But there
is no clear evidence that the sultan finally joined
the sect. Hamîdüddin Nâgevrî also took the caliphate from the Çiştiyye sect. Nûreddin Mübârek
Gaznevî (ö. 632/1234) was brought to Delhi Şeyhulislamate by Sultan İltutmış and he was known
as Mîr-i Delhî epithet. It is stated that Gaznevî,
who recited sermon (khutbah) in the palace mosque, openly criticized the behaviors of the statesmen against the religious rules and the application of visitors prostrating themselves in the
presence of Sultan.
Celâleddin Tebrîzî, known for its activities in
Bengal, set off with Bahâeddin Zekeriyyâ, who
was Indian caliph of Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî,
to go India from Baghdad. Tebrîzî, who firstly
went to Delhi, was welcomed by Sultan İltutmış
and lodged in his palace. The ones, who were jealous of shaikh because the Sultan showed dignity
toward him, made some defamatory remarks
about him. Although it appeared to be nothing
more than slander, he went to Bengal after leaving Delhi. It is said that Tebrizî, who founded
his hânkah (lodge), convinced many Indians
(Hindu) and Buddhists to be Muslim.
In being permanent of Sühreverdiyye, which was
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one of the common four sects of India with Çiştiyye, Kadiriyye and Nakşibendiyye, in India and Pakistan, mostly Bahâeddin Zekeriyyâ-yı Multânî’s
activities were effective, and the sect continued
through his caliphs. Bahâeddin Zekeriyyâ, who
was called Kureşî because he originally belonged
to Kureyş tribe, established a hânkah with wide
opportunities in Multan through especially disciples gained from the merchant class. Because it is
on the trade routes of Horasan, Turkestan, Sindh
and Delhi, he managed to attract many people
from various parts to his dergah (lodge). Although Sühreverdiyye entered to this region before
Bahâeddin Zekeriyyâ via Şeyh Nuh who was the
caliph of Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî who sent him
to Sindh, the organization of sect permanently
was carried out by Bahâeddin Zekeriyyâ. After
the death of Şeyh Nuh, Bahâeddin Zekeriyyâ sent
some caliphs like Mîr Seyyid Osman, who had deboner (kalender) temperament and was known as
Lâl Şehbaz Kalender due to wearing a red dress,
and his cousin Muhammed Mûsâ Kureşî to Sindh
region. Bahâeddin Zekeriyyâ whose impact increased every day with the participation of the public as well as scholars and managers in his sufi
assemblages, supported the attempt of the Delhi
Sultan İltutmış to annex Sindh and Multan territories. Although his letter written to İltutmış was
caught by Nâsırüddin Kubaça, Nâsırüddin could
dare to punish him. When İltutmış seized Multan,
Bahâeddin’s position was further strengthened
and he was brought to the office of Şeyhülislamate of the country. While the Mongols besieged
Multan in 1247, Şeyh Bahâeddin provided the lifting of the siege through Melik Şemseddin, who
was in the Mongol army, so this is important to
show the maintenance of his influence. Bahâeddin
Zekeriyyâ’s guiding activities led many Hindus
to become Muslim, and also led to the loss of
Karmatîs’ influences in the region.
Sühreverdiyye’s Bahâiyye branch was born with
Bahâeddin Zekeriyyâ in Multan and it became
the sect’s center in India. From here, the sect
expanded to countries such as Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Syria and Egypt, with several cities in
India. Bahâiyye line continued with Sadreddin
Muhammed Ârif (d. 23 Zilhicce 684/19 Şubat
1286) who succeeded Şeyh Bahâeddin and his
grandson Rükneddin Ebü’l-Feth (d. 735/133435). İmâm-ı Rabbânî, who is the founder of Nakşibendiyye-Müceddidiyye sect, also took caliphate
via his father Abdülahad. After İmam-ı Rabbânî,
the line continued with his son Hâce Muhammed
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Saîd, who was one of his four sons among his
caliphs, Hâlid el-Bağdâdî (d. 1242 / 1827), who
was the founder of the Nakşibendiyye-Hâlidiyye
branch took his caliphate from Abdullah Dihlevî,
who was his shaikh in the abovementioned line
and took his Sufi diploma from many sects in
addition to Sühreverdiyye. In the time of Sadreddin Muhammed Ârif, the sect became more
widely popular in India. Thanks to his relationships with Şehzade Muhammed, the son of
the Delhi Sultan Balaban Han, he obtained new
facilities for Şeyh Hânkah. However, it is stated
that he kept a certain distance in relations with
the rulers and he opposed the understanding of
collecting goods/wealth, which had been permissible for religious-sufi services in the time of his
father on account of the fact that dervishes (disciples) were adversely affected. Among the persons to whom Sadreddin Muhammed Ârif gave
the mission caliphate there was also Emir Hüseyin Hüseynî, who was one of the distinguished
scholars. His other caliph Mevlâna Hüsâmeddin
undertook responsibility in the city of Bada.
Rukneddin Ebü’l-Feth, who succeeded his father
Şeyh Sadreddin also continued close relationship with the rulers. As he developed personal friendships with Delhi Sultan Alâeddin Halâcî and
Tuğlukid ruler Muhammad Shah (Ulugh (Great)
Khan Fahreddin Cûne), he obtained great facilities and tracts. However the dergah (lodge) was
under strict control in the Tuğlukid era. Although
there are some people who said that Şeyh İsmâil
succeeded in place of Rükneddin Ebü’l-Feth, Ibn
Battuta, who was in Delhi at that time and together with Şeyh Rükneddin for a while, asserts that
Rükneddin bequeathed his grandson Şeyh Hûd
in his place, upon his nephew complaining to the
sultan to argue that shaikhdom was his right, but
Sultan Muhammed Şah appointed Şeyh Hûd in
accordance with the will of the Rükneddin. Although the problem was resolved as such, official
appointment of a shaikh for the first time caused
the dergah to enter under the control of the government. When Sind ruler İmâdü’l-Mülk wrote a
letter of complaint to the Sultan about Şeyh Hûd,
who was claimed to have gotten great wealth during his shaikhdom, to act against his office’s duties and to use the Hânkah’s income for himself
and his relatives, his wealth was confiscated and
he was captured and executed as he fled the country. After this incident, the Sühreverdî Hânkah
in Multan was having no effect.
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The Sühreverdiyye, which lost its effect in Multan, continued to expand in the regions of Uç,
Gujarat, Kalpî, Punjab, Kashmir and Delhi.
Seyyid Celâleddin Buhârî (Celâleddin el-Ahmer
Hüseyin b. Ahmed el-Buhârî, d.691/1292), who
was known as Celal Surh or Sürhpûş and who
was one of the caliphs of Bahâeddin Zekeriyyâ,
founded his dergah (lodge) in Uç city and the
branch of Buhâriyye of Sühreverdiyye was born
here. It is stated that Celal Surh refused the office
of Şeyhülislam, which Tuğlukid Sultan Muhammed Şah offered him. The efforts of his grandson Celâleddin Buhârî (Celâleddin Hüseyin b.
Ahmed el-Kebîr el-Buhârî, d.785/1384), who had
the same name with Celal Surh and was known
as Mahdûm-i Cihâniyân, led to a resurgence of
Sühreverdiyye to lose its influence in Uç. Burhaneddin Kutb-i Âlem (d. 857/1453), who was
a son of Mahdûm-i Cihâniyân and known as
“Second Mahdûm-i Cihâniyân”, served as the
shaikh of Buhâriyye sect to spread Sühreverdiyye in India. Although it is guessed that the nonSünnî Celâliyye sect, which emerged in India
probably after the 17th century, and was referred
to a shaikh who was known as Celâl-i Sânî (Second Celâl), was born from Buhâriyye, it is not
certain whether Celâl-i Sânî was Buhâriyye pîr
Celâleddin Buhârî. On the other hand, it is focused on the possibility that Haksâriyye faction,
which emerged in Iran and had the Shiite character, could also have emerged from Celâliyye
branch.
It is emphasized that Mahdûm-i Cihâniyan, who
was conveyed to take also the Caliphate from the
Çiştiyye sect, prevented some customs practised
by especially Indian Muslims by affecting the Hindu tradition and banned the mention of the names of Allah in Indian language. Beside it is stated that Sadreddin Râcû (d. after 800/1400), who
succeeded him, was called “Râcû Kattal” (murderer) by Hindus because of his severe opposition
to the Hindu religion. Many caliphs of Mahdûm-i
Cihâniyan established tekkes (lodge) and spread
the sect in the regions of Kalpî and Gucerat Sultanates. Many Gucerat sultans and statesmen intimated Sühreverdiyye sect. The Sühreverdî shaikhs saw great dignity in the period of Ludîs, who
reigned in the Delhi Sultanate between 14511526. In the time of Sultan Behlül-i Lûdî, the
founder of the dynasty, Şeyh Yûsuf Kureşî, who
is from the descendant of Bahaeddin Zekeriyyâ,
gave service in Delhi. Marrying his son Abdullah
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to Sultan Behlül’s daughter, Şeyh Yusuf established kinship relations; so he provided very serious opportunities from the government for his
Hânkah. As a result of this, the center of Sühreverdiyye was transferred to Delhi from Multan and Uç, the great Hângah founded by Şeyh
Semâüddin Dihlevî (d. 901/1496) in Delhi became the center of sect. Among the ones who took
the caliphate from Semâüddin, trained by Şeyh
Kebîrüddin, the caliph of Sadreddin Râcû, there were some personalities like famous traveller
and poet Hâmid b. Cemâlî Dihlevî (d. 942/1536).
It is recorded that Sultan Behlül sometimes visited Semâüddin in his Hânkah, Semâüddin also
participated in the coronation ceremony of İskender Şah (Nizam Han) who was the successor of
Behlül, and prayed. Cemâlî Dihlevî, who was the
successor caliph of Şeyh Semâüddin, accompanied Babürid Sultan Hümayun in the expeditions
when he was a prince.
Sühreverdiyye sect made its greatest impact in
Kashmir in India. Seyyid Şerefüddin Bülbül Şah
(d. 728 / 1327), who was probably one of the caliphs of Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî and migrated
with his shaikh Şah Ni‘metullah Fârsî from Turkistan to Kashmir due to the Mongol invasion,
taught Islam to Budist leader Prince Rinçana
here and persuaded him to become Muslim. It
is narrated that approximately 100.000 subjects
of him accepted Islam with Rinçana, who took
the name of Sadreddin. Emîr Sadreddin made
built a Hânkah for Bülbül Şah and equipped it
with rich foundations and established a soup
kitchen with the foundation incomes. It is stated
that the mesjid, which Emîr Sadreddin built near
the soup kitchen, which was converted later to
wretched inn, was the first one in Kashmir. Especially Sufis who belonged to Mahdûm-i Cihâniyan
branch, kept alive the Sufi mystic life in Kashmir
in the 15th century. It is stated that there were
fights between Sühreverdiyye companions and
the Çak family, who advocated for Shiism in the
16th century.
The sufis of Sühreverdiyye with many people,
who fled from Delhi as a result of incursions of
Tamerlane here in the end of the 14th century,
settled in Jaunpûr, a historic city in the state of
Utar Pradesh in India and they established their
Sühreverdî dergah here.
The Sühreverdiyye sect expanded to Anatolia with Fahreddîn-i Irâkî (d. 688/1289), who
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was the kalender manner caliph of Bahâeddin
Zekeriyyâ, who was generally known as not accepting Kalenderîs and Cavlâkis in his dergah.
Irâkî, who gave service to his shaikh for twenty
five years and became his groom, but he was forced to leave Multan because of hostility stemming
from differences of other disciples’ manners after
his shaikh’s death. Having come to Anatolia, he
formed close friendships with the environment
of Mevlâna Celâleddin-i Rumî and Mevlevî. He
took part in the courses of Fusûsü’l-hikem and elFütûhâtü’l-Mekkiyye given by Sadreddin Konevî.
He continued his services in Hânkah which was
built in his name in Tokat by Muînüddin Süleyman Pervâne, who joined in his disciples. Meanwhile, it is estimated that he created a wide disciple
environment around Konya, Kayseri, and Tokat.
He went to Egypt in order to save Mühezzebüddin
Ali, who was the son of Pervâne and prisoner in
the hands of the Egyptian king Baybars. Sultan,
with whom he established good relations during
his stay there, became his disciple and gave him
the title of “şeyhu’ş-şüyûh”. While he was in Damascus after leaving Egypt, his son Kebîrüddin
came from Multan and entered his service. The
sect line continued with Fahreddin Irakî’s Caliph
Şeyh Abdüsselam and reaches to Pîr Cemâleddin
Ahmed Ardistânî of İsfahan, who founded Pîr
Cemâliyye branch of Sühreverdiyye in the 15th
century.
Murtazâ ez-Zebîdî and Harîrîzâde took caliphate
by different paths from Sühreverdiyye line, which
continued after Bahâeddin Zekeriyyâ, and they
recorded the names of the shaikhs who placed in
different versions of the lines coming up to them.
Among the caliphs of Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî
in the sect of Sühreverdiyye, the branches of
Zerkûbiyye with İzzeddin Mevdûd b. Muhammed
ez-Zerkub, Kemâliyye with Kemâleddin Muhammed b. Ömer el-Kastallânî, Ahmediyye with Ahmed ed-Dımeşkî emerged. Murtazâ ez-Zebîdî recorded a Sufi line rechaed to Ebü’l-fütûh Tâvusî
(Nûreddin Ahmed b. Abdullah, d. ca. 861/1457)
from the Zerkûbiyye branch. Harîrîzâde recorded
a Sufi line reached to Yemenid İsmâil b. İbrâhim
Cebertî (d. 806 / 1403), who is the founder of Cebertiyye sect from Kemâliyye branch, and another Sufi line reached to Indian Muhammed Gavs
(d. 970/1563), who was the founder of Gavsiyye
sect from Ahmediyye branch. Although the sect
of Yâfiiyye, which was founded by Abdullah b.
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Es’ad el-Yâfiî (d. 768/1367) and spread in Hijaz
and Yemen regions, is essentially one of the important branches of Kâdiriyye, it is counted among
Sühreverdiyye branches because its founder had a
diploma from Sühreverdiyye in addition to other
some sects. On the other hand, Sufi lines continued separately in Sühreverdiyye via many caliphs of
Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî and from them a lot of
people wore cardigans. For example, from the Sufi
line continued with İbnü’n-Nakîb el-Makdisî who
was among the caliphs of Şeyh Şehâbeddin, the
persons such as Ebû Hayyân el-Endelüsî, Radıyyüddin Ebû Muhammed Hüseyin b. Abdülmü’min
et-Taberî, İbnü’l-Mülakkın wore cardigan. İbnü’lMülakkın wore cardigan every Sufi lines which continued with İzzeddin Ahmed el-Fârûsî, Cemâleddin
Ebû Hâmid Muhammed b. Ali, Ahmed b. İshak elEberkûhî, Necmeddin Ebü’l-Fazl Abdullah b. Ebü’lVefâ, Şeyh Ukkâşe who were the caliphs of Şeyh
Şehâbeddin. Ebû Hayyân el-Endelüsî had also a
cardigan from Kutbuddin Ebû Bekir Muhammed
b. Ahmed el-Kastallânî (d. 686/1287), who was
another caliph of Şeyh Şehâbeddin. Zebîdî states
that he also wore cardigan from the line continued with Kutbuddin Ebû Bekir Muhammed. The
famous traveller Ibn Battuta wore Sühreverdiyye
cardigan from the hand of Şeyh Kutbüddin Hüseyin b. Şemseddin Muhammed in İsfahan on 14 Cemaziyelahir 727 (7 May 1327). This Sühreverdiyye branch continued with Şehâbeddin Ali er-Recâ
who was the caliph of Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî.
Although Sühreverdiyye has recently disappeared
in some Middle Eastern countries, particularly
Syria, it maintains a presence in Iraq. In addition,
it is seen that its influence continued in Afghanistan, and among their co-religionists in some regions, such as India’s Kashmir.
Âdâbü’l-mürîdîn, in which Ebü’n-Necîb esSühreverdî mentions about the rules to be obeyed by the disciples, Avârifü’l-maârif, in which
Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî mentions about Sunni
Sufi principles, A‘lâmü’l-hüdâ ve akîdetü erbâbi’ttüka, in which Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî mentions about Ehl-i Sunnet faith are the basic sources
for the sect’s convenances and rules of conduct in
the Sühreverdiyye. In particular, taking diploma
for reading and teaching of Avârifü’l-maârif became a tradition since the time of Şehâbeddin esSühreverdî. Thus, the Ehl-i Sunnet trace continued to not deteriorate to a large extent, its members
could be protected from the influence of religions
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such as Hindu, Buddhist. Of having never world
possessions and facilities or having them but
being reluctantly in their love (this also is called
as ascetism), Sühreverdiyye shaikhs in general
accepted the second one in Sufi life; in this framework, as they did not oppose to wealth; they
developed close relations with the owners of office-position. That’s why a lot of senior executives,
intellectuals and wealthy people were able to find
a place in the sect for themselves. However, they
were severely criticized by the members of Çiştiyye in India because of this understanding of
theirs.
It is important that Şehâbeddin es-Sühreverdî,
the founder of Sühreverdiyye, gave place to fütüvvet in Avârifü’l-maârif and in writing treaties
about fütüvvet in terms of the sect’s convenances
and rules of conduct. The sect members made
founding shaikhs’ views and recommendations
as their life motto, accordingly convenances and
rules of conduct in the sect were mostly shaped
by this. In this context, it can be said that convenances and rules of conduct of the Sühreverdiyye
sect were shaped at the times in terms of fütüvvet
rules.
Dhikr (allusion) in the Sühreverdiyye sect consists of saying voiced (cehrî/celî) tevhid (Lâilâhe
illallah) as sitting (kuûdi). There is no sema application, with a few exceptions in the sect. In the
Zeyniyye-Vefâiyye branch of the sect devranî (spiral, rotary) dhikr was performed. Yûsuf el-Acemî,
one of the Sühreverdiyye shaikhs, focused on the
conduct and convenance of dhikr in the book
entitled Reyhânetü’l-kulûb fi’t-tevassul ile’lmahbûb, which was recorded by Harîrîzâde in
Tibyan. Accordingly, after the disciple repents all
sins, as performing ablution he sits cross-legged
in a prospective way the Qibla in preferably a
dark room. He laid his hands on his thighs and
closes his eyes to imagine himself in the presence
of his shaikh and demands his favour (himmet).
Then he intones “Allah” movelessly with his heart. Then he passed to invoke kelime-i tevhid (the
word of the God, Lâilâhe illalah) with his tongue.
The conduct of allusion of the kelime-i tevhid is
described by some Sühreverdî shaikhs as follows: while the head of disciple is in the inclined
situation on his heart, he begins the allusion with
the word “Lâ” and he lifts his head quickly towards the left shoulder. While his head is on the
left shoulder, the “Lâ ilâhe” part of the kelime-i
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tevhid is over. Without interrupting, he sends
his head down quickly towards his heart and
when he comes upon exactly his heart, he says
“İllallâh” in an emphatic manner. By the way,
he intends to remove from his heart everything
except God. He is busy with this dhikr all day
outside farz (obligatory) and sunnet (a kind of
optional) prayers until the kelime-i tehvid is
engraved on his heart. Also after the prayers,
in certain times of the day and night, special to
every month according to Hijri calendar, there
are dhikrs and prayers to be read. Especially
the members of Sühreverdiyye in India recite
generally the ninety-nine names of Allah and
ninety-nine names of the Prophet Muhammed
after the morning prayer. After Şehâbeddin esSühreverdî’s death, “urs ihtifali” is conducted
in order to commemorate his anniversary.
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Tahir Uluç), Istanbul 2004; Reşat Öngören, Tarihte bir Aydın
Tarikatı Zeynîler, Istanbul 2003; idem, “Necîbüddin b. Büzgaş”,
DİA, XXXII, Istanbul 2006, pp. 489-490.
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Sülemî, Muhammed
b. Hüseyin
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(d. 412 / 1021)
Sülemî, known as the first Fütüvvetnâme author, was born in Nishapur city of Horasan in
325 (937). He was known as Sülemî with the affiliation of his mother’s tribe. Sülemî, who lost
his father in his upbringing period, was taken
under patronage by his grandfather Ibn Nüceyd
who was one of the scholars and suifs of Nîşâbur.
When wealthy Ibn Nüceyd passed away, a significant portion of his wealth came down to Sülemî.
Sülemî thus did not have financial hardship and
established a rich library. He studied hadis and
fiqh from the well-known scholars of the period,
mainly his grandfather.
In addition to Sufism, Sülemî knew well the exoteric sciences, on the one hand, he wrote works
about Sufi mysticism, and on the other hand,
he continued guiding activities in his zaviye in
Nîşâbur. Among the participants in his communes and wearing cardigan there were some
distinguished sufis like Ebû Saîd-i Ebü’l-Hayr,
Abdülkerim el-Kuşeyrî, Ebû Nuaym el-İsfahânî.
Sülemî died on 3 Şaban 412 (12 November
1021), at Nîşâbur.
Sülemî, who was appreciated by scholars and
dignitaries of his time, had more than 100
works. Some of the works are about the Sufi and
ascetic life and a part of them is about Sufi subjects and coteries such as communes, melamet
(reproach), fütüvvet. But most of his books did
not reach today.
Sülemî is the first author who has the work on fütüvvet. In this book bearing the name of Kitâbü’lfütüvve, he discussed widely propriety, morality
and features related to fütüvvet. Sülemî describes the fütüvvet as “being apologetic like Adam,
good like Noah, loyal like Abraham, patient like
Ismail, generous as David, compassionate like
Muhammed, public spirited like Ebu Bekir, just
like Ömer, modest like Osman, wise like Ali”.
According to him, fütüvvet is to uphold people’s
rights and interests before his own rights and interests, to bear others, to disregard the errors, to
refrain from behavior that would require an excuse, to see himself down, and the others on the
heights, to keep his promise, to show loyalty, not
to sail under false colors, to disregard himself as
superior to the others. These qualities express
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good morals, manners and courtesy and also
have to be included in a Sufi.
Among the works of Sülemî, there are well-known
works such as Tabakâtu’s-sûfiyye, which is about the Companions of Muhammed (sahâbe), tabiin (the first Muslim genereation who did not
see Prophet Muhammed), tebeu’t-tâbiîn (the second generation) and the early ascetics and Sufis; Hakâiku’t-Tefsîr (published by Seyyid İmran,
Beirut 2001) which is about işari (external) interpretations of ayahs by sufi people; Risâletü’lMelâmetiyye, which is about Melamilik, which
emerged in Horasan region.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Abdürrezzak TEK

Sülemî’s Fütüvvetnâme
This work, which was penned by Ebû Abdurrahman Muhammed b. Hüseyin Sülemî (d.
412/1021) and is known as Kitâbu’l-Fütüvve,
is one of the first monographs on the concept of
fütüvvet. After chanting mukaddime (preliminary
part) and fütüvvet’s own prophets, it starts with
the phrase of “ve min’el-fütüvve”, consists of four
sections with 212 passages. Furthermore, the
author makes the definition, characteristics and
the commentary of fütüvvet, and enriches his information with hagiographies of old Sufis. In this
work, mysticism and fütüvvet concepts are used
as a synonym and fütüvvet term is explained in
the framework of moral facts.
The work was translated into Turkish by Süleyman Ateş considering copies between the
78a-99a folios in Süleymaniye Library, Ayasofya
nr. 2049 (Tasavvufta Fütüvvet, Ankara, 1977).
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The work was translated into English (tr. Tosun
Bayrak, The Book of Sufi Chivalry, London 1983)
and German (tr. Franz Langmay, Der Sufi Wegzur
Vollkommenheit, Breisgau 1985).
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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M. Saffet SARIKAYA

Süleyman
Ahi Baba Mosque
(see Ahi Baba Hacı Süleyman
Mosque)

Süleyman Çelebi
(d. 1422)
He is the author of the Mawlid book which Ahis
care about. He is the author of the book called
Vesiletü’n-Necat, popularly known as the Mevlid Kitabı. Different opinions about his identity
have been suggested. Latifî writes that he was
İvaz Paşa’s son. Âli points out that Latîfî made
an error, and shows Süleyman Çelebi as Şeyh
Mahmud’s grandchildren. Mehmet Tahir of Bursa achieves a little bit more clarity and says that
his father was Ahmed Paşa, who was the son of
Şeyh Mahmud Efendi. If so, Süleyman Çelebi was
a descendant of Edebali (d. 1323), and his father
Ahmed Paşa was his (Edebali) grandson.
Anything regarding the education of Süleyman
Çelebi has not been observed in the sources up
to now. His jobs and work written by him suggest
that he received a good medrese and sufi education. Süleyman Çelebi worked as imam before
of the Divan-ı hümayun (imperial council) in the
time of Bayezid I (1389-1403), and later of the
Grand Mosque which was built by Bayezid I in
Bursa. He was one of the Sufi caliphs of Emir
Sultan (d. 1429) and this shows that he had a
position in a fairly advanced stage in Sufism. His
tomb was built on the road to Çekirge, in Bursa.
Süleyman Çelebi wrote his book Mevlid Kitabı,
entitled Vesiletü’n-Necat, because he was very
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sad due to an event that occurred during his imamate in the Grand Mosque. According to Âlî, a
Persian-born preacher interpreted 285th ayah of
Al-Baqara Sure confusing 253rd ayah of that sure
during his preaching; and said that all prophets
are equal; therefore the Prophet Muhammad is
indistinguishable from the others. Süleyman Çelebi, influenced by this event, wrote his immortal
work in 1409 in order to prove the Prophet Muhammad is superior to the other Prophets. Süleyman Çelebi wrote his work Vesiletü’n-Necat in
15th century-Anatolian Turkish, in a simple and
Mesnevi style. Âlî suggests that poetry had not
been given importance in the Ottoman Empire
before Süleyman Çelebi, but it is understood the
value of poetic works after Süleyman Çelebi, his
grandfather Şeyh Mahmud was also a poet, but
he did not write his poems, therefore his grandfather could not gain fame. Latifî emphasizes that
the first work with subject of “Mevlûd-ı Nebevi” in
Anatolia is the book of Süleyman Çelebi. Köprülü
says in a similar fashion of Latifî and asserts that
Vesîletü’n-Necat was written freeheartedly and
without a financial concern, and it was the first
verse Siyar (the book narrate the life of the Prophet) Book written in the Ottoman Empire. Ahis
organized Mevlid ceremonies in order to read
Süleyman Çelebi’s work Vesîletü’n-Necat ,gathering around their tekke (lodge) on 10 Muharram
day of every year, especially during the Ottoman
period, they gave feast to the guests at the end
of the meeting. Ahis had foundations which were
established to have the Mevlid read.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Yusuf Küçükdağ, “Osmanlı Devleti’nin Kuruluşunda Etkin Rol
Oynayan Konyalı İlim, Fikir ve Devlet Adamları”, Konya Şehri’nin
Fizikî ve Sosyo-Ekonomik Yapısı-Makaleler-I, Konya 2004, pp.
128-129.

Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Süleyman Paşa
(d. 758 / 1357?)
Although it is precisely unknown the birth date
of Süleyman Paşa, who was an Ottoman prince
and Orhan Bey’s eldest son, it is usually focused
on the date of 716 / 1316. Based on the Mekece
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Endowment (vakfiye-deed), because he was old
enough to be able to witness at that time, his birth
date was earlier than 1310. In Ottoman history he
is renowned as the conqueror of Rumeli, according the tradition he is the prince who started the
first conquests by passing to the Gallipoli peninsula. It is understood that there were Ahis and Ahi
leaders among the masses migrating to the region
from Anatolia subsequent to this conquest movement. Although it is common in the literature that
his mother was Nilüfer Hatun, this matter is also
questionable. It is a strong possibility that Nilüfer
Hatun became a wife of Orhan Bey after the conquest of Bursa. His mother probably was Efdenze
(Efendi / Eftende / Efendize / Efendizâde), whose
name was registered in the Mekece endowment
and who was the daughter of Akbaşlu (Gündüz
Bey?), the uncle of Orhan Bey. Indeed, having the
same name as one of the daughters of Süleyman
Paşa is an important clue in this regard. The first
contemporary source in which the name of Süleyman Paşa is mentioned is this endowment. Here
his name is among the witnesses and is registered as Süleyman b. Orhan. It is interesting that
his “paşa” title comes across in Ahmedî’s work,
which is adopted as the first primary source about the Ottoman history. This epithet, which was
not used for any member of the Ottoman Dynasty
except his uncle Alâeddin Paşa and was known to
be given only to the high military rulers, may be
related to his being the eldest prince among his
brethren.
There is no information about the first years of
life reflected in the contemporary sources. His
name is mentioned the first time in the Byzantine sources Kantakouzenos and Gregoras’ works
on the occasion of the events of 749/1348. The
information given in Ahmedî, which was written
after fifty years from his death and the first contemporary Ottoman source, and Enverî, which
was penned after 100 years, created the basis of
a series of events about him which was built by
the legends reached today. Âşıkpaşazâde, Neşrî,
Oruç Bey, Rûhî, anonymous Ottoman history
books which emerged in the second half of the
15th century repeated such similar information.
These resources have the judgement that he conquered firstly Gerede (he must be confused with
Candarid Süleyman Bey who seized Gerede), following which he took part in the capture of Nicaea
(1331), some places (Taraklı - Yenice, Göynük,
Mudurnu) in this region became his fief (timar),
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especially after the conquest of Izmit (Nicomedia,
1337). The Ottoman historian Oruç Bey wrote that
after the deaths of the renowned border beys, such
as Konuralp and Akçakoca, their provinces were
given to Süleyman Paşa via sanjak. Although this
information could not be verified, Süleyman Paşa
who most probably was at the Battle of Pelekanon
(Pelecanum) which was between his father Orhan
Bey and the Byzantine Emperor in 1329, was highlikely involved again near Orhan Bey in the conquests of Nicaea and Izmit.
Süleyman Bey’s name is cited for the second time
on the occasion of the annexation of Karesi province, in the Ottoman sources. Orhan Bey made an
expedition to Thrace after capturing some places
in the Marmara coast until the summer of 1337;
provided full control of Karesi territory since 1348.
It is understood that Süleyman Paşa’s deployment
to this region was realised during the the abovementioned events and the administration of Karesi
province was given to him by his father. Meanwhile
Süleyman Paşa must have conquered Kapıdağ, Lapseki. So Bursa-Lapseki way became an outbound
route to Rumeli. By the way, according to the story
of Enverî, Süleyman Paşa seized Edincik, Biga and
Lapseki, captured in the sea one of the sons of Andronikos Asan (Esen Tekfur), the Gallipoli Tekfur,
made the reconnaissance required to pass on the
Gallipoli peninsula via this person who later became a Muslim and took the name of Melik Bey.
Enverî, after noting that Süleyman Paşa passed to
the other side through the vessels prepared in Lapseki by Melik Bey, confuses the subsequent events.
In addition, he reported that Melik Nasır, a son of
Süleyman Paşa, and Melik Bey had died with the
sinking of the ship they embarked on; Süleyman
Paşa had gone again to the holy war (gazâ) to Gallipoli, having moved from Kemer with 3.000 warriors he landed in Kozludere, which is a valley that
extends from the harbor on the coast to Bolayır, he
prevailed near Gallipoli, this time he also met with
Umur Bey. Although Aşıkpaşazade substantially separated from other sources through the information given by him, it would need to place this information on a proper ground. The abovementioned
events are based on likely developments after 1352.
When he moved from Kemer for the conquest of Bolayır, it was determined that one of the brothers of
Gallipoli governor Andronikos Asan who had disagreement attended Süleyman Paşa. This person took
Akçaburgaz, drowned in a sea expedition after the
conquest of Gallipoli.
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According to the expression originating from
Âşıkpaşazâde, Neşrî, Oruç Bey who were generally accepted by the Ottoman historians, Süleyman Paşa, who was the bey of Karesi province,
firstly sent a reconnaissance Ece Bey ve Gazi
Fâzıl, the Karesi lords, upon their requests, they
brought a person to Süleyman Paşa, having seized him near Çimbi Citadel; via this person, the
weak location of the castle was identified and
Çimbi was seized. Here it is clear that the person who helped to conquests is Asan’s brother
who Enverî said. Then Akçaliman was possessed
and the ships burned, 2,000 troops were brought
from Anatolia with the ships in the port of Çimbi,
Aya Şilonya (Hagia Psiloneia), Odköklük (Balabancık) and Eksamilye were captured. Subsequently, the activities centered at Bolayır began, the
Gallipoli governor was forced to surrender the
city to the Ottomans upon his difficult position.
Although the things told are accurate in terms
of some general development points, they entail
many problems in terms of details and chronology.
The precise information on the passing of Süleyman Paşa to the Gallipoli peninsula and his
lodgement here is situated in a chronicle penned
by historian Kantakouzenos, also the Byzantine
emperor and personally involved in the event.
Accordingly, Kantakouzenos was in alliance with
the Turks and received military support from
them during his fight in the second civil war
(1341-1347). The closest ally was Gazi Umur,
Bey of Aydın. He also got in touch with Orhan
Bey who extended his dominance to Bursa and
came to the province Karesi (1345). Indeed, he
married his daughter Theodora with Orhan Bey
in 1346 and further strengthened the alliance. He
asked for military help from the groom to counteract Serbian Tsar Stefan Duşan whose target
was Serres and Thessaloniki. Orhan Bey sent
the cavalry of 10.000 people under the management of his son Süleyman (749/1348). Although
Süleyman passed to the other shore, he did not
go further forward than Kavala (Christoupolis),
looted Thessaly region and returned. This event
constituted the first step of Süleyman to begin
his Rumeli operations with the Ottoman forces.
In fact, the Ottoman troops had also passed to
Thrace before, but this time transition under the
leadership of Süleyman Paşa between the years
of 1348-1354would give permanent results.
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The second passage of Süleyman Paşa to the
Rumeli side was still due to the request of
Kantakouzenos. Meanwhile Kantakouzenos
was busy with the Salonika matter and requested assistance from Orhan to get the place
under his control again. Although this time
Süleyman Paşa passed to the other side with
a great force (20.000 cavalry?), they were recalled by Orhan Bey due to trouble that occurred in Anatolia (751/1350). Kantakouzenos
had great difficulty in this situation, but he
could enter Salonika with the help of a Turkish pirate fleet of twenty-two vessels in the
Struma river mouth. There is no information
about the reason for return of Süleyman Paşa;
but tension of relations of Orhan Bey with the
Central Anatolian principalities probably caused that development. Süleyman Paşa’s third
passage in 753 (1352) became different than
the others. Kantakouzenos’s rival Ioannes Palaeologus V, with support of the Bulgarians
and Serbs, entered to the territory belonging
to Kantakouzenos’s son Mathiaos (Mattheos/
Mateos) and besieged Adrianople (Edirne). Süleyman Paşa, came to help with 10.000-12.000
horsemen, involved in the rescue of Adrianople
and inflicted a great defeat on the Serbo-Bulgarian troops on the coast of the Maritza (Meriç
River), in Empithion, in the winter of 1352.
This event has been echoed in different ways
in the Ottoman sources. Even on this occasion
it stated that Adrianople was conquered by Süleyman Paşa. Perhaps this war was postponed
to a wrong date and known as Sırp Sındığı in
the Ottoman sources. Süleyman Paşa came to
Adrianople on this occasion and met with Kantakouzenos; and in a way he became the first
Ottoman lord who set foot in Adrianople.
During this expedition, it is known that many
places in the Gallipoli peninsula were captured by Süleyman Paşa’s troops. One of them
was Tzympe (Çinbi, Çimbi) fortress and this
place became an Ottoman military base. When
the war ended, Süleyman Paşa did not leave
Tzympe, which had been assigned to them temporarily. Here he saw as a right of conquest.
Kantakouzenos offered 10.000 gold to pay for
their discharging this place, conveyed the subject to his groom Orhan Bey, but the Ottomans
took their time. About this time, on March 2,
1354, a large earthquake that destroyed the
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coast of Gallipoli occurred. Many castles were
destroyed, the people left the cities. Süleyman
Paşa took the news while he was in Biga and went
immediately to the Gallipoli shore, dominated the
city; he also brought many volunteers along with
their families from Anatolia and the province of
Karesi, settled these devastated cities and repaired Gallipoli again. The Ottoman sources give
accurate information about the migration. According to them, here a systematic policy of settlement was applied; while a part of the people of
castle was driven to Karesi province, some nomadic Turkmen in Karesi were resettled in Gallipoli.
The Emperor Kantakouzenos was very disturbed
by this situation and even planned a meeting with
Orhan Bey, but when Orhan Bey did not come to
the meeting by arguing ill healt, the emperor felt
great despair. Although he increased his earlier
compensation four times, to 40.000 gold, his proposal was not accepted. Then, Süleyman Paşa extended his Bolayir-based war activities toward the
Marmara coast of Thrace and the Maritsa valley.
He started invasions toward Malkara, Keşan and
Tekirdağ. Meanwhile, he was in Anatolia in 1354
and seized Ankara. Then he turned to Rumeli. It
is said that he conquered Tekirdağ, İpsala and
Vize, this is probably a conviction derived from
his harsh raids undertaken against the region.
There is no conclusive information about whether
he took part in the Ottoman troops who helped
Kantakouzenos’s son Mathiaos who moved as a
contender of throne and marched to Istanbul in
1356. During the crisis due to the captivity of his
brother Halil (1357), he strongly resisted the proposals of evacuation of Gallipoli. When Orhan Bey
dealt with this issue with Ioannes V in 1358, he
was no longer alive.
Süleyman Paşa’s death is displayed in the Ottoman sources as a result of a fall, due to his horse’s
foot falling into a pit when he was hunting between Bolayır and Seydigazi. Some sources assert
that he died as a result of getting trapped under
his horse when it fell flat on the ground as running either during unleashing a hawk for a goose
or in pursuit of a deer or monster (pig). There are
some writers who wrote that this event occurred
around Biga in Anatolia. But this originated from
confusing of a place named Biga between BolayırGallipoli. In addition, some researchers suggest
the possibility that this incident occurred during a
war with the Byzantines. In some Western sources
there is a weak rumor that he was assassinated.
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Date of death is given as 758 (1357), 759 and 760
(1359). Although there is a warning letter of his father dated December 1358 that he did not intervene
the ships passing from Gallipoli according to an agreement, also there is a vakfiye which was prepared for him by his father in Şaban 761 (June 1360),
his death date has been generally accepted as 1357
autumn. It is stated that Orhan Bey was very sad
due to his death news, by coming to Bolayir, he buried him there (Beldiceanu does not consider this a
possibility and conveys its symbolic meaning).
It is stated in the Byzantine chronicles that Süleyman Paşa, who was seen as the successor of Orhan Bey and responsible manager for all statecraft,
was the actual owner of the state power due to his
father’s old age and always turned to the west. He
was praised with the qualifications of the owner of
bravery and generosity, and the sacred war leader
in the Ottoman sources. During his death, the Ottoman boundaries in Thrace passed from Yayladağı
between Keşan and İpsala, and the mountainous region separating Malkara and Hayrabolu; extended
to Bakacak Hill and Hora in the south of Tekirdağ
town in the Marmara coast. Ferecik also was seized
by him in the near future of his death, and the Ottoman incursions extended to Dimetoka (Didymoteicho). Some Ottoman sources stated that he was
accepted with Gazi Umur Bey as a great military
and spiritual leader by the Rumelian veterans, his
memory was embalmed by legends. Even Enverî
and Oruç Bey made an anachronism and wrote that
Süleyman Paşa had met with Umur Bey in Bolayır,
and Umur Bey admonished him to stay here and
not to return to Anatolia. According to a rumor, Süleyman Paşa bequeathed to bury in case of death,
and thought that this would allow the veterans to
hold on here. Of his sons whose names are known,
Melik Nasır drowned and died in the sea, İsmail
and İshak continued raid activities in the frontier
area after the death of their father. One of the two
girls was Sultan Hatun (tomb inscription in Sinop:
Ramazan 797/June 1395), married Candarid Süleyman Bey II; the other was Efendizade Hatun who
died in Akşehir (Zilkade 799/August 1397).
The availability of rich foundations belonging to Süleyman Paşa is understood from the tahrir (cadastral record books) records. In particular, his charities were available at Bursa, Iznik and Gallipoli. He
built a mosque and a medrese in Iznik, a mosque
in Bursa, a mosque and a soup kitchen in Bolayır,
he allocated them rich foundations. There are also
records that he built a palace at Gallipoli. Sultan
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Mosque or Eskicami (Old Mosque) in Gallipoli,
which was attributed to him, was built by Çandarlı Kara Halil Hayreddin Paşa, according to the
inscription dated 1385. Also, after the conquest
a large monastery was turned into a mosque in
Ferecik.
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“Gazi Orhan Bey Vakfiyesi”, TTK Belleten, V/9 (1941), pp. 281283; idem, “Orhan Gazi’nin Vefat Eden Oğlu Süleyman Paşa İçin
Tertip Ettirdiği Vakfiyenin Aslı”, ibid, XXVII/107 (1963), p. 437;
Necdet Öztürk, “Ferecik’in Süleyman Paşa Tarafından Fethine
Dair”, MÜTAD, IV (1989), pp. 135-145; I. Beldiceanu-Steinherr,
“Le destin des fils d’Orhan”, AO, XXIII (2005-2006), pp. 105-130;
M. C. Şehabeddin Tekindağ, “Süleyman Paşa”, İA, XI, 190-194;
C. Imber, “Süleymān Paѕћa”, EI² (Eng.), IX, 843-844; Feridun
Emecen, “Nilüfer Hatun”, DİA, XXXIII, 124.
This article is taken from DİA (XXXVIII, 94-96).
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both sides of the street and door openings placed spaces of shop at both ends, in the north
and the south. The arasta street was closed in
the original, but it is open today. The present
structure has 19 shops in the southern wing;
21 shops in the northern wing. In the original,
there were a total of 42 shops of which 21 were
in each wing. The shops look at street as in
the form of liwan. Only two of the stores retain
their original situation. Of the gates at either
end of the street, only the one on the Western
side remains.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
M. Sami Bayraktar, Samsun ve İlçelerinde Türk Mimari Eserleri, Atatürk University Sosyal Bilimler EnstitüsüYayımlanmamış
Doktora Tezi, Erzurum 2005; idem, “Samsun’da Osmanlı
Dönemine Ait Bir Grup Ticari Yapı”, Karadeniz Tarihi Sempozyumu, I, Trabzon 2007, pp. 514-540; Baki Sarısakal, Bir
Kentin Tarihi Samsun, Birinci Kitap, Samsun 2002; Alim Altaylı,
Samsun Tarihi, Samsun 1967; Besim Darkot, “Samsun”, İA, X,
pp. 172-178.

Zekai ERDAL

Süpendî Kethüda
All trades groups had cleaners called Süpendî
who cleaned the front of their shops. Their
head was called Süpendî Kethüda (chamberlain). In the diploma ceremonies, çârub, i.e.
broom, was used by him. After mahfil was
completed, eating was finished and the table
was cleared, he swept up the area.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Süleyman Paşa Arasta
It was located in Ziya Gökalp Street, Kale Quarter in Samsun city center. The building was described as bedesten (covered bazaar) in various
sources. It does not have a building inscription.
In the archival sources it is mentioned as the foundation of Hazinedarzâde Süleyman Paşa. Due
to the structure mentioned in another documents
dated 1785, the arasta (bazaar) had been built
before 1785, and then it must have been purchased and endowed by Hazinedarzâde Süleyman
Paşa.
The arasta has a rectangular plan in an east-west
direction and dimensions of 92.00x15.00 m. The
arasta is 4:40 m wide, consists of shops placed in

Ahi Sinan Türkçe Şecerenâmesi, Kırşehir Museum, line 119;
Radavî Fütüvvetnâmesi, Millet Library Şeriyye 902, 62b; Mehmet Ali Hacıgökmen, “Ahi Şecere-Nâme ve Fütüvvet-Nâmelerine Göre Ahi Zaviyeleri”, Selçuklu’dan Osmanlı’ya Bilim,
Kültür ve Sanat, Prof. Dr. Mikâîl Bayram’a Armağan, Konya
2009, pp. 251-263; idem, “Ahi Şecere-Namelerinin Tarihî Temeli ve Yazılış Sebepleri”, SÜ İlahiyat Dergisi, vol. 23 (2007),
pp. 107-115.
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Şah Kulu
Sultan Tekke
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The Şahkulu Sultan Tekke -lodge-, located in
Merdivenköy neighborhood of Kadiköy district,
Istanbul, is one of the oldest Turkish works in Istanbul. According to various sources, the structure was established as an Ahi lodge by Orhan Gazi
after the Battle of Pelekanon, which resulted in a
victory for the Ottomans in 1329. After the Battle
of Ankara (1402), when much of the territory west
of Gebze was lost, this lodge, along with many other structures, was destroyed. However, a short
time later, when Çelebi Mehmed re-conquered the
area for the Ottomans Şahkulu Sultan Tekke was
rebuilt.
What is known about the life and identity of the
shaikh who was known as “Şahkulu Sultan” or
“Şahkulu Baba” is based on Bektaşi legend but
the information it is very similar to the general
information repeated about many shaikhs.
The Şahkulu Sultan Tekke passed to the Bektaşi’s
who organized after the Ahis had lost their old
importance at the end of the 15th century or the
beginning of the 16th, and who gradually gained
strength from the effect of the Janissary Corps
linked to them. Later, in 1826, when the Janissary Corps and the Bektaşi’s were dissolved the
structure passed to the Nakşibendi’s.
After a lull, the Şahkulu Sultan Tekke gradually
came to life as of the middle of the 19th century
and was seen to gain the old importance it had
with the Bektaşi’s. The structurs of the lodge that
have reached us today are from this second founding period. The inscription dated 1291 (187475) on the main door is not valid for all the structures that constitute the lodge.
Like all Bektaşi âsitâne (main dervish convent),
Şahkulu Tekkesi was located from the the noises
of the city, in a broad excursion spot where life
was tranquil. Opposite the lodge, stretching to the
east, was a cemetery.
Besides the main door, there was also the Mah
Baba Fountain belonging to the lodge. It is known
that next to this fountain there was a prayer site,
which has not reached today, and a coffeehouse
for visitors. Coming through the main gate, one
would have come to the garden, with various service buildings on the right and the main building
on the left, situated north-south, which housed
the most important sections of the lodge. At its
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largest point the dimensions of the building were
47 x 32 meters and on its north and east sides
it was surrounded by a graveyard where mostly
fathers were buried. Şahkulu Sultan’s open tomb
is in this graveyard.
The square house in the middle of the main building of the lodge was twelve-sided. The walls
were made of rough rock and bricks, with plaster of the interior and exterior walls. Their sides
were 2.80 meters in length in a twelve-sided
fashion. The twelve symbolism of the Bektaşi’s
belief is not just found in the square house but
many other places, as well. There is a base in the
middle of the house and a round column with
a twelve-sided head. Above the roof is a fan-like
vault made of bricks, which was covered by a
twelve-sided pyramid-shaped, wooden cone. However, during the latest restoration, this roof was
removed and and a low dome was put in its place. The square house had a Bektaşi crown of the
elifi type that was cut from alemi marble.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
M. Baha Tanman, “Şahkulu Sultan Tekkesi”, Dünden Bugüne
İstanbul Ansiklopedisi, VII, Istanbul 1994, pp. 128-132.

Mustafa ÇETİNASLAN

Şakîk-i Belhî
(d. 194 / 809 [?])
Şakîk-i Belhî, who took up the fütüvvet concept
in a different way, was born in Horasan’s Belh
city. His full name was Ebû Ali Şakîk bin İbrahim el-Ezdî. There is no information about his
early periods and his upbringing. While on a
trading trip he met some pagans and engaged in
dialogue with them, leading him to a life of asceticism. According to records, he told a pagan in
the temple to give up idolatry and believe instead
in knowledgeable and strong God. In reply the
pagan said to him “if there is such a God, is He
strong enough to give you sustinence in your own
city?.” Hearing this, Şakîk-i Belhî returned to his
own country.
Following this incident, he made the haj and subsequently made various journeys to gain knowledge during which he met Cafer-i Sâdık and took
lessons from Ebû Hanife, Ebû Yusuf and İmam
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Züfer. He was first a member of the Irak Rey school and later he adopted the path of hadis knowledge. According to what is mentioned in records,
he participated in wars in the Mâverâünnehir region and probably was martyred in a battle he
joined together with Hâtim el-Esamm.
Among the dates given for his death are 153/770,
174/790 and 194/809. In light of the fact that his
student Hatim el-esamm died in 237/851, the
date 194/809 makes more sense.
Şakîk-i Belhî’s thoughts and preferences on the
subject of tevekkül (putting one’s trust in God)
are worthy of note with regard to sufi history because he was the first ascetic who dwelled on the
nature, reasons and bases of tevekkül and who
evaluated the results. For this reason Sülemi said
of him “I think that Şakîk-i Belhî was the person
who first spoke about states (of tevekkül).”
According to records, during the haj Şakik-i
Belhî met İbrahim bin Edhem and asked hım
how he made a living. In response İbrahim said
“if something comes my way I give thanks, if not
I am patient.” Şakik then said “the dogs of Belh
do this. They take advantage of their time and
wait when necessary.” İbrahim bin Edhem asked Şakik, who responded “when we find time
we use it, when we don’t we’re thankful.” Kuşeyrî
mentioned this incident in connection with fütüvvet between Cafer-i Sâdık and Şakîk-I Belhî.
In this regard, when Cafer-i Sâdık asked Şakik
Belhî about fütüvvet, he explained “when it’s given we’re thankful, when not we’re patient.” In
response, Cafer-I Sâdık said “our Medine dogs
to this.” and he gave the following responded by
saying “when it’s given we give it away and when
not we’re grateful.”
Şakîk, who stated that a person cannot claim
any property in the face of God, stressed that
one must petition God for anything and trust in
God’s beneficence. In his view, the way to knowing oneself passes through knowing for sure
whether it is throught God’s promise or man’s.
So a person should not think about tomorrow,
nor where tomorrow’s meal will come from. On
this subject he said “God does not hold you responsible for tomorrow’s prayers so you shouldn’t
ask Him for tomorrow’s meal because it is not
certain whether we will reach tomorrow.”
Because Şakik-I Belhî felt that one should not
seek the faults of others without looking at his
own and that one should have no will that is not
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tied to God’s will, his student in the asceticism
school, Hâtim el-Esamm considered him to be a
fütüvvet holder. In Horasan sufiism the Fütüvvet
concept had a more social character but Şakîk-i
Belhî looked at it differently, considering it as the
basis for a more of an individual moral life. In
fact he said that “there are ten parts to worship,
nine of these are far from people and one is silence.” He felt that keeping away from people was
protection against tragedy and he recommended
that “being a friend of a person is like being a
friend of fire. There are benefits but one must flee
the fire sometimes.”
This attitude of Şakîk-i Belhî is a manifestation
of his view of poverty, which for him meant ridding oneself of all the problems of the world. On
cannot be a pauper in the true sense as long as
he doesn’t fear losing poverty like he would fear
losing his wealth. We have to put Şakîk-i Belhî in
a different category with regard to the Horasan
Sufis because his approach, especially on the issue of tevekkül, was different in that it was much
more strict. His students Hâtim el-Esamm and
Ebu Osman el-Hîrî continued this approach.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Mustafa Abdülkadir Atâ), Beirut, 1998; Ebu’l-Mehâsin Cemaluddin
Yusuf İbn Tağriberdî,, en-Nücûmü’z-Zâhira fî Mülûki Mısır ve’lKâhire, I-XIV, el-Müessesetü’l-Mısrıyye, Mısır, no date; Ebü’lKâsımAbdülkerim b. Hevâzin el-Kuşeyrî, er-Risâletü’l-Kuşeyriyye,
(published by Maʻruf Zerrûk-Ali Abdülhamid Biltacî, Beirut, no
date es-Sülemî, Ebû Abdurrahman, Tabakâtu’s-Sûfiyye, (published
by Nureddin Şeribe, Mektebetü’l-Hâncî, Cairo 1986.

Ali BOLAT

Şalvar
The şalvar covers the body from the waist down
and is fastened with a drawstring. It is a piece of
clothing that is roomy and well-fitting at the same
time. The şalvar was the uniform of honor in the
fütüvvet institutions.
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The Şalvar is mentioned in early period works
as the uniform of Fütüvvet. In fact, Suhreverdî,
who wrote the rules for entering the Fütüvvet
organization in his work entitled Fütüvvetnâme,
noted that drinking from the Fütüvvet cup and
wearing the şalvar were conditions for entry
into Fütüvvet. Consequently, the şalvar became
one of the important clothing items of Ahilik. In
his work İslâm ve Türk İllerinde Fütüvvet Teşkilati, Gölpınarlı noted that all fütüvvetnâmes
were tied to sufiism and that the practices in
the organization were derived from the dervish
order. Basing his words on the Fütüvvetnâme,
Suhreverdî stated that “the hırka is the garment of sufiism and the şalvar is the garment
of fütüvvet. The şalvar is smaller than the hırka
and fütüvvet is a part of the order.”
The şalvar was one of the clothing items that
symbolized Ahilik. In this regard, İbn Battuta
said in the section he wrote about the Konya
Ahis that they were as tied to fütüvvet as Hz. Ali
and, like the Sufis wore hirka, the Ahis wore
the şalvar, indicating that the şalvar was a special outfit for the Ahis.
For the Sufis, the hırka symbolized distance
from worldly things, whereas for the Ahis the
şalvar symbolized living and struggling within
the world.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Şam Bedesten /
Damascus Bedesten
The bedesten was built by Esat Paşa in 1752
and both the bedesten and the han have similar plan types. For this reason, it is a bit
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different from the classic bedesten types, being
bigger and having two stories. The plan type of
the bedesten resembles the Kayser Bedesten. The
square-planned structure is covered by nine domes, carried by the main walls, four feet and 12
arches. The biggest difference from other classic
bedestens is that the courtyard in the middle of
the bedesten is covered and there is a pool in
the middle of the courtyard. Windows and lamps
were used to provide lighting for the structure.
There are windows in the frames of the domes.
Additionally, there are lamps in the middle of the
covering system. The Damascus Bedesten is still
with us today.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Değerlendirilmesi, (Yıldız Teknik University Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters Thesis), Istanbul 2007.

Fernaz ÖNCEL

Şâtır
Şâtır was a term used to refer to cheats among
the shopkeepers in Ahilik. The word comes from
the ism-i fail case from the Arabic root ş-t-r and
carries the meaning of “a problem-maker, someone who has strayed from the path of right, a
vagabond, immoral, cunning, clever.” In sufi literature words with a similar meaning are “ayyâr”,
“rind” and “evbaş”. The term was used to refer to
the unemployed of a city, the rabble, landless villagers, army rejects and groups that had certain
characteristics related to fetâ.
This social group of young and unmarried youths
who opposed community order and political authority at a time when the central authority, which
gathered essential characteristics of fütüvvet
such as virtue, bravery and generosity, was losing
strength in the Abbasid period. These groups’ fütüvvet view did not yet have the sufi qualities
At times when the central authority was powerful
this group essentially faded away but at other times they would cause great problems. They were
sometimes used by bureaucrats for their own
political interests and Islamic history is full of
examples of this. In records of the period, this
group was known as being immoral and fond of
enjoyment.
Nevertheless, in the 9th and 10th centuries in
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the Maveraünnehr region there was an organization known as “gazis” who were very much
like fütüvvet holders and who lived in lodges,
spending their days fighting holy wars and their evening dealing with studies. Behhakî, one
of the historians of the period, identified them
as “Sipâhsâlâr-ı Gâziyân”, ‘Utbî “Reîsü’l-Fityân”,
Gerdîzî “Ayyârların Başı”.
These groups, known as ayyâr, şuttâr and rünûd,
tended towar sufiism in the Melami tradition of
Horasan and adopted a sufi understanding of fütüvvet. Some researchers have noted the organization-like structure of thiese groups in the Horasan region and look for their roots in the culture
of ancient Iran. As they evolved to sufiism these
groups gained an official identity thanks to the
efforst of the Abbasid Caliph en-Nâsır-Lidînillâh
and took on an organized structure.
In the texts related to the fütüvvet organization,
which became a craft organization, şâtır and similar words were used in their negatives senses
to refer to cheats, liars, and bad people within
the shopkeeper class and they were characterized as “ayyârân”, “tarrârân” and “mekkârân”.
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M. Saffet SARIKAYA

Şecerenameler /
Genealogical Trees
The word şecer means “tree” and comes from
“şucûr”, which means “to tie/to quarrel”. The reason for using şecer for tree comes from some
branches intertwining with each other. The word
appears in the Quran quite often to mean “tree”
and “plant”. In the Kamûs-ı Türkî dictionary the
word “şecere” means 1. A single tree, 2. A tree
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of branches and stems that is used to reflect a
family or dynasty. In the Dictionary of Ottoman
History and Sayings “şecere” is defined in this
way: “a table or tree showing all the arms and
children beginning with a distant forefather of a
family or a ruler’s dynasty. Other words for this
are ‘silsilenâme’ or ‘Ensab kütüğü’. Meanings given in other dictionaries are similar.
So according to dictionaries “şecerename” and
“silsilenâme” are the same. Other words that are
used include “soy ağacı”, “nesebnâme”, “ensab
kütüğü” and “soy kütüğü”. In this regard, the “Ahi
şecerenamesi” is the family tree of the members
of the Ahilik organization. However, most of the
time the Ahi şecerenames, which begin with the
heading “şecere-i fütüvve”, do not comply with
the general description. Ahi şecerenames are not
just a family tree or table. In some of them there are text regarding a particular Ahi Şeyh, like
Ahi Sinan or Ahi Musa, and in some there is no
genealogical tree whatsoever. There are two kind
of şecerename known as “soy kütüğü” and “yol
kütüğü”. The “soy kütüğü” shows the names of
the forefathers of an elder of the order, while the
“yol kütüğü” shows the names of the spiritual leaders and the order’s roots and etiquette. In this
context, Ahi şecerenames were prepared in the
“yol kütüğü” style. It is worth emphasizing that in
the Ahi şecerenames there is not just the family
tree given, but much more information, as well,
and this is their essential importance and value.
Ahi şecerenames are works that serve as a guide
to show how ceremonies are carried out and to
ensure that these ceremonies are not forgotten.
Like other şecerenames, these are meters-long
rolls or “tomar” with widths of between 20 and
40 centimeters. They were written on abadi paper (much valued yellowish glazed paper), reinforced by cloth on the back side, or on goat, deer
or the skin of another animal. The first section
on just about all of them is adorned with rough
mihrabiye. Some of the şecerenames had cylindrical holders so we can say that they have been
relatively well-preserved. The Ahi şecerenames
were written to be a record of the Ahi chamber
wth regard to economic and legal activities in
daily life of the Ahis. The principles, bases and
roots of the lodge were explained with relation
to fütüvvet principles and virtues in a way that
avoided subjects in fütüvvetnames that did not
pertain to Ahis and the Ahi chambers. The Ahilik
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culture has been passed down with the şecerenames from generation to generation through the
centuries.
The Ahi şecerenames take up in brief subjects like
“fütüvvet’s source, etiquette rules in Ahi, the tying
of the belt”, which are also teken up in fütüvvetnames. However, with regard to the practical aspect
of Ahilik, the şecerenames provide many more
details about subjects ranging from work principles to penalty methods. In other words, where the
fütüvvetnames are theoretical, the şecerenames
are much more practical. Although among fütüvvetnames there are some that are compositions,
most of them were translated from Persian.
Yet it is possible to characterize these works,
which take up special, rather than general, subjects, as having more of a national or local character than fütüvvetnames. It is understood that the
Ahi şecerenames were prepared as a permanent
record of the activities of the Ahi lodge. In other
words, whereas the fütüvvetnames were a “constitution” for the fütüvvet holders, we can liken the
Ahi şecerenames, which were written to address
the tanners craftsmen of Ahi Evran’s profession,
to “rules and regulations”.
In şecerenames linguistic and spelling faults are
often encountered. We can attribute this to the şecerenames begin written by the tanners who had
limited literary educations. Fütüvvetnâmes, on
the other hand, such mistakes are very rarely encountered, begin of a higher literary quality.
We estimate that today there are Ahi şecerenames,
most of them resembling each other and some
even copies of others, in the hands of the families
of “Ahi Baba”’s, in various places. In this regard,
when one looks at the remarks of Enver Behnan
Şapolyo, who said that there are 43 documents
pertaining to Ahilik, one of which is a şecerename,
in the hands of Enver Kardeş, and at the places
where şeceres and diplomas have been published
up until today, it can be seen that the published
şecerenames and the other Ahilik documents in
the Kırşehir Museum were the donations of families. (It should be kept in mind that this relates
to Ahilik being a completely civil community organization.)
Other than the individual studies mentioned above, other efforts worth mentioning are a doctoral
thesis done concerning the Ahi Sinan Şeceresi,
those in the Kırşehir Museum together with other
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Ahilik documents, M. Ali Hacıgökmen’s paper
submitted for the M. Fatih Köksal conference
and some other notable studies published in
connection with Ahi şecerenames.
Although there is no standard for all şecerenames, the contents of a normal Ahi şecerename
were arranged in this manner: after blessings
and prayers, praise for the Prophet’s family, legends about Hz. Âdem being the first person
to have the belt tied, Ahi Evran legends, generosity, the genealogical section, explanations
about the tanning profession, activities in the
Ahi chambers, economic and legal practices,
information about fütüvvet principles and etiquette, craftsmen who sit on the right and the
left at Ahi councils, and tables with the names
of the spiritual leaders of the particular crafts.
Although not all this information is included in
all Ahi şecerenames, this reflects the general
subjects and order shown.
It would not be wrong to say that the first place someone should look to learn about “living
Ahilik” in the full meaning of the word would
be the Ahi şecerenames. Despite their importance, though, and although şecere texts have
been published for researchers to take advantage of, it must be said that there is a significant
shortfall when it comes to studies by experts
regarding the history, economic history, sociology, sufi history, folk knowledge, language and
literature that these works offer for research.
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Mehmet Fatih KÖKSAL

Şed Bağlama /
Tying On The Belt
“The word şed comes from the Arabic verb “şedde”, which means “to ties something tightly and
securely”. Its dictionary meaning is “a tie, belt,
waist wrap and peştamel made of wool or cotton.” It is a symbol in the Islamic culture that
a person who has given himself over to fütüvvet
and sufiism has tied himself to that path and will
be loyal to his belief. The practical application of
this symbol in Turkish is “tying the belt, wrapping the peştamel”. The person who ties on the
belt swears off temptations of the flesh, slander
and calumny, harming others, avoiding un-Godly
places and ambition and desires. In contrast, he
pledges himself to generosity, kindness, modesty,
forgiveness, humility and maturity.
There is no specific reference in the Quran to
tying on the belt. However, it is claimed that in
fütüvvetnames that explain the basics of tying
on the belt, Hz. Musa’s words about his brother
Hz. Harun, pleading with God to “strengthen my
strength with him” (Tâhâ, 20/31), and the use of
the the verb “üşdüd” (to strengthen), indicate the
“belt” idea.
The tradition of tying on the belt in Fütüvvetnâmes
goes back to Hz. Adam. Keeping one’s word, being loyal, resisting satan, avoiding love of worldly
goods, being patient during hard times are all
themes of “şedd-i vefâ” that relates to Adam tying
on the belt. Other items of clothing that symbolize fütüvvet like the belt, were given to the Prophet
by Gabriel and these items of clothing were put
on Hz. Ali, which is why he is accepted as the
leader of fütüvvet (fityân).
After Hz. Ali, Hz. Hasan and Hz. Hüseyin continued the belt tradition. In sources seven types of
belts that Hz. Ali tied are mentioned. These are
elifî, çevgânî (mahfî), lâm-elifî, kavsî, mihrâbî,
Süleymânî and Yûsufî and each one has a meaning. That the pillars of the dervish order wo-

A ceremony of şed bağlama –tying on the belt-

uld influence the Islamic world was ensured by
the four people to whom Hz. Ali tied the belt.
Selmân-ı Fârisî was sent to Iraq, Süheyb bin
Sinân er-Rumî to Anatolia, Zünnûn-ı Mısrî to
Egypt and Seyf-i Yemenî to Yemen. These four
people chatted with and treated the people and
with an affable tongue and manner they raised
the principles of fütüvvet.
Tying on the belt was implemented with certain
etiquette and principles both among the Ahis,
who were fütüvvet holders, and the dervish orders. The ceremony began by mentioning ism-i
celâl (God), the names of the Prophet and Hz.
Ali and their children. The person who tied on
the belt was called the “refîk” and the person to
whom the belt was tied was called the “talib”.
The belt generally had buttons,was clasped with
a catch and wrapped around the waist a number of times. Resembling a scarft, it was made of
wool, but sometimes leather, rope and cloth. One
condition was that the belt should not resemble
the zünnâra wrapped around non-Moslems. The
ceremony ended with the recipient being made to
drink salt water. Water being a symbol of wisdom
and salt a symbol of justice. After the fütüvvet
recipient, who was given the name “meşdûd” or
“meşdudu’l-vasat”, had the belt tied on, he was
put through a testing process. Once his training
was completed he was dressed with the şalvar.
There was a ceremony similar to this one for the
Ahi class craftsmen’s organization and for guilds.
But in these institutions the name of the spiritual leader of a particular profession group or
a saint was mentioned. For example, when the
belt was tied on for the coffee-sellers it was customary to mention the name of İmam Şâzeli, the
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spiritual leader of the Şaziliyye order. In Ottoman
times, each craftsmen organization had its own
belt-tying style and ceremony. There were special
belts for: meddahlar (public story tellers) şedd-i
elîfî (şedd-i Rumiyân), for warriors şedd-i kavsî
(şedd-i fâhirân), for saka (water carriers) şedd-i
lâmelîfî (şedd-i iştirâk), savaşlarda çadır kurup
döşeyen for ferrâşlar, who set up tents on war
expeditions, şedd-i süleymânî (şedd-i hâdimân),
for dervishes şedd-i yusûfî (şedd-i mısriyân), for
shaikhs şedd-i mihrâbî (şedd-i tâziyân), and for
cerrâh (surgeon), kasap (butcher) ve hamam hizmetçilerine (bath workers) şedd-i hafî.
The belt-tying tradition among sufi orders who
were the heirs of the fütüvvet principle were different from each other. This tradition was first
implemented under the supervision of Ebû Hafs
Ömer es-Sühreverdî (died 632/1234), who was
the shaikh of the fütüvvet organization established in Baghdad by Abbasid Caliph en-Nâsır
Lidînillâh. Sühreverdî said before departing on a
journey at Avârifu’l-maârif that tying on the belt
was a habit of the Prophet. İbn Battuta noted in
his Seyahatnâme that the Sufis who visited the
Cairo Hânkahs (dervish convents) had belts tied
on.
Tying on the belt was accepted as a principle of
most of the dervish orders of Islam, albeit with
differing names, as of the 16th century. The belts
were colored black, red, white and green, depending on the dervish order.
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Şehbender Raporlarina
Göre I. Dünya Savaşı
Öncesi Osmanlı Ticareti/
Ottoman Commerce
Prior to World War I,
According to the
Şehbender /
commercial attache
reports
This work prepared by Bayram Nazır (Istanbul
2010) contains 139 pages. The three-section
book is actually a new treatment of a book entitled Ticaret Layihaları by an unknown author
published in 1916. There is no conclusion or
bibliography. In the introduction there is a brief
explanation of şehbenderlik (embassy-consulate
commercial attache), noting that these officials
were commercial consuls assigned as of the second half of the 19th century.
In the first section, the focus is on the political
and economic condition of the Ottoman State prior to World War I, indebtedness between 18861914 and German influence. In the second section, the Ottoman State’s relations with England
and Austria before the First World War are taken
up. In the third and final section the reports of
the şehbenders relating to the Ottoman State’s
pre-war commercial relations with Russia, France, Iran and Germany sent from Hocabey, Tblisi,
Dunkirk (France), Tehran, Tebriz, Bremen and
Leipzig are presented. At the end of the book there are 19 pictures and photographs concerning
commercial personalities and places.

Caner ARABACI

Şehr-Âşûb
(See Şehrengîz)

Şehrengîz
Works in verse written about a city in dîvân literature and that city’s beauty, to include descriptions of the professions and craftsmen, were called
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“şehrengîz”. The word results from the combination of “şehr”(city) with “engîz” from the Persian
verb “engihten”, which means “to excite, awaken,
enthuse”. The form and contents may differ but
mostly these works explain a city and its good points and people. In Persian, similar works have
been written under the headings of “şehr-engîz,
şehr-âşûb, âlem-âşûb, cihân-âşûb, dehr-âşûb,
felek-âşûb, karnâme, lâlezâr”. Agâh Sırrı Levend
has identified 46 şehrengîz in Turkish literature.
The first examples in Ottoman literature are from
the beginning of the 16th century, (1512) Mesihî’s
Şehr-engîz der medh-i evvânân-ı Edirne and
Zatî’s Şehrengîz-i Edirne (1512). Çorlulu Kâtib’s
Istanbul and Vize Şehrengîzi (1513) and Taşlıcalı
Yahya’s İstanbul and Edirne Şehrengîzleri (1522)
followed these.
In the introduction section of the works after the
headings tevhîd, münacat and na’t, information is
given about the city, including praise with a few
couplets. Then, the leaders of the city are praised
and their personalities depicted, to include their
body types and their professions. Şehrengîz were
written about many cities in the Ottoman Empire
such as Istanbul, Edirne and Bursa.
When Turkish literature is considered, various
şehrengîz are mentioned. The first of these are
those that were written in the style of hasbihal or
sergüzeştnames and which paint a picture of the
city. Çorlulu Kâtib’s şehrengîz written in 919/1513
about Istanbul and Vize, and Enderunlu Fâzıl’s
Defter-i Aşk are examples of these. The more
common type are those that refer to the craftsmen
and crafts, which are described under the heading
“Evsâf-I Hûbân”. In these types of şehrengîz, after the city’s natural and historical beauties are
touched on, the wonders of the city are depicted.
Examples include Mesîhî’s Edirne Şehrengîzi,
İsmâil Belîg’s Bursa Şehrengîzi, Enderunlu Fâzıl’s
Çenginâm and Zenannâme and Ravzî’s Edinciık Şehrengîzi. A third type are those like Lâmiî
Çelebi’s Bursa Şehrengîzi an Nâzikî’s versal work
that praises Bursa, which takes one through a
tour of the natual wonders, historical sites and
social characteristics of a city.
An example of a şehrengîz that concentrates on
crafts is Ravzî’s Edincik Şehrengîzi, in which after the ninth paragraph he identifies 95 people
and their crafts, such as kılıcçı, bakkal, börekçi,
kasap, bâfende/dokumacı, sanatkâr, neccar, helvacı, suhte, berber, dellak, baçmakçı and bende/
hizmetçi. While describing the kasap (butcher)
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Turmus Bali he uses a few verses and this is repeated for other craftsmen, such as for the dokumacı (weaver) Murad: Biri bir bâfendedür ismi
Murad-ı bî-vefâ / Hûb-rûlarda bulınmaz ana benzer pür-safâ.
It has been determined that in most of the Bursa
şehrengîz, there are a total of 54 “hûbân”made
up of market shopkeepers. Şehrengîz are similar
to the “esnaf destanlar”(craftsmen legends) poems of Turkish folk poetry. In the Esnaf Destanı
of Ravzi, one of our folk poets who is thought to
have lived at the beginning of the 16th century, the
good points of city shopkeepers such as sahaf,
hakkâk, kâğıtçı, saatçi, kuyumcu, sarraf, aşçı,
fırıncı, yemişçi, şekerci, helvacı, bakkal, kasap,
tütüncü, kahveci, bezzâz and terzi are described. While describing the people in his şehrengîz
about Edincik, Ravzî directly or obliquely mentions service areas of the period and independent
professions. In addition, there is more information provided about the inner workings of some
professions, in particular. Nüvîsî Şehrengîzi,
written in the Mesnevi style, is one of the best
şehrengîz written about Istanbul.
Poems about craftsmen in Anatolia were written during the Seljuk period, 588/1192, as well.
Among the sections selected from a Persian rubai journal entitled Mecma’u ‘r-rubâ’iyât, craft
leaders and names are given and there are rubai included about certain men. According to
the index of the work published by Ahmet Ateş,
there are poems about kasap, kebapçı, külahçı,
kemankeş, nakkaş, nalbant, boyacı, ekmekçi,
seyis, saraç, sarraf, hallaç, terzi and hacamatçı
craftsmen.
Similar subjects were written about in Iranian literature in the şehr-âsûb style. Research
indicates that this type had become traditional in the 16th century in Persian and that this
type of poetry had been written prior to that, as
well. In fact, there were many rubai written depicting market craftsmen, going as far back as
the 10th century in Iranian literature and these
were presented as separate works or as a section in a poet’s divan. Two of the best examples
of these are Kumlu Vahidî’s Tebriz and İsfahanlı
Harfî’s Gilan şehr-âsûb. The first true example
of the şehr-âsûb style in Iranian literature, which
included love poems directed not toward people but toward craftsmen, was the work by the
12th century poet Mes’üd-i Sacd-i Selmân (died
515/1121-1122) about craftsmen. Later works
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like Şehrâşûbnâme-i Buhârâ’î, Şehrâşûbnâme-i
Lisânî-yi Şirâzî, Şehrâşûbnâme-i Mirzâ Mahmud Seyfî and Şehrâşûbnâme-i Seyfi-yi
Semerkandî came along.
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Rıza KURTULUŞ

Şeker, Mehmet
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(b. 1947)
He is the author of the work entitled İbn
Battuta’ya Göre Anadolu’nun Sosyal-Kültürel
ve İktisadî Hayatı ile Ahîlik (Ankara 1993). After
completing his early education in Izmir he gave
lessons in theology in various middle school institutions. In 1975 he was assisgned to the Erzurum Yüksek İslâm İnstitute and transferred to the
İzmşr Yüksek İslâm Institute in 1979. When this
became the Theology Faculty of Dokuz Eylül University in 1982, he served as an academician in
the Islamic History branch.
On 23 October 1978 he completed his doctoral
work at the Atatürk University Islamic Knowledge
Faculty and was awarded his Ph.D in this field.
He served as an associate assistant professor in
the Theology Faculty of Dokuz Eylül University
in 1983, as an assistant professor in 1989 and
became a full professor in 1995. He is currently
serving in this same faculty.
Mehmet Şeker has won awards from various
scholarly institutions. In the “Türk Anadolu”
competition opened by Milliyet newspaper in
1971 he gained second prize for his work “Fetihlerle Anadolu’nun Türkleşmesi ve İslâmlaşması”.
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In 1991 in the “Ahilik Kültürünü Araştırma”
competition opened by the Ministry of Culture
he earned a consolation prize for his work “İbn
Battuta’ya Göre Anadolu’nun Sosyal Kültürel ve
İktisadî Hayatı ile Ahîlik”.
His works: Selçuk İsâ Bey Camiî, İzmir
1970; Fetihlerle Anadolu’nun Türkleşmesi ve
İslâmlaşması, Istanbul 1973, Gelibolu’lu Mustafa Âlî ve Mevâidü’n-Nefâis fî Kavâidi’l-Mecâlis,
Tahlil ve Tenkîdi, I-II, Erzurum 1978; (Farsça’ya
çev. Ali Ertuğrul-Dr. Nasrollah Salehi, Tehran
1385/2006); İslâm-Türk Medeniyeti Tarihi, Istanbul 1981 (Ziya Kazıcı ile birlikte); İslâm’da
Sosyal Dayanışma Müesseseleri, Ankara 1984;
İbn Batuta’ya Göre Anadolu’nun Sosyal Kültürel ve İktisadi Hayatı ile Ahîlik, Ankara 1993;
Başşehir Tunus’taki Türkçe Kitâbeler, Istanbul
1994; Anadolu’da Bir Arada Yaşama Tecrübesi,
Ankara 2000; Türkiye Selçukluları ve Osmanlılarda Bir Arada Yaşama Tecrübesi, -Müslim
ve Gayrimüslim İlişkileri, Ankara 2001; Ali b.
Hüseyin el-Amâsî ve “Tarîkü’l-Edeb”i, Ankara
2002; Türkistan’dan Anadolu’ya İnsan ve Toplum Hayatı, Ankara 2005; Anadolu’nun Türkleşmesi ve Kültürel Hayat, Istanbul 2006; Osmanlı Belgelerinde İhtidâ Kavramı ve Mühtedîler,
Istanbul 2007; Gençler için Hz. Muhemmed’in
Hayatı ve İslâm Esasları, Istanbul 2007;
Türk-İslâm Medeniyetinde Ahîlik ve Fütüvvetnâmelerin Yeri-Seyyid Hüseyin el-Ğaybî’nin
“Muhtasar Fütüvvet-nâme”si, Istanbul 2011;
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Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Şeker Ahi Zaviye
The zaviye –lodge- was located in Nadir village of
Akşehir district. The builder is not known. Considering that the first mention of the lodge was in
an accounting record of 1530, it can be said that
it was constructed at the end of the 15th century.
It is worth noting that on 18 Safer 1264/13 January 1848 the lodge was known as Durmuş Dedeoğlu Seyyid Ahmed Zaviyesi. The structure was
in the middle of its own orchards and gardens.
Adjacent to Şeker Ahi Zaviyesi in 1530 was a garden and two walnut tree orchards. It is unders-
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tood that the foundation’s properties increased
after this time. So, besides the foundations already mentioned, there were two other land parcels, one of 10 dönüm (2.5 acres) and one of 35
dönüm (about 8 acres).
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Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Şer‘iye Sicills
These registers of the kadı (judge) contain records of a great many deeds, foundation records
and documents related to organization structure
for Ahilik and the craft organizations that followed it. These official records include all kinds
of court cases and their results, as well as other
documents from state authorities. The records
were recorded in registers called “Sicill-I mahfuz”. These records are held in Turkey in the
Prime Minister’s Ottoman Archives(BOA) as the
Şer’iye Sicilleri and constitute a rich selection of
documents about the Ottoman community. Currently one of these is held at the BOA and the
other at the Istanbul Müftülük Archives.
The records were recorded by the judges from
the middle of the 15th century to the beginning of
the 20th. They are sources for historical investigations and for city research, in particular. This is
because all sorts of court judgements for the city
in question are contained in the registers, such
as mahzar, ilam, hüccet, mürasele. In addition,
the records relate to shops, prices, commercial
affairs, and official functions and decrees, such
as ferman, hüküm, berat, telhis, temessük and
tezkere. Since these were addressed to the kadı
of the area in question they were recorded in the
Şer’iye Sicilleri. Occasionally, the participants
in the court affairs would submit pre-Ottoman
documents so there are such documents recorded in the registers that can be found nowhere
else. For various reasons there are many deeds
and foundation documents in the registers that
relate to Ahilik and subsequent craftsmen’s organizations. In this regard, Emrullah kızı Hacce
Asiye Hatun established a foundation for the Ahi
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Evran Zaviye in Konya and had it recorded in the
presence of witnesses on 2 Recep 1097/25 May
1686. Many other records related to the same
lodge were found in KŞS. In the Ottoman period there were similar documents recorded in the
Şer’iye Sicilleri of other districts.
When T. Mumtaz saw the wealth of archival material in the Şer’iye Sicilleri he could not contain
himself and remarked “each one of the Hazine-i
Evrak record is a spring (of information)”. Really,
with regard to the material contained within the
Şeriye Sicilleri, they constitute a primary source
of rural archives for the Ottoman State. When the
kadı’s authority was limited because of Westernization, after the second half of the 19th century
some portions were lost and other records were
recorded in legal court registers.
A portion of the Şer’iye Sicilleri had reached us
today but a large amount of records were lost to
neglect in the 1930s because there were no archive institutions in the provinces.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Yusuf Küçükdağ, “Türk Hukukunun Otantik Kaynaklarından Kadı/
Şer’iye Sicilleri”, Hukuk Araştırmalar Dergisi, nr. 2, pp. 25-26;
the same author, “Konya Ahi Evran Zâviyesi ve 1097 H/1687 M
Tarihli Vakfiyesi”, Türk Tasavvuf Araştırmaları, Konya 2005, pp.
47-51.

Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Şeyh Ahi Zaviye
The lodge was founded in the name of an Ahi
leader in the village of Develi in Kayseri. There
are records of the lodge’s foundations from the
16th century, indicating that it was built either
in this century or before. The lodge had a rich
amount of property in Develü district and continued to operate in the ensuing centuries. Ali,
who ran the lodge in the 19th century, turned over
this duty to Halil, Mehmed, Hüseyin and Mustafa. The âşar (tithe) income was 4,863 kuruş.
In 1258/1842, the lodge was directed by Seyyid
İsmail and Seyid Ali. The income that year was
137 kuruş and expenditures amounted to 53 kuruş. In 1290/1874 the director of the lodge was
Mazbuloğlu Mustafa. Upon the death of Seyyid
Ahmed Efendi, who ran the lodge in 1312/1896,
his sons Mahbub, Ahmed and Abdülhalim began
to jointly direct the lodge.
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Şeyh Bedreddin
He was the son of Ereğlili Tacir Mevdud, the brother of Ahi Şeyh Şehabeddin Çoban and the disciple of Şeyh Evhadüddin-i Kirmanî.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

H. Mustafa ERAVCI

Şeyh Ahi Zaviye
There is a debate as to whether the name of the
zaviye –lodge- in the center of Develi district in
Niğde is Şeyh Ahi or Şeyh Ümmi. It is understood
that Mehmed Bey, the son of Eretna Bey, established the foundation of the lodge established in the
name of Şeyh Ali, whose father was Şeyh Muhlis. In 1483 the income of the lodge run by Şeyh
Muhlis’s son was spent on travelers. The remaining amount was left to Şeyh İlyas Fakih.

Mikâil Bayram, “Ereğli’de Medfun Olan Şeyh Şihabü’d-din Makbul Kimdir?”, Türkiye Selçukluları Üzerine Araştırmalar, Konya
2005, pp. 189-198; Mehmet Ali Hacıgökmen, “Selçuklular
Zamanında Ereğli’de Ahiler”, Tarihin Peşinde Uluslararası Tarih
ve Sosyal Araştırmalar Dergisi, nr. 4, Konya 2010, pp. 105-120.

Doğan YÖRÜK

Şeyh Begi
He was one of Konya’s leading Ahis. Ahmed
Eflâkî (d. 1360) praised Şey Begi as “an example
of fütüvvet, an elegant friend, a kind person” and
noted that he was a leader of the Konya rinds and
that the sultan and the meliks valued him greatly.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

BIBLIOGRAPHY
TKGMA, KK, nr. 565, 155a; Atatürk Library (Istanbul), Muallim
Cevdet Yazmaları, 0-116-1, 107a; 387 Numaralı Muhâsebe-i
Vilâyet-i Karaman ve Rûm Defteri (937/1530), I, Ankara 1996; M.
Akif, Erdoğru, “Murad Çelebi Defteri: 1483 Yılında Karaman
Vilâyetinde Vakıflar IV”, Tarih İncelemeleri Dergisi, XIX/2, İzmir
2004, pp.141-176; Seyit Ali Kahraman, XVI. Yüzyıl Başlarında
Karaman Vilâyeti Vakıfları, Kayseri 2009.

Ahmed Eflâkî, Ariflerin Menkıbeleri, II, (çev. Tahsin Yazıcı), Istanbul 1987, pp. 230-231.

İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU

Şeyh Edebalı
Doğan YÖRÜK

Şeyh Ahmed Zaviye
This Ahi zaviye –lodge- was established in Bafra
district of Samsun and was recorded in an archival document as Geyik Koşan Zaviyesi. It is not
known when or by whom the lodge was founded.
However, in an accounting record of the lodge
dated 1291/1876, a person by the name of Abdi
was acting as mutasarrıf (master). In that year the
lodge’s income was 585 kuruş. After this date no
other trace of the zaviye has been found among
archival documents, indicating that the zaviye ceased to function.
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(see Edebalı)

Şeyh Edebalı Mesjid
The mesjid was built in the name of Şeyh Edebalı
who played a role in the founding of the Ottoman
State. It was constructed on a sloping plot of land
50 meters northeast of the Orhan Gazi Mosque in
Cumhuriyet quarter of Bilecik. The rectangularplanned structure is covered by a roof of alaturka
red tiles. Although there are some legends and
such that the mesjid, which does not have an inscription, and tomb were from the time of Osman
Gazi, this possibility seems to be quite remote.
There is a courtyard in the structure and in the
northeast corner of the courtyard is the tomb
of Mal Hatu, the mother of Orhan Gazi. Access
to the courtyard is made through the northwest
corner of the structure. The other sections of the
structure are reached by a five-step staircase and
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they have bağdadi walls and wooden ceilings. On
the north side of the structure inside is the life
room, in the east the pantry, on the south the
women’s prayer area, along with the mesjid and
the coffins of the Şeyh Edebalı building.
The mesjid was constructed adjacent to the east
wall of the Şeyh Edebalı Türbesi (tomb). The east
and west sides of the structure are windowless
and there are two rectangular-formed windows
on the south side. On the north side, on either
side of the entrance door there are rectangularformed, wooden winged windows to allow light
in. The interior and exterior walls are plastered.
Entrance to the mesjid is made through a rectangular-formed door with two wings The harim
section is a nearly-square rectangular shape with
dimensions of 4.80 x 6.15. In the middle of the
kıble (south) wall there is a semi-circular mihrap, on the surface of which are green and blue
vegetal decorations from a later period and underneath there are curtain motif eaves. On either
side of the mihrap there are plaster framed windows at a height of 0.25 meters above the ground
and the windows have a baklava slice motif.
The mesjid’s wooden ceiling has been decorated
with strips of wood along the north-south axis.
There is a decorative figure of the sun in the oval
center of the ceiling, along with a pomegranate
flower motif set in a hanging fashion in the middle of it.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
S. Ünal, Bilecik’teki Osmanlı Dönemi Yapıları, SÜ Sosyal Bilimler
Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters Thesis, Konya 2008, pp. 20-21;

The mihrap of Şeyh Edebalı Mesjid
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1983, pp. 69-71.

Osman KUNDURACI

Şeyh Edebalı Türbe
The türbe (tomb) was made for Şeyh Edebalı, the
father-in-law of Osman Gazi and a person who
served at the founding of the Ottoman State. The
tomb is located in Cumhuriyet quarter in old Bilecik and it was build adjacent to the east wall of
the Şeyh Edebalı mesjid. The tomb has no inscription but it is thought that it was built at the
same time as the mesjid. It is understood from
the existing inscription that the tomb was restored in 1307/1889.
The tomb has a north-south rectangular plan
with dimensions of 4.90 x 9.60 meters. Entrance
to the tomb is made through a two-winged wooden door through the section of the east side that
is close to the north. The entrance door had a
rectangular form and a triangular pediment with
a pointed arch. The tomb is lit by a rectangularformed window with a smooth arch and a plaster
frame on the south side. There are no openings
on either the north or the west sides. The wall
just to the left of the entrance door was build adjacent to the east wall of the mesjid.
The structure’s covered area has been arranged
with liwans on the north and south sides and
each liwan has a pedestal that is 2.05 meters
deep and 0.53 meters high. The central section
of the tomb is covered with a dome, which had
a red tiled roof. There are the coffins of seven
of Şeyh Edebalı’s adult relatives inside and four
small coffins, as well. Three of these coffins are
in the liwan-coverd section on the north side.
An open-mouthed niche has been opened in the
north wall of this section.
The lower part of the liwan on the south side has
been left vacant. The first coffin on the south side
of the central area is larger than the others and
this belongs to Şeyh Edebalı. It is not known to
whom the other coffins belong. The tomb’s interior is quite plain and the walls are painted white.
The calligraphic designs in the dome are new.
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Şeyh Eşref b. Ahmed, Fütüvvetname, (published by Orhan Bilgin), Istanbul
1992, pp. V-VI.

Bekir ŞAHİN

Şeyh Eşref Zaviye
(See Ahi Eşref Zaviyesi)
The türbe –tomb- of Şeyh Edebalı

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Selma Ünal, Bilecik’teki Osmanlı Dönemi Yapıları, SÜ Sosyal
Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters Thesis, Konya 2008, pp.
20-21; anonymous, Türkiye’de Vakıf Abideler ve Eski Eserler, II,
Ankara1983, pp. 69-71.

Osman KUNDURACI

Şeyh Eşref b. Ahmed
Fütüvvetnâmesi
This fütüvvetnâme was written in the “Fâ’ilâtn,
Fâ’ilâtün, Fâilün” fashion and contains 444 couplets. It is thought to have been written in the
first half of the 15th century.
In the work, the author advises goodness and
ridding oneself of unwariness. He explains that
one must leave aside worldly desires and pursue the path of right. There are advisories in the
form of stories that argue between mind and self
that end with the understanding that no good
can come from desires. To rid oneself of troubles a journey is advised. Here a dialogue with
an elderly person is presented and it contains
important advice. The focus is on inner beauty,
as opposed to external looks. For those wanting
to become a man, first the inner self must be
conquered. Hearts flourish with the words and
chats of a man. Whatever he wants for himself
he wants the same for others. The importance
of learning and putting one’s knowledge to work
are touched upon. Those who do not respect
these matters are criticized.

Şeyh Evhadüddin Hâmid
El-Kirmânî ve Evhadiyye
Hareketi
This work was written by Mikâil Bayram (Konya 1999)
and following the introduction there are four sections,
for a total of 155 pages.
In the introduction, there is an evaluation of studies
done about Şeyh Evhadüddin Hâmid el-Kirmânî and the
Evhadiyye Tarikat (dervish order). Then, Kirmânî’s work
Menakib-ı Şeyh Evhadüddin Kirmânî is taken up.
In the first section, information is provided about Şeyh
Evhadüddin’s name, line, youth and education, journeys, entrance into Anatolia, death and his pronouncements concerning children. In the second section, the
structure of the Evhadiyye tarikat and its contents are
evaluated in detail. The order’s line and principles are
stated, along with a focus on its sufi disposition and
ideas. Subsequently, by touching on the contacts of the
Turkmen with the Evhadiyye Tarikat and Evhadüddin
Hâmid el-Kirmânî, the order’s etiquette and principles
are discussed.
In the third section, information is provided about his
daughter Fatma Bacı and his son-in-law Ahi Evran, as
well as about 30 of his disciples. In the fourth section,
there is a discussion about the contents of the works
of Evhadüddi Hâmid el-Kirmânî, to include his works
entitled Fevaid (Rubaiyyat), Enisü’t-Talibin ve Celisü’sSalihin (Rubaiyyat), Misbâhu’l-Ervâh. In addition, there
is a focus on the work entitled Menakib-ı Şeyh Evhadü’ddin-i Kirmânî that provided unique information about
Şeyh Evhadüddin. Then there is an evaluation about the
importance of this work from the historical standpoint
of Turkish culture and civilization.
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Şeyh Evhadüddin
Kirmani Tekke
This tekke –lodge-, which was established in the
name of Şeyh Evhadüddin Kirmani who played
a role in the founding of Ahilik, was located next
to Şeyh Sadak Tekkesi in Musalla, Konya. The
lodge was contructed in the name of Evhadüddin
Kirmani, who was the teacher of Şeyh Sadreddin
Konevi and the father-in-law of Ahi Evran, probably in the 15th century after the Seljuk period,
together with the tomb that is still standing. There is no information in records from the Sultan
Mehmed II period (1444-1446, 1451-1481) about the Şeyh Evhadüddin Kirmani Tekkesi. However, its name is mentioned often in later Ottoman
documents, particularly in those from the 18th
century. The tomb is still standing but there is no
trace left of the lodge today.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Âbideleri ve Kitâbeleri ile Konya Tarihi, Konya 1964, pp. 590-591,
755-756; Mikail Bayram, Şeyh Evhadü’d-din Hâmid el-Kirmanî
ve Evhadiyye, Konya 1993, p. 47.
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5b; nr.1111, 3a; nr. 557, p. 2; KŞS, nr. 8, p. 297; Karaman Vilâyeti Vakıfları, (haz. Seyit Ali Kahraman), Kayseri 2009, pp. 118119; Yusuf Küçükdağ-Ayşe Değerli, “Hatunsaray Nahiyesi Tekke
ve Zaviyeleri”, I. Uluslararası Hatunsaray (Lystra) ve Çevresi,
Tarih, Kültür ve Turizm Sempozyumu (Bildiriler) 2-4 Ekim 2011,
Konya 2012, p. 376.

Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Şeyh İsmail and Ahi
Ahmed Zaviye
The lodge was located in Girme village of Gölhisar district in Hamid subdivision. The lodge was
directed by Şeyh İsmail and Ahi Ahmed in 1501
and 1530. It is understood that for this reason
the lodge carries this name. Among the lodge’s
foundations were a mill and a farm.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BOA, MAD, nr. 3331, p. 61; 438 Numaralı Vilayet-i Anadolu
Defteri (937/1530) I, Ankara, 1993, p. 259.

Behset KARACA
Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Şeyh Mahmud
Şeyh Habib Camii / Mosque
(see Tabakhane Camii)

Şeyh Halil Zaviye
As will be understood from the name, along with
the mesjid, it was built in the name of Şey Halil in
Digorna village of Konya’s Hatunsaray township.
If one looks at the foundations in the Karaman
Province Foundation Register, thought to be dated 1535, one sees that the zaviye –lodge- was
built at the beginning of the 16th century. The
lodge was used by disciples linked to Ahi Çahken, who opened a lodge in the center of Hatunsaray in his own name in 1535. They donated a
farm site in Digorna village as a foundation. Şeyh
Halil’s descendants directed the shaikhdom of
the lodge.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BOA, EV. BKB. nr. 96; VGMA, nr. 1107, 21a, 26a, 34a; nr. 1119,
115b; nr. 1109, 31a, nr. 1112, 19a, 22b; nr. 1106, 3b; nr. 1108,

There is not much information available about
the life of Şeyh Mahmud, who is thought to have
been one of the first Ottoman Ahis. His name comes up in regard to the occasion of the conquest
of Bursa in Ottoman chronicles. According to the
record, Şeyh Mahmud participated in the siege
of Adranos/Orhaneli Fortress in 1326, along with
experienced commanders Köse Mihal, Turgud
Alp and Ahi Hasan.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Âşıkpaşazâde, Osmanlı Tarihleri, (published by Nihal Atsız), Istanbul 1949, p. 110; Neşrî, Kitâb-ı Cihan-Nümâ, II, (published by
F. Reşit Unat-M. Altay Köymen), Ankara 1995, pp. 130-131; İsmail
Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, Osmanlı Tarihi, I, Ankara 1988, p. 117.

İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU

Şeyh Mehmed
He was one of the leading Ahis of the Germiyanoğulları period. The mosque known as Kurşunlu Camii by the people, which still stands today
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in Paşam Sultan quarter of Kütahya city center,
was built by Şeyh Mehmed. On the inscription
dated 779/1377 on the mosque it is stated that
Şeyh Mehmed was a fütüvvet holder and that his
father was Şeyh Alâeddin, his grandfather Şeyh
Nureddin. His name is also encountered on an
inscription in the Paşam Sultan (Seyyid Nureddin) Türbesi (tomb) near the Kurşunlu Mosque.
It is stated in some research that his name is on
a headstone inscription dated 796/1393.
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Neşet Çağatay, Bir Türk Kurumu Olan Ahilik, Ankara 1997; Musa
Çadırcı, Tanzimat Döneminde Anadolu Kentlerinin Sosyal ve
Ekonomik Yapısı, Ankara 1997; Halil İnalcık, Osmanlı
İmparatorluğu, Istanbul 2007; Mehmet Genç, Osmanlı
İmparatorluğu’nda Devlet ve Ekonomi, Ankara 2007; Mehmet
Demiryürek, Kıbrıs Esnaf Teşkilatı (Şeyh-i Seb‘a, Esnaf Grupları
ve İhtisab Rüsûmu 1750-1850), Lefkoşa 2011; Mehmet Akif
Erdoğru, “Kıbrıs’ta İlk Osmanlı Esnaf ve Zanaatkârları Üzerine
Notlar”, Osmanlı Öncesi ile Osmanlı ve Cumhuriyet Dönemlerinde Esnaf ve Ekonomi Semineri, Istanbul 2003; M. Zeki Pakalın,
Osmanlı Tarih Deyimleri ve Terimleri Sözlüğü, III, Istanbul 2004,
p. 134.

Ayşe DEĞERLİ
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İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, Kütahya Şehri, Istanbul 1932, pp. 77,
86-87; Hamza Güner, Kütahya Camileri, Kütahya 1964, p. 12; A.
Osman Uysal, Germiyanoğulları Beyliği’nin Mimarî Eserleri,
Ankara 2006, pp. 178, 182-183; M. Mustafa Kalyon, Kütahya’da
Selçuklu-Germiyan ve Osmanlı Eserleri, Kütahya 2000, pp. 37,
281; Halil Edhem, “Âl-i Germiyan Kitâbeleri”, TOEM, Cüz 2
(1328), pp. 126-127; Ara Altun, “Kütahya’nın Türk Devri Mimarisi”, Atatürk’ün Doğumunun 100. Yılına Armağan Kütahya, Istanbul 1981, pp. 226, 228.

İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU

Şeyh-i Seb‘a
This was the name given to the chiefs or leaders
of Ottoman craftsmen groups. There is no information available about how the term emerged.
However, it is thought that the term is related to
the seventh (seb’a) stage in the Ahi organization.
In this regard, based on studies of Ottoman craftsmen groups, the organization selected leaders
they called ‘Şeyh-i Seb’a’ or ‘Ahi Baba’and this
leads to the conclusion that there is a relationship to the aforementioned rank. They were also
called ‘şeyhü’ş-şüyûh’ (shaikh of shaikhs), who
were above the other shaikhs in the craftsmen
organization. It can be said that this titlebecame
more widespread as the organization developed
over the years. Individuals with this title were found in places like Istanbul, Anatolia, Cyprus and
Jerusalem. The Şeyh-i seb’a was very influential inside the craft organization, participating in
the ceremonies for promotions of assistants and
masters and having a strong voice in the appointment of shaikhs, nakibs and yiğitbaşı’s. Additionally, in the last periods of the Ottoman State
they would head delegations seeing off and welcoming back craftsmen who had made the haj.
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Şeyh Seyyid Gaybî Oğlu
Şeyh Seyyid Hüseyin
He had a work called Fütüvvetnâme. There is
not much information available about his life.
His father was Şeyh Seyyid Gaybî . Seyyid Hüseyin had two works – Şarhu Hutbat-al Bayan,
famous among the Alevi-Bektaşi’s and attributed
to Hz. Ali, containing seventy-two words, and
Fütüvvetnâme. The publication of his first work
occurred in 1514. The fact that he took advantage of the Burgâzî Fütüvvetnâmesi in his own
Fütüvvetnâme and his mention of Sultan Mehmed II as the Islamic Sultan, indicates that it
was written in the 15th century. And because the
first copy of Hutbat-al Bayan Şerhi was found in
Bursa, the probability that it was written there
is quite strong. This also indicates that he or his
father lived in Bursa.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Abdulbaki Gölpınarlı, “Şeyh Seyyid Gaybî oğlu Şeyh Seyyid
Huseyn’in Fütüvvet-Nâmesi”, IUIFM, XVII/1-4 (1955-1956), pp.
27-155; Ali Torun, Türk Edebiyatında Türkçe Fütüvvet-nâmeler,
Ankara 1998, pp. 50,51.

Ali TORUN

Şeyh Sinan Camii
The camii (mosque) is situated on Değirmenönü
street, Recep Peker avenue, in the Şeyh Sinan
quarter of the city of Antalya. The mosque was
constructed to a rectangular plan, with a kırm
roof. Its minaret is in the northwest corner. The
walls are made of moloz stone and the mosque’s
north and west sides are encircled by a portico
held up by wooden poles. There are two rows of
windows on the east and west sides of the struc-
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ture. The windows are rectangular-formed and
have iron grates. The minaret in the southwest
corner was built of cut stone and sits on a square
base, with an octagonal shoe in the transom to
the body. Below the gallery of the minaret there
are mukarnas.
Entrance to the harim is made through a low arched door on the north side. The wooden door
has two wings. The harim has a rectangular plan,
covered by a wooden ceiling, with square portions that have four-pointed stars set within them,
painted with oil paint. The women’s mahfil is in
the north of the harim. The mahfil is surrounded
on three sides and is carried by square-cut wooden columns that are linked to each other with
Bursa arches. Entrance to the mahfil is through
a second door on the north side and access to
the upper floor is ensured by a wooden staircase.
The mihrap niche of the mosque has been made
more colorful today with oil paint. The minbar to
the west of the mihrap is made of wood. There
is no inscription in the Şeyh Sinan Mosque but
according to the inscription on the türbe (tomb)
directly opposite it, the structure was very probably built in 999/1590.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Commission, Türkiye’de Vakıf Abideler ve Eski Eserler, I, Ankara
1983, pp. 547-549; Zeynep Çelik, “Antalya Çevresindeki Geç
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Osman KUNDURACI

Şeyh Sinan Türbe
The türbe (tomb) is on a high wall opposite the
Şeyh Sinan Camii and has a square plan, having
been built of cut stone. Entrance is ensured through a single-winged wooden door in the middle
of the south side. There are thin derz among the
rocks of the wall construction. The covering is
made of a pyramidal roof of alaturka red tiles.
The door and low-arched window frames and
arches on the south wall of the tomb are made
of cut stone. Just above the hacet window on the
same wall there is an inscription.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Commission, Türkiye’de Vakıf Abideler ve Eski Eserler, I, Ankara
1983, pp. 547-549; Zeynep Çelik, “Antalya Çevresindeki Geç
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Dönem Osmanlı Yapıları (1600–1923)”, (Selçuk University Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters Thesis), Konya 2002,
pp. 11-12; Commission, Antalya Kültür Envanteri (Merkez), Antalya 2003, p. 157.

Osman KUNDURACI

Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî
There is no detailed information in sources about the life of Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî, who lived in Kırşehir in the time of Ahi Evran and who
had close relations with the Ahis. His birthdate
is not known for certain. He was a member and
representative in Kırşehir of the Mevlevi movement founde in the name of Mevlâna Celâleddin-I
Rumî and he was a disciple of Sultan Veled who
succeeded his father Mevlâna. In a deed dated
697/1297 it is written that “... eş-Şeyh Süleyman
ibnü’l-merhum el-mağfur eş-Şeyh Hüseyin elmevlevî ibnü’l-merhûm Şemseddin”, indicating
tht he was known as Şeyh Süleyman and was the
son of the mevlevi Hüseiyin and the grandson of
Şemseddin. Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî appears
in Ottoman archival documents from the late
15th century and the 16th century, as well, although it is not known how he came to be known as
“Türkmanî”. On a deed of Kırşehir Emir Cacaoğlu Nureddin in the Anatolian Seljuk period, written in Arabic and Mongolian and dated 1271, the
name Şemseddin Türkmenbeyi is found among
persons who donated property and land. He was
probably Şeyh Süleyman’s grandfather. In this regard, it could be assumed that Şeyh Süleyman’s
famile belonged to a Türkmen tribe that came to
Anatolia and that his grandfather was the “bey”,
leader, of this tribe. The name “Türkmanî” doubtless was taken because of this.
There is a wooden sign on the coffin of the Şeyh
Süleyman Türkmanî tomb that was written later
and although it says that he died in 692/1293,
there is no record on his deed of his date of death
and, in fact, since the words “edâma’llahu berakatuhu aleynâ” appear there and the date of the
deed is 697/1297, he must have still been alive
then so the date 1293 on the coffin is wrong. However, İmam Bagavî (died 1122), one of Sultan
Veled’s members and a servant of Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî, wrote a work entitled Kitâbü’lMesâbih in which he included a quote from
Kırşehirli Ali bin Musa from Recep 716/19 Sep-
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tember-19 October 1316) at the end of his work:
“... Ali bin Musa el-Veledi el-Kırşehri mine’lhuddâm el-ma‘rûf Şeyh Süleyman el-Veledi kaddesa’llahu sırruhu’l-azîz”. This indicates that
Şeyh Süleyman was not alive in 716/1316. So,
based on the date of the deed, 1297, when Şeyh
Süleyman was still alive, it means that he died
sometime between 1297 and 1316.
Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî’s foundation was
a hereditary one and it is possible to determine the names of some of the people who were
shaiks that came from his line. In this regar,
Fahrülhavâtin Efendi, who was the lodge Şeyh in
1485, came from Şeyh Süleyman’s line.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BOA, TD, nr. 19, p. 288; nr. 998, pp. 675, 676, 678, 679; TKGMA,
TD, nr. 139, l1b, 13a-b, 279b; İmam Bagavî, Kitâbü’l-Mesâbih,
Süleymaniye-Fatih Library, nr. 1186, 376a; Abdülbâki Gölpınarlı,
Mevlânâ’dan Sonra Mevlevilik, Istanbul 1983, pp. 44-45; Cevat
Hakkı Tarım, Kırşehir Tarihi Üzerinde Araştırmalar, I, Kırşehir
1938, pp. 78, 83; Cevat Hakkı Tarım, Tarihte Kırşehri-Gülşehri,
Istanbul 1948, pp. 32; Cevat Hakkı Tarım, Kırşehir Tarihinde
Mevlânâ ve Mevleviler, Kayseri 1961, p. 8; Ahmet Temir, Kırşehir
Emiri Caca Oğlu Nur el-din’in 1272 Tarihli Arapça-Moğolca
Vakfiyesi, Ankara 1959, pp. 28-29.

İlhan ŞAHİN

Şeyh Süleyman
Türkmanî Vakfiye
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Unfortunately, the original deed of Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî, whose zaviye –lodge- was in Kırşehir, the center of Ahilik, and which was arranged in 1297 in Arabic, no longer exists. However,
there is a copy that was made from the original
deed in 1232/1817 and verified by the Kırşehir
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kadı (judge). There is a record of the lodge’s income in the Kırşehir Tahrir Defteri dated 1584 that
came from the 1297 deed, and this is evidence of
the deeds validity. In the deed it is stipulated that
the foundation was a hereditary one. This meant
that after a portion of the income from the donated land was expended for lodge expenses, the
remaining amount was shared among the family
of the shaikh directing the lodge. When the lodge shaikh died control of the lodge passed to his
oldest and most capable child so that the family
occupled the office of shaikh, ran the lodge and
shared in the income. Nevertheless, although the
lodge was hereditary, approval was still required
from the central authority.
Since the lodge was a hereditary one, in 1485 the
shaikh of the lodge, Fahrülhavâtin Efendi was a
descendant of Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî. Also
at this time a person named Musa veled-i Evliya
was also serving in the lodge and with just one
person working this indicates that the lodge was
not a large one. Also, the number of those benefitting from the lodge’s income and who were called
“şerîk” was seven - “Mehmed veled-i Ahi Sinan,
Ali biradereş, Hamza biradereş, İdris veled-i Evliya, Mustafa veled-i Evliya, Ahmed veled-i Mehmed, Ali veled-i Karacık”. In light of the fact that
there were three sons of Ahi Sinan mentioned, it
may be thought that there was a close link between the Ahis and the lodge, from an economic
and social standpoint. It is worth noting that in
1530 the number of “taallukat”, meaning Şeyh
Süleyman’s relatives or those from his line, was
four and that there were five “şerîk” working at
the lodge. There were 18 people taking advantage
of the lodge’s income.
Because the original of the deed is not available
it is not possible to determine for certain the foundation lands allocated to the lodge when the
deed was first arranged. In 1485 the number of
villages and lands donated to the lodge was 11,
in 1530 it was 12 and in 1584 it was 19. When
the deed was copied in 1232/1817 this number
was 19. This indicates that the lodge was small in
1485 but grew over time and was affected by economic and social events. Other than this village
and land in 1485 there were two farms, in 1530
and 1584 there were four farms. Also in 1584 the
foundation included a mill. The villages and land
were Baranağılı, Büyük Çuğun, Hasbahçecik, Küçük Çuğun, Cemele, Emirköy, Galaba, Gölhisar,
Kalekiz, Kızılca, Kozkiz, Kuyucak, Kuyupınar,
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Seğlik, Yassıca and Yenicekoyuncak. But because
these places were subject to the malikâne-divanî
system, not all the tax money went to the foundation. Under this system the foundation or the owner of the land could only ask for land rent from
the people who worked the land. This was known
as “malikâne hissesi”. This rent was accepted as
being 1/5th , 1/7th or 1/10th of the crops produced
(to include the the tithe from grain, orchard, garden, and hive, along with the tax taken from the
mill). Besides this, the people working the land
were required to pay rights and taxes directly to
the state, known as divanî, to mean the soldier or
chief representing the state there.
It is understood that in 1530 the foundation income from villages and land was 20,411 akçes and
28,000 akçes in 1584. This discrepancy results
from the foundation having 14 parcels in 1530
and 26 in 1584. The land was worked by nomads
in 1530, whereas by 1584 the area had become
more settled and the population had increased.
According to the conditions in the deed and a record in the Kırşehir Tahrir Defteri of 1584, the
income was to be used first for repairs to the foundations and the lodge and the remainder was
to be spent on hosting the travelers to the lodge.
The remaining amount was to go half to the foundation trustee and half to the shaikh of the lodge.
Although hosting travelers was the most important duty of all lodges, it is not known how the
shaiks of the Şeyh Süleyman lodge spent money
for the travelers.
Unfortunately, there is not enough information
available with regard to the relations between
the Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî lodge, which was a
mevlevi lodge, and the Ahi Evran Âşık Paşa, Şeyh
Kaya and Şeyh İsa Mahmud lodges also present
in Kırşehir. However, the fact that among the
witnesses to the Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî deed
in 697/1297 were Ahi Rüstem bin Tursun, Ahi
Hasan bin Ahi Yusuf, Şeyh Ahmed bin Mehmed
Ahi and Hacı Kasım bin Ahi, and that in 1485
the sons of Ahi Sinan, namely Mehmed, Ali and
Hamza were şeriks benefitting from the foundation income, indicates that the Ahis had good relations with the Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî lodge.
Likewise, the fact that the harvest of Baranağılı
and Kızılca villages was shared with the Ahi Evran lodge must stem from the two lodges administering some affairs jointly.
The Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî lodge was a midsized institution and from the standpoint of in-
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come and foundations it was close in size to the
Âşık Paşa and Ahi Evran lodge. Comparatively,
the income and foundations of the Hacı Bektaş-i
Velî lodge in the same region show that it was
a larger institution than the Şeyh Süleyman
Türkmanî lodge.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BOA, TD, nr. 19, pp. 281, 284, 288; nr. 998, pp. 652, 673, 675,
678-680; nr. l39, 11b-12a, 16a-b46a, 278b, 279b-280a; Cevat Hakkı
Tarım, Kırşehir Tarihi Üzerinde Araştırmalar, I, Kırşehir 1938, pp.
82-85; Cevat Hakkı Tarım, Tarihte Kırşehri–Gülşehri, Babailer
– Ahiler – Bektaşiler, Istanbul 1948, pp. 36-37; Ömer Lütfi Barkan,
“Şer‘î Miras Hukuku ve Evlatlık Vakıflar”, Hukuk Fakültesi
Mecmuası, VI/1 (1940), pp. 156-181; Ömer Lülfi Barkan, “Türkİslâm Toprak Hukuku Tatbikatının Osmanlı İmparatorluğu’nda
Aldığı Şekiller, I, Mâlikâne-Divâni Sistemi”, Türk Hukuk ve İktisat
Tarihi Mecmuası, II (1939), pp. 119-184.

İlhan ŞAHİN

Şeyh Şehabeddin Çoban
He was one of the first Ahis in Anatolia. He was
the son of Ereğlili Tacir Mevdud and a disciple
of Şeyh Evhadüddin-I Kirmanî (died 1237). Although he has an historical identity, there is not
much known about his life.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Mikâil Bayram, “Ereğli’de Medfun Olan Şeyh Şihabü’d-din Makbul Kimdir?”, Türkiye Selçukluları Üzerine Araştırmalar, Konya
2005, pp. 189-198; Mehmet Ali Hacıgökmen,, “Selçuklular
Zamanında Ereğli’de Ahiler”, Tarihin Peşinde Uluslararası Tarih
ve Sosyal Araştırmalar Dergisi, nr.. 4, Konya 2010, pp. 105-120.

Doğan YÖRÜK

Şeyh Şehabeddin Zaviye
The zaviye –lodge- was part of a complex in the
Türbe quarter of Ereğli that was made up of a
mesjid, türbe(tomb) and soup kitchen. Only the
tomb and the mesjid remain today. Next to the
mesjid there are two tombs, one open and the
other closed, along with various gravestones and
sarcophagi. According to the inscription on the
mesjid, it is understood that Nasiha Hatun, the
daughter of Karamanoğlu Süleyman Bey, had a
major renovation done for the site in 793/1391.
It is accepted that one of the sarcophagus in the
open tomb belongs to Şeyh Şehabeddin. The inscription on the sarcophagus was written at a later
date.
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In 1476 the zaviye was being directed by Şeyh
Sinan and Mehmed Fakih, and in 1500 Kasım
Çelebi, the son of Cemal Ahmed was the trustee.
In 1500 and 1530 those in service at the lodge
included shaikh, mütevelli, hademe, kâtip, câbi,
kilâri, habbaz, çerağdar, anbardar and tabbah.
There was an imam, a muezzin and four hafız
at the mesjid and the wages paid to them are
a reflection of the large size of the foundations
and the broadness of the services provided. Over
time the lodge’s mesjid became a mosque and
between 1691 and 1708 an imam and a muezzin were appointed. For the soup kitchen, a cook
was assigned in 1708-1718 and in 1752 a trustee
was appointed. In 1476 the lodge’s income was
10,270 akçes, in 1500 it was 10,811 akçes, in
1530 it was 14,349 akçes and in 1584 it rose to
18,734 akçes. Soundings and excavations were
done around the lodge site between 1984-1987
by Beyhan Karamağaralı and the foundations of
the soup kitchen and the lodge emerged. Consequently, in general the sections of the lodge are
known to a definite degree.
It can be said that the complex, which dates to
the Anatolian Seljuk period, was important during the Karamanoğulları period. In this regard,
the lodge was exempted from taxes in the time
of Karamanoğlu İbrahim Bey and this exemption
continued in the Ottoman period.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
TKGM. KK. nr. 565, 162a-164a; 387 NumaralıMuhâsebe-i
Vilâyet-i Karaman ve Rûm Defteri (937/1530), I, Ankara 1996;
Mikâil Bayram, “Ereğli’de Medfun Olan Şeyh Şihabü’d-din Makbul Kimdir?”, Türkiye Selçukluları Üzerine Araştırmalar, Konya
2005, pp. 189-198; İbrahim Hakkı Konyalı, Abideleri ve Kitabeleri
İle Ereğli Tarihi, Istanbul 1970; Gülay Apa, Konya-Ereğli Türk
Devri Mimarisi, Konya 2008; Seyit Ali Kahraman, XVI. Yüzyıl
Başlarında Karaman Vilâyeti Vakıfları, Kayseri 2009; İsmet Boydemir, Osmanlı Döneminde Ereğli Kazası Vakıf Eserleri, Konya
2011; Doğan Yörük, XVI. Yüzyılda Ereğli Kazâsı, Konya 2009;
Beyhan Karamağralı, “Ereğli Şeyh Şihâbü’d-Din Sühreverdi Külliyesi Kazısı”, VII. Vakıf Haftası Kitabı, Ankara 1990, pp. 255-278.
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Şimşek, Muhittin
(b. 1965)
He is the writer of TKY ve Tarihteki Bir Uygulaması Ahilik. Born in Nizip, he graduated from
Marmara University in 1985. That same year he
was assigned as a researcher in the Technical
Training Faculty of the university. In 1987 he received a masters degree from the Machine Training Branch of Marmara University’s Sciences
Instititute and in 1988 he received a masters degree from the Management Faculty of Istanbul University. With a scholarship from the World Bank,
he went to England in 1990 and completed his
doctorate in 1992. A year later he began duty as
an associate assistant professor, becoming an assistant professor in 1994 and a full professor in
1999. He was appointed to the Technology Implementation and Research Center Directorate of
Marmara University in 1998. In 2007 he became
a member of the YÖK Supervision Council and in
2008, after heading the Supervision Council, he
became a member of the Higher Education General Council and the Implementation Council.
In 2012 when his membership on the YÖK Implementation Council ended he was appointed to
the board of directors of TÜLOMSAŞ, which is a
partner of Turkish Railways in 2013. But again
he joined YÖK on 21 March 2013. He has been
serving as a member of the Ahmet Yesevi University Trustees Committee since 2008.
His works: Mühendislikte Ergonomik Faktörler,
Istanbul 1994; Sorularla Toplam Kalite Yönetimi ve Kalite Güvence Sistemleri, Istanbul 2000;
Toplam Kalite Yönetiminde Başarının Anahtarı
İnsan Faktörü, Istanbul 2002; TKY ve Tarihteki
Bir Uygulaması Ahilik, Istanbul 2002; Ekonominin Lokomotifi KOBİ’lerin Olmazsa Olmazları,
Istanbul 2002; O An, Istanbul 2002; İş Hayatında Mükemmellik, Istanbul 2004; Toplam Kalite
Yönetimi, Istanbul 2004; İnsan Faktörü, Istanbul
2006; İş Hayatında Önce İnsan, Istanbul 2006;
Yarım Kalan Devrim Rüyası, Istanbul 2006.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Şeyh Şorva Zaviyesi Vakfiye
(see Ahi Şorba Zaviye Vakfiyesi)
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Muhittin Şimşek, İş Hayatında Mükemmellik, Istanbul 2005, p. 4;
http://www.yesevi.edu.tr/static/main/yonetim/muhittin_simsek.
pdf/ (Erişim: 29. 04. 2014)
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Şit
His name is not mentioned in the Quran but there
are record relating to his being a prophet in some Islamic history and tefsir (commentary) books. Taberî
noted that after Hz. Adem died, a 50-leaf tablet was
delivered to Hz. Şit. According to a legend from İbn
Abbas, the name “Hibetullah” was given to Şit. Taberî
stated that the name Şit was from the Süriyani language and that it means “God’s donation”. In Ahilik
culture, like Hz. İlyas, Hz. Şit is accepted as the spiritual leader of çulhacı (weavers). This quality of Şit’s
was mentioned in the Hace-i Canali Fütüvvetnâmesi.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Taberî, Târîh, I, Mısır, no date, 152-62; İbn Saʻd, Tabakât, I, Kâhire
2001, 39; İbn Kesîr, el-Bidaye, I, no place, 1997, pp. 229-32; İbnü’l-Esîr,
el-Kâmil, I, Beirut 1987, p. 47; Fütüvvetname-i Caʻfer sâdık, (prepared
by M. Saffet Sarıkaya), Istanbul 2008, p. 239; Neşet Çağatay, Bir Türk
Kurumu Olan Ahilik, Ankara 1974, pp. 180-181; Yusuf Ekinci, Ahîlik,
Ankara 1991, p. 30; Ali Torun, Türk Edebiyatında Türkçe Fütüvvetnâmeler, Ankara 1998, p. 128; M. Asım Köksal, Peygamberler Tarihi,
I, Istanbul 2005, pp. 67-73; Şinasi Gündüz, “Şît”, DIA, XXXIX, pp.
214-15.

Selami ERDOĞAN

Şorbe Zaviye / Lodge
( see Ahi Şorba Zaviye)

Şorve Zaviye / Lodge
( see Ahi Şorba Zaviye)

Şuttâr
(see Şâtir)

Şürbî
In Fütüvvetnâmes the fütüvvet holders are divided
into three branches – kavlî, seyfî and şürbî. The people who are şürbî are the ones who drink salty şerbet in the name of the owner. Necm-i Zerkûb noted
that before the time of the Prophet groups resembling fütüvvet holders drank wine and in this regard
400 people drank wine in the name of Ebu Cehl. In
the Prophet’s youth forty people requested fütüvvet
in the name of the prophet and when this happened
the Prophet said “it’s not right for us to use wine.”
and he put in salt water. Then they drank salty şerbet. Necm-i Zerkûb also stated that with regard to
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drinking salt water there was this ayet: “here is some
sweet water; the salt water burns the throat, it’s undrinkable.” (25 Furkan, 53). Alâüddevle Semnânî, without mentioning şürbîism, tied the tradition of drinking of salt water to Hz. Ali’s attitude about covering
his sins and for this reason the Prophet said “you are
a feta of this community.” Then asking for water and
salt he mixed the salt with water in the name of şeriat, tarikat and hakikat and had Hz. Ali drink it. After
that he tied on the belt. Consequently, as in sefyîism,
the spiritual leadership is associated with Hz. Ali.
Essentially, the drinking of salt water in the entrance
ceremony in the fütüvvet organization has a symbolic meaning and there are different symbols associated with salt and water. Nevertheless, the fact that
Necm-i Zerkûb in his mahfil prayer limited it, saying
“kavlî’s read up to here”, and statements like “Şürbî
tarikınca fükenin sağ eline tuz, sol eline bir tas su
alıp duadan sonra tuzu suya salması.” at the beginning of the mahfil ceremony in Razavî, is evidence
that craft groups were made to drink it. S. Güllülü,
without citing a source directly, stated that soldiers
and organization members other than artisans and
craftsmen accepted Şürbî. However, it is not possible to understand this from the explanations in
Fütüvvetnâmes. Based on information in the Razavî
Fütüvvetnâme, şürbî’s formed the branch that was
tied to the shopkeepers who sold required material.
Nevertheless, these three categories of fütüvvet holders did not have a set place in the life of the organization. It is understood that everyone who was a
member of the organization took his place in the Ahi
lodges based on rank and participated in the activities of the lodge.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Abdulbâki Gölpınarlı, “İslam ve Türk İllerinde Fütüvvet Teşkilatı”,
IUIFM, XI/1-4, 1949-1950, p. 42 and within this artcle see Necm-i
Zerkûb, Fütüvvetname, (Persian text, pp. 147-188, translation pp .245246); Alaüddevle Semnânî, Fütüvvetname, (Persian text p.176, translation p. 302); Refik Soykut, İnsanlık Bilimi Ahilik, Ankara 1990, pp.
40-41; Sabahattin Güllülü, Ahi Birlikleri, Istanbul 1992, p. 37; M.
Saffet Sarıkaya, XIII-XVI. Asırlardaki Anadolu’da Fütüvvetnamelere
Göre Dini İnanç Motifleri, Ankara 2002, pp. 54-55, 177-178.
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Tabaçka Camii / Mosque
It is located in the city center of Sarajevo. In the Ottoman period, markets began to emerge along with
Turkish shopkeeper organizations as the city of Sarajevo was being founded. To meet the water needs
of tanners the Saraybosna Debbağhanesi (tanners
workshop) was established at the mouth of the Ramiçler Stream which flows into the Milyaska River.
So that the smell from the work would not disturb
the populace, Hacı Osman Ağa, himself a tanner, had
a mosque built for the tanners in 1022/1613 and
he established a foundation to pay for its care and
maintenance.
The Tabaçka Mosque, which Evliya Çelebi mentioned by the name Hacı Osman Ağa Mosque, and
which has no minaret, was built at the spot where
the Halaçlar and Tabakçılar markets intersect. The
entrance has a stone arch and the door is made of
cast iron. The mosque’s dome was made of wood
and covered with lead. It has thick limestone walls
and a decorative mihrap. Today its roof is made of
wood, with red tiles.
Tabaçka Mosque has been an attractive and muchvisited place of worship since it was first built. According to Evliya Çelebi, the inscription above the
mosque’s door, dated 1022/1613, read “:“Binâyı câmi‘i cennet-misâl-i Hacı Osmân’ın, Aceb a‘lâ
ibâdetgâh-ı erbâb-ı safâ oldu, ziyâret eyleyen
hayrâtının itmâmına târîh, dediler câmi‘-i ra‘nâ
makâm-ı dil-küşâ oldu. Sene 1022.”
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Evliya Çelebi, Seyahatname, VI, (prepared by Seyit Ali KahramanYücel Dağlı), İstanbul 2002, p. 255; Hamdiya Kreşevlyakoviç, “Dzamije i Mescidi u Sarajevu”, İzabrana Djela, Sarajevo 1991, p. 37.

Cemile TEKİN

Tabakhane Camii /
Tanners Mosque
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(Ankara)
The mosque is located in Bendderesi quarter of Altındağ district, Ankara. According to a foundation
record of 1428, it is thought that the mosque was
built in the 15th century by Kadı Necmeddin. In publications it is said that on the restoration inscription dated 1318/1900-01 over the entrance, which
had since been lost, indicated that the mosque was

Tabakhane Mosque in Ankara

newly constructed by Şükrü Efendi, a grandchild
of Kadı Necmeddin.
The mosque has a rectangular plan and a smooth wooden ceiling, covered on the outside by
Marseille red tiles. The limestone wall that rise
from a stone foundation are covered with cement
plaster. Other than the one-gallery minaret that
rises in the northeast corner of the harim, the
base section of the minaret has reached us today.
Entrance to the harim is ensured through a double-winged door in the center of the north side.
The interior is lit by two low windows and one
above the door on the north side, three-each
windows on the lower parts of the east and west
sides and two above, and two windows on the
south side. The lower windows are rectangularframed, with semicircular arches above. There
is a central point with painted decoratins in the
middle of the wooden ceiling. In the north, there
is a similar central point above the mahfil. The
mihrap and minber are new.
In old photographs, an addition thought to be a
youth school is seen south of the mosque. İbrahim Hakkı Konyalı states that there were tabakhanes (tanning yards) close to the mosque.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
İbrahim Hakkı Konyalı, Ankara Camileri, Ankara 1978, p. 87;
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Tabakhane Camii /
Tanners Mosque
(Beypazarı
The mosque is located within the historic commercial area at Çarşı street nr. 41, in Beytepe
quarter of Beypazarı, Ankara. Although it is
said that it came from the “Tabaklar” family,
according to a renovation inscription, it was
reconstructed from the ground up by a person
named “Söylemezzâde Elhac Hafız Hüseyin” in
1314/1896-97. The structure was ruined in one
of the fires that ravaged the city and in its place a
stone mosque was built in 1896-97. There is an
elegant, four-line renovation inscription written
in sülüs Arabic letters, which can be seen on the
upper level of the son cemaat yeri -congregation
area-. The inscription was at one time above the
original entrance of the structure. It reads as follows: “This mosque was built by Söylemezzâde
Elhac Hafız Hüseyin in 1314”
The structure is encircled by shops adjacent
to the load-bearing walls on three sides, except
the entrance side. Over time the north side fell
into disrepair and and the stone addition seen
today was added. Originally, there was probably
an open courtyard in front of the harim but it
was later closed off to harmonize with the street
scene and turned into a son cemaat yeri. It is
thought that the two-gallery minaret was added
at the northwest corner of the son cemaat yeri
after the north side of the structure was expanded. This expansion must have been the reason
for the construction of the row of shops adjacent
to the northwest of the mosque. These shops are
located in a 90 degree corner where two streets
intersect. Consequently, with the entrance wall of
today, which follows this corner of the mosque,
this straight street line is continued.
The mosque today has dimensions of 7.80 x
10.25 meters inside, a rectangular-planned harim that extends straight to the mihrap and an
irregular, seven-sided son cemaat yeri -congregation area-. The ceiling is wooden and the outside roof is pleated. The double-gallery minaret
rises from the northwest corner of the son cemaat yeri. The shops adjacent to the exterior walls
of the mosque have cut off the silhouette of the
structure within the busy commercial area.
The east and west sides of the irregular son cemaat yeri, which was added later to the front of
the harim, have broken-lined blank walls. The

Tabakhane Mosque in Beypazarı

east and west sides have blended into the adjacent shops. On the east side of the harim there
is a large window that opens to the south corner.
On the west side there is a large window on the
same axis as the one on the east side, along with
two other small windows at a higher level, 1.50
meters apart toward the north.
The south side gives a higher appearance because of the southeasterly slope of the land. The
kâgir (stone-brick) shops that were later added
to this side close off the view of the lower portion smooth platform that rises above the mosque.
There is a circular window above the mihrap,
along with two-each large windows placed on either side of the mihrap.
The north sided of the added portion has been
arranged with a similar character with the north
face of the harim. Like the original entrance side,
it has been built with smooth cut stone and it
has an arched door and window openings. The
semicircular-arched entrance way is reached by a
four-step staircase in the middle of the side. The
periphery of the door is prophylactic.
The harim is reached through a two-winged wooden door in the middle of the north side. Because the interior floor level has been raised with
fill, the pre-entrance area is reached by a twostep stair, after the shoe storage area that measures 1.20 x 1.85 meters. The pre-entrance
area, which is used as the son cemaat yeri, has
been formed with the closing off of the portion
remaining between the original entrance wall and
the added entrance wall, which follows the line of
the street. Together with the elevated floor, this
two-floor forward area has been considerd as the
continuation toward the rear of the mahfil. The
son cemaat yeri is covered by a wooden ceiling.
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The harim is a well-lit, comfortable and small
area. The large windows on the south, east and
west sides have been widened by very slight diagonal slant toward the interior. In the center there
is a smooth wooden ceiling that has a sun-motif
center within a twelve-sided frame and this ceiling
covers the harim and the mahfil.
The mahfil is supported in the front by two independent poles and two that are linked to the
wall, and in the back by two wooden poles that
are adjacent to the wall on the sides of the entrance opening. On the tops of the square wooden
poles in the corners there are “S” and “C” curved
decorative heads. Under the mahfil and parallel to
the mihrab on either side there are smooth wood
strip ceilings and a four-sided wood strip wooden
ceiling. The mahfil is reached by a twelve-step staircase in the northwest corner of the harim.
The mihrap and minber are not the original ones.
Today’s mihrap is covered with fabricated Kütahya ceramics and is rather large in proportion to
the harim. The formica-covered, simply worked
minber is one-winged and adjacent to the loadbearning wall. The preaching pulpit is new.
The minaret rises from the southwest corner of
the son cemaat yeri -congregation area-. The
most important characteristic of the double-gallery minaret is that, like some selâtin mosques,
there are two separate staircases for each gallery.
The round wooden seed of the minaret sits atop
a stone base. The minaret’s body is covered with
grooved zink plates and it begins at the mahfil level and its exit is also above the mahfil.
The face design sense of the Tabakhane Mosque
displays the same architectural characteristics of
other religious structures build in Beypazarı in
the period of Sultan Abdülhamid II.
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Tabakhane Camii /
Tanners Mosque
(Eskişehir)
The mosque is located in Kurtuluş quarter of Odunpazarı district, Eskişehir. It was built in 1986 by the
Ulvi Usta ile Tabakhane Mobilyacılar Cami yaptırma ve Yaşatma Association.
The square harim area is covered by a dome and
there is a three-domed son cemaat yeri -congregation area- in the front. The şadırvan, covered by a
dome, is on the right side of the entrance, which
is reached by an eight-step staircase. There is also
a wooden door just to the left of the entrance that
goes to the cellar of the mosque.
The minber, preachers lectern and muezzin mahfil are all made of cut designed furniture made by
the late İbrahim Arabacı. The lower portion of the
harim’s dome is made of wood and its top is carried by cylindrical columns covered with ceramics.
There are circular-arched windows that open to the
dome skirt.
The walls of the structure are completely covered
with Kütahya ceramics that mostly have hatayi-style
decorations. Within the kartuş above and on the sides of the mihrap, which is also covered with ceramics, there are writings in sülüs letters. Above it is
crowned with palmet motifs.
The mosque has one minaret built of cut stone,
whose lower sides are mukarnas, and it has two
galleries.
The structure is an interesting one, as it is one of
the mosques built after the Repbulican period,
using Kütahya ceramics, and with a carved wooden
minber, podium and muezzin mahfil.
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Necla DURSUN

Tabakhane Camii /
Tanners Mosque
(Isparta)
The mosque is situated on Çaboyu street in İskender quarter of Isparta, next to Kesik Başa
Türbesi (tomb). There is no information available about the builder of the mosque, which is of a
recent date.
There are two shops below the structure, which
was built as two stories and of cut stone material.
The square-planned upper floor is covered with
a dome, that rests on four independent columns.
There are oval domes that extend from the central dome and domes placed in the corners, as
well. The domes are covered with Marseille red
tiles on the outside and the plaster-covered interior sides are decorated in vegetal motifs, such as
flowers, roses and sunshine motifs. In the center,
within a star there is a celi sülüs lettered writing.
The mosque has a mihrap adorned with ceramics of recent vintage. The perimeter of the
niche, which is crowned with palmet motifs, is
bordered by an ayet written in sülüs letters. Just
above the mihrap kavsara (box) there are two
medallions with the names “Allah” and “Muhammed” written in them that have been place in the
corners where the mesjid ayet is written inside
a rectangular panel. There is a cihar-ı güzen in
the dome passes. The ceramic covering on the
mihrap has also been used on the south wall
skirt. The minber is also covered with geometric-design ceramics, like the mihrap. There is a
wooden mahfil in the harim.
There are three-each windows on the west and
east sides, those below being larger, and on both
sides of the mihrap on the south side there is
one spiked arch window. There are two such windows over the entrance on the north side. The
frames of the windows have been defined with
cut stone mouldings.
The minaret is located in the northeast corner
and its height from the ground to its top is 6.00

Tabakhane Mosque in Isparta

meters. It sits on a square base, is made of cut
stone and has a multi-side body, with one gallery,
the underside of which is mukarnas.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ali Türk-Huriye Öçal, “Isparta Kenti Konut Dışı Sivil Mimari
Yapıları ve Özellikleri”, SDU Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü Dergisi, nr.
11(2007), pp. 38-47.

Necla DURSUN

Tabakhane Camii /
Tanners Mosque
(İskilip)
The mosque is located on Osmancık avenue in
the Tabakhane quarter of İskilip. The work is dated to the 15th century and because it was built by
Şeyh Habib (Habib Karamanî), the son-in-law of
Şeyh Muhiddin Yavsi, its is known by the name
of the builder.
Habib Karamanî established many foundation
works in İskilip, sucha as a mosque, medrese,
zaviye –lodge- and library. Foremost among these is the Şeyh Habib Camii in Tabakhane quarter, which he had built and donated in 881/1476.
The nearly square, rectangular-planned mosque
is built of cut stone. The one-gallery minaret is
set in the northeast corner. The marble and stone
framed arched entrance is on the east side and it
is quite plain. There is a staircase to the northeast of the door that is used to reach the women’s
mahfil. The entrance to the minaret is here, as
well.
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The harim is covered with a wooden dome and
covered with lime mortar. On the skirt of the
dome, there are three windows on three sides,
excepting the north side. Two plaster mihrap
have been placed both in the rectangular entrance portion and in the harim.
The mihrap cut into the kıble (south) wall is
semi-circular and has a rounded arch. The rectangular bands that surround the niche rise incrementally from inside to outside. The interior
of the bands have been decorated with baklava
slices and curved branches and a flower-filled rosette has been placed over the mihrap niche. The
wooden minber, added later, is quite plain.
The harim’s dimensions are 11.00 x 11.00 meters there are many rectangular and arched windows that allow light in. The women’s mahfil,
which sits on wooden poles in the north of the
harim has five arches and its mid-sectin is semicircular. The front side has a wooden railing
to enclose it.
The second mahfil, which adjoins the harim’s
east wall, has two lower portions and three upper
portions. The mahfil is carried by thin wooden
supports. The unit reached through a door in the
east wall is known as the “medrese odası” (school
room). The signs written with religious sayings
that have been placed on the dome and the walls
give the mosque an otherworldly air.
The medrese buildings of the campus, which is
made up of the mosque, library, lodge and medrese, were torn down after 1925. The mosque is
noteworthy for its two-section plan and the dome
carried on wooden poles.
With the restoration made in 1914, its originality
was lost in large measure.
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Tabakhane Camii /
Tanners Mosque
(Kalecik)
The mosque is located in Tabakhane quarter of
Kalecik district, Ankara. There are two inscriptions on either side of the mihrab – 1323/1907-08
and 1325/1909-10.
The mosque was built from east to west on sloping land and it is made up of a harim area and
a minaret on the northwest side. The nearly square, rectangular-planned interior has dimensions
of 11.42 x 12.30 meters. The interior ceiling is
wooden and pleated on the outside. The squinches in the four corners of the harim area are
an indication that the structure was covered by
a dome at one point. Cut stone was used for the
load- bearing walls, minaret base and shoe sections, and wood was used for the upper cover,
mahfil, mihrap, minber and lectern, while the
the minaret body is made of brick material.
Entrance to the harim is ensured through a twowinged, low-arched, wooden door on the north
side. The door is surrounded by an upside down
“U” moulding. Lighting is provided by large windows on all four sides. There are three large arches on the north side, as there are on the other
sides of the structure.
There are two clock motifs made with pen above the arch feet that are opposite each other on
the east and west walls. The time on the clocks
shows 09.04. Ottoman couplets are written in
yellow on a blue base above the clocks. The one
on the east side reads as follows:
Saat-i vahidedir ömr-ü cihan,
O bir saati tâata sarf eyle heman
The one on the west side reads:
Cümle cihan suret-i haktır ey kişi,
Feeynema versin vuku kim idersin hakkı şüphe
The mihrap and minber have been made of stone. The mihrap’s niche is semi-circular and the-
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re are various writings and vegetal decorations
inside its panels made with a raised technique.
These same sorts of decorations can be found on
the the minber. The preaching lectern is made of
stone and is set in the southeast corner.
There is a wooden women’s mahfil on the north
side. This east-west directed mahfil is reached
by a staircase in the northeast corner.
The minaret has been constructed adjacent to
the load-bearing wall in the northwest corner of
the structure. It has a square base, a cylindrical
body and one gallery.
There are windows on the sides of the structure,
all of which have iron grates and they are set within rounded arches.
During restorations in 1990 and 2007, the walls
of the harim were scrubbed and the original decorations underneath emerged.
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Tabakhane Camii /
Tanners Mosque
(Safronbolu)
The Safranbolu Tabakhane Camii (mosque) is
located in Karaali quarter of Safranbolu. Since there is no inscription, it is not known when
and by whom the mosque was built. Based on
the structure, plan and architecture it must have
been built in the 19th or 20th centuries.
The mosque sits on sloping ground and is positioned north-south, with a nearly square rectangular plan. It was constructed with moloz stone in
the heaping technique.
The kıble (south) side was designed as twostories because of the slope of the land. The
mihrap is semi-circular and spills over to the
outside. There are two each rectangular-formed

Tabakhane Mosque in Safranbolu

windows on either side of the mihrap and three
round-arched windows on the west side surface
that allow light into the harim. A rectangular-formed door that opens from a section near the south of this side enables access to the cellar. There are two rectangular windows on the surface of
the section arranged for access to and exit from
the mahfil floor on the upper part of this side.
There is a door on the north side that allows access to the harim and a rectangular window has
been placed there that opens to the mahfil.
A minber has been placed in the southwest corner of the harim, which has a wooden ceiling and
a pleated external roof. In the southeast corner of
the harim there is a preacher’s lectern. On either
side of the mihrap niche there are engaged columns. The mahfil which is carried by four wooden feet in the north of the harim, stretches in an
east-west direction from end to end.
Ahmet YAVUZYILMAZ
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Tabakhane Camii /
Tanners Mosque

302

(Trabzon)
The Trabzon Tabakhane Camii (mosque) is located on the east side of the Tabakhane Bridge in
the Tabakhane neighborhood.
There are two inscriptions, one from its construction and one from its restoration. According to
the construction inscription on the west side, it
was built by Hacı Mustafa in 1060/1650. The restoration inscription, found on the east wall of the
son cemaat yeri -congregation area-, the mosque
was restored by Sultan Mahmud II’s Peşkir Ağa
Mahmut Ağa in 1306/1888-1889. In 1979, the
mosque was demolished with the approval of the
Foundations General Directorate and rebuilt in
1987 in it current form.
The construction inscription on the west side of
the mosque has dimensions of 0.82 x 0.52 meters
and was written with sülüs letters. The inscription was arranged with four lines, two each next to
each other. The lines are separated from each other by thin lines. The inscription reads as follows:
Sahibu’l- hayrâtya’nibâni-i mesjid, anın
Ecrin ed’af-u mudâ’af eyleye Rabbi lâtif
•Eyledi hakkâ yerinde böyle bir cami bina
Görmedi çeşmicihân hem böyle bir arz-ı nazif
•Mü’min ânitsün satatil esalatil esel mıhaşre dek
Hamdülillah dâr-t Kur’an oldı bu cay-ı münif
•Hâdif-i kudsi anın itmamının tarihini
Dedi Hacı Mustafa’nın cami’-i cây-ı şerif Sene
1060.
Meaning:
The benevolent owner, he who built the mosque,
is a kind and generous person.
He built the mosque in the right place, there’s no
cleaner place in the world.
May the mosque give comfort to Moslems until the
judgement day. Thanks to God this exalted place
is a home of Quran.
An angel from heaven said the date it was completed and Hacı Mustafa is the owner of the honored
place. Year: 1060/1650.
Before its demolition, we learned about the plan
and architecture of the structure from the original
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architectural plans and existing publications.
The structure sat on a rectangular plot with a
north-south lay. It was built of moloz stone material and made up of a harim, son cemaat yeri
and a minaret.
The son cemaat yeri stretches to the base of
the minaret, east-west, in the north side of the
mosque. The harim is nearly square, rectangular-planned and cover by a smooth ceiling. The
harim is lit bye three windows on the east and
west and two on the south side. The windows
are rectangular-formed, beveled and inclined toward the interior. There is a mahfil supported by
two wooden poles on the north of the harim. The
mihrap is made of plaster and it has been learned from existing publications that there were
baroque-style decorations on it.
The minaret made from cut stone material is on
the northeast side of the mosque and is there in
its place today. The minaret sits on an octagonal
base with a cylindrical body and there are stone
rings that climb the body until the underside of
the gallery. A composition designed with geometric and vegetal motifs is under the gallery. The
same composition is seen under the cone.
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Tabakhane Camii /
Tanners Mosque
(Yalvaç)
The mosque is inside Tabakhane, in the south of
the city center of Yalvaç. The structure was built
in 1953 and its lower portion is used as a warehouse.
The structure has a pleated roof and the walls
are made of adobe material, plastered inside and
outside with cement mortar. A lean-to roof has
been added to shelter the shoe storage area in
front of the main entrance on the north side of
the mosque, whih is accessed by a staircase. Passing through a double-winged door one enters
the rectangular-planned section, on the west side
of which is the imam room, closed off with a wooden screen.
In the middle of the harim, there are cornered
wooden poles, one on the south and the other
on the north, that carry the smooth wooden ceiling whose underside is veneered. The center
of the ceiling, which is closed off with thin strips
of wood and which is covered with wood panels,
has been raised to become a tekne ceiling. The
center of the ceiling is round and has vegetal decorations carved in plain wood. The surface is
decorated with coiled branches and rose motifs.
The perimeter of the center is surrounded with
wood panels and decorations and the frame have
been painted blue on the white ceiling.
Grooves have been opened along the length of the
bodies of the wooden poles that carry the ceiling.
The grooves are colored blue and on the top a
headstone with a square-formed extrusion has
been struck.
The mosque’s mihrap is comprised of a plain
oval niche. The blue-painted wooden minbe is
plain, like the mihrap. The mosque has no minaret and the abdest faucets are located under
the steps of the entrance on the north side of the
mosque.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Tabakhane Hamam
The hamam -bathhouse- is located on Barbaros
avenue in Ramazanpaşa quarter of Aydın. It is in
a ruined state and not in use. The structure was
under a tea garden until 1994 when it emerged
during construction work.
The bath had three liwans set east-west and a
corner halvet (private) room. The dressing section no longer exists. Based on traces of a wall
on the south of the east side, which can be seen
in old drawings and photographs of the bath, the
dressing section is thought to have been in the
east side of the bath. However, there is no information available about the dimensions.
Access to the bath’s open area was made through
an entrance 0.65 meters wide on the south of the
east side. Although the covering of the open area,
whose dimensions were 1.40 x 1.36 meters, has
been destroyed, it is understood from the traces
of Turkish triangles that there was a dome there.
South of the open are there is a rectangular space
measuring 1.80 x 1.40 meters that was the pool.
Connection between the two areas was provided
by a window 0.60 meters wide. A 0.65 meter entrance on the west side of the open area allowed
for access to the cold portion of the bath.
Besides the dressing portion, which suffered the
most damage, the roof of the cold portion and
the south wall are completely ruined. It is understood from the bingi traces that the cold area,
which measured 3.50 x 4.10 meters had a single
dome that was secured with pendentives. A 0.65
meter-wide entrance on the north wall of the cold
area allowed for access to the bath’s hot area.
The bath’s hot area was made up of three spiked
arched liwans with a square space in the middle and three halvet rooms covered by a dome.
Before the structure began to be used as a tea
garden, the domes above the hot area and the
halvet rooms were demolished and filled with
concrete. The hot area is thought to have had an
oval-shaped dome and its dimensions were 4.14
x 3.50 meters. There are three spiked arched
liwans that open to the hot area on the north,
west and east sides. The liwans’ dimensions are
2.75 x 2.75 meters for the west one, 2.82 x 2.76
meters for the north one and 2.73 x 2.75 for the
east one. Each liwan had a window for light. On
the east wall of the east liwan of the bath there is
an open area 0.90 meters wide that was opened
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after the structure ceased to function as a bath.
During the excavation of the bath animal feed
was found, indicating that the hot are was used
as a stable for a time.
Entrance to the halvet room, whose dimensions
are 2.76 x 2.74 meters, at the northwest corner
of the hot area, was ensured through a round
arched door 0.55 meters wide. The roof of the
area no longer remains although the existing Turkish triangles indicate that there was a dome there. The halvet room in the northeast corner of the
hot area measures 2.74 x 2.77 meters and entrance is made through a 0.60 meter wide door. It
is understood from the traces on the wall that the
room had a kurna (basin of a bath). The halvet
room in the southeast corner of the hot area measured 2.73 x 2.75 meters and like the others its
dome no longer remains. It ıs understood from
existing traces that the dome was carried by pendentives. Entrance to the room was ensured by a
spiked arched entrance 0.70 meters wide.
The bath’s water depot and its dimensions were
determined during the 1994 excavation to some
extent but there remains no part of this section
today. The water depot that covered the entire
north side was 9.60 x 2.10 meters.
Other than the richness of the the dome links,
the structure did not have any other decorative
aspects and there is no information available
about the date of the bath’s construction. Based
on the architectural characteristics of the Tabakhane Bath, it can be dated to the end of the 14th
century or the beginning of the 15th century.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
A. Kemal Aru, Türk Hamamları Etüdü, İstanbul 1940; Birsen
Erat, Anadolu’da XIV. Yüzyıl Türk Hamam Mimarisi, AÜ Sosyal
Bilimler Enstitüsü Yayımlanmamış Doktora Tezi, Ankara 1997;
Mustafa Kenan Özkan, “Aydın Tabakhane Hamamı Kurtarma
Kazısı”, VIII. Müze Kurtarma Kazıları Semineri Bildirileri, (ayrı
basım), Ankara 1997; Muzaffer Yılmaz, Aydın İli Merkezindeki
Tarihi Su Yapıları, SU Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished
Masters Thesis, Konya 2010.

Muzaffer YILMAZ

Tabakhane Mesjid
The Tabak (tanners) Şahin Mesjid located in
Debbağ Şahin quarter between Kâtip Şahin and
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Kasım Gazi quarters in the north of Üşküp city,
has not reached today. The mesjid is mentioned
in a 1569 register and its imam then was Hacı
Halife Mahmud, its müezzin Hasan oğlu İbrahim,
who lived in Kâtip Şahin quarter. There is no information available about when the structure
was destroyed or about any of its characteristics.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ekrem Hakkı Ayverdi, Avrupa’da Osmanlı Mimârî Eserleri, Yugoslavya, III, İstanbul 2000, p. 248; Mustafa Özer, Üsküp’te Türk
Mimarisi (XIV. – XIX. Yüzyıl), Ankara 2006, pp. 257, 270.

Mustafa ÇETİNASLAN

Tabakhane Mosque in Yalvaç

Tabakoğlu, Ahmet
(b. 1952)
Ahmet Tabakoğlu is known for his work on Ottoman economic history. He was born in Edremit
district of Balıkesir and graduated in 1971 from
Istanbul İmam Hatip Ortaokulu and Vefa Lisesi. He finished Istanbul University’s Economics
Faculty in 1975 and the Istanbul Yüksek İslam
Institute in 1976. With Halil Sahillioğlu as his
advisor, Tabakoğlu finished his doctoral thesis
entitled Gerileme Dönemine Girerken Osmanlı
Maliyesi and was appointed as a researcher in
the Economics Department of the Commercial
Sciences Faculty of the Istanbul Economics and
Commerce Sciences Academy in 1979, becoming
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an academician in 1981 and an associate assistant professor in 1982. He became an assistant
professor in 1986 and a full professor in 1993.
He served as deputy director of the Marmara
University Middle East and Islamic Countries
Economic Research Center between 1980 and
1990 and as the director from 1992 to 1999. In
2012 he became the chief of the Marmara University Economic History branch and served as
department head in 2013, where he remains.
His works:Gerileme Dönemine Girerken Osmanlı Maliyesi, İstanbul 1985; Türkiye İktisat
Tarihi, İstanbul 1986; İslâm ve Ekonomik Hayat, Ankara 1988; İktisat Tarihi: Toplu Makaleler I, İstanbul 2005; İslam İktisadı: Toplu Makaleler II, İstanbul 2005; İslam İktisadına Giriş,
İstanbul 2008.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
https://abb.marmara.edu.tr/cv/1975/ahmet-tabakoglu/erişim tarihi:14.06.2014.

İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU

Tac
(see Börk)

Taeschner, Franz
(b. 1888-d. 1967)
Taeschner, known for his research into Ahilik,
was born in Bad Reichenhall in the south of
Germany. After finishing his middle education
in Berlin, he took training in Eastern languages, culture and history at universities in Bonn,
Munich, Erlangen and Kiel. During this time he
learned Arabic, Persian and Turkish. He prepared his doctoral thesis on Kazvînî’s Acâibü’lMahlûkât work (1912). That same year he made
his first trip to Turkey and was called to military
service in July 1915 for the First World War. He
was assigned as a Turkish interpreter at the Palestine front, where after it collapsed he was held
as an English prisoner for one year (1919). After
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returning to Germany he prepared his assistant
professorship thesis entitled The Topography of
Ottoman Anatolia in Light of Evliya Çelebi’s Work
(1922). Taeschner toured West Anatolia with Paul
Wittek in 1927 and wrote and published an article about the early Ottoman structures and inscriptions he saw in İznik and Bursa.
Despite being a religious Catholic, in 1933 Franz
Taeschner became a member of the Nazi Party’s
NSDAP. In 1935 he was appointed as a professor
in Orientalism at Münster University and served
as an expert in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for
a short while during the Second World War. In
1941 he returned to Münster University and was
appointed to head the Orientalism Chair there
a year later. He served in this capacity until he
retired in 1957. He participated in the 22nd International Orientalism Congress held in Istanbul in 1951. At this time he visited the Mevlâna
Museum in Konya, museums in Bursa and Iznik
and the Anatolian Civilizations Museum in Ankara. In 1955 he was invited to head the Literature Faculty’s New Age History Chair as a visiting
professor at Istanbul University for six months.
He also taught during this time. Also, in 1956
he served as the head of the Germany-Turkey
Friendship Association in Münster and he died
there in his home after a long illness on 11 November 1967.
Taescchner had a very significant collection of
Ottoman texts, in particular, along with some
Arabic and Persian books covering subjects that
included religion, literature, history, law and music. In 1970 131 manuscripts from this collection were sold to Leiden University’s library and in
2006 a catalogue was prepared by Jan Schmidt.
He purchased an Ottoman miniature album thought to have been commissioned by Sultan Murad IV for the Venice ball, which was displayed
at the Islamic art works exhibition in Munich in
1910, from General Böttiger in 1914 and published it in 1925. This work of four minatures,
which formed the original of Taeschner’s album,
was displayed at the Staatliche Museen in Berlin
in 1937 but in 1945 it disappeared.
His works: Die Psychologie Qazwînis, Tübingen 1912; Das anatolische Wegenetz nach osmanischen Quellen (1924; I-II, Leipzig 19241926; I-II, Frankfurt/Main 2008); Alt-Stambuler
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Hof- und Volksleben. Ein türkisches Miniaturenalbum aus dem 17. Jahrhundert, Hannover 1925 ve Osnabrück 1978;. Al-Umârî’s Bericht über Anatolien in seinem Werke Masâlik
al-absâr fî mamâlik al-amsâr, Leipzig 1929;
Der anatolische Dichter Nâsirî (um 1300) und
sein Futuvvetnâme, Leipzig 1944; Geschichte
der arabischen Welt, Heidelberg-Berlin 1944;
Ðihânnumâ: Die altosmanische Chronik des
Mevlânâ Mehemmed Neschrî, I-II, Leipzig 19511955; Gülschehrîs Mesnevî auf Achi Evran, den
Heiligen von Kırschehir und Patron der türkischen Zünfte, Wiesbaden 1955; Zünfte und Bruderschaften im Islam: Texte zur Geschichte der
Futuwwa, Zürich-München 1979
BIBLIOGRAPHY
İstanbul University Franz Taeschner Sicil Dosyası, nr. 2164/25;
H.J. Kissling, “Franz Taeschner (1896-1967)”, ZDMG, CXVIII,
Wiesbaden 1968, p. 14; Gulamhüseyin Yusûfî, “Franz Taeschner”,
Berghâî der Agûş-i Bâd, II, Tehran 1372, p. 827; Mehmet Önder,
“Franz Taeschner (8.9.1888-11.11.1967), Türk Kültürü, nr. 64,
Ankara 1968, p. 261; J. Schmidt, “Franz Taeschner’s Collection of
Turkish Manuscriptsin the Leiden University Library”, The Joys
of Philology Studies in Otoman Literature History and Orientalism
(1500-1923), II, İstanbul 2002, p. 239; H. Grotzfeld, “Professor
Dr. Franz Taeschner”, TTK Belleten, XXXII/126 (1968), pp. 293295; Hedda Reindl Kiel, “Taeschner, Franz”, DIA, XXXIX, 368-369.

Zehra ODABAŞI

Tapu ve Kadastro
Genel Müdürlüğü Kuyûd-ı
Kadîme Arşivi /
The Kuyûd-ı Kadîme
Archive of the Tapu and
Kadastro General
Directorate
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This is the Tapu-Tahrir Defterleri (registers) archive that hold important information about the
works of the Ahis, such as their lodges. With the
announcement of the Tanzimat, the stage was
set for the renewal of the Ottoman archives. The
establishment of the Hazine-i Evrak and Bâbıâli
Evrak Odası brought about a more systematic archival regime, with archive documents,
Nizamnâme and instructions gathered together
at a central point, arranged and standards imposed. In fact, it was for this reason that the Ar-
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şiv Düzenleme Komisyonları (Archive Organizing
Commissions) were formed.
The Defter-I Hâkani Nezâreti was established in
1913. In 1924 the name was changed to Tapu
Umum Müdürlüğü and it was transferred to Ankara. Late period Tapu-Tahrir Defterleri (lang
registers), in particular, were preserved within
the Tapu ve Kadastro Genel Müdürlüğü Kuyud-ı
Kadime Arşivi structure.
In the Kuyud-ı Kadime Arşiv registers there are
important records that reflect the taxpayers of
the period and their socio-economic, military
and cultural situations. Of course, the records
showing Ahi structures, the lands donated for
them and the assigned personnel are extremely
valuable and constitute an important source for
research on Ahilik. The classifications of the
Kuyud-ı Kadime Arşiv registers is as follows:
Mufassal Defterleri: Recorded or renewed in the
16th century and the first half of the 17th century.
The registers, which contained a Kanunnâme related to the area where land registry would be
done, were arranged based on the subdivision,
township and villages involved. They carried the
tuğra of the sultan of the period during which the
records were prepared.
İcmal Defterleri: Known as Defter-i İcmal or
Defter-I Mücmel. These were different from the
Mufassal Defterleri, which had summaries. In
particular, in the 16th century these registers held
the names and incomes of dirlik owners who
were not shown in the Mufassal Defterleri.
Evkaf Defterleri: Besides the records of the foundation lands, there was quite a bit of information about the variety of the foundation, its lands,
accounts and trustees, “vassale” and changes that
occurred related to the foundation over time.
Ruznamçe Defterleri: This register contained
information about land donations made with a
sultan’s ferman, the names of villages given for
zeamet and timars, amounts of taxes paid by village residents and a salary register. Also, besides information about the daily business of the
defterhane (registry house), there were timar records.
Cebe Defterleri: These were the timar icmal registers used for census in expeditions from the
end of the 16th century. These register were a new
type used for keeping track of tımar-owner soldiers on expeditions. In order that the registers
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woulc be used during the expedition they were
prepared based on the ruznamçe registers.
Kale ve Mustahfızan Defterleri: Records of the
names of fortresses in passes and along expedition routes in important strategic areas of Ottoman geography, and their construction or repair,
along with records of the military personnel guarding them and expenditures, income.
Anadolu ve Rumeli Yoklama Defterleri: Registers holding census records within a known
system, as cracks began to form in the timar
system, especially during the late Ottoman period.
Derdest Defterleri: Prepared based on the data
in the İcmal Defterleri, showing who was spending the timar income. Together with a list of the
timars in a region, the changes these timars experienced were recorded, as well. The transfers
and transfer dates of timars were recorded here,
as well as all other changes to the timars.
Vakfı Cedid Defter ve Belgeleri: The registers
and documents containing the records of the
deeds, mülknâmes and hudutnâmes of foundations established by upper level statesmen such as
sultans, ministers, sultans’ mothers, and paşas,
along with members of the clergy.
Mülknâme: Documents prepared in connection
with an Ottoman Sultan’s bequeath of property
to an individual for whatever reason.
Zabıt Kayıt Defterleri: The register that recorded information such as whether property was
treated in a province, subdivision, townsip, village, location, kind within a specific row. A great
deal of information could be obtained about the
land in particular regions, the owners and other
agricultural activities from these records.
Hasılat Kayıtlar: These were prepared with the
aim of filling a void created in the recording of
property in the Ottoman State. Up until 1872,
affairs involving immoveable property were recorded in a second register called the Hasılat
Defteri.
Tapu Senetleri: By an order regarding Tapu Hakkında İcra, dated 21 May 1847, it was decided
that tasarruf bonds would be recorded with tapu
bonds given by the Defter-i Hakani Eminliği and
the Defterhane-i Amiri Kalemi. Registers for property were sent to the center and here the Tuğralı
Tapu Senetleri were prepared by the Defterhane
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and the past malike muvakkat ilmühaberi would
be given. With the declaration of the Republic,
there was a transition to duplicate tapu senets
prepared by the Tapu Müdürlüğü, with one copy
going to the owner and one to the archives. This
system began in 1932 and up to 2002 there were
307,341 second copies in the Arşiv Dairesi Başkanlığı. In 2001 the second copy tapu senets began to be archived by the regional directorates.
Tapu Kütükleri: Essentially the continuation of
the Zabıt Defterleri. Prepared as two copies of
different sizes and contents. The second copies,
which showed the owner numbers, were sent to
the Arşiv Dairesi Başkanlığı up until 2002 and
archived there. Later the desicison was made to
send them to the regional directorates.
Tablo-Mahzen Defterleri: Prepared in accordance with the paragraphe related to Tapu Sicil Tüzüğü of the basic records of property held in the
Tapu Müdürlüğü. Accordingly, it was stipulated
that the zabıt deferi, yevmiye, senet and helping
records were to be written in the Tablo Mahzen
registers. At year’s end they were sent to the General Directorate.
The information related to records in the Zabıt
Defterleri was recorded according to month and
year categories. Because of the nee for each unit
to be held separately, a total of 1,004 Tablo Mahzen Defteri were prepared. Based on a change
made in 2013 in the Tapu Sicil Tüzüğü, these registers were called Tapu-Envanter Defteri, paving
the way for all records to be electronically recorded in the registers.
Köy Sınır Kayıtları, Mer’a Yaylak-Kışlak Tahsis Evrakları: Documents sent for the purpose of
recording the name of village corporate persons
by determining the mer’a, yaylak, kışlak records
within a village between 1925 and 1967.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Erhan Afyoncu, “Defterhane”, DIA, IX, İstanbul 1994; the same
author, “XVII. Yüzyıl Osmanlı Bürokrasisinde İki Yeni Defter:
Cebe ve Derdest Defterleri”. Tarih İncelemeleri Dergisi, nr. 45,
(2000), pp. 221-229; İbrahim Atis, “Türk Hazine-i Evrakı”, Tarih
Hazinesi, nr. 4 (1951), pp. 175-177; A. Büyükakın, Gayrımenkul
Tapu Mevzuatı ve Gayrımenkul Tasarruflarının Temel İlkeleri,
Ankara 1990; A. Çetin, “Osmanlı Arşivciliği’ne Toplu bir Bakış”,
Türk Kütüphaneciler Derneği Bülteni, nr. 33(1984); Mehmet Akif
Erdoğru, “Ondokuzuncu Yüzyılda Osmanlı İmparatorluğunda Hafta
Pazarları ve Panayırlar”, Ege University Edebiyat Fakültesi
Yayınları, İzmir 1999; Osman Kaşıkçı, “Osmanlı Hukukunda
Taşınmazların Tasarruf Şekli ve Tasarruf Belgelerinin Günümüz
Hukukunda Geçerliliği”, e-Akademi, Hukuk, Ekonomi ve Siyasal
Bilimler Aylık İnternet Dergisi, nr. 14 (2003); İshak Keskin,
“Osmanlı Arşivciliğinin Teorik Dayanakları Hakkında”, Türk
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Özönlü, “Derdest Defterlerinin Kaynak Değeri Üzerine Bir Deneme:
493 Numaralı Ayntâb Derdest Defteri’nin Analizi”, Bilig, nr. 56
(2011); Fatih Rukancı, “Osmanlı Devleti’nde Arişivcilik
Çalışmaları”, Türk Kütüphaneciliği, S. 22, 4 (2008); Refet Yiyanç,
“Son Tahrir ve Evkaf Defterlerine Göre Osmanlı Kuruluş Dönemine Bakış”, IV. Vakıf Haftası 1-7 Aralık 1986, Türk Vakıf
Medeniyeti Çerçevesinde Hacı Bayram-ı Veli ve Dönemi Seminerleri, Ankara 1986.

Mustafa ENGİN

Tarım, Cevat Hakkı
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(b.1893 - d.1964)
Cevat Hakkı Tarım was known for the research
he did on Kırşehir’s history and Ahilik. He was
born in Kırşehir in 1893, the son of Kocaağaoğlu Hakkı Efendi and ayşey Hanım. Based on
information he provided himself, his mother’s
line stretched back to Şey Süleyman Türkmanî,
one of the Horasan erens who lived in the 13th
century. In this regard, Hakkı Efendi’s mother
Fatma Hatun was the sister of Hasan Efendi,
the shaikh of the Kırşehir Mevlevi Dergâhı who
died in 1292/1875 and who was from the line of
Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî. So Hasan Efendi was
Tarım’s father’s uncle. His father’s grandfather
was Ahme Ağa who was a member of Kırşehir’s
leading shopkeeper family. After the Janissary
Corps was dissolved in 1826, Ahmet Ağa was
one of the soldiers brought from Anatolia to Istanbul for the newly formed army and he rose
to the rank of captain. Ahmet Ağa’s son Himmet
Ağa worked in agriculture at the Gölhisar farm in
Kırşehir and was appointed as Kaymakam (Mütesellim). Himmet Ağa’s son was Cevat Hakkı
Tarım’s father Kocaağaoğlu Hakkı Efendi (18531926). Hakkı Efendi had two daughters named
Sariye and Habibe. Tarım’s aunt Sariye married
Vehbi Efendi, the father of Müfit Hoca, who was a
Kırşehir parliamentarian in the first years of the
Republic. Tarım’s relation to Müfit Hoca and Müfit Hoca’s tie to Süleyman Türkmanî come from
Tarım’s aunt Sariye.
The fact that Hakkı Efendi was known by both
the Kocaağaoğlu family and carried the title of
Efendi shows that he was a member of one of the
leading families of Kırşehir. He served two years
in the military in Selonica where he must have
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come under the influence of modern and different
kinds of ideas and with these in his mind he returned to Kırşehir after his military service. He began
to collect documents and manuscripts that would
shed light on Turkish history. He served as Kırşehir Mayor (1306/1889), Mahkeme Kâtipliği and
Kaymakam Vekilliği and he began writing articles
at this time. His son Cevat Hakkı Tarım was born
in 1893 and the son was influenced by the father’s
progressive ideas. He had a sister named Süleyha
who married Şemseddin Efendi (1870-1924), of
the Süleyman Türkmanî line. She died in 1905.
Cevat Hakkı Tarım served as a reserve officer in
the First World War and in July 1916 he was one
of the founders of the Türk Ocağı Şubesi opened
in Kırşehir. He was also involved as a young leader
in Kırşehir during the Kuvayı Milliye period, at the
start of the War of Independence, and was eager
to see foreign enemies expelled. In this regard, he
played a leading role amont the youths who met
Atatürk when he came to Kırşehir (24 December
1919) prior to the Milli Mücadele. At this time the
26 year-old Cevat Hakkı Tarım made a speech to
Atatürk at the Kırşehir Youth Association.
Tarım published a magazine called Dirlik during
he last years of the War of Independence. In 1925
he was appointed at the director of the Vilayet
Matbaası established in Kırşehir and became the
head writer of a weekly newspaper called Kırşehir published by the Kırşehir Özel İdaresi on 3
February 1925. So Kırşehir’s press history began with Tarım. Not just news was carried in the
newspaper, there was also articles he wrote about
Kırşehir’s history, culture and economic situation.
During this time he published the work Kirşehir
Tarihi Üzerine Araştırmalar (Kırşehir 1938), the
first detailed work about Kırşehir’s history in the
Republican period. Subsequently, he produced
works about Babais, Ahis, Bektaşis and Mevlevis who played important roles in both Kırşehir’s
history, geography, culture and ethnograpy and in
Anatolia’s social and cultural history. He also wrote
articles in the Kırşehir Halkevi Dergisi, published
with the name Kılıçözü.
Tarım served as Kırşehir Mayor (1944-1946) and
in 1950 for a short time in the Ankara Çocuk Esirgeme Kurumu. Nevertheless, he is known for his
scholarly works and publications about Kırşehir’s
history. In this regard, the work he did during the
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first years of the Republic caught the attention of
Turkish and foreign scholars such as Fuat Köprülü (1890-1966), Feridun Nafiz Uzluk (19021974), Franz Taeschner (1888-1967), Paul Wittek (1894-1978) and Walter Ruben (1889-1982),
who stayed in Kırşehir for a long time. Taeschner,
known for his studies of Ahilik, visited Tarım
often when he came to Turkey and shared his
work with him. A large number of German and
Austrian Jewish academicians and bureaucrats
who came to Kırşehir with their families in 1935
and who took up residence in various neighborhoods, enriched the city’s intellectual life. Tarım
was very close to the and shared their friendship.
Before the surname law was issued, Cevat Hakkı Tarım was known as Kocaağaoğlu. Because of
the family’s large land holdings in Gölhisar village and their involvement in agriculture when
the law came out in 1934 they took the name Tarım (agriculture) as their surname. Tarım’s first
wife was with Pembe Hanım, the aunt of Osman
Bölükbaşı. When she died he married for a second time in 1919 to Ülfet Hanım (1903-1996),
the daughter of a Turkish family that migrated to
Anatolia from Yanya in Greece. He had three daughters with Ülfet Hanım – Türkan (1920-2012),
Handan (1924-2013) and Ayşe Vildan (1927-).
Cevat Hakkı Tarım was the first person to do
research and write works about the rich history
and culture of Kırşehir, making him one of the
leaders of local history in Turkey. His friendships
with local and foreign scholars of the period
transformed Kırşehir’s culture and history from
just local to universal status. He died in 1964 after providing Kırşehir with loving service over the
years. He was buried in the İmaret Cemetery next
to the İmaret Camii in Kırşehir.
His works: Gazi’yi Dinlerken: Cumhuriyet’in
Onuncu Yıl Armağanı, Kırşehir 1933 (Selection
from the articles he wrote between 1925-1928 in
Kırşehir newspaper prior to the alphabet revolution); Kırşehir Tarihi Üzerine Araştırmalar I,
Kırşehir 1938; Kırşehir: Tarih ve Coğrafya Lügatı, 1940; Kırşehir Tarihi, 1947; Tarihte Kırşehri, Gülşehri ve Babailer, Ahiler, Bektaşiler , İstanbul 1948; Babam: Kocağaoğlu Hakkı Efendi,
Ankara, 1949; Âşık Paşa, Ankara, 1955; Atatürk
Kırşehir’de, Ankara 1956; Kırşehir Vilayetinde Halıcılık Kilimcilik Yapağ ve Tiftik, Ankara
1959; Kırşehir Tarihinde Mevlâna ve Mevlevi-
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ler, Kayseri 1961; Kırşehir Ansiklopedisi: Tarih,
Coğrafya Etnografya ve Biyografya Sözlüğü (In
1960 only a fascicule could be published . The
unpublished fascicules are lost).

İsmail TOKALAK

Tarihin Işığında Nasreddin
Hoca ve Ahi Evren /
Nasreddin Hoca And Ahi
Evran in the Light of History
Mikâil Bayram wrote this thesis about the great Turkish humorist Nasreddin Hoca and Ahi
Evran, based on historical documents (Konya
2001). The work is comprised of an introduction and three sections. In the introduction, the
author briefly presents his views as a response
to scholars who have criticized research done
on Ahilik in Turkey. In the first section, based
on the mesnevi, he looks at the opposition and
struggle between Mevlâna and Ahi Evran and
tries to prove that the humorist Nasreddin Hoca
was actually Ahi Evran. In the second section, he
takes up the reflections of Anatolian and Iranian-based sufi differences beween Mevlâna and
Ahi Evran and certain stories in the Mesnevi that
target Ahi Evran. In the third section the author
links the talents of Ahi Evran, who was an historical figure, to those of Nasreddin Hoca and focuses on the perception of Nasreddin Hoca among
the populace. In this way he tries to shed light on
a subject that remains dogged by uncertainties.

Aziz AYVA

Tarihin ve Medeniyetin
Beşiği Çarşılar /
The Cradle of History and
Civilization – Markets
This work prepared by Hüseyin Öztürk (Istanbul
2011), is comprised of 320 pages and it takes
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up the bedestens, kapalı çarşı (covered bazaars),
arasta (markets) and uzun çarşıları (long markets)
of the Ottoman period. The method of preparation
for the book, which has no sources, was the author
personally visiting and observing markets, talking
with shopkeepers and the leaders of the craft organizations. He began in Bursa and tried to evaluate
the provinces and districts within Turkey’s borders.
The work took seven months to complete, with a
process that included photography, writing and arranging.The Istanbul Chamber of Commerce supported the work and information is provided in it
about bedestens, shopkeepers, Ahi Evran, Ahilik
training and the organization’s structure. It is stressed that Ahilik gave substance to the Ottoman state
by ensuring national unity, that the first founding
statesmen were Ahis and there is a focus on the moral principles of Ahilik, in particular.
The work starts with Bursa, which was the Ottoman
State’s capital in the first two centuries and introduces the markets here. Edirne is taken up secondly,
with a look at its markets and bedestens. The
work’s broadest section, though, is on Istanbul’s
Kapalı Çarşı, Mısır Çarşısı, the Sahaflar Çarşısı,
where there were 500 book sellers at one time, and
the other markets and bedestens of the city. Next,
the author looks at the “Princes’ city” Amasya and
Merzifon, followed by Kütahya and Konya, Beyşehir,
Eğirdir and Isparta. After that he visits Afyon, Kayseri, Sivas, Tokat, Zile, Trabzon, Mardin, Safranbolu, Tekirdağ, Manisa, Kahramanmaraş, Gaziantep,
İzmir, Bergama, Diyarbakır, Denizli, Hatay, Ankara,
Adana, Çanakkale, Tarsus and finally Urfa.
The work is like a tavellog and it is important from
the standpoint of showing the shopkeeper and market culture among the Turks.

Caner ARABACI

Tarihte İstanbul Esnafı /
Istanbul’s Shopkeepers in
History
310

In this work by Reşat Ekrem Koçu (Istanbul 2002)
there are 36 headings relating to different craft groups. While providing information about the craft
groups, in an effort to enthuse and entice the reader
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about history, space is given to the poems, anecdotes and folk songs written about craftsmen.
In this regard, under the heading “Gedik, tarik, lonca, pir”, Koçu reviews the process from Ahilik to the
gedik system. The guild officials are introduced under the headings “Tarik-i fütüvvet, hirfet, shaikh, nakip, duacı, çavuş, kâhya”. The vouching system that
existed in the craftsmen class and that tied everyone
to each other is focused on. Under the heading “lonca, sandık, han ve çarşılar” the reason for the establishment of the craftsmen’s guilds to replace the
gedik system at the beginning of the 18th century is
explained. Under the heading “lonca vaıkları ve esnaf kıyafeti”, information is provided about the use
of goods and items donated by craftsmen and about
their clothing. Attention is focused on the military
band of the craft institution in the section entitled
“Mehter ve Çökürcüler”. In this regard, the “çengi”,
an entertainer and dancer, is taken up by Koçu.
According to Koçu, in large cities after the first coffeehouses opened barber shops began to operate
in a corner of the coffeehouse. So the barber was
considered an assistant to the coffeehouse operator.
Under the heading “Çiçek ve çiçekler”, Koçu gives information about both flower types and flower shops.
A trader of particular interest was the esirci (slave
trader). The Esir Hanı (slave market) was located
between the Kapalı Çarşı and Nuruosmaniye Camii
and the slaves were sold at auction or via bargaining
here.
Koçu also takes up the grocers among the shopkeepers. Up to the Tanzimat era the grocers were subject to the gedik limitation. Even if someone had the
money and the will he could not open up a shop
where he wanted to. Under the heading “Çöp ve çöpçüler” information is provided about how Istanbul
was kept clean. In the period when the kadı (judge)
looked after the municipal affiars of Istanbul and
the Janissary Ağa looked after security matters, the
cleanliness chief of the city was an officer of the Janissary Corps known as the “çöplük subaşısı”. Under the heading “Dilenciler” (beggers), Koçu reveals
who was given this title. The following people were
given permission to beg: those without guardians,
the unemployable elderly, the blind, cripples, paralyzed people and those with amputated limbs. Under the heading “Araba ve arabacılar”, Koçu explains
that the people of Istanbul did not board vehicles,
not even horses, until the end of the 16th century.
No matter what the distance was, people walked. In
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any case, because of the narrowness of the street,
vehicle transportation was not convenient. Vehicle travel in Istanbul began as a privilege reserved
for the wealthy heading for Sadabad and Asafabad.
Watchmen were Anatolian men who were morally
upright, bodily healthy and reliable. They were called “Bekçı baba” among the populace. They were
not armed but they carried heavy sticks with iron
tips as their weapons.
After the watchmen, Koçu talks about the Ahlak
zabıtası (morality police) and the cellatları (executioners). Up until the dissolution of the Janissary
Corps, the ahlak zabıtası was a senior offier tied
to the Subaşı Ağası. The cellatları were raised with
military discipline and served uner the direction of
the cellat başı. According to what is explained in
the section about craft supervision and penalties,
the sadrazam (prime minister) could order death
as a punishment, if beatings and imprisonments
were insufficient. Under the heading “bekâr uşaklar”, Koçu evaluated the conditions for unmarried
persons coming to and living in Istanbul. Supervision and control of the unmarried persons was the
duty of the Istanbul kadısı, the Janissary Ağası, the
bostancı başı and the craft guilds.
Workers coming to work in Istanbul could work
with a linked endorsement, like the barefoot and
the unmarried. The vouching and gedik system was
a strong disincentive for those who might go bad.
Koçu, under the heading “Esnaf nizamı”, explains
the rules the Istanbul shopkeepers were subject
to. In the portion about moving up from apprenticeship, he relates the dervish order period and its
aftermath, and the assistant and master ceremonies. Under the “Narh defterleri” heading he gives
example of prices.
In the section of the book about army craftsmen,
the list of craftsmen accompanying the army during conquests is explained, to include tailors, bath
keepers, and barbers. The army craftsmen had to
meet the needs of the soldiers along the way and
were responsible for obtaining goods at cost. Koçu,
under the heading “Saray düğünlerinde esnaf alayları ve esnafın düğün hediyeleri”, provides information about the births, circumcisions and weddings
of the Sultan’s children. Under the heading “Esnafın yeniçeriliği ve sofa tezkereleri”, he takes up
Janissary-craftsmen relations in the period after
devsirme (boys recruited for the Janissary Corps).
It is noted that “şehrengîz” works were written in
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the names of craftsman youths who gained fame
with their good looks in cities like Istanbul, Edirne and Bursa.
Koçu finished off his work with a dictionary. The
book provides a panoramic look at the shopkeepers of Istanbul, which was the capital for centuries. From this perspective, Istanbul was the
model and the example for the entire nation.

Caner ARABACI

Tarihte Kırşehri-Gülşehri:
Babailer-Ahiler ve
Bektaşiler /
Kırşehri-Gülşehri in
History – Babas – Ahis
and Bektaşis
This work (Istanbul 1948, page 138) by Cevat
Hakkı Tarım, who produced the leading and first
monographic works about the history of Kırşehir,
the spiritual center of Ahilik, was arranged in six
sections. In the first section, after discussing the
characteristics of the geography of Kırşehir and
its surroundings, information is provided about
the Hacı Turaoğlu Şah Mehmet Vakfiyesi (deed),
the establishment of Turkish hegemony in the
Kırşehir region, its place in the culture of the
Middle Ages and what is known about the name
Gülşehri. Then, the Babî’s are remembered, to
include Baba İlyas, Muhlis Paşa, Âşık Paşa and,
with his deed, Kara Kurt and Kalender Baba. In
the third section, Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî, who
was the Mevlevi representative in Kırşehir, and
those of his line are discussed. In the fourth section, the Ahis, Ahi Evran and his descendants,
their foundations and their religious and social
facilities are taken up. The fifth section is reserved fro Hacı Bektaş, the Hacıbektaş dergâhı (dervish convent) and those who ran this dergâh. In
the final section information is provided about
Caca Bey, the Caca Bey deed, its characteristics
and conditions.
In the last years of the Ottoman Empire and in
the Republican period, Cevat Hakkı Tarım dedi-
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cated himself to Kırşehir’s history and related research. He is important as the person who produced
the first monographic works related to Kırşehir’s
history. In this regard, during those difficult times
his use of documents, some of which are no longer
available, warrants our appreciation.

İlhan ŞAHİN

Tarihte Lider Kadınlar ve
Fatma Bacı
This book published by Ahmet Vehbi Ecer (Istanbul
2012) has four sections. In the introduction, the position of women in the community, family and economic life is taken up and the functions of the first
women’s organizations in the course of history are
touched upon. In the first section the rights acknowledged for woman by the Islamic religion are mentioned and, in this context, the roles of women in state
administration and in assembly meetings within the
limits of these rights are discussed. In this regard,
taking the lives of Hz. Ayşe and Hz. Fatma as examples, the subject is placed on firm ground. In the second section examples are given about the contributions of Moslem women in business and professions
from the time that Islam began to spread.
In the third section, the activities in the political,
military, communal and economic lives of Hz. Ayşe
ve Hz. Fatma, Ottoman State founder Osman Bey’s
grandmother Hayme Ana, Ahi Evran’s Kadın Ana,
Kadıncık Ana / Fatma Bacı, Melikşah’s wives Türkan / Terken Hatun and Tuğrul Bey’s wife Altuncan
Hatun are touched upon. In the fourth section, Ahi
Evran’s wife Fatma Bacı’s activities are taken up. At
a time when Anatolia’s political and economic situation was confused and weak, she gathered women
around her not just for consumption but for production, as well, in political and economic life, starting
the first women’s movement – the Baciyan-ı Rum
organization.

Aziz AYVA
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Tarus, İlhan
(b. 1907 -d. 1967)
He is the author of the book entitled Ahiler and
was born in Tekirdağ. His early education was in
various cities of Anatolia and he graduated from
Istanbul Kabataş Lisesi and the Ankara Law Faculty. Between 1929 and 1932 Tarus served as
prosecutor and judge in various parts of Turkey.
After he was removed from service for a political
reason, he settled in Istanbul between 1932-45
and worked as a journalist. Later, he returned
to his profession and worked at the Justice Ministry from 1946 to 1957. Tarus passed away on
8 January 1967 in Ankara and was buried in Cebeci Cemetery. Tarus’s first works were theatrical
and his stories and novels were published in various newspapers.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Mustafa Kurt, İlhan Tarus Hayatı ve Eserleri Üzerine Monografik
Bir İnceleme, GU Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters
Thesis, Ankara 2001.

Ömer AKDAĞ

Tasavvuf
Different views have been put forth about the Arabic roots of the word tasavvuf (sufiism), which is
used to describe spiritual life in Islam, of which
Ahilik is a part. Generally it is accepted that because of the wool cloak worn by ascetics, which
they considered a symbol of humility, as of the
8th century they were referred to as “sûfî” and
to describe them the word tasavvuf was spawned
from the word “tekammese” (cloak). The word
“tasavvefe”, meaning “to wear wool” resulted and
became “tasavvuf”. Abdülkerîm el-Kuşeyrî (died
465/1072), one of the classic tasavvuf writers,
stated that after the Prophet’s period, those adhering to Ehl-i sunnet and opposing bid’ats, were
determined to be one with God and avoid sin so
they were called “tasavvuf”.
There have been many, various descriptions of
tasavvuf, such as connection with the Book and
Sunnet, relations between the slave and God, a
clean heart, good behavior and morals. The vir-
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tues and duties of the sufi have been related a
thousand times, first by Muhammad bin Vâsî
(died 123/741) who defined tasavvuf as seeing others in a good light and being modest. Cüneyd-I
Bağdâdî (died 297/909) depicted tavassuf as disdain for worldly goods and oneness with God,
avoidance of un-Godly things, patience, discrimination, and finding peace and contentment with
God. Ibrahim’s generosity, İshak’s willingness,
Eyyûb’s patience, Zekeriyyâ’s signal, Yahyâ’s uniqueness, Moses’s wool clothes, Jesus’s journeys
and Muhammed’s poverty are all aspects of sufiism.
In the Quran (el-Bakara 2/200; Âl-i İmran 3/145;
en-Nisâ 4/77; Hûd 11/15-16; Ankebut 29/64;
eş-Şûrâ 42/20) and in the hadis-i şerîf there are
strong warnings for disciples to shun the worldly
life and avoid worldly pleasures and to give priority to the afterlife (Buhârî, “Rikâk”, 3; Tirmizî,
“Zühd”, 25; İbn Mâce, “Zühd”, 1, 6). Those who
choose a life of asceticism take this to heart.
Takva (fear of God) is important for the Sufis
(Buhârî, “Îman”, 37; Müslim, “Îman”, 1). Their
hearts must be devoted to God (Ra’d 13/28) and
they must say his name often (el-Ahzâb 33/41).
This is required for when they appear before God
with a clean heart (3ş-Şuarâ 26/89), and their
other organs must be clean, as well. (Buhârî,
“Îman”, 39; Müslim, “Müsâkât”, 107) So the basis of sufi life is constantly mentioning God and
having a clean heart.
The real and everlasting life comes after death so
the things of this world only bring temporary joy
(el-Kehf 18/45-46). Worship and all kinds of good
deeds and kindness were of utmost importance.
When Moslems are in control of their deep religious concerns and their responsibilities in their
consciences, they are constantly on guard against
the temptations of the world known as “hevâ”.
These and other revelations and warning created
the mentality that allowed for the coming of tasavvuf in the Islamic world. Ibn Haldu, who classified tasavvuf as takvâ, istikamet and struggle
for discovery, saw the birth of tasavvuf coming
from the disagreements, pressure and oppression that came about after the Prophet. Instead of
the sincere religiosity of Asr-ı saâdet, selfishness,
wealth and ostentation were the order of the day.
The tasavvuf mentality is based on love of God
and fear of God, which is sourced in the love
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of God so the two complement each other. The
love between man and God in Islam is mutual.
As mentioned in the ayets, tövbe, temizlik, sabır,
takvâ, ihsan, adâlet, tevekkül are the characteristics of tasavvuf , earned in training known as
“seyru sülûk”, and under the tutelage of a guide,
with the result being a bond between man and
God. This training is aimed at spiritual health
and avoidance of worldly pleasures. The disciple
is enjoined from neglecting worship and his obligations. In this regard in the sacred hadis “my
slave, you cannot come near me any better way
than through your obligations. As he approaches
me, in the end I love him and when I do I am his
hearing ear, his seeing eye, his holding hand and
his walking foot…” (Buhârî, “Rikâk”, 38). That is
why Sufis stress that they advance much closer
to a love of God because of their obligations and
their acts of worship
At the conclusion of tasavvuf training the aim is
for a person to achieve faith definitively and to
reach the state of sincere obedience from an action standpoint, so as to see God. Beyond this, one
must disregard and disdain all worldly pleasures
and temptations. Otherwise reaching God will be
impossible. In other wordsi “leave everything and
be with God.”
Tasavvuf demands that from the outset one resist all worldly and satanic temptations to realize a sincerely religious life. These people prefer
to keep other individuals who are of the worldly
type at bay because they are subject to the temptations of worldy benefits and desires to some
degree. Sufis, on the other hand, insist that their friends be for God and consequently they give
their friends great importance. In order for the
Sufis to converse among themselves and enjoy
solitude at times, as of the 8th century hânkahs
(dervish convents) were established. Subsequently, these hângahs became known also as zaviye and tekke and they developed rules for etiquette and wrote books about their principles.
Medreses were spawned from these places for
tasavvuf training and the Arabic language. Additionally, libraries, classrooms, guest houses and
the like were added, all of them having different
functions. Beyond this, the different personalities
of the leading Sufis were evaluated and these leaders were used as example for new Sufis, based
on whichever one was appropriate.
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In the 9th century the most important tasavvuf movements were in Baghdad, as represented by Hâris
el-Muhâsibî, Serî es-Sakatî, Cüneyd-i Bağdâdî
and Ebü’l-Hüseyin en-Nûrî, and in Nişâbur, with
Ebû Hafs Haddâd, Yahya b. Muâz Râzî, Hamdûn
Kassâr, Ebû Osman Hîrî, Ebü’l-Kâsım İbrahim
Nasrâbâdî, Ebû Abdurrahman Muhammed b.
Hüseyin Sülemî, Ebû Ali Dekkâk and Abdülkerim
Kuşeyrî. The former was focused on tevhid and
mârifet, while the latter concentrated on melâmet
and fütüvvet. The Baghdad tasavvuf were known
as “sufi”, whereas the adherants in Nişâbur center
in Horasan were known as “melâmetî”. The Sufis
gave importance to etiquette, principles, symbolic
clothing like the hırka and the semâa dance, making them distinct among their countrymen.
The melâmetî’s who held fütüvvet, though, were
firmly opposed to the distinctive trappings of the
other group, preferring to live like an ordinary
disciple and avoiding hypocrisy. The views of the
Baghdad school, such as the whirling sema dance,
have been adopted by many orders who practice
this even today, while the melâmetî understanding
continues as an intoxication within many orders.
Ebû Hafs Haddâd (died 260/874) of the Nişabur
school was known as “Haddâd” because of his
profession (blacksmith). In sources it is said that
he amazed Sufis with his ideas on the subject of
fütüvvet, which he said contained sacrifice, altruism, fortitude and forebearance. Haddâd asserted
that fütüvvet was not just an idea but had to be
practiced physically, saying “treat others fairly but
don’t expect the same from them.” He considered
fütüvvet to be equal treatment for all, kindness,
generosity and sharing difficult times. Yahya bin
Muâz Râzî (died 258/872), who spent most of his
life in Nişabur, said that fütüvvet and civanmertlik
required serving the people but expecting nothing
in return.
Hamdûn Kassâr (died 271/884), another representative of the Nişâbur school, is considered to
be the first proponent of the melamet movement.
According to him, the basis of the movement
was sincerity and humility, resistance to worldly
temptations and hard work. A short while later
the thoughts and comments of Hamdûn Kassâr
passed beyond the borders of Nişâbur and Horasan and became the basis for a group known as
Kassâriyye.
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Ebû Osman Hîrî (died 298/910) was a leader of
tasavvuf in Nişâbur and a great sufi who represented the fütüvvet and melâmet movements.
Although he was turned away, he insisted on participating in the discussions of Ebû Hafs and he
famously gave thanks for ashes, rather than fire,
being dumped on his head. He was tested again
when he was turned away from a meal he had
been invited to three times by the host, exhibiting the principles of fütüvvet and melâmet. He
recognized his own faults but would not acknowledge those of others, renounced avarice and was
always humble.
Ebü’l-Kâsım İbrahim (died 367/978) was born in
Nasrâbâd quarter of Nişâbur and was a disciple
of Ebû Bekir Şiblî. Because of his special interest in hadis, he toured Iraq, Syria and Egypt.
A long while later he returned to Nisâbur and
held discussions to spread his views. Nasrâbâdî
was known for his rapture and ecstacy, turning
his head away from the world and the afterlife in
order to see God’s will. According to him, those
who are truly fetâ and fütüvvet holders disdain
their goods, familites and nations and at the head
comes Ashâb-ı kehf (the Seven Sleepers).
Ebû Abdurrahman Muhammed bin Hüseyin
Sülemî (died 412/1021), who took the hırka from
Nasrâbâdî, was the first sufi to write a work on
fütüvvet, entitled Kitâbü’l-fütüvve, in which he
wrote about the strong tie between fütüvvet and
tasavvuf. He noted that the etiquette, morals and
qualities of fütüvvet are those of sufiism, as well.
Sülemî described the qualities of fütüvvet as follows: “to apologize like Hz. Âdem, to be good like
Noah, loyal like İbrahim, true like İsmail, sincere
like Moses, patient like Eyyüb, generous like David, just like Hz. Muhammed, zealous like Ebû
Bekir, equitable like Ömer, modest like Osman
and knowledgeable like Ali.”
Another famous disciple of Nasrâbâdî, Ebû Ali
Dekkâk (died 405/1015), said that there was no
better example of fütüvvet than the Prophet because while everyone thinks about themselves
on judgement day, the Prophet will think of all
others and ask forgiveness for them. Abdülkerim
Kuşeyrî (died 465/1072), who was both a disciple and the son-in-law of Ebû Ali Dekkâk, said
that the essense of fütüvvet was to act sensibly
toward God and that fütüvvet meant two forms
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vis-à-vis God and the public. He said that fütüvvet toward God meant that one must do all duties
without any complaint and fütüvvet toward the
public meant being just and renouncing revenge.
Kuşeyrî accepted the summit of fütüvvet as “never leaving anyone in a difficult situation either
in this world or the next.” He pretended not to
see his friends’ faults and refused to hear what
his enemies had to say to avoid embarrassing
them. The internal lifestyle based on love of God
– muhabbetullah – that began in tasavvuf history
with Râbia el-Adeviyye (died 185/801), was adopedt by other Sufis like Bâyezid-i Bistâmî (died
234 / 848), Hallâc-ı Mansûr (died 310 / 922),
Ebû Bekir eş-Şiblî (died 334 / 946) and many
other later Sufis. Although the first Sufis used
words like hub, muhabbet, habîb, mahbûb to
express love of God, later ones used words like
aşk, âşık, mâşuk, initiating the start of the “ilâhî
aşk” concept, first adopted by Ahmed Gazzâlî
(died 520/1126), the brother of İmam Gazzâlî.
After his work Sevânihu’l-uşşâk/Sevânih fi’l-ışk
spread, the aşk concept was adopted in tasavvuf
circles.
İmam Gazzâlî (died 505/1111), who died in the
12th century, had a special place in tasavvuf history. With the ayet “God is the light of the sky
and the Earth” (en-Nûr 24/35) and some hadis,
he put tasavvuf on a basis of light in the framework of previous sufis’ words. He wrote the work
Mişkâtü’l-envâr to express this idea. According
to him, God is the most exalted and truest light
and the source of all other light in souls, in things
and all creatures. These lights have uncountable
degrees that decrease in intensity as they move
away from the source. Because of God’s existence and the illumination of his light mankind is
covered in it.
The effect of Muhyiddin İbnü’l-Arabî (died
638/1240), who first promulgated the unity understanding in the first half of the 13th century,
has continued uninterrupted until today. His views were conveyed to later generations with his
works el-Fütûhâtü’l-Mekkiyye and, especially,
Füsûsü’l-hikem. Because he was called by the title “Şeyhü’l-ekber”, the school that formed around
his views is called Ekberiyye. But although İbnü’lArabî had many followers his views there were
those both inside and outside tasavvuf who criticized him. Sufis who pointed to his mistakes inc-
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lude Alâüddevle-i Simnânî, Abdülkerîm el-Cilî,
Zeynüddin Hâfî, İmam-ı Rabbânî and Rabbânî
has many of his own followers to this day. İmam-ı
Rabbânî (died 1034/1624), who stated that the
sufi unity understanding was born in one of the
higher level seyru sülûk (special training center),
explained that at this level everything looks to be
unified but this is just an appearance. Only after
passing this level does one understand that the
universe has a different existence.
The tasavvuf groups that formed in the framework of idea chains that continued since Asr-I
saâdet (the era of the Prophet), became orders
with different names over time. Most of their
names and structures were formed in the 12th
century and afterwards: Ebû İshak Kâzerûnî
- Kâzerûniyye, Abdülkadir-i Geylânî - Kadiriyye, Ahmed er-Rifâî - Rifâiyye, Şehâbeddin esSühreverdî - Sühreverdiyye, Ebû Meyden Şuayb
b. Hüseyin - Medyeniyye, Muînüddin Hasan
el-Çiştî - Çiştiyye, Sa‘deddin Cebâvî - Sa‘diyye,
Ebü’l-Hasan eş-Şâzilî - Şâziliyye, Ahmed elBedevî - Bedeviyye, Burhaneddin İbrâhim edDesûkî - Desûkiyye, Ahmed Yesevî - Yeseviyye,
Hacı Bektaş-ı Velî - Bektaşiyye, Bahâeddin Nakşibend - Nakşibendiyye, Necmeddîn-i Kübrâ - Kübreviyye, Mevlâna Celâleddin-i Rumî - Mevleviyye, Ömer el-Halvetî - Halvetiyye, Hacı Bayrâm-ı
Velî – Bayramiyye. Additionally, there are tens
of branches that have separated off from these,
spreading the tasavvuf culture throughout the
Islamic world, enabling Moslems to actively live
their religious lives and providing the means for
the conversion of many others.
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Mahmud-Mahmud b. Şerîf), I, Cairo 1972, pp. 52-53; Ebu’l-Hasan
Ali b. Osman el-Hücvîrî, Keşfü’l-mahcûb: Hakikat Bilgisi (translated by Süleyman Uludağ), İstanbul 1982, pp. 111-124, 283-387;
Muhammed Gazzâlî, İhyâu Ulûmi’d-dîn, III, Beirut, pp. 18-26,
74-79, 404-407; the same author , Mişkâtü’l-envâr (published by
Abdülazîz İzzeddîn es-Seyrevan), Beirut 1986, pp. 119, 135-139,
142-144; the same author , el-Munkızu mine’d-dalâl (translated by
Ahmet Suphi Furat), İstanbul 1972, pp. 59-66; Şehâbüddin esSühreverdî, Avârifü’l-maârif (İhyâu Ulûmi’d-dîn içinde), Beirut,
pp. 62-66; Muhyiddin İbnü’l-Arabî, el-Fütûhâtü’l-Mekkiyye,
Cairo, I, 51-91; İbn Haldun, Şifâü’s-sâil li tehzîbi’l-mesâil (prepared
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by Muhammed b. Tâvit et-Tancî), İstanbul 1957; Afifüddin Abdullah Yâfiî, Neşrü’l-mehâsin, Cairo 1961, pp. 394-398; Zeynüddîn
Hâfî, Menhecü’r-reşâd, Süleymâniye Library, İsmihan Sultan, nr.
283, vr. 76a-b; the same author , el-Vasâya’l-Kudsiyye, Süleymâniye Library, Murad Buhârî, nr. 210, vr. 22a, 33a; İmam-ı Rabbânî,
Mektûbât, Fazilet Neşriyat, I, İstanbul, Mektup no: 272, 291; Ömer
Ferrûh, el-Fikru’l-Arabî, Beirut 1966, pp. 269-273, 307-334;
Annemarie Schimmel, “Sufism and the Islamic Tradition”, Mysticism
and Religious Traditions (ed. Steven T. Katz), Oxford 1983, pp.
130-147; Ali Sâmî en-Neşşâr, Neş’tü’l-fikri’l-felsefî fi’l-İslâm, III,
Cairo 1978; Mustafa Tahralı, “Fransız Müslüman Abdülvâhid Yahyâ
(Rene Guenon)’nın Eserinde Tasavvuf ve Mistisizm Farkı”,
Kubbealtı Akademi Mecmuası, IV (1981), pp. 21-36; İbrahim b.
Muhammed el-Berîkân, “et-Tasavvuf fî mîzâni’n-nakli ve’l-akl”,
Mecelletü’l-buhûsi’l-İslâmiyye, XLI (1414-1415/1994), pp. 139234; Ebü’l-Yezîd el-Acemî, “Nahvu kırâetin menheciyyetin li’ttürâsi’s-sûfî el-İslâmî”, Havliyyâtu külliyeti dâri’l-ulûm, XVI (1994),
pp. 219-287; Peter J. Awn, “Sufism”, Encyclopedia of Religion, New
York 1987, XIV, 104-123; Ömer et-Tûmî eş-Şeybânî, “el-Hareketü’ssûfiyye fî müctemai’l-Arabiyyi’l-müslim”, Mecelletü Külliyeti’dda‘veti’l-İslâmiyye, X (1993), pp. 214-247; Nâcî Hüseyin Cevdet,
“Usûlü’t-târihiyye li nazariyyeti’t-tarîki’s-sûfî: Bahsün fî neş’eti
mefâhîmi’t-tasavvuf ve usûlih”, Mecelletü Âdâbi’l-Mustansıriyye,
XXVI (1995), pp. 574-599; William C. Chittick, “Sufism” [Sufi
Thought and Practice], The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern
Islamic World (ed. John L. Esposito), New York-Oxford 1995, IV,
102-109; Âdil Avvâ-Abdülhamîd Sâlih, “et-Tasavvuf”, elMevsûatü’l-Arabiyye, VI, Damascus 2002, pp. 513-517; Velîd Münîr,
“et-Tasavvuf ve sîkûlûciyyeti’l-hudûri’l-mütesâmî beyne’d-dâfi‘
ve’l-gâye”, İslâmiyyât el-Ma‘rife, XXXVI (1425/2004), pp. 123-158;
Reşat Öngören, “Osmanlılar [Tasavvuf ve Tarikatlar]”, DIA, XXXIII,
İstanbul 2007, pp. 542-543; the same author , “Sûfî”, DIA, XXXVII,
İstanbul 2009, pp. 471-472; Cemil Hamdâvî, “et-Tasavvufu’l-İslâmî
ve merâhiluhu”, et-Tesâmuh, XVIII (1428/2007), pp. 108-125;

Reşat ÖNGÖREN

Tatcı, Mustafa
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(b. 1961).
He was born in Denizli and had his early education in Kızılca-bölük. He finished Denizli Lisesi
in 1978 and graduated from the Turkish Language and Literature Department of the Necati Bey
Education Faculty of Uludağ University in 1984.
With a thesis entitled Hayretî Dîvânı’nda Din ve
Tasavvuf, he earned his masters degree at Gazi
University in 1986. He completed his doctoral
work in 1990 with the thesis entitled Yûnus Emre
Dîvânı-İnceleme-Tenkitli Metin. After teaching literature at the Silvan E. Meslek Lisesi (1985-86), he
was appointed as an academician in the Turkish
Language and Literature Education Department
of the Education Faculty at Gazi University, where
he still serves. He is also a member of the publication council of the MEB Publications Office. The
writer as also worked as a documentary advisor
at TRT (Turkish Radio and Television) and has
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conducted a great deal of research on classic Turkish literature and Turkish tasavvuf literature, in
particular.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
http://www.mustafatatci.com/ (Erişim: 26.05.2014).
http://websitem.gazi.edu.tr/site/tatci (Erişim: 26.05.2014).

Bekir ŞAHİN

Tekke / Lodge
Tekke –lodge-, the place where the Ahis came
together, was the name given to the site where
dervishes gathered to discuss tasavvuf literature,
where they worshiped, where they were educated
and where they received spiritual and moral training to become complete individuals.
Like the cami and medrese, the basic institutions of Islamic civilization, the tekke accomplished the functions under the roof of the Mesjid-i
Nebevî, during Asr-ı Saadet (the era of the Prophet). There are differing views about where and
when the first tekke was established. The reason
for this is that in the period when tekkes were
first founded there was no official identity.
All sorts of worldly knowledge, from tefsir to philosophy, was taught in the medrese, whereas in
the tekkes the focus was on teaching spiritual
and moral values. The first tekkes were simple is appearance but over time certain architectural features evolved. The names given to tekkes varied, too, in different times and different
geographies. Some of the names used included
zâviye, Hânkah, dergâh, ribât, âsitâne, imâret,
buk‘a, düveyre, savma‘a, mihrap, tevhidhâne
and harâbât. Smaller tekkes were called zaviye,
and the larger ones were referred to as dergâh
or Hânkah. The term for the central tekk was
âsitâne. Before the establishment of the tekkes,
ascetic and sufi discussions were generally held
in homes and at mosques when prayers were not
being said. Travelling dervishes held these chats
at rıbats (rural lodges). The Hânkahs which housed travelling Sufis in the Horasan region were
built with this purpose in mind. The first tekkes
were madeup of a simple room and structure.
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The tekkes were open to any and all and besides
tasavvufi training they were used for other purposes, too. For example, tekkes were first and
foremost used as places of worship, as a mesjid
and cami. Additionally, there was a school that
taught literacy and religious knowledge, a caravansaray for travelers, a dârü’l-aceze (infirmary)
for the sick, and a soup kitchen to feed the poor
and indigent. The tekkes also provided security
and commercial services. The Hânkah and rıbats
established on trade routes and on the borders
were used for this purpose. There were also tekkes that served as academies of fine arts.
The tekkes were important as places for conquered peoples to learn about Islam. Dervishes
also had roles in the conquests themselves and
so tekkes were set up on three continents as
the empire grew. The dervishes were involved in
construction in the conquered areas. In point of
fact, although tekkes were constructed more in
the places their founding shaikhs wanted, some
were built based on state policy and supported
by the state.
Ahiism was one of the institutions active under
the rooves of lodges in Anatolia. With important
support from Sultan Alâeddin Keykubad of the
Anatolian Seljuks, Ahi lodges were set up in the
cities, villages and border regions. The Ahis were
organized among several groups and each one
had an independent lodge. In the period of Orhan Gazi in the middle of the 14th century, the famous traveler İbn Battuta made contact with Ahi
units practicing a tasavvufi lifestyle and stayed as
a guest. Among the Ahi lodges he mentioned was
the Ahi Evran lodge in Kırşehir, which became
the spiritual center of Turkish tanners and craftsmen in Ottoman times. The lodge, which holds
the Ahi Evran tomb and the graves of some other
Ahis, continued it spiritual effect on craftsmen
until the beginning of the 20th century.
One of the rare examples of a lodge whose original design has been preserved up until today is
the Edebalı Zaviyesi in Bilecik, an Ahi lodge from
the Ottoman period.
The Şahkulu Sultan Tekkesi in Merdivenköy, Istanbul, was built as an Ahi lodge by Orhan Gazi
after the Battle of Pelekanon (Maltepe) between
the Ottomans and the Byzantines in 1329. The
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lodge was transferred from the Ahis at the beginning of the 16th century to the Bektaşi’s, who
gradually gained strength thanks to their relationship with the Janissary Corps. Later it became
the âsitâne of the Bektaşi’s in Istanbul and was
one of the most important lodges on Ottoman
territory.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ebû Nuaym el-İsfahânî, Hilyetü’l-evliyâ, Beirut 1387/1967, VI,
155-165; Abdullah Herevî, Tabakâtu’s-sûfiyye, (prepared by Muhammed Sürûr Mevlâyî), Tehran 1351, p. 130; İbn Battuta, Seyahatnâme, (translated by Mehmed Şerif), İstanbul 1333-35, I,
312-313, 318-319; Neşet Çağatay, Bir Türk Kurumu Olan Ahîlik,
Ankara 1974; the same author , “Fütüvvet-Ahi Müessesesinin
Menşei Meselesi”, AÜİFD, I (1952); Semavi Eyice, “Erken Osmanlı
Devrinin Bir Sosyal Müessesesi: Zaviyeler ve Zaviyeli Camiler”,
IFM, XXIII (1963); İlhan Şahin, “Ahi Evran Vakfiyyesi ve
Vakıflarına Dair”, Türklük Araştırmaları Dergisi, I, İstanbul 1985,
pp. 324-341; the same author , “Osmanlı Devrinde Ahi Evran
Zaviyesinin Hususiyetine Dair Bazı Mülâhazalar ve Vesikalar”,
Ahilik ve Esnaf: Konferanslar ve Seminer, Metinler-Tartışmalar,
İstanbul 1986, pp. 159-174; Gabriel Baer, “The Administrative,
Economic and Social Functions of Turkish Guilds”, International
Journal of Middle East Studies, I, New York 1970, pp. 28-50;
Mustafa Kara, Din, Hayat, Sanat Açısından Tekkeler ve Zaviyeler,
İstanbul 1999, the same author, “Tekke”, DIA, XL, 368-370; Ziya
Kazıcı, “Ahîlik”, DIA, X, 540-542; M. Ziya Önge, “Ahî Evran
Zâviyesi”, DIA, X, 530; M. Baha Tanman, “Edebâli Zâviyesi”,
DIA, X, 394-395; the same author, “Şahkulu Sultan Tekkesi”, DIA,
XXXVIII, 286.

Abdürrezzak TEK

Terlikji / Slippermaker
The terlikji (slippers) market was situated from
end to end on Mercan Yokuşu in Beyazıt, Istanbul. Here mercan (coral) terliks, made from hard
leather, were produced. These terliks were made
up of two pieces, one being the face and the other
the back portion and they connected to one another. Terliks in the form of half kayık (for ladies)
were made from thin leather. Their colors were
generally yellow or red. The grips were curved
and three sections were two or three centimeters
protrusions. The name mercan was given for the
terliks made for children of leather from rugan
glase (patent leather), both women and men wore
the mercan terliks which covered the front portions from the toe portions.
The highest quality terliks made by the terlikji
craftsmen were made from Vize meşin (sheeps317
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kin) and when there was not enough of this in Istanbul the craftsmen could not do their job and
were faced with having to close their shop.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BOA, C. Belediye, nr. 1131; Pretextat-Le Comte, Türkiye’de Sanatlar ve Zenaatler (translated by Ayda Düz), Istanbul 1975, pp.
136-137; Reşat Ekrem Koçu, Türk Giyim, Kuşam ve Süslenme
Sözlüğü, Ankara 1967, p. 173.

Zeki TEKİN

Terzi
Terzis (tailors), known in Ottoman documents as
“Hayyat”, were the craftsmen who sewed woven
cloth. The first mention of the word terzi in Ottoman times came at the end of the Fetret period
(1402-1413). The terzis were members of the Ahi
organization, which included many different craft
professions. Sultans, princes, the queen mother
in the harem and high level officials all had tailors, and there were neighborhood and market
tailors in Ottoman cities and towns. Cloth was one
of the most important materials of the tailor craft.
The outfits the tailors produced had to be both
attractive and sturdy. If an outfit faded in color
or lost its stitches then this was a indicative of
poor quality workmanship and materials. Consequently, tailors gave great importance to their
colth and thread. Since ready-made clothes are
preferred today the tailor craft has lost its former
importance.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Neşet Çağatay, Bir Türk Kurumu Olan Ahilik, Konya 1981, p. 114;
Necdet Öztürk, “Osmanlı Kroniklerinde Terziliğe dair İlk Kayıtlar
(Kuruluştan 1502’ye kadar)”, Acta Turcica, nr. 2/2, (Temmuz 2009),
pp. 58-63.

M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

Tešanjske Zanatlije i
Trgovci
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(1642 -1992)
This book about the Teşany craftsmen was published in 1996 in the Bosnian language by Aliya
Galiyaşeviç. Besides the introduction, there are
five sections for a total of 162 pages.
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In the introduction, Teşany’s rich history is discussed based on legends and the recollections of
those still living. The author shows the craftsmen
as experts in their professions and calls attention
to how they enriched their surroundings both materially and spiritually.
In the first section archeologic traces are discussed, based on Teşany’s history as a city that dates
bck to the stone age. During the bronze age production was made using bronze, copper and copper alloys. Iron items from the Roman period have
been found and during this period Bosnia was opened to the outside world thanks to the roads that
the Romans built. Over time craft activities emerged, developed and, at certain times, collapsed.
In the second section, the hand crafts are examined. Because the people worked in agriculture
professions such as pottery, weaving, tanning and
carpentry emerged. It is noted that since the populace of the Teşany region dealt with fruit growing
craftsmen using various tools and means for this
developed. For example, pekmez cauldrons and
ovens to dry fruit were used by the craftsmen. Animal-breeding was also widespread, prompting the
crafts of leather and wool production.
The third section is devoted to the site and role of
Teşany city. After its history, geography and culture
are briefly taken up, there is a discussion about
its multi-ethnic fabric. Information is provided
about the political, social, economic and cultural
institutions that were founded as the population
increased and about the scholars, craftsmen, soldiers and timar holders who lived there. There is
also mention of Teşany as a large commercial center and its ties to other large commercial centers.
Because of its large-scale production, its commerce was similarly large-scale. Consequently, hans,
caravansarays, hamams, schools, medreses and
lodges were built.
In the fourth section, the subject of craftsmen is
taken up base on legends and the recollections of
those still living. There are five sub-headings in
this section. In this regard, the variety of professions worked and organized among craftsmen in
Teşany in the Middle Ages and the Ottoman period
is discussed. Information about shopkeepers during the period of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire
is provided and there is an emphasis on the changes that occurred in the craft organization structure during the Ottoman period. The Catholic Austrian-Hungarian Empire weakened the craftsmens
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organizations that had Islamic characteristics
and then sought to eliminate them. The subject of
craft activities during the First and Second World
Wars and their collapse is taken up, as well.
During the years 1941-1992, with the development of industrialization, the old crafts began to
fade away. The period prior to the Bosnian War
is examined from an economic standpoint. The
exodus of people because of the war caused both
industry and crafts to weaken, bring the city to is
low point in history.
In the fifth section, as an addition, there is a list
of shops and transporters between 1945-1992
and it is stressed that the craftsmen were from
different religions and nationalitis, such as Orthodox/Serbs, Catholic/Croats, and Moslem/Bosnians.
In the conclusion, Aliya Galiyaşeviç evaluates the
general lines of the phases that the craftsmen
organization passed through during the years
1642-1992 in Teşany city.

Cemile TEKİN

TESK
(See Türkiye Esnaf ve Sanatkârları
Konfederasyonu)
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and tasavvuf and about various groups of civanmerd in the Islamic period.
In the second section, after touching on the root
of the word “Ahi”, some importants Ahis in Iranian history are discussed, including Ali Ferec
Zencani, Ahi Şerafeddin, Ahi Ali Mir, Ahi Mohammad Dehistani, Ahi Ali Desti, Ahi Ali Kutluşah,
Ahi Hayreddin Tebrizî, Ahi Sadeddin, Gazi Ahi
Mezhebi, Ahi Halife Hemedani, Ahi Merem Şervani and Ahi Şehabeddin.
In the third section the following works are
shown as source in regard to the Ahis: Mevlâna’s
works, Ahmed Eflâkî’s Menâkıbu’l-Ârifin’i, Sultan Veled’s Divanı ve Evhadî Meragaî’s Cam-ı
Cem’i. Additionally, information is provided about Ahis based on İbn Batuta’s Seyahatnâme and
there is a focus on the general situation of the
Ahi organization in Seljuk times, the relationship
of the Ahis with Evhadüddin-I Kirmânî and the
Mevlevi’s, as well as their place in the founding of
the Ottoman Empire.
In the fourth section, information is provided
about the following works: Tevârih-i Âl-i Osman, Şakayik-i Nu’maniyye, Kunhu’l-Ahbar,
Hacı Bektaş-ı Velî Vilayetnâmesi, Evliya Çelebi Seyahatnâmesi, Ahi Evren Vakıfnâmesi,
Şecerename-i Ahi Evren and Ahi Evren
Menâkıbnâmesi.

Ali TEMİZEL

Teşkilât-ı Ahiyân ve Seyr-i
Târîh-i Ân
This work was prepared as a masters thesis in
2010 by Alirza Moqaddem at the Persian Language and Literature Department of the Literature
and Humanities Sciences Faculty of Tehran Şehit
Behişti University. It contains 196 pages.
The research is made up of four sections that follow the introduction. In the first section, under
the heading “Tarih İçinde Fütüvvet”, information
is provided about the meaning and root of the
word “Fütüvvet”, mention in the Quran and hadis, Fütüvvet in Arab literature before Islam and
in the community, civanmerd (stalwart men) in
the classic East, the Fütüvvet organization in Islamic times, the relationship between Fütüvvet

The Combination of Arts
and Moral Values: The
Turkish Ahi Institution
This work prepared by Neşet Çağatay was translated into English by Fırat Asya and published in
1992. It provides general information about the
Ahi organization and contains 32 pages.
At the beginning of the work information is given
about the basic reasons for the establishment of
the Ahi institution. Then, the definition of Ahilik and Fütüvvet are given and a general explanation of the Ahilik organization. Subsequently,
there is information about who could become an
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Ahi, how the moral norms of Ahilik could be attained. The social classes of the Ahi organization
are discussed and a total of nine social groups are
mentioned. There is also information about the
history of the Ahi organization such as Ankara’s
administration by the Ahis during the Beylik period in Anatolia. Ahi Evran, the founder of Ahilik, is also discussed briefly. This is followed by
the effect of the Ahi organization on the transition
of Turks from nomadic life to settled living, the
start of Turks’ efforts to challenge the crafts and
commerce in the hands of foreigners, and the economic contributions of Ahilik. In the book there
is mention of the basics of education in the Ahi
lodges. Additionally, there is mention of the hospitality shown to guests and then a discussion about
how the yaren chambers were built and how they
were used.
In the last section, the details of the characteristics of the Ahi organization, one of the basic institutions of Turkish economic life, are presented.
In addition, information is given about Ahi outfits, initiation ceremonies, the economic support
system, how it worked and the aid activities of the
Ahis. Finally, there is an evaluation of the values that the Ahi organization has provided to the
community.

Emin KILIÇ

The Development and the
Structure of the Turkish
Futuwwa Guilds
This work by D. Breebaart, which was translated
into Turkish with the title “Türk Fütüvve Loncalarının Yapısı ve Gelişme”, was prepared as a doctoral thesis in September 1961 in the Oriental Studies section of Princeton University. Breebaart’s
advisor was Prof. Dr. L.V. Thomas, M. Dickson did
the Persian translations and Taeschner and Gölpınarlı made suggestions about fütüvvetnâmes.
Besides the forward and introduction, the work
has two main sections. In the first, the formation
process of the fütüvve institution as a value of the
social complex as a group reformed in the ethnic
320
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system of the Arab tribal community is discussed. In the second section, the development of
fütüvve within the Ahi-fityân circle and the continuation of the fütüvve tradition within the ethical ideas and structure of the Turkish guilds are
presented. The main sources used to enlighten
the early period of the fütüvve institution were
cronicles and sufi literary texts from the early period. So the main source was “Fütüvvet-nâme-i
Kebir”, which was completed by Seyyid Mehmed
ibn Alâeddin el-Hüseyni er-Rızavi in 1524. The
other sub-headings of the work are as follows:
The Development of Fütüvve Among Sufis, Civil
Organizations and Fütüvve Groups Between the
9th and 12th Centuries, Caliph en-Nâsır-Lidînillâh
and His Fütüvve Reforms, 13th Century Fütüvve
Literary Sources, Ahi-Fityân in Anatolia in the
13th and 15th Centuries, Administration of the
Turkish Fütüvve Guilds, Rituals and Ethical Ideals.
In conclusion, the basic ideals, values and ceremonies make up the fütüvve tradition and these are found in all fütüvve sources. The fütüvve
works of the early period, the development of sufi-fütüvve ideals and values and their subsequent
presentation in a classic format are examined.
The central fütüvve ideal for sufiism is disdain
for selfishness, known as “diğergamlik”. The similarities between fütüvve groups and Sufis are
more apparent in the Ahi-fityân communities.
The author mentions fityân grops are fütüvve
lodges and notes that the line separating dervish
lodges and fütüvve lodges gradually lessened during the flow from the 14th to the 16th centuries.
In addition, the author claims that some special
dervish rituals (like the whirling dance) were taken from fütüvve lodges. He says, as well, that
besides these similarities, the fütüvve lodges did
not know the communal life of the Sufis.

H. Mustafa ERAVCI
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The Guild Merchant
Charles Groso first prepared this work with the
German title Gilda Mercatoria in 1883 at Göttingen University. It was revised seven years later
in light of new sources and published in 1890 at
Oxford under the English title The Guild Merchant. The work was produced in light of written
sources about guilds in England and Continental Europe. The first volume looks at the guild
system structure and contains 166 pages. The
second volume is made up of annexes containing
written sources about the English, Anglo-Saxon,
Scotch and Continental European trader guilds.
As the author points out in the foreward, because
the work was prepared based on written works,
it displays the characteristics of an original work.
The first volume is made up of nine sections. In
the first section, there is an explanation of the importance of the subject, the roots of the craft guilds, a list of places with guilds. The second section addresses the organization of guilds, their
membership, oaths, qualities, procedures at festival and meetings. In the third section the topics
are the duties of guilds, privleges of guild members, procurement of raw materials and retail sales, distribution and payments of those who were
not guild members. In the fourth section, the issues are the duties of guild members, taxes and
sales profits and production arrangements. The
fifth section addresses guild members in regard
to differences between the leader and others,
judges and the difference between guild leaders
and local noteables. The sixth section the various dimensions of the guilds within municipalities
are examined and a focus is put on municipality
and guild cooperation in the 13th century. The seventh section commercial guilds and craft guilds
are looked into with examples from England and
Continental Europe. The eighth section focuses
on the commercial companies formed in later
periods and the first companies of the adventure merchants that emerged. In the last section
the development and changes in the commercial
companies that continued to operate in the 18th
and 19th centuries are examined.

H. Mustafa ERAVCI
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The Guilds of Ottoman
Jarusalem
This work by Amnon Cohen was translated into
Turkish with the title Osmanlı Kudüsünde Loncalar. For centuries the craft and trader guilds
were one of the key elements of the Ottoman city
structure and much research has been donning
about the historic and communal role and place
of these important institutions in Ottoman times.
This research is mostly done based on two basic
questions – were the guilds autonomous professional institutions that defended their interests
against other guild members and traders and
workers outside the guild? And - were the guilds
professional organizations formed by the central
administration to supervise the craftsmen and
collect taxes? At the conclusion of the research
Amnon Cohen did in the archives of the Jerusalem justice institution, he arrived at interesting
results related to the guild system in the 17th and
18th centuries.
The work is made up of three main sections –
“A General Look at Jerusalem; the Jerusalem
Guilds; and Results: Guilds as the Barometer
of Civil Society”. The main portion of the work
is “Jerusalem’s Guilds”, which has seven subsections – “Food and Drink; Municipal Services;
Leather Goods; Metal Works; Textile Production;
Home and Home Goods; Commerce.”
In addition, at the close Coıhen provides in the
“Documents” section, copies of the archival documents he used in his preparation and their
transcriptions.

H.Mustafa ERAVCI

The Istanbul Guilds in
Seventeeth Century
The language of the work which Eunjeong Yi established as the basis for his doctoral thesis at
Harvard University in 2000 is English. The work
was published in 2004 by Brill Academic Publications and has 306 pages. The question asked
in Yi’s book is “how independent were the Istanbul guilds vis-à-vis the state.” In each section of
the four-section work Yi focuses on a special aspect of the Istanbul guilds. In the first section the
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historic sites of the Istanbul guilds are taken up
but because of a lack of information in sources
his aim is not reached. In the second section, the
organization structure of the guilds is addressed,
while in the third the focus is on the degree of
openness to the outside of the guilds. In the fourth
section the relations between the guilds and the
state are discussed. In this last section, Yi shows
that despite the guilds acting independently on a
number of important issues, they could not act
independently of the state on critical matters such
as setting prices.
By concentrating on the last period of the 17th century, Yi’s work fails to explain the change experienced in the Ottoman Craftsmen’s Organization,
which was based on “Traditional Ahilik”. Despite
this, Yi points the way toward new research that
can be done in this field as he opposed the Webberci traditional Orientalist view of Robert Mantran and Gariel Bear that “the guilds were useless
and weak units crushed under a despotic state.”

Hamid KARASU

Ticaret Odaları /
Trade Chambers
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The chamber of commerce is a formation that belongs to the post-1880 period and it was a professional organization for craftsmen, artisans and
trade leaders. The predecessors of the chamber
are Ahilik, guilds and the gedik system organized
since the time of the Anatolian Selçuks and the
Ottoman State.
The Chamber of Commerce in the Ottoman nation is connected to the social and ideological
changes that came with the Tanzimat. Just as
with state organs, the source for the professional
organizations was the French Revolution. One of
these was the Ziraat ve Sanayi Meclisi, which took
the name Meclis-i Umur-ı Nafia, was founded on
7 July 1838. The following year, the Ticaret ve Ziraat Nezareti was established on 12 June 1839.
Although it became two ministries on 16 January
1846, this did not last long and they unified once
again on 22 April 1846. Trade, Agriculture and
Industry Chambers united from time to time and
also separated, reflecting the prevailing politics of
the time. With the Ottoman thinking, the direction
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of parallel developing chambers shows this situation with clarity.
The Meclis-i Ticaret ve Ziraat was established on
13 June 1876. The duties of this assembly related to agriculture, industry and commerce were
published separately. The first paragraph of a
kararname directed toward developing industry
and agriculture foresaw the opening of a school
and the publishing of the official Ticaret Gazetesi. The third paragraph related to the establishment of the Ticaret Cemiyetleri, which were published with the approval of the Ticaret Nezareti.
Of course, the commercial administration would
be selected from people respected by the traders
in the capital, the provinces, the subdivisions
and the district centers, as well as other places.
Commercial markets would be opened, commercial courts, banks, and public companies set up.
Insurance and security funds would be managed
and trade with foreigners and sea commerce would be developed, and arrangements made with
regard to fishing and fish products. Official and
unofficial publications related to commerce were
brought and examined to see what kind of legal
and other related activities were underway in Europe. This would bring the Ottoman State in harmony with those commercial practices.
In this regard, the Ticaret ve Ziraat Meclisi was
established in Istanbul in 1877. The same year
125 commercial courts were set up in the Ottoman State, seven of which were in Konya province (Konya, Niğde, Isparta, Burdur, Teke, Alanya
and Ermenek). The head of the “Dersaadet Ticaret Mahkemesi” in Istanbul from 1878 to 1880
was Ohannes Efendi. Taxes that served to stifle
the development of agriculture, trade and crafts
were rearranged, their proportions adjusted and
implemented by the Finance Ministry. Then the
time came for the establishment of the trade
chambers.
The decision was made for trade and agricultural organizations to be made up of the best, the
wealthiest, most respected and capable people in
the country. By bringing smart people together a
solution could be found and then submitted to
the state in a report. In this way the backlog of
problems would be quickly resolved.
The assembly in the center and then the communities set up Ziraat ve Ticaret ve Nâfia Müdürlükleri (Agriculture and Commerce and Public
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Works Directorates) that would first represent
the trade and agriculture member and subsequently the state. The idea of having two administrations in the same field was the result of failure
of the merger between the community and the
central administration. The situation was like
having a mayor elected by the people, with a governor or kaymakam appointed by the central
administration for the same place.
Because the need arose during the Ottoman-Russian War of 1877-78, all of the money in the guild banks were seized, which was an important
blow to the structure of the organization. Shopkeepers could not re-organized again within this
traditional structure. As the result of these developments, on 6 Safer 1297/19 January 1880
the Dersaated Ticaret Odası (Istanbul Chamber
of Commerce) was formed with an 11-article
nizamnâme. Subsequently, on 29 Receb 1297/7
July 1880, The Dersaadet Sanayi (Industry)
Odası and the Dersaadet Ziraat (Agriculture)
Odası were formed. The Sultan’s approval had
been given on 19 January 1880 and so the Istanbul Ticaret Odası (ITO, Istanbul Chamber of
Commerce) was established in January 1880
and began to operated in April 1880.
This being the case, the first chamber of commerce was the one in Istanbul. Seven months later on 7 July 1880 the Dersaaded Sanayi Odası
was founded. The two chambers were made up
of 24 members who had to be older than 25 and
to have worked in trade for five years and in industry for no less than two years. The first head
of the Chamber of Commerce was an Armenian
named Azaryan Aristakis Efendi, who was an
Ottoman citizen. Out of the 24 members of the
directorate, 19 were non-Moslems.
Looking at the trade and industry leaders of the
nation in 1880 is worthwhile from the standpoint of both understanding the situation and explaining the make-up of the Chamber’s board of
directors. Except for one, all the ferry agencies
were in the hands of non-Moslems, as were 30
insurance companies, seven banks and financial
markets, the money changers, the lemon merchants, the silk and cotton merchants, brokerages, cloth merchants, construction materials,
furriers and the tea trade. They were also well
represented in other fields. Only most of the mat
and rod makers and the perfumers were Moslems. The first meeting of the Istanbul Chamber
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of Commerce was held on 2 January 1882. The
state gathered together local entrepreneurs and
worked to make administrative changes to open
up avenues for industry and commerce. When
the separate independent chambers were unsuccessful, the commerce, agriculture and industry
chambers united and were reformed and on 23
Februry 1888 all chambers were brought together
at the initiative of the Commerce Industry and
the Ticaret ve Ziraat ve Sanayi Odaları (Chamber of Commerce, Agriculture and Industry) was
formed, and legitimized by the Sultan’s irade on
28 February 1889. With a nizamnâme of 31 May
1910, the Ticaret ve Sanayi Odaları were separated from the Ziraat Odaları. These chambers
were like official organizations and most of the
matters they dealt with were comprised of issues
sent to them by the government.
Between 1908 and the years of the First World
War 160 commerce and industry chambers
were established in Ottoman geography and
nizamnâmes (regulations) were produced to ensure their practices. The first of these was the
Istanbul chamber and a nizamnâme related to its
operations. This nizamnâme had 11 articles and
was issued in 1879 and this was followed by the
publication of the Dahilî Nizamnâme for Istanbul. This was followed by the Ticaret ve Zahire
Borsası Nizamnâmesi of 1882. With the Ticaret
ve Sanayi Odalarına Dair Nizamnâme of 22 May
1326/4 June 1910, the chambers were localized,
resulting in the establishment of commerce and
industry chambers even in places with very few
traders. The reason why this nizamnâme was prepared anew in the Second Meşrutiyet period was
that, according to what was written in the Şûrâ-yı
Devlet (Danıştay) Tanzimant Dairesi’s explanation, in 1910 separate nizamnâmes for 120 rural
commerce chambers had not been prepared. The
Dersaadet Ticaret Odası Nizamnâmesi of 1879
continued to be implemented. Later, additions
were made to the nizamnâme related to the Sanayi and Ziraat chambers. Yet when the Ziraat
Odaları separated a separate nizamnâme was
prepared for it by the Agriculture Ministry. That
was why the need was felt for a new nizamnâme.
The 1910 nizamname addressed issues like how
the chambers would be established, their aims
and duties, how the chambers would gain income. As will be understood from the contents, the
chamber would not be seen as an organ wanting
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the views of the government in the professional-commercial field and it would s represent
its members’ interests against the government.
Officlai offices would be given to chamber administrations made up of 24 members in Istanbul
and 12 each in the provinces, based on permission, need and request.
Twenty people would be selected to choose the
memberswho would take their place in the newly
established chamber administrations. Ten of
these twenty would be governors or kaymakams
and ten would come from among the trade and
industry leaders. The selection council would
be led by the Ticaret Nazırı (Trade Minister)’s
in Istanbul and by the local officials in the rural
areas.
The chambers were able to quite a bit for the
development of commerce and industry to include port construction, sea and river projects,
railroad renewal and extension, and establishing
markets. The nizamnâme was used to try to inject the chamber and its registered traders into
jobs related to merchants and trade. But as was
mentioned at the outset, with 10 of the 20 member coming from the state, government control of
the chambers was maintained.
During the armistice years the Istanbul Chamber
of Commerce was far from the national characteristicts. In the report given to the first Economic
Congress that gathered in Izmir, and especially
in the Millî Türk Birliği version of 17 January
1923, the Istanbul chamber was severely criticized. Such thoughts had an effect and the chambers, which were heavily non-Moslem in the armistice years and until independence, began to
be cleansed of minority members.
During the years of the First World War the Istanbul Chamber of Commerce and Industry had reduced the number of its meetings and slowed its
pace, compared to previous periods. The reason
was that some members of the board of directors
were from countries that the Ottoman State had
fought against. Moslem Turkish members were
in the minority. The chambers’ activities slowed
further in the armistice years. On 1 and 2 August
1923 by order of the Economics Minister, new
elections were held and the administration revamped. For the first time all 24 members were
Turkish merchants and industrialists, selected
on 6 September 1923. The chairman was İbra-
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him Paşazâde Hüseyin Hüsnü Bey. This situation
was the result of the new era and situation. The
wish was for the chamber to be revitalized as a
national economic council.
The Chamber of Commerce and Industry was reformed by a special law issued on 25 April 1925.
According to the law, the chambers would not be
official elements tied directly to the government
in the French style. And like in England and America, neither would they be special organizations
not considered public institutions. The two ideas
were unified to make them semi-official. In the
Republican administration the commerce chambers came to be professional and economic councils with the status of a public institution. In
1925, chambers were established in 221 places
within the border of the Turkish Republic. According to the Ticaret ve Sanayi Odaları Yönetmeliği
(directive) of 27 September 1925, the operating
area of the commerce and industry chambers
was not just the city or the village where they
were located. The municipalities, townships and
villages of the city or town were included in the
chambers’ purview.
In the Republican period, the Esnaf Cemiyetleri (Craftsmen Association) continued as a
sub-element of the chamber. For example, in
1926 the Bursa Debbağ (tanners) Esnafı Cemiyeti was established and an 11-article Dahilî
Talimantnâmesi (instructions-regulations) was
pubished, as well. According to the talimatnâme,
the aim of the association was to ensure unity
among the tanner craftsmen and defend their
rights. There was an interesting element of the
1926 talimatnâme in the third article where it
was stated that “the gathering place of the association is the Lonca Odası in the tanners lodge.”
This statement showed that the Lonca Odası was
operating in Bursa in 1926.
Throught the efforts of commercial and industrial institutions in the U.S., France, Englan, Italy
and Belgium the International Chamber of Commerce was established in 1920. To join a candidate country had to form a council that would
unite its economic strength. Besides the European countries, in 1926 other members were Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cuba, Estonia, Lithuania, Morocco, Portugal, El Salvador, the Kingdom
of Serbs, Croats and Slovenians, Sudan, Union
of South Africa – but not Turkey.
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In the period of the Second World War, as supervision of the economy and the community
increased, the state mentality was completely in
control. Commerce and industry chambers were
affected by this, as well. On 11 January 1943 the
TBMM (Turkish Parliament) accepted the Ticaret
ve Sanayi Odaları, Esnaf Odaları ve Ticaret Borsası Kanunu, which had this new flavor and on
10 May 1943 a related nizamnâme was issued.
According to the law, professional institutions,
professional services, becoming a legal entity all
would be established by the Ministry of Commerce and working principles and practices would
be issued by the same ministry. By this law, professional committees were formed in the chambers, along with chamber and market assemblies and administrative committees. The secretary
would be appointed by the ministry and the general secretary would represent the Ministry of
Trade. Decisions of the chamber councils would
come to the general secretary, who would then
inform the minister. With regard to objections,
the ministry would examine the objection within
a week and issue a decision.
The decision would be “definite and unchangeable”. So with the legal arrangements of 1943, the
chambers became official elements. In the more
liberal atmosphere that developed after the Second World War, the stifling practices of the war
years began to be criticized, with open ones being voiced at the Second Economics Congress in
1948. It was demanded that the chamber directorships and the members be formed with free
will and on 8 March 1950 the Ticaret ve Sanayi
Odaları Kanunu, number 5590, was approved.
The new law said that 60 percent of merchants or
industrialists in a given place could open a chamber and form them separately. The general secretary would be appointed by the board of directors
and would be a graduate of a economics faculty
or an advanced economics and trade school. The
law loosened the rules of the war years a bit and
the implementation manner was formed with the
1951 chambers regulations.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
İstanbul Ticaret ve Sanayi Odası Eylül 1923-Mayıs 1926 Faaliyet
ve Uygulamalarına Dair Genel Rapor, (translated by Süreyya
Atilla Sağlamçubukçu-Ali Ulusoy, ed. Ali Yılmaz), Istanbul 2011,
pp. 11, 15, 383-393; Murat Koraltürk, Türkiye’de Ticaret ve Sanayi
Odaları (1880-1952), Istanbul 2002, pp. 12-14, 21, 27-31, 36, 53;
Reşat Ekrem Koçu, Tarihte İstanbul Esnafı, Istanbul 2002, pp. 83,
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Kuruluşu İstanbul Ticaret Odası 1923-1960, Istanbul 2012, pp. 13,
19, 137-151, 154-159; Caner Arabacı, Geçmişten Günümüze Konya
Ticaret Odası 1882-1999, Konya 1999, pp. 69-91, 116-124.

Caner ARABACI

Tire Arasta / Market
The market is located in Tahtakale square in Yeni
Mahalle. According to the deed of Halil Yahşi Bey,
dated 845/1441, it is understood that the arasta
was built by Yahşi Bey in Tire’s Tahtakale Square, adjacent to the east side of Kutlu Han.
The arasta was built north-south on a rectangular plot on sloping land. The upper covering is
brick and the other units are made of alternating
brick and stone material. The arasta has a middle corridor, with shops lining the east and west
sides of the corridor. There is a spiked low vault
over the corridor held up by four spiked arches.
The exterior roof is covered with red tiles. Between the arches there are two each lamps, with
just one lamp between the two arches on the south side. The shops on both the east and west
sides are covered by low vaults. Each shop has
an arched door that open to the central corridor.
At the north and south ends of the corridor there
are doors that open to the outside. The shops
on the east wing have access to both the interior
and outside.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
A. Munis Armağan, Belgelerle Beylikler Devrinde Tire, İzmir, 1983,
p. 8; Mustafa Cezar, Tipik Yapılarıyla Osmanlı Şehirciliğinde Çarşı
ve Klasik Dönem İmar Sistemi, Istanbul, 1985,p. 187; Mustafa
Özer, Tire’deki Ticaret Yapıları, (AU Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü
Unpublished Masters Thesis), Ankara, 1992, pp.95-97.

Ahmet YAVUZYILMAZ

Tire Bedesten
The bedesten is situated at Gazazhane street and
Uzun Çarşı avenue in Yeni Mahallede. Although
the bedesten does not have an inscription, it is
understood from sources that it was built by
Alim Abdüllatif İbn-i Melek of Tire at the beginning of the 16th century.
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The bedesten, which sits on an east-west, rectangular plot, has eight units. Moloz and rough
hewn, mixed rock and stone material was used
for the load-bearing walls of the structure. The
carrying feet, columns and window frames are
made of cut rock, whereas the dome and passes
used brick material.
Each of the structure’s four sides has a door
in the middle. There is a row of three square
columns in the interior that separate the eight
units, which each has a dome over it. The domes are carried by rounded arches and there
are pendentives in the passes. The dome kasnaks are arranged with eight below and twostage cylinders above. On the east side of the
bedesten there are four rooms and ten on the
west side for a total of 14 rooms. Shops surround the bedesten, with twelve on the north
and south sides and four each on the east and
west sides.
At the top of the walls there are rectangular
windows between each of the domes for lighting
of the bedesten. Evliya Çelebi said of this work
“kal’a- misal metanet üzere mebni bir kargir
bina-yı metin sekiz kubbeli bir bezzazistan var.
Cümle rusâs-ı nîlgûn ile mestur bir bezzazistandır. Ve câcib-i erba’sında çâr bâb-ı hadîd-i
metînler ile metânet bulmuşdur. İçinde cümle
ankâbâzergânlarınkânları ve dükkanlarıdır ve
zîr-i zemnlerinde medfûn olan mâl-ı hazâ’in
tüccârânın cânlarıdır ve mahbûb huddâmanları
cân-ı cânânlarıdır”, essentially describing it as
outlined above.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
R.M. Riefstahl, Cenubi Garbi Anadolu’da Türk Mimarisi, (translated by C.T. Bertekin), Istanbul 1941, pp.26-29; Gündüz Özdeş,
Türk Çarşıları, Istanbul 1954, p. 59; Faik Tokluoğlu, Tire Çevre
İncelemeleri, İzmir 1973, p.12; Klaus Kreiser, “Bedesten-Bauten
im OsmanischenReich”, İstanbulerMitteilungen, 29, Tübingen
1979, p.396; Ekream Hakkı Ayverdi, Osmanlı Mimarisinde
Çelebi ve II. Sultan Murat Devri 806-855 (1403-1451), II, Istanbul 1972, p.331; Evliya Çelebi, Seyahatname, (prepared by Y.
Dağlı-S.A. Kahraman-R. Dankoff), IX, Istanbul, 2005, p.89;
Mustafa Cezar, Tipik Yapılarıyla Osmanlı Şehirciliğinde Çarşı
ve Klasik Dönem İmar Sistemi, Istanbul 1985, pp.247-249, figure
172; Semavi Eyice, “Bedesten”, DIA, V, Istanbul 1992, p.309;
Mustafa Özer, Tire’deki Ticaret Yapıları, (AU Sosyal Bilimler
Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters Thesis), Ankara 1992, pp.91-94.
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Tire Arasta –bazaar-

TKY ve Tarihteki Bir
Uygulaması Ahilik /
Total Quality Method
and Ahilik as a Historical
Example
This work by Muhittin Şimşek (Istanbul 2002)
has three sections following the introduction. In
the introduction there is a brief evaluation of the
similarities between the total quality approach
and the culture of Ahilik. In the first section the
professional and educational aspects of the Ahilik institution are teken up and there is a discussion of Ahilik’s definition, aims, emergence
in Anatolia, organizational structure, Ahi Evran’s
historical personality and mission. In the second
section the total quality method is touched on
and information is provided about the definition
of the quality concept, its historical development,
the basic factors affecting quality and the varieties of quality. In the third section, total quality
and Ahilik are compared from various angles. In
this regard, first the matter of quality and standardization in Ahilik is taken up, followed by a
comparison in terms of motivation, customer
relations, training, zero errors and work ethic.
Finally, there are explanations about the regulations concerning the production of goods and
services in Ahilik and the international ISO 9000
quality assurance system.

İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU
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Neslihan KORKMAZ

Tokat Bedesten

Tokat Bedesten
The bedesten is located on Sulu street, an old
settlement in the center of the city. To its north is
the Yağıbasan Medresesi, to the east the Takyeciler Mosque and to the west the Sulu Han, which
is used as a soup kitchen today. The structure
is the first example of an arasta and a bedesten
adjacent to one another. For this reason it is also
known as the Arastalı Bedesten. Evliya Çelebi
said “the market is as beautiful as the Sultan
Çarşısı. Like the markets in Aleppo and Bursa,
it has been set up very wisely.”
There is no inscription that gives a definite date
for the structure. It is thought that it was built in
either the 15th or 16th centuries. After restoration
in 2008 it began to be used again in September
2012 under the name Tokat Museum.
The rectangular-planned structure is set northsouth and there are doors with rounded arches
on the north and south sides, where there are
eight windows below and five above, two of which
are mazgal. The bedesten is covered by nine
domes that are carried by eight square-cut columns. The arasta built on the east and west of
the structure has a low vault cover and doors on
the east and west side that open to the bedesten. There are twenty shops and each has a door
on the north side. Over the central section of the
arasta, which has a third entrance different from
the one of the west side, there are small domes.
Moloz stone and brick material has been used
in a mixture for the walls constructed in an alternating stone-brick fashion. The arches that
carry the upper cover, however, are completely
brick. There is no decorative aspect at all to the
structure.

Tokat Şehrinde Esnaf
Teşkilatına Dair Bir
Araştırma /
Research Concerning the
Craftsmen’s Organization
in
Tokat City
(1772-1799)
This research was done as a masters thesis in the
New Age History Branch of the Social Sciences
Institute of Ankara University by Mehtap Çelik
and it contains 51 pages, along with the author’s
foreward and two sections.
In the introduction of the thesis, the administrative status of Tokat is discussed after it passed
to Ottoman administration, following the Kadı
Burhaneddin Ahmed Principality of the 14th century. Because Tokat lay along one of the most important routes in Anatolia it was always open to
growth from the economic standpoint, with the
greatest development occurring during the 15th
and 16th centuries.
The proof of this are the 13 large hans in the city,
the 30 markest and the 100 craft groups. There
is a classification of the professional groups in
Tokat in the 18th century.
In the first section Çelik provides the history of
Tokat from ancient times to the Ottoman administration. There is also an evaluation of the origin of the word tokat from an etymological and
onomastic perspective. In succession, there is a
discussion of the city’s administrative status in
the Principality, Anatolian Seljuk and Ottoman
State periods. In the second section the reference
to Tokat, Sivas and Amasya as Memleket-i Rum
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during Ottoman times is mentioned. The provincial or subdivisional status of Tokat, which changed
from province to district according to laws that
changed from time to time, is touched upon. Because of its position on trade routes, Tokat hosted Armenian, Greek and Iranian traders, which
developed the city’s economy. And with its fertile
land wide varieties of crops were cultivated. The
economy of Tokat was based on paint and weaving
in the 15th and 16th centuries, bringing prosperity
to the city. In the 18th century the economic link to
Izmir made development increase.
According to the Şer’iyye Siciller records of Ottoman times, the author make an analysis about
the economic situation and craft groups in Tokat
in the 18th century. Information is provided about
the Ahilik organization’s activities in the city. The
author claims that Ahilik was not a continuation
of the fütüvvet organization but rather it was founded to establish and spread national unity and
brotherhood in Anatolia. After explaining under
what circumstances Ahilik was born in Anatolia, the author discusses the socio-political and
socio-economic roles of Ahilik in the founding
and development of the Ottoman State, noting
that over time Ahilik transformed into the guilds.
The administrative structure and hierarchy of
the Ahi organization is evaluated and the rules of
the craftsmen’s groups are examined. There is an
explanation of the structure of the craft groups in
Tokat at the end of the 18th century.
In the conclusion, a short history of Tokat is given.
Then, after the general structure of Ahilik is summarized, the thesis concludes with a discussion of
Ahilik in Tokat and its economic role under Ottoman administration in the 18th century.

Yakup KAYA

Toker, Ömür
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(b. 1976)
Ömer Toker prepared this masters thesis in 2010
and it was published with the title Bütüncül Bir
Model Olarak Ahiliğin Girişimcilik Boyutunun
Zihniyet Temelleri (The Mental Foundations of
the Entrepreneurial Dimensions of Ahilik as a
Wholistic Model). He was born in Mucur on 2
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February 1976. His elementary education was in
Mucur and his middle schooling was in Ankara.
Then, he graduated from the Political Sciences
Faculty of Ankara University and he completed
his masters work in the Labor, Economy and Industry branch of the Social Sciences Institute of
Gazi University. He has directed the Türkiye İş ve
İşçi Bulma Kurum General Directorate and been
a member of the İŞKUR İşsizlik Sigortası Uygulamaları Prosedür Geliştirme. He also worked at
Kırşehir AHİ TV and served in andministrative
and academic roles at Ahi Evran University, where he currently remains.
KAYNAKÇA:
http://asikpasagazetesi.com/haber/omur-toker-e-destek-artiyor/,
(Erişim: 11 Nisan 2014); http://www.omurtoker.org/hakkimda.
html, (Erişim: 11.04.2014).

Caner ARABACI

Tokgöz, Arzu
(b. 1974)
Arzu Tokgöz prepared the master thesis entitled Örgütsel Vatandaşlık Davranışı ve Ahilik
Kültürü Arasındaki İlişki (Relationship Between
Organized Patriotic Behavior and the Culture of
Ahilik). She was born in Istanbul and after her
early schooling she finished Bakırköy Yahya Kemal Beyatlı Lisesi in 1992. She graduated from
the nursing school at Marmara University in
1996 and then taught in elementary schools. She
has also worked at certain hospitals. Continuing
her education in the Hospital and Health Institutions Administration branch of the Social Sciences Institute of Beykent University, she wrote the
above-mentioned thesis in 2012. Currently, Tokgöz is serving as a teacher in National Education
Ministry schools.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Arzu Tokgöz, Örgütsel Vatandaşlık Davranışı ve Ahilik Kültürü
Arasındaki İlişki, Beykent University Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü
İşletme Yönetimi Anabilim Dalı Hastane ve Sağlık Kurumları
Yönetimi Bilim Dalı basılmamış Yüksek Lisans Projesi, Istanbul
2012, p. 101.
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Tophane Debbağhane /
Tophane Tanning
Workshops
It was established in the Tophane section of Galata. Other than the eight debbağhanes tied to
the Kılıç Ali Paşa foundation, there are also debbağhanes tied to the Ayasofya-ı Kebir foundation
here.
The tanners of Tophane shared the leather they
obtained and produced the required tirşe (vellum), meşin (sheepskin), kösele (stout leather)
and sarı meşin (yellow sheepskin) goods for
Tersane, Cebehane, Saraçhane, Baruthane and
Kağıthane and then gave the goods to the necessary places over market prices. Because a great
deal of sheepskin was needed for this production, the skin of the oxen, cows, water buffalo,
sheep, lambs and goats butchered in the selhhanes (slaughterhouses), was sold to the Tophane
tanners at the summer-winter market price. The
skins were then divided up equitably and in this
regard, according to law, the wool could not be
plucked nor sold to foreigners.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BOA, MD, nr. 104, pp. 274-275; İAD, nr. 7, pp. 92-93, nr. 6, p.
23; Cevdet- İktisad, nr. 1282; BOA, Kepeci, Müteferrik, nr. 7476.

Zeki TEKİN

Toplam Kalite Yönetimi /
Total Quality Method
Quality is appropriate for customer wants and
expectations. So, a product or service must be
of a quality that will satisfy the needs of the customer. Total Quality Method (TQM) is a system
the encompasses the efforts toward quality development, maintenance and improvement in an
organization, with the aim of producing a good or
service in the most economical way for it to meet
customer needs for quality.
The basic principles of TQM are: customer-centric, mutual benefit, participation of workers, leadership, process direction, continual improve-
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ment, realistic approach in decision-making, and
a systematic approach in direction. The basic
elements of TQM are people, continual development, full participation and customers.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
İsmail Efil, İşletmelerde Yönetim ve Organizasyon, Istanbul 1999,
p. 6; K. Soylu (ve diğerleri), Toplam Kalite ve Yönetimi Sözlüğü,
Istanbul 1998.

Yayın Kurulu

Torun, Ali
(b. 1956)
Ali Torun prepared the doctoral thesis entitled
Türk Edebiyatında Türkçe Fütüvvetnâmeler
(Turkish Fütüvvetnâmes in Turkish Literature).
He was born in Sivrihisar in Eskişehir and he
attended elementary school in Kozağacı village
of Sivrihisar. His middle schooling was at Eskişehir Atatürk Lisesi and Ankara Erkek İlk Öğretim Okulu. After graduating from the Turkish
Language and Literature Department of Istanbul
University’s Literature Faculty, he earned his
masters degree at the Social Sciences Institute
of Gazi University in 1987 and then, with the
above-mentioned thesis, received his doctorate from Gazi, as well, in 1993. For a while Ali
Torun taught middle school and in 1988 he joined Gazi University. After working at a number
of universities, he became a professor in 2003.
His area of expertise is folk knowledge and folk
literature and he has done important work on
religious-tasavvufî Turkish literary works known
as Fütüvvetnâmes. Ali Torun has participated in
many international meeting and written articles
in scholarly journals. Here are his important
research products: Türk Edebiyatında Türkçe Fütüvvet-nâmeler, Ankara, l998; Türk Halk
Edebiyatı El Kitabı (with Abdurrahman Güzel),
Ankara 2003; Türk Dili ve Kompozisyon Bilgileri (Commission), Kütahya 2003.

Salih GÜLERER
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Trabzon Bedesten
When and by whom the structure in Çarşı quarter of Trabzon was built is debated. The absence of an inscription in the place where it should
be over the entrance doors indicates that there
once was one. Studies and local research into
the structure are shedding light on the matter.
Minas Bjışkyan noted in 1818 that there was
an Arabic inscription over the west door but it
was unreadable. Local researcher Coşkun Kulaksızoğlu has stated that the inscription was
taken out and thrown into the well in the middle of the bedesten and has remained there.The
structure has the hallmarks of Turkish architecture. There is a document showing that the
structure belonged to the Gülbahar Hatun foundation and that its income in 1520 was 6,322
akçes. So, this shows that the it was extant at
the beginning of the 16th century. In the years
when the bedesten was active officials were appointed for its management.
In his Seyahatnâme, Evliya Çelebi said of the
bedesten “inside the stone-brick structure bedesten the merchants are rich, generous, dignified and they are magnificent.” About the structure, Minas Bjışkyan said “The bedesten is an
old building with four corners, set next to the
Çarşı Camii. There are tailor and cotton shops
inside. The building is surrounded by strong
high walls whose stones are blackened from fires. There are four iron doors across from one
another on the four sides. In the middle there is
a fresh water well.”
The structure is important because it is the only
example of a one-domed bedesten of Turkish
architecture. It has a nearly square, rectangular
plan with exterior dimensions of 20.60 x 22.60
meters. To the right and left of the entrance doors there are arched niches 1.40 meters above
the groud and set 0.75 meters into the wall. It
is understood from old pictures that the upper
covering has been destroyed and as the result of
restoration work there have been major changes to the interior. There was a five-meter dome
carried on four stone feet in the central section
and the sides of the dome have been closed off
with brick vaults. The interior of the bedesten is
surrounded by rooms.
330
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This same arrangement is repeated on the upper
floor. The upper covering has a wooden ceiling
and the exterior roof is covered with red tiles.
With regard to the structure’s covering system,
Semavi Eyice said “the building has a strange
covering system. From the four large squinches
built in the corners there are arches that have
been thrown onto the columns in the center. It
is understood from the remaining traces that beforehand there low vaults between these squinches. It is thought that in the first place there was
a dome above the square section in the middle of
the four columns. Although it very much resembles the nine-domed bedestens, the structure has
a very different upper structure architecture. It is
unclear how the covering system was done.”
The bedesten was burned during the raids made
on the city in 1633-34 by the Cossacks. Bıjışkyan reported that after the fire the bedesten was
rebuilt but this time with just one floor instead
of two. Balance, though, stated that the building
was never two stories but that the two very high
windows on each side that are covered over today
may have given the impression that the building
once had two floors. The fact that there is no trace of a ceiling that would indicate a second floor,
strengthens the view that it always only had one
floor.
The sides of the structure have a two-story arrangement. The lower floor is made with smooth
stones and the upper floor is indented 0.40 meters. The corners of the upper floor are beveled
and have been built with moloz stone material.
There is one door in the middle of each side. The
well seen in old publications inside the bedesten
is today closed off.
The wide and long east side of the structure has
been arranged the same way as the west wall. The
separation between the first and second floors
can been seen more clearly on this side. There
are two rectangular, spiked arch windows on the
surface of the east side and a hedgehog-like fringe around the structure at the eaves level, giving
the side a look of energy.
The inscription space over the spiked-arch entrance door on the north side is empty and like on
the other sides at the second floor, there are two
spiked-arch windows.
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The north and south sides have the same characteristics and there is a spiked-arch entrance in
the middle of the side and two windows on the
second floor. The bedesten was restored in 2001
and is in use today.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Evliya Çelebi, Seyahatname, (translated by M. Çevik), I-II, Istanbul 1993, p.457; Emre Madran, “İki Bedesten”, Önasya, VI/63,
Ankara 1969, pp.8-9; Suraiya Faroqhi, “Tarabzun”, The Encylcopaedia of Islam (New Edition), Leıden 1998, X, pp.217-218;
Hanefi Bostan, XV-XVI. Asırlarda Trabzon Sancağı’nda Sosyal ve
İktisadi Hayat, (MU Türkiyat Araştırmaları Enstitüsü, Unpublished
Doctoral Thesis), Istanbul 1993; Haşim Karpuz, Trabzon, Ankara
1990, p.56; John MacDonald Kinneir, Journey Through AsiaMinor,
Armenia, and Koordistan, in the Years 1813 and 1814, London
1818, p.341; Kenan İnan, “Bedestenlerin Türk Ticari Mimarisindeki Yeri ve Trabzon Bedesteni”, OTAM, 7, Ankara 1996,
p.127; Mustafa Cezar, Typical Commercial Buildings of the Ottoman Classical Period and the Ottoman Construction System, Istanbul 1983, p.224; Mustafa Tayyib Gökbilgin, “XVI. Yüzyıl
başlarında Trabzon Livası ve Doğu Karadeniz Bölgesi”, Belleten,
XXVI, Ankara 1962, p.308; Murat Yüksel, Trabzon’da Türk İslam
Eserleri ve Kitabeleri, I, Trabzon 2000, p.239; Necmettin Aygün,
“XVIII. Yüzyılda Trabzon’un Ticari Yapıları”, Trabzon ve Çevresi
Uluslararası Tarih-Dil-Edebiyat Sempozyumu Bildirileri (3-5
Mayıs2001), Trabzon 2002, I, p.258; P. Minas Bıjışkyan, Karadeniz Kıyıları Tarih ve Coğrafyası, (translated by Hrant D. Andreasyan), Istanbul 1969, p.53; Ömer Akbulut, Trabzon Kitabeleri,
Istanbul 1953, p.54; Selina Ballance, “Early Turkısh Buildings in
Trabzon”, Belleten, XXIX/113, p.74; Sadi Dilaver, “Tarihsel Yapıları
ile Trabzon”, Bir Tutkudur Trabzon, Istanbul 1992, p. 90; P.
MinasBıjışkyan, Pontos Tarihi-Tarihin Horona Durduğu Yer
Karadeniz, (translated by Hrand D. Andreasyan), Istanbul 1998,
pp.105-106; Ömer Kahrıman, Trabzon’daki Türk Devri Mimari
Eserleri, (AtatürkUniversity Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished
Masters Thesis), Erzurum 2003; Ömer Şen, Trabzon’un Turizm
Kaynakları, Istanbul 1993, p.52; Semavi Eyice, “Bedesten”, DIA,
V, Istanbul 1992, p.310; Şamil Horuluoğlu, Tarihi Eserleri İle
Trabzon, Ankara 1978.

Ahmet YAVUZYILMAZ

Tuhfetü’l- İhvân
Fî- Hasasis-i Fityân
This work was first written in Arabic by Kemaleddin Ebdürrezzek Kâşânî (died 1073/1662)
and later translated into Persian by his students
so they could more easily understand it. During
this process much more new information was
added.
The introduction has four sections and the essential text has ten sections. In the introduction,
there is a discussion about Fütüvvet’s beginning
and prolongation, ceremonies related to starting
a profession and the meaning of Fütüvvet.
In the tenth section of the work the moral characteristics are listed. Here information is given
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about moral rules like forgiveness and humility
and about the other ceremonies of Ahilik. The
author writes about one’s strength, moral virtues
and how to avoid bad habits. He also shows the
paths toward wisdom and skill. With fine statements and clear prose the problems belonging to
Fütüvvet are touched upon.
The author wrote the book in a very simple and
understandable language, taking the Quran as
his example. Because he was from İmam Gazali’s
Ehyau Ulûmi’d-Din, İzzüddin Mahmud Kâşânî’s
Misbahu’l-Hidaye and Sühreverdî’s dervish order he took quotes from Sühreverdi’s Avârifü’lMaarif books.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ekmelüddin Abdürrezzak bin Celâlüddin-i Kâşânî, Tuhfetü’l- İhvân
fî-Hasâisi’l-Fityân, (yay. Muhammed-i Dâmâdî), Tehran 1369, p.
17; Sarraf Murtaza, Resâil-i Cevânmerdî, Tehran 1352, p. 17.

Ziver HÜSEYİNLİ

Tuhfetü’l-Vasaya
This work concerning Fütüvvet was written by
Ahmed bin İlyas and consists of five chapters. In
the first chapter the place of fütüvvet in the Islamic tradition is taken up. According to this, the
concept is mentioned a total of seven times in the
Quran: Yusuf sure (ayet 20, 36), Kehf sure (ayet
10,13, 60,62) and Enbiya sure (ayet 60). In the
second chapter, Fütüvvet is shown in a picture
of a genealogical tree and the seven systems of
the tree. On this subject seven proofs are brought from Islamic history. In the third chapter
the stipulations of fütüvvet are taken up: prayer,
modesty, renouncing the world, worthy profit,
generosity, good heartedness and disdain of evil.
In the fourth chapter, the principles of Fütüvvet
are discussed. Information is provided about
the person holding the level of nakip who implements the principles, the site arrangements for
connecting with Fütüvvet, and the hutbe read
at this site and the şürbe (salty water) imbibed.
In the fifth chapter, the relationship of Fütüvvet
from prophet to prophet and to Hz. Muhammed
is discussed. Nakkaş Ahmed clothed Hz. Muhammed in the hırka (cloak) that came out of the
box that Gabriel brought during the Huneyn War,
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Hz. Ali tied the belt onto Selman and Sarvan, and
from generation to generation Fütüvvet reached
Caliph en-Nâsır-Lidînillâh.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Abdulbaki Gölpınarlı, İslam ve Türk İllerinde Fütüvvet Teşkilatı ve
Kaynakları, Istanbul 1952, pp. 13, 205-231; Ali Torun, Türk
Edebiyatında Türkçe Fütüvvet-nâmeler, Ankara 1998,pp. 43, 44.

Ali TORUN

Tursun Fakih
(d. 1326)
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There is not much information in sources about
the life of Tursun Fakik, who was from Karaman.
It is known that there is a lodge built in his name
in Konya. According to a record from 1701, the
Tursun Fakih-i Karamanî Zaviyesi was in the vicinity of the “Bab-ı Sultânî”, one of the gates of
the fortress in Konya. In documents there is a neighborhood named Binari, his other name, at the
same location. This neighborhood is near Dede
Bahçesi, which is in a place known as Kültür Park
in Konya today.
Tursun Fakih was the son-in-law of Edebalı (died
1326) and he was the bacanak (men married to
sisters) of Osman Gazi. Âli, Evliya Çelebi and Müneccimbaşı wrote that he was a relative of Edebalı
and received lessons in tefsir, hadis and law from
him. Contemporary writers wrote that Tursun Fakih entered the path of Ahilik that Edebal and his
family followed.
After finishing his education, Tursun Fakih went
off to war with Osman Bey and served as an imam
to the fighters, making him the first “ordu şeyhi”
(army shaikh) of the Ottomans. While serving this
way he gained experience in his profession and
urged thefighters on to cihad. It is understood
that he continued this duty until the conquest of
Karacahisar, after which a market was set up there and Tursun Fakih was assigned to take care of
the problems arising in commerce. This being the
case, he was appointed as the kadı (judge) of Karacahisar and Âşıkpaşazâde’s record that he was
appointed as hatip and kadı in Karacahisar confirms this. Nevertheless, he did not make his own
decisions on matters and certainly conferred with
Edebalı. In this regard, on the subject of reading
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hutbe in the Ottoman Principality, after these
two scholars argued and made a decision it was
brought before Osman Gaz and after he gave his
approval the first hutbe was read by Tursun Fakih. After Edebalı’s death, Tursun Fakih was assigned to fetva and tedris (education). He began
to field question about legal solutions for all the
problems that emerged in the Ottoman community. Müneccimbaşı wrote that because of this he
was the first şeyhülislam of the Ottoman State.
Tursun Fakih is said to have died in Bilecik and
Mehmed Tahir said that his grave is near Küre
village between Bilecik and Söğüt, whereas S.
Öcal asserted that his body lies in the tomb in
Şeyh Edebalı Zaviyesi in Bilecik. It has been determined that it is somewhere between Karacahisar and Küre.
His works: Gazâvât-ı Hazret-i Ali Kıssa-ı
Mukaffa. Tursun Fakih was the first poet of the
Ottoman period. This first Ottoman GazavatNâme was written by him to incite the fighters
in war and it is important as being one of the
first examples of Anatolian Turkish. In the work,
he related the battle waged by Hz. Ali and Halid
bin Velid, the disciples of the Prophet, against the
pagan Benî Pinhan tribal chief Mukaffa.
Gazâvât-ı Hazret-i Ali Kıssa-ı Ummân. A
cenknâme (war story) written by Tursun Fakih
in the mesnevi verse style with prosody. It has
the linguistic characteristics of old Anatolian Turkish.
Gazâvât-ı Muhammed Hanefî. This cenknâme
written in aruz (prosody) verse, relates the heroics of Muhammed Hanefî, the son of Hz. Ali.
It was translated into Turkish by Tursun Fakih.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
VGMA, nr. 1111, 3b; nr. 1113, 5a; Fatih Devrinde Karaman Eyaleti Vakıfları Fihristi, (prepared by Feridun Nâfiz Uzluk), Ankara
1958, p. 29; Fahri Coşkun, 888/1483 Tarihli Karaman Eyaleti Vakıf
Tahrir Defteri, İU Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Türk İktisat Tarihi
Anabilim Dalı Unpublished Masters Thesis, Istanbul 1996, pp. 67;
387 Numaralı Muhâsebe-i Vilâyet-i Karaman ve Rûm Defteri
(937/1530), Tıpkı Basım, I, Ankara 1996, p. 40; İsmet Çetin,
Tursun Fakih, Hayatı-Edebî Şahsiyeti-Mesnevîleri, Ankara 2002,
pp. 7-14; Yusuf Küçükdağ, “Osmanlı Devleti’nin Kuruluşunda Etkin
Rol Oynayan Konyalı İlim, Fikir ve DevletAdamları”, Konya Şehri’nin
Fizikî ve Sosyo-Ekonomik Yapısı-Makaleler-I, Konya 2004, pp. 117119.
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Tümer Erdem, Yasemin
(d. 1975)
She is the author of the book entitled Baciyan-ı
Rum’dan Günümüze Türk Kadınının İktisadî Hayattaki Yeri (The Place of Turkish Women in Economic
Life, From Baciyan-I Rum to Today). She was born
in Yalova and after finishing her early education there she finished the History Department of Marmara University in 1996. She began masters work at
the same university’s Türkiyat Research Institute in
the Near Term History branch and completed thei
with her thesis entitled Osmanlılarda Tanzimat’tan
II Meşrutiye’e Kızların Eğitim (1838-1908). In 1997
she was appointed as a researcher in the History
Department of Marmara University and began the
doctoral program in the Türkiyat Research Institute
in 2000, earning here doctorate in 2007. Currently,
she is working as an academician in the History Department at Marmara University. Erdem has written
articles on women’s education and has a book entitled Baciyan-ı Rum’dan Günümüze Türk Kadınının
İktisadî Hayattaki Yeri, which she prepared with Halime Yiğit (Istanbul 2013).
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Yasemin Tümer Erdem-Halime Yiğit, Bacıyân-ı Rûm’dan Günümüze
Türk Kadınının İktisadî Hayattaki Yeri, Istanbul 2013, p. 4; https://abb.
marmara.edu.tr/cv/1565/yasemin-tumer-erdem, (Erişim: 23 Haziran
2014).

Caner ARABACI

Türk Edebiyatında
İlk Mutasavvıflar /
The First Sufis in Turkish
Literature
This was the first work on tasavvuf, which has
very important information about Ahilik, written
by Köprülüzâde Mehmed Fuad, who is known today as Fuat Köprülü. It was published in Ottoman
Turkish in Matbaa-i Âmire in Istanbul in 1918.
XXIV+376+16 pages, second printing (1966) and
third printing by Diyanet İşleri Başkanlığı (Presidency Of Religious Affairs).
The work is arranged in two sections allocated to
Ahmed Yesevî and Yunus Emre. There are sections
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within the two portions. At the end of the work
there is an Umumî Indeks that shows the names
of personalities and places, provided with the
thought that it would make work easier for those
working on various fields of history. Additionally,
the Yesevîye Silsilesi and the Zengî Ata Silsilesi,
along with notes of some of the Yunus ilahis spoken at lodges, have been added to the book.
In the beginning section of the work, M. Fuad
Köprülü states that up until today in our literary
history there has been a lack of works and monographs written in the East and the West and he
characterizes the common development problem
of Turkish literature as being an unsolved riddle.
The first section is devoted to Ahmed Yesevî and
is comprised of six portions (pages 43-183). Before explaining Ahmed Yesevî, the author in the
First Section takes up Turkish literature up to
Ahmed Yesevî, the trend of Islam and tasavvuf
among the Turks, the Iran effect and developments in Turkish folk literature (pages 43-56).
Köprülü accepts Ahmed Yesevî as the beginning
of Turkish tasavvuf literature. He thinks that because of the violence of the effect of the mutasavvif on “halk muhayyilesi” (public imagination),
while researching this historic figure he must
first relate the legend told to us by his grandmother. The author is critical of the fact that these
imaginings of the people made their way into
books because the old Eastern historians failed
to separate history from legend. So even though
a personality formed in the social conscience is
portrayed in conflict with his historic personality
he is worth researching because he had great social prestige. For this reason in the Second Section, for the first time, Ahmed Yesevî’s legendary
life is put forth in detail with scientific methods.
(pages 57-84).
The Third Section is about Ahmed Yesevî’s historic life (pages 85-106), the Fourth Section about his disciples and dervish orders (pages 107134), theFifth Section about the work Divân-ı
Hikmet (pages 135-168), the Sixth Section about
his influence and followers (pages 169-183), all
of which are given in detailed fashion. The first
part of the work has the feel of a monograph that
takes up all the issues related to Ahmed Yesevî.
Essentially, though, it puts forth the common lines and historical development of folk tasavvuf
literature among the East Turks.
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In the second part of the work there is a monograph about Yunus Emre (pages 187-328). As in
the first part, before Köprülü begins to explain
about Yunus Emre, in the Seventh Section he
discusses Turkish literature in Anatolia up until Yunus Emre (pages 187-243). In this section,
which takes up with quite detailed explanations
the tasavvuf trend in Anatolia and tasavvuf in the
Islamic world after Yesevî, there is also important
information about the Ahi organization provided
in a scientific method.
Köprülü explains the Ahilik issue with especially
long footnotes and, by using first-hand sources,
he uses a comparative method to make an analysis. Emphasizing that the Ahis, who wore the Fütüvvet şalvar, were not an ordinary craft community, he considers them members of an order that
spread their creed in this way.
The Eigth Section is about Yunus Emre’s life (245268), the Ninth Section about his works (pages
269-310), the Tenth Section about his influence
and followers (pages 311-328). In these sections
all issues relating to Yunus Emre are taken up. At
the same time, the second part of the work presents the beginning of tasavvuf literature among
the West Turks and shows its development.
M. Fuad Köprülü’s Türk Edebiyatında İlk Mutasavvıflar work present very broad and comprehensive information with regard to the subjects
it addresses. Although the book has been written
along a Ahmed Yesevî, Yunus Emre, Ahilik in Anatolia and Ahilik axis, it is the first and one of the
most important books about Turkish folk tasavvuf literature and, more to the point, about the
general development history of Turkish literature.
The sound scientific methods and the rich material in it that give the book a special identity as a
source, along with the long and detailed footnotes
should not be intimidating. In the footnotes, the
author the sources in a detailed manner and puts
forth in a comparative fashion the information
obtained from these original sources. It remains
the most important source for researchers in this
field.

Zehra GÖRE
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Türk Edebiyatında Türkçe
Fütüvvetnâmeler /
Turkish Fütüvvetnâmes
in Turkish Literature
This work written by Ali Torun (Ankara1998) resulted from an examination of more than sixty Turkish Fütüvvetnâmes at various libraries. The work
is based on critical texts of these Fütüvvetnâmes,
each on belonging to a different century, and it is
divided into three sections: Fütüvvet-Âdâb, Erkân;
Din-Tasavvuf; Edebî Unsurlar.
In the introduction the importance of the institutions that form the state is discussed. The development of the Fütüvvet organizations that played
an important role in the structure of the Ottoman
State is examined. It is noteworthy that works called “Fütüvvetnâme” began to be written in order
to forestall the demise of these organizations. It
is stated that by learning about this organization
there can be a contribution made to meeting the
communal needs of today.
In the first section of the work there is a discussion
of Fütüvvet and its historic development. In this
section the Fityâns, Ayyârs, Gazis, Fındık-endâzs
and Civanmerds of the the Fetâ groups are mentioned and Caliph Nâsır’s unification of these disparate groups is analyzed. There is also information
provided about the Fütüvvet organization’s structure in Seljuk and Ottoman times and the transition of the craft organization to a guild system.
Then, the administrative and economic organizations of the craftsmen and artisan of the Republican
period are taken up. In addition, there is information about the Arabic and Persian Fütüvvetnâmes.
There is a determination made that research made
about the Fütüvvet organization and the Ahis who
belonged to it without seeing fütüvvetnâmes whose
author and date are known would be faulty.
In the second section, under the heading FütüvvetErkân-Âdâb, fütüvvet is taken up from the angle
of the history of the prophets. In this regard, the
17 prophets from Hz. Adem to Hz. Muhammed
are discussed in some detail, whereas the other
prophets are discussed in brief. Next, with regard
to the concept of Fütüvvet holder used in Turkish,
“alp”, “er”, “yiğit” and then “Ahi” are explained. In
the third section the focus is on religion, tasavvuf
and morality. With regard to religion and tasavvuf,
the matter of vahdet-i vücut is taken up broadly.
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Next, there is a discussion about merâtib-i erbaa
(four doors), anasır-ı erbaa (four elements), fakr,
heart, and dervish orders and their conditions,
states and morality. In the fourth section information is provided about the place and effect of
Fütüvvetnâmes in Turkish literature and about
the literary elements in fütüvvetnâmes. Legends
are one of the prose elements of fütüvvetnâmes
and some examples are given of legends. In the
conclusion there is an evaluation of the structure
of the fütüvvet organization, its idea system and
its relationship with literature.
The work is important from the standpoint of
providing a sound basis for future research about Fütüvvetnâmes.

Salih GÜLERER

Türk Emek Nuru
(İlk Çağlardan
Günümüze Esnaf Ve
San‘Atkârlar Tarihi) /
Turkish Light of Work
(Craftsmen and Artisans
from Early Times to Today)
This work is made up of the conference text given
by Cemal Kutay on 24 January 1975 at the Istanbul Craftsmen and Artisans Union. Examples
are put forth about the importance Turks gave to
the crafts and craftsmen in the states they founded. In this regard, it is stated that throughout
history Turkish original art works and their creators have displayed the basic elements of Turkish
culture with mastery.
In the work it is noted that because of the
strength and organization of the army since the
founding of the Ottoman Empire, the Ottomans
were able to spread inside Europe. Then, when
Europe took the lead during the industrial revolution with major economic developments, Ottoman statesmen, noticing that they were behind,
they began to bring experts in from foreign countries and they did important work in the formation of the national army. The two modern armies
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of the 19th century, Nizam-ı Cedit and Asakir-i
Mansure-i Muhammediyye, were made up of the
children of the families of Anatolia’s craftsmen
and artisans.
The result was after the devşirme (Janissary
Corps) system’s demise, the main source for
the army was made up of Turks. The reason for
this was that the guides in all the Turkish dervish orders were craftsmen. An important factor
separating Turkish orders from others in other
Moslem countries was that the guides were themselves craft experts. The basis of the craftsmen
and guilds among the Turks was Ahilik and the
fütüvvet organization. Fütüvvet became a state
system and emphasis was put on the craft members having five elements – virtue, trust, love,
art and craft. In the work, the value ascribed to
professions and craftsmen in the 650 year period
from the Ottoman State to the Turkish Republic by state officials is presented with examples.
It is especially noteworthy that there is mention
of the speeches Atatürk made at the openings of
factories and other facilities built to strengthen
the Turkish economy in the early years of the Republic, so that the importance of the matter from
Ottoman times to the Republic can be better understood.

M. Murat ÖNTUĞ

Türk İktisat Tarihi /
Turkish Economic History
This book written by Ahmet Tabakoğlu (Istanbul
2003), contains 376 pages and was published
in two volumes. In the introduction information
is provided about history and its varieties, the
historic method, economics and the birth of economic history, the German and English history
schools, the relationship between economics and
other sciences, methods, economic development
and Turkish economic history. The first volume, in which pre-Ottoman economic history is
taken up, consists of four sections. In the first
section under the heading of Turkish economic
history’s foundations and periods, the focus is on
Anatolia’s economic situation from early times
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until the 11th century, economic life among the
Turks before Islam, the historic development
of the Islamic economy and system. In the second section, the basics of the Seljuk economy
are taken up to include Oğuz migrations, the
political situation of the Anatolian Seljuks, population and housing, nomads, village and city
communities. In the third section attention is
paid to the subjects of financial structure and
economic reform and here the central policies
of the Seljuks are taken up. In the fourth section, under the heading production and commerce, the focus is on agriculture, animal breeding,
industry, mining, Ahilik, pricing and commercial activities.
The second volume is named Ottoman Economy and is made up of eight sections. After
the introduction mentions the intellectual basis
of the Ottoman economy, in the first section, under the heading social structure, information is
provided about population, social classes, the
family system, housing, city and village life and
nomads. In the second section financial matters
are addressed to include centralized financing,
treasury accounts and budget incomes. In the
third section, evaluations of the timar and foundation systems are presented. The fourth
section is about production and addresses agricultural production, animal breeding, leather,
weaving and mining industries.
The fifth section is devoted to transportation
and commercial systems to include sea and
river transport, overland transport, the function of passes, the range organization, markets,
production and land arrangements, measures
taken against monopolies, foreign and transit commerce, and the customs system. The
money and financing system is examined in
the sixth section, as follows: monometalism
(1326-1479), commercial development and bimetallism (1479-1565), price rises and money
corrections (1600-1685), return to Ottoman
money (1685-1750), transition (1750-1840),
transition to representative money (18401923). Finance and credit issues are also taken
up here. In the seventh section the subjects of
craft units and price setting are taken up and
there are evaluations of the structure, management, price structure and price setting/narh
of the Ottoman craftsmen organization. In the
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final section information is provided on subject
such as the work and pay system and the social
security system.

İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU

Türk-İslâm
Medeniyetinde
Ahilik Kültürü ve
Fütüvvetnâmeler/
Ahiism Culture and
Fütüvvetnâmes in
Turkish-Islamic Civilization
This book written by Cemal Anadol (Ankara
2001) was awarded second prize in the Ahilik
Culture Research Competition. It consists of 130
pages and provides information about the aim of
Fütüvvet in Islam, the birth of the Fütüvvet organization, its historical development and how it
laid the foundation for the Ahilik institution in
Anatolia in the 13th century. Then, attention is
paid to the fact that Ahilik was not just for the
craftsmen and that class in Anatolia, but important in the social lives of all sections of the
Turkish community. In addition, starting from
fütüvvetnâmes, Ahilik and some its practices related to professional and communal life are discussed and emphasis is put on the contribution
this institution made to Turkishness and Islamızation in Anatolia.

İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU

Türk Kültürü Ahilik /
Turkish Culture Ahilik
In this work written by Galip Demir (Istanbul
1998) the following subects are discussed in a
brief and particular manner: the Ahilik organization, the role of the Ahis in the Anatolian Seljuk
State and in the founding of the Ottoman State,
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the effects of Turkish and Islamic culture on Ahilik, the
Ahi units, the sources of Ahilik, Ahilik and democracy,
Ahilik and Atatürk. At the end of the work information
is provided about the Ahilik Research and Culture Foundation founded in 1984.
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Kırşehir is discussed and it is noted that even today
the tomb is one of the most popular places for visits
in Anatolia, where various original and authentic documents, sources and items are displayed.
In the conclusion there is a general evaluation of Ahilik.

Aziz AYVA
Cemile TEKİN

Türk Medeniyeti’nin
Dinamiği Ahilik /
Ahiism, Turkish
Civilization’s Dynamic
This book written by İhsan Kayseri was published in
Konya in 2002 and contains 127 pages. The work is
comprised of a foreword, introduction and seven sections.
In the first section Kayseri provides information about Ahi Evran and he emphasizes that statemen were
honored to enter into Ahilik. He points out that Orhan Gazi was one of the statesmen who felt pride in
being an Ahi member. In the second section, he notes
that Fütüvvet ideas and life values were taken from the
Quran and the hadis and that the organization called
“Fütüvvet” resulted from youths holding these ideals
coming together. In the third section the focus is on organization administration, elections, relations with the
state, membership in Ahilik, colors in Ahilik, Ahilik
ceremonies and changes in practices over time. In the
fourth section Kayseri touches on subjects such as Ahi
Evran’s speech and craft spiritual leaders and signs in
work places. He notes that the signs in shops today
are very interesting and mostly address the customers.
There is mention of the idea tha the customer is always
right. Ahi Evran’s speech is presented in simplified
manner. He notes that the craft spiritual leaders were
chosen from among the prophets and famous people
who worked in that particular craft. In the fifth section, he points out the election rules and advice, along
with the fact that the recollections about life became
the inspirational source for many poets. In this regard,
Kayseri provides examples of some of these poets’ poems. In the sixth section the focus is on the view of
Ahilik through the eyes of travelers. Starting with İbn
Battuta, the observations of travelers like Evliya Çelebi,
Teophik Deyrole and Edmondo de Aminis are noted.
In the seventh section, the Ahi Evran Türbesi (tomb) in

Türk ve İslâm Geleneğinde
Erdem ve Olgunluğun
İfadesi: Ahilik ve Ahiler /
Ahiism and Ahis:
Virtue and Maturity in the Turkish and Islamic
Tradition
This book was written and published by Yağmur Say
(Eskişehir 2009). After the presentation and foreword, the Ahilik and Fütüvvet concepts are explained. Then, the historical foundations of Fütüvvetism,
its understanding and relationship with Sufiism and
Batıniism are taken up. In the sections of the book
the sufi nuances of the Anatolian Ahi Fütüvvetnâmes
are examined and examples are discussed. Important information is provided about the Ahilik organization, its aims, principles, the formation of Ahilik
and developments that set the stage for the emergence of Ahilik in Anatolia.
In the book the transition of Ahilik from the Seljuks
to the Ottomans is addressed and Ahi leaders in
Anatolia are mentioned with special attention given
to Ahi Evran. Then, the focus is on the traditions and
ceremonies that guided the commercial activities of
the craftsmen and artisans in the Ottoman period,
and the administrative understanding. In addition,
the institutional structure of Ahilik is discussed and
information is provided about the rules, meetings,
shopkeepers’ bank, ceremonies, support organizations, the spread to villages and, finally, the transition
of the craftsmen and artisan organization to the gedik system.

Baykal BİÇER
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Türkiye Bataktan
Kurtarılacak ve
Kalkındırılacaktır /
Turkey Will be Saved and
Rise From the Swamp
This book written by Burhanettin Ulutan
(1994) addresses the relationship between
theories in financial policy and the Ahilik culture. The writer, an economic theoretician in
the IMF, presents practical solutions related to
the need to transfer the lessons of traditional
commerce to modern commercial life.

Baykal BİÇER

Türkiye Esnaf ve
Sanatkârlar Kredi ve
Kefalet Kooperatifleri
Birlikleri Merkez Birliği
(TESKOMB) /
Central Union of Turkey
Craftsmen and Artisans
Credit and Assurance
Cooperatives Units
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This is the parent organization of small and
mid-size businesses and cooperative units
that are members of the Chambers of Craftsmen and Artisans. It was established on 10
August 1970 by the Regional Union who make
up the 14 founders. The aim is to meet the
financing needs of small and mid-size businesses that are members of the Chamber of
Craftsmen and Artisans.
The Central Union is one of our country’s oldest civil institutions, with a history of over
half a century. The establishment of credit cooperative in Turkey began on 10 August 1951
and by 1970 there were 450 cooperatives that
united into the 14 Regional Units in the provinces. The Central Union is the creation of
the 14 Regional Units and it was recorded and
announced as the umbrella institution in the
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Ticaret Sicili Gazetesi, number 21745, on 26 August 1970, gaining a corporate identity for itself.
The word “Turkiye” was added to the name based on the decision of the Council of Ministers on
18 September 1970, which was announced in the
Official Gazette on 19 October 1970. With its new
title it became the Türkiye Esnaf ve Sanatkârlar
Kredi ve Kefalet Kooperatifleri Birlikleri Merkez Birliği (Central Union of Turkey Craftsmen
and Artisans Credit and Assurance Cooperative
Units).
Until 1969 the Craftsmen and Artisans Credit
and Assurance Cooperatives were subject to the
rules of the Turkish Commerce Law. After 1969
when the Cooperatives Law, number 1163, went
into effect, according to the rules of this law, it
became on of the legal corporate identities that
could continue operations.
The main aim of the Central Union is to meet the
training and supervision needs of the member
cooperatives and units, based on the authority of
law number 1163. At the same time, it acts to ensure that public resources are used in a productive and effective manner. The Union has organized
its own structure to be able to harmonize with
the worldwide atmosphere. With this new structural understanding, it applies for membership
in organization and thus aims to contribute to
the formation of a dynamic and productive effort.
TESKOMB with the 32 Regional Units, 921 cooperatives and 1.5 million partners is one of
Turkey’s biggest civil community organizations.
Additionally, TESKOMB has cooperative relationships with the Esnaf ve Sanatkârlar Gıda ve
İhtiyaç Maddleri Temin Tedarik San. Tic. A.Ş.
(ESGIMTAŞ) founded in 1976, and TESKOMB
Vakfı, Halk Sigorta, which was established in
1999.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
http://www.teskomb.org.tr, (access: 26 Haziran 2014).
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Türkiye Esnaf ve
Sanatkârları
Konfederasyonu /
Turkey Craftsmen and
Artisans Confederation
With the establishment of the Republic, law number 5373, Esnaf Dernekleri ve Esnaf Birlikleri Kanunu, that began the modern organization
of the craftsmen and artisan classes, was promulgated and with law number 507, Esnaf ve
Sanatkârlar Kanunu, that went into effect in 1964,
the Türkiye Esnaf ve Sanatkârlar Konfederasyonu (Turkey Craftsmen and Artisans Confederation) took the form it has today. Most recently, with
law number 5362, Esnaf ve Sanatkârler Meslek
Kuruluşları Kanunu, which went into effect on
21 June 2005, it was established in accordances
with these rules. The center of the confederation
is Ankara and its short name is TESK. The Confederation is made up of such organs as General
Council, Council of Presidents, Directing Council
and Supervision Council.
The aims of the confederation are as follows: to
ensure unity, development and progress among
the craftsmen and artisan chambers, units and
federations; arrange for the work of craftsmen
and artisans to be done professionally and for
the benefit of the public; represent its members
throughout the country and abroad, make the
requisite applications to national and international institutions for the solution of problems;
take professional measure that may be needed
in parallel with national economic developments,
take up the duties given by the ministry regarding
craftsmen and artisans; implement Confederation duties and work according to regulations and
the recommendations of the council of presidents; bring to fruition the duties given by the
Ministry; prepare training, theoretical and practical course programs and an estimated budget
and present for the council’s approval; ensure
that all elements perform their work according
to regulations and agreements by announcing
related time frames and accounts; evaluate the
balance sheets at year’s end to forecast the next
year’s activities and provide recommendations;
ensure that information about members is provided to the data base for e-esnaf ve sanatkâr; Provide requested information and studies to official
and private authorities; represent the Confederation before competent authorities on subjects
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of interest to the members; research and find
solutions for disagreements between member
organizations and forward unresolveable issues
to the Ministry; take the necessary measures for
members to implement their professions and
skills; keep track of personnel data in e-esnaf
and appointments,promotions, punishments
and terminations; make the necessary arrangements for those in need to obtain credit; publish
the Türkiye Esnaf ve Sanatkârlar Sicil Gazetesi;
present professional decisions requiring implementation by the the unit and federation for Ministry approval.
There are currently 2,082 professional TESK
chambers in provinces and districts, 82 Esnaf ve
Sanatkârlar Odaları Birliği (two in Istanbul), and
the center in Ankara, along with 13 professional
federations with over 2 million registered craftsmen and artisans as members.

Yayın Kurulu

Türkiye İktisadi
Teşkilatında Ticaret ve
Sanayi
Odaları Esnaf Odaları ve
Ticaret Borsaları
This work was jointly prepared by Celel Yerman
and Samet Ağaoğlu (Ankara 1943), and touches
on a portion of the professional organization activities in Turkey up to 1943. Additionally, the
work also deals with the Chambers of Commerce
and Industry, Commercial Markets and the Craftsmen Organization. The authors examine the
structure of professional organization in Turkey
historically in three sections. The first section
addressed the Ottoman State up to the Tanzimat,
the second section looks at the period from the
Tanzimat to the start of the Republic in 1923 and
the third section takes up the period after the
declaration of the Republic.
The work contains the histories of the professional organizations and activities in these three
periods and provides important original information about the effect of the “community-tra-
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de-cultural mentality” world of the Ottoman
State before the Tanzimat. The religious values,
commercial professional life and organization
structure of the Ottoman community before
Tanzimat is explained.
One sees that the “free market era” was accepted
in the professional organizational structure of
the Ottoman community between the Tanzimat
and the declaration of the Republic. During this
period, on the one hand the collapse mentality
entered into the bureaucratic structure and on
the other, as nationalism swept the world the
Ottoman State and its commerce were adversely affected. The government came up with
programs to bypass these negative aspects and
promulgated relevant laws and regulations.
By establishing the “Sanayi Islah Komisyonu”
and the “Ticaret ve Ziraat” assembly, commerce laws were prepared, markets administered,
Commercial and Industry Chambers were opened, all in an effort to infuse dynamism into the
trade, industry and agricultural sectors and
form professional organizational structures for
this purpose.
In the third period after the declaration of the
Republic the professional organization acted
according to a particular program that was based on “millilik” (nationalism) and also on entrepreneurship and the development of related
activities. In this regard, commercial and economic activities were intended to be handled by
Turkish citizens. The new laws passed with this
in mind gave Turkish citizens broad rights.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Samet Ağaoğlu-Celal Yerman, Türkiye İktisadi Teşkilatında Ticaret ve Sanayi Odaları Esnaf Odaları ve Ticaret Borsaları,
Ankara, 1943.

Osman ŞİMŞEK
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Türkiye Odalar ve
Borsalar Birliği (TOBB) /
Union of Turkey Chambers
and Markets (TOBB)
The Turkey Chambers and Markets Union
(TOBB) is the largest non-profit institution in
Turkey and it is the parent of 365 chambers and
markets, with more that 1,200,000 firms registered. TOBB acts as their representative. With large and small fimrs from various sectors all over
Turkey it is the most effective umbrella institution for them. The legal foundation was set with
law number 5174, Türkiye Odalar ve Borsalar
Birliği ile Odalar ve Borsalar Kanunu.
TOBB’s activities began in 1950 with law number
5590, issued on 8 March 1950 and implemented
after publication in the Official Gazette, number
7457, on 15 March 1950. Half a century later the
legal ground was changed with the aim of straightening out the principles related to trade and
industry chambers, maritime trade, commercial markets and the Türkiye Odalar ve Borsalar
Birliği. On 1 June 2004, law number 5174 went
into effect, covering chambers and markets institutions, the qualities of organs and election methods, duties and authorities, work standards,
mutual rights and responsibilities, incomes and
expenditures and budgets.
TOBB’s administration was defined with democratic principles. Organs like the General Council,
the Chambers and Markets Council, the Board of
Directors and the Senior Discipline Council were
chosen with democratic methods. A 1000-1300
member General Council made up of assembly
members of the Chambers and Markets Council
was formed and five councils representing chambers and markets were established. The chairman ad 14 council members were chosen by the
General Council members. The board of directors chose five deputy chairmen to represent the
chambers and markets for four year terms.
TOBB’s aim is to ensure unity and solidarity
between chambers and markets and development that will be good for the general welfare of
commerce and industry. For this it make professional activities easier for members, provides
trust for relations between one another and the
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public, professional discipline and morality. To do this
TOBB gives priority to the entrepreneurial work of its
members and transmits its views to political powers
in accordance with the needs of the private sector. As
the responsible entity in the industry and commerce
field, it provides information and advisory services to
the KOBİ’s (small businesses) through the chambers
and markets to ensure the KOBİ’s get their fair share.
It prepares economic reports, sets up ties with foreign
balance institutions, signs cooperation agreements and
tries to settle disputes between firms.
TOBB ensures that the TIR Karnesi is distributed, arranges the ATA Karnesi and single-handedly takes care
of the bar code system in our country. It prints and
distributes the Menşe Şehadetnâmesi and the Dolaşım
Belgesi to chambers and examines and approves capacity reports. TOBB publishes the Türkiye Ticaret Sicili
Gazetesi and gives firms authority for the organization
of local fairs. It also establishes organized industrial
regions and technology development centers, along
with training centers.
Besides all these activities, TOBB is an institution that
has commercial, official and social partners through
which it maintains the strength and forward progress
of the Turkish economy. TOBB’s partnerships include:
commercial partners like Customs-Tourism Activities,
Kredi Garanti Fonu, KOBİ Girişim Sermayesi Yatırım
Ortaklığı, Vadeli İşlem and Opsiyon Borsası, Organize
Sanayi and Teknoloji Bölgeleri, Gelişen Bilgi Teknolojileri, İstanbul Dünya Ticaret Merkezi (world trade
center), logistics organizations, Tarım Ürünleri Lisanslı Depoculuk; official partners like Dış Ekonomik
İlişkiler Kurulu, Türk Standartları Enstitüsü Milli Prodüktivite Merkezi, Milletlerarası Ticaret Odası, Dünya
Odalar Federasyonu, İslam Ticaret and Sanayi Odası,
Akdeniz-Balkan-Karadeniz Ticaret and Sanayi Odaları Birliği, Türk-Amerikan, Türk-Alman Ticaret ve Sanayi Odaları; TOBB Ekonomi ve Teknoloji University,
İktisadi Kalkınma Vakfı, Türkiye Odalar ve Borsalar
Eğitim ve Kültür Vakfı, Milli Eğitim Vakfı, Darülaceze
Vakfı.
With regard to culture, Ahmet Karapınar defined TOBB
with the TOBB March: “Tüccar Sanayicinin eşsiz eseri
/ Şanlı hür teşebbüsün yasal önderi / Yüce saygınlığıyla
yoktur benzeri / Türkiye Odalar Borsalar Birliği”.
Since August 2001 M. Rifat Hisarcıklıoğlu has directed TOBB. He has been awarded many medals, honorary doctorates and other honors and in 2013 he was
presented with the “Ahilik Özel Ödülü” (Special Ahilik
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Award). Hisarcıklıoğlu stated during the 26th Ahilik Haftası (Ahiism Week) that for TOBB, its place
in Ahi culture was very special because the chamber and market community is a reflection of the
900-year Ahilik and guild tradition. Whereas there
were once kethüdas, today there are chamber presidents. The TOBB Chairman, who took note of the
morals, honesty and trust in the tradition, referred
to the concepts that Ahilik brought forth such as
business morality, professional standards and training, intellectual property rights. He recalled the
words of Ahi Evran to be patient and work with
knowledge, intellect and morality. Hisarcıkloğlu’s
references to Ahilik, in the name of his umbrella
institution, coming after Ahilik, the guilds and the
gedik system, was meaningful.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Türkiye Odalar ve Borsalar Birliği ile Odalar ve Borsalar Kanunu,
Kanun Nr. 5174, Kabul Tarihi: 18.5.2004.
http://www.tobb.org.tr/Sayfalar/AmaciveYapisi.php, (Erişim: 26 Haziran 2014)

Caner ARABACI

Türkiye Selçukluları
Zamanında Danişmend
İli’nde Ahiliğin
Teşkilatlanması /
Ahiism Organization in
Danişmend Province in
Turkey Seljuk Times
Information is provided about the history, economy
and religious activities of the Danişmendoğullar,
the ties of Şeyh Evhadüddin Hamid el-Kirmânî to
the region and the founding of the Ahi organization.
In the first section, under the heading “Danişmend
İli’ndeki Ahilik Yapılanmaları” (Ahiism Structures
in Danişmend Province) the focus is on the Ahi
lodges in Kayseri, Sivas, Tokat, Çorum and Amasya, along with the fütüvvetnâmes and şecerenames
written in the region. In the second section, there is
a discussion of the Ahis in Danişmend province and
their connection to the Babiler movement (1240),
the Mongols’ occupation of Sivas, Kayseri and Erzincan after the Kösedağ battle and the reactions
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of the Ahis in the face of this. Subsequently,
there is an evaluation of the pressure applied against the Ahis and Turkmen opposed to
the Mongol administration by Muinüddin Süleyman Pervâne, one of the Seljuk ministers.
In addition information is provided about the
Ahis’ migration to the border regions of the
Memlüklü nation from Danişmend territory.
In the third section, the contributions of the
Ahis to the social and cultural life of Danişmend province are discussed. In this regard,
the focus is on the tasavvuf disposition of the
Danişmend Ahis, the general characteristics of
their lodges, their contributions to the military
and political structure in the region, their role
in the establishment of new settlements and
their scholarly and cultural activities.

İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU

Türkiye Selçukluları’nda
Meslekler /
Crafts Among the Turkey
Seljuks
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Erdoğan Merçil wrote many valuable and original works on Turkish history in the Middle
Ages (18 books and more than 150 articles).
His book Türkiye Selçukları’nda Meslekler
(Türk Tarih Kurum Yayını, Ankara 2000, 231
pages plus annexes) stands out above all of
these. This is because the number of craftsmen
in a community, throughout history, has been
indicative of the richness of that community’s
social, economic and cultural life. Despite the
lack of political sources from the period, the
work work uses inscriptions, mülknâmes,
temliknâmes, village sales records and the
Mevlâna’s works to provide information about subjects such as the names of professions,
methods of manufacturing, tools used, etc.
In the work 250 professions are identified based on the names in the sources, the places
where the crafts were performed and the nicknames of the people involved. There are eleven
heading for these:
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Giyim/Tekstil (clothes/textiles) (pp. 13-29), 2Hayvancılık ve Dericilikle(animal breeding and
tanning) (pp. 30- 40), 3- Gıda (food) (pp. 41-71),
4- Günlük Hayat/Ev Eşyası Âletleri (tool for daily life) (pp. 72-81), 5- İnşaat işleri (construction activities) (pp. 82-105), 6- Sağlık ve Temizlik
(health and cleanliness) ( pp. 106-125), 7- Eğlence Hayatı (enjoyment) (pp. 126-146), 8- Ticaret
Hayatı (commercial life) (pp. 147-159), 9- Silah
Yapımcıları (weapons production) (pp. 160), 10Taşıma ve Ulaşım (transport and communication) (pp. 161-163), 11- Müteferrik Meslekler (independent occupations) (pp. 164-193).
In addition, at the end of the study there is a
comparative table that shows the professions’
situations in the Principalities and the Ottoman
lands in the second half of the 15th century (pp
197-206).
When looking through the work one sees that
while some crafts are no longer practiced, most
of them continue and some have even been industrialized. In this regard, some craft titles that
use the Persian suffixes still use these today,
along with the Turkish cı-çi suffix (for example,
helvager/helvacı and bağban/bağcı).
In addition, we can say that the foundations of
the places known today as organized industrial
areas in Central Anatolia (Konya, Kayseri, Kırşehir, Sivas) were laid in those times. Because
in that period markets where groups practicing
the same craft or complementing one another
were set up. Another important note that is found in research done by foreigners, in particular,
is that those who were craft master and traders
in Anatolia were non-Moslems. But as we see in
this work, other than in fifteen craft groups, nonMoslems are not often encountered. If an example is necessary, there were two European traders
as opposed to nineteen Moslem ones, 7 or 8 nonMoslems out of 32 doctors and only three nonMoslems among the thirty architects.
Erdoğan Merçil’s work filled a great vacuum in
this field and is used as a model study. He shows
that the Turkey Seljuks, who opened the gates of
Anatolia for the Turks, were not just a military
force. In this regard, it is extremely important to
show that they came to Anatolia with craft masters and various professional groups.

Emine UYUMAZ
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Türkiye’de
Alevi-Bektaşi,
Ahi ve Nusayri Zümreleri /
Alevi-Bektaşi, Ahi and
Nusayri Groups in Turkey
This work written by Baha Said Bey was published by İsmail Görkem (Ankara 2000), who
evaluated Baha Said Bey’s life, community activities and publications in the introduction of the
book, which is a collection of the conferences
and articles of Baha Said Bey. The book covers
the period from 1908 to 1940 and puts forth the
period when Baha Said lived and the ideological
movements of that time. In the Conclusion and
Evaluation section the relationship between M.
Fuad Köprülü and Baha Said Bey are touched
on, along with the views of various scholars and
researchers regarding Baha Said Bey’s works. In
the section entitled “Baha Said Bey’in Eserleri”
(Baha Said Bey’s works) his 21 works are listed
chronologically.
In his 57 years of life Baha Said Bey spent 25 years researching the Alevi-Bektaşi, Ahi and Nusayri groups of Anatolia. He did not stray much from
this duty given to him by the Committee of Union
and Progress and dedicated nearly his whole life
to these studies.
Because of his important place in the Committee
of Union and Progress, Baha Said Bey became
closely acquainted with the Alevi-Bektaşi, Ahi
and Nusayri groups through his trips to Anatolia
in the years after 1910. He prepared detailed reports and the results were conveyed to intellectuals of the time in the Türk Ocağı, Milli Talim and
Terbiye Cemiyeti in Istanbul in 1916-1917 in a
series of conferences.
For these studies he used personal observations
and conversation techniques to personally acquire his source material and then found ties with
Central Asian Turkish culture and evaluated the
issue “from the standpoint of national unity and
oneness”.
Baha Said Bey, who took up the job of researching Anatolian sociology, was assigned to examine the evolution of the craft organizations in
Ankara and Kırşehir and the institutions of the
last Ahi Baba’s of the Ahis. After local investigations, he determined that there was no Ahi Çelebi
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medrese in Kırşehir but that there were five craft
organizations in Ankara – debbağ (tanners), kavaf (shoemakers), dilici, bostancı (gardeners) and
bakkal (grocer). He found, as well, that the Ankara
shopkeepers were in financial difficulties and had
become poor. While preparing his report he took
advantage of some oral and written sources.
Said Bey, who made notes about the Alevi-Bektaşi
and Nusayri groups in Anatolia, studied the philosophical dimensions of the “my father is the sky,
my mother the Earth” belief, one of the systematic
beliefs of the Bektaşi’s.
Baha Said Bey said that the Protestant missionaries prepared statistics about the Alevî and Bektaşî
groups living in Anatolia and the Merzifon American College’s “return to Christianity” were elements that caused him to start these studies. He
stated that publication began in 1917 in order to
counter divisive ideas but his writings were blocked by the Censure Committee. For this reason
it took until 1926 for the writings he prepared to
be published. His studies made between 1926 and
1936, however, were not published before he died
but he delivered them to his friend Hilmi Ziya Ülken before he died.
In his work Baha Said researched the historical
roots of the Kızılbaşlık belief and put forth the roles of Hacı Bektaş-i Velî, Yunus Emre, Âşık Paşa
in this regard. In the last section, he notes that it
is not true that the Anatolian Turkish Alevi’s and
Bektaşi’s were tied only to Hz. Ali and İmamiye
and that these communities’s ceremonies and
principles were the same as Oğuz traditions and
Shaman Turkis tents.

Halide ÖZÜDOĞRU ERDOĞAN

Türkiye’de Ticaret ve
Sanayi Odaları
(1880-1952) /
Commerce and Industry
Chambers in Turkey
(1880-1952)
This work written by Murat Koraltürk (Istanbul
2002) is comprised of two sections and 132 pages.
In the introduction of the work, which is actually
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the doctoral thesis written in 1999, information is
provided about the field of study and sources. In
the first section the focus is on the establishment
and development of commerce and industry chambers in the Ottoman period. The guild and gedik
systems that preceded this are evaluated, as well.
The founding of trade, agriculture and industry
chambers, the Second Meşrutiyet period, the National Economy idea and laws related to the chambers are explained. In the second section the focus
is on the commerce and industry chambers of the
Republic period and subjects such as the revamping of the chambers in 1925, the chambers and
state implementation, situation of the chambers
during the Second World War, the subsequent diminishing of state socialism, and, accordingly, the
effect of these changes on the chambers and the
separation of the industry chambers from the trade
chambers are all evaluated.

Caner ARABACI

Türkiye’de Ticaretin Öncü
Kuruluşu İstanbul
Ticaret Odası 1923-1960 /
The Istanbul Chamber of
Commerce, a Leading
Institution in Trade in
Turkey, 1923-19600
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This work prepared by Ufuk Gülsoy and Bayram Nazır was published in Istanbul in 2012. It
is comprised of four sections and a total of 248
pages.
The book’s first section takes up the Istanbul Ticaret ve Sanayi Odası between 1923 and 1929, the
legal atmosphere of the period, chamber activities, and social relationships. In the second section
the chamber’s activities between 1929 and 1939
are evaluated in light of the world economic crisis
and its impact, and what the chamber did to try
to ensure development during the years of crisis
and its social activities. The chamber supported
the Istanbul Suspension Bridge project of 1929,
provided aid for the Erzincan earthquake, assisted
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poor school children and established the Esnaf
Hastahanesi.
In the third section, the chamber’s work during
and after the Second World War is evaluated, to
include the impact of the war on the Turkish economy, efforts to maintain market stability during
the war years, the chamber’s support for these
efforts, the cost of living, new arrangements in
chambers and markets, the Second Economic
Congress of 1948, the 1950 Ticaret ve Sanayi
Odaları law, the 1951 regulations for chambers,
the active separation of the Istanbul Ticaret ve
Sanayi Odaları, and Turkey between the years
1945 and 1960.
In the book’s fourth section, examples are given
of the economic services of the commerce chamber and information is provided about exhibitions held domestically and abroad after 1924,
and wholesale goods indexes and market data for
Istanbul prepared by the chamber. At the conclusion of the book a list is provided showing the
names of the board of directors of the Istanbul
Ticaret Odası between the years 1923 and 1960.

Caner ARABACI

Türkiye’nin Cemiyet
Hayatına Tarihsel Bir Bakış:
Ortaçağ Ahiliğinin
Bugünkü
Türk Sivil Toplumunun
Gelişimindeki Rolü /
An Historic Look at
Communal Life in Turkey:
The Role of the Ahilik Of
The Middle Ages in the
Development of Turkish
Civil Society Today
This is a masters thesis prepared in 2002 by Gökçen Özdemir in the Social Sciences Institute of
Middle East Technical University and it is comp-
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rised of 185 pages. There are six sections and in
the first one, under the heading “Dernekler” (associations), social groups are identified and their
general characteristics taken up. Besides this,
theories related to social group formation and
their size and classification are discussed. In the
second section, the history of civil society and the
civil community understanding of the 1990s is
taken up. Additionally, in this section the subject
of civil community and democracy with regard
to relations between volunteer associations and
modern policy is discussed. In the third section,
the functions and place of volunteer associations
in modern communities are addressed and their
role in communal life is debated.
Then, by examining the development of associations and the civil community, the focus is on the
relationship between volunteer associations and
modern policy. In the fourth section, civil community institutions in Turkey and Western countries are compared. In the fifth section the associations in the West and Turkish Ahi institutions
during the Middle Ages are looked at comparatively, with their respective city economies, policies, ideologies and a few other measurements
compared.
In the conclusion, there is a discussion about
the role played by associations in Western communities, said to have been active as of the 11th
century, in the development of the civil society
understanding. However, in the thesis the conclusion reached that the Ahi institution was a religious one and that it was always directed by the
central authority in cities of Anatolia, shows that
the craftsmen class, which chose its own leaders
within its own hierarchy in the Ottoman period
and which was the unique leader of civil society,
had not been very well evaluated.
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Türkiye’nin İktisadî ve
İçtimaî Tarihi /
Turkey’s Economic and
Social History
This work written by Mustafa Akdağ (Istanbul
1995) was published in two volume form. In places information about the Ahis is provided.
In the first volume, after a general outline of the
political, social and economic situation of Anatolia during the period of the demise of the Anatolian Seljuk State, the founding of the Ottoman
Principality and the institutions of this period
are discussed. Next, the focus is on political, social and economic developments from the time
Sultan Murad Hüdavendigar took the Ottoman
throne (1362) until the death of Sultan Murad II
(1451). In the fourth section information is provided about the divan, vilayet (province) and ordu
(army) administrations. In the fifth section, touching on world trade and the economic crisis in
the Near East, there is an evaluation of the economic conditions in the founding period of the Ottoman Principality. The sixth section is devoted to
money and the tax system in the Ottoman State.
The book’s second volume has three sections. In
the first section, information is provided about
the communal structure, government system,
military, urban, farm and mürtezika (servants)
classes of the Ottoman State during its ascension. In the second section, the focus is on the economic system during the rise of the Ottoman State, its income sources, taxing, expenditures and
tax collection. In the final section, there is a discussion about fluctuations in the money system
of the Ottoman State and the effect on finances,
the difficulty in meeting state expenditures, tight
money’s negative effects, indications of problems
in the economic system and communal malaise.

Emin KILIÇ
İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU
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Two Thousand Years of
Guild Life
The study by Joseph Malet Lambert contains information about the development and history of
the Lonca (guild) system up to the early period
trade and industry period and about the lonca
and trade companies in Europe from the 14th
century to the 18th century.
The work is made up of sixteen short sections.
In the first section, the social theories about the
roots of the guilds are put forth and the broad
classification of the guilds and commercial developments in West Europe are taken up. In the
second section, under the heading “Guilds in
Antique Rome and Greece”, Roman and Greek
craftsmen and guilds in the Twelve sign laws,
and guilds in the Syria, Roman and Hellenistic
period are discussed. In the third section, the
guilds of the English community in the Anglo-Saxon period and the French guilds are explained.
In the fourth section, the guilds in English cities
after the Norman conquest and the impact of the
conquest on English villages are taken up, along
with the service elements and craftsmen in villages and the changes to English cities from the
Anglo-Saxon guilds of the 12th century. The fifth
section touches on the the effect of the French on
the English villages and the differences between
the two.
In the sixth section, there is an analysis of the guild merchants, their rise, the guild-municipality
connection, the guild-Preston tradition of the 18th
century, and the directorship of the Southampton Guild. In the seventh section, religious and
social guilds are discussed and in the eighth section, under the heading Guilds in Kingston, the
St. John Baptist Guild, its foundation bonds and
directorship in the 16th century are examined.
The ninth section looks at the Virgin Mary and
Jesus guilds; the tenth section focuses on the
Holy Trinity Guild, its early period rules, services it provided to the public, reform period history and its becoming a company. In the eleventh
section, the Halkozan Guild of northern England
is taken up and then in the 12th section the Hull
Trading Company and its general characters are
346
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examined. The thirteenth section looks at the
merchants and organization in Staple, while in
the fourtheenth section, under the heading Merchant Adventures and East Nation Merchants, developments, organizations and trade in the 17th
and 18th centuries is discussed. In the fifteenth
section the subject is the St. George’s Merchants
Guild and the sixteenth section addresses the
merchant community of Kingston village, its directors and assistants. In the seventeenth and final section, merchants companies, memberships
and buildings are examined.

H. Mustafa ERAVCI
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Uçma, İsmet
(b. 1955)
He is the writer of the unpublished doctoral thesis
entitled Bir Sosyal Siyaset Kurumu Olarak Ahilik. He was born in Fatsa, linked to Ordu. After he
completed his primary school in Korgan, Ordu,
and his secondary and lycee education in Tokat,
he graduated from Yüksek Islam Ensititüsü / High
Islamic Institute High Islamic Institute in Istanbul
in 1982. After undergraduate education, he made
his master thesis in the Department of Kalam and
Philosophy in the Institute of Social Sciences of
the Marmara University in 1984, and then he received a PhD degree in the Department of Labor
Economics and Industrial Relations in the Institute of Social Sciences of the Istanbul University.
Uçma, who is mainly related in the fields of theology, economics and policy, worked at a private
school for a while. He began book publishing activities in 1983. He won the award of Publisher of
the Year given by the Turkey Association Authors
in 1991. After a while he entered politics.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
İsmet Uçma, Bir Sosyal Siyaset Kurumu Olarak Ahilik, IU Sosyal
Bilimler Enstitüsü Çalışma Ekonomisi ve Endüstri İlişkileri
Anabilim Dalı Unpublished Doctoral Thesis, Istanbul, 2003, s. 194;
http://www.akparti.org.tr/site/ozgecmis/364, (Erişim: 9.12.2013)

Caner ARABACI

Ulema Çelebi
(see Mahmud Ahi Yusuf Oğlu
Mehmed)

Uluçay, Mustafa Çağatay
(b. 1908- d. 1970)
He is the writer of the work entitled XVII. Yüzyılda Manisa’da Ziraat, Ticaret ve Esnaf Teşkilatı.
He was born in the district of Çerkeş, linked to
Çankırı. He completed his primary and secondary
education in Çerkeş, lycee education at İzmir Erkek Muallim Mektebi / Izmir Male Teacher Colle348
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ge and higher education at Ankara Gazi Muallim
Mektebi and Terbiye Enstitüsü in1933. After he
worked as a history teacher in lycees for a while,
he was appointed to the Institute of Balıkesir Necati Bey Eğitim in 1947. He then served at İstanbul Öğretmen Okulu / Teacher School and Eğitim Enstitüsü / Education Institute. He worked
in the arrangement of documents held by Bursa
and Manisa shari’a courts and in the classification of documents in Topkapı Palace for a while.
He made works about not only local and social
history related to the Manisa area and Western
Anatolia region, but also about many other issues like Ottoman sultans, princes and harem life.
His works: Manisa Tarihi, Istanbul 1939; Saruhanoğulları ve Eserlerine Dair Vesikalar I,
Istanbul 1940; Manisa’daki Saray-ı Amire ve
Şehzadeler Türbesi, Istanbul 1941; XVII. Yüzyılda Manisa’da Ziraat, Ticaret ve Esnaf Teşkilatı, Istanbul 1942; Yunus’un Mezarı, Manisa
1943; Saruhan’da Eşkıyalık ve Halk Hareketleri, Istanbul 1944; Manisa Ünlüleri, Manisa
1946; Saruhanoğulları ve Eserlerine Dair Vesikalar II, Istanbul 1946; XVIII. ve XIX. Yüzyıllarda Saruhan’da Eşkıyalık ve Halk Hareketleri,
Istanbul 1955; Haremden Mektuplar, Istanbul
1956; Yüksek Mühendis Okulu, Istanbul 1957;
Osmanlı Sarayında Harem Hayatının İçyüzü,
Istanbul 1959; Taht Uğrunda Baş Veren Sultanlar, Istanbul 1961; İlk Müslüman Türk Devletleri, Ankara 1975; Ünlü Padişahlar, Istanbul
1981; Padişahların Kadınları ve Kızları, Ankara
1985; Harem, Ankara 1985; Harem II, Ankara
2001; Osmanlı Sultanlarına Aşk Mektupları, Istanbul 2001.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Mahmut H. Şakiroğlu, “M. Çağatay Uluçay (1910-1970)”, Belleten,
XXXIV/136 (Ekim 1970), pp. 653-664; Kürşat Ekrem Uykucu,
“Mustafa Çağatay Uluçay ve Eserleri”, Tarih Dergisi, nr. 25 (1971),
s. 201-212; Bayram Eyüp Ertürk, “Mustafa Çağatay Uluçay
Bibliyografyası Denemesi”, Çağdaş Türkiye Tarihi Araştırmaları
Dergisi, III/8 (1998), pp. 385-406; Bahri Ata, “Bir Çankırılı Tarihçi:
Mustafa Çağatay Uluçay ve Tarih Eğitimine Katkıları”, Çankırı
Araştırmaları Dergisi, nr. 2 (2007), pp. 35-42.
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I. Uluslararası Ahilik
Sempozyumu Bildiri Kitabı /
Book of Papers From the
First International Ahilik
Symposium
This work, which contains the texts of a symposium held under the name of First International
Symposium between 13-15 October 1993 in Ankara, contains 188 pages (Ankara 1996).
In this book, noteworthy papers included the
following: “Ahiliğin Anadolu Aleviliğinin Bugününe Etkileri /The Effects on Anatolian Alevism of
Ahilik ”, “Şer‘iye Sicillerine Göre Mudurnu Esnafı /According to Court registers, Mudurnu Craftsmen”, “Ahiliğin Orta Çağ Anadolu Topluluklarına
Etkileri / The Impacts of Ahilik on the Medieval
Anatolia Community”, “Ahilikte Fütüvvet Ahlakı /
Futuwwa Ethics in Ahilik”, “Weberyen Yaklaşımla
Ahilik Kurumunun Değerlendirilmesi / Weberian
Approach in the Evaluation of Ahilik Institute
with”, “Eğitimdeki Eğilimler ve Ahilik / Trends
in Education and Ahilik”, “Eretnalılar Devrinde
Anadolu’da Ahilik / Ahilik in Anatolia in Eratnalıs Period”, “Ahilerde Ahlaki Değerler ve Bunların Ticarette Uygulanması / Moral Values in Ahis
and the Practices of these Values in Commerce”,
“Ahilik Kültürü Haftasının Dünü, Bugünü, Yarını
/ Ahilik Culture Week: Past, Present and Future”,
“Türkmenistan’da Tarihi Kültür Mirası ve Bugünkü Durum / Historical Heritage and its Present Situation”, “Ahilik-Orta Çağda Sosyal Düzen
ve Dünya Temsili / Ahilik: Social Order and the
World Representation”, “Doğu Türkistan’da Ahilik / Ahilik in East Turkestan”, “Moğol Tahribatı
Karşısında Ahilik Kültürü / Ahilik Culture Againts the Destruction of Mongol”, “Türkiye’de Ahilik Araştırmalarına Eleştirel Bir Bakış / A Critical
Perspective on Ahilik Studies in Turkey”, “Ahi Örgütleri / Ahi Organizations”, “XV. Yüzyılda Kaleme
Alınan Muhtasar Fütüvvetnâme’ye Göre Devrinin
Sosyal Hayatına Bakış / According to the Concise Fütüvvetnâme Written in the 15th Century, An
Overview to Social Life of Period”, “Ahilik Kaynaklı Geleneksel Delikanlı Örgütler / Ahi Welded
Traditional Youthful Organizations”, “Muhtevaları ve Kaynakları İtibariyle Fütüvvet-nâmeler
/ Fütüvvetnames in the Point of Contents and
Sources”, “Ahilik Teşkilatı ve Günümüz Sosyal
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Güvenlik Sisteminde Bağ-Kur’un Yeri ve Önemi /
Ahilik Organization and the Role and Importance of Bağ-Kur in Today’s Social Security System”,
“Esnaf ve Sanatkârlar Kesiminin Tarihinde Ahiliğin Önemi / Ahilik’ Importance in the History
of Tradesmen and Craftsmen”. These papers,
which are contained in the book, were presented
and discussed in the symposium.

Tahir BİLİRLİ

II. Uluslararası Ahilik
Sempozyumu Bildiri Kitabı /
Book of Papers From the
Second International
Ahiism Symposium
Ahiism played a key role in the creation of homeland, Turkificationand Islamization of Anatolia.
In this context, the Second International Ahilik
Symposium was held between 19 and 20 September 2012 in Kırşehir. Papers, which were
presented at this symposium, were compiled by
Kazım Ceylan and published in the two volumes.
The two volumes, which consist of 1,036 pages,
include approximately 90 scholars’ articles. The
first volume comprises some issues, such as generally the foundation and importance of Ahilik,
the social and economic contributions of Ahilik
institution in the construction of the Anatolian
Turkish civilization, the educational philosophy
and practices of Ahilik, especially apprenticeship training, historical functions, the roles in the
establishment of the Ottoman Empire, economic
dimension, business ethics and its jurisprudence basics, roles undertaken in the economic life
from past to present.
The second volume contains subjects, such as
the traces of Ahilik in Kırşehir, the center of Ahilik; the reflections of Ahilik, apart from Kırşehir,
in other cities like Ankara, Bolu, Sivas, Erzurum,
Tokat, Balıkesir and Çankırı; social life in Ahilik;
place and importance in the socialization of Ahis;
The role of women and women organizations in
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Ahilik; the impacts of Ahilik in the development
of culture and civilization; experiences living together of Ahis; the present reflections of Ahilik in
the light of global developments and making active of Ahilik again.In addition, there are also the
opening and closing speeches in the symposium
book.

Tahir BİLİRLİ

Ulutan, Burhan

350

(b. 1914-d 2003)
Burhan Ulutan, who made general works related
to the economy and trade and broadly touched on
Ahilik principles in his studies, was born in Kırşehir. His father was Hasan Fehmi and his mother
was Behiye. He lost his father, Hasan Fehmi, when
he was two and a half years old. His mother Behiye played a very important role in his upbringing.
He learned to read and write from a teacher, Hasibe, at the quarter school in Büngüldek between
the years 1920-1921. He completed his primary
education in Numune İlkokulu (elementary) in
Kayabaşı quarter in 1921, his secondary education in Kırşehir Kale Ortaokulu, his lycee education
in Kayseri Lisesi (1933). He entered to the Mülkiye Mektebi for his higher education, currently Siyasal Bilgiler Faculty, and graduated from here in
1936. His first service place was Afyon. In 1937,
he was in the service of Deputy Kaymakam in
Emirdağ district. In 1937, after he completed his
military service, he became the deputy fiscal inspector in January 1939. During the Second World
War, he was called to military service twice. In
1947, he made investigations for four months in
Southeastern Antaolia and submitted a report to
the state entitled “Cenup Şark Anadolu Hakkında
Bazı Notlar”. This report was the first report relating to Southeastern Anatolia. In 1948, he was
sent to the Treasury Department in England to do
internship and he made researches in the London
School of Economics and Political Sciences.
At the end of 1949, He became Undersecretary of
the Ministry of Finance and the membership of
Research Delegation in the Ministry of Finance.
In 1950, he was appointed as Deputy Treasury
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General Director. He served as the General Director of Treasury between the years 1953 and
1956. During this mission, he spent a great effort
in order to establish the dam Hirfanlı on the Kızılırmak / Red River. Meanwhile he became the
counsel of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
for four years. He then served in the General Directorate of Turkey Cement Industry between the
years 1956 and 1959 and the Headquarters of
Etibank between the years 1959 and 1960. He
was detained along with many politicians in the
Revolution of May 27, 1960. After he was detained for a while, he then was released. First of
all, he served in the Aygaz and Gas Appliances
Inc. and later the African representative of International Monetary Fund. After he returned from
these duties, he made the consultancy in Türkiye
Cumhuriyeti Merkez Bankası / the Central Bank
of Turkish Republic and Sanayi Bakanlığı / the
Ministry of Industry. In addition, he attended to
efforts to establish the factory of SASA in Adana.
He went back to Africa by the request of the IMF
in the early 1973 and returned to Turkey. He established the Kırşehir Holding A. Ş. As a result
of these works, he established Orta Anadolu Lastik Sanayi Anonim Şirketi (ORALSAN) / Central
Anatolia Rubber Industry Company (CARIC). At
the end of these studies related to Kırşehir, the
basis of Petlas Tire Factory was laid in 1977. In
parallel to these works, he made researches on
the economic systems, which were cereated by
Ahi Evran in the 13th century, compared them
with the other economic systems. By benefiting
from Ahilik model, he played a pioneering role in
the establishment of associations, such as Türkiye Çimento Müstahsilleri Birliği / the Association
of Turkey Cement Manufacturers and Bankalar
Birliği / the Association of Banks.
He was one of the founding members of the Ahilik Araştırma ve Kültür Vakfı / Ahilik Research
and Cultural Foundation, which was established
to give a direction to researches related to Ahilik.
In addition to these studies, he endeavored to establish a university called Central Anatolia Ahi
Evran Technical University in Kırşehir.His desire
was realized by the establishment of the Ahi Evran University.
Burhan Ulutan, who knew English and French,
had the title of “Honorary Finace Inspector” and
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was known for his research related to Ahilik,
died in Istanbul on 6 December 2003 and was
buried in the Cemetery of Karacaahmet.
His works: Türkiye’de Para Meseleleri: 19141946 Devresinde Para Siyasetimiz ve Paranın
Kıymeti, Ankara 1947; İstihsal Faktörleri ve İnsan Zekası, Istanbul 1948; Katma Bütçeli İdareler ve İktisadi Devlet Teşekkülleri, Ankara,
1953; Bankacılığın Tekamülü, Ankara 1957;
Bankalar Kanunu Şerh ve İzahı, Ankara 1958;
Türkiye’de Kamu İktisadi Kuruluşları, Ankara
1959; İktisat Doktrinleri: İlk Filozoflar, I, Istanbul 1964; Bankalarda Likidite ve Solvabilite,
Ankara 1967; Maliye, Adana 1969; Toplumcu
Akımlar ve Hürriyet, Ankara 1970; Türkiye’de
Devalüasyonlar, Istanbul 1970; İslam Medeniyeti ve Akılcı Felsefe, Istanbul 1974; Kamu
Maliyesi-Devlet Gelirleri, Istanbul 1977; Kamu
Maliyesi Kamu Kredisi, Istanbul 1977; İktisadi
Doktrinler Tarihi, Istanbul 1978; Kamu Maliyesi-Devlet Giderleri, Istanbul 1979; Marxsizm ve
Leninizm, Istanbul 1980; Enflasyon ve Ekonomik Kalkınma, Istanbul 1982; Tesis Planlama
(Ders Notları), Istanbul 1986; 50. Yılında Etibank: 1935-1985, Ankara 1987; Ekonomik Kalkınma Politikası, Istanbul 1989; İslam’da Çöküntü ve Kurtuluşun Anahtarı, Istanbul 1990;
Ekonomik Kalkınma Stratejisi, Istanbul 1992
(with Prof. Dr. İlker Birdal); Makro Ekonomi
Ders Notları, Istanbul 1992; Türkiye Bataktan
Kurtarılacak ve Kalkındırılacaktır, Istanbul
1994; Ekonomik Kalkınma ve Devlet Yönetimi,
Istanbul 1998; Farabi Felsefesi, Istanbul 2000;
İbni Sina Felsefesi, Istanbul 2000; Dinmeyen
Hasret, Istanbul 2001.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Cemil Güner, “Bir Ömür Böyle Geçti 1-8”, Kırşehir Çiğdem
Gazetesi, year: 23, nr. 3342, 11 Mayıs 1999, p. 2; year: 23, nr. 3349,
4 Haziran 1999, p. 2; Erol Ülgen, “Burhan Ulutan’ın Hayatı ve
Ahilik Kültürüne Yaptığı Katkılar I”, Kırşehir Çiğdem Gazetesi,
year: 34, nr. 6567, 22 Ekim 2010, p. 3; the same author, “Burhan
Ulutan’ın Hayatı ve Ahilik Kültürüne Yaptığı Katkılar II”, Kırşehir
Çiğdem Gazetesi, year: 34, nr. 6569, 26 Ekim 2010, p. 3; the same
author, “Burhan Ulutan’ın Hayatı ve Ahilik Kültürüne Yaptığı
Katkılar”, Türk Dünyası Tarih Dergisi, nr. 291, Mart 2011, pp.
20-24.
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Unutulan Âdetlerimiz ve
Loncalar /
Our Forgotten Customs and
Guilds
This work written by Mithat Gürata (Ankara
1975) contains 147 pages, with an introduction
and two sections.
In the introduction, the importance of forming
an open horizon for innovations and progressiveness is important to reach a civilization that is
open to the space age is stressed. The inheritance of the cultural values of the past should not
be lost and institutions like the Ahi organization,
guilds and the İhtisap system should be intertwined with the moal virtues of future generations.
Then, the focus is put on the practical benefits of
modern municipalities, the moral values of the
past that are absent today and the lack of a legal
and social order understanding that can reassure the public.
In the first section, the administrative structure
and position of municipalities to which shopkeepers are linked for direction, are discussed. In
the Ottoman State the kadı’s were the mayors
and in 1855 the modern municipal system began, with new relationships and arrangements
with shopkeepers. The functions of the muhtesib, essentially the kadı’s manager, and his relationship with the shopkeepers is explained, along
with the start of the narh (price setting) system,
the İhtisap Ağalığı Nizamnâmesi (Municipal law),
measures taken in light of Istanbul’s increasing
population, Ihtisap Rüsumu (Municipal income),
Kanunnâme-i İhtisâb-ı Bursa (Bursa Municipal
law), shopkeeper-public relations and the Esnaf
Alayı (shopkeepers’ regiment).
In the second section the concepts of melâmet
and melâmilik are introduced and a link is established, based on sufi moral training, between melâmilik and the shopkeeper organization.
After the terms fütüvvet and fütüvvetnâme are
defined, the relationship between these concepts and Ahilik is explained. In this regard, the
social, economic and religious dimensions of
Ahilik are examined and the conclusion is reached that it was a craftsmen’s organization and
that its source was the fütüvvet understanding.
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Additionally, the transition over time of the Ahi
organization into the guilds is related and by an
analysis of the western corporation, a comparison is made between the two. The reasons for the
start of the guilds, their management thinking
and the moral virtues and merits of Moslem traders are all discussed. The basic elements of the
shopkeepers nizamnâmes of Ottoman times are
determined and the Esnaf ve Kücük Sanatkârler
Kanunu (Shopkeeper and Small Artisan Shops
Law) , number 507, that was issued in 1964, is
analyzed.
In the conclusion, there is a summary of the tradition and training practices based on Fütüvvet
and the Ahi organization. The shortfalls of the
administrative mechanisms of the laws related
to municipalities in the 1970s are discussed.
Then there is a look into the past at the Ahilik
organization’s virtues, the gedik (license) system
and the narh (price setting) practice. Examples
from today that relate to the quality practices of
the past are given and stating that lessons can be
learned from the shortfalls, the work comes to its
conclusion.
Yakup KAYA

Usta
(see Ustalık Merasimi)

Ustalık Merasimi /
Ceremony for Masterhood
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Master was one of the most important stages in
Ahilik, within the traditional master-assistantapprentice system. In this regard, a 12 or 13
year-old child, depending on his talents, would be
given by his parents to work at the side of a master for a while to learn the inticacies of a certain
trade.
The child would be taken into a workshop where
an apprentice was needed for a trial period to guage his physical ability and moral character. The
master would observe the boy’s work and work
habits, seeking to form an opinion about him and
his character. Who their friends were also important because it was believed that good friends
made one a good craftsman. After this observati-
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A master ceremony

on period, if the boy was deemed physically fit,
hard working, honest and reliable then he was
taken in as an apprentice for a period of between three and five years, during which time the
master would be his professional and spiritual
mentor. The master would also relate to the apprentice the spiritual leaders of the past, famous
craftsmen and their life stories in order to help
the boy become a member of the group.
While learning the hierarchy in the workplace for
craftsmen and artisans in Ahilik - ‘yamak’ (helper), ‘çırak’(apprentice), ‘kalfa’(assistant) and
‘usta’ (master), and the details of the profession,
the boy would receive moral training in the evening at the Ahi lodge. In this way, the boy would
learn about the prophets who were the spiritual leaders of his and other professions and take
them as examples for his lifestyle. When starting
work, showing respect to the spiritual leader
and adhering to his rules was first and foremost.
This was how economic life, under the umbrella
of moral supervision and protection was realized
in the framework of Ahilik.
During the first year of apprenticeship the master
would continually monitor the candidate’s progress, with their relationship being one of obedience and respect. The master was at once mentor
and father so the apprentice was seen as a family
member and treated with tenderness. It was necessary for someone to work as a ‘kalfa’ (assistant) for three years before becoming a master. A
kalfa who did not get complaints, performed his
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duty with care, guided the apprentices, got along
with the other kalfas and behaved well toward
customers could then run his own shop and could be raised in a ceremony to master.
This ceremony was held among Ahi units in a
great spiritual atmosphere that ensured that the
candidate would have unbreakable ties to religion and beliefs and that he would uphold the
standards of customer relations and quality
production. The other masters and assistants
of the craft, the leaders of the community and
the candidate’s father and religious leaders were
invited to the ceremony. After a meal the master
would stand up and testify that he had worked
a long time with the candidate, who had learned
the intricacies of the trade and exhibited a fine
moral character. Then the “destur” (permission)
was given allowing the candidate to open his own
shop and earn a living.
At the master ceremony the Ahi Baba points to
the scales and says “Hey son! Listen carefully if
you want the master’s permission. You’ve shown
yourself worthy in your craft and your friends and
your master have praised you and your behavior.
They say that you will do well in the afterlife, too,
because you know your religion. We’re pleased
and touched. We pray for you to reach success in
God’s path. Hey son! Be moral and just to others.
May you have abundance in your life and always
be just . Who knows what ill may befall us in the
future so press on with your work.”
The Ahi Baba then gives the candidate this
advice:
“Harama bakma, Haram yeme, haram içme,
Avoid evil and eat and drink only the good,
Doğru, sabırlı, dayanıklı ol,
Be honest, patient and sturdy,
Yalan söyleme,
Never lie,
Büyüklerinden önce söze başlama
Let your elders speak before you,
Kimseyi kandırma,
Don’t fool anyone,
Kanaatkâr ol,
Be decisive,
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Dünya malına tamah etme.
Do not covet worldly goods,
Yanlış ölçme, eksik tartma.
Do not measure or weigh wrongly,
Kuvvetli ve üstün durumda iken affetmesini,
Know how to forgive when you are in a good
position,
Hiddetli İken yumuşak davranmasını bil ve
And behave calmly when in a difficult time,
Kendin muhtaç iken bile başkalarına verecek
kadar cömert ol”.
Be generous to others even when you are in
need yourself.”
In the “helâllık” portion of the ceremony the master pats the candidate on the back and says: “if
you don’t hold to the words of the wise, to the
advice of the craft shaikh and my own words and
if you do not respect the rights of you mother, father, teach and master, if you oppress the people,
if you deny the rights of the infidel and the orphan, in short if youdo not avoid God’s prohibitions then may my twenty nails clench your neck
in the hereafter.” Then after one or two symbolic
tools of the trade are given to the candidate, the
candidate kisses the hands of the master and the
other elders and gives thanks of praise. The “peştamal” is then tied onto the new master to symbolize his promotion and after an “ayet” from the
Quran is read the ceremonly comes to an end.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Sadık Göksu, Kırkambar (Ahilik Ansiklopedisi) Ahilik
Tarihöncesi’nde Başlar, İstanbul 2011.

Sadık GÖKSU
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Uşak Arasta /
Uşak Market
There are two ‘arasta’ (market) separate from
one another in the are west of the Uşak Ulu
Camii and both are in the Özdemir quarter on
Mimar Sinan Avenue. Haşim Tumer stated that
Nafevîzâde Ebubekir Efendi, who died in 1877,
donate the 16 stores surrounding the Ulu Camii to this mosque. However, there is no information about how the shops were place there
nor about the architectural details. Making a
connection between the shops that Tümer talked about and the second arasta near the Ulu
Camii is difficult because a great fire in Uşak
in 1310/1894 that began at the Pekmez Han to
the immediate north of the Ulu Camii spread
further north. Consequently, the shops in the
arasta here may have been damaged and this
seems to be confirmed by the building activity
that occurred in the area after the fire. The Bedestan (1901-1904), Paşa Hanı (1898) and the
Halitoğlu Han (after 1894) were all built north
and south of the arasta after the fire.
Therefore, it is possible that the arastas were
built between 1894 and 1904. The material
used for the other buildings, the architectural
elements and the decorative characteristics
seem to support this date. Foremost among the
activities here was the production and sale of
Uşak rugs, which were exported to the West via
Izmir. The first arasta was renovated in 1994
and the second in 2003-2004.
The arasta closer to the Kara Ali Camii is known
as the First Arasta. Its plan in rectangular and
the shops openings face the street. The second
shop from the south on the structure’s east side
has a triangular pediment and because of the
round window in the middle of it the original
condition of the side is preserved. The roof covering is made of Marseilles red roof tile and the
pediment’s covering is made of bricks. The originality of the portions of the other shops that
face the street has been to a significant degree
preserved. These are distinguished from one
another by artichoke leaf and volute headed
plasters, which are linked to each other with
basıl arches or bow arches.
354

Uşak Arasta –bazaar-

The pediments of some shops have been enlarged
with some changes. In the southwest corner of
the building there is a round column that has an
artichoke leaf head. It is thought that this column
may have been built as a harbinger of static change to come in the arasta. The interior coverings of
the shops have changed over time. Some of them
are concrete and some are made of wood. The
interior covering of the shops that preserve their
originality is a low vault so it is likely that all the
other shops’ original coverings were low vaults.
The external appearance of the shops’ coverings
are different with regard to height. The uneven
external cover is made of Marseille-type red tiles.
The building between the Birinci Arasta (First
Arasta) and the Ulu Camii is called the İkinci
Arasta, which like the other is rectangular-planned. Although some shops have become different
looking they all look out on the street, just like
the Birinci Arasta. Here too, between the shops
there are plasters but these have Corinth heads.
The plasters have been linked to one another with
smooth lintels with slightly rounded corners. On
the south and north sides of the structure there
is a pediment that carries thae roof from the eave
up. It is difficult now to determine whether or
not were above all of the sides at one time but
two of them whose surfaces are empty are on the
north side. There are five pediments adjacent to
one another on the south side. These have the
stylized leaf, flower and curved branch vegetal
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motif of the baroque and ampir fashion. One sees
that the motifs here have been set assymetrically. The
two-story portion in the northwest corner of the building is related to both the north and the west sides.
Because of the peculiarity of its style, it may be the
original. The interior coverings of the shops are low
vaults and the uneven roofs are covered externally by
alaturk red tiles.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Besim Atalay, Türk Halıcılığı ve Uşak Halıları, Ankara 1967; Haşim
Tümer, Uşak Tarihi, Istanbul 1971; Ülkü Altıoluk, “Ödemiş Arastası
Çarşısı”, İlgi, nr. 44, İstanbul 1986, pp. 6-10; Enver Yılmazer, “Safranbolu Arastası Onarımı”, Rölöve ve Restorasyon Dergisi, nr. 6, Ankara
1987, pp. 181-186; Filiz Gürboğa, Uşak Hanları ve Ticaret Yapıları,
AU, Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters Thesis, Erzurum
1999; Kasım İnce, Uşak’ta Türk Mimarisi, Isparta 2004.

Kasım İNCE

Uzun Hoca Medrese
(see Özdemirli Medrese)
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Üçgünler Toplantısı /
Three-Day Meeting
This meeting is held once each year among shopkeepers and craftsmen at an excursion spot and
lasts three days and three nights. The site and
date of the meeting is announced to everyone fifteen days beforehand by the grand assembly. All
craftsmen, scholars, city leaders and committees
of elders from each neighborhood, village imams
and the poor are invited to attend. Food is provided and a good time is had by all.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Neşet Çağatay, Bir Türk Kurumu Olan Ahilik, Konya 1981, p. 151;
Yusuf Ekinci, Ahilik, Ankara 1991.

Yusuf EKİNCİ

Üçok, Hacı /
Şeyhoğlu Hasan
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(b. 1882- d. 1938)
He is the writer of the work entitled Çankırı’da
Ahilik’ten Kalma Esnaf ve Sohbet Teşkilâtı. He
was born in Çankırı in 1882. Hasan Üçok’s family
genealogy reaches until the Üçok arm of Oğuzes
and his family belongs to a famous family called
Hacışeyhoğulları in Çankırı. His father, who was
the kaimmakam of Nusaybin, was Osman Talat
Efendi and his mother was Sıdıka Zehra. His elder brother, Said Üçok (b. 1878-d. 5 November
1953), was Çankırı Member of Parliament during
the War of Independence and subsequently the
mayor of Çankırı. His little brother, Ahmet Kemal
Üçok (b. 1880 – d. 21 October 1956), is known by
his memoirs entitled Görüp İşittiklerim (Çankırı
1931-1936).
Hasan Üçok, who made his education in Çankırı,
graduated from Çankırı İdâdî. He began his first
official duty as a clerk in Çankırı Taytak Memlehası in 1905. Subsequently, respectively he was
assigned to the Tahrirat Kitâbeti Mümeyyizliği in
Çankırı, Merkez Tahsil Memurluğu, Tahsil Memurluğu in Daday district, then again Merkez
Tahsil Memurluğu, Çankırı Evrak Mukayyidliği,
Encümen Kâtipliği, Encümen and addition to this
Çankırı Matbaası Müdürlüğü (1923-1924). After
Çankırı became a province, he was appointed to
the Directorate of Çankırı Provincial Printing Ho-
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use (1925). He then served as the Vilayet Encümen Başkâtipliği / the First Secretary of the Provincial Council Office (1927-1929).
During his life, he was self-educated person and
especially he became well-equipped about folk literature, folk customs, religion and belief rituals.
Therefore, he had a very important place in the
press of Çankırı. In this context, he published his
first articles with the nickname Kalender in the
Journal of Hak Yolu in the Province Printing House. Subsequently, he wrote a book at the insistence of Ahmed Talat Çankırı, who made essential services with his pen to Çankırı and Turkish
literature, entitled Çankırı Tarih ve Halkıyatı on
the outer cover and Çankırı’da Ahilik’ten Kalma
Esnaf ve Sohbet Teşkilâtı on the inside cover
and (Çankırı 1932, 346 pages).
This work is very important not only for the organization and culture of Ahi and artisans living in
Çankırı but also as a part of social life. Another of
Hasan Üçok’s works is known as Çankırılı Hacı
Şeyhoğlu Hasan Bey tarafından 14-15 Mart
1934 Perşembe Gecesi Sinema Binasında Halk
Edebiyatı Hakkında Verilen Konferans.
Hasan Üçok died on 1 August 1938. He was married to Rabia, whose father was Hüsnü and mother Emine. Üçok had two daughters, Nebile and
Nezihe Fatma, and a son, Orhan Üçok.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ali Birinci, “Çankırı Tarihçisi Hacışeyhoğlu Hasan Üçok”, Çankırı
Tarih ve Halkiyatı /Ahilikten Kalma Esnaf ve Sohbet Teşkilatı,
Ankara 2002, pp. 13-20.

İlhan ŞAHİN

Ülgen, Erol
(b. 1957)
Erol Ülgen, who is writer of the work entitled Ahmet Midhat Efendi’de Çalışma Fikri, was born
in Kırşehir. His father was Niyazi Bey and his
mother was Perihan. He completed his primary
education in Yeşilyurt İlkokulu, his secondary
education in Kale Ortaokul, his lycee education
in Kırşehir Lisesi and Ortaköy Lisesi in Ortaköy
district, which currently belongs to Aksaray. He
graduated from the department of Turkish Language and Literature at the Faculty of Letter, Istanbul University in 1988.
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In 1990, He made his masters thesis titled Ahmet Mithat Efendi’de Çalışma Fikri in the Yeni
Türk Edebiyatı Ana Bilim Dalı / Department of
New Turkish Literature, Istanbul University and
subsequently he began his doctoral studies at the
same department. In 1991, he was appointed as
a research assistant to the department of Turkish
Language and Literature of the Faculty of Letter,
Istanbul University. He completed his doctoral
thesis titled 1897 Türk-Yunan Savaşı’nın Türk
Şiirindeki Akisleri and became Associate Professor to the Department of New Turkish Literature
in 1995. He served to give the lessons of Turkish
language and literature in the 2001-2002 academic years at the Köstence Ovidus University of
Constanta in Romania and conducted research
related to Cyprus Turkish literature between
September-October 2003 in the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus.
During these researches and studies, he translated a novel with Gülten Abdulla written by Gala
Galaction, who is one of the very important figures of the Romanian literature, published in
1932. In 2004, he retired from Faculty of Letter,
Istanbul University and opened a new page for
his academic studies.
In this context, he worked in the Faculty of Arts
and Sciences of the Lefke European University in
the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus between 2004-2005; the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
of the Cyprus International University in 2006
and subsequently the Faculty of Arts and Sciences of the Beykent University until 2011. He is
currently Associate Professor in the department
of Turkish language, Yeni Yüzyıl University.
Erol Ülgen, who is organizer of scientific activities related to Kırşehir, which is the spiritual center of Ahilik, has published many works on these
subjects. It seems that Ahmed Mithat Efendi and
his works have very important place in his academic studies.
His works: Ahmet Midhat Efendi’de Çalışma Fikri, Istanbul 1994; Şemsi Yastıman, Hayatı ve Eserleri, Istanbul 1995; Ahmet Rasim,
Asker Oğlu, published by Erol Ülgen, Istanbul
1996; Commission, Cumhuriyetle Yeniden Doğuş ve Atatürk / Yakın Tarihimizin Fotoğraflarla
Anlatımı, Istanbul 1999; Ahmet Midhat Efendi,
Gönüllü, published by Erol Ülgen, Ankara 2000;
Ahmet Midhat Efendi, Kafkas, published by
Erol Ülgen, Ankara 2000; Ahmet Midhat Efendi,
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Çengi, published by Erol Ülgen, Ankara 2000;
Ahmet Midhat Efendi, Paris’te Bir Türk, published by Erol Ülgen, Ankara 2000; Mir Celal-Firidun Hüseynov, Örneklerle XX. Asır Azerbaycan
Edebiyatı, published by Erol Ülgen-Kemal Yavuz, Istanbul 2000; Ahmet Midhat Efendi Hayatı, Eserleri ve Eserlerinden Seçmeler, Istanbul
2002; Ali Nazima-Faik Reşad, Mükemmel Osmanlı Lügati, published by Erol Ülgen and others, Ankara 2002; Ahmet Midhat Efendi, Haydut Montari, published by Erol Ülgen, Ankara
2003; Gala Galaction, Mahmud’un Pabuçları,
translated from Rumanian to Turkish by Erol
Ülgen-Gülten Abdulla, Istanbul 2003; Ahmet
Kabaklı Nerede, Ne Yazdı?, Istanbul 2004; Fazlı
Necip, Dilâver, Ankara 2005; K. D., Türk Masalları, Istanbul 2006; II. Âşık Paşa Sempozyumu
Bildiriler (7-9 Haziran 2001 Kırşehir), ed. Erol
Ülgen-Aygün Ülgen, Istanbul 2008; 1. Uluslararası Türk Edebiyatında İstanbul Sempozyumu
Bildirileri / 3-5 Nisan 2008, Istanbul, ed. Erol
Ülgen-Emin Özbaş, Istanbul 2009; Dünya Edebiyatında İstanbul, ed. Erol Ülgen and others,
Ankara 2010; Through Foreign Eyes: Istanbul in
World Literature, ed. Erol Ülgen and others, Istanbul 2011; Ahmet Kabaklı, Fatih ve İstanbul,
published by Erol Ülgen, Istanbul 2011; Mehmet
Niyazi, İthâfât, published by Erol Ülgen, Istanbul 2012; Dünya Edebiyatında İstanbul Sempozyumu Bildiriler, ed. Erol Ülgen and others,
Istanbul 2012.

Ahmet GÜNŞEN

Ülgener, Sabri Fehmi
(b. 1911- d. 1983)
Fehmi Ülgener, who made studies related to the
fields of economics in the Ottoman period, graduated from Istanbul Law School. In 1935, he
was appointed as an assistant to the Institute of
İktisat and İçtimaiyat, which belonged to Economic Faculty. Ülgener, who became Associate
Professor in 1941 and Professor in 1951, gave
lessons as a visiting scholar at Munih University
in the Federal Republic of Germany between the
years 1958 to 1959 and at Columbia University
in the United States between the years 19641965. Also, he became the dean of the Faculty of
Economics twice. He retired in 1981.
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Ülgener tried to explain in his works within the
framework of morality and mindset transformation from the Middle Ages to the New Age and from
Feudalism to Capitalism. In addition to this, he
indicated, apart from material elements, the roles
of spiritual and material elements In this context,
he emphasized the economic ethic and mentality.
Ülgener, who was closely interested in the issues
of morality, mentality, Islam and economic axis in
the context of need of a national economic development model, died in 30 June 1983.
His works: İktisadi İntihat Tarihimizin Ahlâk
ve Zihniyet Meseleleri, Istanbul 1951; Tarihte
Darlık Buhranları, Istanbul 1951; İktisat Dersleri I-II, Istanbul 1952; Milli Gelir, İstihdam ve İktisadi Büyüme, Istanbul 1962, 1966, 1974, 1976;
Zihniyet ve Din, Istanbul 1981; 2006, Zihniyet,
Aydınlar ve İzm’ler, Ankara 1983; Istanbul 2006,
Darlık Buhranları ve İslam Siyaseti, Ankara
1984, Makaleler, Istanbul 2006.
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within the Istanbul Debbağhane. They consisted
of three groups. Eleven of them belonged to the
foundation debbağhanes, which were established
by Mihrimah Sultan, and twelve constituted the
foundation debbağhanes, which were founded
by Atik Valide Sultan. They provide their skins
from selhhanes within the boundaries of Üsküdar and places assigned shares to them and they
made the tanning process. Jewish community in
Istanbul used to cut their sheep and give them
to debbağhanes in Üsküdar. Jews were banned
from shearing sheep on November 11, 1572 in
Istanbul and the central government decided to
have the sheep slaughtered outside of Edirnekapı. Yedikule Tanners also were seeking to adopt
these skins. In this context, an order was sent
by the central government ordering the Jewish
people to give their skins to the Üsküdar debbağhanes as in the past.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Birol MERCAN

Ülker, Abdullah
(b. 1981)
He was born in Erzurum. After he completed his
primary education and secondary education, he
graduated from History Department at the Faculty
of Arts and Sciences, Middle East Technical University. In the same year, he entered as a deputy
expert to the National Library Presidency which
belonged to the Ministry of Culture and Tourism.
He prepared his master thesis entitled Kültürel
Değerlerin Korunmasında Sivil Toplum Örgütlerinin Rolü: (Ahilik Kültürü) / The Role of Civil Society Organizations in the Protection of Cultural
Value (Ahi Culture) and took the expertise of staff.
He is currently working as an expert in the same
institution.
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Üsküdar Debbağhane
Üsküdar Debbağhane, of which there was a total of 31, were fourth ranked in terms of capacity

BOA; IAD, nr. 4, p. 37; MD, nr. 95, 58/375; 103, p. 26; 180, p.
130/541; Kepeci, DHK, nr. 67, p. 330; C. Evkaf, nr. 23153; İAD.
nr. 4, p. 37; nr. 8, p. 222; Kepeci, Müteferrik, nr. 7476; Ahmet
Refik, Hicri On İkinci Asırda İstanbul Hayatı, pp. 9-10.

Zeki TEKİN

Üzeyir
He was accepted as the pir of vignerons (grape
growers) in Ahilik. It is disputed whether or not
he is a Prophet. However, Jews greatly respect
him. Because it is accepted that he made a great
contribution in the formation of contemporary
Judaism. He compared the copies of the Torah
and constituted a standard model for the Torah.
Additionally, he brought a tradition related to the
reading of Torah on Saturdays, Mondays and
Thursdays. He is also accepted as the second
Moses because he established the foundations of
Judaism.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ebu’l-Ferec Muhammed ibnü’l-Cevzî, Zâdu’l-Mesîr fî ilmi’t-tefsîr,
IIII, Beirut 1984, p. 423: İbn Kesîr, Hadislerle Kur’an-ı Kerim
Tefsiri, III, (translated by Bekir Karlığa-Bedrettin Çetiner), Istanbul
1988, pp. 1033-1034; Yusuf Ekinci, Ahîlik, Ankara 1991, pp. 28-32;
İsmail Yiğit, Peygamberler Tarihi, Istanbul 2004, pp. 560-562;
Salime Leyla Gürkan, Yahudilik, Istanbul 2012, p. 98; Yusuf Basalel, Yahudilik Ansiklopedisi, III, Istanbul 2002, p. 171; Baki
Adam, “Üzeyir”, DIA, XLII, Ankara 2012, pp. 401-402.
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Vakıflar Genel Müdürlüğü
Vakıf Kayıtlar Arşivi /
Foundations General
Directorate Foundation
Records Archive
Preserved in this archive are more than 27,000
vakfiye -deed-, zeyl-i vakfiye, tevcih belonging
to Ahi lodges and foundations, identity records,
berat, hüccet, accounting records, and eight Ahi
deeds, all of which amounts to millions of documents.
The Vakıf Kayıtlar Arşivi (Foundation Records
Archive) is made up of registers compiled by the
Selâtin Vakıflar Nazırı (Sultans’ Foundations Minister) Dârüssaade Ağası, the inspector of Haremeyn foundations, the Evkaf accountant and various offices, prior to the establishement of the
Evkaf-ı Hümayun Nezâreti in 1242/1826, and registers held by the central and rural organizations
linked to the Evkaf-ı Hümayun after its founding.
The Vakıf Kayıtlar İdaresi Arşivi was housed for a
time in Istanbul after the dissolution of the Evkaf-ı
Hümayun and the establishment of the Evkaf
Umum Müdürlüğü in 1924. Later, on 26 February
1936, it was moved to the Vakıflar Genel Müdürlüğü building in Ankara.
In the Vakıf Kayıtlar Arşivi there are 197 independent tezhip deeds preserved in safes and the
remainder in cabinets, for a total of 410. Most of
these belong to the sultans, their wives, mothers,
paşa’s, ladies of the palace and senior statesmen.
Vakfiye Defterleri (deed registers):
Together with the 410 tezhip deeds written for
independent and various people, there are a total of 623. These include İstanbul Vakfiye Serisi
(570-577); Mücedded Anadolu Serisi (578-619);
Küçük Evkaf Serisi (623-633); Haremeyn Mukataa Serisi (730-733); Haremeyn Serisi (734-748);
Rumeli Vakfiye Serisi (987-996); Müstakil Vakfiye
Defterleri (1625, 634).
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Hazine Defterler Atik Şahsiyet Defterleri (Treasury Registers): There are 660
of them, all written in the “siyakat” style. Among
them are divani documents, along with recorded
deeds, zeyl, hüccet, hüküm, berat, ferman and
tevcih documents. The dates covered are from
943/1536 to 1282/1865. In addition, a portion
of these registers are the ones called Anadolu,
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Rumeli, Haremeyn, Paşalar, Ağavat, Havatin, Paşalar, Muhasebe, Yeşil, Kırmızı, Beyaz ve Askerî
and others that have been classified as foundation-based, either independently or as a group.
Hurufat Defterleri (Ruznamçe Defterleri): Daily appointmens and promotions of
the foundations were recorded in these registers
and were held according to the administrative
structure of the district. The place names were
listed according to the Arabic alphabet and the
foundation affairs were written under the name
of the district. The registers got the name from
the Arabic plural word for the word letter. The
foundations recorded all sorts of duties in these registers and the oldest ones, called atîk and
cedîd, are from 975/1567 and the latest is from
1262/1844. They are rich with information about Ahi structures and craftsmen’s organizations.
The registers were in series such as Anadolu Hurufat, Rumeli and Dersaadet-Rumeli and in the
beginning of the larges section of the Anadolu series there is a list of place names and an index of
pages where they can be found. Although there
is an index in the Rumeli and Dersaadet-Rumeli
series, it is somewhat confused. There are a total
of 416 hurufat defteri.
Yeni Şahsiyet / Esas Defterleri: These
registers were kept after 1262/1845 and contain
the personnel records of the foundations, along
with appointments, promotions and transfers of
officials. These registers are essentially the continuation of the Hazine Defterleri/Atik Şahsiyet
and were divided up into sections such as Müstakil Esas Defterleri, Dersaadet Esasları, Anadolu
and Haremeyn Esasları.
The Atik Şahsiyet, Yeni Şahsiyet and Hurufat Defterleri contain personal record of deaths, terminations, transfers, firings, kasr-ı yed, hüsn-i rızâ,
lack of license, liyakatsizlik (unsuitablilty) or appointements of officials for other reasons. There
are references to various registers for detailed
information concerning the foundation name,
the name of the hayrat (welfare facility) where the
person performed, wages, bureaucracy, type of
duty, type of foundation.
Ahkâm Defterleri: These registers held
the orders given by the sultans concerning the
foundations and there are 110 of them. Additionally, there are registers like the Sultan Abdulmecit Ahkâmı and the Sultan Mahmud Ahkâmı
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that are related to an independent or a number
of foundations. Included in them are craftsmens’
groups, foundation icare (rent) , icareteyn, âşâr
(tithes), mukataa, gedik incomes, operating
principles and “repairs and maintenance” of foundation property and hayrat (welfare institution), appropriations, regulations, appointments
of foundation officials, promotions and wages,
Haremeyn foundations, surre regiments, central
and rural organizations and non-Moslem foundations.
Tafsil Defterleri: Contain detailed information about the welfare institutions of foundations,
income sources, allocations, officials’ wages and
other expenditures, appointment and promotion
affairs, issues related to mevkufat (properties),
and whether or not the foundation was recorded. The main series of the Tafsil Defterleri were
these: Anadolu Tafsilleri (229-314); Dersaadet
Tafsilleri (955-963); Tafsil-i Nizâmât (932-952);
Hejaz Tafsili (816-833); Rumeli Tafsili (992-994).
Also within this series were the Zeyl-I İlamat and
Teberrukat Defteri.
Berât and Şürût Defterleri: There are 24
of these, in which berats were recorded and were
made up of the Şürût ve Kuyûd-ı Berevât-ı Âlîşân,
Şürût-ı Haremeyn, Şürût-ı Berevât (780-809) series.
Feraşet Defterleri: Comprised of seven registers: Hejaz, Arabistan ve Haremeyn-i Şerifeyn
series, Şürût-ı Haremeyn (nr. 797, H. 1268),
Defter an-Hazîne-i Haremeynü’ş-Şerifeyn İm ü
Haber (nr. 798), Defter-i Mekâtib tâbi‘-i Kalem-i
Haremeyn (nr. 801, H. 1202), Ahkâm-ı Mekke
ve Medine (nr. 813, H. 1299), Hejaz Tafsili (nr.
819-833, H. 1285-1335), Mekke Ahâli-i Vezâif
ve Cevâli etc. and the continuation of the series Feraset-i Şerîfe-i Mekke (I-III/840-842) ve
Feraset-i Şerîfe-i Medine (I-IV, nr. 843-846). The
records of the workers in the foundation welfare
institutions found in the Haremyn-i Şerifeyn were
held in these registers. The writing style was like
berats. This series continued with Haremeyn’s
Surre-i Kadîme Defterleri (nr. 847-848), Mekke
ve Medine Esas Defterleri (nr. 849-855).
Duâgûy Defterleri: These registers held
the records of the names of workers who performed duty as duâgû, their duty locations, appointments, promotions and terminations, the
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foundation they were linked to and their wages.
There were 12 registers. The Surre Defteri (nr.
863) and the Tevcihata Ait Hulâsa Defterleri (nr.
864-871, 1282-1300) of Haremeyn, which holds
the Mekke, Medine and Hejaz Defterleri series,
are the continuation.
Hülâsa Defterleri: These registers held
the personnel records of the workers such as
nâzır, kâtip and câbî, in the welfare facilities of
the foundations. The registers were kept between 1282/1865 and 1329/1911 and there were 42
of them. Although most of the records related to
foundations in Istanbul, there are separate series related to the Anadolu, Rumeli, Arabistan and
Haremeyn foundations. In some Hulâsa Defter,
the records of Dersaadet, Anadolu, Rumeli and
Arabistan are written in a confused manner.
Hüccet ve İlâm Defterleri: It is possible to find records for ilam (judicial decree) and
ilmühaber (identity papers) in the 24 hüccet defters.
İlmühaber Defterleri: The İlmühaberler
were written in the Evkaf-ı Hümayun Nezaret and
were gathered according to year in the ilmühaber defterleri. There were 79 of them. They are
recorded in the archive as Anadolu İlmühaber
(nr. 295), Suret İlmühaber (nr. 296), Tafsil-i Asker (nr. 297) and Anadolu Muhasebe İlmühaber
Tafsili (nr. 298).
Mühür Tatbik Defterleri: There are three
of these registers, in which the seals of the foundation trustees are found.
Köye Devir Defterleri: There are three of
these registers, which recorded the affairs related to the village ihtiyar committees of foundations that had welfare facilities located inside the
borders of the same village. In particular, they related to village mosques and their properties that
were turned over to the village ihtiyar committees
after the declaration of the Republic.
Fodûla Defterleri: These registers are named independently, such as Sultan Mehmed II,
Sultan Selim, Süleymaniye, Mihrimah sultan fodula defterleri.
Intifa Hakkı Defterleri: These registers
were kept after the declaration of the Republic
and relate to individuals who benefitted from a
foundation after services were accomplished in
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accordance with the stipulations of the deed of
the foundation. There are three of them, one of
which is in klasör (file) form.
Maaş Defterleri: These registers recorded
the salaries and aid of the needy and were kept
after the Tanzimat. After the declaration of the
Republic, this tradition continued for a time.
The identity information and place of residence of the individuals receiving aid were kept in
these registers.
Tercüme Defterleri: As of the first years
of the Republic, these registers held the translations of deeds and zeyl ilâm documents written
in Arabic and the new alphabet versions of Ottoman deeds. There were 43 of them.
Tesis Defterleri: After the publication of
the Vakıflar Kanunu , law number 2762, foundations established according to the regulations
of the Medini Kanun were recorded in this one
register.
Merkezî Sicil Defterleri: These registers
contained the records of new foundations established according to law number 903, approved
in 1967, and the Vakıflar Kanunu, law number
5737, approved in 2008. There are five of them.
Şart Tebdili Defteri: These registers recorded the conditions and changes of foundations set up in the Republican period. There are
four of them, one in klasör (file) form.
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Tevzin Defterleri: These registers recorded the documents arranged annually or once
every three years with regard to the income and
expenditures of Mülhak (dependent) foundations. There are five of them.
Besides the above-mentioned registers, there
are files, as well, that relate to issues and activities that occurred after the declaration of the
Republic. They are arranged in files as: 153
zabıt box 6250; intifa box 175; 41 tescil box
3381; 473 tevliyet box 2071; 6 ekalliyet box
180; 3 köye devir box 104; 274 files 23290
tesviye (adjustment); 4829 pieces, according to
law number 903.
Additionally, in the scope of the VAYS project,
5,940 registers in the Vakiflar Bölge Müdürlükleri (regional directorates)and about 500,000
documents have been transferred to the Vakıf
Kayıtlar Arşivi. Of these about 5,000 were bro-
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ught from the Istanbul Vakıflar Bölge Müdürlüğü and include 172 Adalar Şer’iye Sicilleri, 19
census registers and education registers related
to Greece and the islands, eytam registers, foundation registers, salary registers, gureba (poor
peoples’) hospital registers and various registers
of the other regional directorates.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
M. Fuad Köprülü, “Vakıf Müessesesi ve Vakıf Vesikalarının Tarihî Ehemmiyeti”, VD, nr. 1 (1938), p. 6; the same author, “Vakıf
Müessesinin Hukukî Mahiyeti ve Tarihî Tekâmülü”, VD, nr. 2
(1942), pp. 1-36; M. Alkan, “Türk Tarihi Araştırmaları Açısından
Vakıf Kayıtlar Arşivi”, VD, nr. 30 (2010), pp. 2-34; İbrahim Ateş,
“Vakıf Belgeler Arşivi’nin Dünü ve Bugünü”, 2. Vakıf Haftası 3-9
Aralık 1984, p. 28; Hasan Demirtaş, “Vakıf Araştırmalarından
Kaynak Olarak Hurufat Defterleri”; VD, nr. 37(2012), pp. 47-92.

Mevlut ÇAM

Valide Sultan Camii
(See Kalemi Zaviyesi)

Veled Bey Vakfiye /
Deed of Veled Bey
Azize Ayşe Hatun who was the daughter of Ceamaleddin Çelebi of the line of Mevlâna Celâleddin
Rumi, had this second deed for the Mevlâna
Dergâhı Vakvı of the Ahi İlyas Değirmeni (mill)
in Meram, Konya, registered in Şaban 906 (Feburary 1501). A copy can be found in the Mevlâna
Müzesi Arşivi (Mevlâna Museum Archive), nr. 72.
Its dimensions are 21 x 57 centimeters on a single piece of paper, with a tasdik at the top and the
names of the witnesses at the bottom. The deed
has 42 lines. There is a gray cloth of nylon on the
full back of the paper.
The Veled Bey Vakfiyesi (deed) is much like the
Abid Çelebi Vakfiyesi because Veled Bey was the
son of Abid Çelebi’s sister. The two siblings donated the property left to them by their fater to
the Mevlâna Dergâhı. The name of the approving
official in on the upper left portion of the deed
and the istinsah (advising) official’s name and
seal are in the top right portion. Anadolu Kazaskeri Ali Efendi approved the deed. The copy of
the deed was approved by the Konya kadı (judge)
Abdülkerim Efendi.
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Vesîletü’n-Necat
(See Mevlid)

Vitrin Esnaf Ve SanatkârIn
Sesi Dergisi /
Vitrin Craftsmen and
Artisans Voice Magazine
This publication of TESK began to be issued in
1992. Its former name was TESK: Türk Esnaf
ve Sanatkârının Sesi and then it became Vitrin
Esnaf ve Sanatkârın Sesi. Vitirn is the monthly
publications of the Türkiye Esnaf ve Sanatkârları
Konfederasyonu. There have been 218 issues so
far.
In addition to TESK information, Vitrin has provided information relating to Ahilik and there
have been special issues of the magazine, which
continues to grow in its volume and publication
network. At times, instead of the monthly period, special editions are produced. The magazine
is produced based on the publication policy, the
requests of the craftsmen and artisans and the
issues they raise. In this regard, it serves as source material for researchers, as well.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
http://katalog.istanbul.edu.tr/client/search/detailnonmodal/default, Erişim: 22.05.2014.http://www.tesk.org.tr/tr/yayin/yayin.php,
Erişim: 29 Haziran 2014.
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Wage Labor and
Guilds in Medieval Europe
This work was prepared by Steven A. Epstein as a
PhD dissertation entitled Wage Labor and Guilds
in Medieval Europe (Ortaçağ Avrupası’nda Ücretli
İşçiler ve Loncalar) at North Carolina University
in 1990. One year later it was published by the
same university in 1991. This academic work,
which consists of 307 pages, is very important
for the history of merchant navies, which were established in the headquarters of medieval Rome,
Geneva, Florence, Venice, Paris and London. It is
noteworthy that commercial fleets, which were
founded around them, had various connections
with the trade centers of İskenderiye, Halep and
İzmir in the Mediterranean world, as well as trading ports of Galata and Caffe in the north. In this
regard, this work stands out to demonstrate especially the history of Anatolia. In addition, the
author claims that there is no connection between
Futuwwa organization existing before the Ottoman
period and these commercial fleets. On the other
hand, he argues that commercial fleets in Islamic
cities in the Memlük period were not established
by Muslims. Based on this historical process,
he claimed that there were no commercial fleets
among Muslim communities. The contents of the
book consist of the following sub-headings: Roma
ve Erken Ortaçağ Loncaları / Roman and Early
Medieval Guilds, Erken Dönem El Sanatkârları ve
Profesyonel Loncalar / Early Craftsmen and Professional Guilds, Loncaların İç Organizasyonu ve
İş Gücü Piyasası / Internal Organization of Guild
and Labor Market, Daha Geniş Dünyada Loncalar
ve Emek / Guilds and Labor in a Wider World,
XIV. Yüzyıl Krizinde Loncalar ve Emek / Guilds
and Labor in the 14th Century Crisis.

Necmeddin AYAN
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Yabanlu Pazar
(see Pazar)

Yakub b. Leys es-Saffâr
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(d. 265 / 879)
Yakub bin Leys es-Saffâr, who was closely linked
to the Fütüvvet organization, was the founder and
first ruler of the Saffârî dynasty. He was born in
Karnîn village of Sistan’s Zerenç city. In Persian
sources he is recorded as having been a member
of the Sâsânî ruling family. There is no information about when his family became Moslems. His
father was a coppersmith and Yakub had three
brothers named Amr, Tahir and Ali. Amr and Yakub bin Leys also became coppersmiths, like their father, but when Yakub needed more money he
took to buying and selling used goods. At this time
he became very active among Fütüvvet organization members and the Ayyâr craftsmen and artisans. Yakub and Amr came in contact with Salih
bin Nadr (Nasr) el-Kinâî, who was then the leader
of the Ayyâr and fütüvvet organization members
who were fighting with the Haricis. Salih bin Nadr
appointed Yakub bin Leys to command the army
and he seized the city of Büst in 238/852 and the
people of the city made Ayyâr leader Salih bin
Nadr their chief. However, İbrahim bin Hudayn
el-Kavsî, the Tahiroğullar’s governor of Sistan, sought help from Tahir bin Abdullah against Salih
bin Nadr and took control of the region. During
these battles Yakub’s brother Tahir, who supported Salih, was killed. Because the Sistanis were
unhappy with Tahiri rule they rose up continuously.
At this time Salih and Yakub bin Leys fell out with
one another and Salih fled when he lost a battle in 244/858. The people of Sistan then rallied
around Salih’s brother Dirhem, who was jealous
of Yakub’s popularity among the people tried to
have him killed. This prompted Yakub to march
on Dirhem and take control of Sistan, which he
did in 247/861. Dirhem took refuge with Zunbil,
the ruler of Zâbulistan, but in 250/864 Yakub defeated and killed Zunbil. Salih bin Nader was captured the following year and brought to Zerenç,
where he died in 251/865.
After that Yakup took control of Sistan and part
of Afghanistan, and declared independence in
253/867. Despite the fact that the Tahirîs were
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uncomfortable with Yakup’s expansionist policy,
they sought help from him and other cihadists
against the Haricis. Thanks to his efforts, the
presence of the Haricis in Horasan dwindled and
Yakup’s star shone. He secured peace in Kirman
and Sistan by ruling justly and drew many people
to his side.
Then, Yakup bin Leys began to pursue a policy
directly targeting Tahiri rule. After conquering
Herat and Basenc, he seized Kirman and Fars
in 255/869 and sent valuable presents to Caliph
Mu’tez. When he returned, though, the Abbasids had taken Fars and he marched on Fars in
257/871. But Caliph Mu’temid-Alellah proposed
to Yakup that he take Belh, Tuhuristan, Sistan
and Sind provinces, so Yakub was dissuaded
from pursuing Fars.
The Haricis, taking advantage of the youth of Tahiri Emir Muhammed bin Tahir, sought to take
Sistan and Yakup obtained permission from Muhammed bin Tahir to go to war with the Haricis.
Together with fütüvvet holder cihadists, he entered Sistan and Kirman and routed the Haricis.
The new Caliph Mu’temid-Alellah sent an envoy
to Yakup to say that he did not approve of Yakup
taking Fars and that in exchange Yakub could
have Toharistan, Kirman and Sind provinces.
Consequently, the Abbasid’s legitimate governor
Yakub bin Leys occupied Büşenc, which was in
Tahiri hands. Yakup took control of Belh, Cibal,
Herat, Büşenc and Bâdgis and entered Nişabur
on 4 Şevval 259/3 August 873. Muhammed bin
Tahir was taken prisoner and sent to Sistan, putting an end to the Tahiri dynasty. Yakub sent an
ambassador to the Caliph to explain the facts of
the seizure. The Caliph, however, did not accept
this and demanded that Nişabur be freed. Yakub,
though, ignored this demand.
In order to modify the reaction generated by his
occupation of Nişabur, Yakub marched on the Taberistan Zeydis. He seized Suriye and Âmül and
pursued Hasan bin Zeyd el-Alevî fpr a while but
gave up and returned to Sistan. When he left the
region, Taberisan again fell into the hands of Hasan bin Zeyd.
The Tahiris incited Caliph Mu’temid-Alellah in
Samerra against Yakub bin Leys and tried to regain sovereignty over Horasan. The Caliph declared that administration of Horasan would not be
given to Yakub and Yakub’s close associates were
arrested in 261/875, in exchange for Muhammed
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bin Tahir, who was again appointed governor of
Horasan province in 262/876.
The Caliph was alarmed by Yakub’s invasion of
Fars and his expansion in general so he appointed him as the sahibü’ş-şurtalık of Baghdad.
However, when he attempted to take this post
he was opposed by the Abbasid army, defeated
and forced to retreat to Huzistan. While planning his revenge, Yakub became ill and died two
weeks later on 14 Şevval 265/9 Haziran 879 in
Cündişapûr. Just before his death he had told
the Abbasid ambassador “tell the Caliph that if I
die we will both become free of each other. But if I
remain alive be certain that there will be nothing
between us but a sword.”
Since he had no children he was succeeded by
his brother Amr. Yakub was a religious, brave,
smart, forward-thinking and just ruler and a heroic soldier. He shared his secrets with no one.
Sources relate that he was beloved by his soldiers and his people and some historians say he
hoped to be the ruler of the world. Although the
Ayyârs gained fame in some periods and in some
places as looters and troublemakers, Yakub bin
Leys fought against the Haricis and the Shiites
and became known as a Sunni Islam cihadist.
In some works, because Yakub fought with the
Abbasids and because he rebelled against injustices with the Shiites, he was accused of being an
outsider. Actually, whether they were Shiites or
haricis, people from all groups gathered around
him against those whose wealth was ill-gotten.
Yakub bin Leys preferred an ascetic life and did
not act like an emir or a ruler. He made his shield his pillow and slept on it. He gave no value to
worldly pleasures and he had a tough demeanor.
He was never seen to laugh or smile. All the time
he was deep in thought and no one could know
what he would do. He told no one of his plans.
Because of his perseverance and skill in war, his
enemy Hasan bin Zeyd el-Alevî gave him the label
“es-Sindân”.
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Abdülkerim ÖZAYDIN

Yalkın, Suat
(b. 1928-d. 2009)
Suat Yalkın has been responsible for many events
regarding research and practices of Ahilik, which
formed the basis for craftsmen and artisans. He
was born in Alifuatpaşa in Geyve district of Sakarya in 1928. He attended elementary school in
Adapazarı, middle school in Istanbul and high
school at St. George Austrian College in Istanbul.
He then went to the law school at Istanbul University. Because he was of military age, in his last
year he became a reserve officer and returned to
politics after his military service.
He was the chief of a number of offices in craft
organizations and served as the acting head of
the Istanbul Birlik, becoming its chief in 1984.
He continued in this role until his death on 14
January 2009. He also served as the head of the
Esnaf ve Sanatkârlar Kredi Kefalet Kooperatifleri
Istanbul Bölge Birliği Başkanlığı from 28 June
1988 until he passed away.
As the result of his effort to improve relations
between Turkey and the craftsmen and artisans
of Germany, during the years 1991-2002, he was
awarded the first degree State Medal by German
President Richard Von Weiczehker. He was also
the creator of friendship agreements with important cities on the subjects of dual National Education Systems and organizations between Turkey
and Europe. He also systemized studies of Ahilik
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Suat Yalkın

and established the Ahilik Advisory to bring Ahilik to a universal level, organizing many congresses, symposiums and conferences in this regard.
Craftsmen gave him the title of ‘Craftsmen’s Head
Teacher’. Suat Yalkın was married and had two
children. He knew German and English well.

Tuna KOLBAŞI

Yamak
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The word yamak means “tied to, additional, assistant” and has an important place in the literature of both craftsmen and the army. It is not
clear when yamak began to appear in craft guilds.
However, in the 17th and 18th centuries the craftsmen began to join with the other craftsmen they
called “yamak”, who were less senior. In court sources the word yamak passes as “tabiîn” and it
shows closeness between two craft groups. The
yamak craftsmen provided raw material to the senior craftsmen and helped with taxes, as well. For
example, the fez-making tailors were yamaks. So
the yamak craftsman would help the senior craftsman bu making takke (skullcaps), thereby reducing the tax burden. The salters were the bakers’
yamaks and the cattle-drivers were the butchers’
yamak.
The egg shopkeepers were not accepted as an independent craft group but they were accepted as
yamaks for the yaş yemiş craftsmen. In Ottoman
times and particularly during the reign of Sultan
Süleyman, the Lawgiver (1520-1566), as the pleasure of drinking coffee spread and coffeehouses
opened, the barbers who set up shop in the cor-
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ner of the coffeehouse were the yamaks of the coffeehouse shopkeepers.
The decisions of local officials were the determinants in nature of yamak. In order for a new
guild to be officially accepted there were certain conditions, such as producing a new product
that would serve a need of the public and was in
demand. Also, in order to meet this need the guild had to have the requisite experts and capital.
Only then would the state approve the new guild.
These approvals, though, included a condition
for “yamaklık”. The new guild was accepted as a
yamak to an active, older and strong craft. These new guilds, which sprouted in big cities, were
established to meet a particular need or to make
production for a set period. Mostly, the new guilds were yamak to the older, established ones.
The state did not deal with the crafts that it taxed
one by one, but rather, by developing the yamak
system under the overall craftsmen’s organization, it dealt with issue in this way. This situation
caused different craftsmen’s organizations to get
into disputes over tax-burden sharing. Guilds
whose crafts were increasing did not always accept the appointment requests for kethüda (senior official) for themselves and guilds whose
affairs were essentially as yamaks to other guilds did not either. For example, the egg sellers,
who were the yamaks to the yaş yemişci shopkeepers, did not have their own kethüdas, with the
pazarbaşı’s assuming the work of the kethüdas.
It was not always clear whether or not a guild was
acting as a yamak for another guild. For example,
the scrap collectors would come to the bootmakers and say that it was the bootmakers and not
themselves who were the yamaks. So they would
say that the bootmakers had to help them to pay
the kürek and kazma akçe tax.
The first step in the professional life of a youth
in an Ahi unit was yamak. One had to be younger than 10 years-old and worked for two years
without pay, but with meals. Those who completed this period were elevated to apprentice in a
special ceremony. The yamak worked at the shop
and then received a religious and social education at the Ahi lodge. The yamaks were taught the
etiquette of the organization and the kinds of behaviors then were obliged to avoid. The yamak’s
continuation was dependent on obtaining the
approval of his guardian. The yamaks, or “müp-
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tedi” (beginner, novice), learned a craft at the
shop and other subjects at the lodge. Even today
the people taken in and educated by craftsmen
are called yamak.
In the Ottoman army organization, the yamaks
were the topçu and humbaracı (bombardier) in
the Janissary Corps and in the military organization they were used as soldiers who protected
the fortresses. At first they were the helpers and
reserve forces of the infantry-misellem brigades
among army groups, and later they were candidate soldiers in the Janissary Corps and assistant soldiers or guards, as well as being volunteer civilians who joined in battle. Initially,
the yamaks were respectful toward the existing
order but later, especially after 1785, they were
engaged in corruption and were quick to revolt
against a governor who was late in paying ulufe
(wages) or when things did not go their way. The
yamaks were reliable inspectors of the fortresses
along the Bosphorus during the reign of Sultan
Mahmud II (1808-1839) but with the dissolution
of the Janissary Corps they too were wiped from
the scene of history.
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that opened to the domes. There were four doors
of the bedesten that opened in the center of each
wall. It is known that when it was first built there
were small stores that rose to half the height of
the walls. The shops were oriented to the outside. Over time the shops were destroyed and then
rebuilt in the same places. The bedesten survives
today.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fernaz Öncel, Geleneksel Ticaret Dokusu İçinde “Kayseri Hançerli Sultan Vakfı Bedesteni”nin Koruma Sorunları ve
Değerlendirilmesi, (Yıldız Teknik University Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters Thesis), Istanbul 2007.

Rıza KURTULUŞ

Yaren Kıyafetleri /
Yaren Outfits
In Fütüvvetnâmes it is stated that the Ahis wore
blue, white, black and green colored clothes. The
principals and judges wore green, the religious
hafız and kalem wore white, young men who
had not yet reached the stage of Ahi wore black.
The wearing of the hirka (cloak) was widespread
among the Ahis. At ceremonies the shalvar was
worn and the şed and the peştamal tied on.
It is possible to see the traces of Ahilik in the clothing of the Yaren organization. Along with the traditional outfits worn in the Kütahya/Simav yaren
organization, from time to time daily clothes are
worn, as well. These include yellow, green, red,
and purple tasseled fez, an open colored, small
collared shirt worn underneath, a dark blue or
yellow decorative, long-sleeved waistcoat, on top

Yanbolu Bedesten
The bedesten is located in the district of Yanbolu
in Bulgaria and Atik Ali Paşa had it built at the
beginning of the 16th century. It has a rectangular
plan and four domes one behind the other in a
row, displaying a difference from the other classic four-domed bedesten types. This is because
generally four-domed bedestens were squareplanned and the domes were not one behind the
other. Lighting was ensured by the lighting lamps
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of this a dark blue sleeveless jacket to the waist,
and underneath an undergarment the same color
as the jacket, tied with a drawstring at the waiste
and extending to the knees. A cotton belt called
a “dolgu” was worn over the shirt and undergarment at the waist and another woolen belt called Darabulus was worn, as well. To prevent the
Darabulus from falling off, a kolan was wrapped
onto it. A bandolier over the kolan was fixed to
the waist. Long boots made of black leather were
worn on the feet.
The yarens of Akşehir would not go out to chats,
dances and enjoyments in their daily clothes.
They would wear authentic and regional outfits,
including a fez, a kerchief around their necks,
a collar-less shirt, an undershirt, short jacket, a
chain tied to the jacket at the waist and a braided
woolen belt. Below they wore the shalwar/potur
undergarment, and socks of wool and a slipper
that resembled a rawhide sandal.
In Afyonkarahisar/Sandıklı, the yaren outfit included white woolen socks, a broadcloth shalwar
instead of pants, a collar-less shirt, a long and
wide belt wrapped around the waist, a sleeveless
jacket and a kerchief tied around the neck.
The Çankırı yarens preferred a unique clothing
style that can be characterized as a national outfit,
and which came from their forefathers. On their
heads they wore a fez with a kerchief tied to it. On
their bodies a collar-less shirt and a colored shirt
call içlik, a zivga with embroidery on the front and
full rear, instead of pants, a tasseled belt wrapped
over the zivga at the waist, and white socks made
of wool.
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Yaren Odaları /
Yaren Chambers
The most important aspect of the Ahilik institution was that for centuries it undertook moral and
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Yaren room

social duties not just in the cities and towns, but
in the villages, as well. These places of education
were known as “yaren odası” or, in today’s parlance, “konuk odası”. In this regard, the Ahi lodges, which İbn Battuta spoke with great praise,
served as konuk odası in many villages. All kinds
of needs of the konuk oda’s were met by welloff families voluntarily and guests were provided
with food, drink, bedding, etc., all free of charge.
In a period when transport and communication
means were quite limited, these rooms were of
the utmost importance to those whose professions demanded that they travel. The yaren oda’s
had many other aspects besides these, though.
Like the Ahi lodges, they provided developmental
education and made important contributions toward promoting the feeling of aid and solidarity
among people.
The problems of the village and the villagers were
discussed at meeting held on long winter nights,
religious and national books were read, and there were conversations about professional and
moral issues. The problems of students going to
school, youths going to military service and newlyweds were put on the table and solved here. The
administration of the yaren oda’s was assumed
by the oldest of the yarens, those who were loved
and respected by all. They were called the “yaren
başı” and they had assistants called “oda başı”.
They were both elected officers.
İbn Battuta, while explaining the mission of the
Ahis said that “these people are found in all the
places, cities, towns and villages where the Turkmen live in Anatolia. They host foreigners who
come to their locales, provide them with room
and board, rescue them from the unscrupulous,
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and serve as an example on these matters that
can be found nowhere else in the world.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Sadık Göksu, Kırkambar (Ahilik Ansiklopedisi) Ahilik
Tarihöncesi’nde Başlar, Istanbul 2011.

Tuna KOLBAŞI

Yaren Teşkilâtı /
Yaren Organization
The term yârân is the plural of the Persian
word“yâr” and over time it came to be used as
Yâren. In the dictionary “yâr” means lover, friend, acquaintance. “Yârân” means friends or a
group that has come together with the same aim
in mind. In this regard, “yarenlik” has come to
be characterized by folk scholars as a folk institution strengthened with humane ideals such as
bravery, heroism, friendship and solidarity that
are based on certain qualities in a national tradition in the life of the Turkish community. Outside
of Anatolia, this tradition is known as “geşdek”
among the Uzbeks, “halk meşrepleri” among the
Uighers, and “konuşma” among the Crimean Karay Turks.
Yarenlik, which is a social, cultural, economic
and moral folklore tradtion, is training and folk
culture hearth that male craftsmen with certain
virtues can enter. The comical, playful and enjoyable yaren meetings generally begin in the fall
and continue until the Spring, in other words until hıdrellez (40th day after the Spring equinox).
If requested, they are also held on special days
and weeks.
The entrance conditions for the yaren gatherings
that are held in various locales in Anatolia are
outlined in each place’s regulations. It is a traditional organization that those with the following
qualities can join: honorable, generous, hospitable, moral, respectful to elders, kind to children, trustworthy, having good habits, a particular
profession, and those who are military veterans.
Essentially the same conditions required for entering Ahilik, are those that are valid for yarenlik.
People who are not well known in the community
or convicts will not be taken into this organization.
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There are various names for the yaren organizations: in cities like Çankırı / Gerede and Tırhala (Greece) “Sohbet”; in Balıkesir / Dursunbey
“Barana Sohbetleri”; in Elâzığ “Kürsübaşı Sohbetleri”; in Safranbolu, Bartın and Kütahya / Simav “Yâren”; in Afyonkarahisar, Kütahya center
and Isparta / Senirkent “Gezek”; in Kastamonu
“Sıranâme”; in Bolu ve Konya center “Muhabbet”;
in Konya / Akşehir “Sıra Yârenleri”; in Şanlıurfa
“Sıra Gecesi”; in Aksaray “Ferfene”; in Manisa /
Soma “Yârenler”; in Antalya “Keyif”; in Ankara
“Cümbüş” and in Van “Oturmah”.
The “yiğitbaşı” who directs the yaren groups in
many locations in Anatolia is also seen in Ahilik,
indicating that that this organization was influenced by Ahilik.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Gökhan Tarıman CENİKOĞLU

Yastıman, Şemsi
(b. 1924-d. 1994)
He was one of the founders of the Ahilik Araştırma ve Kültür Vakfı (Ahiism Research and Cultural Foundation). Şemsi Yastıman was raised in
Kırşehir and was a poet, an artist and a writer.
The poems that he wrote for his hometown brought his close to Ahi Evran and Ahilik. He was
born in Kırşehir’s Yenice neighborhood and his
real name was Mehmet Galip Şemsettin. He later changed his name to Şemsi. His father was
Ahmet Ağa, a candy store owner and his mother
was İlhamiye Hatun of the Selamoğulları. His line
traced back to Şeyh Süleyman Türkmanî, who
came from Horasan in the 13th century to settle
in Kırşehir.
He attended Kirşehir Namık Kemal elementary
school, Ankara Devrim elementary school and
Kırşehir Central Kale Middle School, where he
fell in love with folk music and the saz instrument. He wrote his first poem in 1938 and served
in the military from 1942 to 1945. While in mi-
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litary service he honed his skill with the saz and
with folk songs. After the military, he served as an
employeed in the Kırşehir Defterdarlığı Maliye ve
Muhasebe department but he found it boring. So
he resigned and his interest in the saz and folk
music took him to Ankara. In a short time he was
one of Ankara’s well-known saz players and this
gave him the chance to participate in meetings.
He took the stage for the first time in Ankara and
met the famous ud master Zeki Duygulu. Together they formed a concert group and toured
Anatolia. He lived in Zonguldak for a while and
gave saz lessons there. He met Muzaffer Sarısözen
who came to Zonguldak to collect folk songs and
was invited to Ankara by Sarısözen. On the radio
program “Yurttan Sesler”, he had the chance to
play the saz and sing folk songs. At this time, because of the concerts he gave in Izmir he quickly
became well-known.
He came to Istanbul at the end of 1950 and gained fame with his programs. He began to give saz
lessons in a store he rented on Çırağan avenue
in Beşiktaş, increasing the number of those liking
folk music. He died on 10 July 1994 in Çardak
holiday village in Lapseki district of Çanakkale.
As a poet and with his warm personality, Şemsi Yastıman made tremendous contributions to
Turkish folk literature, Turkish folk music and
Turkish folklore. With the first step he took on
the stage, he began to invigorate and develop his
profession. He was not just a saz artist. From a
young age he studied Turkish folk literature and
folklore carefully and followed developments in
these fields closely. The best of folk literature were
in his repertory and he arranged them comfortably on the stage and on the radio. Like other of
his profession, in the tradition of travelling mins-
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trals, he toured Anatolia for six year, playing his
own and local folk songs. He participated in the
Âşıklar Bayramı held in Konya 7-9 October 1966,
winning first prize for singing and playing “Muradım”.
Yastiman recited poems improvisationally but he
was more well-known as a writing poet. There
are very important works among his various elements. His poems reflected the social issues of
the times he lived in, giving voice to the the troubles of the people in his poems and folk songs
with his saz and his words.
Yastıman was one of the founders in 1984 of the
Ahilik Araştırma ve Kültür Vakfı, together with
his friends who had given their hearts to Ahi
culture. He also made contributions to spreading the word about Ahilik to the public. In this
regard, in his poems about Kırşehir he spoke
about Âşık Paşa, Ahi Evran and Şeyh Süleyman
Turkmanî who were raised in Kırşehir. He wrote
a poem called Ahinâme on the occasion of Ahilik
Kültürü Kutlama Haftası (Ahiism Culture Week).
His books: Mehmetçik Destanı, 39’lu, 40’lı, 41’li
ve 42’li Kuralarına, Istanbul 1946; Sazdan Bilgiler, Istanbul 1959; Sazdan Bilgiler, Sazlı Fıkralar, Istanbul 1961 (with İhsan Hınçer); Sözden
Düzenler, Istanbul 1971; Şemsi Yastıman’dan,
Ankara 1964; Türkten Türküler, I-IV, Istanbul
1958-1969; Sözden Türküler, Istanbul 1970.
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Erol ÜLGEN

Yazarı Belli Olmayan
Bir Fütüvvetnâme /
A Fütüvvetnâme by an
Unknown Author
This work published by İbrahim Arslanoğlu (Ankara 1997), is recorded under number 10.203
in the Yusufağa bookshelf at the Konya Yazma
Eserler Library. It is arranged in five sections.
In the first section there is an introduction and
a research plan; in the second section the fo-
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cus is on fütüvvetnâmes and their importance;
the third section has a fütüvvet summary and
the Turkish text; in the fourth section there is a
commentary and critique on the education of the
fütüvvetname; the conclusion is in the fifth section; the additions are comprised of a glossary,
sources and a photocopy of the original text. After the first section, the author lists the general
characteristics of Fütüvvetnâmes in the second
section. These include being good-natured, loyal,
honest, safe, avoiding temptations, drinking and
adultery – the general bases of faith found in the
commands of all religions. The third section is
about the Fütüvvetnâme’s chapters and contents.
Here the twelve chapters of the original text are
separated out. The first chapter is about entrance into the organization, being a good person
and a good Moslem, directing new students and
putting them on the right path, tying on the belt
and entering service, untying the belt, etiquette
for entering a meeting, putting one on the path,
particulars of the belt, being a holder of principles, tying the belt since the days of Hz. Adem and
its history, giving a diploma to a new master and
sending helva. In the next sections there are commentaries and critiques about the Fütüvvetnâme,
a conclusion, additions, glossary and sources.

Funda TOPRAK

Yedi Kapı / Seven Doors
This is a term that describes the virtues of Ahis
as didactic. In this regard, for those wanting to
become Ahis there are seven beautiful actions
that they are expected to acquire for themselves.
These actions are mentioned with various classifications in Fütüvvetnâmes and spoken many
time didactically. Yedi Kapı (seven doors) refers
to the actions an Ahi must exhibit toward the
community, with regard to his social status and
his world view. These actions reflect a moral character. The real number of these actions are four
open ones in Burgâzî and three closed ones, for
a total of seven. But instead of four, they are counted as three. Gülşehrî orders them as the open
and three closed. Seyyid Hüseyin, Razavî and in
Fütüvvetnâmes that use them as a source, “yedi
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kapı” open and “yedi kapı” closed are mentioned.
In later Fütüvvetnâmes, though, changes are originated by the writer or the transcriber.
Here is the explanation that contains Burgâzî’s
reasons: “whoever is an Ahi has four things open
and three things closed: 1. Do not limit one’s
world; as Rasul Hazretleri commanded; ‘everyone must move on God’s path to seven hundred’ 2.
an Ahi is generous and good-natured 3. an Ahi’s
table is open to anyone.
There are four things that must be open. Open
the door to God’s goodness and mercy. But it
is necessary 1.use two eyes but look at no one
sternly; 2. watch your tongue and say nothing
harsh; 3. wear the shalvar and hide the back and
the front. Whoever does this will close the door
of sin, the door of cruelty and the door of hell.”
(Burgâzî, page 132-133).
Razavî’s seven categories were these: “those of
the fütüvvet must be tied to seven doors, which
are the following: “close the door to stinginess,
open it to generosity; 2. close the door to anxiety, open it to good will; 3. close the door to greed and desire, open it to kindness; 4. close the
door to indulgence, open it asceticism; 5. Close
the door to the public, open it to God; 6. Close
the door to nonsense and superstition, open it
to recitations and chanting; 7. Close the door to
Satan, open it to God.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Razavî, Miftâhu’d-Dekâik Dekâik fî Beyâni’l-Fütüvve ve’l-Hakâik,
Süleymaniye Ktb, İzmir 337, 16b; Fütüvvetname, Milli Library, A.
4225, vr. 3; Abdulbaki Gölpınarlı, “Burgâzî ve ‘Fütüvvetname’si”,
IUIFM, XV/1-4 (1953-1954), pp. 132-133; Abdulbaki Gölpınarlı,
“Şeyh Seyyid Gaybî oğlu Şeyh Seyyid Hüseyin’in Fütüvvetnamesi”, IUIFM, XVII/1-4 (1955-1956), p. 92; Gülşehrî, Mantıku’t-Tayr,
(prepared by A. Sırrı Levend), Ankara 1957, p. 199; Ali Torun,
Türk Edebiyatında Türkçe Fütüvvetnameler, Ankara 1998, pp.
105-106.

M. Saffet SARIKAYA

Yedikule Debbağhane /
Yedikule Tanneries
The Yedikule Debbağhaneleri (Yedikule Tanneries) were established in the years following the
conquest of Istanbul by Sultan Mehmed II. This
craft group was tied to the Ayasofya-i Kebir foundation. It is understood that the place was given
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for rent to the debbağ (tanner) craftsmen in order
to move them outside of the city. As was stated in
Sultan Mehmed II’s vakfiye (deed), in this structure belonging to them there were eight Janissary
squares, thirty-three slaughterhouses and three
hundred sixty tanneries. These buildings, which
were said to have been on the seaside just outside
Yedikule, have not yet been identified because there are no ruins whatsoever. The number of debbağhanes that were here during the time of Sultan
Mehmed II, was 360, but this number decreased
dramatically after that. In this regard, in 1728 the
number of Yedikule debbağhanes was 65. One
debbağhane was operated by two masters and the
64 other ones were run by one master.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
BOA, Istanbul Ahkam Defteri (İAD). nr. 4. p. 23; IAD, nr. 7, p. 23;
MD, nr. 9, 43/222; MD, nr.85, 214/491; MD nr. 102, 1-2/3; MD, nr.
110, 559/2593; MD. nr.180. 81/330; Defteri Başmuhâsebe (D-BŞM)
Tasnifi, nr. 43157, pp. 4-8; D-BŞM. nr. 41157, pp. 4-20; Mâliyeden
Müdevver Tasnifi (MAD), nr. 10351, pp. 27-33; İKM, nr. ll, 80b;
Kepeci Tasnifi, Divân-ı Hümayun Kalemi, p. 339; IKM. nr. ll, 82b;
İKM, nr. 9, l45b; İKM, nr.13, llb; İKM, nr. 10, 13a-b; İKM. nr. 25.
212b; BOA, Cevdet İktisat, nr. 955; İstanbul Müftülüğü Seriye Sicili,
İstanbul Kadılığı Mahkemesi (İKM), nr. 24, 829-839;. Ahmed Refik,
Hicri Onikinci Asır, pp. 7-8; Eremya Çelebi Kömürcüyan, XVII.
Asırda İstanbul Tarihi, Istanbul 1952, p. 28.

Zeki TEKİN

Yegân Reis Zaviye / Lodge
Yegân Reis (İshakçı) village near Malkara was donated to this zaviye –lodge- in Malkara city by
Gazi Hüdavendigar (Sultan Murad Hüdavendigar). It has been determined that in 1519 there
was a bath among the foundations of the lodge.
Berats were issued by Sultan Mehmed II, Sultan
Bayezid II and Yavuz Sultan Selim for the continuation of the foundation. The lodge was run by
Ahi İsa oğlu Yusufhan and Ahi İsa’s brother’s son
abdülkerim in 1475. In 1519, Yusufhan’s son Hızır Bali was the shaikh of the lodge. On this date
the trustee of the lodge was Üveys bin Mürüvvet.
The income derived from the village in 1475 was
6,547 akçes and in 1519 the amount was 13,882
akçes. With a berat issued by Sultan Bayezid II,
meals were provided to guests in the lodge.
378
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Yeni İpek Yolu Dergisi
Konya Kitabı XIV:
Ahilik, Ahilik Teşkilatı ve
Konya’daki İzleri /
New Silk Road Magazine’s
Konya Book 14: Ahilik,
Ahiism Organization and
Traces in Konya
A special edition entitled Konya Kitabı XIV: Ahilik, Ahilik Teşkilatı ve Konya’daki İzleri (Konya
2013) (Konya Book 14: Ahilik, Ahilik Organization and Traces in Konya), published by the
Yeni İpek Yolu Dergisi (New Silk Road Magazine), which is the publication organ of the Konya
Chamber of Commerce, provides information
about the traces in Konya of the culture of Ahilik,
which affected almost all fields of life from the
13th century until today, including commercial
life, military systems and religious affairs. In the
book, edited by H. Ahmet Özdemir, there are 14
articles by 12 scholars, as follows:
H. Ahmet Özdemir, “Ahîlerin Büyük Şeyhi Şihâbeddîn-i Sühreverdî (539-632 / 1145-1234), Anadolu ve Konya Ziyareti, Türkiye Selçuklu Devlet
Adamlarıyla ve Kanaat Önderleriyle İlişkileri”
(pp. 1-30); Mustafa Akkuş, “İstila Döneminde
Anadolu Şehirlerinin Korunmasında Ahîler: Konya ve Ahi Ahmed Şah” (pp. 31-46); Ahmet Çelik,
“Hamdizâde Abdülkadir Erdoğan’ın Ahi Evren
Hakkında Bir Makalesi” (pp. 47-56); Haşim Karpuz, “Ahî Zaviyelerinden Örnekler” (pp. 57-66);
Mehmet Ali Hacıgökmen “Ahî Şecere-Nâme ve
Fütüvvet-Nâmelerine Göre Ahî Zaviyeleri” (pp.
67-78); Semih Çeker, “Bir Eğitim Yeri Olarak Ahî
Zaviyeleri” (pp. 79-94); Seyit Taşer, “Ahîlikten
Okul Müfredatlarına Sanat ve Meslek Eğitimi
(Konya Örneği)” (pp. 95-110); Melâhat Ürkmez,
“Ahîlik, Konya’da Ahîlik Teşkilatı ve Zavîye Evleri” (pp. 111-124); Nadir Baştürk, “İbn Batûta’nın
Anadolu Seyahati ve Ahîlerle Karşılaşması” (pp.
125-138); Fatih Mehmet Öcal- Bülent Darıcı,
“Ahîlik Teşkilatı ile Değişen Dünyayı Yorumlamak” (pp. 139-152); Seyit Taşer, “Ahîlikten XX.
Yüzyılbaşlarına Konya’da Ticarî Faaliyetlerdeki Değişim ve Sanay” (pp. 153-166); Aziz Ayva,
“Ahîlik, Esnaf Destanları ve Ermenekli Hasan
Tahsin’in Berber Destanı” (pp. 167-184); Seyit
Taşer, “Konya Kaza Merkezlerinde Ticaret Oda-
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Yeşil Ahi Zaviye
(see Ahi Yeşil Zaviye)

Yeşilce Hamam
(see Salhane Hamam)

Aziz AYVA

Yeşilhane
Yeniçeri-Esnaf Relations:
Solidarity and Conflict
This study, which can be translated in Turkish
as “Yeniçeri-Esnaf İlişkileri: Dayanışma ve Çatışma”, was presented as a masters thesis at McGill
University in 1981 by Kafadar. The 178-page
study has five sections and the language used is
English. Although the thesis was not published
as a book, Kafadar used this thesis as the basis for subsequent works. In the first section, the
author discusses the establishment of the Janissary units, in the second section the methods of
inducting soldiers and the social structure of the
units, in the third section there is a portrait of Istanbul and its social structure, in the fourth section the Janissary Corps’s involvement in commercial life is addressed and the infiltration of
different sections into the Corps, and in the last
section he looks at the Janissary Corps vis-à-vis
political events and rebellions and the Janissary
ideology.
Kafadar in his thesis comes out against the revisionist paradigm that the Janissary Corps united
with the Ulema to oppose Westernization, secularization and modernization and he provided
inspiration for many other researchers.

(see Ahi Yeşil Medrese)

Yıldırım, Seyfi
(b. 1966)
He was born in Kaman district of Kırşehir and
his father’s name was Hüseyin. His elementary
school education was in Denizli (1974) and he
finished middle school in Kaman in 1983. After graduating from Hacettepe University’s History Department in 1988, he got his masters at
Selçuk University’s Social Sciences Institute in
1994 and his doctorate at Hacettepe University
in 2005. Yıldırım worked as an archival expert at
the Cumhuriyet Arşivi Daire Başkanlığı, linked
to the Office of the Prime Minister, in the years
1988-2006. He is currently an academician at
Hacettepe Univesity’s Atatürk İlkeleri e İnkilâp
Tarihi Institute.

Aziz AYVA

Yiğit, Halime
H. Mustafa ERAVCI

Yeşil Ahi Camii
(see Ahi Yeşil Camii)

Yeşil Ahi Medrese
(see Ahi Yeşil Medrese)

(b. 1980-)
She is the author of the book entitled Baciyan-ı
Rum’dan Günümüze Türk Kadınının İktisadî Hayattaki Yeri (The Place of Turkish Women in Economic Life from Baciyan-ı Rum to Today). Yiğit
was born in Istanbul and then studied in Istanbul University’s Literature Faculty Information
and Documentation Department. At this time she
worked for Matbuat magazine. Later she worked
as the secretary in the Çekmeköy Municipality.
She has also done research and portrait writing
for Anadolu newspaper in Istanbul. The book she
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wrote with Yasemin Tümer was published in Istanbul in 2013.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Yasemin Tümer Erdem-Halime Yiğit, Bacıyân-ı Rûm’dan Günümüze
Türk Kadınının İktisadî Hayattaki Yeri, Istanbul 2013, p. 4.

Caner ARABACI

Yiğitbaşı

380

The word “yiğitbaşı” comes from the combination
of the Turkish words “yiğit” (brave, stouthearted
young man) and “baş” (head) and the yiğitbaşı
post was held by the assistant to the kethüda.
There is no information available about when the
yiğitbaşı became institutionalized. Nevertheless,
it is understood that yiğitbaşı has a link to the
time of Abbasid Caliph en-Nâsır-Lidînillâh (11801225), the source of Ahilik, and there was a relationship with the fütüvvet organization, which became an important mystic movement and which
was made up of young bachelor workers called
“fetâ” (plural: fityân) in the cities. In this regard,
the members of this class are mentioned often in
connection with Ahi units in sources from Anatolian Seljuk times. In fact, these young men had
duties in lightly outfitted security and protective
units. This leads to the supposition that this group played a role in securing public order and security in some cities in the confused periods of the
Anatolian Seljuk State.
İbn Battuta, who came to Anatolia in 731/1331
and who made colorful observations of the Ahilik
rules, noted that these youths, whom he characterized as “fityân” (yiğits), played an important role
in the Ahi organization. In this regard, he described them at meetings in Ahi lodges this way: they
wore kaban on their backs and mest (light, thinsoled boots) on their feet, held a long knife in their
belts, wore a woolen take (skullcap) on their heads and over that a headgear that was one yard in
length and two fingers wide. These youths are referred to in Arabic and Persian books as “fetâ” or
“fityân” and this indicates that these youths in the
aforementioned period of the Seljuks were called
yiğit in Anatolia and their chief was the yiğitbaşı.
Actually, there is a saying contained in the Dîvânü
lugati’t-Türk that goes “there is no fire without
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smoke/no youth is without sin” and among the
Kyrgyz community there is this saying: “he who
is a yiğit takes upon himself the troubles of the
people”. This shows that the word yiğit has been
passed down form generation to generations and
that the word has appeared in both written and
oral literature from olden times.
In the 13th and 14th centuries in Anatolia, Ahilik
and the craftsmen’s organization had a strong
and more independent structure. In this regard,
the members of the organization, the yiğits and
their chiefs the yiğitbaşı’s had the chance to act
freely. However, with the coming of Ottoman
administration to Anatolia, particularly in the
middle of the 15th century, the craft organization
became more closely tied to the central authority
and its tighter rules. Thus, the yiğitbaşı of the Ahi
organization took his place in the management
committees as a continuation of Ahi tradition.
Generally speaking, craftsmen in Ottoman times
became specialized in a particular craft related
to goods and services and then formed a professional organization. Each craft group had an
administrative committee made up of its leaders
and masters, with the committee head known as
the kethüda. One of the committee members was
the yiğitbaşı, who assisted the kethüda in the performance of duties such as resolving problems
among the craft group members. Over time, as
internal problems increased, from the 18th century on almost every craft group had to have a
yiğitbaşı on duty.
Like the kethüda, the yiğitbaşı was chosen from
among the leaders of the craft group and the opinions of the leaders and masters were noted, in
this connection. After a candidate was decided
upon an application was made to the local kadı
(judge) and with the kadı’s approval the yiğitbaşı was selected. Mostly, elections were held once
each year in the craft groups. Changing a yiğitbaşı was accomplished in the same manner, by a
majority vote.
In Ottoman times, there were ceremonies related
to the appointment of a yiğitbaşı, just as there
were for the appointments of other officials, for
masters and apprentices, and these were done in
the framework of Ahi traditions based on fütüvvet. In this regard, in most of these ceremonies it
became a custom for the shaikh of the Ahi Evran
Zaviye in Kırşehir to be present. These ceremoni-
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es were held in Anatolia and Rumeli until the later periods of the Ottomans. In the early years of
the Turkish Repbublic there was a yiğitbaşı in the
craft committees and today there is one present
in Ahi ceremonies, for nostalgic reasons. Besides
the craft groups, the term yiğitbaşı was also used
for the chief of a group of militia soldiers in a
neighborhood.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Divanü Lûgat-it-Türk Tercümesi, (translated by Besim Atalay), III,
Ankara 1992, pp. 8, 16; Drevnetyurkskiy Slovar, Leningrad 1969,
pp. 86-87 (see “baş”), 260 (see “jigit”); Sir Gerard Clauson, An
Etymological Dictionary of Pre-Thirteeth-Century, Oxford 1972,
pp. 375-376 (see “baş”), 911 (see “jigit”); İbn Bîbî, El Evamirü’lAla’iye Fi’l-Umuri’l-Ala’iye (Seçuk Name), (translated by Mürsel
Öztürk), Ankara 1996, I-II, see İndeks “fityan”; İbn Battuta, İbn
Battuta Seyhatnâmesi, (translated by A. Sait Aykut), Istanbul 2000,
I, pp. 404-405; Mustafa Akdağ, Türkiye’nin İktisadî ve İçtimaî
Tarihi, Ankara 1959, I, pp. 8-9, 14, 17; Mehmet Genç, “Osmanlı
Esnafı ve Devletle İlişkileri”, Ahilik ve Esnaf, Konferanslar ve
Seminer, Metinler, Tartışmalar, Istanbul 1986, pp. 116-117; Mübahat S. Kütükoğlu, “Osmanlı Esnafında Oto-Kontrol Müessesesi”,
Ahilik ve Esnaf, Konferanslar ve Seminer, Metinler, Tartışmalar,
İstanbul 1986, pp. 55, 59; Hacışeyhoğlu Hasan Üçok, Çankırı
Tarih ve Halkiyatı, Ahilikten Kalma Esnaf ve Sohbet Teşkilâtı,
Ankara 2002; İlhan Şahin, Tarih İçinde Kırşehir, Istanbul 2011,
pp. 95-118; Ömer Düzbakar, “Work and Organization in the Ottoman Empire: Notes on the Trade Guilds of Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Century Bursa”, Turkish Studies, International Periodical For the
Languages, Literature and History of Turkish or Turkic, III/4 (2008),
414-453; Mehmet Zeki Pakalın, “Yiğitbaşı”, Osmanlı Tarih Deyimleri ve Terimleri Sözlüğü, III, p. 637.
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both floors there are rooms covered with mirrored vaults. The rooms have two each niches and
windows that open to the portico side and to the
outside. The Yukarı Taş Han is covered on the
outside roof with red tiles and with its 30 rooms
it is still used as a commercial center.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Commission, Türkiye’de Vakıf Abideler ve Eski Eserler, II, Ankara, 1977, pp. 336-34.

Mustafa ÇETİNASLAN

Yûnus
Yunus is accepted as the spiritual leader of fishermen in the Ahi culture. In the Quran he is
mentioned as the prophet Balık Sahibi (el-Kalem
68/50). The name Yûnus passes in the tenth sure
of the Quran. In this sure, when he is told that
he will be subjected to cruelty he has faith and
thanks to this faith he is rescued from the cruelty. It is known that Hz. Yûnus lived in the belly
of a fish for a time.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

İlhan ŞAHİN

Yukarı Çarşı Han
In the center of Bolu city, there are two “Taş Han”,
one of which was built by Emin Ağa, a local noteable, in 1750 and another which was built in
1804 by Servevvab Hacı Abdullah Ağa. The Aşağı Taş Han is situated across from the Yıldırım
Mosque and the larger Yukarı Taş Han is on a
higher location. According to the construction
inscription on the left side of the entrance to
the Yukarı/Çarşı Taş Han, located on Pamukçular street in Büyükcami neighborhood, it was
built in 1219/1804 by Serbevvab Hacı Abdullah
Ağa. The two-story structure is built of cut stone
and brick material and it has a courtyard and
a portico. On the east side of the han there is
an entrance liwan that has a semicircular arch
and leads to the courtyard. The second story is
reached via staircases on either side of the entrance. The courtyar has corners that are beveled
and a semicirucular arch and is surrounded by
diagonal vaulted porticos. Behind the porticos on

Taberî, Târîh, I, Mısır, no date, pp. 11-17; Fahreddin er-Râzî,
Tefsiru’l-kebîr, XXII, Beirut 1981, p. 211; Alusî, Rûhu’l-meânî,
XIII, Beirut, no date, p. 82; Ali Torun, Türk Edebiyatında Türkçe
Fütüvvetnâmeler, Ankara 1998, p. 296; İsmail Yiğit, Peygamberler Tarihi, Istanbul 2004, pp. 550-57; M. Asım Köksal, Peygamberler Tarihi, II, Istanbul 2005, 147-59; Ahmet Lütfi Kazancı,
Peygamberler Tarihi, Istanbul 2011, pp. 503-517.

Selami ERDOĞAN

Yunus Emre
(d. 720/1320 [?])
There is not a lot of information in sources about his life and identity. It is claimed that he was
from either Sarıköy or Karaman. According to
some researchers, he was born in Sarıköy near
Sivrihisar and was engaged in farming. He connected with a shaikh named Tapduk Emre and
lived in lodges, attaining sainthood. Today there
is a tomb and a museum built in his name near
Sarıköy on the Eskişehir-Ankara road. Recent research has produced fresh information about Yu-
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nus Emre. One of these is the article entitled “Yunus Emre ve Karaman’da Yunus Emre Tekkesi”
by Cemile Tekin, who used 15th century archival
sources to make important determinations. According to this, Yunus Emre’s father’s name was
Şeyh Hacı İsmail who, together with his dervishes,
came to Karaman from Horosan in the first half of
the 13th century. He opened a lodge in Karaman.
Yunus Emre came with his father from Horosan at
a young age and like his father he had a lodge built in his name in Karaman. He had two brothers
named Musa Paşa and Güğey Çelebi and they had
lodges in Karaman, too. This information shows
that Yunus Emre was the child of a sufi family. It is
understood from some poetry lines of Yunus that
he met Mevlâna Celâleddin-i Rumi, the great master of sufi literature who died in Konya in 1273.
In this regard, it is thought that Yunus Emre may
have been born in the 1240s or later. The fact that
other than his work Dîvânı, Risaletü’n-Nushiyye
was written in 707/1308 and he died in 720/1321,
indicates that he was born in 648/1240. This being the case, Yunus Emre lived during the second
half of the 13th century and the first half of the 14th
century, coinciding with the last years of the Seljuks and the founding of the Ottoman State. It is
possible to find clues that confirm these dates in
his poetry: the poet mentions contemporaries like
Mevlâna Celâleddin, Ahmed Fakih, Geyikli Baba
and Seydi Balum in his poems. In Menakıb-ı Hacı
Bektaş-i Veli there is mention of Mevlâna and Hacı
Bektaş-ı Veli, indicating that he met with famous
Sufis who lived or stayed in the region in the 13th
century around Konya, like Ahi Evran, Sarı Saltuk and Seyyid Mahmud Hayrani.
As he has in the Turkish world, Yunus Emre has
taken his place in world culture and civilization.
His poems were not just of his times but a source of universal values that were felt needed in the
ensuing centuries. Each reader and listener finds
something in his work that affects them. He used
plain Turkish in his poetry and he brought about a colorful, lively picture in line with the taste
of the people. The richness of Turkish, which up
until that time was looked down upon, began to
be noticed thanks to Yunus Emre. In most of his
poems the aruz vezni is used but his most beautiful and best known poems were written with the
hece vezni. Thus, his poems spread quickly and
are recited even today.
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Yunus Emre lived in a time when politics were
extremely confused in Anatolia. In his poems he
gave the message of unity and togetherness to the
people of Anatolia and his fame spread throughout Anatolia. At the beginning of the 13th century
Ahi Evran was in Konya it is indicated above that
Ahi Evran and Yunus Emre met. There are important clues in his poems that he was influenced
by Ahi Evran.
With the lines below he shows how much he cared for Ahilik
For Sufis discussion is necessary, for Ahis the
next world is,
Mecnun needed Leyli, I need you, you,
In these lines he reflects how he has been affected
by Ahilik and that henceforth he will take steps
to a separate world. Besides these lines, and
even more important, is his poem written in the
müfte‘îlün mefâ‘îlün müfte‘îlün mefâ‘îlün style
that repeats “Ahi” in every couplet:
İy yârânlar iy kardaşlar görün beni n’itdüm ahi
Ere irdüm eri buldum er etegin tutdum ahi.
Cânum bir gözsüz cânıdı içi tolu sen ben idi
Tutdum miskînlik etegin ben menzile yitdüm ahi.
Korkar oldum bir Tanrı’dan bîzâr oldum yatlu
hûdan
İşbu işüm sagıncıla ben yoluma gitdüm ahi.
Anladum kendü hâlümi gözledüm togru yolumı
Tutdum ulular etegin Hazret’e ben yitdüm ahi.
Giderdüm gönlümden kîni kîn dutanun yokdur
dîni
İy yârânlar ben bu sözi uludan işitdüm ahi.
‘Âşıkısan miskîn Yûnus Hazret’e dutgıl yüzüni
Anlayana gevher durur söz sarrâfa satdum ahi.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Mustafa Tatçı, Yunus Emre / Dîvân-ı İlâhiyât, Istanbul 2012;
“Yunus Emre”, DIA, XLIII, Istanbul 2013, pp. 600-606; Cemile
Tekin, “Yunus Emre ve Karaman’da Yunus Emre Tekkesi”, Türkİslam Medeniyeti Akademik Araştırmalar Dergisi, nr. 15(2013),
pp. 88-89.
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Yunus Emre Mosque
The mosque is located in Kirişçi quarter of the
Karaman provincial center. It was built in the
form of a complex, with the mosque, a tomb and
a discussion area. The complex is surrounded by
a wall and has a courtyard inside and is about
one meter lower than the city ground level. Cut
stone was used for the outside surfaces and limestone plaster mixed with moloz stones for the
interior surfaces. No inscription with the name
of the builder or the date has reached us today.
The structure, which is known as Yunus Emre
Camii, is made up of a one-domed harim and a
five-domed son cemaat yeri -congregation areain the north. The son cemaat yeri’s domes sit
atop four stone-brick feet that are bordered by
the east and west walls. The dome passes are secured with pendentives. It is understood from its
size and from its structure, that the son cemaat
yeri was added to the mosque at a later date.
The entrance is low and it is held higher than
the ground on two sides. There are smooth breastsummer lintel rectangular windows in the
interior of the Bursa-arched niches that open
to the east and west walls. The four rectangular
windows on the south face open to the harim in
the center, the discussion area on the east side
and the graveyard on the west side. There are two
mihrap niches that open to the south face. The
mihrap is enclosed on three sides and above it
there are four rows of mukarnas and kavsara.
The inscription place on the pediment is blank.
One enters the harim through a wooden door
with double wings from the son cemaat yeri
-congregation area-. The square-planned harim
has been transformed into an octagon with its
arches and it is covered by a windowless dome.
The main dome is supported by eksedras in the
corners and secured by pendentives. The rectangular-formed mihrap has a semicircular niche.
There are two rows of mukarnas on the kavsara,
which taken into a low spiked-arched frame. The
corners are decorated with rûmi motifs. On the
pediment the mihrap ayet has been written and
on the frame besmele and ayetu’l-kürsî has been
inscribed. There is a besmele written on the highest part, as well. The exterior surface is decorated with a baroque-style vegetal motif. Curtain
motifs have been carved into the mihrap niche.
The writings and carvings indicate workmanship

Yunus Emre Mosque

of the 20th century. Only the mihrap and its kavsara are original, with the other portions added
later. The minber on the west side and the preaching lecturn at the southeast corner are new. The
harim is lit by two windows on the south, one on
the east and two on the north, for a total of five
windows. Other than the one on the northwest,
the other have been formed as beveled toward
the inside.
An east-west oriented area that is called the İbrahim Hakkı Konyalı discussion area is on the
west side of the mosque. In the west side of the
harim there are two areas connected by a thick
arch in the middle and two thinner three-spiked
arches. The brick-stone feet on the east and the
retaining feet adjacent to the wall on the west
have east-west oriented spiked arches above and
all is covered by a smooth roof. The discussion
are has been separated into three areas by thes
two arches. There is a door at the northwest corner of the area, which is lit by two windows on
the south side. The window on the north side is
connected to the son cemaat yeri -congregation
area-. The two windows on the west side have the
quality of a hacet window that provides connectivity to the tomb.
The minaret rises on the west of the discussion
area and to the north of the tomb. It has a square
base, is cylindrical and has one gallery. The base
is built of cut stone, and the body, gallery and
petek sections are build of brick. There are fivecornered star motifs carved in the ajur technique
on the gallery bannisters which are made of stone
plates. The front of the entrance at the northwest
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corner of the discussion area is protected by a
portico with one dome.
On the west side of the discussion area there is a
tomb oriented north-south and having a rectangular plan and a vaulted covering. The tomb is
about one meter higher than the ground level of
the mosque. Entrance to the tomb is made through an arched door at the northwest corner. Lighting is provided by a rectangular-formed window
which opens to the west side. The two windows on
the east side open to the discussion area. There
are four wooden coffins in the tomb but they are
not original. It is not known whether or not they
are mummified.
It is uınderstood from the dilatation and seams
on the walls that the mosque, minaret, discussion area and tomb are not homogenous and were
added to one another at different times. Similarly,
the five-domed son cemaat yeri -congregation
area- on the north side of the harim was added
later. There is no inscription on the structure that
has reached us today. The original elements of the
structure are from the Karamanoğulları period
and the other parts were added later. The structure must have most probably been built in the
14-15th centuries. At one time the structure was
surrounded on three sides by a graveyard but very
few of these graves remain today. The structure is
still used as a mosque today.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Azmi Avcıoğlu,“Karaman’da Kirişçi (Güreşçi) Camii”, Konya, nr.
34, Konya 1940, pp. 1984-1985; Ernst Diez-Oktay Aslanapa-M.
Mesut Koman, Karaman Devri Sanatı, Istanbul 1950, pp. 87-89;
Ali Kızıltan, Anadolu Beyliklerinde Cami ve Mescidler, Istanbul
1958, p.31; İbrahim Hakkı Konyalı, Abideleri ve Kitabeleri İle
Karaman Tarihi, Ermenek ve Mut Abideleri, Istanbul 1967, pp.364377; Osman Nuri Dülgerler, Karamanoğulları Devri Mimarisi,
Ankara 2006, pp. 87-89; Haşim Karpuz, Türk Kültür Varlıkları
Envanteri-Karaman,Ankara 2009,p. 119-120; Cemile Tekin, “Yunus
Emre ve Karaman’da Yunus Emre Tekkesi”, Türk-İslâm Medeniyeti Akademik Araştırmalar Dergisi, nr.15(2013), pp. 92-97.

Zekeriya ŞİMŞİR

Yunus Emre Tekke / Lodge
(see Kirişçi Baba Tekke)
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Yunus Emre Türbe / Tomb
(KARAMAN)
The türbe (tomb) is adjacent to the Kirişçi Baba
Camii in Karaman. Based on old historical archival records related to Yunus Emre having lived
and died in Karaman, this has led Abdülbaki
Gölpınarlı, Kâmil Kepecioğlu and İbrahim Hakkı Konyalı to accept that Yunus Emre lived in
Karaman. In this regard, the first information
about the grave of Yunus Emre is encountered in
Evliya Çelebi’s work. According to this, “Yunus
Emre Hazretleri is buried in Kirişçi Baba Camii
in Lârende”. Hüseyin Sapancalı has claimed that
Tapduk Emre is in one of the two graves next to
the Yunus Emre Camii/Kirişçi Baba Camii in Kirişçi Baba quarter and Yunus Emre is in the other
one. Konyalı also asserted that Yunus Emre is in
one of the two graves. If one looks at the statement
in the Lârende District Hurufât Register that says
“Lârende’de medfûn meşâyih-i kibârdan Yunus
Emrem kuddise sırrahu’l-‘azîz…”, then is can be
supposed that Yunus Emre’s grave is adjacent to
the lodge that bears his name in Karaman.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
VGMA, nr. 1155, 3a; Evliya Çelebi, Seyahatnâme, I, (prepared by
Yücel Dağlı-Seyit Ali Kahraman-Robert Dankoff), Istanbul 2005,
p. 159; Hüseyin Sapancalı, Karaman Ahvâl-i İctimaiyye, Coğrafiyye
ve Tarihiyyesi, (yay. İbrahim Güler), Ankara 1993, pp. 65-66;
Abdülbâki Gölpınarlı, Yunus Emre ve Tasavvuf, Istanbul 1961, p.
73; İbrahim Hakkı Konyalı, Âbideleri ve Kitâbeleriyle Karaman
Tarihi, Istanbul 1967, pp. 364-377; Osman Gümüşçü, XVI. Yüzyıl
Lârende (Karaman) Kazasında Yerleşme ve Nüfus, Ankara 2001,
p. 94; Cemile Tekin, “Karaman Turizmi İçin Yunus Emre Tekkesi’nin
Önemi”, Karaman Ulusal Kültür ve İnanç Turizmi Sempozyumu.
23-24-25 Mart 2012. Hz. Mevlana’dan Yunus Emre’ye Evrensel
Sevgi ve Kültürlerin Kardeşliği Projesi, Karaman Ticaret ve Sanayi
Odası, Karaman 2012, p. 6.

Cemile TEKİN

Yunus Emre Türbe / Tomb
(KIRŞEHİR)
There are many tombs and graves said to belong
to Yunus Emre, an historic figure found in menkıbes (legends), in a variety of locations in Anatolia. One of these is Ziyaret Tepe on the KırşehirAksaray border at Ulupınar (Sulhanlı) village of
Kırşehir.
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The tomb here is said to belong to Yunus Emre,
based on research conducted by scholars such
as Refik Soykut and Doğan Kaya after the 1970s.
These investigations are based on the place names related to where Yunus lived, as mentioned
in Vilayetnâme-i Hacı Bektaş-ı Velî, which is thought to have been written by Uzun Firdevsî (died
918/1512), in which there is a large amount of
information about Yunus Emre. In this regard, he
is said to have lived in Karaöyük, Sivrihisar and
Sarıköy. In Ottoman times Karaöyük was known
as Hacım and today it is Hacıbektaş. Sivrihisar,
which based on its “hisar” ending was an old
settlement, is 55 kilometers from Aksaray and
is known by the same name. Sarıköy must be the
village known today as Sarıkaraman, located 20
kilometers from Ortaköy district.
Additionally, they indicate that the site of Tapduk
Emre, whomYunus infuriated for 40 years, is in
thie areaand must be Tapduk village located 34
kilometers from Aksaray. In this regard, the local
people, and in particular the residents of Ulupınar and Sarıkaraman, have for years stated that
Yunus lies on ZiyaretTepe, which has an elevation
of 1,267, and in fact they often give their children
names like Yunus, Dede Yunus and Emre. In addition, they mention the ruins of walls which indicate tht there were once homes and discussion
areas around the tomb.
In 1982, the grave at Ziyaret Tepe was opened
by an official, scientific council and 12 bones
were found, 11 of which were human and one
of which was from a goat (probably a sacrifice).
Because of the squatting indications apparent on
some of the bones it was thought that this may
indicate a relationship to Yunus Emre, who had
a habit of squatting. It is important to note, as
well, that this research is in parallel with that of
Şehabeddin Tekindağ, who noted long ago that
the mention of the old Turkish game “çevgan” in
his poems must mean that Yunus was living in
the Konya, Niğde and Kayseri region where this
game was played.
The Kırşehir Municipality and the Kırşehir Governorship, together with Refik H. Soykut and
Mustafa Karagüllü made intense efforts to revive
the Yunus Emre Türbesi and finally, after multifaceted work between 1983 and 1987, the State
Planning Organization declared Ziyaret Tepe to
be Yunus Emre National Park and the tomb was
rebuilt.
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Menâkıb-ı Hacı Bektâş-ı Velî: Vilâyetnâme, (prepared by Abdülbaki Gölpınarlı), Istanbul 1958; Refik H. Soykut, Emrem Yunus:
Ahiliği-Kültürü-Yurdu, Ankara 1982; Doğan Kaya, Yunus Emre ve
Seçme Beyitler, Sivas 2009; Şehabeddin Tekindağ, “Büyük Türk
Mutasavvıfı Yunus Emre Hakkında Araştırmalar”, Türk Yurdu,
V/319 (Ocak, Yunus Emre Özel Sayısı), pp. 169-174; the same
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Araştırmalar”, Belleten, XXX/117, pp. 59-90, 4 levha; Mustafa
Tatçı, Yûnus Emre, DIA, nr. 43, pp. 600-606.

İlhan ŞAHİN

Yurdanur, Metin
(b. 1951)
Metin Yurdanur is the sculptor who made the Ahi
Evran-ı Velî monument in Kırşehir. He was born
in Sivrihisar district of Eskişehir, the son of iron
master Hafız (Hafız Usta) and Zehra Hanım. He
spent his childhood in the garden of his father’s
iron workshop and played games with the antique 19th and 20th century material he found there.
He began to develop an interest in and love for
the three-dimensional forms of the antiques. In
addition, he had a master-apprentice relationship with his father, who made farm tools and animal carts. He first learned about the Ahi culture,
which is the basis of work and production in a
smart and moral way, from his father and from
the craftsmen and artisans in the market.
In 1972 he graduated from the Resim-İş Department of the Gazi Educational Institute. His
family environment and the milieu in which he
was raised had an important role in his selecting
this department related to art. Between 1972 and
1978 he worked as a teacher in schools and high
schools and between 1978 and 1981 he taught
modelaj in the Resim-İş Department of the Gazi
Educational Institute. In 1979, in the scope of the
Ankara Municipality’s project to have the city decorated with plastic items, he prepared a number
of various sculptures. Today these can be found
as ‘Eller’ in Abdi İpekçi Park, ‘Miras’ at the train
station, and ‘Dayanışma’ at Batıkent.
The artist began to work independently as of
1981 and has more than 100 statues around the
world. Some of these are in Germany, Japan,
Hungary, Libya, Turkmenistan, Mongolia and
Cuba.
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In 2005 he opened a year-long exhibition at the
Ankara University Agriculture Faculty campus
with more than 50 statues under the title “Ben
Anadoluyum, Ben Cumhuryetim, Ben Halkım”.
The exhibition is repeated each year at a different
university and cultural arts students, academicians and local people participate. It is the only one
of its kind in Turkey.
The artist continues his work at his workshop
in Ankara and among his works is the first one
commissioned by the Turkish Republic for placement abroad – the Sultan Süleyman, the Lawgiver, Monument (1994, Sigetvar, Hungary). Others
include Âşık Paşa (1991, Kırşehir), Çanakkale
Anıtı (1992, Çanakkale), Karacaoğlan ve Karacakız (1992, Mersin), Aşık Veysel (1993, Şarkışla-Sivas), Gül Baba (1996, Macaristan), Atlı Atatürk Anıtı (1996 ve 2010, Japonya), Nene Hatun
(1998, Erzurum), Cumhuriyet Anıtı (2009, Gençlik Parkı-Ankara)
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Metin Yurdanur, (b. 1951), Sculptor, interview on August 19-20,
2014, Ankara, Turkey.
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Yusuf Has Hacib
(b. 1017-ö. 1077?)
He is the author of Kutadgu Bilig, which contains words and concepts that emerged in Ahilik.
Kutadgu Bilig is one of the first written works
composed after the Turks accepted Islam. He
was born in Balasagun in East Turkistan. He was
educated in Balasagun, which at the time was
a center of scholarship and culture. He entered
into the service of the Karahanlı ruler and took
the title “Has Haciblik”.
He began to write it in his 50s and finished his
famous work Kutadgu Bilig in eighteen months.
He then presented it to Tabgaç Buğra Han, who
adopted it because it reflected the moral, legal
and state administration and customs of the
Turks is an eloquent manner.
Yusuf Has Hacib was the first writer to give us a
work in Islamic Turkish literature. The work is
decorated with münacat, nat and praises for the
four great caliphs and it contains the words and
concepts that emerged in Ahilik such as morality,
goodness and justice.
Reşit Rahmeti Arat, Kutadgu Bilig, II, Ankara 1988; III, Istanbul
1979.

Yûsuf
He is accepted as the spiritual leader of the watchmakers in the Ahi tradition. It is likely that he
live in either the 16th or 15th century B.C. Yusuf
was thrown into a well by his brothers and enslaved and sold by those who got him out of it. As
the result of slander, he was imprisoned and once
freed he took up an important position in the Egyptian state administration.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
İbn Kesîr, Hadislerle Kur’an-ı Kerim Tefsiri, VIII, (translated by
Bekir Karlığa-Bedrettin Çetiner), Istanbul 1989, pp. 4091, 41364137; Cemal Anadol, Türk İslam Medeniyetinde Ahilik Kültürü ve
Fütüvvetnâmeler, Ankara 2001, pp. 103-106; M. Asım Köksal,
Peygamberler Tarihi, I, Ankara 2004, pp. 271-277; İsmail Yiğit,
Peygamberler Tarihi, Istanbul 2004, pp. 349, 350; Cağfer Karadaş,
Hidayet Rehberleri Peygamberler, Bursa 2013, pp. 83-86; Ömer
Faruk Harman, “Yusuf”, DIA, XLIV, Ankara 2013, p. 1, 4.
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Zanaat Terimleri Sözlüğü /
Handicraft Glossary
This dictionary of professional terms was published in 1964 by Türk Dil Kurumu (Turkish Language Council) and is comprised of 215 pages. In
the foreword it is emphasized that professional
terms, which were left apart from spoken or written language, constitute a significant amount of
words. Consequently, the need was felt to compile
and publish these professional and craft terms in
order to remedy this shortfall. After the Compilation, Evaluation and Listing criteria are explained, the sections of the dictionary are presented.
As the words are given with their meanings the
names of the province, district and village where
the word was collected from are listed, as well.
At the beginning of the book the abbreviations of
the provinces where the words were collected is
provided. Thanks to this dictionary, thousands
of professional and craft terms from A to Z have
been saved from obscurity and the wealth of Turkish vocabulary has been exhibited.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Zanaat Terimleri Sözlüğü, Ankara 1964.

Aziz AYVA

Zaviye
(see Tekke)

Zevrakçe
(see Börk)

Zeynelhâc Oğlu Ahi Ahmed
Zaviye’s Vakfiye /
Lodge Deed
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It was issued and registered in Arabic in order
to provide the needs of zaviye –lodge- which was
founded by Zeynelhâcoğlu Ahi Ahmed in the quarter of Tokmak Pazarı located in Sivas city center,
and in order to fund the repair of the mesjid built
in Sıcakcermuk village. Its copy is registered in
VGMA, nr. 608/1, p. 3, line 4.
The vakfiye (endowment-deed) begins with praise
to God, greetings and peace to the Prophet, his
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family and his companions who are the stars of
guidance. The importance of establishing a foundation is explained with verses (ayets) and the
hadis. Ahi Ahmed, after stressing that he donated his own real estate, registered the donated
items as follows: Sorti, Sarıin, Üyük, Çomuviranı, Belkos, Cibti, Gelinoğlu, Bayramviranı,
HocaYakup, Üyügü belonging to Hafik; in Sivas,
Gürdan in Soğukcermük township; Toğar Arslan and Kara Yakup, Deçik, Pürtelaş, Sarı Kaya,
Haramî Kilise, Hacılar, Ortaviran, Çimköyü in
Sıcakcermük township; Ağlık, İlmek, Pağinik in
Derbent township; Oluhluk/Zeyrek, Piravrak,
Şerik, Ayas Hatun, Soğukcermuk/Konine, Yağiki, Emirhan in Todurga township; Cıfıtlı villages’
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The vakfiye –deed- of Zeynelhâc Oğlu Ahi Ahmed Zaviye–Lodge-

belongings and arable fields in Yıldız township;
Kaza village’s arable fields and salt-cellars (tuzluks), tuzluks of Ordubaşı village, Nehri Erdirhat out of Sivas, near Kuruköprü out of Sivas;
arable lands in Köyegez ve Akmazpınar of Sivas;
Kantarhane endower’s quarter in Sivas city center; five stores, Kantarca Inn, cells in Hızır İlyas
quarters, pickle factory, bakery in the Marangoz
(carpenter) bazaar, inn in Sivas city center, butcher in Tavuk (chicken) Bazaar, sweetened fruit
juice seller and grocery stores, laundry in Kara
Şöhne Mesjid quarter, in endower’s quarter two
Ebehri baths, mill and viticulturist grocery in Kenun village, ahkâm in endower’s hand given by
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the Sultans and two sheep from the sheep herd
sold every day in Sivas city.
After the endower Zeynelhâc’s son Ahi Ahmed
said that the conditions of the foundation will be
valid until the day of Judgement, in order that
the dedicated properties not be lost, he put in the
necessary rules. Accordingly, it cannot be sold,
cannot be granted, it cannot be given for lease for
more than three years, it cannot be legated, it is
inviolable, it cannot be subtracted until doomsday. Perhaps preserving the authenticity, served
by being constantly faithful to the conditions to
be executed, and thus its survival will be ensured. Ahi Ahmed devoted to his descendants, as
men and women are equal, the aforementioned
foundation assets. One-fifth of the income of the
foundation will be spent on the needs of the zaviye, which was built for the travellers in Tokmak
Pazarı quarter located in Sivas city center and the
repair of the mesjid built in Sıcakcermuk village
in Sivas. The trustees (mütevelli) of the foundation will buy the above mentioned zaviye’s furnishing, dishes, boilers, oil lamps, candlesticks,
candles, and oils with this one-fifth income.
The endower identified in the vakfiye -deedhow activities will be held in the zaviye and who
will serve. According to this; in the zaviye the
prayer will be made five times. For this an imam
and muezzin, who calls to prayer five times and
complies with the orders of religion, will be appointed. Imam and muezzin will be salaried
from the foundation’s one-fifth income. Zaviye’s
shaikhdom, trusteeship and custodian of the foundation will belong to endower Ahi Ahmed as
long as he lives. After his death, his most devoted
son will be given this task. If his lineage came
to an end, the Muslim judges will carry out the
aforementioned tasks. In this case, the judge will
direct all income mentioned above to the needs
of the zaviye and mesjid, the poor, indigent, and
students in medrese, as he sees fit.
In the zaviye, for halva, pitta bread and soft bread cooked on the Berat and Kadir nights, also
thirty dirhams was devoted. Furthermore, from
the guest coming to the bath, fee also will not be
charged. The endower reminds all of the rules
which are the confirming nature of the abovementioned conditions about foundation’s inalterability at the end of the endowment. He says
that whoever will change the foundation, the sin
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belongs to him. In addition, among the high-level
officers like the president, kadı (judge), müftü,
whoever tries to change the foundation or to help
the ones who try it, they will incur the wrath of
God. He gives place to the verses and the hadis on
this subject. At the end of the endowment its date
of issue, then the names of the witnesses were
written.

Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Zile Bedesten
It was built by Tacaettin Paşa in 1494. Only a part
of the bedesten (covered bazaar) is available today. The Bedesten has lost the functions that it
had at in the time that it was built and is used
as a mosque today. From the present traces, the
bedesten’s plan, its scheme and construction
technique can be understood. According to this;
the bedesten had a rectangular plan. Two major
load-bearing footings were available. With these
footings, the structure was composed of six units
with seven arches, and the top was covered with
six domes. These domes were carried by the main
body walls and two great footings.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fernaz Öncel, Geleneksel Ticaret Dokusu İçinde “Kayseri Hançerli Sultan Vakfı Bedesteni”nin Koruma Sorunları ve
Değerlendirilmesi, (Yıldız Teknik University Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü
Unpublished Masters Thesis), Istanbul 2007.
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the Mevlevi Tekke. In the Ottoman era, a record
which showed that it continued to function as
a zaviye has been found. This shows that Ziya
Hânkah was destroyed sometime after the period
of the Anatolian Seljuks.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Mevlânâ Celâleddin, Mektuplar, (translated by Abdülbaki
Gölpınarlı), pp. 115-117, 188-189; Abdülbaki Gölpınarlı, Mevlânâ
Celâleddin, Istanbul 1985, pp. 117-118; Mehmet Önder, Mevlâna
Şehri Konya, Ankara 1971; Mikail Bayram, Ahi Evren ve Ahi
Teşkilâtının Kuruluşu, Konya 1991, p. 116; Yusuf Küçükdağ,
“Osmanlı Döneminde Konya’da Ahîlik ve Ahîler”, Türk Tasavvuf
Araştırmaları, Konya 2002, p. 34.

Yusuf KÜÇÜKDAĞ

Ziyafet Toplantıları /
Banquet Meetings
They are the banquet meetings which Ahis organized once a year in a picnic area outside the city
where they lived. All external and internal members would participate in this meeting. They went
to the meeting place within the month of May and
at a time other than Fridays, after the Morning
Prayer, in the early hours. All day they toured,
had fun, and ate lunch and dinner collectively.
Tradesmen’s shaikh conversed with the participants and advised them.
Each group of trades held their banquet meeting
on different days in summers. In addition, the
promotion of one from journeyman to apprentice
and of apprentice to master resulted in a ceremony with a feast.

Fernaz ÖNCEL
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It was in İç Karaaslan quarter of Konya, near the
Kara Arslan Mesjid. In the first half of the 13th
century, it was built by Ziyaeddin Kara Aslan, the
Seljukid vizier. It was one of the most important
buildings in Konya in the Anatolian Seljukid period. While at first it was an Ahi Zaviye, then upon
the request of Mevlana (d. 1273), Çelebi Hüsameddin, who was originally from an Ahi family
and at the same time initiated into Mevlevilik,
became shaikh here, so it was transformed into

Yusuf EKİNCİ

Zorlu, Cem
(b. 1963)
Cem Zorlu, who studied the work of Ahmed Sahih
Dede entiled Mecmûatü’t-Tevârîhi’l-Mevleviyye
as a master’s thesis, completed his primary and
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secondary education in Ereğli and Konya. From the
Faculty of Theology at Selçuk University, he entered
at the same year, he graduated in 1988. In November
1988, he was appointed as a teacher of religious culture to the Kırıkkale Fatih Primary School. After 1,5
years teaching, he began as a research assistant in
Selçuk University, Faculty of Theology, the branch of
Islamic History in 1990. In this branch of science, he
took his master’s degree in 1992, he completed his
doctorate in 1999. He became associate professor in
the same department in 2002, and professor in 2007.
In the academic year of 1999-2000, after the Faculty
of Theology at Baku State University, he worked at
Faculty of Theology in Selçuk University. He conducted research and educational activities related to his
branch of science in Germany in 1986, in Egypt in
1992, in Jordan between 1995-1997, in Azerbaijan
between 1999 and 2000 and in Germany between
2005 and 2009. He entered the Turkish Grand National Assembly as the 24th Period Konya deputy in the
general elections held in June 2011. In addition to the
Parliament deputy, he became a member of the EUJoint Parliamentary Committee and Parliamentary
Union of the OIC Member States (PUIC, PUOICM).
His books: Abbâsîlere Yönelik Dinî ve Siyasî İsyanlar, Ankara 2001; İslam’da İlk İktidar Mücadelesi, Konya 2002; Mevlevîlerin Tarihi, Istanbul 2003;
İslam Tarihi, Istanbul 2005; Din ve Siyasal Söylem,
Istanbul 2006; Alim ve Muhalif, Istanbul 2011.

Bekir ŞAHİN

Zülkifl
In Ahi culture he is known as the pir (sage) of the bakers. Although his name is mentioned in the Qur’an,
it is disputed as to whether he is a prophet or saint.
The word “Zülkifl” is composed of the combination
of the word of “zû”, which means owner, possessor
in the dictionary, and the word “kifl”, which means
luck, fortune, partner, like, bail. Accordingly, Zülkifl
has the meanings like luck, fortune or owner of bail.
There is no information about Zülkifl in the credible
hadis sources. In contrast, in the books of commentaries (tefsir) and short stories of the Prophets (kısas-ı
enbiyâ), there are many different hearsays. In the hearsays, there are different expressions of why Zülkifl
was referred to by this nickname. According to hearsay, Zülkifl is the successor of the prophet Elyesa.
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Selami ERDOĞAN

Zünfte und
Bruderschaften im Islam
This work of Franz Taeschner, which was translated into Turkish as İslâm’da Loncalar ve Kardeş
Birlikleri, consists of the texts about the history
of Fütüvvet; firstly, thoughts of the Sufi circles on
the fütüvvet are discussed. These are Sülemî’s writings and the chapters from Kuşeyrî’s Risâle fi’ilm
et- tasavvuf, Muhyiddin İbn Arabi’s Fütûhatü’l
Mekkiyye and Feridüddin Attar’s Pendnâme, related to the fütüvvet. In this study also Taeschner,
who examines the fütüvvet union as a combative
group, gave information about the palace of fütüvvet in the period of the Caliph en-Nâsır Lidînillâh.
His data on this subject is based on the menşur
(special certificates given for the appointment of
high-ranking officials) of Caliph Nâsır and the
works of İbnü’l-Mimar, el-Amulî and en-Nakkaş elHartabirtî. In his book, Taeschner gave place to
treatises and writings of Sühreverdî on this subject about the fütüvvet’s entry into dervişism and
Necm-i Zerkûb and Seyyid Ali-i Hemedâni’s works
on the fütüvvet.
The information given about the Anatolian Ahilik
in the Seljukid period and after in Zünfte Und Bruderschaften Im Islam, was cited from the works of
İbn Batuta’s Seyahatnâme, Burgâzî and Nâsırî’s
Fütüvvetnâmes and Gülşehrî’s Mantıku’t-Tayr.
Tasechner, who linked Fütüvvet and Ahilik to the
Ottoman Empire and sees these institutions as a
principle of order of the guild, gave detailed information and added Mustafa III’s Guild-Firman
here.
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XIII-XVI.
Asırlardaki Anadolu’da
Fütüvvetnâmelere Göre
Dini İnanç Motifleri /
According to the
Futuwwatnames Religious
Belief Motifs in Anatolia in
the 13th-16th Centuries
The book (Ankara 2002), which was written by
Mehmet Saffet Sarıkaya, following the introduction, consists of three parts. In the introduction of
the book, information on the political situation,
socio-economic structure, culture and civilization in Anatolia in the XIIIth-XVIth centuries, together with the sources, are given. In addition,
details on the transformation from Futuwwa
organization to Ahilik and the importance of Futuwwa are introduced. In the first part, the book
touches upon various issues such as the definition, purpose and structure of the futuwwa, as
well as the rules of futuwwa, functions of the Ahi
lodges, which are related to education, and the
position of women in the Futuwwa organization.
The second part focuses on religious belief motifs
seen in the fütüvvetnâmes. The third part gives
detailed information about the furnishing of the
Ahi lodges, the clothes of the Futuwwa competent
and symbolic objects to be included in the ceremonies of Futuwwa. In addition, the following
subjects are addressed: apprentice training, spiritual leadership, having path guides and fellow
seekers, becoming the disciple of a shaikh, choosing a path and cooking helva (a sweet).

İsmail ÇİFTCİOĞLU
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XV. ve XVI ıncı
Asırlarda Osmanlı
İmparatorluğunda
Ziraî Ekonominin
Hukukî ve Malî
Esasları Birinci Cilt
Kanunlar /
The Basis of Law and
Finance in the Agricultural
Economy of the Ottoman
Empire in the 15th and
16th Centuries.
First Volume: Laws
This work (Istanbul 1945, LLXXII+560
pages+supplements), which was published by
Ömer Lütfi Barkan, consists of 107 Ottoman
Provincial Law Codes (Sancak Kanunnames),
which are predominantly from the 16th century
except for one or two, and which are mostly preserved in the Prime Minister Ottoman Archives
in Istanbul, General Directorate of Land Registry
and Cadastre in Ankara, along with one of them
held in Suleymaniye Library.
Ottoman Provincial Law Codes, which are the
main sources for the Ottoman social, economic
and financial history, were arranged for the provinces. The sancak (provincial subdivision) in the
Ottoman State was one of the main administrative and military units connected to the province
(eyalet). The cadastral survey registers were held
to determine land possession, the subject’s status, as well as their religious and customary taxes in the provinces, where the timar system was
applied. The cadastral survey registers are of two
types: detailed (mufassal) and abridged (icmal).
The detailed cadastral survey registers are written with the names of taxpayers, non-taxpayers,
kinds of goods and products and taxes related
to the subject. The abridged, or icmal, registers
reconfigure and record only the total animals,
product types and taxes except the names of taxpayers and non-taxpayers. In general, there was
a kanunname, which was applied by the tuğra
of the sultan at the beginning of the detailed, or
mufassal, registers of each region where the timar system was applied. The purpose of these
kanunnames was primarily to establish a legal
ground and to put in order relations between the
subjects and timar holder. When they had disag-
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reements, their issues were transferred to the
beylerbeyi divan and kadi courts in order to give
a decision according to the sancak kanunnames
(provincial subdivision regulations).
Principles related to the subject’s status and taxes in the Ottoman Provincial Law Codes (Sancak Kanunnames), which were published by Barkan, probably took a model system in the first
half of the 15th or before this time, and in this
regard, Sultan Mehmed II was the first sultan to
put into law these principles in the regulations
of the taxpaying public, which were applicable
in all regions of the state. However, a provincial law code does not appear in the detailed cadastral survey registers before the Bayezid II
period except the codes, which were issued as
a ferman or a code from time to time (Halil İnalcık, “Kanunnâme”, DİA, 24, s. 334). The oldest
provincial kannunname, which takes place in the
work of Barkan, is the kanunname of Hüdavendigar province (Bursa) dated 892 / 1487 (Barkan,
Kanunlar, s. 1-6). The other earliest kanunname
in the work of Barkan belongs to the district of
İstanbul Haslar dated 904 / 1494(Barkan, Kanunlar, s. 86-109). The latest dated kannuname
is the kanunname of Gence province dated 1140
/ 1727(Barkan, Kanunlar, s. 195-197).
The most important feature of provincial kanunnames is that they give legal and financial principles between the subject and administrators.
In this context, the provincial kanunnames are
written in detail and address the legal status of
subject, their obligations according to this status, land tenure, grown products and tithe amount received from these taxes, large and small
animals with their number, taxes received from
animals. The other feature of kanunnames is
that some laws or legal provisions such as land
units, taxes, and measurement units are based
on the applications before the Ottomans. It is noteworthy that some kanunnames belonged to Yaya-Müsellem, Yörüks (Nomads) Gypsies, Voynuk,
Wallachia and Tatar.

İlhan ŞAHİN
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XVI. Yüzyılda Sultanönü
Sancağında Ahiler ve
Ahi Zaviyeleri /
Ahis and Ahi Lodges in
Sultanönü Provincial
Subdivision in the
16th Century
This work (Ankara 1991), which was written by
Halime Doğru, is based on Ahis who settled to Sultanönü provincial subdivision and especially in the
rural area of Eskişehir, and the social and economic
situation of lodges which were established by Ahis,
in the light of cadastral survey registers. After the
introduction, the work, which is divided into three
parts, gives information related to the spreading of
Ahilik in Anatolia, the establishment of Ahi lodges,
Ahis in Sultanönü provincial subdivision, Ahi lodges
and the foundation of Ahi in Sultanönü provincial
subdivision.
In the introduction, the work focuses on the features
of lodges, which were established by Ahis in Sultanönü provincial subdivision, and the reasons of being
excess as a quantity. Subsequently the archival sources, which were used in the writing of this work, were
introduced separately. In the first part, information
on the social and political developments, which caused the spread of Ahilik in Anatolia, is given. Also
taken up in this part is the migration of Turkmen
who fled Mongol oppression to the Anatolian Seljuk
State, and the rapid opening of workplaces appropriate for the crafts of the new migrants in the places
where they settled.
In addition, the impacts on the cultural, social and
economic of lodges, which were established by Ahis
in cities and rural areas, are given. The second part
constitutes the main subject of the book. In this regard, the settlements of Ahis coming to Sultanönü
provincial subdivision and the establishment of their
lodges in Eskişehir and rural areas are explained.
Based on the cadastral survey registers, Ahi lodges
in the province were presented by the author one by
one. In the third part, the foundations and incomes
of the Ahi lodges, which were established in Sultanönü provincial subdivision from the 13th century, villages and farms, where Ahis settled, are mentioned.
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XVI-XVII. Yüzyıllarda
Osmanlı ve Safevi
Esnaf Teşkilâtı /
Ottoman and Safevi Craft
Organization in the
16th and 17th Centuries

396

This doctoral thesis prepared by S. Kâzım Rûhanî
in 1976 at the Ottoman Establishments and Civilization History Chair of the Literature Faculty
History Department of Istanbul University, has an
introduction, two sections and a conclusion. In
the introduction, the focus is on the meaning of
Fütüvvet and its contents in the scope of the roots of the craft organization in the Ottoman State,
entrance conditions, ceremonies and terminology
and the relationship between Fütüvvet and Sufiism. Next, with regard to the birth and spread of
Ahilik in Anatolia there is an examination of the
social and economic situation in Anatolia during
the Seljuk period, the formation of Ahilik and its
spread, along with the Ahi organization in Ankara. Additionally, the state of the Ahis during the
establishment of the Ottoman State and the roles
they played in this process are discussed.
In the first section, the focus is on the craft organization and its activities and, in this regard,
the çırak, kalfa, usta/üstad stages and the requirements for entering a craft. In addition the craft
officials are discussed, to include kethüda, yiğitbaşı, ehl-i vukuf, ihtiyar, divitçi, bekçi and duacı.
Topic also addressed include the feasts, three-day
celebrations and local meetings arranged by the
governing council and the kethüda meclisi, the
craftsmen’s common bank, army craftsmen, ehl-i
hiref (craftsman), guild organization and bedestens (markets).
In this section, other topics addressed are the
craftsmen’s situation in Istanbul and the rural
areas in the 16th and 17th centuries, craftsmen-state relations, legal measures pertaining to control
of the shopkeepers and, relatedly, the duty of the
kadı (judge) and the ihtisap (supervisor of guilds
and markets) and rules governing issues concerning the craftsmen. Noteworthy in this section as
well are issues such as problem settlement between shopkeepers, moral rules based on respect
and obedience to laws, matters related to the legal
controls applicable to craftsmen and related pe-
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nalties. In addition, the following topics are taken
up: price setting system known as narh, guarantees and surety for craftsmen aimed at ensuring
the shopkeeper’s viability.
In the second section, subjects addressed include the place of craftsmen in the framework of the
general political, economic and social situation
in Iran prior to the Safevî’s, the impact on craftsmen of the new political and social atmosphere
that began in the Safevî era, shopkeeper-state
and shopkeeper-medrese relations, craftsmen’s
revolts, penalties levied against craftsmen and
the general situation of shopkeepers. In the last
portion of this section there is an evaluation of
craftsmen’s groups in this period and of craftsmen in Isfahan and other cities.

Saim SAVAŞ

XVII. Yüzyılda Manisa’da
Ziraat, Ticaret ve Esnaf
Örgütleri /
Agriculture, Commerce
and Craftsmen’s
Organizations in Manisa
in the 17th Century
This work was written by Mustafa Çağatay Ulucay (Istanbul 1942) and takes up the products
produced in Manisa in the 17th century, agriculture there, the craft and professional branches and
the elements that formed the craftsmen’s organization. The work used the Manisa Ser’iyye Sicilleri records as its basis and it is comprised of
four sections. In the annexes there are transcriptions of 99 sicil records pertaining to trade, city
life, craftsmen and their leaders, and the narh
(price setting) system, and pictures and plans of
the city.
In the first section, the following subjects are
addressed: The history of Manisa city, its administrative situation, markets and commercial
life. In the second section: agricultural products
raised in the Manisa region, land and geography.
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In the third section: The Ottoman craftsmen’s
organization and the roles and duties of the leaders, such as Ahi Baba, shaikh, kethüda, yiğitbaşı and ustabaşı.
In the first section of the work the focus is on the
history, administration and population of Manisa. Next, the subjects of the supervision of the
markets where the craft groups worked, maintaining security and the liveliness of commercial
life are addressed. The problems the craftsmen
had among themselves and with the state are discussed, as well. Following this, narh (price) lists
from the 18th century is provided. In the second
section, the grain crops grown that formed the
main elements of Manisa’s agriculture are touched upon.
Again by taking advantage of archive documents,
the products grown and exported in the region,
such as cotton, sesame, madder, rice, tobacco,
grapes, figs, olives, pears and cherries, are explained. Also, the measures taken against insect and
grasshopper plagues that damaged agricultural
production are discussed. In the third section,
the craftsmen of Manisa and the avarız tax collected from them are taken up. Then the craftsmen
are introduced, including weavers, butchers,
tanners, shoemakers, saddle makers, goathair
dyers and soap makers. In the fourth section, the
focus is on the general structure of the Ottoman
craftsmen’s organization and its characteristics.
Next, the duties of the Ahi Baba, shaikh, kethüda, yiğitbaşı, nakip and Ehl-I hibre leaders of the
craftsmen’s organization are related vis-à-vis the
ceremonies they arranged.
The work is important from the standpoint of
production, commerce, agriculture, craftsmen,
their representatives and relations in Manisa during the Ottoman period.

M. Murat ÖNTUĞ
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XVIII. Yüzyılın İkinci
Yarısında Osmanlı Esnafı
(İstanbul ve Bursa
örnekleri) /
Ottoman Craftsmen in the
Second Half of the
18th Century
(Examples from
Istanbul and Bursa)
This work was prepared as a doctoral thesis by
Miyase Koyuncu in 2008 in the history branch of
the Social Sciences Institute of Gazi University.
Koyuncu addresses the following subjects related
to the Ottoman craftsmen in two different cities
(Istanbul and Bursa) in the 18th century: their
position vis-à-vis the social and economic events
of the period, relations with the state in the two
cities where different products were produced,
the position of the shopkeepers faced with increased competition from European traders, wars
and territorial losses, ever-increasing taxes and
the amount and nature of the capital at their disposal.
On a macro level, the focus is on the social and
economic life of the Ottoman State in the 18th century, and on a micro level, the spotlight is on the
activities of the producers in Istanbul and Bursa. The view presented is that rather than look
at the Ottoman guilds with general statements,
an examination of the period and the locale is
required. The author determines that the cities
have their own personalities and he focuses on
the production activities of each, the structures
of the craftsmen’s organizations and the shopkeepers’ attitudes and behaviors, which are primarily formed by the products they are involved in
producing.
Although the author states that solely focusing on
Istanbul in regard to the Ottoman craftsmen would be a mistake, he emphasizes that the Istanbul
craftsmen are nevertheless the best examples.
For this reason, he provides the example of Bursa as a counterpoint, in order to better identify
the Ottoman craftsman. In the first section of the
thesis, the focus is on the Craftsmen-Ahiism relationship and views about the roots of Ottoman
shopkeepers being based on Ahilik, along with
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the reasons, are presented. Ahilik’s development
in Anatolia is reviewed briefly. The meanings of
Ahilik and its rituals for the Ottoman craftsmen
of the second half of the 18th century are examined here.
The second half has been prepared more along
the lines of examining the craftsmen’s organization structure. Along with the the hierarchical
system of the organization and its disciplinary
measures, there is a focus on the state officials
who externally monitor the craftsmen and their
duties. While discussing the internal system of the
guild, relations between usta-kalfa-çırak (masterassistant-apprentice), their problems and, with
the help of existing documents, the material wealth of these people are put under the microscope.
In the third section, the economic conditions in
which the craftsmen operated in the second half
of the 18th century are addressed.
In this section, subjects discussed include the
activities of European traders, the evolution of
money and its impact on the craftsmen, and the
narh system – the Ottoman State’s most important price supervision mechanism. The meanings
of all of these for the craftsmen are examined. In
the fourth section, state-craftsmen relations and
state economic policies are taken up. Based on
documents, iaşecilik (food supply), population
increase and fiscalism and their impacts on the
world of the shopkeepers are taken up. The fifth
section is important from the standpoint of showing the difference in the perception and, more to
the point, the use of capital proportionate to the
production activities of the craftsmen in the two
different cities. In this section, which is examined
under the foundations umbrella, connections are
made between their respective production activities and the property foundations of Istanbul, and
the money foundations of Bursa.

H.Mustafa ERAVCI
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186/68, 187, 219, 224/106, 256/1, 256/14, 256/23, 269, 278/48, 315/52, 342, 376/43,
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389/101, 427/37, 478/60, 560/108, 591/136, 673/43, 676/57, 684/198, 693/144, 695/23,
722/113, 745/39, 775, 781/18, 826/117, 831/30, 858/320, 900/104, 933/93, 933/340,
1039/231, 1074/89, 1088/186, 1088/235, 1133/70, 1221/90, 1212/216, 1249/75,
1284/139, 1357/312, 1368/85, 1369/141, 1378/79, 1439/79, 1439/80, 1442/64,
1454/110, 1454/139, 1454/179, 1473/60, 1499/2, 1499/11, 1499/112, 1621/205,
1629/50, 1680/60, 1732/177, 1773/48, 1843/306, 1844/7, 1844/9, 1891/92, 1981/79,
2056/53, 2073/268, 12146-147.
Evkaf Tahrirat [EV.THR], nr. 57, 57/21, 57/80, 64/63, 168/84, 197/113, 263/69, 275/1,
294, 317/69, 327/57, 327/65.
Evkaf Vakfiyeler Evrakı, [EV.VKF], nr. 20/1.
Evkaf Zimmet Halifeliği [EV. ZMT], nr., 44, 46/15, 67/102, 96/159, 96/179, 98/57,
128/50, 164/102, 175/90, 179/59, 180/6.
Hazine-i Hassa [HH], nr. 21370, 24051.
İbnülemin Evkaf [İE], nr. 36/4124, 131/6503.
İbnülemin Tevcihat [İE.TCT], nr. 4/483, 6/744, 10/1196, 14/1575.
İhtisab Defteri, nr. 31.
İrade Hususi [İ.HUS], nr. 11/ 1310 L-073.
Istanbul Ahkam Defteri [IAD] , nr. 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 15, 18, 68.
Kâmil Kepeci Başmukataa Kalemi [KK], nr. 5026.
Kâmil Kepeci Divan-ı Hümayun Kalemi [Kepeci DHK], nr. 67, 70, 71.
Kâmil Kepeci Müteferrik, nr. 776.
Karaman Ahkâm Defteri, nr. 19.
Maarif Mektubi [MF.MKT], nr. 28/51, nr. 28/55, nr. 29/89, nr. 171/109, nr. 264/4, nr.
552/6, nr. 935/67, nr. 953/54.
Maliye Nezareti Temettuat Defterleri [ML.VRD.TMT], nr. 795, 797, 798, 1661.
Maliyeden Müdevver Defterler [MAD], nr. 9, 14, 20, 24, 262, 828, 3331, 3332, 3358,
3361, 3832, 3852, 6025, 6223, 10351, 22417, 3332/27.
Meclis-i Vâlâ [MVL], nr. 330/21, 326/44.
Mühimme Defteri [MD], nr. 7, 9, 30, 34, 58, 74, 78, 79, 85, 102, 103, 104, 110, 115,
119, 180.
Sadâret Defterleri, nr. 356.
Sadaret Mektubi Kalemi Nezaret ve Devair [A.MKT.NZD], nr.63/57, 73/16.
Sivas Ahkam Defteri, nr. 25/26.
Tapu Tahrir Defterleri [TD], nr., 2, 12, 19, 23, 27, 33, 38, 52, 54, 73, 75, 77, 79, 100,
138, 139, 156, 166, 167, 199, 287, 288, 291, 338, 369, 370, 387, 438, 434, 453, 456,
457, 464, 490, 498, 554, 558, 976, 998, 1083. 156/187, 1083.
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VAKIFLAR GENEL MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ ARŞİVİ [VGMA] /
ARCHIVE OF THE DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF FOUNDATIONS
Ebru Anadolu Defteri, nr. 3.
Vakıflar Genel Müdürlüğü Arşivi Defteri [VGMA], nr. 86/93-1, 128/37, 167, 186/25,
225, 2/1, 234/219, 240/38, 260/42, 265/51, 268/26, 270/94, 277/188, 286/118, 286/23,
286/166, 294/91, 294/110, 295/102, 299, 299/140, 307/108, 307/128, 308/32, 308/140,
310, 310/51, 313/15, 450, 549, 553, 581, 581/2, 591, 600, 601/1, 605, 608, 608/2, 611,
666/59, 666/160, 666/190, 669/32, 669/53, 669/84, 669/87, 669/100, 669/119, 676/23,
676/49, 680/72, 695/5, 695/37, 730 /89, 877/47, 887/62, 887/181; 895/725, 989, 1085,
1106, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1111, 1112, 1113, 1114, 1116, 1118, 1119, 1123, 1124, 1126,
1127, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1139, 1140, 1155, 1760, 1766, 1771/27, 1849, 1966, 1967,
2004, 2141, 2150, 2157, 2176, 2180, 2381, 2518/19, 2525/11, 2990/136, 2990/160,
3005/5, 3109/17, 3109/22, 3226/62, 3260, 3433/95, 3433/121, 3464/59, 3466/58,
3466/69, 3466/93, 3466/97, 3466/114, 3506/37, 3510, 3562/119, 3590/201, 3596/83,
3596/305, 4124/85, 4124/157, 4147/248, 4198/11, 4223/22, 4582, 4635/57, 4643/156,
16285.
VAKIFLAR BÖLGE MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ ARŞİVLERİ /
REGIONAL DIRECTORATES ARCHIVES OF FOUNDATIONS
Konya Karatay Diğin Camii Röleve-Restitüsyon-Restorasyon Raporu, Konya Vakıflar
Bölge Müdürlüğü, Dosya nr. 10, 29, 36.
Konya Vakıflar Bölge Müdürlüğü Arşivi, Mazbut Hayrat, Dosya nr. 60.
Konya Vakıflar Bölge Müdürlüğü Arşivi, Mülhak Hayrat Kütüğü, nr. 1.
Konya Vakıflar Bölge Müdürlüğü Sanat Eserleri ve Yapı İşleri Şube Müdürlüğü
Karapınar Selimiye Külliyesi 2005 Yılı Onarım Dosyası, nr. 1, 2.
Konya Vakıflar Bölge Müdürlüğü Sanat Eserleri ve Yapı İşleri Şube Müdürlüğü
Karapınar Selimiye Külliyesi 1900-2000 Yılı Onarım Dosyası, nr. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
Sivas Vakıflar Bölge Müdürlüğü Arşivi [SVBMA], Muhasebe Defteri, nr. 9.
Tokat Vakıflar Bölge Müdürlüğü Arşivi [TVBMA], Muhasebe Defteri, nr. 1, 8, 9, 10.
TAPU KADASTRO GENEL MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ ARŞİVİ (TKGMA) /
GENERAL DIRECTORATE OF LAND REGISTRY AND CADASTRE’S
ARCHIVE
Evkaf [EV], nr. 558.
Kûyûd-ı Kadime, nr. 565, 579.
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567, 569, 575, 578, 583, 584, 733, 3357.
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II. YAYIMLANMIŞ ARŞİV KAYNAKLARI /
PUBLISHED ARCHIVE SOURCES
75 Numaralı Gelibolu Livası Mufassal Tahrir Defteri (925/1519), Dizin ve Tıpkı
Basım, Istanbul 2009.
166 Numaralı Muhâsebe-i Vilâyet-i Anadolu Defteri (937/1530), Dizin ve Tıpkı Basım,
Ankara 1995.
370 Numaralı Muhâsebe-i Vilâyet-i Rûm-ili Defteri (937/1530), Dizin ve Tıpkı Basım,
I, Ankara 2001.
370 Numaralı Muhâsebe-i Vilâyet-i Rûm-ili Defteri (937/1530), Dizin ve Tıpkı Basım,
II, Ankara 2002.
387 Numaralı Muhâsebe-i Vilâyet-i Karaman ve Rûm Defteri (937/1530), Tıpkı Basım,
I, Ankara 1996.
387 Numaralı Muhâsebe-i Vilâyet-i Karaman ve Rûm Defteri (937/1530), Dizin ve
Tıpkı Basım, II, Ankara 1997.
438 Numaralı Vilayet-i Anadolu Defteri (937/1530) I, Dizin ve Tıpkı Basım, Ankara
1993.
438 Numaralı Muhâsebe-i Vilâyet-i Anadolu Defteri (937/1530), Dizin ve Tıpkı Basım,
II, Ankara 1994.
888/1483 Tarihli Karaman Eyaleti Vakıf Tahrir Defteri, (prepared by Fahri Coşkun),
(IU Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Türk İktisat Tarihi Anabilim Dalı Unpublished Masters
Thesis), Istanbul 1996.
998 Numaralı Muhâsebe-i Vilâyet-i Diyâr-i Bekr ve ‘Arab ve Zü’l-Kâdiriyye Defteri
(937/1530), Dizin ve Tıpkı Basım, I, Ankara 1998.
998 Numaralı Muhâsebe-i Vilâyet-i Diyâr-i Bekr ve ‘Arab ve Zü’l-Kâdiriyye Defteri
(937/1530), Dizin ve Tıpkı Basım, II, Ankara 1999.
1500 (H. 906) Tarihli Kayseri Tapu-Tahrir Defteri, (prepared by Mehmet İnbaşı),
Kayseri 2009.
1570 (H. 976) Tarihli Kayseri Tapu-Tahrir Defteri, (prepared by Mehmet İnbaşı),
Kayseri 2009.
Erzurum Evkaf Defteri, 1530-40, (prepared by Ü. Kılıç), Erzurum 2011.
Fatih Devrinde Karaman Eyaleti Vakıfları Fihristi, (prepared by Feridun Nâfiz Uzluk),
Ankara 1958.
Hüdavendigâr Livası Tahrîr Defterleri, (prepared by Ömer Lütfi Barkan-Enver Meriçli) Istanbul 1998.
Istanbul Ahkâm Defterleri Istanbul Esnaf Tarihi 2 (published by A. Tabakoğlu-A.
Kal’a vd), Istanbul 1997.
Karaman Vilâyeti Vakıfları, (prepared by Seyit Ali Kahraman), Kayseri 2009.
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Kayseri İli Tahrir Defterleri (992 / 1584), (prepared by Refet Yinanç – Mesut Elibüyük),
Kayseri 2009.
Kayseri Temettuat Defteri, (1250 / 1834 Tarihli), (prepared by İsmet Demir), Kayseri
1998.
III. ŞERʻİYE SİCİLLERİ / COURT REGISTERS
Afyon Şerʻiyye Sicilleri [AŞS], nr. 499, 502.
Balıkesir Şerʻiye Sicili [BŞS], nr. 692, 693, 698, 699.
Bursa Şerʻiye Sicili [BUŞS], nr. B 221/ 15, 245/42, 246/1, 250/43b, 3436/80, 3467/25,
3470/87, 3536/60, 3963/165, 3979/29, 3963/210, 4258.
Divriği Şerʻiye Sicili, nr. 84/88.
Elazığ Şerʻiye Sicili, nr. 7233/1, 7233/8, 7233/10.
Gaziantep Şerʻiye Sicilleri, nr. 1874.
Istanbul Şerʻiyye Sicili [İŞS], nr. 9, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17, 24/10B/3, 24/17B/1, 24/34B/3,
24/70B/1, 25, 29, 30, 32, 33, 36, 37, 40, 41, 43, 57, 50.
Kastamonu Şerʻiye Sicili [KAŞS], nr. 1, 1/238, 7/97, 9/51, 13/29, 16.
Konya Şerʻiyye Sicili [KŞS], nr. 1, 2, 8, 10, 18, 20, 21, 30, 35, 46, 55.
Tokat Şerʻiye Sicili [TŞS], nr. 1, 2, 19, 21, 22, 24, 26, 28, 29, 31, 33, 48, 53.
IV. ISTANBUL BELEDİYE KÜTÜPHANESİ /
ISTANBUL MUNICIPAL LIBRARY
Istanbul Belediye Library, MC O.89; Ankara Evkaf Defteri, MC, nr. 116/5.
V. KAYNAKLAR VE ARAŞTIRMA ESERLER /
SOURCES AND RESEARCH STUDIES
Abay, Ali Rıza, “Toplumsal Yapı ve Toplumsal Kurum Değişimi (İhtisap Kurumunun
Zabıta Teşkilatına Döönüşümü Örneği)”, Dumlupınar University Sosyal Bilimler
Dergisi, nr. 7 (December 2002), p.368.
Abdizade Hüseyin Hüsameddin, Amasya Tarihi, I, (simplification Ali Yılmaz-Mehmet
Akkuş), Ankara 1986; VII, (published by Mesut Aydın-Güler Aydın), Amasya 2013.
Abdurrahman Câmî, Nefehâtü’l-üns min hazarâti’l-kuds, Tehran 1337.
_____, Nefahâtü’l-üns / Evliya Menkıbeleri, (translated by Lâmiî Çelebi; prepared by
S. Uludağ-M. Kara), Istanbul 2005.
Adurrahman el-Askerî, Mir’atü’l-Işk (published by İsmail E. Erünsal), Ankara 2003.
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Abdülfettâh Âşur, es-Seyyid el-Bedevî, şeyh ve tarîka, A’lâmü’l-Arab, LVIII, Dârü’lMısriyye li’t-te’lîf ve’t-terceme, Cairo 1967.
Abdülhak Muhaddis Dihlevî, Ahbâru’l-ahyâr, (translated by Sübhan Mahmud-Muhammed Fâdıl), Delhi 1994.
Abdülhüseyin Zerrinkûb, Dünbâle-i Cüstücû der Taśavvuf-I Îrân, Tehran 1369.
Abdülkerîm el-Kuşeyrî, er-Risâle (published by Mahmud b. Şerîf-Abdülhalim
Mahmud), I, Cairo 1972.
_____, er-Risâle (translated by Süleyman Uludağ), Istanbul 1981.
Abdülmecid el-Hânî, el-Hadâiku’l-verdiyye, Cairo 1308.
Abdülvehab b. Cemaleddin Muhammed Hamedanî, Sevâkıbü’l-Menâkıb-ı Evliyâullâh,
(translated by Mahmud Dede, published by Bekir Şahin), Konya 2007.
Abdülvehhâb Şa’rânî, el-Envârü’l-kudsiyye fî beyâni âdâbi’l-ubûdiyye, Cairo 1952.
_____, Levâkıhü’l-envâr fî tabakāti’l-ahyâr (published by Abdurrahman Hasan
Mahmud), II, Cairo 2001.
Abdürrezzâk el-Kâşânî, Letâ’ifü’l-i’lâm (published by Saîd Abdülfettâh), Cairo 1996.
Acıpayamlı, Orhan, “Türkiye Folklorunda Türküler Bibliyografyası”, Ankara University Dil ve Tarih Coğrafya Fakültesi Antropoloji Dergisi, nr. 2, Ankara 1965, pp. 105121.
Acun, Hakkı, Manisa’da Türk Devri Yapıları, Ankara 1999.
_____, “Sivas ve Çevresi Tarihi Eserlerinin Listesi”, VD, nr. 20, (1988), p. 187.
_____, “Saat Kulesi”, DIA, XXXV, pp. 325-326.
Açıkel, Ali, “XIV-XVI. Yüzyıllarda Tokat Zâviyeleri”, Pax Ottomana Studies in Memoriam Prof. Dr. Nejat Göyünç, (ed. Kemal Çiçek), Haarlem-Ankara 2001, pp. 231233.
_____, “Osmanlı Döneminde Tokat Kazası’nda Ahiler ve Ahi Zaviyeleri”, 1.
Uluslararası Ahilik Kültürü ve Kırşehir Sempozyumu, 15-17 Ekim 2008 Kırşehir.
Bildiriler, Ankara 2011, I, pp. 7-9.
_____, “583 Numaralı Evkaf Defterine Göe Zile Vakıfları”, Tarihi ve Kültürü İle II.
Zile Sempozyumu, 6-9 Ekim 2011. Bildiriler, İzmir 2012, pp. 13-25.
_____-Abdurrahman Sağırlı, Osmanlı Döneminde Tokat Merkez Vakıfları-Vakfiyeler,
Tokat 2005.
Adam, Baki, “ـzeyir”, DIA, XLII, pp. 401-402.
Adana Kentsel Kültür Envanteri, Adana 2006.
Adıvar, Adnan, Osmanlı Türklerinde İlim, Istanbul 1982.
Âdil Avvâ-Abdülhamîd Sâlih, “et-Tasavvuf”, el-Mevsûatü’l-Arabiyye, VI, Damascus
2002.
Afifüddin Abdullah Yâfiî, Neşrü’l-mehâsin, Cairo 1961.
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Afzal Iqbal, The Life and Work of Jalal-ud-din Rumi, İslamabad 1991.
Afşar, Îrec, “Fütüvvetnâme-yi Âhengerân”, Ferhunde-i Peyâm, 1306 /1981, pp. 53-59.
Afyoncu, Erhan, “Defterhane”, DIA, IX.
_____, “XVII. Yüzyıl Osmanlı Bürokrasisinde İki Yeni Defter: Cebe ve Derdest Defterleri”. Tarih İncelemeleri Dergisi, nr. 45, (2000), pp. 221-229.
_____,“Osmanlı Hekimbaşıları ve Hassa Hekimleri”, Osmanlılarda Sağlık, I, Istanbul
2006, pp. 85-97.
Afyoncu, Fatma, XVII. Yüzyılda Hassa Mimarları Ocağı, Ankara 2001.
Agha Hussain Hamadani, Life and Works of Sayyid Ali Hamadani, Islamabad 1984.
Ağaoğlu, Samet-Celal Yerman, Türkiye İktisadi Teşkilatında Ticaret ve Sanayi Odaları
Esnaf Odaları ve Ticaret Borsaları, Ankara 1943.
Ahbârü’l-Hallâc, (ed. L. Massignon - P. Kraus), Paris 1957
Âhî, Divan, (prepared by Necati Sungur), Ankara 1994.
“Ahi Çelebi Türbesi”, Dünden Bugüne Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, I, Istanbul 1994, p.104.
Ahi Dost, nr. 2-3, 6-8, (Kasım 1990-Mayıs 1991).
Ahi Evran University Kırşehir Eğitim Fakültesi Dergisi (KEFAD), I-XV, (2000-2014).
Ahi Kataloğu (2009 Yılı), TESK.
Ahi Sinan Farsça Şecerenâmesi, Kırşehir Museum.
Ahiliğe Genç Bakışlar, Ahi Evran University Ahilik Kültürünü Araştırma ve Uygulama Merkezi (Ahiliğe Genç Bakışlar Makale Yarışması ve Sempozyumu 21 Eylül
2012), Kırşehir 2012.
Ahilik, (ed. Baki Çakır, İskender Gümüş), Kırklareli 2011.
Ahilik ve Esnaf, Istanbul Esnaf ve Sanatkârlar Dernekleri Birliği, Istanbul 1986.
Ahmed, Asker, XII-XV. Asırlarda Azerbaycan’ın Manevî Medeniyeti, Bakü 2012.
Ahmed b. Ahmed Kalyûbî, Tuhfetü’r-râgıb fî sîreti cemâatin min a‘yâni ehli’l-beyti’letâyib, 1307.
Ahmed b. Aybek ed-Dimyâtî, el-Müstefâd min Zeyli Târîhi Bağdâd (published by M.
Mevlûd Halef), Beirut 1406/1986.
Ahmed Eflâkî, Ariflerin Menkıbeleri, I-II, (translated by Tahsin Yazıcı), Istanbul 1986,
1987.
Ahmed el-Gazzâlî, Kitâb-ı Sevânih (published by H. Ritter), Istanbul 1942.
Ahmed en-Nakkâş el-Hartebirtî, Tuhfetü’l-vesâyâ, Süleymaniye Library, Ayasofya, nr.
2049.
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Ahmed Refik, Hicri XII. Asırda Istanbul Hayatı, Istanbul 1988.
_____, “Fatih Devrine Ait Vesikalar”, TOEM, 62, Istanbul 1337.
Ahmed Rifat Efendi, Mir’âtü’l-mekâsıd fî def’il-mefâsid, Istanbul 1293.
Ahmed Tevhid, “Beni Ertena”, TOEM, V/25, pp. 16-18.
_____, “Ankara’da Ahiler Hükümeti”, TOEM, Cüz 19 (1329), pp. 1200-1204.
_____, “İlk Altı Padişahımızın Bursa’da Kain Türbeleri”, TOEM, III, pp. 977-1060.
_____, “Bursa’da Yeşil Cami ve Yeşil Türbe Kitabeleri”, Musavver Nevsal-i Osmânî
Muharrirleri Ekrem Reşat, Osman Ferid, Istanbul 1328-1330, pp.128-129.
Ahmed Vefik Paşa, Lehce-i Osmânî, Istanbul 1306.
Ahmedî, Dâstân ve Tevârîh-i Mülûk-i Âl-i Osmân (prepared by Çiftçioğlu N. Atsız,
Osmanlı Tarihleri I içinde), Istanbul 1949.
Ahmedov , G. - Seyidağa Onullahi, “Gencenin Kadim ve Orta Asırlar Tarihi”, Gence
(Tarihi Oçerk), Bakü 1994, pp. 3-32.
Ahunbay, Zeynep, “Sultan Ahmed Külliyesi”, Dünden Bugüne Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, VII, pp. 55-56.
Akagün Uslu, Gülyüz, Gümüşhane ve Çevresinin Tarihi-Sanat Eserleri (1969 / 1971),
Istanbul 1980.
Akalın, Nazir, “Nizami-yi Gencevi’nin Hayatı, Edebi Kişiliği ve Eserleri”, Bilig, Türk
Dünyası Sosyal Bilimler Dergisi, nr.7, Güz 1998, pp. 67-92.
Akar, Bedrettin, Afyonkarahisar İli Sandıklı İlçesi Yâren Geleneği, AKU Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Unpublished Masters Thesis, Kütahya 2013.
Akbulut, İlhan, “Istanbul’da Bir Kültür Sergeni Sahaflar Çarşısı”, Türkiye İş Bankası
Kültür ve Sanat Dergisi, nr. 11, (1991).
Akbulut, Ömer, Trabzonlu Meşhurlar Bibliyografyası, Ankara 1970.
Akça, Gürsoy, Ahilik Gelenegi ve Günümüz Fethiye Esnafı, SU Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Felsefe ve Din Bilimleri Anabilim Dalı Din Sosyolojisi Bilim Dalı Unpublished
Masters Thesis, Konya 2003.
Akçakoca Akça, Fahri, Küçük Denizli Tarihi, Denizli 1945.
Akçıl, N. Çiçek, “Rüstem Paşa Külliyesi”, DIA, XXXV, p. 294.
Akdağ, Mustafa, Türkiye’nin İktisadî ve İçtimaî Tarihi, I, Ankara 1959;sII, Istanbul
1974.
_____, Türk Halkının Dirlik ve Düzenlik Kavgası Celâli İsyanları, Ankara 1999.
_____, “Ankara Sultan Alâeddin Camii Kapısında Bulunan Hicrî 763 Tarihli bir Kitabenin Tarihî Önemi”, TV, 1-3 (1961), p. 372.
Akdemir, Sadık, Osmanlı Dönemi Isparta Vakıfları, Isparta 2011.
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_____, “Osmanlı Arşiv Belgeleri Işığında Eğirdir’deki Vakıf Hizmetleri”, Tarihi Kültürel Ekonomik Yönleri İle Eğirdir, 1. Eğirdir Sempozyumu (31 Ağustos–1 Eylül 2001),
pp. 129–142.
_____, “Osmanlı Arşiv Belgelerine Göre Uluborlu’daki Vakıf Hizmetleri”, Arayışlar,
Yıl 7, nr.13, Isparta 2005, pp. 116–127.
Aker, Raşit, Konya’dan Esnaf Manzaraları İnsanlar ve Hayatlar, Konya 2008.
Akgün Uslu, Gülyüz, Gümüşhane ve Çevresi Tarihi–Sanat Eserleri, Istanbul 1980.
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